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PREFAICE

The cor)tours of inquiry for the body of research which appears in these
volumes w first shaped. at a meeting held at the Brookings Institution on

'August, 1973. John D. Rockefeller. 3rd, who initiated the meeting, had
observe during the course of congressional discussions leading to the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 that public opinion respecting nonprofit institutions and
their donors was not, in tax termsat least, universally benign. It was also evident
to Rockefeller and others that too often judgments in the area were being made
intuitively without benefit of any reliable empirical data base.
/ The studies contained in these volumes were launched to remedy these

Concerns, to provide impetus for ongoing research, and generally to focus public
/ attention on the significance and importance of the voluntary sector. By

/ inquiring into its social content as well as the extent to which the tax laws and
/other sources contribute to the amount and direction of its support, the roots of
the sector could be examined, and its strength enhanced, all to the benefit of the
American sociee/. .

Significant encouragement for the effort was provided by the. hairman in
1973 of the House Ways and Means Committee, Wilbur D. Mills, and Secretary
of the Treasury at that time, George P. Schultz. William E. Simon, the Deputy
Secretary fornhe Treasury when the study commenced and later S retary,
recognized and enthusiastically endorsed the effort from its incepti ntil its
completion.

In agreeing to head the Commission, John H. Filer,,Chairman of Aetna Life
and CaSualty Company, sought persons as members iho would bring- to the
Commission a -diversity' of views and 'a range of experiences which would
encompass the mainstream of American society. Ultimately, 31 people served as
members of the Commission from October 31, 1973, the date of the
Commission's first meeting, until, December 6, 1975, the day on which the
Commission's repOrt and recommendations were personally delivered on Capitol_
Hill by Secretary Simon, Chairman Al Ullman, and Chairman Russell Long.

The 'material contained in these volumes, refinedand edited for publication,
served as the principal research resource for the Commission's deliberations.

The Commission held )2 plenary meetings in six cities for periods ranging
from one to three days. In accordance with a prdgrim adopted by the
Commission, an agenda of issues was firstileveloped by the Commission Staff
and a Research Review Committee of the Commission was then,appointed to
consider and approve the subjects which now appear in these volumes.

initial meetings of the Commission were devoted to the presentation of
ietffe factual and other research material which had been developed by the authors

l within the context of the subject area to which theAhad been assigned. In most
cases the author of the paper set forth his views in pelson at a Commission
meeting to ventilate differing points of View respecting the subject area and
also to respond to Commission queries and to affirm the direction of research
which he was then undertaking.

In developing the topics for research, and in identifying authors to perform .
the studies, every effort was made to present to the Commission, and to preserve
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for public review and discussion, a balanced consideration of the' topics. A

review of the papers will, we believe, verify that this objective has been achieved.
Because the papers represent the views of the individual authors, or the findings
of those undertaking empirical research, we take no responsibility for the points
of view that are expressed. Further, while every effort was made to assure the
selection of highly qualified experts, we recognize that, as with every collection
of research, the quality and depth of the inquiries necessarily varies.

The "Staff Summary" of the Commission's recommendations represents an
effort to articulate, as if for legislation or other implementation, technical
aspects of the Commission's recommendations. Through the footnotes to the

Staff Summary, readers may also relate the research compilation to the

recommendations.
The "Report of the Donee Group," the second document in the

compilation, contains the recommendations of persons, who, with Commission
funding, sought to identify areas of concern or points,of view which were not, it
was stated, adequately treated elsewhere in the Commission's program of

research.
Tb aid in the focus of its,inquiries, the Commission had availabre the

services of four special consultants with backgrounds in tax policy, government

organization, social pblicy, and foundation activities Paul N.iYivisaker, Adam

Yarmolinsky, Stanley S. Surrey, and Ralph L. Nelson. Three of my colleagues
served as Commission'staff, Robert E, Falb, Stuart M. Lewis, and Jerry J.
McCoy. Assistance was sought and generously provided by Howard A. Bolton
and Porter McKeever, associates of John D. Rockefeller 3rd, and by E. B.

Knauft, associate of John H. Filer. The services of these people as well as those
of the Commission's Research Director, Gabriel Rudney; Executive Assistant,
Jeanne Moore; the principal author of theAmmission report, Wade Greene;.and
the editor of the research papers, Ju,dr$10.Smith, were an indispensable part of

__this entire effort. .4;'1.1.N

The six-volume publicatio Aff the research papers is a collaborative effort
by the Commissir and the l . Treasury \Department to make the Commission

studies readily available to the publiC. 'cialthanks go to John F., Flood, Jr.,

Printing Operations ,Manager of the Tr sury, for his work in bringing 'the
research papers to publication.

Finally, the undersigned offers / qatheit thanks to the Commision
Chairman, its membership, its staff add associates; and particularly to John D.
Rockefeller 3rd, without all of wilom neither the Commission report nor these
volumes Would have been a reality. /

LEON RD L. SILVERSTEIN
Executive Director'



FOREWORD

The Commission on Private Philanthropy. and Public, Needs issued its report
and cecommendations, Giving in America, in December 1975. When it began its
*liberations in 1973, the Commission did not have to be convinced of the
essential role of private philanthropy in our society. To assist it in defining issues
and considering solutions, the Commission sought information, analysis, and
opinions on the function of private philanthropy in our society and its
relationship to government The papers in this publicalon, prepared during the
twdyear inquiry, provided that frame of reference. In conjunction with the U.S.

Department .of Treasury, the Commission is publishing and distributing the
research- material so that it will continue to serve as a useful frame of reference
for public discussion of issues in private philanthropy.

The six-volume compilation. of research consists of 91 individual slides.
'ResearCji was directed at providing the Commission with perspectives.r past,
current, .and future about philanthropic giving and the wide range of

throphilanpic activities which benefit our society. It was also directed the r le
of government In relationship to philanthropy. as provider of in4 es f r
giving, as regulator in imposing standards on philanthropic activities, as partner
in funding philanthropic activities,.and sometimes as competitor:in providing for
certain public needs.

The research was especiallyyroductive in t4 sense that the Commission not
only 'marshalled available information systematically, but developed new
information. The research also offered different interpretations and views on
each of a number of dorriplex subjects and issues. This Nivas consistent With the
Commission's policy' of ;Objectivity and its interest in _giving researchers and
experts full ,freedom to evaluate the factual information and to express
themselves in terms of_their own experience, knowledge, and judgreent.

Tfie Commission sought diligently to,filf,iliforrfisition gaps wtienever these..
were brougheto its attention and it was practical to do so. In some ihstancesi
there was some omission'or some imbalance in the treitrttent of_a specific issue.:
This wasnot intentional. The shortfall was due either to Jack of data and the
inability to gather facts within the time constraints ancl-ti* resources of the
Commission or to the inability of- the-Commission to Sbtaln certain points of

vievibecause a spokesman on an issue, was noavailable.
The Commission maintajne&a Crosee `working-relationship with government

agencies at all levels of_governinen,t: Many government.data oyrces were made
available to the Comthission and its rearcheil. in some instances, research was
prepared by government pxperts, as fot. example, the Treasury's preparation of
data bn charitable contributions from tax returns and data on philanthropic
organizations from information returns, the census Bureau's work in
cooperation with /11'6 University of Michigan on a national survey of' ,

. philanthropy,- and the Ohio Atto-rney General's study oif state practices in
regulating public charities.

Although the 'research was"exterisive, it 5Vas5,rnot exhaustive. The scope was'.
largely determined by areas of Commission Interest and covered activities such as -

health, education, welfarp religion, culture, social, action, community action,

....--- r
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and public policy. These areas were examined in terms of paist and currept
financing and accomplishments.and expectations for the future.

The research was privately funded, supported by of
c on tri twcions from hundreds of individuals, corporations, nonprofit

-41vorganiza ons, and foundations. The value of professional services donated to the
Commission in connection with the research is estimated to be

The ,first part of Volume I contains a report prepared by the Commission
staff \\which provides a technical explanation of the Commission's

recommendations and distusses means of implementipg thejecommeitclations.
Folio Wing this is a report from the Donee group which criticizes some of the
Commission's recommendations and offers alternatives. The remainder of the
papers in Volume I present historical perspectives and analyses of various
dimensions of the philanthropic sector, such as the magnitude and sources of
private giving, the allocation of private funds, the impact of inflation on giving,
and the extent of volunteer activity, and employmentand earnings data. In some
cases, the data were pioneering estimates. For the first time, data are provided
on outlays by religious organizations segregated by sacramental and

nonsacramental purposes. It is hoped that such initial efforts will encourage
others torefine .concepts and provide more accurate measures.

Volume 'II contains papers on varioug activities in the philanthropic
sector - elementary,' secondary, and higher education, the sciences, health, social
welfare and social policy, the arts, environment, public affairs, and international
affairs." The papers in general examine the changing role. of philarithropy and
government in each activity area and the prospects for the future. Papers are also
included which examine from the gjantee perspective the accessibility of
grantmaking instilmfrons such as foundations, 'corporations, unions, churches,
and federated Campaigns. i t

Volume III focuses on fouridations and on corporations. The past an
present activities of private foundations are surveyed. A comparative analysis is
made of foundation grants and...federal expenditures in selected functional areas.
The governance of fouridations and the minimum payout concept are also
examined. Community foundations are reviewed and the prospects of public
foundations and public funding agencies are considered. Turning) to
corporations, studies deal with the economic, legal, and tax aspects of corporate
giving and the social responsibility of Corporations, its rationale and issues.
Corporate giving measurements .are presented on characteristics and trends.
Corporate executive attitudes are surveyed. ,

Volume IV includes legal studies on important tax code provisions, such as
eligibility for tax exemption, the distinctions between public and private
charities, the donor's income tax deduction, including property gifts and split
interest gifts, the charitable bequest deduction, and voluntary services. Data are
presented on the dimension of charitable giving under the estate tax, the gift tax,
and fiduciary income tax. Policy alternatives are discussed on estate tax
incentives. Nontax government alternatives to tax incentives are considered
including matching grants to institutions and direct eants to beneficiaries rather
than institutions. The scope of the local property tax exemption and the issues
are examined.

7
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,Volume V reports on federal and state regulation of philanthropic
Organizations and private self-regulatory efforts of the philanthropic sector,
accountability with respect to financial reporting, solicitation and fund raising,
and lobbying activities. The volume concludes with an examination off' tax
inceoives and regulation of charities in foreign countries, with special emphasis
on,the Canadian and British experiences.

Summaries of most of these papers are provided in The Guide to Sponsored
Research published by the Commissidn in cooperation with the United Way of
America.

As Research Director, l am deeply gateful to the participating authors,
institutions, and organizations for their fine efforts and cooperation in carrying
out the research.

GABRIEL RUDNEY
Research Director

8
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SUMMARY DESCRIPTION/OF
RESEARCWPAPERS .

Volume I

Private Philanthropy and Public Needs: Historical Perspective, Robert H.
Bremner (1975), discussing the doctrine of stewardshieand the development of
voluntary associations for religious and benevolent purposes.

Private Giving in the American Ectinomy, 1960:1972, Ralph L. Nelson (1975),
describing the decline in receipts in the n&lprofit sector relative to other
segments of the American economy.

The Scope of the Private Voluntary Charitable Sector, Gabriel G. Rudney
(1975), describing earnings, contributions, and government grants to the
philanthropic sector.

Financial Data From Form 990 Returns for Exempt Charitable, Religious, and
Educational Organizations, John Copeland (1975), summarizing information on
financial data tabula`ted by IRS from Form'990 returns.

Results From Two NationalSurveys of Philanthropic Activity, James N. Morgan,
Richard F. Dye, and Judith H. Hybels (1975), discussing the effects of the
itemized deduction as an inducement to charitable g4ing, as well as describing
the magnitude and sources of money and property donated to the nonprofit
sector.

Employments and Earnings in the Nonprofit Charitable Sector, T. Nicliolaus
Tideman (1975), detailing effects of rising prices and wages on the nonprofit
organizgon's ability to provide services and raise contributions as well as the
use ofi3filanthropic funds for employment in the charitable sector.

Recent Trends in the Not-For-frofit Sector, Dale L. Hiestand (1975), updating
material 'on the state and scope of the notfor-profit sector, using both older and
newer data.

The Size of the Voluntary Nonprofit Sector: Concepts and Measures, Burton A.
Weisbrod and Stephen H. Long (1975), depicting the size of the voluntary
nonprofit sector in terms of output and revenue from various sources.

A Study_a_Religious Reteipts and Expenditures in the Uniteil States, Interfaith
Research Committee of the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public
Needs (1975), surveying the sources of funds received by church-related
philanthropies as well as the areas in which these resources are spent.

..
Volume II

Private 'Philanthropy and Nigher Education: History, Current Impact, and,Public
Policy C,pnsiderations, Earl F.' cheit and Theodore E. Lobman III (1975),
detailing the nine principal Ways in Which private philanthropy serves higher
education as well as the importance of philanthropy to higher education in the
futUre. 0

9 XI
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XII

Philanthropy in Higher Education: Its Magnitude, Its Its Influent
on College and University Finance, Hans H, Jenny and Mary Ann Allan (1975),
examining the dependence of colleges and universities upon philanthropic
support and assessing proposals concerning the future of philanthropic

, endeavors. P.

Philanthropy, Public Needs, and Nonpublic Schools, Donald A. Erickson,
(1974), characterizing the public purposes of the nonpublic scho'ol, the decline
in enrollments and number of nonpublic schools in the past 10 years.

The Nonpublic School' and .Private Philanthropy, Robert L. Lamborn, Cary
Potter, and Al H. Senske ('1974), surveying dimensions of nonpublic elementary
and secondary education in the United States, the public purposes of nonpublic
schools, and the dependeAce of the nonpublic schools on philanthropic support.

The Role of Private Philanthropy and Public Support of Science in the United
States, C-.14ryl P. Haskins (1975), observing the varying characteristics ant(
requirements, as well as roles, of scientific activity and" what goals we hope to
achieve in supporting science.

The Changing Role qf Private Philanthropy in Health Affairs, Robert J. Blendon
(1975), reviewing past and present philanthropic activities in the areas of health
and medical affairs and how the public sector's contribution has changed.

Some Aspects of Evolving' Social Policy in Relation to Private Philanthropy,
Wilbur J. Cohen (1975), exploring the continuing and changing role of private
philanthropy, particularly with respect to large foundations, in an age when
government is assuming a. greater number of the charitable functions once
reserved to the private sector in the social services field.

Some Aspects of Private Philanthropy in Relation to Social Welfare, Ellen-
Winston (1975), explaining the increasing proportion of public funding of social
welfare services and the necessity for private social agencies having a variety of
funding sources so that they do not become largely dependent on federal funds.

The Voluntary Social Agency Experiments, Innovates, Demonstrates, and
Influences Public Social Policy: The Community Service Society'of New York,
19304970, Joseph L. Vigilante and Ruth Kantrow (1974), reviewing the
activities of one large metropolitan voluntary agency, the Community Service
Society of New York.

A Report on the Arts, Caroline Hightower, for Associated Councils oflhe Arts
(1975), reportirig on the growth and needs of the arts in the United States for
financial,suppdrt.

fie Role of Philanthropy in the Env' hr onmental Field: Preservation of Natural
A Lands and Historic Properties, Janet Koch with Thomas W. Richards (1975),

discussing the merits of private as opposed to federal funding of the acquisition
and prdtection of land and historical properties.

The Role of Private Philanthropy in Relation toEnvironmentPollution, Blair T.
Bower (1975), exploring recent philanthropic activities in areas of environmental
concern and compartsorrs orublic arid privatotfforts in this area.



, XIII

Philanthropic Activity in International Affairs, Adam Yamolinsky (1475),
describing the role and range of private philanthropy in private foreign aid and
international affairs, education and research, as well as the levels of private and
public spending in these areas and the rationale for continued private spending.

Private Philanthropy and Public Affairs, Jane H. Mavity and Paul N. Ylvisaker
(1975), viewing the role of private philanthropy with regard to the nation's
public problems and analyses of the effect of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and
the possibility that future legislation may be advisable to reinforce private
philanthropy.

A Survey of the Voluntary Action Center Network, National Center for
VolOntary Action (1975), surveying voluntarism at the local level.

Issues and Problems Facing the Voluntary Sectdr: A Survey, of Leadership
Opinion, Gordon Manser (1975), inquiring into the issues and problems that
might confront the voluntary' sector during the next decade.

They Voluntary Sector: Problems and Challenges,, Pablo Eisenberg (1975),
discussing the goals and functions of the voluntary sector and focusing on thi.,s
sector's dealings in its public functions.

A Study of the Quantity of Volunteer Activity Of United Way and Its Member
Agencies, United Way of America (1974), describing the magnitude of volunteer
hours of United Way community service, activity during 1973 in.the fields of
health, welfare, informal education, recreation and leisure, and contrasting these
hours with the amount of paid hours for work by professionals in these fields.,

A Philanthropic Profile of Four Cities: Atlanta, Cleveland, Des Moines and
Hartford (1975), surveying the role of private philanthropy in meeting human
needs in the cities of Atlantis, Cleveland, Des Moines, and Hartford.

The Anatomy of Giving: Five American Cities (1975), reporting on the results of
organized visits to five American citiesAtlanta, Cleveland, Des Moines,
Hartford, and San Francisco and' examining the anatomy pf giving as
represented by perceptions of various people involved in philanthropy in these
cities.

An Agenda for the Future, Reynold Levy and Waldemar A. Nielsen (1975),
surveying the status of nonprofit institutions in America and suggestingpaths to
the self-improvement of these organizations.

Public Needs, Public Policy, and Philanthtopy: An.Analysis of The Basic Issues
and Their Treatment by the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public
Needs, Thomas R. Asher ,(1975), contending that 'the Commission has failtd to
address the question of how public needs are and should be defined, ranked in
importance, and met by the public and private sectors.

Values, Voluntary Action, and Philanthropy: The Appropriate Relationship of
Private Philanthropy-to PubirC Needs, David Horton Smith (1975), discussing
private philanthropy in relation to public needs from a "public interest and
humane values" perspective: \I I
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XIV

Philanthropy and the Powerless, Sarah C-Cirey (1975), discussing philanthropy
in regard to minority groups, the poor, the institutionalized, and others
considered "outs" in American society.

U.S. Foundations and Minority Group, Interests, U.S. Human Resources
Corporation° (1975), identifying and analyzing public policy issues relating to the
response of grantina king charitable foundations to the problems and concerns of
minority groups.

Philknthropic Foundations of the U.S. and Their Responsiyeness to the Special
Needs, Problems, and Concerns of the Hispanic Community, 1960 Thiough
1971, The National Council of La Raza (1977), examining the gxtent and
patterns of philanthropic giving to meet the special needs, problems, and
concerns of the Hispanic Community.

The New Federalism: Government Accountability and Private Philanthropy
Peter J. Petkas (1975), examining the implications to the general public,
intended beneficliaries, and,Congress of programs such as general revenue sharing,

community development revenue sharing, manpower revenue sharing, and the
Law Enforcement Assistance Mrdinistration.

The Role of Foundations in Broadcasting and Cable Communications Policy
Development, Albert H. Kramer (1975), studying major, foundation supriort
with respect to broadcasting and cable communications.

Foundation Grants to CorPorate Activist Groups: The Donee Perspective, Philip
W. Moore (1975), reporting on foundation funding of corporate activist groups.

The Role of ale United Way in Philanthropy, David Horton Smith (197A
examining how United Ways raise and allocate their funds, to whom, with_what
effect, accountable to whom, and using what philosophy.

Who's Funding the Women's Movement ?Mary Jean Tully (1975), describing the
lack of foundation and corporate financial support for the women's movement.

Patterns of Ethnic and Class Discrimination in the Corporate and Philanthrppic
World, Geno Baroni, Arthur Naparstek, and Karen Kollias (197,5), discussing
ethnic organizations and the patterns of ptiv. ate philanthropy in these groups and
describing one study of ethnic representation at the corporate executive level.

Volume I I I

Tax Incentives and Charitable Contributions in the United States: A
MicrOeConometric Analysis, Martin S. Feldstein and Charles aotfelter (1975),
discussing the effects of the income tax treatment of deductions for charitable
contributions as an inducemek to giving.

The Income Tax and Charaile Contributions: Estimates and Simulations with
the Treasury Tax Files, Martin S. Feldstein and Amy Taylor (1975), presenting
new evidence on price and incojne elasticities pf charitable giving based on the
special Treasury tax files for 1962 and 1970.,

12



XV

Effects of the Charitable Deduction on Contributions By Low-Irkome and
Middle-Income Households: Evidence from the Natiiihal Survey of Philanthropy,
Michael J. Boskin and Martin S. Feldstein ,(1975), arralyzinethe philahthropic

of low- and middle-income households and the effects of inducements
,

on their -charitable giving patterns. 4

Estate Taxation and C 11 aritable Bequests, Mhael J. Boskin (1975),_ describing._-" Michael
the efficiency of the charitable b'equ'ests deduction by applying formulas to the
top.7 percentof estates.

Charitable Bequests, Estate,Taxation, and intergenerational Wealth Transfers,
Martin S. Feldstein (1975), assessing the strength of the inceiative provided by
the charitable bequest deduction.

A Npu:Ontile Estimation of Personal Giving, Ralph L. Nelson (1975), analyzing
-reports and data7SPecting.totargiviniby living persons..
'Evaluation of EConometric Research oh the )ncome Tax and Charitable Giving,
Arnold 'Zenner (1975), assessing Professor Mattin Feldstein's study which

,measures the price and income elasticities of charitable giving by individuals.

,

Charitable Contributions Under the Federal Individul Income Tax: Alternative
Policy Options, George F. Break (1975); depicting the effect upon charitable
giving of alternative options under the federalindividual income tax system,
including the elimination of the charitable contribution deduction and the
substitution of a matching grant system.

The Public Funding Agency, Eric Larrabee (1975), ds,s5ribing the organizatien,
operation, and special characteristics'of the public funding agency and the ,

interrelated roles of government and private donors and institutions.
.

Private Foundations and The 1969 Tax _Reform Act, Chairman and Staff,
Council on Foundations, Inc. (19-75), describing, -inter olio, the burdens upon
beneficiaries of the 4 percent taZ and suggesting aetion for foundations to guard
against future punitive legislation and for gcivernmentto accord foOndatiOns
more quil treatment with other charitiesii.:

'
Pay -Out Requirements for Foundations, 'Eugene Steuerle (1976), examinin
minimum distributional requirements for foundations; presenting a review,
current la and proposals for change, dealing with the technical propbsals tq epdi:
these problerhs, discussing and analyzing public policy in requiring this

I

distribution. ,

Foundations and the Federal Government: A Look At Spending t lats,;;
Michael S. Koleda, Daniel Bourque, and Randall Smith (1975), tomparing
analyzing foundation spending categories.of philanthropic activity with federal
government:expenditu res. ,
Community Fouridationt, Norman A. Sugarman 11975), describing the history f
of the community foundation movement, the current and future role of
community foundations, -and the stains bf community foundations under .the
tax 'law.
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The Charitable Foundation: Its Governance; Lawrence M. Stone (1975),
suggesting a means to -achieve. ,flexibility . and responsiveness through

implementing a system, of selecting foundatioh board membership that
represents a wide range of viewpoints.

corporate Philanthropic Public Service. Activities, \tames- F. Harris and Anne
Klepper (1975), surveying the present scope of corporate philanthropic activity,
the -effect of tax changes upon such activity, and the opinions of company
officials on the motivations prompting corporate gifts of money and time

Corporate Giving: Rationire, Issues, and Opportunities, 9L4,wHarriss
(1975), examining means of expanding corporate philanthropic rtiviirihrough
,further tax incentives and greater social responsibility on the part: of
corporations.
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COMMISSION ON PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY AND PUBLIC_NEEDS

COMMENTARY
ON COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

This commentary, prepared by the staff of the Commission, has
two purposes. First, it is intended generally to relate the
Commission's recommendation's to the relevant research poapers
included in this publicalion. Second, and more particularly,, it is
intended to present for discuision comments and alternatives with
respect to the implementation of those recommendations, .'The
views, expressed are not, those of the Commission nor of any
Commission member. References are made to objective research,
and analysis,' dissenting vieus-of the Commission membeis, and the
Report of'the Donee Group.'

;

BROADENING THE BASE OF PHILANTHROPY

I Commission Recommendations

I. That to increase inducements2 for charitable giving,3 all taxpayers
who take the standard deduction should also be permitted-to deduct
charilake contributions as an additional, itemized deduction.

Commentary

Under the Commission's recommendation, which ,would rectiire
impleme ini lee.slation, a taxpayer electing thei standard leduc

ltioncould, in -addition to .the standard deduction, separately itemize and
deduct I charitable contributions to the . ex tent of the applicable
percentagesof-income limitations.

Nonitemiiers could claim the charitable contribUtions deduction on a
sepatate seh dule iattachedr:to ,either the basic tax, form (Fotm 1040) or

lrtheshort orm itax return, (Form 1040A), or do the retu fornis
theniselves if they can be modified to include the needed inf rmatiom ,

i., ,

... 3
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In the interek of administrative simplicity, taxpayer reporting
requirements respecting contributions of cash would not differ from the
Present rules. Different rules might be needed for gifts of property.'
However, gifts of property, whether or not appreciated, should qualify
for the extended deduction on the same basis as gifts of money, with
due regard given to valuation and other administrative prOblems.

2. That an additional inducement6 to charittible giving should be
provided to low- and middle-income taxpayers. Toward this end, the
Commission proposes that a `Wouble deduction" be instituted for
families with incomes of less than $15,000 a 'year; they would be .
allowed to deduct twice what. they, give in computing their income
taxes. For those families with incomes between $15,0 0 and $30,00,0,
the Commission proposes a deduction of 150 percent of their giving,'

Commentary'
a

The amplified deductions, if implemented by legislation, could be
claimed slry any eligible taxpayer regardless' of filing status, that is, joint
return, married filing separately, single or head of household,v, Trusts,
estates, and corporations would not be eligible. Partnership contribu-
tions would be allocated to individual partners to determine the amount
of

, i
the mplified deductions, 'if the partner is otherwise eligible. To

qualify, he.donor's income must fall within prescribed limits at gross

inesome9 levels of $15,000 and $30,000 fol. joint returns. For single
taxpayers, heads of hOuseholds, and married couples filing separately,
the gross income levels would be $7,500 and $15,000, respectively.

Anomalies will occur at the extre ities of these brackets unlegs some
mechanism is adopted to eliminate t e notches. FOr-example, if iiiterally

applied, a household, with gross i come of $15,000 would receive a)
charitable contributions deductio f 200 percent, whereas a ho sehold
with gross income of $15,001 w uld receive a charitable ciontr butions
deduction of 150 percent. Were .no allowance to be rude for this
disparity, a $15,000 household would realize a' one-third greater tax
benefit fr n its charitable Contributions than the $15,001 household
would realze from contributions of the same amount. .

To glimi ate the notches, amplified, but phased down, deduction
could be- pr vided with respectsto gross income classes between $7,50
and $8,00 ($15,000 and, $16,000 on joint returns) and between

t$15,000$15,000 a d $15;500 ($30,000- and $31,000 in joint returns). Tables
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could be developed to determine the applicable amplified deduction.
See Tables 1 and 2.below, which illustrate with joint return figures one
method of providing a phase-out of the amplified deductions.' °

Excimple: A married taxpayer files a joint return with $15,392 of
gross income. If $100 in cha'ritable contributions had been made, the
appropriate4mplified deduction would be determined as follows. First,
the taxpayer would determine his family's gross income from the .tax
return. Second, the taxpayer would determine his applicable percentages
hi the tax return instruction booklet. Since his gross income was
$15,392, his applicable percdntage (Table 1) is 181 percent. Next,
multiplication of 181 percent by his actual contribution ($100) yields
his deductible amount: $181, to be entered as his charitable contribu-
tion on his tax return. .

Taxpayers making a contribution in cash intended to qualify for the
amplified deduction might be required to retain written proof -of the
contribution containing confirmation by the donee that the'gift, in fact,
had been made." Although this factor might add to a recipient
organization's administrative costs, it can be anticipated that these
expenses could be more than offset by additional expected contribir
lions. : , ,

. - ..
Gifts of property, whether or not appreciated, would 'qualify for the

amplified deduction on the same basis as gifts of money, giving due
regard to valuation and, other administrative problems. ,

' Although all charities' described in section 170 of the Code would fall
within the ambit of recipients entitled to receive both the extended and
amplified deductions, consideration rhight also be given to the exclusion
from the rule )for either private or "independent"' 2 foundations,.or
both.' '3 Special consideration should be given, however, to the situation
of- a private perat'ng foundation, independent foundation, of private
foundation seeking o 'achieve a.broad base of pu lie support.

CommissiOn Reconunendati

3. bat income deiicted for 'charitable giving should be, excluded
from any minimum provision.

Commentary

The Com*Mission's, report contemplates that volu tary contributions
the nonprofit sector can, in the areas in, hick they are given; serve

blic 'needs as effectively, and readily as pa pent of taxes.' Because
k8 5



Table 1
N..

Married Taxpayers Filing Joint Return

Gross Incomc (From Line 13, Page 1,
Form 1040 or Line 12, Page 1, Form
1040A) Select figure below closest "*. Applicable

rto-but not exceeding your gross income Percentage

515,000 or le
15,020 ..

15,040
j 15,060

15,080
15,100
15,120
15,140
15,160
15,18P
15,200 t
15,220
15,240
15,260
15,280
15,300
15,320
1,340
15,39-
15,310
15,400

115,420
15,440
15,460 .
15,480
15,500
14,520
15,540

-4:15,560
15,580
15,600 J

15,620
15,640 ,
15,660
15,680
15,700
15,720---
15,740
15,760
15,780
15,800 1

15,820 I

15,840
15,860
15,880
15,900
15,920
15,940
13,960 .

15,980 '
.16,000 to 30,000

,-

,

_-_, _.._ - _..

.. ,

,.

6

200%
199
198
197
196
195
194
193
192
191
190
189
188.
187
186 '0.
185
184
183
182
181
180
179
178
177
176
175
174
173
172
171
70
69

168

166
165

.., 164
163
162
161
160
159
158
157
156

.155
1,54\ 153
152
151
150
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It
Table 2 ,

Married Taxpayerailing Joint Return

Gro# Income (Yom Line , 13, Page 1,
Form 1040 or Line 12, Page 1, Farm
10104) Select figure below closest

6 4
Applicable

Jo but not exceeding your gross income 4 Percentage

S30,000 or less (but not below 16,000) 7 150%
30,020 149
30,040 148

,--, 30;060 147
30,080 146
30,100 145
30,120 144
30,140

....- 30,160
30,180
30,200
30,220
30,240 °
30,260
30,280 s

...._30,300
30,320
30,340
30,360

- 30,400
,..,30,380

30,420 '
36,440
30,460

143
142

1
,, 4

14
140

' 139
138
137

1 136 ,
135
134
133'

30,480 ;0
30,500 /
36,520

. 30,540 -
30,560
30,580 ..
30,600

N
30,620

0 30,640
( 36,660

30,680
30;70Q
30,720
30,740'
30,760
30,780 .

:30,800 ...

-

0,840.840,. .
30,860
30,880
30,900- ..

30,920 )
)0,940
10,960
30,980
31,000 and above I

.

131
,132

130
129
128
127
126 /..,.

125 . *
124 ,

" ---4,0.1.

123
122 ,
121
120 °
119

.118
117 .

116
;

115
114
113
112
111 i E

110
109
108
107
106
105
104

102
-

101,

103 / _

100
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the two forms of payments stand in parity in that sense, and because
"foregone" revenues resulting ,from the charitable contributions are
small's in relation to total revenues, the Commission report reflects a
position that wen the two principles collide, the charitable contribu-
tion deduction should prevail.

Any minimum tax formulation which serves to limit a taxpayer's
ability to make charitable contributions in cash or property (to the full
extent of generally applicable percent-of-income limitations) would be
inconsistent with the Commission's recommendation. For example,. those
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976' 6 which include within the
minimum tax base all personal itemized deductions in excess of a specified
percentage of adjusted gross income are inconsistent with the Commission
recommendation since charitable contributions are treated like any other
itemized deductions. The effect of that provision,' 7 it can be argued, may
be to redUce discretionary deductible payments (such as charitable cony
tributions) in order to obtain the full benefit of other personal dedUctions
(silai as interest or state taxes) which are not discretionary.' 8 The lower
the percentage used for this purpose, the more significant its effect
'would be.,

Further, even though a given, faxpay4 may not in fact be required to
pay any minimum tax in a particular, taxable year, the taxpayer 4nay be
sufficiently uncertain of his taxable position that he will reduce
charitable contributions in anticipation of possible minimum to

until the end of the taxab e year, at which time his
problems; for the same reason, he any event delay making
contributions un
position may be more readily ascertainable.

Any proposal to "allocate" . deductions between taxable and
tax-exempt income could also .erode taxpayer incenti, es to mace
charitable contributions." This could ,occur, for exa ple, if some
portion of the charitable contribution deduqion were allocated to
income received from holdings of state, and local obligations.

Commission Recommendation

4. That the appreciated property
dedu tipn be basically retained2,°
possibility of personal financ(al gain
giving

allowance- within the charit ble
but limended to eliminate any

through tax deductible charitable

88',
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Comnientarf

The Commission's recommendation would not alter the basic rules of
present law, which permit gifts of appreciated property to be made at
fair market value without tax to the donor. However, no 'taxpayer
would be permitted (in the extreme cases in which this can occur) to
increase his net worth as the result of a charitable contribution. Thus, the
deduction arising froth a charitable contribution of appreciated propelty
would be reduced so tliat the taxpayer's after-tax position could be no
more favorable than if the same property had been sold..

To determine whether a taxpayer's net worth in fact increased, the
.._standard generally used would be that of a sale." If a_ net worth

increase is to be avoided, the amount of the deduction allowable with
respect to the appreciated gift2 2 would be reduced by an amount equal
to the "constructive net gain" from the charitable gift divided by the
taxpayer's marginal tax bracket.2 3 The "constructive net gain" wduld
lie computed as the excess of (A) the fair market value of the appre-
ciated property; multiplied by the, taxpayer's marginal tax bracket, over
(B) the net after-tax proceeds which the taxpayer would have available

46 if the donated property were sold at fair market value.'
Because this'issue will arise only when the value of the property"

substantially exceeds its basis, few taxpayers would, be faced with the
difficulty of making' this calculation.

To illustrate this calculation: Consider a gift of stock held for more
than six months which has a basis of $50' and a 'fair market value of
$000. A charitable contribution of such property by a 70 percent rate
taxpayer -would (apart fro the propo d limita 'on) reduce income
taxes otherwise payable by $210. If Ali, property had b en sold and
taxed at an effective rat of 40 per ent" th after- ax proceeds
available would have been 200 ($50 basis, plus $150 a er-tax gain). -.

value of the charitable gift! must be reduced y $14.29 (3,10.001.70).

Thia, the constructive net air produced is $1 ($210 - 200) and the

--,,,Conseqqntly, the property can only be deducted at' a valu of $285.71,
,-1

"which yields, after the deduction, the same after-tax osition as a
constructive' sale.

The interaction of various limitations on deductions for charitable gifts
of appreciated.property results, in rare instances,' in" the total logs of a poi.-
tio of the deduction. It would not be inconsistent With the Commissi9n's
re ommendation to permit utilization of the excess in later taxable years.2 6

89
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Commissioii Recommendatiol

5. That the charitable bequest deduction be retailed ,in its present
form. 27

Commentary

Although no changes are recommended hi the content of section
2055,28 consideration could be given to changes in section 2(55 with
respect to the following special situations.

Present law authorizes a deduction for bequests to
.
a foreign,

e
enTity,

,
provided the foreign entity qualifies under section 2055(a)(2), a

provision which imposes tests comparable to those applic*e under
sections 170(c) and 501(c) (3). Aforeign organization may `eleape the
regulatory excise tax provisions of Chapter 42 even Wgh it would be
classified as a private foundation if it WCEC a donieFic' entity; thus a
testator can make bequests to a foreign private foul ation .yet avoid the
strictures of that chapter. Studies might be made to ,determine whether
this policy is appropriate in light of the fact that present law de

income tax deductions for lifetime contributions to fOriign organ
tions?". Alternatively, reconsideration might be given to the appropri-
ateness of such income tax rules.

Additionally, section 170(c)(2) now provides that a contribution by a
corporation to a "trust, or community chest, fund or foundation" is
deductible only if it is to be used in the United States. No such rule is
applicable to c ntributions by individuals, nor to contributions by
corporations to charitable corpokations." In this con 'text as well,
consideration nu t be given to reconciling these di ergent rules.

Commission Recommendation

6. That corporations set as a minimum goal, to be reached no later
than -1980, the gluing to charitable purposes of 2 percent of pretax net
income. Moreover, the Commission believes that the-national comMis-

sion proposed in this report should consider as a priority'conceni addi-
tional measures to stimulate corporate giving.31 4 .

9,0
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CommentarSr

Although the Commission recommendation does not contemplate
mandatory corporate charitable contributions, it does anticipate
increased voluntary activity from the business community as a result of
wider disclosure of the amount of corporate charitable giving and
numbers Of donors. Such greater"exposure of corporate giving practices
could take the form of annual publication by the Treasury of corporate
charitable contributions (describing, for example, types of donees
which gifts are made), together with the publication of annual (or more
frequent-periodic) information furnished'by private organizations.' 2
- Businesses that desire to respond affirmatively to the Commission's
recommendations could do so in an orderly way by increasing annually
in increments of 25 percent the amount between existing giving and 2
percent of pretax income. In this manner, the 2 percent amount could
be reached ,by, 1980. Businesses could also assist materially in this effort
if the larger .ones (for example, those with gross revenues exceeding
$100 million) established offices or designated persons with specific
responsibility for corporate giving.

The value to the nonprofit sector of contribution of inventory(.1property by- certain7ategories of businesses was brought to the Com-
mission's attention. Rules permitting such gifts, Within strictly con-
trolled limits which would preclude abuses, 3 3 would not appear to be
inconsistent with the Commission's recommendation.

II

OVING THE PHdLANTI4ROPIC PROCESS

CommisSion Redommendationi

That al' larger tax-exempt charitcibleorganizations except churches
and church affiliates be require to prepare and make readily available

etailed annual reports on their fin,ances, programs, and priorities.3 4

r.
I 0-

A number of c i nsiderations are inherent in his reethhmendation: the
organizations .tha would be affected; the contents of the annual

7
Commentary
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reports; the manner in which such reports would be made available to
the public; and the sanctions which would be applied for failure to
publish or to make available such reports. Each of these will be
discussed separately.

Organizations ected.

The Commis ion's recommendation would apply to all categories of

organizations e mpt under sections 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4), except
churches,and, church affiliates as hereinafter described. Included within

the filing requirem therefore would be both operating and grant-
making charities, as wel as organizations that combine these functionS.

Also, no distinction would be made among the, various types of charita-

ble organizations, including public charities, independent foundation's, and

pfivate, foundations.
Business corporations would also be subject 'to the' requirements of

annual filing and public disclosure if their annual contributions, together
with the amount of direct'and indirect expenses attributable to them,

equal or exceed $100,000 (determined under principles comparable to

those used with respect to charitable orgapizations)." Although the'
determination of a 'corporation's contribufion budget is within the
control of the donor corporation (thus apparently permitting4ready
avoidance of the provision), the regulations could require filing in cases,

fo- example, in which contributions allocable to more than one year are

"bunched" or otherwise deliberately !educed., While ,the Commission

recommendation would not apply to business entities other than corpora-

tions, consideration might be given to including non-corporate business

entities meeting the $100,000 test. I

Although the Commission's recoinmendatioin in general is directed at

the private nonprofit sector, consideration might also be given to the~

inclusion of certain government entities (such' as the National Science

Foundation and the National Endowments for tire Arts and Human-

ities). Despite the dissemination of some public information respecting
these organizations, greater disclosure of the specifics of their, activities

/a-resented in a manner comparable to and compatible with that
required of private organizations should facilitate better under-

standing, and therefore more effective performance by those organizations.

Annual, reports would be required onl' of organizations whose annual

budgets exceed $100,000. Because of this "floor," smaller organizatons

I
9 2
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would not be burdened with this expense. If, however, experience with
such a provision suiii4S that a higher or lower limit should be set,
further studies should then made of the means to facilitate the_
desired disclosure.

In determining whether a, chiaritable organization's budget requires it
to file the detailed annual report and to make it available for public
inspection for any taxable year, principles which how apply in calculat-
ing "gross receipts" in regulations under' section 603336 could be
adapted to the new rule. An orga'nization whose grosi receipts do not
exceed $100,000 (determined under such principles) in the immediately
preceding year and whose average gross receipt's over the precedintfive
years,do not exceed $100,000, would not be required to make av'aillable
-its annual report. ,

It should be obseNeethat the Cort ssion's recommendation would
not apply to a church or a "church affiliate,"fi term not defined undei
present law. No precise definition is intipded to be formulated here. In
promulgating regulations under this provision, however, consideration_'
can be given to drawing a distinction between organizations whickare
"integrated" auxiliaries of a church and those which, while related to it,
do. Nriet.,conduct, to any substantial degree, sacramental or sacerdotal
activities characteristic of the church." Examples are schools-.or
hospitals .that are operated primarily for education, welfare,: health,
charity or other, humanitarian goals consistent with section 561(c)(3).

The Internal Revenue Service could develop one or more forms (or
revise For'm 990) to generate meaningful data about the nonproAt
sector on an ongoing basis. Although the Service's irate est in adaptirit
forms to its statistical needs is recognized, it is exp cted
respect to these documents, the Service would also to e into account :,

'their intended use as a means of disseminating facts about nonproftiti 4

entities on a much wider basis than heretofore.
The annual report of an organization should inc ude financial data, an

opinion of independent auditors, a description of the programs'-and
etpriorities of the organization, and criteria t en. into account in

accepting or rejecting requests for funds, products or services, as 'well as
the names, addresses, and titles of trustees, -directors, or other governing
persons.3 8 The opinion of independent auditors should clearly set forth

4 .
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the standards applied in distinguishing between funds held for

endowment, for general operations, and for special purposes. In the case
of a business corporation, the information required would be limited to
the pertinent aspects of the corporations contribution program.

Income statements included in, the report would be expected to
identify in detail the separate amounts of income received for the
rendition of services, the sale of products, or from the use,of facilities.

In determining an organization's expenditures, the criteria by which
overhead and general and administrative _expenses are separated from
those associated with the processing or administration of specific grants
or activities should also be explained.

The preparation of ,meaningful reports necessarily requires that
uniform accounting principles be applied to the degree practicable in
describing the various categories of accounts and functions of nonprofit
organizations. Because the nonprofit sector encompasses entities per-
forming a wide variety of functions, many with differing sources of

support and types of activities, accounting principles would need to be
made uniform with respect to comparably categories of organizations."

Consistent with the recommendation of the Commission would be
provisionfor a-summary annual report to be, made available to those
requesting it in shorter form and in less detail than the basic annual-

report of which it would be a part. Where such a summary report- is

utilized, however, it would supplement and not replace the basic annual

report, which would ,also be available upon request in the manner
described below.

It is also anticipated that the annual report .of a reporting organiza-

tion will contain a statement describing its field or fields of philanthrop-

is activity. Additionally, if its charter is broad but in practice the
programs are limited to specific fields of interest (whether or not such

Ifieldi cha nge from time to time), an explanatio'n of the criteria which
have been taken into account in establishing (or changing). suc areas,

would, be included. This information could be incorporatjd' i ach

year's report. 111

Nothing in the ComMission recommendation would require t at the
internal decision making processes of a reporting organization be subject

to public disclosUre. Such an organization could, within th.e ambit of
tbe recbmmendatidn, retain flexibility to accept or reject a request for
funds,- produ ts, or services for reaso s which. are private to it in a'
specific case. On the other hand, the g neral criteria that are applied by

a grant-maki g entity shouldbe incorporated into the filed material -and
1

.94
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'made appropriately available-in sufficient detail so that a donor or a
potential (or rejected) applicant can determine the general policies and
circumstances in whidh grants may be awarded (or rejected), subject to
the availability of resources.

/Availability Of Reports

To increase ass to the data accumulated _under the expanded
repOrting requirements, the informdtion filed should be made available
to the general public on a continuous, current basis, at or below actual
reproduction costs, within a reasonable period after a request is made.
Each organization filing this information could be required to make it
available upon request for a minimum period of time (for example, one
year) after it is filed with the Service. The organization could be
required to supply requested material within . a stated period Tor
example, 60 days) after the request is made.

If a member of the ,public seeks information subsequent to the
expiration of the minimum period, or if the organization 'does not
respond 'ithin the stated period, the requested. data could then be
iffalkivaliable from the Service. Presumably the Service would not be
required to respond to requests for information within" any definite
time. In this manner, members of the public would be encouraged to
seek information from the organization in the first instance, with the
Service serving only as a secondary source. As an aid to public access to
information from the Service, the material should be made available in the
offices of the District 'rectors, as well as the National Office. -

Sanctions

Penalties could be imposed (unless reasonable cause is shown ) in the
, case of an organization that fails to provide the, information fully and

promptly in response to a proper request from the public fork the
information. Such penalties could be patterned 'after those inwosed
under section 6652.of the present law. Equitable remedies (or, alterna-
tively, penalty taxes patterned after the Chapter 42 excise tax structure)
dould be.utilized Ito assure that repOrts comply with the requirement
and set forth the requirM nformation in full.

95

.
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Commission Recommendation

2. That larger grant-making organizations be requiredWo hold annual
public: meetings to discuss their p. rogram4 priorities, and contribution&

Commentary

The Commission's recommenda on would apply only to grant-making
organizations (except for churches and chu,tch affiliates) whose annual
grants equal or exceed $100,000 (under standards described heretofore).
Governmental grant-making orgarrizitions such as the Nation'al Science
Fdundation and the National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities
could (for reascis described in connection with the filing bf reports).
also he included within this rule.

;-

-
Operating charities 'would be excluded from

;
the requirement,. how-

.

ever, where. their 'principal 'function is the. direct conduct of nonprofit
activities.4 0

.Grant-making organizations subject to the annual meeting rule include
private foundations and publicly supported charities (such as federated
fund-raising organizations) which disburse -fundrto,operating ehprities.

A bUsiness corporation with annual contributions that equal or
exceed $100,000 would be subject to this rule, but only with respect to

its contribution program. If the corpora:kw so desired, discussion of
its_ corporate giving program could be . had in conjunction with- the'
annual meeting of stockholders, AO this would require that non:stock-
holders be admitted, at least to this portion of the meeting. Although
the Commission's recommendation relates solely to corporations, its
application to ahy business entity with a contributi n program at the
$100,000 level or more would not be inconsistent h the Commision

4;- I

recommendation. Questions may be raised, howev asto ether a
meeting requirement should be applicable to busi ss entiti n the
same basis as to tax-exempt ch table organizations.

It is recognized that a gran -making organization may der*
difficulties in determining its .constitliency for purposes_ ;th notifica-
tion procedure's. This could particularly be the case whet 40pliorporate.
charter is very. broad or where programs change from time to time or

.S\
are geographically scattered. The grant-naaking organization could thee
f4ire itself determine its own constituency on the basis of "Self-examina-

n" bf its own constituency
ett 4-

96
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. Notice of the meeting could also be provided in newspapers or other -
publicatiow with a readership whose interests could be expected to
place them among the organization's constituency. No inference is
intended that the requirement of notice would necessitate continual or
other broad-scale publication of the meetings. Organizations would be
expected_to take steps to assure reasonable access to the meetings by as
wide a range of the interested public as' is feasible under the circum-
stances. ' ,

An organization hat failed to hold the annual meeting would not be
deprived of its tax exemption, nor 'would contributions to it lose. their
deductible status. On the other hand, the managers of the organization,
and the organization itself, would be subject to penalty taxes .for a
willful failure to hold such meetings. Thus, the organization could ,

become subject to a per diein tax for every day after the appointed
time that a scheduled meeting is not held.' ' Responsible officers who
knowingly failed to hold the annual meeting would also be liable for a
penalty tax. Alternatively, if such penalties, are deemed to be overly
stringent, enforcement might* be achievhi 'Tay \ ,eqnitable remedies

.--..-. ,. -..c.---.``administered by, court actiorr. -r -,

Commission Recommendation

3. That the present 4 percent "crude tax on private foundations be
repealed and replaced by a fee on all private foundations based on the
total actual costs of auditing then

Commentary

Under the Commission's recommendation, private and independent
foundations would continue to bear the costs of their own audit. In the
case of all other section 501(c)(3) organizations, their costs of audit
would continue to be borne from general government funds as under
present law."

This recommendation could be implemented as follows:

(1) Section 4940 would be repealed.

(2) The administrative provisions of, the Code could be an/ended
to enable the Service to charge a fee measured by a percentage of
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the "distributable amount" of a private foundation computed-
under section 4-44. Such fee would be applied annually, based
upon the Service's published determination of the, actual costs of
audit of private foundations for the three years preceding the year
in question. In making this determination, appropriate allowances
could be, made for inflation, with adjustment in the determination
for ally excess collection receitved in earlier y ears. The costs of
auditing exempt organizations other than private foundations
would be borne by the government. Differences between charges
imposed and actual audit costs for private foundations would be
corrected by adjustments in charges levied in future years.

Commission Recommendation

-
4. That the Internal Revenue Service continue to be the principal

agency responsible for the oversight of tax-exempt organiiations.

,
Commentary

The Commission's recommendation reflects an expectation that the
Service will continue to function with particular vigor and impartiality
respecting. its administration of exempt organization tax matters." This
expectation also takes into account the statutory office of Assistant
Commissioner, Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations. It anticipates
that the Service will provide 'that office with sufficient funds for the
task before it respecting exempt organizations. If this does not prove to
be The case within a reasonable period of time (for example, by the end
of 1978) whether because of 'the complexities of administration of the
ERISA program or otherwise, then further statutory steps might be
taken to rectify any administrative deficiencies.

To assure that the nonprofit sector and the public are fully aware of
the Service's attention to exempt organizations; and to enable interested
persons to -participate in an ongoing process of improvement, the
Internal Revenue Service should publish within six months of the close
of each calendar year a statement which would contain the following
information respecting the administration of iti duties with respect to
the exempt organization field:
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. .(1)4Statis' tics respeCting the number of organizations for which

an exemption is granted; classified by categories of entities,
including private foundations;

, t

(2) Statistics respecting the number of organizations for which"

an exemption is denied, and categories of such wanizations.,

(3) A statement of gross receipts and disbursetnts of exempt

organizations, including a breakdown to show receipts from
contributions, government grants and, contracts for services, and

such other meaningful categories as can feasibly be reported;

(4) A statement of penalty excise taxes assessed and collected

,from. private foundations;

(5) A statement of collections of income
.business income taxes;

taxes and unrelated

' (6) A statement_ indicating dollar amounts spent in pdminiStra-

tion and fund raising by charities that Solicit funds from the
''"general public; ,

(7) A statement indicating the criteria applied by the Service in
determining exemption in various fields. For example, the Servide'

should state the elements that enter into the determination of
whether an organization is or is, not exempt as a church, school,

educational organization, or otherVaser .

(p) A statements of the amount of charitable ,bequests reported

during the year, with the categories of philanthropic fields to
Whieb such bequests :were made, and the amount' given_ to each

ofield;

.(9) Information respecting corporate giving would indicate ,the,

numbers ofccdporations, their size, their induifry classification,: the

value of charitable contributions made, and the charitable

categories in which they contributions are made." Corpotate
commitments not listed as contributions which benefit charities
(such as interest-free or low interest rate loans, wntriliu. iOns of

services of employees, and free or lOw-cost use Of ?vilifies) could

'9 9-
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be identified; the percentage of a company's pretax income givenby it to charity would also be subject to annual disclosure;"

(10) When feasible through the use of the existing statistics of-income program, information should be. developed with respect toindividual giving as follows:.
(a) percentages of individual income given -to charities at

various levels of gross income;

(b) indication of amount of gifts given in cash and property
and the dispersion of each among charitable fields;

(c) information respecting size of gifts, classified by Anors'
income and purposes of gifts (health, education, welfare,
religion, and so Thal));

(11) All publicly available material (for example, informationreturns and exemption,'applications) should be readily accessible.The Service should make financial and physical arrangements toassure that persons seeking this information are able to receive itwith a minimum of delay and,at moderate costs.

Implementation of this aspect of the Commission's recommendationclearly involves substantial expenditures of funds for the production,dissemination, and processing of the new data. This, together with otherincreased demands upon the Service, suggests that separate budgetary
arrangements should be made to assure that the Service could carry outthese, responsibilities without- diminishing its normal revenue: andadministrative collection functions.

Commission 'Recommendation

5. That the d tion of legal responsibility for proper expenditureof foundatio grants, now imposed on both foundations and recipients,be eliminateid that recipient organizations be made primarilyresponsible for their expenditures.
_

Comment ry
This recommendation would relieve A' antor private foundation ofdetailed "expenditure responsibility" for grants to organizations that do

100
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not qualify' as "public charities."47 Such a change would facilitate the
making of a wider spectrum of grants by priv ate foundations', which is
at present inhibited by the concern of the grantor foundation and its
managers for possible liability for taxes on "taxable expenditures."4 The
change would also, eliminate the present complex and duplicative
monitoring and reporting requirements for donees already obligated to
conform to section 501(c)(3) standards. In general, the recommenda-
tions would be implemented by placing responsibility for expending a-
grant.' in accordance with the anticipated purposes on the grantee
organization, whose -activities would, be monitored through the normal
audit procedures of the -Service. 0Zi1y where a grant was made to a
noncharity, for a specific exempt prod ct, or to an individnal, would the
present monitoring -Id recording rules apply.

The effectiveness of such grantee monitoring would be enhanced if
the present tax on any amount paid or incurred by a privatd foundation
for -a- noncharitable purpose, under. section 4945(d) (5), were extended
to expenditures, by all charities. Such a tax should also apply to a
noncharitable donee that diverts an exempt purpose grant to non-
charitable uses. . .

Requirements for reporting the use of grant funds to donors would
be retained, to encourage donors to guard against expenditures for
purposes which, although charitable, are outside the scope of the grant.
The present sanctions for norireporting under which efforts must be
made b obtain the required reports or terminate funding would also be

'retained: It would not, however, seem appropritte to impose a. tax
simply on shifting funds from one charitable activity- to another; such
monitoring of program efficiency and_focus can better be-performed by
donor's. For example, if a private foundation made a grant to a public
charity to "stablish a study group for a specified purpose, and the public
charity tilized the granted funds for 'another charitable program un-
related, to the grant, a reporting program would usefully ,permit the

nr!foundation

to enforce the grant terms by requiring adherence to
ithe /nitial purposes of the grant. However, it would not seem to be

appropriate to involve the Sert.ice in deciding whether an admittedly
charitable expenditure is consistent with the program or purposes of a

. ,
rivate.foundation, especially in light, of the. policy of promoting

independent charitable activity by donors and donees.

°

O
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, Commission Recommendation

, .
b. That tax-exempt organization; partkuiady funding organizations,

recognize an obligation to responsive to changing viewpoints and
emerging needs and that they to .e steps such as broadening their boards
and staffs to insure that thgy are responsiv4.48

Commentary

This recommendation would broaden the spectrum of institutional
philanthropy: by generating diversified staffs `and governing bodies with
differing backgrounds; through adoption of programs that are responsive
to emerging priorities; and (in the case of the largest foundations) by
establishing a presence in various locations in the country!

The recommendation takes into account the' need for "flexibility" in,
the nonprofit sector, and the dangers of its isolation from legitimate
channels of social change. However, the inclusion on the governing body
of a nonprofit organization (whether a private foundation or a public
charity) of a "representative" of the public-at-large, of the government,
or of any specific sector of society would not be required.

But to establish reliable expectations, respecting greater responsiveness
'to existing and changing public needs, both, public charities' and private
foundations should consider the foll'owing steps:

(1) Prior to a fixed deadline every ernpt organization should
review the present_makeup of its g0erning,kocly relatiorn,to its
objectives. Such a review, does not imply that grganizations should
be forced to modify their objectives. There is a role for specializa-
tion, there is also A role for "venturesome" philanthropy as well as
for support of traditional charitable causes. Rather the purpose of
review should be to insure that the organization's governing body
is responsively and effectively serving the organization's objectives,
whatever they mar be. Accordingly, We. review should ascertain
3ithether the

4*
governing body LI receptive- to, and reasonably-

. . !.

represen4nve of, the varying points of view and concerns in 'the
fields of the organization's interests. To insure. that the governipg
body will be receptive to current and ehariging4neelis and views ,

the organization's field, consideration stould be given to br6ad-
the governing body where there is a, question whether,

because of a narroWly based- governing- body, programs are lea'
thari fully, responsive to needS.

A - 4, - -

102,.
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For example, if a private foundation operates essentially in a
greater metropolitan area and commits funds for rarious,public
charitable enterprises in th.-e- area, its governing body should iniinire
whether the foundation has responded (or more pertinently, can be
expected to respondtinthe future)- to the full range and diversity
of requests fOr its funds. Are there, for example, arts, health, or
other types "Of organizations not traditionally funded' by the
foundation which exist and which could, have .need for such
funding? Are there new categthes of organizations in disadvan-
taged neighborhoods- which need funds and which have been
ignored or unknown to the membership of the governinf,-body in
the past? If the foundation 'has historically not respOnded to such
needs, the governing ody should consider altering the foundation'stit
program or appointing an additional member or members who

---, would have knowledge of, and bfi receptive to, requests from such
. source?

.

(2) Particularly with respect to private and "independent"49-,
foundations, every effort 'should be made to determine that
adequate staffs, in relation to -the foundation's financial resources,

-:-

-hoe been engaged. Study should also be given to means by which
--N____ such staff personnel may, be recruited and trained in sufficient

numbers, and to methods of developing profeSsibnalism in philan-
thropic adininistratipn and program work.

(3) Where a private foundation or operating charity does net
-haVe -adequate resources- to engage full-time staff personnel,
consideration should be given to the sharing of staff personnel with
other compatible organizations. For example, two or more smaller
private foundationS could jointly engage the services of-an expert
in a field.Pr fields-corpmon to each.s° Alternatively, such organiza-
tions could engage the services of a single person generally familiar
with the problems of the local community in which the organiza-
tion functions (Without, of course,"pi-eempting the entire field of
activity).

(4) NO grant-makiug foundation should be required to explain in
detail the reasons for the rejection of a grant request. However,
each prospective granitee should be given reasonable assurances that
the request, if responsibly presented within the field or fields of
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the foundation's concern's, was in fact carefully add seriously
coriaere-d. Foundations shotlid, of course, "rentain in a position to".'
Make final decisions as to all grant applications. . .

Also, when zejecting requests for grants, found'ations should
make every effort :to state as clearly as feasible avoiding generali-
zations about the availability of funds the reasons for 'denial and
whether any modifications might reasonably be made"that would
increase the possibility- of successfully securing- a greit in the

. .
future. - -.

(5) The Service could develop a reliable, current directory Of all
charitable organizations, with their 'addresses, indicating the
availability of the annual report. Alternatively, (if "publication is
deemed advisable, every charitable orgkization could indepen-
dently publish notice of the availability- of its annual reports' lira
journal of local circulation or if the organization is a national one,
of general circulation. Such adirectory or notice coulki also give

-..
some indication of the interests of the -Organization; .

it

Commission Recommendation.

1.

t.

**,

g.tThat d new category of "independent" foundation be established
V law. Such organizations. would enjoy tee tax benefits of public l'
charities in return for diminished influence on the foundation's bOard
by the foundation's benefactor or by his or her family or ,business

- associates. 5 2 t

4--
ComMentary

V

This recommeddation would narrow distinctions between publicly
-

supported charities and those private efoundations which have, or can be
expected to have; substantial public charity attributes. An "indeperrd-
ent" foundation tirould be one that is independent in fact and riot
susceptible_to the influence of the 'original don-or. The majority of its
governing officers would not be 'related to or employed by the donor, his
family or business associates.

. Such a foundation would/be treated essentially as if it were a public
charity, thus enabling it to receiye gifts ofproperty morereaAily and to

1 t) 'fr

40,
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functipn with respeet to grants .and transactions as if it were' a public
charity." The abilit),. 'of 'such independent foundations' to .receive
corpus ant and to- function mortSleXibly dip private foundations
should enhance the resources of the private foundation .component of
the nonprofit sector.

This econimendation could' be implemented. through the addition
r ex,ample, under Sectiori 1_; 0(b)(1)(3))' of 'a newly described cate-

gory of organizations the" 'independent GifM to such
an organization would be treated in the sane manner as' gifts to hos-
pitals, schools, and other "public" charities, for federal .income tax..
purposes. The Commission r'ecomineridations contemplate that rules
correspoiiding. to Chapter 42 (modified as recommended by 'the
Commission) will be extended to all charitable organizations. If this
should not occur, presumably Chapter 42 would continue to 'apply td
independefd foundations in the same manner as, to private,foundations.

To qualify .as, an independent foundation, 'an organization would be
required' to meet tests desciibed in section 501(c)(3) and to establiSh
that, as of the beginning of the taxable year, a majority of its governing
board consisted-.of 'persons none of whom was a "related 'person. " -In
implementing the definition of a "related person," concepts would.be

-developed which take into account the,definitignV diiqualifieci person
'as defined in seCtiorr_4-9,465.`; to the extent` hat these concepts are
germane to the independent ioundation recommendation. Such defini-
tion should fissure thg .fidaiaries and others would be treated as
"related persons" 'where 2, within a rel'alistte franie ofJeference their
'capacity for action and ju,dgnie.nts which.are independent of the donor

;P
Or a' disqualified 'person could' not lie established, or where family,
business, or employment relationships.-exist which tcall info
questiori in'ependence of the individuals in their roleias- hectors of
the foundation': On -the other hand, this definition Should not be
developed,in such an all-encOmPassing manner that few, if anyfoundi-
ifons could. qualify. The aggregate voting powe heleily all of the
disqUalifieEPersOns of an indepenAekt foundation-, must be 'less, under
the governing instrument of the eoundation,.thari the aggregate ,voting
power leld by persons who are not disqualified persons withres:peet to
th,e foundation.

AA

A.

Commissi Recommendation

.8. That all tax-exempt organizations be required by laiv to :maintain...
"arms-length:: buiiness relationships ..with ICing organizations or,

A n A 4
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activities in which- any member of the organization's staff, any board_.

Na, member or any major contributor has a substantial financial interest,
,

either directly 'or through his or her family."' 5 r
i

, Conunentary

This recommendation 1would ohibit improper business dealings
.betWeen a nonprofit organization and its governing body or substantial
contributors. It would, however, eermil dealings between such parties in'
aid of the brganiz4tion and its beneficiaries, but under carefully
scrutinized circutn§tances. .The recommendation would be uniformly
applied with-respect tb'all charities, but to the extent feasible, intet-.
ference with normal business transaction's would be avoided.

The thrust of the recommendation contemplates the application of
the pertinent principles of Chapter 42, appropriately modified,' 6 to all
section :501(c)(3) organizations.' 7 In the, case of an exempt organiza-
tion btlier than a private foundation, the rules would apply to business
dealings .between a tax-exempt organizatiOn and persons associated with
its governing boaid and. officers (together with their families and
entities, such as trusts, in which these pqirsons may have an interest)."
In the .case of private foundations, the current definifion of disqualified

. persons, would continue to include substantial contributors and persons
closely related to them.

In line with the Commission's -recommendation, section 4941 could
. be amended to permit the occurrence of such transaction's* as ,loans,

le'ases, purchases or sales of property and rendition of services between
. an exempt organization and a diNualified person_ under, defined

arm's-length circumstances. It is recoghized that in the case of firiVatei

foundations, transactions comparable to `these were authorized until
1970 and ,prohibited. thereafter because of difficulties of review.1 9 The

intensified .audit program of the Service should, however, provide it
with sufficient resources to maintain a ctimprehensivP scrutiny of such'

transactions. x

In speoific situations a degree of administrative 'discretion would be

vesteft in the Service to abate or excuse the penalty tax which would
otherwise be, applicabl&. For example, the 6x might be abated where a

- reasonable and good faith (but unsuccessful) attempt was made to-
utilize arm's-length .stanclards; this might occur, for example, where a
'transaction is entered into in reliance upon an independent apprais'al by
a qualified appraiser.

'M.
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The state and regulations thereunder ,would. be drawn within
particularly narrow confines,- in eases in which the transactkn -in.
question involves a aisqualified person who controls (alone or through
family o associates) a.private foundation. In these, instances, An affirma-
tive s Wing that the transaction in question benefits the foundation'
w o ft, be re q u i red. , By the same token, beneficial transactions'
proscribed by present law for private foundations would be permitted
(for example, a fair lease which is favorable to the charity). I

In the case of an independent ioundation. or a public charity, the
self-dealing rules could be drawn With sufficient flexibility to enable the
organization to engage in business dealings With Officers' or trustees
under certain limited circumstances. Such dealings might be allowed

......

' where' there. is some iinpzrtant reason to do so, provided that (1) the
parties deal at arm's-length, and (2) the transaction results in 'an overall
economic benefit to the tharity. Such rules would be coltpied'with a
requirement that the charity disclose the 'full particulars' of the transac-
tion to the Service in advance. Certain acts, however, (for example, '
franAactions involving 'excessive payments of charges, and Idling to , '
insiders) might be- flatly prohibited for all organizations,, including ,=
public charities and independent foundations.6°

One' method that might be considered to, achieve the foregoing would
be to utilize the proCedures developed under section 497561 (applying
penalty excise axgs ondisqualified persons with respect to any transac-'
tion prohibited by ERISA With a qualified ,retirement plan). Section,

'4975 statutorily prohibits all transactions between the classes of parties
specified unless the' transactions fall' within a specifically enumerated
'statutory exception.62 Further,, the Treasury has authority to issue .

administrative exemptions from these prohibitions, either on a class or
an individual. ba'sis.6 3 All of the exceptions. permitted, whether
statutory or administrative,,have the effect of imposing an arm's-length
standard.64. This type' of total prohibition, with specific eKeeptions fOr
acceptable classes of arm's-length itansactions, might be an appropriate ,
method for implementing this recommendation. .Experietce gained

_under section 4975 shofild be, useful in this regard.
It is not contemplated that-the adoption of an arm's-length standard

should in any way prevent or impede the enforcement of any state or
local law imposing rules of conduct that are more strict than such
standards:. Thus, for example, a state law.that now forbids transactions ,

between officers or directors and their charitable organizations would
not be ',affected" by the imposition by an arm's-length standard for

. 1. 0-7 - '

..

a
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federal penalty excise tax purposes. Additionally, any improper benefits
realized from ,self-dealing transactions should be recoverable is litiga-
tion instituted by .state of ,federal authorities; such a rule,, consistent
vs, ith the policy of present section 4941 ("which may impose a pehalty
tax upon the disqualified persons and foundation managers, but not on
the' foUndation itself), would bj preferable to inipo'lition-of a financial
penalty updii the organization, which would have the effect of *transfer
ring assetq froM the aff4ted organization to the government as the tax

_is paid. .

Finally, ..to: assist in the, determination of fair market values for
purposes of the Ngg'ested arm's-length standard, the Service might
establish a program of enrollment or certification for appraisers." By
providing a means for aseutaining a v,,alue which the parties may rely
upon with confidence, the Service would eliminate 'a major source of

°/ difficulty-, under both the proposed'standard and present Action 4941.,
Sanctions (such- as the removal' of "licenses" or. the application of a
penalty tax) could be used to -safeguard against unethical or dishonest
practices.

Commission Recommendation q

9. That to discourage unnecessary accumulation of tacome, a flat
payout" rate of 5 percent of principcil be fixed, by Congress for private
foundations and a lower rate for other endowed tax-exempt organiza-
tiohs. 6 6

Commentary

This recommendation would assure that both private foundations and
endowed operating charities distribute or app.1\v for direct operational'
charitable purposes reasonable amounts annually, sufficient to 'prevent
unjustified accumulation of income, but also not in such great amounts
as to cause erosion of principal. 1

-
The Commission recommendation respecting the rate of "payout"

applies to all section 501(c)(3) *organizations with endowments. The
payout rate of 5 percent" would be Aced to permit, prudent
mariNgeinenfof the organization's principal funds. Because financial
circumstances change over time, however,. the 5 percent rate could be
reviewed after a period, such as five years,, ant, if appropriate, (after
hearings) changed by the Congress at the expiration of that period:68

fu''.80
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Although a payout rule was thought to ,be desirablefor all charities
receivinginvestment income, in the case of organizations other than
private foundations, the payout rate could be set at. a lesser ,tc reentage
(such as two thirds oi the flat amo.untM9

In the case of an operating charity, the payout requirement would be.
satisfied if the funds subject to the payout here used for the direct
conduct of the organization's activities, including .the acquisition,
construction and maintenance. of buildings or other' facilities, the
acquisition of art .objects by museurns, or other comparable expend-
itures.7°..

_ Liberal set-aside prOvisions might be incorporated in Ale statute. Thus
an /operating organization would be considered to hale satisfied the

,payout requirement if satisfactory proof is ,offered of the need for
retention or jaerumulation of funds for an -extended period, for

_exampl,e, to construct a building, to acquire an art object*, or other long
term project.ExceptiOns from the immediate payout rule could also be
'made in -the case 'of newly fornied (or newly ail, substantially enlarged)
charities OF foundations: :Time should be priivtied to ,enable these
organisations to formulate plans for the orderly utilization of their
assets..,

The Commission did not recommend distinctions between private
foundations and, other charitable organizations insofar as the manage-
Ment of investments is concerned. Under section 4944 of present law, a
foundatiosn and its managers are held accountable if investments are
made which "jeopardize" any of its exempt purposes. Published reportg
of isolated examples of improvident and improper investments by some
exempt organizations other than private foundations has recently come
to public attention. Because . no evidence has appeared which would
suggest that section 4944 (now applicable solely to private fotkdations)
has been administered in a burdensome 'tanner, its application to all
nonprofit organizations appears appropriate. To preclude possible over-
zealous application of penalty rules, the special' internal appeals
proceduie described infra could be made available in administering
section 4944.7

Because the Commission's recommendation did not exce churches_
/and church-affiliated organizations from either the payout or vestment

anagem'ent rule, their application to these bodiesican be contemplated,,
though government might detline-fo inquire kite, 4urch funds used

or sacramental purposes. Thus,
4
a church could secure exoneration fromtr t-

the investment rule by separately earmarking or otherwise establishing ,
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that portion of its funds the income of which i used for endowment
purposes. For, this purpose, no "tracing" would be required. If, for
example, one third of a church's investment income' Was found to be
used in support of its direct and indirect sacraniental activities, one
third, of its endowment would be, excepted from botli the payout and
investment rules.' 2

Commission Recommendation

10. That a system of federal regulation be established for interstate
charitable`solicitations and that intrastate solicitations be more effective-
ly regulated by state governments.' 3

Commentary

, This recommendation would reinforce public confidence in the
integrity of solicitatigprocesses of nonprofit organizations and

establish procedures to assure that func(1-raising and administrative costs
avill not be excessive in amount.

4$4.

The recommendation contemplates that the federal government, the
states and ,liacalities, as well as nonprofit organizations themselves, take
prompt and concrete steps to assure the puyic that the solicitation
practices of nonprofit organizations are rational and reasonable. These
steps should assist in this process: -

With Respect to Interstate Solicitation
/

Because otiw despread interstate solicitation Activities, lack of
uniformity in 'State' action, and the importance of federakincome tax
exemption to! these efforts, it is :believed that the federal government.,
can and shoe 1d play the primary role in regularizing interstate Solicita-

Voil practice4 Using existing facilities and authority, the Service should.require (on 'orin 990 or other forms specially ada*d. ) the disclosure
. orgolicitation and administrative costs in accordance with generally

aceepted"aeeouriting printiples.m, Such 'solicitation information would
.be required from the same saes and categories of organizations as those
now required to file Schedule A of Form 990, as well as organizations
Op4ated extilusively for religious purposes."

i 1..,/L0
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In -order to reduce duplication and to minimize the registration
requilinents applicable to organizations involved in interstate
commerce; the federal statute governing reporting and registration for
organizations involved in interstate solicitation could provide for the
preemption of state laws regarding registration and reporting for solicita-
tion activities. To provide the stites adequate information with which
to administer their own laws, the federal statute could require that any
entity registeritig with the Internal Revenue Service must file signed
copies of the Form 990 (or Other form used to report to tht. Service)
with The attorney general of each state with which it has any substantial
contact. §uch filing would be in lieu' of the varied state forms now
"required. While organizations involved in interstate solicitation would
still have a multiplicity of reporting requirements, they-. would be-
relieved from the onerous burden, currently existing, involving satisfac-
tion or a variety cq different saws in each state in which they operate.
An intergovernmental task force could formulate more effective rules
and procedures, and otherwise facilitate coordination and cooperation
among federal and state governments.

In the;foregoing manner, each state could be assured of receiving
adequate notice and financial information regarding solicitation activities

. conducted within its borders. Organizations, at the same time, would
benefit from a simplifedQprocedure for registration andareporting. The
preemption for interstate solicitation, would also be applicable to any
local government registration and reporting requirements. The attorney
gelieral of the state could be Made responsible to submit or make
available to such local, government copies of any Form 99() received, if
the state so required. Federal preemption of interstate solicitation pis not
intended in any way to affeet!.thotate's authority to require its own
registration and reporting fol.' organizatiofis involved solely in 'intrastate
solicitation. .

A new federal office could be established, for example, within the
Treasury Department (which includes the Internal Revenue ,Service), to
oversee charitable solicitations, to assure 'full public disclosure and to
Institute administrative and judicial prpceedings to discourage, and
eventually .eliMinate, with adequate saitctions, the dissemination of
deceptive or misleading 'information and' to require the registrativn,(and .

possibly bonding) of professional fund raisers.
Disclosurerequirements could include rules requiring the furnishing

to each solicited person of .a governmentally approved,"disclosure state-
ment," the filing with the Seriiee of financial information, and data
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respecting compensation paid to key officers and employees, and the
imposition of a penalty tax in appropriate cases.7 6

While such rules would be consistent with the recommendation of the
Commission, there are overriding concerns which operate independently
of any specific legislative proposals. These concerns involve primarily
the need to fashion a system which will produce full disclosure Of the
desired information at a minimum cost (in terms of Money, time, and,
disruption) to the affected organizations. Such organizationLoperge, irk
many cases, with marginal resources arid should not be needlessly
burdened with excessively complex or impractical requirements. For
example, it may be more efficient to provide, in lieu of the "disclosure '

statement",requirement outlined above, that persons solicited be advised
that such information is available upon request.

It is contemplated that air "Office of Nonprofit Solicitations" wpuld
be granted equitable powers to enjoin solicitation,' to mandate public
disclosures where needed, and to publish and disseminate criteria
respecting fund - raising, and administrative costs.

Apart from the establishment of criteria and enforcement of
disclosure rules, no specific percentage limitations would be xplied
respecting limits on costs for administration and fund raising. Consistent
with policies which underlie the securities acts," full Ventilation of
these practices would leave to the general public the determination of
propriety in individual cases. If, aftef a reasonable period of experience,
modifications were considered necessary, corrective legislation could
thentbe enacted,,

The new office would be responsible for assuring promptprompt public
access to solicitation literature in proper form (with notice respecting
availability of fuller financial data at the headquarters of the soliciting
organizations). This-special office might be supplemented by and guided
by an accrediting organization, which would review the fitces of and

.certify all exempt organizations whose"solicitation,practic s are found
to merit approval.' 8..

The locus within the federal establishment for the new office should
be determined after, all of itsOes and responsibilities are firmly
ascertained. Unless, however, compelling circumstance requires that
the office be, located outside the Treasury Department, the intimaoy of
the ongoing relationship with the Service suggests that, on balance, an
office Ioeatecr Within the Treasury' would' lend itself most readily to
efficient administration. The creation and administration of standards
respecting solicitation should in no way interfere with the,Service's r

customary audit procedures. i 0
1 14.1
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Attern'atively; if preemptive federal laws are not enacted, the responsi-
bilities 4:1) charitable organizations that solicit in a variety of states
should also be greatly simplified. If federal -and state harmonization-is
effected; uniform filings (or a central pfaCe in_w,hieh such 'filings could
be made) ,would alleviate the multiplicity and variety of registrations
now required. The: establishment of a joint federal-state task force may
well be appropriate to formulate recommendations for harmonization.

,

With Respect to Intrastate Solicitation

The Reposa of the State Attorneys General to the Commission points
up the need for further state action with respect ko the regulation and
supervision Of intrastate charitable solicitation practices.' 9 Representa-
tives from the various states.whic already have charitable solicitation
statutes, together with those which are considering them, should consult
with federal 'authorities in this regard. In this connections again, an
intergovernmental task force could serve a useful fUnction. Sfate and
federal laws, as well as the various state laws, should be harmonized,
and where feasible, made uniformAnforinitiOn obtained through the
filings with the Service should be made available to the states for local
processing.8°

With Respect to Self-Regulation

Although past experience indicates that self - regulation cannot be
relied upon to produce the safeguards envisaged with respect to- the ..

legislative and administrative procesSes described above, charitable
organizations could, wit,:, the framework ikthe Commission recom-
mendations; irnmeasura y fortify public confidence in the credibility of
their solicitation and administrative practices by adopting practices such-1 ' Jas these:

(1) Among comparable charities, objective criteria respecting
fund-raising. and administrative expenses should be developed and
publicly announced.

11 3
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(2) Committees of comparable charities should be organized and
consult regurarly44-Efederal and state authorities to ascertain
areas of abuSe and to pose remedies for their solution.,

(3) Organizations, such as the Better Business Bureau and the
National Information Bureau, if funded to a much greater degree,
could expand their investigations and more fully disseminate their
findings within the nonprofit sector, and ultimately, fo the public

large.

%."`Corfunission Recommendation

11. That as a federal enforcement tool against abuses by tax-exempt
organizations, and to protect these organizations themselves, sanctions
appropriates to 'the abuses should be enacted as well as forms of
administrative or judicial 'review of the principal existing "sanction re-

vocation of an organization's exempt status.8 '

,

Commentary

.

This recommendation would provide a variety of flexible sanctions to
be imposed by administrative agencies and the courts upon nonprofit
orgarlizations in appropriate cases, theleby enabling the rectification of
abuses without necessarily revoking the organization's tax-exempt status.
Also to be developed would be both administrative and judicialmaReal
processes to assure, that affected exempt organizations would have full
opportunity to test the validity of sanctions before their actual imposi-
tion. ,

Present law provides inadequate remedies respecting abuses of exempt
organization Status by nonprofit organizations. The federal courts
possess equity powers which could be asserted in cases of abuse of
:trust, but there, is no indicatiO'n that these powers are or can be
adequately asserted on A day-to-day bas1s.82 Except in the case of
private foundations {which are subject to regulatory excise provisions of
Chapter 42), revocation of exempt status remains the principal tool
available to the Service. The, drastic effect of this remedy has caused the

-Service be rerictant to seek the penalty of revocation. Where. it does,
time-Consuming and costly litigation can result. By the same token,
denial of 'exempt status when initially sought results in burdensome and
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often fatal aelay too the organizationseeking exemption. And the mere
threat of sanctions doubtless inhibits =iv Organizations from function-
ing effectively; if at all.

During the course of its deliberations, th Commission was made
aware of legislation 'pending in the Congress w tech would esfablish

._.prOcedures whereby an ,organization seeking exemption could also
petition the U.S. Tax Court or the apprOFiriate U.S. District Court for a'
declaratory judgment as to its exempt statu's under section 501(c)(3).83
While this would represent a major beneficial step, additional, and more
varied, remedies'are needed, both from the standpoint of the organiza-
tion arid its managers, and also from the standpoint of the government.

The Commission's recommendation resp1cting sanctions could be
implemented as follows:,

(1) Provisions comparable to section 49 (d)(5) (treating as a
taxable expenditure any amount paid or inc ed by a private
foundation for other than a charitable, purpose) would be applied
to all organizations exempfUndcr section 501(c)(3), thus providing
a.,means for limitingnoncharitable expenditures in a greater range
of institutions, For example, amounts expended for direct election-
eering (and threfore, not an appropriate charitable activity) if
carrie on by a "public" charity would fall within the scope of

s peovition. As under Chapter 42, monetary pet4lties would be
assessed against the"organization'and those members of its govern,,
ing body who 'participated in the improper act. 'The Service might
be given discretion to waive such penalties if the organization
derrionstrates reasonable cause for its action or omissiori:

(2) The Service could establish an internal appeals procedure 'to
operate with respect to any question within the jurisdiction of the
Office of Assistant Commtsioner, Employee Plans and ExeMpt
Organizations. Before the imposition of any penalty excise taxes
(such `'as those now applied under Chapter 42 and those which may
be imposed if that chapter is expanded to cover other categorie of'
exempt organizations), the new appeals procedure would be made
available.8 4

The new procedure could conceivably- also be utilized in
_defining new areas, of charitable activity, For example, .public
interest, law firms were, according 'to some estimates, slow. t9
receive recognition as charitable activities under section 501(c)(3).
Under the appeals procedure, the appeals body (arid the staff that
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supports it) would be available to facilitate examination of such
emerging charitable activities.:°In this manner, fears, sometimes
alleged," that fair and objective review is not given by the Service
may be allayed.

The appeals body would consist of persons with, experience'
in various areas of charitable, activity.86 Such a group would
expected to exercise its own independent judgment, Within, of
course, the framework of the Service's general_ adminisirative
structure. This procedure would be available after the standard
administrative _appeals (including the Appellate Division Con-,ference) have been exhausted. Special time constraints could be
imposed upon the Service to assure prompt resolutiOn of issues
reviewed under the new procedure; further, organizations desiring
to utilize declaratory judgment procedures could be given the 'right
to waive administrative review by the Service.85

In prosecuting an appeal, the person :against whom a
deficiency is asserted /would be furnished an opportunity to preserrt
arguments rebutting those which give rise to the proposed deficiency
at the National Office level. if processing of such'appeals involves a
substantial number of cases, the matters could (along with ,,other
aspects, of admi.nistrattiop in the exempt organization field) be
resotved at levels below The National Office.

(3) The Justice Department, acting at the instancy otthe Service
and the Treasury, would be empowered,,to seekV:1'461n non-
-charitable acts that 'do not involVe monetary expenditures and
-otherwise to seek equitable remedies short of revocation of exemp-
tion in appropriate,. cases: The U.S. District Courts would be
granted residual equity jurisdiction to take appropriate corrective
measures on the motion of the Justice Department in instances
where state 'authorities having jurisdiction fail to take action within
an appropriate period (for example, 120 days, or longer, if such
state authorities request an extension) to correct an improper
course .of action by a charitable organization. The potential for
such intervention should foster a uniformly high level,of adherence
to charitable standards. 4

Commission Recommendation

12. That nonprofit organizations, other than foundations, be allowed
the lame freedoms to attempt to influence legislation as are business
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corporations and trade associations, that toward this end congress
remove .the current limitation on such activity by charitable groups
eligible to receive tax-deductible gifts.88

Commentary

This recommendation would remove limitations on the right of
nonprofit organizations to engage in legislative activity. Because of the
strictures of present law, the public is deprived of the expertise of these
organizations except in narrow sand ambiguously defined circumstances.

The restrictions under present law whereby charitable organisations
are prohibited from engaging in any "substantial" legislative activities
shdutd be elimiAted, thus placing such organizations on a parity with
trade associations, labor unions, business interests, and other organiza?
Lions. The Commission was made aware of proposals by the American.
Bar Association Section of Taxation and othe 89 which would permit
only limited authority to engage in legislative a ies.'In lieu of such
an approach, however, the recommendation ''would trig a general
elimination of restrictions, with the following exceptions:

(1) An organization would not be accorded 'exemption under
section 501(c)(3) if it °is formed or availed of for the principal
purpose of conductiiig federal, state, or loCal legislative activities.
Instead, legislative 'activities would' have to relate to, and be
subordinate to, exempt programs of the organization. It is
recognized that factual probleins may arise respecting the determi-,-

Iliation of the circumstances in which legislative activities constitute
the DrinCipsal purpose" of the organization. Although problemstOf
interpretation, will persist, 'substantially greater latitude fol. the
conduct of legislative activities will; notwithstanding, be provided.
Under the Commission's recommendation, an activity resting
legislation will be presumed to be consistent with the exempron so
long as 'the organization establishes that it conducts addAional,
meaningful, rionlegislative, charitable activities, and that These

--- activities are the principal activities of the organization.

;-

(2) No charitable organization could engage in activities in
support of or opposition to the campaign of any indiVidual for
public office.
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III

r

A PERMANENT COMMISSION

Com Mission Recommendation

That -a. permanent natiohal CoinmiSlion on the nonprofit sector be
established'by Congress.90,

Commentary
tij

The means by which this recommendation might be impteRe le
.fully described ip the repor GivtYgin, Amer,
pages 185:193, ind alterna es are now under consideration by v
groups in the nonprofit se or.

1. Unleis otherwise indicated2all section re fren
1954, as amended, and Treasurz RegulationS pro
will be referred to hereinafter as the "'Treasury,'
vice." The studies cited are research materials spo
indicated by an asterisk preceding the citation.

2. Robert H. Bremner, "Private philanthropy
' discussing the doctrine of stewardship Ind

religious and, benevolent purposes. .

Stuart,M. Lewis, ed., S.tucty of Religi
(1975), Interfaith Research Committee of t
Needs, surveying the sources of funds receive
in which theseresources are spent.

Julies N. ?viorgaq,,,_Richard F. Dye, a
Anteys of Philanthropic Activity" (1975),
indthement $.3 charitable giving, as well
Property donated to the nonprofit sector.

Michael S. Koleda, Daniel P. Bourque
"Foundations and the Federal Governm'e
and analyzing foundation spending cfrteg
expenditures.

Ralph L. Nelson, "Private Giving in
the decline in receipts in the nonprof
economy.

Gabrier G. Rudhey, "Scope of the P
earnings, contributions, gcriernment gran

-'
s herein' are to the internal Revenue Code of

ulgated thereunder. The Treasury Department
and the Internal Revenue Service as the 'ter-

sored by or prepared for the Commission, unless
3

nd Public Needs: Historical Perspective" (1975),
the development of volUbtary associations for

s Receipts and. Expenditures in the United States"
e COMmission on Private Philanthropy and Public
by church-related philanthropies as well as the areas

d Judith H. Hybels, "Results From Two National
iscussing the effects of the itemized deduction as an
describing the magnitude and sources of money and

and Randall C. Smith, National Planning Assoilations
t:' A Look at Spending Patterns" (1975), comparing
ries of philanthropic activity with federal government

e American Economy, 1960:1972" (1975), describing
sector relative to, other segments of the Ainerican

ivate VolUntary Charitable Sector" (1975), describing
to the philanthropic sector.

T. Nicholaus Tideman, "Employmen and Earningiiiin the Nonprofit Charitable Sector"
(1975), detailing effects of rising 'prices and wages on1he nonprofit organization's ability to
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provide services and raise contributionliblail well as the lise ,of philanthropic funds for,
it employment in the charitable sector.

Button A. Weisbrod and Stephen H. Long, "The Size of the Voluntary Nonprofit Sector:
Concepts and Measures" (1975), depicting the size of thevoluntary nonprofit sector in terms of
output and revenue from various sources. , -

4 .,
3. For studies r,elatingto, the varidus'philanthropic fields of interest, see:

i Robert J'Blendon, "'The Changing ,Role of Private Philanthropy in Health Affairs" (197,5),
reviewing past and present philanthropic activities in the are, of health and. medical affairs and

4 how, the public sector'scontribUtion has changed. .4.,

. Blair, T. Bower, The Role of Private Philanthrophy in Relation to Environment/Pollution"
(1975), exploring recent philanthropic activtiu. in, 'areas of environmental concern and

'comparisons of public and private efforts in this area.
Earl F, Chest and Theodore E. Lobman,, Ill, "erivate Philanthropy and Higher Education:

History, Current Impact, and Public Policy Considerations" (1975), detailing the nine principal
ways in whfch private philanthropy serves higher education as well as the importance of
philanthropy to higher education in the futute. .

Bice Clernow, ed., "The, Anatomy of Giving. FiveAmerican Cities" (1975), reporting on the
results of organized visits 'to five Am'erican -cities Atlanta, Cleveland, Desi Moines, San

Francisco, and Hartford and examines theanatomy of giving as represented by perceptions of
various peoPloinvolved in Philanthropy in these cities. .4

Wilbur J. Cohen,."Some Aspects of Evolving Social Policy in Relation to Private

. Philanthropy" (1975), exploring the continuing and changing role of private philanthropy,
particularly with respect to large founaatjons, in an age when government is assuming a greater

ntqnber of the charitable functions once reserved to the private sector in the social services'
field, ,,0 ' .

Donald A. Erickson, "Yhdanthropy, Public' ,eeds, and Nonpublic : Schoas" (1974),
characterizing' the public -purposes of the nonpublic school, the detline in enrollyents and
,riumberof nonpublic schools in the past 10 years. ' .\.' . -. ,

Caryl P. Haskins, "The Role of Private Philanthropy and Public Support of Science in the
United States" (1975), observing the varying characteristics and requirements, as well as roles of
scientific activity , and what goals we hope toachievi in supporting science.

Caroline Fii*toWer, "'A:Report on the Arts" Ji975), reporting on the growth and needs of
'the arts in thoVnited States for financial support. ,H.."

Hans H. jenny and Mary Ann Allan, "Philanthropy in Higher Education: Its Maghitude, Its
. Nature, and Its In 'lance on College and University Finance" (1975), examining the dependence"

of colleges and universities upon philanthropic Support' and assessing proposals concerning the
future of philanthropic ernkavors.

1. Janet Kati and Thomas W. Richards, "The Role f Philanthropy in the., Environmental
Field: Preservation of Natural trarldslind Historic .Prope, les" (1975), discussiirg the merits of
private as opposed to federal funding:of the adqiiisition and protection of land and historical
properties. 0 e °

;.*.Robert L. Lamborn, Cary Potter, and AI H. Senske, The NtnpUblic School and Private
Philanthropy" (1974), surveying dimensions of nonpublic elementary and secondary 'education .,

in the United States, the, public purposes.of rfonpubhc schools, and the dependence of the
nonpublic schools on philanthropic support. .

National ,Centtr for. Voluntary Action, "A Report do Voluntary Aivities and Leadership
'Opinion" (1975), surveying voluntarism at the local level.

United Way of America, uA,Study of the Quantity of Volunteer Activity of 'United Way and
its Member, Agencies" (1974), describing the magnitude of volunteer libu rst of United Way
community service activity during 1973 in the fields of health', welfare, infrmal education,
recreation and leisure, and contrasting these hours with the amount of paid hours for work by
professionals in these fields. ei .

. Joseph L. Vigilante and Ruth Kantrow, "The Voluntary Social Agency Experiment t:;"
Innovates, Demonstrates, and Influences Public Social Policy:. The Community Service Society
of New York 1930-197D" (1974), reviewing the activities of one large metropolitan voluntary

, agency, the Community Service Society of New York.
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?Institute of Public Affairs, Inc., "A Philanthropic Profile of Four Cities:, Atlanta, Cleveland,Des Moines, and Hartford," (1975), surveying the role 9f private philanthropy in meetingh&rnan

`needs in the cities of A tlanta,Clehland, Des Moines, and Hartford.
A.M. Wiggins, Jr., and Bert W. Hunt, "Tax Policy Relating to Environmental Attivities and

Public Interest Litigation" (1975), examining the lax treatment of enviropmental activities and
public interest litigation.

Ellen Wjnston, "Some Aspects of Private Philanthropy in Relation to Social Welfar e" (1975),
explaining the increasing proportion of Public funcring of social welfare services and thenecessity for private social agencies having a variety of fundinglkources soth-althey- do
become largely dependent on federal funds.

.4. For the year 1975, lamSayers were not required to append to Form 1040 any detaile- d,information concerning charitable Contributions bade in cash for which the taxpayei hasreceipts or cancelled checks, other than the total amount of such contribution made. See Form1040, Schedule A (1975.: , p V
41

5. See p. 15 et seq.pinfra,
.1

6. Michael J. Boskin and Martin S. Feldstein, "Effects of the Charitable Deduction onContributions By Low-income and Middle-Income Houzholds; Evidence Froni the Nat4onafSurvey of Philanthropy"' (1975), analyzing the philanthropic activity of low-and middle-income
households and the effects of inducements on their clfaritable giving pattern.

Martel S. Feldstein, '"Estimating Separate' Price Elasticities By Income Class" (197.5),
indicating the extent to Winch different income classes ire affected by the dedtiction and the
effect of the deduction an the giving patterns to various types of donee organizations.

Martin S. Feldstein and CharfesClotfelter,"Tax Incentives and Charitable Contributions in the
United States: A Microeconometric Analysis" (19751, Stscussing-the effects of the income tax
treatment ordeductions for charitable contributions as an inducement to giving.

7. Edmund C. Bennett, "Treatment of- Volunteer Services and Related Expenses Under- the
Internal Revenue Code" (1975), commenting on the treatment of voluntary services and related
expenses indicating that voiunteerservices would not be deducttble but that expenses associatedwith them would be.

GerardM Brannon and James enad, "Altirnative Approaches to Encouraging PhilanthropicActivities" (1975), discussing a sys m of federal grants. to the beneficiaries of philanthropy
including programs such as tuition subsidy approach.

George Break, "Charitable Contributions Uncltr the Federal tndivi)ual Income Tax:,
,Alternative Policy Options" (1975), depicting the effect upon charitable giving of alternative
options under the federal individual income tax system, including the effect of elimination ofthe charitable contribuQon deduction and the substitution of a matching grant system.

PaUl R. McDaniel, "Study-of Federal Matching Grants For Charitable.Contributions" (1975),exploring the effect upon giving in aggregate and giving by income classes of a program' of
federal .matching grants, for contributions.

Morgan, Dye, and Hybels, "Results From TtiteNational Surveys of Philanthropic Activity ,"
note 2, supra. t

Aaron Wildaysky and David Good, "A Tax By Any Other Name: Tike Donor-Directed
Automatic Terce.ntage Contribution Bonus A Budget Alternative For Financing Governmental
Support of Charity" (1975), evaluatifl;',7atternatives for providing governmental support forcharity the existing tax write-off, a tax credit, a sliding matching gray and a percentage

,contribution bonus in terms of their effects on the donors and recipients of charitable givinkz

8. Dissents were filed disagreeing with the amplified, on the grounds that the tax credits would
be preferable.

9. Gross ini4me is used instead of adjusted gross income in order to simplify the compptation.
Items such as exempt municipal Isond\i}iterest could be added to gross income for purposes of -%computing these. limi -

10. In lieu of a phase-in titilizing tables, consideration might be given to (1) a modified phase-in
with larger steps (e.g., Irlourfded to the nearest 5%) over a larger segment of gross income; (2) an
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immediate change t'n the applicable percentage when gross income exceeds $1,000 or $30,000,with no phase-in; or' (3) a formula reduction, e.g. a deduction equal to 200 percent of
contributions, reduced by some percentage of income in excess of $15,000.

11. A stricter standard of proof may be rebuffed in the case of the amplified deduction in lightof the opportunities for abuse. Experience with the provision may, of course, generate
administrative mechanisms which.would obviate this.

12. See p. 35 et seq., infra.

13. Although questions can be raised as to'the appropriateness of allowing the extended andamplified deductions for gifts to private foundations,, circumstances can be eivrisioAed whichmight make the allowance appropriate. For example, a museum may be classified- as a privateoperating foundation but neverthele, may depend upon contribut4RIT as a source of support.

14. For discussions of the manner in which the charitable deduction functions, see:
Theodore A. Kurz and Barbara P. Robinson, "Explanatiqn and Analysis of Split-InterestGifts to Charity" (1974), describing the methods of making, and the tax treatment of gifts intrust with charitable beneficiaries including the changes in those methods made by the Ta,xReform Act of 1969.

John A. Wallace and Robert W. Fisher, "The Charitable Deduction Under Section 170 ofthe Internal Revenue Code" (1975), analyzing the, operation of section 170 and describing itscomplex ities.

!oregone" revenues resulting from the charitable contributions were estimated at $4.62billion . out of $246.9. billion in revenues received during fiscal year' 1974. *Office of_Management and Budget, Special Analyses of the Budget of the United States Government forFiscal Year 1976 (Washington, D.C.! Government Printing Office, 1975), Table F-1, p. 108. -.

16. See Public Law 94.455 (October 4, 1976). \ /'I.. v
17. See new Code section 57(b)(1), which was added by §301(c) of the Tax Reform Act of1976f "For purposes of paragraph (1) of subsection (a) [which adds to items of tax preference anamount equal to the 'excess itemized deductions' for the taxable yearithe amount of excessitemized deductions for any taxable year is tiv ainolint by which the sum of the deduttions forthe taxable year other than K. . , -`,..

(A) deductions allowable in arriving at adjusted gross income,

(B) the standard deduction provided by section 141,

(C) the deduction for personal exemptions provided by section 151,

(D) the deduction for medical, dental, etc. expenses provided by section 213, and

(E) the deduction for casualty losses described in section 165(e)(3), exceeds 60 percept (butdoes not exceed 100 percept) of the taxpayer's adjusted gross income for the taxable year."
exceeds 70 percent (but does not exceed )00 percent) of the taxpayer's adjusted gross incomefor the taxable year."

. .
18. In his statement before the Senate ,Finance Committee on March 17, 1976, Secretary
William E. Simon expressed the Administration view respecting the minithum tax and the
charitable contribution deduction as follows:

"...we have carefUlly structured our preient MTI proposal to avoid completely all impact
on charitable contributions. Under our prodosal, charitable-nntributions, no matter hovi-
large, will not be an item of tax preference."

19. See the Hoitse-passed yersioh of The Tax Reform Act of 1969 [H.R. 13270, 91st Cong., 1st
Sess. §302 (1969)) which proposed that the deduction normally allowed for allocable expenses
(e.g., charitable contributions, medical expenses, ties, etc.) be disallowed to the extent of the
lesser.of (1) the sum of such expenses multiplied by a fraction the numerator of which is the
alloWable tax preference and the denomirltivio hich is the sum of allowable tax preferences
plus modified adjusted gross income or (2) the allowable .tax preferences. "Allowable tax. .
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preferences" were defined as the excess over $10,000 of the total of items of tax preference,
9 and "modified adjusted 'gross income." as taxable income plus allocable expenses.

20. For a discussion of the histbry
t
of-the development of the charitable deduction for gifts of

appreciated property, see:" .
Harry K. Mansfield and Ronald L. Groves, "Legal Aspects of Charitable COntributions of

Appreciated Property to Public Charities" (1975), characterizing the working,s,of the pre,sent
allowance as well as the merits and problemS of the allowance as it currently exists.

For consideration of an alternative to the present treatment of appreciated property, see:
Gerard M, Branhon, "A Pro-Charity Substitute For- the Present Tax Law`Treatment of

Appreciated Property Contributed to Ctfarity" (1975), suggesting an augmented deduction for
gifts of appreciated property as a means of eliminating the benefits which the author finds are
today concentrated among the very wealthy.-

,'21. For a iliseussion of the need for such a standard see: Mansfield and Groves, "Legal Aspects
of Charitable. tOntributions of Appreciated Property to Public Chlrities," note 20, supra.

22. If inr an one gift ollwappreciated property were involved, all such gifts would be
aggregate l'oe,the Purposes of this calculation.

.(/' .

23. ,Thts taxpayer's margin tax bracket used in thrg computation would equal the tax rate
appliiable (lgnoiing the mtnimum tax on preferenie income) to the-taxpayer's !At $1 of income
computed without regard to, any reduction attributable to the charitable contribution:

.24. The constructive sale computation would encompass both the capital gains and any
additional tax generated by the minimum tax on preference income.

25. This assumes that the %taxpayer was taxed at the maximum capital 'gains rate and was
subject to tax on preference income.

,

`26. For 'example, assume 'a taxpayer with a $20,000 contribution base contributes- $2,000 in
cash and $8,000 in appreciated property to a public charity and $2,000 to a private foundation.'.
The taxpayer receives a charitable contribution deduction of $10,000 with a $2,000 carryover.
since the appreciated property gift exceeded the 10% limit of section 170(b) (1) (D) by that
amount. However, the $2,000 gift to the private foundation is not deductible and cannot be
carried over, even though it is within the 20% maximum limit of section 170(b) (1) (B) (i).

27. For empirical data respecting the effect of the charitable contribution deduction on
bequests, see:

Michael J. Bo km, "Estate Taxation and Charitable Bequests" (1975), describing the
"efficiency" of-tbeCharitable bequests deduction by applying formulas to the top 7% of estates.

Martin S. Feldstein, "Charitable. Bequests, Estate Taxation, and 'Intergenerational Wealth
Transfers" (1975), assessing theta strength of the incentive provided by the charitable bequest
deduction.

28. For discussions of the merits of the* present charitable bequest deduction and of various
alternatives to the present approach, see:

John Holt Myers, "Estate Tax Deduction For Charitable Benefits: Proposed Limitations"
(1975), supporting a continuation of the present law.

Emil M. Sunley, Jr., "Dimensions of Charitable Giving Reported on Federal Estate, Gift,
and Fiduciary Toi Returni" (1975), describing the amount pf charitable gifts reported
federal, state andWitOuciary returns for the period 1934 throbgh 1970.

S. Richard E. Wagner, "Death, Taxes mil Charitable Bequests: A ,Survey of Issues and
. Options" (1975), examining the tax treatment of charitable bequests and suggesting that

charitable bequests are sacrifices of personal consumption justifyg the charitable bequest
dechiction.1

David' Westfall, "Proposed Limitations on the Estate Tax Dediiction For Charitable
Transfers" (1974), recommending that a floor and ceiling be added to the present charitable
beque'St deduction. '

29. Adam Yarmolinsky, "Philanthropic Activity in International Affairs" (1975), describing the .
role and range of private philanthropy in private foreign aid and international affairs, education,

12 2 ?S.:"
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and research, as well as the levels of private and public spending in these areas and the rationalefor continued private spending ,,,' 1 7 :, ) \
,f1'`30. See Rev. Rul. 69-80, 19691 C.B. 65, allowing a deduction for a contribution by a tIPmestic\
¶.

commercial corporation to a domestiC charitable corporation, even though the contribution is -\Iused in a foreign country. ..,

31. P. Palmer Baker, Jr.,^and
(1975), describing the prese
through company foundations,,

Jambs F. H- i and ;Anil
(1975), surveyi 'i preseni

Edward eillingburg "Corporate Charitable Contributions" 1-4-

.

'tax. rifles regarding both direct corporate giving and giving'
attaof which is increasingly being used by corporations.
epPir, "Corporate Philanthropic Public Service Activities".

ope of corporate philanthropic activity, the effect of taxchanges upon suds' ity, and the opinions of company officials on the motivations prompting ,corporate gifts 'of on ney and time.
C Lowed'.. Harrisi, "Corporate Giving: Rationale, Issues, and Opportunities" (1975),f

examining means of expanding corporate philanthropic activity through further tax incentives
and greater social responsibility on the part of corporations.

Milton Moskowitz, "Corporate Charitable Contributions and Corporate Soci Responsi-bility" (1975), discussing corporate philanthropic activity as An acknowledgement by corporate
donors of social demands being imposed uporp them.

Thomas -Vasquez, "Corporate C&ing Measurements" (1975),lexamining the amounts of
corporate giving both in terms of the3lze of the corporate donor and the percentage of pretaxincomes.

32. Harris ,ond apper, 1'Corporate Philanthropic Public Service Activities,"note 31, supra. Thisbroader base of information would encompass data respecting: (1) the mechanisms involved in
determining the manner in which a corporation calculates its total giving level; (2) the allocation
of the total amount committed to charity among different categories of recipients; (3) the
priorities and criteria it applied in selecting specific grantees; and (4) the circumstances whichobtain in causing a business entity to commit significant resources to- charity in light of
responsibilities to distribute earnings to shareholders. See also pp. 20-21 et seq., infra.

33., For example, the amount of the deduction could be limited to a percentage of value inexcess of cost,with clear rules confining the term value to the wholesale price which the
company would itself realize.

34. Arthur Andersen & Co., "Overview of Governmental Support and Financial Regulation of
Philanthropic Organizations in Selected Nations" (1975), providing an overview of governmental...
support and-financial regulation of philanthropic' organizations in Australia, Canada, England,
France, West' Germany, Italy, Japan, and Sweden. .

R.M. Bird and. M.W. Blictivetsliy,'"Taxation and Phjlanthrppy In Canada" (1975); exploring
the taxation of' philanthropy in Canada and asserting-that recently enacted tax measures ha4resulted in a decrease in charitable bequests.

Arthur Jack Grimes, "The Fund-Raising Percent as 'a Quantitative Standard For Regulation
of Public Charities, With Particular Emphasis on Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations"
(1975), discussing fundraising costs as a percent of total receipts of health and welfare organiza-tions to provide an indicator of agency efficiency in raising money.

Accounting Advisok Committee (Malvern J. Gross, Jr., R. Kirk Batzer, Delford W. Edens,and Timothy J. Racek), "A Study of the Inadequacies of Present Financial Reporting.-by
PhilanthfOcric Organizationi" (1974), reporting.the need for a uniform system of accounting for
nonprofit Corporations through development of a uniform set of accounting principles to be
used by all nonprofit organizations and presenting a proposed standard accounting report:

Peter G. Meek, "Self-Regulation in Private Philanthropy" (1974), analyzing past experiences
In self-regulation by nonprofit organizations and suggesting that self-regulation has proved anIneffective system for enforcing'standards necessary to insure the appropriate use of a-exempt
funds

Donald R. Spuehier, "The Systent For Regulatidn and Assistance of Charity in England and
Wales With Recommendations as to Establishmen of a National Commission on Philanthropy in

4 the United States" (1975), describing procedures employed by the Charity Commission in the
'United Kingdom and regulatory practices In that country.
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35. Special consideration might be given to the discrake to be required from a corporation
making all or most of its contributions to a "company foundation," provided a workable
definition of this term can be formulated.

36. See Treas. Regs. §1.6033-2(g) (4) (1969),

37. Cf. Proposed Treas. Regs. §1.6033-2(g) (5), 41 Fed. Reg. 6073 -09761

38. "Each report should 'include at least the following information: name, address, purposi.an
founding date of the organization, names of trustees or directors or other governing persons;
names and titles of paid officers, description of program and priorities, explanation of the
criteria that are taken into account in accepting or rejecting requests for funds, products or
services and, if the organizations 1 foundation, a list of grants made in the previous year, their
recipients, purposes and amounts, financial information, including: a statement of income,
including sources and amounts; a statement _of expenditures including administrative
expenditures, a balance sheet, a list of investments held; and opinion of independent auditors."
Commission on Pr,ivate Philanthropy and Public Need-s-,-GivinginATnerica (1975)-', p. 165.,

39. Conceivably, re7tolations under this provisiori "tould establish, with the cooperation cif
accounting profession, principles of uniformity in a context consistent with general accounting
principles.

40. That an operating charity alsO maintains an endowment in direct support of its operations
would not normally cause it to fall within the annual meeting rule, even though funds are
expended for grants tb individuals (for example, scholarships granted to students by a college).
On the other hand, an operating charity which maintains a grant-making program independent

operating program would be included, but only with respect to its grant-making program.

41. Compare the penalties under section 6652(d) for failure of an exempt organization to file
returns.

42. Council on Foundations, Inc., "Private's Foundations and the 1969 Tax Reform Act"
(1975), describing, inter a/ia, the burdens upon beneficiaries of the 4% tax and suggesting action
for foundations to guard against future purrttive legislation and for government to accord
foundations more equal treatment with other charities.

National Planning Association, "Foundations and the Federal Government: A.Look at
Spending Patterns," note 2, supra.

43. See David Ginsburg, Lee R. Marks, and Ronald P. Wertheim, "Federal Oversight of Private
Philanthropy" (1975), considers the present relatjapshitis between the federal government and
private philanthropy and concludes that the Internal Revenue Service sbpuld continue to
determine what organizations are 'rcharitable" and to audit such organizations)

44. To reach full effectiveness, this procedure should be sufficiently cornfireherishre and current
so that orgaifizations seeking exempt status will have knowledge, in advance, of guidelines with
which they must comply. Further, the public would have the information respecting the manner
in which the Service's ideological neutrality is applied in actual practice.

45. When it becomes possible to rev ise information on the return (or through separate survey),
the Service could determine expenditures which benefit charities but which may be otherwise
listed under some expense catego0 such as public relations or promotion.

46. This information could be made available with respect to unincorporated bu'sines , as well,
even though, in the case of partnerships, a_contribution is actually deducted on the returns of
the individual partners.

47. Councilfon Foundations, Inc., "Private Foundations and the 1969 Tax Reform Act," op.
cit., describing the inhibiting effect of the expenditure responsibility provisions upon the making
of grants by private foundations.

otg

48. Thomas R. Asher, "Public Needs, PublicPolicy, and Philanthropy: An Analysis of the Balk,
Issues and Their Treatment by the Commission on Private'Philanthropy and Public Needs,
(1975), contending that the Commission has 'failed to address the question of how public needs
are and should be defined, ranked in importance, and met by the public and private sectors.

124.
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Gino Baroni, Arthur Naparstek, and Karen Kollias, "Patterns of Ethnic and Class
Discrimination in the Corporate and Philanthropic World" (1975), discussing ethnic organiza
tions and the patterns of private philanthropy in these groups and describing one study of ethnic
representation at the corporate executive level.

Sarah C. Carey, "Philanthropy and the Powerless" (1975), discussing philanthropy in regard
to minority groups, the poor, the institutionalized, and others considered "outs" in American
society. b ,-

'The Donee Group, "Private Philanthropy: Vital and Innovative or Passive and Irrelevant?"
(1975) (hereinafter cited as Dohee Group RepoTt), urging the broadening of membership of
foundation oeverning boards1by limiting the number of donor board members.

Albert H. Kramer, "The Role of Foundations in Broadcasting and Cable Communications
Policy Development" (1975), studying major foundation support with respect to broadcasting
and cable communications.

Reynold Levy and Waldemar A. Nielsen, "An Agenda for the Futire" (1975), surveying the
status of nonpr,ofit institutions in America and suggesting paths to the self-improvement of these
organizations.

Philip 'W. M9iile"Foundation Grants to Corporate "Activist Groups: The Donee Perspec-
tive" (1975), reporting on foundation funding to corporate activist groups.

Peter J. Petkas, "The New Federalism: Goverrinent Accountability and Private Philp.
thropy" (1975), examining the implications to the general public, intended beneficiaries, and
congress of programs such as general revenue sharing, community development revenue sharing,
Manpower revenue sharing; and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

David Horton Smith, "Values, Voluntary Action, and Philanthropy:. The Appropriate
Relationship of Private Philanthropy to Public Needs" (1975), discussing private philanthropy in
relation to public needs from a "public interest and humane values" perspective.

Lawrence M. Stone, "The Charitable Foundation:. Its Governance" (1975), suggesting a
eans to achieve flexibility and responsiveness through implementing a system of selecting

foundation board membership Which represents a wide range of viewpoints. ,

Norman A. 'Sugarman, "Community Foundations" (1975), depicting the role played by
representative boards of community foundations. .

Mary Jean Tully, "Who's Funding the Women's Movement?': (1975), describing the lack of
fouhdation and corporate financial support for the women's movement.

Adam Yarmolinsky, "Philanthropit Activity in,International Affairs," note 29, supra.
Jane H. Mavity and Paul N. Ylvisaker, "Private Philanthropy and Public Affairs" (1975),

viewing the role of private philanthropy with regard ko the, nation's public problems and
analyses of the effect of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and the possibility that future legislation
may be advisable to reinforce private philanthropy.

49. See p. 38 et seq., infra. a,

50. To facilitate such sharing of staff and other support facilities, the Service might indicate via
ruling the .extent to which unrelated business taxable income arises when one exempt organiza-
tir pays another to perform such a function. Presumably there-should be no unrelated business
income tG"the recipient where a were cost-sharing arrangement is utilized. ,

51. See pp. 20.21 et seq., supra, for the recommendation that larger tax - exempt 91laritable
organizations, except churches and church affiliates, prepde and make available thylr, annual
reports. See also section 6104(d), which now im 'poses a comparable requirement upon. private
foundations.

52. Laurens Williams and Donald V. Moorehead, "An Analysis. of the Federal Tax Di3 inctions
Between Public and Private Charitable Organizations" (1975), portraying the dish ctions
between public and private charitable organizations and suggesting diminution in the level of
such distinctions, particularly in the area of degree of permitsable involvement in legislative
actiqities.

53. Release from private foundation status would include primarily the following effects:

. (1) Charitable contributions could be made to the extent of 50% (as distinguished
20%) of the taxpayer's.centribution base (see section 170 (b) (1) (A)).

1.25
1.1
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(2) Gifts of appreciated property could be made without the "plss through" require-
nrient which now applies to such giftr made to a private foundation. (see sections

170(6411) (E) and t70(e) (1) (B) (ii)).

. (3)411 -appreciated gifts- are made to an independent foundaticin.in excess of the 30°4
Mmitation, a 5-year carryover would be available (see section 170(b) (1) (D) (ii)).

(4) Grants received from private foundations would.count toward a grantor foundation's
"qualifying distributions" for purposes of its payout jequirement under section
4942.

(5) Independent foundations would be subject to the same filing and disclosure require-
ments as public charities.

54.. Sections 4946(a) (1) (H) nand (I) (relating to excess business holdings, and government
officials, respectively) would continue to be limited as under present law.

55. See Ginsburg, Marks, and Wertheim, "Feder al Oversight of Private Philanthropy," note 43,
supra. ..

Williams and Moorehead, "An Analysis of the Federal Tax Distinctions Between Public and
Private Charit'able Organizations," note 52, supra.

Adam Yarmolinsky and Marion R. _Fremont-Smith, "Judicial R emedies and Related
Topics" (1975), outlining the problem of private benefit in section 501(c) (3) organizations and
proposing solutions.,

ke

56. In some situations, modification would be dictated by the nature of the organization; in
others, changes of general application would improve the administration of Chapter 42. For
example, the Service might be given discretion to waive penalty taxes in the case of an organiza-
tion that demonstrates reasonable cause for its action or omission.

57. Provision could:of course, be made here for the application of Chapter 42 to additional
paragraphs of section 501(e), such as trade associations/qualifying under section 501(c) (6) and
civic leaguesof organizations qualifying under section 501(c)1(4).

58. Unlike the rules affecting disqualified persons with respect to a private foundation, penalties
would not be imposed upon a "substantial contributor" Po a publicly supported charity nor
upon persons related to-him. The class of such persons in the cast of a public charity may be
extremely brotd, making rules respecting such persons difficult to administer. Additionally, the
existence of an independent governing body would give assurances of insulation from abuse.
Rules respecting payments or reimbursement to government officials (Under section 4941(d) (1)
(G)) would be uniformly applied to public charities and foundations.

59 For example, in connection with the determihation of the fair market value of property

60. Seearnicilinsky and Fremont-Smith, "Judicial Remedies and Related Topics," note 55,
Supra; see also p. 35,et seq., supra.

61. See also se' tion 406, Employee Retirement Income Security Act, 29 U.S.C.A. §1106
0975) (herei fter cited as ERISA).

62. See section 4975(d) and settibn 408(b); ERISA.

63. See section 4975(c) (2) and section 408(a), ERISA.

64. See, e.g., section 4975(d); Prohibited Transaction Exemption 75-1, 40 Fed. Reg. 50845
r , (1975). - ---,

-

65. Compare section 3041 et seq. of ERISA, providing for enrollment of actuaries by a joint
board established by the Secretaries of Labor and Treasury.

66. Council on Foundgions, Inc., "Private Foundations and the 1969 Tax Reform Act," note
42, supra.

The Donee Group Report, note 48, supra.
Yarmolinsky and Fremont-Smithittial Remedies and Related Topics," note 55, supra.

-^->
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67. A study in Institutio Investor, Vol. V1J1, No. ,1 ($1ptember 1974), p,-91, indicated anaverage rate of return for nate fouiid-aifofrin-vesiments of- altionds,-intfuding equity and
non-equity, of approximately -3.8% aS of May 1974. Willii comparable returns may nave been
somewhat higher in the intervening period, iris unlikely that current fieLesapproach or exceed
the suggested 5% payout rate. It is believed, therefore, thit-the 370 rate would permit most
organizations to achieve realistic investment policies under present-77011dititifii-By contrast, the
Donee Group recommended a permanent 'payotittrate of 6%-plusicairoT-Inrnet investment
income\ in excess of such rate. See Donee _Group Report., note 48, supra. They argued that
adoptioh of such an approach would enable a' foundation to invest in higher, yielding fixed
income securities in periods of high interest rates, and utilize half the excess yield to add to
corpus to produce-Additional income-iii years in which yields diminished. Additionally, they
argued that such an approach would remedy an anomaly under present law whereby foundation
investment managers have no incentive to maintain investment, income at a level beyond the
required payout percentage. However, to the extent that the proposed minimum 6% paytiut rate
requires a yield higher than can be sustained over a continuing period, the nominal right to
retain half of income in excess of that level would not permit real value of the corpus to be
maintained.

68. See,A.e.g., section 167(k) relating to amortization of real estate rehabilitation costs,-as' an
example of this legislative device.

,, .
69. Compare section 942(1) (3) (B) (ii), imposing a comparable rule ?or' private operating
foundations.

70. Cf. section 4942(1) (3) (A).

71. As an alternative to the approach of section 4944, judicial remedleg _could be provided
empowering the Service to obtain a court order demanding proper investments 7thus judiCially
testing the propriety, in fact, of the subject investments).

72. See Stuart M. Lewis, ed., "A Stu'ay of Religious Receipts aid Expenditures in the United
States, "' note 2, supra.

73. See Ginsburg, Marks, and Wertheim, "Federal_Oversight of Private Philanthropy,y
part ularizing the need for federal regulation of interstate charitable solicitations and for ie
regu f professiorval-fundfaisep..,,, . 47, 4 4 fo-Jr --I../ in ,

The t hio Att&rieY General's Office, "The Status'of State Regulation of Charitable/Tr
Foundat ns, and Solicitations" (1974), surveying the state charitable trust statures Arid AA
state laws regulating the solicitation of funds for charitable purposes;

Yarmolinsky and Fremont-Smith, "Judicial Remedies and Related Topics," note 5

74. See the discussion pp. 24.25 supra, respecting the development of uniform accounting rules
for comparable categories of organizations: = _

li-

75. See Proposed Treas. Reg, §1.6033-2/W41 Fed. Reg. 6073, published in the Federal
Register of February 11, 1976. Under those provisions, the Service would require the filing of
Form 990 by certain church - related organizatip'ls, such as hospitals, schools, etc. Parallel rules
respecting solicitation information for such organizations should also be considered.

76. See Ginsburg, Marks, and Wertheim, "'Federal Oversight of Private Philanthropy," note 43,
supra.

'77. See *Securities & Exchange Commission, The Work of the Securities & Exchange Commis-
sion (Washington, D.C.:' Government Printing Office, -1966), p. 2, in wtlich the SEC stated that
"the purpose of registration is to provide disclosure of.important facts so that investors will
make a realistic appraisal of the merits of the securities and thus exercise an informed judgment
of whether to purchase them."

,7$. Commission on PrivatePhAlanthropy and Public Needs, Giving in Americo (1975),. p. 117.

79. See The Ohio Attorney 'G e"ne' fr.a0Offrce, "The Status of State Regulation of Charitable
and Solickations," note 7.3,,supra.
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, 80. Compare section 6104(c) (1), providing for publication by the Service to state officials of
information 'concerning refusal or revocation of exemption under section 501(c) (3) or
imposition of tax under section 501 or Chapter 42.. Extending, this authority to routine filings
and audit findings would assist state-federal cooperation and facilitate enforcement activities.

81. See Dimee Group Report, note 48, supra, and Ginsburg, Marks, and Wertheim, "Federal
Oversight of Private Philanthropy," op. cit., discussing the appropriateness of judicial review of
the venial of exemption or of revocation of an organization exempt status and the employment
of federal equitable sanctions as a means of remedying abuses by tax-exempt _organizations.

Yarmolinsky and Fremont-Smith, "Judicial Remedies and Related Topics," note 55, supra.

82. Presumably legislation could enhance the usefulness of such powers by specifying circum-
stances under which court intervention is to be available.

83. H:R. 10612, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., §1202 (1975).

84. ERr example, after the 30-day letter, but before the 90-day letter.

85. For example, see Donee Group Report, note 48, supra. .

86. Cf. the National Valuation Group of Art Experts presently used by the Internal Revenue
Service for questions concerning the value of particular artistic works.

$7. Cf. Section /476(b) (3), permitting taxpayers to seek declaratory judgmfrits with respect to
certain employee plans upon the failure of the Service to complete (administrative review within
270 days.

88. Commission on Private Philanthropy and Poblic,Needs, Staff, "Limitation on Lobbying by
Charitable Organizations" (1976), inventorying the constitutional and policy rguments for the
Code restrictions on the lobbying activities of charities.

John B. Huffaker, "Legislative Activities of Charitable Organizations Than Private
Foundations With Addendum on Legislative Activities of Private Foundations" (1975), advising
of ambiguities in the law regarding the permissible area of legislative activities of exempt
organizations and Offeringatternatives and options for consideration.

See John P. Persons, John J. Osborn, Jr., and Charles F. Feldman, "Criteria For Exemption
Under Section 501(c) (3)" (1976), exploring the history of the statutory criteria for exemption
under section 501(c)(3) and describing the Manner, in which they have been interpreted by the
courts and the IRS. . r

89. See, e.g., H.R. 8021, 94th Cong., lstSess. (1975) introduced June 18, 1975, which would
allow organizations exempt from taxation under section 501(a) to participate in attempting to

j.-influence legislatiop without je5pardizing their exempt, status. This bill would limit tije amount
which may be spent yearly to influence legislation by such organizations to the lesser of $1
million, or 20%-of the first $500,000 contributed to such' organization to accomplish its exempt
purposes, 15% of the second $500,000 of contributions and 10% of the next $500,000 and 5%
of the excess'of $1.5 million of contribUtions could be spent for lobbying by the organizations.

90. For discussions with respect to a permanent-commission see Council on Founda\tions, Inf.,
"Private Foundations and the 1969 Tax Reform Act," op, cit., suggesting tha establishment of'a
national commission independent of any existing agency to,supervise philanthropy;

Ginsburg, Marks, and Wertheim, "Federal Oversight of Private Philanthropy," op. cit.,
discussing proposals for a national commission on philanthropy as a means of transferring the
ratjulatory functions of the Internal Revenue Service to a pew agency based on the assumption
that the public interest is served as much by charity as by governmental action. /

Adam Yarmolinsky and Marion R. Fremont-Smith, "Preserving the Private Voluntary
Sector: A Proposal For A Public Advisory Commission on Philanthropy" (1975); recommending
the establishment of a simple public advisory commission on philanthropy to fosterconditions in
whiC philanthropy'cbuld grow and improve. i

_
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PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY: VITAL AND INNOVATIVE OR
PASSIVE AND IRRELEVANT

The Donee Groupt Report and Recommendations

In the late 60s and early 1970s, many American institutions
wielding large amount of apparently gnaccouritable power came under
scrutiny by citizen. groups and Congress. Private philanthropy,
dispensing billions of dollars annually and responsible primarily to its
own good judgment, was 'toe excepted. The Tax Reform Ac( of 1969

,_,Interpreted in~ the t'OhilatititRfire community as a punitive measure,
arid possibly only the opening move in a campaign' to alter the polder
relationships which lad long prevailed in the closed world of

philanthropic giving.

It was in this context that John D, Rockefeller III initiated -the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs in the fall of
1973. Since the problems of private philanthropy were thought of as
inextricably connected to the tax law, the encouragement and support
of Wilbur D. Mills, then chairman of the House Committee on Ways.
and Means, and George P. Schultz,. then Secretary of the Treasury,
along with William E. Simon, Deputy Secretary of the Treasury at that
time and later Secretary, was sought in creating the Commission.

Known as the Filer Commission, after its Chairman, John H. Filer,
Chairman of the Board of Aetna Life and Casualty Company; it iras
spent over in conducting a study of private philanthropy and
the nonprofit sector.

The membership of the Commission was chogen overwhelmingly from
among prominent businessmen, judges, religious leaders, university
presidents and ,foundation executives. .Givenr thiS membership and.the
Commission's auspices, its work was sure to have a significant impact in
any future, discussion of the role of private philanthropy in our national
life.

The Comthission worked in relative obscurity until late 1974 when
1
a

group of' public interest and social change organizations became
interested in and concerned with the direction the Commission seemed
to be taking: A catalyst' for these concerns was an article written by

tA coalition of public interest, social action, and volunteer groups acting as advisors to the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs. (The Donee Groullhas disbanded. in
quiries about this report should be made to the National Committee for Res, nsible Philanthropy,
Washington, D.C.,.organized J 1976 to follow up on many of the Donee Group concerns.)

This report is published as originally submitted to the Commission.
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Pablo Eisenberg, now President of the Center for Community Change,
in the January 1975 issue of The Grantsmanship Center News. He noted
that the Commission had stressed the problems and concerns of only
one half of the philanthropic equation, the givers and had neglected
the very real and pressing needs of the recipients or would be recipients
'of philanthropic largess.

Mr. Eisenberg noted tlilat "the questions, Who gets what?, What are
the priorities' of foundations and .voluntary oiganizatioils?, and Do
current conditions meet society 's changing needs? have either been
played down or largely ignored." He postulated that the emphasis of
the Commission's work wag at least partly the result of the composition
of the Commission and its advisory committee. He noted that they
reflected "very disproportionately the establishment side of both the
voluntary sector and philanthropic organizations."

The Commission, responded to this criticism by asking Mr. Eisenberg
to assist ,them in convening a meeting with public interest groups and

others in Washington on March 6, 1975. As a result of 'that meeting and
subsequent ones, the Commission, at its April 18, 1975, meeting,"
approved a proposal developed by public interest, social action and
volunteer organizations to provide additional research and consultation

on issues important to recipients of philanthropy and to the

Commission. This proposal outlined the following tasks:

1. To obtain the views, information and experience from a broad
tinge, of organizations within the donee community.

2. To explore the public needs and organizational concerns that
philanthropy is either neglecting or not meeting.

3. To help review and critique the studies and papers already
prepared for the Comfnisson, thereby identifying gaps in its

research that should be red.

4. To commission additional studies that could fill the research gaps
that had been identified or broaden the perspective of pertinent
subject areas.

5:-To provide specific comments and concrete policy recommenda-
tions on the major issues before the Commissicin from the

° perspective of the donee community.
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6. To help the Commission members, staff,, and consultants think
thrOugh, redefine, and possibly, expand the policy issues, assump-
tions and recommendations that will characterize its, final report.

7. To study and recommend the ways in which the donee
can continue to 'make a contribution to any research, and work on

.private philanthropy and public neells that follow the official
termination of the Commission's life.

-,The Donee Group (as it called itself partly for want of a better'
name) has carried out these tasks by engaging in a4lety of activities,
including consultation, research and the sponsoring oNeveral meetings
attended by a wide cross section of interested organizations and
individuals. The group is composed of organizations involved in
minority rights, urban affairs, tax reform, voluntary action, environ-
mental action, public interest law, housing, women's rights, community
organizing, service to the handicapped, children's rights, social service,
consumer rights and citizen participation activities in addition to
scholars and some observers from'the donor community. Since April 15,
1975, the Donee Group. as a whole has met on ten occasions. There
hive also been meetings in Calif&nia and New York with donee
organizations which were not merbbers of the Donee Group. In addition
we have met individually with representatives of a wide range of
organizations, including oundation executives, advocates for the Ameri-
can Indian the physically handicapped, local art groups, religigus organi-
zations and local social action and community organizations in various
parts of the country. The staff and members of the Donee Group con-
sulted with Commission members and staff on a regular basis. We have had.
various research studies prepared by .outside consultants and have pro-
duced analyses of our own.

Through all of those efforts we have attempted to `get this Commis-
sion on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs to deal with the ques-
tions that are implied in its title. For instance, in our interim report on
June 16, 1975, we urged them to examine the questions:

"What are the nation's puhlic needs? How are they being met iSy
private philanthropy? By government? Which needs should be met by
governmentYWhich"by private, philanthropy?"

Because the concerns of the Commission seemed to center almost
solely on technical tax considerations, we urged that it take a larger
perspective and ask:
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"Who benefits? And who should benefit from private philanthropy?"-

Once these value-laden .priorities were determined, we suggested, the
"114\v." uuestiops include the tax tissues as well as governance, donor

control, and accessibility. We maintained that "all of these are basically

rite hods or means to attain certain ends. If these, ends are clearly under-.,

(, St° 41, methods of attaining.them become easier to find."

To a large extent we failed at our effort to have the Commissioy
seriously and directly address these basic questions, as an examination

of the Commission's report will reveal.
-, We succeeded in moving the Commission to accept our point of view

in some areas. But now that the Commission has completed its work

.aricl.',;we have fulfilled our obligation' to them, we feel we must calf
,aettention to our differences both on the basic policy issues and on the"

.-,, recom endations.which flow from them.

We have three groups of recommendations which are discussed in

'detail in this report. They arise- from our findings that

1 Access to the philanthropic process must be widened and made

re readily available to many organizations presently shut out of the w

sygtem. Similarly, greater accountability and changes in governance are

necessary to strengthen as well as to provide greater access to the

:system.

2. Theb.donor community must be redefined and broadened by giiring

all people (including non-itemizers and non-filers) the incentive to

allocate money to charity. .

N

3. °The present system of government regulatiOn and control of
philanthropic organizations must, be overhauled to eliminate

impediments to certain necessary activities and to provide exempt

organizations with competent, conscientious and nonpartisan oversight

and supervision.

It should be noted that those of us who have signed this report do so

as individuals' and not as representatives of our Iorganizations. We have

met together as an ad-hoc association of concerned citizens and have

made specific recommendations to the Filer Commission and now to

the public in hopes of providing the debate over these important issues
With a perspective that it would..not have otherwise had. It is fo'r that
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reason that we have made 'many compromises and come to conclusions
which ,are. by nu -Means unanimous in several instances. Those signing
this report do not necessarily agree with each specific recommendation.
How Ter, they do agree on the general values and principles embodied
herein which suggest that a drastic reevaluatIn and improvement of the
workings of phtlrytkropy must be brought about. Therefore, we hope
that debate will"center on the principles which lead us to make those
recommendations as well as the recOmmenslations iherimelv'es:

introduction

What role will private philanthropy play in our national life in theA

next decade? . _

Will it provide the, resources fot\ constructive innovation, the shed
money for new institutions and new issues, the venture capital for social
change? Will "ontribute to the solutions of the hard problems of
American society in our most perilous period? Will private philanthropy
become an open, vital and accessible fvorce for progress? .

Or will it continue in the pattern4 of the-past, basically supporting
established programs of 'established institutions, largely refusing to
recognize new needs, and continually fighting a rear-guard action against
mounting public and congressional concern with the private use of
public money? These are the questions one would expect a Commission
on Private Philanthropy and -Public Needs to address. In this context, it

also worthwhile to ask: Does- the CommissiOn's retort meet the
challenges of the future, or is it just another study,to lie shelved and
forgotten as irrelevant to the needs of America at t9ebeginning of its
third century? .

We recognize the 'significant contribution to many areas of our
national life which the nonprofit sector has made in the past. Much of
the work of various foundations stands out as excellent exam* pies \of the;
best of, philanthropy. But we fear that more of the same from the vast
majority of the nonprofit sector will not suffice. At present, philan-
thropy has largely failed to meet or has barely met the needs of many
constituencies within our society. It has also failed to have substantial
impact on the most pressing issues of the day, such as nuclear prolifera-
tion,, the energy crisis, inflation, world hunger; women's rights, to
mention only a few. Future problems promise to be dramatically dif-
ferent from the past in both degree and kind. Private philanthropy will
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be called upon to meet more complicated and difticult challenges,
calling for innovation and new solutions, not the `` tried,and true."

Shortly over two years ago, the Commission on Private Philanthropy
and Public Needs, in their own words, 'launched a broad-range, in-
depth study of philanthropy, its relationship to government and its role
in American society." They listed the following "basic areas fori,ktudy
and analysis."

Should our society continue to encourage the,_formation and
support of private organizations and institutions as a major means
of satisfying our. public needs?

Would the fabric of American society be altered if gcrvernment
replaced the private initiative and effort which traditionally defined
and inet our public needs?

What is the appropriate relationship betwCen government and
private society in harnessing national resources of creative initia-
tive, emergy and moneyqo defme. and meet our public needs?

. Is the present system of private support _providing adequate
resources for society's needs or should new sources be found? How '
can .existing -sources be strengthened,. perhaps through publie'
support in the form of improved tax incentives? Should the
present .0end toward in6rea,sed 'governmental support be
encouraged?

Are our society's resources devoted to satisfying community needs
being appropriately allocated among the many purposes, organiza-
tions 'and institutions which depend on private support?

rihr
Is the federal tax system an effective and desirable -means for
encouraging private donations? Should the preAent sygtem be

1. modified to achieve more egtyrand tax rate prog ession?

Are other- means possible to encourage an -supplement .private
support for public needs, in addition to, or in lieu of, the present
tax system?

How 'has private philanthropy adapted, to changing issues and
expectations and to changes in the role of government?
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-What is the nature and eitent of non-financial philanthropy, such
as donated time 'by individuals and organizations and how is this
related to incentives for financial philanthropy?

All of these questions implied that the Commission was going to-
make some qualitative judgments about how' philanthropy had per-
formein the past and how it should perform in the future. Instead,
the CoMmissicni has dealt mostly with quantitative assessments of the
economic and tax law problems facing established philanthropic institu-
tions.

It is our view that the Commission's report fails to deal adequately-,
with many issues of present and future importance to the private non-
profit sector. The report fails to recognize the need for profound
reform t9 improve the philanthropic process; it opts for exhortation and
Oleas to open, and reform the process when legislation and, structural
chankes, may be necessary; it continues to plead for' tee 'status quo; it
fails to recognize the needs of new atul emerging issues and organiza-
tions; it fails to deal adequately with problems of corporate and union
donors and federated drives such as United Way; it fails to deal with
problems, of regulation by the Internal Revenue Service; 'and it post-
pones many important issues in the hope that tile proposal to create a
permanent Commission will soon be implemented.

It is worth remembering that the tax and financial matters which
occupied so much of the Commission's tine ',and resources are not ends
in themselies, but merely ,means to achieke policy goals. We regret that
the Commission too often failed to recognize that it was dealing with
public policy issues affecting the lives of rear people.

.

Our basic dissatisfaction with the CoMmission's major findings and .

cOricitisions may be briefly summarized as follows:

1. Important groups and issues have been given inadequate considera-.
tion in the Commission's report. These groups have been variously
described as social action or public interest or minority advocate organi-
zations They include the following: (a) the smaller, newer, primarily.

,

local organizations dealing with a wide spectrum of concerns; (b) groups
advocating minority and *women's rights; and (c) groups engaged in over-
seeing, monitoring and evaluating government and other institutions of
the society. These include public interest law, consumer and environ-
mental organizations as well as those institutions providing technical
services to otherwise powerless organizations.
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,Although the Commission 'recognizes the support of organizations
such as these to be one of "the enduringpragmatip functions seen for
nonprofit organizations," it does not make recommendations to remedy
the lack of support which these issues and organizations have received
from the nonprofit sector.

0
2. The report does not deal adequately with the need for improving

the philanthropic pecess by providing greater access, accountability and
changes in the governance of private nonprofit organizations. The report
recognizes the problems, yet the recommendatiots which follow do not
provide the means to achieve these rhetorical goals. Also, the draft fails
to deal adequately with the special problems of accountability of and
access to United Way, corporate and union donors.

3. A major concern of the report is the need to protect established
institutions of higher education,, health, welfare and the arts. The
Commission has not adequately considered, or,has,rejected, non-philan-
thropic means of supporting these institulisms in spite of the fact that
the need to find alternative srrces of support is clearly- understood.

41,

4. The changing relationship between the public and private sectors
has not been analyzed and no recommendations for the future have
been made. The Commission has failed to answer two .basic questions.
The first is: Which public needs should be met by private nonprofit
groups and which by public bodies?-The second is: Which need! should
be met with government funds and which with phllantliropie funds?
Not only. has the Commission failed to clarify these issues, it has further
confused them by equating. public -funding with pubk auspices. The
Commission should have dealt with finding ways to preserve the
independence of nonprofit groups while providing them with necessary
government funding.

Although this report is to some extent a catalog of our disagreements
with the .Commission, there are some issues on which we agree and
others on which our differences are minor or ones of' degree. Thp
Commission's recommendation on lobbying and personal or institutional
self:tenefiting are substantially the same as ours. Those on donor
control of foundations, expenditure responsibility, public information
requirements and others represent different approaches to isolving the
problem but also reflect our agreement on the principles behind those
appro aches.
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I

THE BASIC POLICY ISSUES

This section will' attempt to ,set forth the Donee Group's values and
concerns as reflected in the meetings and other activities which we have
sponsored.pe also will attempt to assess what we believe to be the

.Commission's major value assumptions in an effort to provide the
context from which we believe the Commission's policy recommenda-
lions flow.

It should be noted that the Donee Group agrees withmany ,of the
most important Commission value assumptions, such as the. need to
preserve and strengthen the private, nonprofit sector and the need to
preserve' freedom of choice for philanthropic support. Disagreement
arises, however, on questions of the relative utility of certain kinds of
giving, the proper-role of goyernment and the need for basic reform In
access and governance.

.9.

The Perspectives of the Donee Group

We view the issue's of private philanthropy and public needs in the
context of a. society in which power and resources are grossly misal-
located. Ours is a society in which racial, ethnie; sexual and other forms
of diseriTination deny many the political economic and, social.
advantages enjoyed by other Alnericans. It is also f society which
misallocations of po4Pt7ar3d discriminating patterns have created
widespread distrust and disaffection for institutions of power of all
kinds. But it is a society nonetheless with- many mechanisms, both
public and private, for remedying its ills.?

Given this general point 'of view we private philanthropy as e
valuable._ tOol.te_be used in Meeting public'" needs. When philanthropy

ri does live up-to; the:idealof an innovative, Sarless agent of social change
and an .adioeite_fOrthose.4o are ,most in4ieed,,,it becomes invaluable
Sarah,Careyr.in her paper "Philarlthropy and tid Poweries,"points to ,

seFeral nstanAes forlizfations suotil as the National.
Welfare Right; Organization, the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational.Funokand_the Southern Regional Couucil Vdter Education

:Prole& whWillifitralte7.1Lhilana&py.at. ita, best. As Marion Fremont
.
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Smith and Adam Yarmolinsky state in. their paper,3 private`philan-
thropy " ... can foste constructive innovation, and it can sustain
valuable but negleCted ongoing activities, making room for diversity, and
bro'adening the field of choice for possible government support." They,.
also acknoWledge that " ... it can simply indulge in an exchange of
back - scratching favors within a -narrow circle of wealth."

We believe that instead of being the venture capital for social change,
philanthrtopy has, for the most part, patterned itself after its corporate
and governmental counterparts. Most of it has become bureaucratic, safe
and more conservative and less willing to take risks than the govern.
men t.

Other observers support this contention. For example:

1. Archibald Gaffs, President of the John Hay Whitney Foundation in
an article entitled "Real Politics" in the January/February 1975
issue of'Foundation News, finds that less than 1 percent of founda-
tion grants in 1972 and 1973 dealt with fundamental questions
relating to the functioning of major political and economic institu-
tions in the United States.

. ,
2. Herman Gallegos in his study, Foundations' Responsiveness to

Concerns of Minority Groups, finds that less than 1 percent of
foundation grants in 1972-73-74 went for the benefit of social and
ethnic minorities.

3. Sarah Carey in her Commission paper, "Philailthropy Ind the
Powerless," says, "Regardless of how the pie is sliced, there is no
question that grants made directly for social change or to assist the
powerless are dwarfed by the massive philanthropic contributions
made annually in support of education, the arts, health services
and the like." °

4. Mary Jean Tully in her Donee Group paper, "Who's Funding the
Women's Movement? " /finds that projects designed to improve the
-status of women a4ounted to less than 1/5 of 1 percent of

. foundation grants between,1972 and 1974.

5. The figures in .Giving U.S.A., 1975 show that 35.4 percent of all
philanthropy goes to established institutions of higher 'education,
hospitals, museums and the like with another 43.1 percent
expended on religion. Mostla ghat remains is used to support
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institutions with ,large. ad expenses which perform functionsandpro...vide services similar if not identical to those performed by
government.

We believe that a critical role for philanthropy: is support of organiza;
tions monitoring, overseeing or seeking changes in government, industry
and other established institutions. We agree with Waldemar Nielsen's
conclusion that the essential role of a private philanthropy is to support
"independent centers Of initiative to challenge, criticize, and provide a
creative spark Rif- the massive governmental, economic,, social and
religious institutions which increasingly dominate our national life."
Equally important, private philanthropy must help to build institutions
and prole technical assistance for deprived communities (such as
wotnen, Blacks, the Spanish speaking) as they begin to partake of -the
lights of the majority and to 'consolidate and maintain the gains they
make.

We do not believe that philanthropy should have as its primaiy
purpose the support of private institutions performing essential public
services that are being delivered by business or government. Higher
education, health care, the arts and other public functions may be
performed by public or private institutions. In either case, itis done
largely with public rather than private funds. Since the amounts
available from philanthrdpy for support o service organizations will
never be equal to the task those organizatiOs must undertake, philan-
thropy must consider altering its objects of support to make optimum.
use of itslimited resources. It can do this b relatively small
amounts of money to sociOhange, monitoring and oversight functions
which can have long-lasting impact of great significance.

,As philanthropy has an impact in certain areas-, it should: (except in
cases of certain minorities Which need substantial. "catching ups'), move
on to new concerns and leave to government or other institutions the
burden of permanent funding, a taik'which the nonprofit sector cannot
be expected to fulfill. Private philanthropy should permanently maintain
only those groups which oversee, monitor and "goad" the ongoing
process. In order to maintain the responsiveness to changing needs that
such a system requires, philanthropy must provide greater access to
those new issues and organizations that reflect emerging needs. In many
cases that will, not be enough. Philanthropy will have to actively seek
objects of support rather. than remaining essentially passive while
supporting established institutions.
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It is equally important for nonprofit organizations which are
,t4, recipients of philanthropy to remain open and responsive. Many of

these groups act as though the preservation of the organization is more
important than meeting the needs f the public. Given the key role
they must .play, it is especially irnp rtat for these groups to evaluate
themselves critically in relation to th' blic they serve."

Most other institutions in our society have recognized or have been
made to recognize the value of opeAness and accountability. Freedom
of information and "sunshine" laws are increasingly regulatin.Whe
process of government. Some corporations have responded to the
corporate responsibility movement and the demands of the general
public by revealing more and more about their operations. The citizen
movement which propelled this process has found that philanthropy is
lagging far behind in openness and responsiveness 'to many constit-
uencies. Many people ask the same questions that Mavity and Y,lvisaker
pose: "Why, in 'a society that values equality of opportunity so highly,
should such a vital process as the private allocation of otherwisetaxed
resources he so organically tied to private wealth? Isn't it time
to democratize philanthopy, and make certain as we have with other
vital processes of more equal access and participation?"

In summary, we believe that there is a 'Permandnt role for a private
nonprofit sector. Monitoring institutions of, power and providing
vehicles for emerging minorities Ito gain their rightful place in society'
will always be necessary tasks and,these tasks are even more important
as government on all levels grows larger and further removed from the

'citizen.

Conimission Perspectives

There are several explicit and implicit value assumptions permeating
the draft of the Commission's final report. These value assumptions
include the following:

1
Preserving the Status Quo

"For now and the forseeable future, however, the Commission feels
that any inducements to givin ould not be constructed so as to
discourage giving to current recipie (Filer Commission Report,
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p. 128.) Thus, baldly stated, is the Commission's major assumption
preserving favored treatment of established private institutions in the
areas of higher education, health, welfare and the arts. As we have
attempted to demonstrate through research papers and meetings, there
are, of course, competing values and competing organizations which are
given insufficient attention by philanthropy in general, and by the
Commission's report. These organizations, which aredescribed'in greater
detail below, include those engaged in efforts to achieve social justice or
social change and those which advocate for or on behalf of under-
represented minorities.4 There arc occasional references in the draft to
these groups, but there is little recognition that these are new constit-
uencies which philanthropy must serve. Nor is there sufficient recogni-
tion of the many worthy causes which are underfunded or ignored.
Moreover, no effort is made to analyze the structural or institutional
reasons that social change and newer and smaller organizations and
issues have such difficulties.

While the report recognizes that support of "cutting edge" issues and
organizations is ope of the most valid justifications for private philan-
throiiy, this is little more than lip service when one considers the major
thrust of the report and the hierarchy of Commission values. The report-

-contains many examples drawn from the problems of higher education
and health care delivery but virtually nothing about public interest,
consumer, or environmental law, or prganizations engaged in public
policy- development', or overseeing government, the market place and the
media, or community organizing and advocating minority rights. 1._

Although one of the Commission's "Basic Issues" was an examination
of the appropriate relationship between governMent and private society
in defining and meeting our public needs, there is no serious debate
over whether there is a continued need for private support of certain
kinds of institutions. For example, it is widely, .recognized that there is-excess capacity in the country of hospital beds and institutions of
higher education: Yet the Commission has not grappled with the hard
questions of reallocating limited philanthropic dollars from these areas
to those in greater need.' 4 ,

'1In addition, the report contains no analysis of the purposes for which
philanthropic dollars are given,' beyOnd the calculation for "welfare" or
"education" or "health." Within these general categories, moreover:,
most grants are made to the relatively established organizations and for
relatively "non-cutting-edge" purposes. The Commission states that
'private funds can provide an 'edge of quality' ... ," but does not,
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analyze the uses made of philanthropic dollars. It is quite clear that the
purposes for which grants are made are often no more innovative or
imaginative than the choice of organizations receiving the bulk of
philanthropic giving.

Failure to Assess Public Needs

As indicated above, once the Commission had determined, a priori,
that established objects of giving should continue to be supported, there
was no need to assess relative public needs. And, not surprisingly, the
Commis Sion has made no attempt to discuss ox catalog such needs or to
decide which public needs sho-uld be publicly supported and which
supported bjr private philanthropy.

Why, for example, is higher education or the arts of such concern to
the Commission and not problems of housing or nutrition or reform of
our criminal and penal laws? -Why is the report full of health care
delivery examples, but so little on preventive medicine or occupational
disease? Why is there no mention of the.role of private philanthropy irr
the energy crisis'or in problems of nuclear proliferation or inflation or
dozens of other crushing problems? Are these not pu,blic,needs with_
which private philanthropy ought to try to deal?

In short, the Commission has only done half of its job unless and
until it makes an effort to answer the kind of question it initially set
for itself:. What areour "piiblic needs", and how are they to be
supported?

Fear of Government

The report recognizes the increasing role of government support to
higher education, health care, welfare and the arts, but -insists, without
adequate substantiation, that such support inevitably diminishes
independence and leads to political interference. This fear of govern.
ment pervades the report. It is implicit in the dismissal of most alterna- 1

tive methods of support for these institutions, such as a voucher system
or matching grants, and i,t is ,explicit in the refusal to 'accept a greater
role for government in governance, access and accountability. Yet the
Commission's research largely fails to substantiate these fears. The',

k

report does not document its concern with goveiriment interference in-
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the programs and operations of institutions receiving government
support. It also, does not distinguish between the role of government as

ropist and its role as regulator. As Professor Galbraith has
vied, the role of government, when one contemplates reform,
dual one. T4 ..government is a major part of the problem; it is also

central to the remedy."
There have, in fact, been examples of political interference in the

exemption and audit pr/oce'ss conducted by the I.R.S. And there surely
must be examples of gOvernment attempts to interfere in program and
policy decisions of.organizations receiving government support. But is
the alternative of interference by private philanthropy preferable? The
report fails to recognize that very often private sources of suppoit will
dictate 'to potential grantees in an equally egregious manner. For
example, Yale alumni recently reduced their contributions in order to
force the University, to change their admission policy which had resulted
in fewer progeny of graduates being admitted.

Inihort, the problem is not meddling, control or interference; it is
the potential .sburce government which gives rise ,to the
Commission's fe'ars. It is our view that not only are fears of government
not documented, but that the Commission has not adequately.
recognized the methods by which private, sources of ,suppoit exert
equally extensive bonds over recipients of giving.

The Commission should have focused on how to retain.,the privacy
and independence of those institutions during a period in which the
proportion of their budgets coming from government is increasing. This
is one of the fundamental probleins of a pluralistic society. We are no

/further toward its solution than we were two years ago.

Excessive Confidence in Self-Regulation
, .

The Commission has an unjustified belief, in the efficacy of,..self-
regulation. Many of its recornmendations 'on governance, acceSs and
accountability rely on exhortation and self-regulation. This is partlyi
b4sed on fear of government interference, but it does not recognize the
futility of self-regulation.

111 a paper on "Self-Regulation in Private Philanthropy" prepared by
,Peter Meek for the Commission it is stated:
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During this study several persons expressed the opinion that self-
regulation by the private sector, including philanthropy, is a myth in
the United States. It is a concept which the private sector believes it

dices and behind which it rallies when the threat of government
ention is perceived.

a

0 the basis of present knowledge and understanding of self:
gulation in philanthropy, the cynical observations ... cannot be

convincingly contradicted:
a

rtainly it was the absence of effective self-regulation that
co tributed to the restrictive regulations imposed on private founda;
tio s by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. This report makes it evident,
to a, that self-regulation mechanisms have made no startling 'progress
a ong private foundations since 1969.

Previo s studies on hilanthropy such as the Peterson and Treasury
Report haVe suggested reforms through self-regulation. They have not
succeed .d in .accomp shing much, nor is there reason to believe that
any institution willin alters its procedures, especially toward greater
openness and accountability, without outside pressure of some kind.

a

II
a

RECOMMENDATIONS
.a

'the Donee Group, working with essentially the same information as
the Filer Commission, has come to different conclusions on most is es

becatise of the different perspeCtives discussed aW.t. However, we feel
that many instances our recommendations are more in6Concert with
the ommission's own research than are theirs.

We present our 'retommendations in the hope-that debate over these
important issues will be stimulated. We strongly believe that it would be
detrimental to both philanthropy and society in gener' 41 if the questions
we raise art not part of'that debate..
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Improving the Philanthropic Process

The Donee Group's most' important conclusion is -that individuals
and organized philanthropies must reorder_their priorities for giving toinsure that, in the _words of Alan Pifer, President of the Carnegie
Corporation., "the -benefit should go to those who are most in need ofbenefit. That is, the poor, the downtrodden, those that have suffered
discrimination." Such an exhortation is ineffective unless specifically
implemented, but given past history, it is unlikely to be acted upon
voluntarily. Therefore, we endorse the following specific legal remedies
which, in our opinion, jwill change the rules of the philanthropic
market place sufficiently so that groups engagecl.in "citizen empower-
ment" and other social change activities will be able to compete on a
'more equal basis with the older, larger and more nationally oriented
groups now enjoying a substantial monopoly.

Limit Donor Control

In order to improve access to the philanthropic process, 'the Donee
Group recommends a phase out of donor control over charitable
organizations. Specifically, the governing boards of all foundations
would be required by law to have no less than one third 'public
members immediately and no less than two thirds public members after-
five years: Public members would be defined negatively to eliminate
donors, their relatives and business associates.

The Filer CoMmission takes the opposite approach of providing
incentives for decreasing donor control of foundations through creationof a new entity called an "independent foundation" which would not.
be subject to the limitations on giving placed on private foundations by
the Tax Reform Act of 1969. The Donee Group does not reject its
approach but feels that it should operate in tandem with our phase-out
plan.

'Although we recognize that many of the larger, national foundations
already comply with our recommendation,5 we believe it will prove
useful in reforming those small, local and tightly controlled foundations
which constitute the vast majority of grant-making organizations. It
would make clear to donors-that, as the Council on Foundations report
to the Commission puts it, it's "not our money, but charity's." All too
often donors view foundations as their personal property. "My founda-
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tion",is the standardloisi of reference used by most donors. We.agree
with the view expreisekid the "1965 Treasury Department Report oh
Private Foundatioris' on whose model our recommendation is based)

that many charities "continue in existence year after year without
achieving- any of the external indicia of unique advancement of
philanthropy. They attract no public attention;4their endeavors gain no

-public support; they appear to open no new areas, develop no new

vistas, create no rearrangements or alterations of focus among charitable

enterprises generally."
We agree with ,the Treasury Report that by "broadening the base of

foundation management, the recommendation (to eliminate donor
control) would bring fresh views to the foundation's councils, combat

parochialism, and augment the flexibility of the organization in respond-

ing to social needs and changes."

Broaden>fig Membership of Governing Boards

We believe that the removal of donor control is just the first Aep in
realizing needed changes in the governance of philanthropic insi itittions.

Those- replacing the donor and his designees must bring new ideas- and

perspectives to those boards or there may be no change, of consequence.

We therefore recommend that organized philanthropies with broad

purposes be required, by law to expand their governing boards, to,
,include significant representation from the general public and `nonprofit

'agencies and, in particular, women and minorities. For those philan-
thropie4 which have a specialized purpose or mgraphic. or program
limitation, we recommend that the law require representfiNfthose'
communities which are affected by or which have a special interest in

those programs or areas.
We do not agree with the Commission that such changes are likely to

occur through exhortation. Their proposal will result, at best, in some
additional window dressing. We also reject the Commission's contention

that a proposal such as ours will "undermine an 'important distinction
between the voluntary sector and government."' Our proposal will
actually make philanthropy more pluralistic by making it more able to
represent "different priorities, ;differently arrived at."
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Staffiiig is EssentMl

Opening the boards of some private pjpitbothropies to more points of
view will not improve access for some charities because the lack of
Professional staff is an even reater impediment. There can be no real
consideration of proposals, uch less affirmative outreach, unless there
is adequate staff.

The Peterson Commission in 1970 urged foundations to hire staff
themselves or "to consider merging into existing community founda-
tions"or "to pool their resources to share the services of a professional
administrator" or to "form associations of foundations interested in a
similar program area and jointly hire an expert."

..The 'report of the Council on Foundations to the Filer Commission
indicates that there are indeed more foundation staff now than in 1969.
But the survey also demonstrates that, for the most part, staff were
hired to deal with the administrative complexities of the Tax Reform

'Act-of 1969 rather than to enhance the foundations' program fupctions.
By all ac ts, the vast majority of foundations have no professional
staff and 11 reported staff, 23 percent work fOr either the Fort' or
Rockefeller. Foundations.

The survey by the Conference Board done f6i the Commission also
indicated a similar need for staff in corporate giving. The survey stated, -
"although professional staff analysis is the most widely used evaluative
technique, -the fact is that there is a. minimum of professional staff
emploYed.4pecifically for the contributions and foundation functions.
More thah four out of ten companies have no professional or clerical
staff. _Wily one out of four companies has one full-tini: professional
working-in this area."

"It has been previously noted that a number of corporate leaders (23
percent) indicated theywould increase contributions if they had- more ,
confidence that their contributions programs were successful. Perhaps
part of the prpblem lies in this area oiliprofessiohariition and_evaluati4,04-.,
tion.. If' 41, percent of the companies lack pkofessional-staff,--how. cart-
they' assess the need for new grants, the effectiiessototpg6inrgrants,
the-performance of donor agencies?"

Since exhortation has not been successful in the past in. changing the
staffing of grant-making organizations, the Donee, Group recommends
that there be a legal requirement that any. organization making grants in
excess of $100,000 per year employ at leas, t ,,onefult-time, professional

not a bdokkeeper, accountant cionnO r's `secretary) or, as an
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alternative, join in a cooperative venture with other organizations
sharing common staff.

Expanded Public Information Requirements,
Governance and staffing are not the only barriers to accessibilit,Jo-

philantlfropic dollars. The absence of information is at least as
important. At present, only 352 private foundations out of the total of
26,090 go beyond the legal requirements and publish reports which
define-their program areas and describe grant procedures. In the case of
religious, corporate, union and United Way funders, there are no, legal
reporting requirements. Except for United Ways; almost none of these
groups reports voluntarily.

Aside. from insufficient reporting, it_ is generally believed -(as stated?'
41for example, in,our meetings with local organizations in California and''

New York) that organized philanthropies often fail to adhere to
minimal courtesies unless the seeker of funding has the "right contacts."
Foundations often refuse to communicate at all. A survey published in
the April-May 1974 issue of the Grantsmanship Center News showed
that even among the larger foundations, 78 percent made no response
to a simple request for information. When there is a re'ponse, 'very
ofteh it is a form letter containing a negative reply to a request for
funds whether such a request was made or not. It rarely contains any
reason for denial.

All of these persistent problems lead us to recommend that all grant-
making organizations which are exempt or which receive deductions
through their grants (including churches, unions, corporations, United
[Pays, etc.) be required by law to publish annually: (a) nature of the
program :areas in which they make grants; (b) criteria by which they
make decisions, between individual" applicants; (c) amounts avqble in
each program -area; and t of grant recipients with am&unts and a'
short description of the purposes of the grant ancl,the recipient.

Those grantors with $250,000 or more in assets devoted to grant
programs or $100,000 or more in total grants 'per .3rear would
additionally be required by law to provide applicants with specific
explanations for rejection of grant requests. They would also be
required to publish annually a formal procedure of request for

proposals; a statement of the organization's ..efforts to evaluate its
programs in light of changing public needs; a statement of the methods'
used to recruit new Members Of the governing board and new staff; a
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list of staff, consultants and board members h their salaries and fees;
and a statement of efforts to work w' h other grantors to avoid
duplicatili and to seek out worthy prdjec for funding. "Publish," in
these recommendations, means to produce a printed dodument written
in narrative form in clearly understandable language containing the
above inforrAtion. It also means distributing it to the media, interested
citizens and groups and making the document available to anyone
requesting it in addition to filing it with theIniernal Revenue Service.
Since all of these recommendationS are designed to improve
communication between donor and donee, we would further urge that
the grant-making organizations insure that language barriers do not
prevent or impede that communication.

Annual Public Meetings

As a corqllary of the public information requirement, we recommend
that thy law require annual public meetings of the governing boards of
grantors 'with $250,000 or more in assets or $100,000 or more in total
grants per year. These 'meetings, which are standard prdcedures for
organizations in other sectors, would include a program assessment; a
preview of fuye priorities; a review of staff and board member selec.
tion; a review of major grants; aJorum_for the public to state grievances
and such other matters as members of the public may wish to raise.
Appropriate notice to the public and affected constituencies should be
required.

Eliminate Expenditure; Responsibility

.
One special barrier to access to philanthropic funds by, new and

struggling organizations is the expenditure responsibility requirements
placed on private foundations by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Under
the act foundations- and their managers are -subject to severe. financial
penalties, if they made granti to organizations which use the funds 'for
noncharitable purposes. This has caused a tremendous decrease in
foundation grants to non - tax - exempt organizations. Before 1970, 39
percent of foundations made such grants while now only 20 percent do.

Therefore, we recommend that the ,law be amended to eliminate
expenditure responsibility requirements.
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In 4. addition to increasing the funding of new and controv seal

organizations, such a c lige in the law would reduce the administra ve
costs of foundations an make more money available for charity.

If the Congress and regulators feel that there must he such require-
ments, then we strongly urge that 1... requirements be eliminated for
grants under a set limit, which should be no 'lower than $50,000.

Federated Fund Raising: Non-Exclusive Access; i

'Prevent Conflicts of Interest; Reduce "Effective
'IrDonor" Control

One of the types of organized philanthropies which presents special
problems of access is the fedeiated fund-raising organization, such as
United Way. (One of the great voids in the Commission's work is the
absence a any substantive comment 9,r recommendations on federated
fund-raising campaigns.) It is for is reason we have included such
federated campaigns in our other re ommendations on access such'as
broadeningwnoThership,of governing b, ds, public information, public
meetings, etc.

Among major problems those recommendations do not solve is the
virtual monopoly United Way fund-raising campaigns hold on access to
workplace solicitations and accompanying payroll deduction plans. This
monopoly prevents federations re. : enting areas of public needs or
communities unrepresented or underrep sented in United Way, from
using a highly successful technique. It a classic example of a
monopoly market, denying the "worker-eons... er" the right to "buy"
the charitable cause of his or her choice. We t ore 'recommend
national legislation to require businesses to protfide eq, .1 access to
workplace charitable solicitation and payroll deduction progm for all
.fderated charitable campaigns if access: is provided to 'any such
campaign.° ,

Once eq6a1 access to fund raising is solved, it thed becomes necessary
to provide more equal access to the allocation process for the funds
raised. At present, United Way board and committee members
participate in financial allocation decisions that can and do affect other
charitable organizations that they as individuals repregent or to which
they have a fiduciary and trustee relationship. This patttrn of inter-
locking directorates results in a stagnant allocation pattern by United
Ways.. This is demonstrated by a study by Professor David Horton
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Smith for the Donee Group which shows that for a recent year there
was an average change of only 0.56 percent in United Way allocations
nationally for 72 agencies for which records were available.

Very seldom are agencies removed from or added to the United Way
list of recipients and when such chatsiges are made it involves only a tiny
fraction' of the total funding allocation. The planning process which
supposedly assesses public needs and gives the board and staff informa-
tion on which to base 'allocation decisions is non-functional. As Beatrice
Dinerman noted in an article in Nation in March 1970, " ... the
supposedly difficult and delicate process of dsitributing Community
Chest contributions becomes little more than a charade designed to lull
the lay decision maker into the belief that he is, in fact, reaching
monumental decisions."

To end the charade and at least make outright self-dealing impossible,
we- recommend legislation to prevent, conflicts of interest between the
governing boards and allocation committees of federated fund-raising
organizations on the one hand and the governing boards of recipient
agencies on the other.

Another governance problem in federated fund-raising drganization is
donor control. ControLin this,case is different than that addressed in our
recommendation on foundation donor control. Effective control
federated' fund-riking organizations is most often exercised' by major
corporate or governmental executives whose organizations have major
pay=rolls dedut,kon, fund raising, or other workplace-based campaign.
These people tray or may not be major donOrs as individuals, but they
control large amounts of both corporate. and employee giving.
'' Although of different type than donor-control of foundations, this
type of control results in the same parochical, inflexible and
unresponsive management as it often does in foundations. We, therefore,
recommend that the governing,, boards of all United Ways, United Funds
and similar, ostensibly representative federated fund-raising organizations

.should be discOurciged from having more than minimal (preferably 1/4
or.less) control by effective donors.

Redefining the DonorCommunity

In,discussing changes in the tax' laws affecting charity, we must first
state that the Ddriee Group favors basic tax reform to restore the
progiessivtty of the income tax and to eliminate those preferences and
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other devices which allow great disparities to continue. We do not,
however, belieVe that if tax reform is gradual and piecemeal, as it is
likely, to be that the tax incentives for charitable giving should be the
first to go. We believe that there are far more unfair and costly tax
preferences than the charitable deduction. They should be tackled first,
since the benefits they provide do not compare with the support
(meager though it may be) given to many useful movements and
organizations for social changes.

Charitable Deduction: Tax Credit Available to Everyone;
Optional Tax Credit

As long as the tax incentive remains, however, it should be available
on an equal basis. to all citizens without regard to income or filing
status. We feel strongly that the 8 million households which do not earn
enough to file a tax return and the 50 million taxpayers (60 percent of
all taxpayers) who do not earn enough to itemize their de:dudtions
should also receive a government subsidy fot charitable contributions. It
is indeed these people who are most in need of a vigorous nonprofit
sector performing advocacy roles for their interests.

We feel very strongly that the Filer Commission recommendations
extending the charitable deduction to nap-itemizers and allowing
increased deductions for those with incomes of less than $30,000 does
not go far enough towards democratizing charitable giving., Even more,
important it does not correct the great inequity of the present system
which reverses the progressivity of the income tax by adding $70 to the
$30 contribution of a wealthy taxpayer in the 70 percent tax bracitet,
only $14 to the $86 contribution of those in the lowest tax -bracket
and nothing to the contribution of file tax
return s.6

We do not believe that the Commission's studies are adequate to
predict what the changes in the present allocation pattern Ito various
types, of recipients will be as a result of democratizing the charitable
deduction. However, in order to provide a period of aditstment for
charities which might incur reduced income from such measures, we
favor measures that would increase the total of philanthropic giving
(and consequently reduce tax revenges) until alternative fundirtg
mechanisms can be implemented.
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Therefoie, the Donee Group recommends that the - charitable
deduction be retained in its ppesent form\and that, as an intermadrate
'measure, a 100 percent tax credit for a modest but not insubstantial
amount (for example, $100) be made available to all adults, whose
incomes are low enough so that the benefits are =concentrated on low!'
income people, but the revenue loss to the Treasury is not excessive.
This would give all adult citizens the opportunity to utilize the
advantages available now only to the wealthy.

In addition; a tax credit, equal to 30 percent of the amount contrib-
uted should be available to both itemizers and non-itemizers -/is an
option to the charitable deduction. The present ceilings on t\he per-
centage of income that can be donated should be retained. Fixkig the
credit at 30 percent will reduce the inequity of the present system
while increasing amounts available to all classes of recipients. We assume
our plan is efficient since the 30 percent optional credit standing alone,
according to Harvard ProfeSsor Martin Feldstein's calculations for the
Commission, results in an increase in total siving greater than the
revenue lost to the government by $599 million.

After five years there should be a review of the effects of this system
(i.e., the two recommendations above) to determine how efficient,
democratic and equitalile it is in practice. After this period of evalua-
tion a decision can be'made as to whether the charitable deduction
should be eliminated, and the credits recommended here as options
should take its place.

Minimum Tax Required

We cannot suppOrtl the contention of the Commission that "income
deducted for charitable giving should be excluded from any minimum
tax provision." It is our opinion that there should, be a substantial
minimum tax to preVent higher income individuals from avoiding
taxation through use of deductions or, preferences. That in or-dee to
implement suchii minimum tax, limitations should be placed on the use
of all deductions including the charitable deduction but that the
charitable deduction should be impacted last and least so as to minietizd
the decline in; charitable, giving.

Anything less, in our opinion, would threaten the continued existence
of the'government subsidy to charity' through the tax system by under-
mining public confitence in the fairness of the income tax as a whole.

15'J
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Charitable Bequests: Minimum Estate Tax Required

Our recommendation on the charitable bequest. is a corollary of our
recommendation on the minimum taiWWe feel that since it is possible
to avoid paying any minimum tax at death because of charitable gift
that the charitable deduction `not be allowed to prevent the payment of
a minimum estate tax.

Tax Gifts of Appreciated. Property

T thPrtee ; Group believes that the, sleductibilityo of gifts of
appreciated' property without a tax on the iricrease,in alue constitutes
one of the worst examples of the inequity of tax_ system. At

a

present:

1.. A-gift of properly costs a taxpayer less than a gift of cash.
.

2. Two taxpayers with the same income, giving gifts of equal value,
receive different government subsidies because of the nature of thegift.

.

3. It is possible for a ttaxpayer .to realize a greater after-tax profit by
making a gift of appreciated property than by selling the property,

*ying, tax on the gain, and keeping the proceeds. (This is possible
where a piece of property origirially cost theowner nothing, is now
wo rth .$100 and the owner is in the 70 percent income tax brcket. By
g iving the property to- charity, the taxpayer can subtract $1Q0 from his
taxable income and thereby pays $70 less in taxes. If the same property
is sold, its after-tax value, is $65 or the $100 sale price minus a $35
capital 'gains tax for a perscin in the 70 percent tax bracket. The
property is worth $5 more to the owner If he gives it away than if he
sells it and keeps the proceeds.)

These are- tax preferences almost exclusively for the rich. (50
_percent of appreciated property gifts come from those with annual
incomes of at, least $100,000.)

The Commission's recomnidationl would alleviate only the third
probleuL listed abtove.

We favor taxing all appreciattbn in donated pro. perty. If such a
change were made abruptly and in conjunction with other changes in the
charitable deduction, it would have damaging effects on certain colleges,
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hnspitals and others. Therefore we favor a transition period in which
increasing proportions of the appreeiation are taxed.

In additiOn we would vigorously support measures to insure public
support of some institutions to substitute foll those revenues lost
through this measure.

Charitable Tax on Corp. oltions

The weak and vacillating recommendation of the Commission with
regard to corporate giving is a consequence of the 'Commission's:
unwillingness to recommend mandatory change and its reliance nn
exhortation.

Employing exhortation to increase corporate gifts to charity is a
futile exercise. The Commis lon's own research and eve corporate
members of the Commission cknowlaged that mere tal as not and

will not increase corporate c. ntributions.
We recommend that then be a 2 percent tax added Sp the corporate

tax which could be offset wholly Or in part throUgh gifts of cash to
charity which were made through a private foundation, a majority of
whose member,s were not, corporate officers, board members, employees
or otherwise under corporate control and which was subject to the
disclosure and reporting requirements contained in our other recoM
mendations.

This Ftroposal would guarantee an increase in corporate giving, Ite,
would have the further advantage that public utilities (some of whom ,

are not permitted by regulators to make contributions) and corporations
under negative pressure from stockholders would relieve themselves
from all objections to contributing by this measure.

Allow Exemptions Only on Property Used for Charitable Purposes
f

The growing ,hostility of citizens to the -property tax is bringing
greater attention to the exemption of property owned by charities from
that tax. A Filer Commii>sion study indicates that $5 billion in property
lax revenues is lost to local governments every year due to this
exemption.

There is open questioning of the value to the public of the institu- -
tions which receive- such benefits. For instance, in November-1975, the
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District of Columbia City Council held hearings to ask nonprofit groups
to justify their exemption from the property tax. The opinion of many
on the Council was similar to that held in other cities, namely that the
organizations are often providing benefits, to suburban residents while
using _city services and paying no city taxes.

Other critics agree with the Filer Commission paper, "The Exemption
of Religious, Educational and Charitable Institutions from Property
Taxation," which says that "by its very nature, the exemption runs
counter to the ideal tax of uniform rate and broad coverage and may
bestow a tax cqmpetitive advantage if used by recipients to provide
go ods and services that have a private sector analogue. Further
exacerbating:their drawbacks is the fact that, once invoked, the
property_ tax exemption device can snowball in importance, making
serious inroads into the ability of at least some local governments to
raise revenue equitably'!"

However, .because the exemption is of such great importance to many
nonproft organizations that its removal would treat an intolerable
financial burden for them; we recommend a measure which would make
the exemption more equitable without abolishing it. It would deal with
the problem of charitable organizations owning property which is used
for -commercial purposes, thereby creating hostility through permitting
unfair competition and placing a greater burden on those who do pay

'the Qtax.

Therefore, we prOpose that state governments _change their laws so
that' the exemptionsris frpm property taxes of property mu- ned by
charitably organizations is limited to the property used for the
charitable purpose of the organization.

!

Government Regulation of Philanthropy
7

Remove Exempt Organizations Function from I.R.S.
a

The Donee Group belies/es that there is a need for a highly visible,
impartial, non-political agency to regulate private philanthropy. Present
regulation by the Internal- Revenue Service is, in Alan Pifer's words,
"quite ineffeetiye, it is characterized by a negative rather than positive
attitude toward charity and it is located in the wrong place within the
Government. " It is our view that the I.R.S. is institutionally incapable,
of 'regulating and rendering adequate service to charitable organizations

4
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since exempt organizations are by definition excluded from the agency's
main area of concern, which is raising revenue. The I.R.S. has given
little attention, minimal funds and utilized the least skillful employees
in their exempt organization activities.

We recognize that Congress has attempted to deal with the problem
of elevating the status of the exempt organizations section of I.R.S. by
creating a new office of Employee Plans and-Exempt Organizations,
headed by a presidential appointee. However, we believe that exempt
organizations will continue to be given secondary treatment as in the
past. This is borne out by the fact that since the passage of the pension
legislation establishing that office, exempt organizations have continued
to receive an inadequate share of resources and attention.

In addition, part of the case for removing exempt organization
function from the can be based on the past record of the Internal
Revenue Service in supervising charities. There was no significant sule-r-
vision of private foundations until Congressman Patman and others in
Congiess began complaining about I.R.S.'s oversight of charities in the
early 1960s. With the Aas e, of 'they-Tax arm. -Act 1,969, a heavy
allocation of the Se ice's exempt' organizations resources shifted to
private foundations, but very large and important .classes of. charities
outside the foundation*htill get little or no attention ear after
year. Another example of the failure of present regulation is demon;
strated by Senator Mondale's hearings on charities wlAh solicit contri-
butions frp,m the public. These hearings *Ow that.some organizations
continually pay very large amounts for d-raising and administrative
expenses, with little of th oney licited from the,Public. ever finding
its way to charitable use Another xample is the series which the.--
Washington Post ran a couple of years ago on nonprofit hospitals4in the
District of Columbia, exposing many self-dealing and other abuset"The
discoveries in New York and elsewhere about nursing homes,#many of
them operating as tax-exempt charities, provide a further example.

As one of the participants in the post-Ditchley group stated in a
letter to the D'iee Group, "The fact simply is that the principal
objective of tht Service has to be revenue 'raising. It is, as Sheldon
Cohen has often observed, the name of the agency. Little revenue is' o
be found among investigations of charities. Hence, this activity 'Nal
always' take second, third, or last place among the priorities of the
people at the Service.4

4 "4Furthermore, I.R.S., being part gf a Cabinet Department, is s bject
to pOlitical pressures with detrimental effects on exempt organizations.
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Some politically,1 unpopular exempt organization4 have been subjected t
denial of exemption, excessive delay in rulings on exempt status an
audit procedures extraordinary in both frequency and intensity.?

Contrary to the Commission's assertion that "except in severa
is olate,d instances, the Service has demonstrated its capacity fo

independent, impartial oversight of tax exempt organizations," th

I.R.S. has:

1. During the McCarthy era, under both Truman and Eisenhowe
administrations, denied and revoked exemptions of "subversive"
organizations.

2. During the Kennedy and Johnson adminstrations an "ideological
organization project"_ was established which'disrupted the activities
of those exempt groups who were viewed as threats from the right
or left.

3. During the Nixon administration a "Special Service Staff" was
established to harrass leftwing tax - exempt organizations.

We therefore recommend the removal of all ruling and audit
functions regaiding exempt organizations from I.R.S. and creation of a
new independent regulatory commission with a presidentially appointed
board reflecting all -elements of private philanthropy, including donees.
Among. Other requirements, the law creating the,agenc3, should provide
f or regional offices, and institutionalized citizen feedback and
participation mecharfisms. In addition, we recommend that the agency
be empowered to engage in the "overview, analysis, and advancement"
of philanthropic functions provided for in the Conimission'S recOnt-

.
inendations. The new agency would-be in a better pothion for informa-

tion compilation and distribution than the, Commission's quasi-puhliC

body.

Congressional Oversight of Philanthropy is Necessary

Establishing a new agency to accomplish inforinational, regulatory
and advocacy goals will not be completely successful unless'Congress is
given specific oversight responsibilities. At present, no full or part-rime
staff and no legislative committee or subcommittee in eithqr the House
or Senate is devoted exclusively to examining -the impact legislation will
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have on private philanthropy either directly or indirectly. This situation
allows many bills to pass without their impact on charitable grqups
being assessed systematically. In the absence of a staff or conlKessiOnal
advocate for philanthropy -with some "turf". to. protect, bills with
punitive provisions such as the Tax Reform Act of 1969 will continue
to be passed and ignorance will continue to rule by default.

We therefore recommend a permanent, staffed, standing committee or
subcommittee in the House and Senate having' oversight responsibility
over any permanent regulatory or oversight agency and power to review
any legislation affecting the nonprofit sector.

Limit Fund-,Raising-Cost

There are presently three different bills in Congress dealing with
charitable solicitation. Each is in a different committees each has
entirely different approaches to regulation and all could pass or be
defeated without any joint review.
r There is now no federal regulation of charitable solicitation, but
instead a crazy-quilt pattern of state and local regulations with different
accounting standards, fund-raising cost percentage limits, disclosure and
registration requirements and regulating agencies. This greatly varying
pattern,. allows gross fraud in some 'areas and unjustly penalizes
legitimate charities in others and makes national fund raising especially
difficult.

Organizations which solicit publicly for. charitable funds have a
responsibility to accounrfully to the public on the uses to which funds
have been put in the past. Those which continue tq violate the public
trust through misapplication of funds should be prohibited from
soliciting.

The Commission recommenaation on this issue would...not set a
statutory limit on fund-raising costs and even more importantly would
require disclosure of fund-raising costs only upon request of those being
solicitdd. A accent study by the Office_ of Education determined that
one out of every five adults in this country lack the basic knowledge to
function in our society. A majority of American adults were found to
be less than competent in dealing with consumer economics.
Ascertaining fraud and deception in charitable solicitation requires even
greater skills in consumer economics than the everyday skills being
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surveyed. The Commission's recommendation is totally inadequate to
protect either the public or to rid philanthropy of charlatans. a

We therefore recommend a uniform' national law limiting to 30
percent the amount that may be expended for the expenses of solicita-
tion by an exempt organization after its first two years of operation.
All exempt organizations would be required to. regigter with the new
agency (or I.R.S. if a new agency was not created) and dischw to the
public at the time of solicitation their financial audit amt program
evaluatiOn. This Would mean that the charity would have to

.prommently display their fund-raising costs on all printed solicitations

and make the costs clearly evident in atl other media.

Judicial Review of I.R.S. Determinations

Present laws prevent judicial review of the denial of exemption,
revocation of exemption nor I.R.S.'s failure to act on an application hi'.
exempt statts.. The only recourse is for the organization to pay a tax

and then sue o recover the tax or to have a donor contest the
disallowance of. a uction.

We., therefore recommend that the law be changed to allow action for
declaratory judgement in ffderailkistrict Court to' be brought by a
nonprofit organization denied exemption or seeking a determination of
exempt status from I.R.S. when action' is delayed re than 90
days.

The fact that I.R.S. has persisted in supporting the present statutes in

the face of these grave difficulties is additional proof, incidentally, that
tax policy and philanthropic policy sho4lik, not lie made in the same
agency.

No Limits on Right to Receive Fees for Services-

Another problem, with I.R.S.'s present policy is That it. makes
arbitrary distinctions between charitable organizations on the basis, of

source of funds. It is particularly difficult to understand why, some tax-
exempt organizations (mainly public interest law firms) should' have

limits placed on their right to receive fees for services which are
pursuant to their charitable purposes-while other-nonoups, (such
as hospitals, colleges, etc.) operate under nd such limits. We therefore
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recommend that no limit be placed on the right'of nonprofit groups to
receive fees for services rendered in connection with their charitable
purpose.

Abolish the 4 Percent Excise Tax on Foundations

We believe that 'the present 4. percent excise tw on foundations
deprives. ,nonprofit groups of funds they 'desperately need. Wa also
believe that tax-exempt groups should not be singled out for taxation
or the payment of audit fees: We therefore favor the complete abolition
of.the 4 percentexcise tax.

Permanent Payout Rate of 6 Percent

the Congress appropriately, addressed a real problem in 1969 when it
'legislated foundation payout requirements. flowever, we believe that
fluctuations in the foundation payout rate are not useful" for the long-.

term planning and godd,...management of either foundations or founda-
tion donees. We alio believe that foundations should be encouraged to
increase their incomes to as high a level as possible for the benefit of
potential recipients. Therefore,. we Jecommend a permanent payout rate
of 6 percent of the market value of foundation 'trssets plus one half of
any excess of income over that. This would give foundations an
additional incentive to increase investment income and make,paille
preservation of the foundation's corpus.

Exempt Organizations and the Public Process

''Relitioive" Limitations an -Lcibbyirig

If philanthropy is to fulfill its role as the venture capital of social
change, it is vitally important that certain recipients of charitable giving
have access to the public decision-making processes:.It is therefore one
of Our highest priorities that all limitations on lobbying by tax-dxempt
organizations be removed. The present aw is extremely confusing,and
ambiguous. It lea& many tax-exempt ou to simply avoid any
activities which might arguably be arded by the I.R.S. as
objectionable. Furthermore, it leidA donors to be timid in making grants
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to groups that have an advocacy component. The important work of
tax-exempt groups; such as public interest laVV firms, which are actively
engaged in monitoring the processes of giivernment, is significantly
impaired by the limitations on lObbying.

Tax-exempt .groups are permitted to pursue their prograin objectives
through advocacy before courts and administrative agencies; yet such
advocacy is prohibited if the same matter is consitleifed by a legislature.
For example, envjronmental protection groups participated in delibera-
tions concerning construction of an Alaskan pipeline in the Depart-
ment of Interiorland in the courts. They provided expert testimony and
advocated e conservationist viewpoint. They were, however,
prohibited from using their knowledge and expertise when the matter
passed to yhe Corigress. There is no justification for this distinction, arid
the public,\interest is disserved by excluding tax-exempt gr)3ups from the
legislative process. .

We believe that tax-exempt monies have. an important role to play in
supporting citizen action groups and the innovative programs which give
citizens an opportunity to participate fully in; the Americari political,
economic and 'soda! life. `If is precisely these groups who feel. most
acutely the limitation on lobbying.

We stress the importance of6this legislative change from the stand-
,

point of the donee organizations for whom this is a significant impedi-
ment. We ..eoncur with the recommendation contained in the Filer
Commission Report which urges that lobbying restrictions be abbilihed.
We do not agree, however, that the current prohibition against lobbying
by private foundations should be maintained. No organization will be
required to lobby; this recommendation would merely give them the
right to do so.'

We .thegTore recommend that all limitations on lobbying by tax-,
exempt organizations be removed exce t that no person should be
allowed form a _private foundation or no other purpose
influence legislation.

Donee Accountability Requirements

We believe --that the public trust implied by e granting of a tax
exemption requires the exempt organjation to ve the public an
accounting of its finances and an evaludon o rogram. At present
all 561(e)(3) organizations must file an annual report. Only reports of
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private foundations are available for pdblic inspectiOn in their entirety.
Religious groups and those having less than $5,000 gross receipts do not
have to file either type of report. No group is required to report a
program assessment; only financial information is required, and the
financial reporting standards are not uniform.

We recommend that all exempt organizations which have been in
operation for three years be required to file with the agency regulating
exempt organizations (1.R.S...or the new agen/y) an annual report with
a financial audit and program evaluation. This report must be made
available for public inspection by the regulatory agency. The agency
must devise a means for easy public access 'for viewing the report and
prolvide copies free of charge upon request.

Prevent Private Profit from Charitable Activity

The governors of exempt organizations also have an obligation
beyond accounting to the public to refrain from using their positions to
benefit themselves or their businesses to the detriment of the charity.
Several instances of such self-dealing have come to4ht recently.

We therefore concur in the Commission's recommendation that all
tax-exempt organizations' be required by 1pw to maintain "arm's-length"
business relationships to profit- making organizations or activities in
which any member of the organization's staff, any board member or.-
any major contributor' has a substantial interest; 'either directly- or
through his or her family. In addition, we recommend that any perskL
be permitted to initiate an action, in Federal District Court to enforce
this provision and that upon a finding that activities proscribed have
caused a financial loos to the cl,tarity involved, the excise tax penalties,
applicable to private foundations be assessed against the charity and its
managers and governors.8

ifette Sharing'

'The Donee Group is of the opinion that nonprofit groups have ad
invaluable role in monitoring government and influencing public policy,
especially on the local level. In addition they can perform many public
service functions as well as or better than government agencies by
performing more efficiently or by being better' able to relate to the
community being served.

CY1
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There is a trend towards exclusion of local, regional and national
nonprofit groups from access to federal funds at a time when'public
needs are great, funding for nonprofit groups is declining and the
responsiveness of local governments remains low. Many states have

statutory provisions which prohibit outright or limit the granting of
federal revenue sharing, special revenue sharing and block grant funds to
nonprofit groups.

e recommend immediate legislative changes to guarantee the

availability of revenue sharing funds' to private nonprofit groups. In
addition, we urge changes in the procedures for public notice, public
hearings and the, determination of criteria for local revenue sharing
distribution so that nonprofit groups have equal access with government
agencies to this important source of funds.

In addition, there is a need for the new agency, if it is created, or
some other body to make a continuing and periodic evaluation of the
relative effectiveness of profitmaking, government and nonprofit service
providers in many human service areas. This would provide some basis
upon which to Ali& judgements about appropriate roles for public and

private agencies.

Members of the Donee Group

Those who have signed this report do so as individuals only and the names*
their organizations appear for identification only. No endorsement of this report
should be imputed to any group listed below.

Thomas R. Asher ...

Msgr. Geno Baroni, resident, The National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs
Barbara Bode, Exe utive Director, The Childrens Foundation
Wilfred Chabrier, Association of Neighborhood Housing Developers
Alicia Christian
Carl Cl, Executive Dire,ctor, Commission for the Advan ment of Public Interest

Organizations
, 1

John Dixon .
PabloCisenberg, President, Center for Community Change
GeorgeGeors Esser, Execvive'birecOr, Southern Regional Council
Marge Gates, CoDirector, Center for Women BliStudies

° Charles lialpeni, Executive Director, Couneil for Public Interest LaW

Robert-flearn
Abet! Kinkead .

,'
..,. Norton J. Kiriti, President, The'Grantmanship Center

Albert H. Krani y, National Citizens Comviitteefor Broadcasting
Maggie Kuhn, National Convener14.;Glay Panthers
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Arthur Naparstek,.Director of Policy, Planning and Research, The National Centerfor Urban Ethnic Affairs
Waldemar, Nielsen

,...
-

Peter J. Petkas, Director, Southern Governmegtal MOnitoring Project
Lydia -Rateliff,,,Good Health Center
Walter Smart, giecuilve Director; National Federation of Settlements and

Neighborhood Centers
David Horton Smith; PrOfessor, Boston College and Executive Director, Associationof Voluntary ActionScholars
Margery Tabankin, Executive DireetorJhe Ysiutit Prbject
Mary Jean Tully, President, NOW Isegal Defense and Education Fund
Raul Yzaguirre, Executive Director, National Council of La Raza ' .Ann 4ifl . a' ,

Donee. Group Staff .
-James W, Abernathy, Jr..

Theo'dore J. Jacobs 1' ,

Footnotes
1. David Horton Smithy describes these groups as having .the following characteristics: smaller,newer,' pobrer, local, "grassroots," unaffiliated, participatory, selfhelp, technical assistance,,. oriented, minotity, disadvantaged, social action, advocacy, -experimental, social change oriented,innovative, issue oriented, public interest, 'corporate/governmenial monitoring. See alsO,t Appendix lb., "List of Participants;" Summary Report on June 30, 1975, LosAngelesConference, for the types of organizations considered here.
2. For a most thoughtful analysis of these issues, see Thomas R. Asher's paper, "Public Needs,'Public Policy and Philanthropy."

3, "Preserving theePrivate Volun:za-y Sectbr: A Proposal for a. Public Advisory Commission,"f. published by the Commission.

4. See also, Thomas R. Asher's paper "Public Needs, Publit Policy and Philanthropy," especiallyfor further description of the types of organizations to which we refer.
5. A survey done for the Donee Group by Amy Libenson showed that the majority of privatefoundations listed in the Foundation Directory, Edition 5, had substantial donor control. Themethod used to determine "donor control" was simply to identify only' those trustees whosesurname matched the surname of the donor. That is, the most conservative method ofdete'rmining donor control since it excludes relatives witivdifferent last names, employees,business associate's and personal acquaintances.

6. This occurs because of the varying actual cost to the taxpayer of identical donations givenby donors in different tax brackets. A $100 gift given by a wealthy individual in the 70% taxbracket actually costs that person only $30 if the contribution had not been made, $70 ofthe $100 would have been paid in taxes. In essence,. the government ,bas added $70 to thewealthy person's $30 gift. However, for someone in the lowest (14%) tax bracket, a $100 gifthas an actual cost of $86. And for someone who does not -itemize deductions or file a taxreturn, thele is no government subsidy a $100 gift costs'$100.
7. See Philip W. Moore's paper, "Foundation Grants to Corporate Acthe;rpups the Donee, Perspective. See also Waldemar Nielsen's desciiption of the Internal Revenue's Special ServicesGroup and related examples of I.R.S. political involvement, in Nielsen, The Big Foundations,pp. 3-75.76;

8. It should be made clear to any readers` who are not familiar with the arm'slength standardthat this,,provision does not prohibit dealings between a charity and its board. All it does isprevent transactions which are less favorable than the charity could get elsewhere.
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'PRIVATE PHILANThROPY AND PUBLIC NEEDS:
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Robert H. Bremner t

Introduction
Even a brief history of American philanthropy in all its aspects and in every

period of American national development would require more extended coveragethan is offered in,the following pages. The paper treats and is intended to provide
historical perspective on problems believed to be of particular concern to the Filer
Commission. These include the significance of voluntary associations in American
society, efforts by public and voluntary agencies.to prevent pauperism and relieve
poverty, the influence of the doctrine of stewardship and "gospel of wealth", on
philanthropic giving, the origins of early American philanthropic foundations andtheir endeavors for the advancement of knowledge and human welfare, and
relationships between government and private philanthropy in meeting public needs.

The organization of the paper is both chronological and thematic. The first andthird sections examine the development of philanthropic ideas and expressions inthe colonial period and the early republic.and the flowering of these ideals andpractices,, under greatly changed circumstances, in the early years of,the twentieth
century. The second and fourth sections deal with issuespovefty, pauperism, and
privatepublic responsibilities in welfarewhich have been 'central 'to philanthropic
development throughout American. history. There are intentional overlaps between
the chronological and thematic sections. On the other hand, many viable topics (the
American Red Cross, disaster relief, health services, and support of the humanities
and the arts, for example) have had to be slighted. Inclusion of the material onthrie topics would have enriched the text, but its omission does not affect the
conclusion.

1

I
THE ROOTS OF AMERICAN PHILANTHROPY

r
We do not need to exaggerate the extent of our national generosity to recogh!ze

that voluntary, benevolence has played a large role and performed Important
functions in American society. Here, as elsewhere, philanthropydefined by Merle
Curli as private giving for public purposeshas covered a wider field than charity;
the problems of the poor have not been philanthropy's dnly concern.' We are all
indebted to philanthropic reformers who have called attention to,and agitated for
abatement of the barbarities inflicted by sqciety on its weaker merhbers. We are all,
in some degree, beneficiaries of philanthropy whenever we attend .church, go. to
college, visit museums or concert halls, draw books from libraries, obtain treatment
at hospitals, or spend leisure hours in parks. Most of us use, or may have occasiogto use, institutions and services now tax supported, which originated a7
philanthropic,enterprlses. We continue to rely on philanthropy for the support of
scientific research, for experimentation irrlhe field of social relations, and for
diffusion ofInowiedge in all branehes of learning.

Despite the impressive record of American philanthropy, . both the ordphlthropy and the ideas it carties with it arouse mixed feelings' in Am ricanbr . There is something about philanthropy that seems, to go against the
democratic grain-. We may be willing to help others, but we are not humble enough
to appreciat the efforts of those who would bend down to help us. We expect rich

t Professor, Department of History, Ohio State University.
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men to bergenerous with their wealth and criticize them when th'ey are not; but
when they make benefaction, we question their motives, deplore the methods by,
which they obtained their abundance, and wonder whether their gifts will not do

more ham than good. Our literature abound inportraits of foolish or hypocritical'
philanthropists. Newspaper and magazine editors decry the activities of "do
gooders" and "bleeding hearts"; conservatives denounce "sentimental humanitar-

ianism"; and radicals sneer at the -"palliatives" offer%) by "mere philanthropic
reform." The prejudice against philanthropy is felt even by its practitioners. Many
of our most active and generous benefactors have resented being called philan-
thropists (literally, lovers of mankind) and have denied, that their works have a
philanthropic purpose.

Attitudes toward philanthropy, like so many other aspects of American life, have
been strongly influenced by the .Protestant Reformation, and especially by
Calvinism. The attacks Calvin and other reformers launched against'the doctrine of
good works shifted the purpose of t?enevplence.from doing good for the sake of
one's own spiritual welfare to doing good for the love and glorification of God.
Since the Reformation the message of nearly all moral and economic philosophers
has been that true charity oceans helping others, not ourselves, and that the major

. consideration in gjying should be the effect of this gift, for good or ill, on the
recipient.

This shift in emphasis imparted an air of seriousness to all philanthropic under-
takings. The obligation to give wisely and responsibly was further strengthened by

..'the doctrine of stewardship, which has played a major role in the principle and
practice of American philanthropy from the time of John Winthrop to John D.
Rockefeller. William G. McLoughlin, a, leading historian of religion, offers a succinct
statement of the doctrine:

Because all property is temporal and all ownership ephemeral, man is, in the
divine scheme of things, simply a steward of God who is the rightful owner of
the universe. A. good steward must be diligent in This master's service and
intreaseThis master's business. One way to glorify God was to get rich. But
because the money 'a man made was not his own, since God in his providence '
gave a man whatever weAith he might accumulate in order that he might use it
'viisely; do man had a right to spend his wealth on luxuries for himself. He-

must either invest his wealth in order to increase his master's business, or he
must use it for promoting the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven
that is, in creating a just and pious social order.21

The age of colonization coincided with one of the great periods of European
philanthropy. The seventeenth century saw the launching of heroic missionary .enter-
prises, a revival of interest in charitable works, the development in England of a
system of tax-supported poor relief, and the organization of a host of associations
for specialized philanthropit purposes. Anierica inspired some of these undertakings
and benefited directly or indirectly from nearly all of them, for the discovery'of the
New World affected the conscience as weii as the cupidity of the Old. Almost every
effort at colonization had, or claimed to have, a philanthropic motivation: there

were natives' to be converted to Christianity, poor men to be provided witb'larid
and work, and a wilderness to be supplied with the institutions of civilization. )t is
not,too much to say that many Europeans regarded the American continent mainly
as a vastly expanded field for the exercise of benevolence.

The real founders of American philanthropy, however, were men and women who

crossed the Atlantic to establish communities thit would be better than, instead of
like or different from, the ones they had known at-home. The Puritan leader, John
Winthrop (1588-1649), forthrightly stated their purpose in the lay sermon, "A model
of Christian Charity,".which he preached on the ship "Arbella," to "the great
company of religious people" voyaging from old to New England in the year
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1630. Winthrop used "Charity" as a synonym for love rather than in the modern
sense of aid to the poor; and the "Model" he proposed was riot a new scheme of
benevolence but a code "Of conduct for a company of Christians who had entered
into a covenant with God. The Puritans' God permitted no breach of contract but
demanded strict performance of each article it the covenant. Therefore; as°Winthrop
said, "in this duty of love we must love brq herly without dissimulation, we must
love one another with a4pure heart ferventq, we must bear one another's burdens,
we must not look only on our own things but also on the things of our brethren."

Winthrop justified disparities in wealth and condition as divinely ordained. He
had no wish to tamper with God's design, and he did not hesitate to distinguish
between "the great ones," "high and eminent in power and dignity," and "the poor
and inferior sort" of men. Winthrop looked upon such distinctions as necessary for
the good and preservation of society. He was convinced, however, that no man was
made richer or more honorable than his neighbor for his own, sake, but only "for

mthe glory of his creator and the common good of the creature man." The poor must
not rise up against their superiors; neither should the rich and mighty be allowed to
eat up the poor. Differences in conditicin existed, not to separate and alienate men
from one another, but to make them have more need of each other and to bind
them closer together "in the bond of brotherly affection."

Half a century after Winthrop and the Puritans started to build their city upon a
hill in New England, William Penn (1644-1718) began his holy experiment in
Pennsylvania. Although Penn founded the colony as a refuge for Quakers and
members of other persecuted sects, the idea of withdrawing from or renouncing the
world had no place in his plans. "True Godliness," he said, "don't turn men out of°
the World, but enables them to live better in itand excites their Endeavors to
Mend it.' To Penn,and the Quakers there was no conflict between efforts to live
better in the world and endeavors to improve it. The two were inseparably bound
together, and the one was the means of achieving the other. Living better in the
world meant following the rule of moderation or, more specifically, observing
diligence (the middle path between drudgery and idleness) and frugality (as opposed
to the extremes of miserliness and extravagance) in one's daily affairs. Mending the
world was to be accomplished by employing tfie rewards of diligence and frugality
for benevolent and humanitarian purposesnot casually and incidentally, but whole-
heartedly-las the major business of life. The Quaker outlook, radical in its belief in
separation of church and state and in its insistence upon the individual's right of
freedom of conscience, was conservative in its attitude toward social organization.
Penn, no less; than Winthrop, deemed class distinctions an essential part of the
divine order. God has not placed men "on the revel," he said, but has arranged
them in descending orders of subordination and dependency; due respect for these
Godordained differences required "Obedience to Superiors, Love to Equals, ...
Helpand Countenance t6 Inferiors." Penn himself emphasized the responsibilities

Tooththan
the privileges that went with rank. He topk the doctrine of stewardship

Tooth seriously and literally, believing that men were indebted to God not only for
^ their wealth but for their very being, and accountable to Him for the way they

spent their lives as well as their fortunes:
Penn's writings, personal influence, and deeds left an indelible influence 'on

Quakerdom and, through. his followers, on nearly all subsequent humanitarian
movements. Penn was, however,.aii Englishman. He visited America only twice, at
widely separated intervals, and his total stay in this country amounted to no longer
than four years. It is not Penn, therefore, but a native Yankee, the grandson of two
of the founders of Massachusetts, who must be considered the chief exponent of
dogoodism in colonial America.

Cotton Mather (1663-T728) is one of the commanding figures in the history of
American philanthropy. The son of a president of Harvard, and himself one of the
founders of Yale, Mather was the most.prolific and conspicuously learned writer of
the colonial period. Of .the approximately 450 works he is known to have pub-
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lished, one of the least pretentious, Bonifacius, or, as it is usually known, Essays
Do Good (1710), enjoyed the greatest and.longestpopularity. In it Mather,propos
that men and women, acting .either as individuals or as members of volunta
associations, should engage in "a perpetual endeavor to do good in the world.'
Mather regarded the performance of good works as an obligation owed to God
rather than as a means of salvation; yet, as a constant expounder of the doctrine of
stewards*, he had no doubt that God 4ould punish the unfaithful steward. More-
over, doing good was a reward in itself. To help the unfortunate was an hOnor, a
privilege, ''an incomparable pleasure." Mather cited an entire catalogue of worldly
advantages including long life and business success he thought would surely accrue
to the benevolent. Besides, as Mather took pains to point out, doing good was
sound policy, a mild but effective instrument, of focial control. Pious example,
moral leadership, voluntary effort, and private charity were the means by which
competing and conflicting interests in society might be brought into harmony.

Mather's own charitable gifts were sufficient to make him a one-man relief and
aid society. But Mather's real contribution to the practice of philanthropy lay in his
recognition of the need for enlisting the support of others in benevolent enterprises.
He was a tireless promoter of associations for distributing tracts supporting missions,
relieving needy clergymen, and building churches i poor communities.3 At the
same time, in sermons and private conversations, he called the attention of the rich
to the needs, physical as well as spiritual, of the poor. From personal experience he
learned that 'the recompense of the charitable was multiplication of occasions to be
serviceable. "Those who devote themselves to good devices," he drily observed,
"usually find a wonderful increase of their opportunities." In a beautiful simile he
likened a good deed to "a stone falling into a podone circle and service will
produce another, till they extendwho can tell how far?"

Despite, or as Mather would have said, because of his sincere concern for the
poor, he advocated extreme carein the bestowal of alms. "Let Lis try to do good
with as much application of mind as wicked men employ in doing evil," was his
motto. Giving wisely was therefore an even greater obligation than giving gener-
ously.; and withholdjng alms from the undeserving was as needful and essentially
benevolent' as bestowing them on the deserving. In a famous and widely approved
sermon delivered in 1698, Mather told the good people of Boston: "Instead of
exhorting you to augment your charity, 1 wtll rather utter an exhortation ... that
you may not abuse your charity by misapplying it." He was. disturbed by the
increase of idleness and fearful that an excess of benevolence might nourish and
confirm the idle in their evil ways. "The poor that can't work are objects foryour
liberality," he said. "But the poor that can work and won't, the best liberality to
them is to make, them." The thing to do was to cure them of their idleness: "Find
'em work; set 'em to work; keep 'em to work. Then, much of your bounty to
them as you please."

The most famous tribute to the Essays To Do Good came from Benjamin
Franklin (1706-90). In old age Franklin advised Samuel Mather, Cotton's son, that
the Essays had influenced his conduct throughout life. "I have always set a greater
value on the character of a doer of good, than on any other kind of reputation," he
wrote, "and if I have been ... a Useful citizen, the public owesthe advantage of it
to that'bobk."

In addition to numerous similarities, there was a significant difference between
Franklin's views and those of Mather. Mather dreamed of a city in which each
house would have an almsbox bearing the message i'Think- on the Poor." Franklin,

- however, conceived of a society in which there would be no poor and little need for
relief or charity. As Franklin preached it, the gospel, of industry, frugality, and
sobriety was worldly wisdom rather than spiritual discipline. He introduced a secular
spirit into the do-good gospel and shifted the emphasis from pious works and
personal charity to efforts to further the general welfare. To Franklin, God was
"the Great Benefactor." His religion consisted in the belief that men should show
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their gratitude to God "'by the only means in their power, promoting the happinessof his other children."
Franklin's philanthropic activities, although varied, followed a consistent. pattern.

Starting in 1727 with the Junto, a club for the mutual improvement of its
members, and the library (1731). which was the junto's first offshoot, Franklin
proceeded to-organize-or assist 4r/organizing a host of civic projects. He founded a
volunteer fire company, developed schemes for paving, cleaning, and lighting the
streets of Philadelphia, and sponsored a plan for policing the city. His political
talents were -never better displayed than in his ability to unite public and private.
support behind municipal improvements.4 He played a leading part in the establish-
ment of both the Pennsylvania Hospital (1751) and the academy that became the
University of Pennsylvania. Funds' provided in his will made possible the founding, c
more than a century after his death, of a technical institute in Boston. His interesr./
id' "improving the common Stock of- Knowledge" led to the formation in 1743 of
the American Philosophical Society; the first and for many years the foremost
American institution for promoting research in the natural and social sciences.

Franklin demonstrated that the sovereign remedy of self-help, so often prescribed,
for individuals, could be applied\ with equally beneficial results to society. He did
not invent the principle of improving social conditions through voluntary associa-
tions, but more than any American before him he showed the availability, use-
fulness, and appropriateness of that method to American conditions. The voluntary
method, as Franklin's success with it suggested and as later events were to prove,
was precisely suited to the inclinations of his countrymen.

Walter Trattner, writing of the era of the American Revolution, observes:

Groups were formed for every imaginable purpose to assist widows and
orphans, immigrants and Negroes, debtors and prisoners, aged females and
young prostitutes; to supply the poor with food, fuel; medicine, and em-
ployment; to promote morality, temperance, thrift, and industrious habits; to
educate poor children in free schools and in Sunday schools; to reform
gamblers, drunkards, and juvenile delinquents.

In Boston, the Society for Encouraging Industry and Employing e Poor was
created. A society .to relieve "every poor person without distinct' n". was
founded in South Carolina in 1764. The Society for lnnoculating (and pro-
viding medical care for) the Poor Gratis was organized in 1774 by Philadelphia
doctors. Marine societjes to aid disabled seamen and their families were
created throughout the land.s

The principle of voluntary association accorded so well with American political
and economic theories that as-early as 1820 the larger cities had an embarrassment
of benevolent organizations. Emerson in "Self Reliance" (1841) warned the "foolish
philanthropist" not to come to his door begging for ig'your miscellaneous popular
charities; the education at .colleges of fools; the building of meeting-houses to the
vain- end to which many now stand; alms to sots, and the thousand-fold Relief
Societies." For the rest of the century, and even to our own day, one of the major
problems of charity reformers would be to discover ways to coordinate the active
ities and fund drives of these competing agencies. In 1829 the economist and pub-
lisher Matthew Crey, attemptedwithout much successto interest Philadelphians
in a single subscription campaign for the 33 benevolent sdtieties then operating in
the city. During the first half 0 the nineteehth century, societiesfor moral reform
of individual sinners, and for t'he redemption and regeneration of a sinful world,
multiplied even more rapidly than relief and aid organizations. As improverhents in

.transportation and communication' made it easier for people to join together, local
societies merged into regional and then into national associations. William Ellery
Channing, who disliked the substitution of the group for the individual consciencei
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remarked in 1829 that there was scarcely an object, good or bad, for whose
advancement an association had not been formed. -

Even after the passage of nearly a century, and a half, Alexis de Tocqueville's
comments, in Democracy in America (1835), on the nature and significance of the
American penchant fOrvoluntary association and activity remain pertinent:-

Americans of all ages, all stations in life, and all types of disposition are
forever forming associations. There are not only commercial and industrial
associations in which all take part, but others of a thousand different types
religious, moral, serious, futile, very general and very limited, immensely large
and very minute. Americans ,combine to give fetes, found seminaries, build
churches, distribute books, and send missionaries to the antipodes. Hospitals,
prisons, and schools take shape in that way. Finally, if they want to proclaim,
a truth or propagate some feeling by the encouragement of a great example,
they form an association. In every case, at the head of any new undertaking,
where in France you would find the government or in England some ter-
ritorial magnate, in the United States you are sure to find an association.6

PAUPERISM AND POVERTY

The causes and consequencespf poverty are among the oldest of"human con-
cerns. The Bible abounds in.references, often contradictory, to the poor and to the
blessings and penalties of poverty. During the medieval and early modern eras,
when relief of the destitute was a function of the church rather than of secular
governtnent, canon lawyers attemped to reconcile Biblical texts and combine them
with the writings of early churchmen into a body of principles gowning the
treatment of various kinds of poor people. Efforts to formulate a poor law that
would be at once humane and economical antedated settlement of the New World
by many centuries. During the 200 years preceding the founding of the colonies, as
the English government assumed greater, authoriteind responsibility in poor relief,
the question, of how4to aid "the deserving poorNyithout provpking vagrancy and
encouraging "able-bodied beggars" received jncreasing attention from King and

'Parliament.
Colonization of the present United States began in an era of political turmoil,

social and religious unrest, and economic distress. "This land grows weary of her
,inhabitants," John Winthrop wrote of England on the eve of the Puritan migration
to Massachusetts Bay. "Many of our people perish for want of sustenance and
imployment; many ,others live miserably ... All of our towns complain of the
burden of poor people, and strive by all means to rid themselves of any such as
they have, and to keep off such as would come to them.' Winthrop's observations
appeared in a circular justifying and advocating migration to the Massachusetts Bay

Colony. At the time (1629) England had experienced almost three decades of wel-
fare reform under provisions of the Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601. This act auth-
oriied parishes, the smallest local units of government, to levy taxes in order to deal
with-three classes of dependents: vagrants (that is, the willfully idle), who were to
be whipped and/or committed to houses of correction; the unemployed, who were

to be put to..work on materials supplied by the parish; ancrthe helpless (the aged,
infants, the sick, and the blind), who were to be assisted either in their own homes
or in almshouses, or in the case of older children, bound out as apprentices.

The "burden of poor people" Winthrop referred to also included the working
poor who found "sustenance" and "imployment" uncertain or difficult to obtain in

'the Old World. Inducing, and sometimes forcing, these unfortunates to emigrate to
the colonies was one of the means by which seventeenth century Englishmen hoped.
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to rid themselves of the burden of poor relief. The theory was that transportation
of the able-bodied poor, especially the young, would have a wholesome effect on the
communities which thus disposed of their surplus population, prove beneficial to
the persons transported, and provide New' World planters with a supply of cheap
labor. '

The hope that the New World would solve the Old World's Overty problem was
not to be realized, but for three centuries after Winthrop's time America offered the
poor of Europe a new chance and the hope of independence. The long and perilous
voyage, the immigrants' lack of resources, and harsh conditions of settlement
guaranteed that ,many newcomers would face a difficult period of adjustment.
Colonial records abound in references to orphans, abandoneeinfants, forsaken
mothers, and "problem faimilies" incapable of providing members with either
physical support or moral direction.

All of the English mainland colonies followed the mother country's example in
assigning responsibility for financing and dispensing poor relief to local authorities
and limiting assistance, except in emergencia, to persons who by birth or a year or
more of residence, had legal settlement in-t.be township or county in which help was

.sought. Ordinarily the wardens or oveise'ers imposed a "means test"proof of need
and absence of relatives who might provide supportas a condition of relief. Since
local autonomy was the rule, the kind and amount of assistance provided varied
from colony to colony and even between different localities within the same
colony. In New England, town officers were conscientious in seeking out and re-
lieving poor families who had legal settlement in the town and warning out or
passing on the poor who could not claim settlement. Officials did not hesitate to
take the childien of poor families out of their homes and bind them to service-with
someone who would agree to keep them and employ them until they grew up. For
example, a town meeting at Hartford, Connecticut, in 1694 ordered selectmen "to

bind out Ruth Grant's two boys to apprentice upon the best terms they tan, and
with as little charge to the town as may be, and for Ruth to procure a good service
for her if she cannot support and provide for tierself."8

Independence had no effect on welfare methods except, as in Virginia, where
disestablishment of the church transferred responsibility for administering relief
from church wardens to county wardens of the poor. As new states entered the
Union they enacted poor laWs based upon those in the seaboard states. The variety
of methods in use within a single state 75 years after Independence is indicated by
the following passage from a report on poor rekef in Rhode Island in-1851:

Four deerent modes are pursued by the towns in maintaining their poor.
First. By venduing them [i.e. auctioning them off] to the lowest bidder.
Second. By contracting for their maintenance, with an individual, or,indi.
viduals, through the agency of a committee or otherwise.
Third. By placing all the poor in one Asylum, owned by the town.
Fourth. By placing all such in an Asylum as are bereft of home and friends,
and administering outdoor relief to such as have.

'The author of the. report, Thomas R. Hazard, said of the first method, "When
stripped of all disguise, selling the poor to the lowest bidder, is simply offering a
reward for the most cruel and avaricious man that can be found to abuse them."
Hazard favored the fourth or mixed system of combining almshouse care for the
destitute and helpless with outdoor relief for the needy who could maintain them-
selves at home with some outside assistance.9

Before 1820 only the larger towns and cities maintained public asylums for
paupers." Most communities relied on the simper, more informal methods of
outdoor relief, auctioning off the poor, or-arranging for their care by a private
contractor. Replacement of these methods by institutional care in a publicly super-
vised poorhouse or, better, poor farm, was the goal of welfare reformers in the first
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half of the nineteenth century, In '1824, J. V. N.,Yltes, secretary of state of New
York, who advocated establishment of county almshouses throughout the state,
summed up the advantages of institutional care as opposed to outdoor relief:

Of all the modes of providing for the poor, the most wasteful, the most
injurious to their morals and destructive to their industrious habits is that of
supply in their -own families ... The most economical mode is that of the
Alms Houses; in which work is provided for every degree of ability in the
pauper; and thus the able poor made to provide, partially at least for their
own support; and also to the support, or at least the comfort of the impotent
poor)1

Where poorhouses were already in existence efforts were made to put them on a
paying basis. A New Haven industrialist, James Brewster, appalled at the deplorable
conditions of the New Haven almshouse, worked for many years to apply the
systematic organization he utilized in his carriage factory to the poorhouse. In 1856
he wrote an open letter entitled "Self-Supporting Pauperism" to the New York
Tribune reporting the success achieved in Nev...Haven and recommending that New
York City adopt the New Haven plan.

New Haven's paupers must have been an exceptional lot. At least there-'are few
other examples of self-supporting almshouses. Under the best management the
inmates of poorhouses were unable because of age or physical condition to perfOrm
much' productive labor. Under the worst management, which is what almshouses
often received, they deteriorated into custodial institutions for the old and the.
young, the feebleminded, insane, epileptic, and crippled. Every

'now
and, then

someone like Hazard or the novelist, Edward Eggleston, in The Hoosier School
Master (1871), expbsed conditions in poorhouses, but in the face of opublic
indifference and taxpayers' resistance to levies for the poor, not much was done to
improve them.

The principal justification for the proposed and sometimes actual abolition of
outdoor relief (that is, aid to the poor in their own homes) was that private charity
could and should take care of the poor who were deserving, helpable, and not fit
subjects for the almshouse. But to take on a task of such magnitude private charity
had to reform itself. Throughout the lattentwo thirds of the nineteenth century
nuTerous attempts were made to put private charity on a rational, unsentimental,
busiNess-like basis. In order to attain this oyictive it was necessary to discipline the
charitable impulse, discourage implusive giving, and insist on discrimination in aid,
Charity organization societies founded in the 1870s and 1880s emphasized the
necessity for careful, thorough investigation of an applicant's need and, as far as
possiblt, recommended giving service rather than money. The slogan of the societies
was "Not alms but a friend." The basic assumption was that private charity, wisely
administered, was better than public aid. Charity "helped," relief "pauperized."
Josephine Shaw Lowell, founder of the New York Charity Organization Society,
spoke of the stigma "rightly attached" to the acceptance of public assistance.

Despite the presumed superiority of private charity to public welfare the same

trends were apparent in both. Practically speaking, neither charity nor welfare
recognized the right of the poor to relief. In each case responsibility for granting
assistance to the poor was exercised in an arbitrary fanion. The poor could be
subjected to any test which the dictates of economy or the policy of overseers of
the poor or directors of a charitable society might devise. In neither case, however,
was there any assurance that the responsibility would be fully dischargedthat is,
that adequate relief would be provided to those in need.

The' positive side of the nineteenth century war on pauperism was adoption of
social and economic reforms which were advocated and defended as measures for
preventing dependency. More or less in chronological order these included laws
prohibiting or regulating the sale of rajlcoholic beverages, establishment ofj
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reformatories for juvenile delinquents, provision of educational institutions for the
blind, deaf, and mentally retarded, the winning of free, public, tax-supported
education;' adoption of a liberal policy regkrding disposition of public lands,
recognition of workingmen's right to organize an% bargain collectively, pstablishment
of hofising and sanitary codes, removal of-children from almshouses, and regulation
of child labor. Although all of these were presented, in part at least, as preventives
of pauperism, the issue of care of dependent children has particular relevance to
contemporary welfare problems.

Better provision for needy children was an essential step toward breaking the
cycle of dependency. Although numerous sectarian orphan homes were founded in
the middle third of the nineteenth century, many unfortunate children' continued tobe sent to public poorhouses where they were raised with and treated as paupers.
Nearly all reformers agreed on the ,unsuitability of conglomerate almshouses for
child-rearing and advocated removal of children from poorhouses to environments
better suited to their development as responsible citizens. There was difference of
opinion, however, whether the children should be sent to special institutions to be
raised in the religious faith of their parents and subjected to close supervision or I
placed out in private homes and allowed to grow up under the care and instruction
of foster parents. A third alternative was to provide a surviving parenttypically a
widowed motherwith an allowance so that she could maintain her children in their
own home under her care. This was the method endorsed bY the first (1909) White
House Conference on Children, which declared home life "the highest and finest
product of civilization" and went on record as opposing the breakup of homes
solely because of poverty.

The conference recommended that mothers' aid be financed by charity rather
than public funds, but the mothers' pension laws adopted in 45 states in the 20
years after-1911 authorized payments from money raised by taxation. Critics saw
this as a retreat toward outdoor relief; advocates argued that mothers were the best
guardians of their children's welfare and that it was sound policy to encourage them
to devote full time to care of homes and children. The laws were permissive rather
than mandatory and were so administered that only mothers deemed "fit" and
"proper" received aid. Nevertheless, by the 10.20s, almost' as many dependent,
children were being cared for in their own homes as in institutions and many (nore

it than in foster homes. This revolutionary change in methods of helping dependent
children was to be continued and expanded under one of the provisions of the
Social Security Act of 1935.

Somewhere around the turn of the century, American reformers and publicists
shifted thOr attention from pauperism to poverty. Poverty, declared writers like
Robert Hunter, was a bigger problem than pauperism. It included not only the

dependent and destitute but also low-paid workers subject to unemployment,
accidents, and other .economic hazards not of their making and beyond their
individual control. Even before 1929, the want and insecurity of the poor seemed
attributable less to personal failings of the sufferers than to inequality ig the
distribution of wealth and income and the haphazard operation of the economic
machine.

The experience of the great depression of the 1930s epbedded these convictions
in the consciousness of a large segment of the American people. The depression

,shattered the myth that private charity could tide deserving poor over bad times. It
also required state and federal governments to become much moire involved in
welfare activities than ever before. Between 1930 and 1933, states joined local
governments in efforts to deal with unemployment relief. When President Franklin
D. Roosevelt took office in March 1933, the federal government was already lending
states and cities funds which provided 80 percent of all aid to the unemployed.
After 1933, federal agencies made emergency grants to states and municipalities for
cash and wgrk relief% Beginning in 1935, the Works Progress Administration (WPA),
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the New Deal's major relief program, provided jobs for an average of 2,000,000
persons a month for six,years.

In contrast to WPA- and other emergency programs, the Social Security Act of
193noughtsto provide a long-term answer to problems of economic insecurity. As
adopted, the act was modest in scope an coverage, but it has been12eriodically

amended to in ease benefits and to I:b 46g more people under its protection. The

1935 law prov ded for a national system of old-age insurance financed by

contributions fro employers and employees, state-administered unemployment

insurance financed -byq, federal payroll tax, and grants-in-aid to states for federally

approved but state-administerediprograms for maternal and child health, aid to the

--blind, aid to the,, aged not eligible for federal old-age insurance, and aid to
dependent children. The public assistance provisionk of the act were included on the
.theory that even in times of prosperity the handicaOped, aged, and children without

an adult breadwinner in the home would require public aid. The system of
grants-in-aid avoided constitutional questions regarding the role of the national
government in welfare; it allowed federal participation in funding and establishment
of ,standards while permitting states to maintain autonomy in operating public

assistance programs.
k Numerous other New Deal reforms strengthened the position of organized

workers and installed. "built-in stabilizers" 'in the economy. War and post-war
prosperity encouraged belief that expanding productivity would solve problems of

poverty and dependency. In the 1950s, however, "pockets cif poverty" were
discovered in areas such as Appalachia, and government reports called attention to a

"low income population" seemingly immune to the benefits of economic growth.\
At the end of the decade an estimated 40 million Americans, representing 22

percent of the pOpulation, lived in poverty.
President Johnson, in signing the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, which

launche4,,his administration's war on poverty, announced that its purpose was "not

to make-the poor more secure in their poverty but to ... help them lift themselves

out of the ruts of poverty.'" 2 The act, focusing most of 'its- attention pn
disadvantaged -youth, provided training to equip young people for work; it also
incorporated programs to encourage involvement of the poor, organized and assisted

by federally paid advocates, in efforts for community betterment.
Despite t.e war on poverty and the officially recorded decline in the number of

persons in poverty," welfare rolls and expenditures increased ecipitously in the

1960s. Between 1959 and 1969 the cost of such federally as ted programs as aid

to the aged, the blind, and the disabled doubled and that of, aid to families with

dependent children (AFDC) tripled. By 1972 the nation's welfare rolls exceeded 15

Million persons., almost 11 million of whom are udder AFDC. In 1969 President

Nixon propclsed to eliminate AFDC in favor of a family assistance plan that would
hive assured a minimum income for all families but would also have required all
recipients except persons unable to work and mothers of very young children to
register fott,work or training. Twice passed by the House of Representatives, the

measure failed to receive approval of the Senate. Administration statements
extolling "workfare" and denouncing "the welfare mess," and the-emphasis debates

in and out-.-,of Congress placed on stringent work tests, suggested that the nation's

distrust of puperism was still stronger than its determination to combat poverty.
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c, III
THE GOSPEL OF WEALTH AND THE

BEGINNING OF THE GREAT FOUNDATIONS

The most famous "document in the history of American philanthropy-althoughthe word philanthropy does not 'appear in it-is an article entitled "Wealth'published in the North American Review in June 1889. The author was AndrewCarnegie. Born in a weaver's cottage in Dunfermline, Scotland, in 1835, Carnegiehad come to the United States in 1848. As the eldest son of a poor family, he wasold if not large for his years, and at the age of 12 cheerfully and self-confidentlyassumed the responsibilities of breadwinner. "Anybody can get along in thiscountry," he wrote in 1852. "If I don't it will be my own fault." Andrew Carnegie,likable, alert, shrewd, and able, got along famously. By 1889, thirty times amillionaire, he had been a rich man for more thap 20 years. For him the questionhad long been not how to gain wealth but what to do with it. He had reached someconclusions on the problem as early as 1868, and in 1887 had told his friend WilliamE. Gladstone that he considered it a disgrace to die rich. Now, in his famous essay,he proposed that millionaires, instead of bequeathing vast fortunes to heirs ormaking benevolent grants by will, should administer their wealth as a public trustduring life.
Carnegie attributed his own and other millionaires' wealth not to Providence butto fitness to survive and triumph in the competitive struggle. The trusteeshipCarnegie proposed thus differed from traditional doctrines of stewardship. Themillionaire, a product of natural selection, was an agent of the public, of the forcesof civilization, rather than a servant of God.
An English critic, astounded by the brashness of Carnegie's scheme, named'it thegospel of wealth to distingtiish it from the gospel of Christianity. With customarygood humor Carnegie accepted the label. As a matter of fact, there were religiousovertones in Carnegie's gospel. He was willing to have the scriptural passage aboutthe difficulty of rich men entering the kingdom of Heaven>interpreted strictly, andhe believed that laboring for the. good of ones fellows was the essence of Christ'steaching. But, as Carnegie frankly admitted, he did not believe that under modernconditions much good could be accomplished by imitating the life or methods ofChrist. Let the laws of accumulation and distribution be left free; let the able andenergetic dispose of their surplus as they saw fit; the millionaire class, workingtoward the same objectives as Christ but (as Carnegie said) "laboring in a differentmanner," would someday bring "Peace on earth, among men good will."

According to the gospel of wealth, philanthropy was less the handmaid of socialreform than a substitute for it. Wise administration of wealth was an antidote forradical proposals for redistributing property and a method of reconciling the poorand the rich. Carnegie spoke of "the temporary unequal distribution of wealth";-like his mentor, Herbert Spencer, however, he though that it would t4ge eons, anoverturn of natural laws of economics, and an almost inconceivable revolution inhuman nature to erase that itlequality. He believed it was a waste of time tochallenge evolutionary processes, and he was firmly convinced that the onlyalternative to the system that rewarded millionaires with palaces and laborers withcottages was one that would condemn all to hovels. But Carnegie was no less
convinced that "administrators of surplus wealth"-his term for philanthropists-hadit in their power to bestow benefactions of lasting benefit on their weaker andpoorer brethren.

Had Cirnegie chosen to do so, he might have said simply that men possessed ofmore wealth than they could possibly use would,be well advised to employ it forthe public good. Possibly that was all he really meant. Although Carnegie preachedand practiced giving on an undreamed-of scale, he did not propose that
philanthropy should shoulder the whole burden of welfare. Far from it. Recognizingthe responsibility of the state to care for the destitute and. helpless, he urged the
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millionarle ss concentrate its philanthropic efforts'on the able and indusyIous.
His advice sui ed the .temper of the times and the inclinations of self-made men.
Coming after so many years- of emphasis on the cause and cure of pauperism, it
infused new vigor into philanthropy. .

Carnegie was as contemptuous of almsgiving and as fearful of impulsive
generosity as the most doctrinaire charity reformer. "To assist, but rarely or never
to do all," was the rule he laid down. Although he made a few liows in the
direction of reforming the character and improving the morals of the poor, the
assistance that had seemed most valuable to many nineteenth-century
philanthropists, he was not really' interested in those who needed this kind of help.

e uplift he favored was of a different and less direct variety: libraries, parks,
concert halls, museums, "swimming, baths," and institutiohs such as Cooper Union
and Pratt Institute, both of which he greatly admired. Significantly he called these
agencies "ladders upon which the aspiring can rise."

Of. all ,,the ladders for those who aspired, free libraries and educational
institutions with a practical slant struck capitalists of the 1880s and 1890s as most
inspiring. Carnegie's own benefactions, like those of so many philanthropists, began
with the donation_of a library to his home town, and he ultimately gave a library
bifilding to almost every community that provided a site and promised to maintain

the building. He regarded Enoch Prat; donor of the Pratt Free Library in

° Baltimore, as "the ideal disciple of the gospel of wealth." Carnegie and other
businessmen gave generously to Negro Industrial schools, such as Hampton and
Tuskegee, which elevated manual and domestic training into clyracterbuilding
disciplines. They,,were much less generous toward Negro institutions of higher
learning. Only a trickle of philanthropic aid, mainly furnished- by churYch groups,
went to these struggling, poorly housed and equipped colleges, but, meager as it
was, this assistance helped 'keep them alive. Students at Fisk University took
financing into their own hands. Through concert tours in Europe and America the
Fisk Jubilee Singers rai,ed funds which permitted the institution to move from
dilapidated army barracks to a new building appropriately named Jubilee Hall. , -

Although some business leaders thought higher education almost as detrimental
to whites as to Negroes, colleges and universitios continued to be beneficiaries of
the millionaires' surplus wealth. "Here is a nob use of wealth," Carnegie said of
Leland Stanford's audacious plan to build a iversity in the Far West, a project
which in 1889 was believed to involve the greatest sum ever given by an individual
for any purpose. Stanford's avowed purpose was to.create a new kind of university
that would give a practical rather tha a theoretical education. Albprt Shaw
observed admiringly that the donor s goip about the task in,rthe same
businesslike fashion he had employed in uilding he great stock farm ere his fast

horses were bred.
John D. Rockefeller (1839.1937) as n old hanZF at h4ng when, in May 1889,

a month before the appearance off egie's "Wealth" he made an initial
contribution of $600,000 toward founding t new Univeety of Chicago. He was
then approaching 50 ancrhad been rich, and getting richer, for 25 years. But
Rockefeller did not waft until he had a surplus before beginning to give. His
account book for 1855, the year he wint o work, recorded smaii but frequent
contributions to charity, Sunday school, an missions. In the 1850s the amounts
sometimes totaled'a tenth of his income, an ey 'greased over the years. Even

le,
Rockefeller's benefactions were hard pressed to keep up with his accumulations.

hus in 1888, when he donated $170,000 to various good works, dividends from
the Standard Oil combination were returning millions. Not even the rising University
of Chicago,-to which he gave $1 million in 1890 and a like sum in 1892, the latter
"as a, special thank-offering to Almighty God for returning health," could drain off
his surplus. / . .

The responsibility of wealth pressed as heavily on Rockefeller as on Carnegie:If
possible, Rockefeller felt the burden even more than Carnegie, since he adhered to
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the old-fashioned religious doctrine of stewardship rather than to the new gospel of
wealth. Amos Lawrence might have said ,i as Rockefeller did, "The good Lord gave
me the 1.,o'ney'," but Carnegie certainly d14 not. As archaic as the sentiment sounds,
there i0',11 reason to doubt that Rockefeller sincerely believed it. He thought that
the good Lord had given him the money for a purpose and expected him to handle
it with care.'The steward was faithful to his trust. Rockefeller was quite willipg to
give, but he felt an obligation to inquire into the worthiness of the causes to which
he was asked to contribute. By 1891 he complained that theF investigations were
taking as much of his time and energy as the affairs of Standard Oil. Help came in
the periOn of a 38-year-old Baptist clergyman, Frederick T. Gates, who agreed to
assist Rockefeller in his benefactions by interviewing supplicants, making inquiries,
and suggesting action. As a former fupd-raiser, Gates was wise in the ways of' money-seekers. In his charge, as Gates himself recalled, Rockefeller soon found
himself "laying aside retail giving almost wholly, and entering safely and pleasurably
into the field of wholesale philanthropy."

Rockefeller's entry info the field of wholesale philanthropy set off a
controversy mainly one-sided, since Rockefeller did not reply to the attackthat
continued for at least a quarter of a century. In 1895 Washington Gladden, minister

of the First Congrelational Church in. Columbus, Ohio, and a leader of the social
gospel movement, published an article, "Tainted 'y," in which he outdid
Emerson and antedated Thorstein Veblen in denouncing the ways of trade.
Although Gladden did not mjention any multimillionaire by name, his attack on the

.. benefactions of "robber,barqns," "Roman plunderers," "pirates of industry," and
"spoilers of the state" was thbught to be directed at the Rockefeller philenthropies:

"Gladden had stated in a sermon delivered to the National Conference of Charitie's
and Corrections in 1 893 that the central consideration of charity should be the
effect of the gift 'upon the character of the recipient. Now he raised the question
whether a church or university could take offerings of money made in morally
reprehensible ways without condoning the methOds and accepting the standards of
the donor. "Is this ,clean money?" he asked. "Can any man, can any institution,

t.knowing its origin, touch it without being defiled?"
This was a hard question, and it wa taken seriously. in the 1890s and 1900s

when nearly every issue seemed at bottofn a moral one., It came up again in 1905
when Gladden and other .liberal clergymen objected to the acceptance by the
Congregational board of Foreign Missions of a $100,000 gift from Rockefeller. The
controversy simmered down after, it was revealed that the board had solicited
Rockefeller for the money., Moral questions are notoriously difficult to resolve; and

. in this case no consensus could be reAched because Rockefeller's character was
defended as ardently as it was attacked, and eminent moralists pointed out that the
purpose of the gift was as worthy of consideration, and easier to judge, than the
origin of the money. Looki,pg at the matter from a slightly different point of vie
t e English economist j, A. Hobson questioned the competence of "the millionai e
c ass" to serve as. trustees for the public. "In the great majority of cases," Hobs n

eclared, great fortunes,
in business pro sses, in which assiduity, "en 0nom ,

"have come to their p esent owners as the result of an ear y
d constant absorption

alertness, and skill have 'been inextricably interwoven with luck, fraud, force, and
,every sort of predatory practice, .:"The conditions under which such wealth has
been acquired Aare such as must normally disqualify its owners for a..wise and
socially serviceable administration,of a public 'trutt.' "14 <,

Rockefeller and Carnegie retired from business ig 1 897 and 1901; respectively,
but they still faced the problem of what to do with mounting fortunes. By 1901
even wholesale philanthropy of the sort each had been practicing for a decade was
inadequate to dispose of accumulation's totaling not tens but hundeeds of millions.
Some more effec i Meth° of organizing and conducting what Rockefeller called
"this business of nevolenc " would have to be devised. To Rockefeller the answer
was plain: "If a combinatio to do business is effective in saving waste and getting
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better results, why is not combination far more important in philanthropic work?"
Put your surplus money in a trust, he advised the "men of worth and position"
gathered to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the founding of the University of
Chicago: "Let us erect a foundation, a trust, and engage directors who will make it
a life work to manage, with our personal ,cooperation, this business of benevolence
properly and effectively."

In the dozen. years after 1901,, as if to prove that philanthropy could be made a
successful venture, Rockefeller, Carnegie, and other donors established a series of
foundations that made earlier philanthropic ventures seem somewhat amateurish.
The Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research (1901), General Education Board
(1902), Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1905), Milbank
Memorial Fund (1905), Russell Sage Foundation (1907), Carnegie Corporation of
New York (1911), and Rockefeller foundation-0913) do not exhaust the list of
foundations organized, during the period, but their number, nd even the size of
their capital askts, was less,,significant than the boldness of the enterprise to which
they were committed. Most earlier charitable trusts had been established for some
narrowly defined purpose. The smaller Carnegie funds, desigherto promote the
donor's particular philanthropic interests, continued in this tradition. The major
trusts founded by Carnegie and Rockefeller, °however, were limited only to the
advancement of knowledge and human welfare. Relieving the needy was not their
objective: They would attack misery at its source-through the weapon of research.

The advent of the foundations coincided with the era of muckraking and
trustbusting, with a leftward trend in politics, growing Militancy in the ranks of
labor, and a general fear of bigness. According to popular legend, John D.
Rockefeller, alarmed by muckraking attacks such as Ida M. Tarbell's History of the
Standard Oil Company (1904), employed a public relations counselor, Ivy Lee, who
advised him to increase his benefactions in order to by public favor. Actually, Lee
did not become associated with Rockefeller until 1914, more than 20 years after
Rockefeller had become a wholesale philanthropist. Frederick Gates, the principal
architect of Rockefeller's benefactions, was aware of.and presumably not averse to
allaying popular animosity toward his employer. Gates, however, was a clergyman
and businessman rather than a public relations expert. He was mainly concernfd
with helping Rockefeller administer a vast fortune wisely and beneficently.

Interestingly enough, the organization of large philanthropic trusts aroused little
opposition until 1910. In that year, a bill 1p incorporate the Rockefeller
Foundation was introduced in Congress. By this time anything bearing Rockefeller's
name or financed by Standard Oil 'money was bound to provoke controversy.
Opponents revived the slogans of the tainted-money debate and likened
Rockefeller's gifts to the Trojan horse and the kiss of Judas. The move was all the
more rese ted b cause the federal government was prdsecutingthe Standard Oil
combinatio for violation of the Sherman Anti- rust Act. In 1911 the Supreme
Court ord red issolution of Standard Oil of ew Jersey, the center of the
Rockefeller empi e. The decision made it unlike! that Congress would charter a
new Rockefeller trust, even a benevolent one The opposition of, the Taft
admingtration further weakened the foundation b II's chances for passage. Attorney
General George Wickersham called the mea re "an indefinite scheme for
perpetuating vast wealth." Pr sident William Howa d Taft also expressed disapproval
of "the proposed act to incd Orate John D. Rock feller." In 1913, rebuffed by the
federal government, Rockefe ler incorpOr eel the foundation under the laws of Ngw
York State.

The next two years w e ;diffitult o eg for the foundations. In 1914 several
members of the United S tes Senate attempted to prohibit the De artment of
Agriculture from accepting grants provided by the General Educatioh .Board for
farm demonstration work in the South. Meanwhile, the U ited States Industrial
Relations Commission, a body established by Congress to study the underlying
causes of industrial unrest, broadened its investigatior1 to in Jude the operation of
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philanthropic foundations. The newly organized Rockefeller Foundation was aparticular target of attack, but in 1915 the commission's director of research
arraigned all foundations for their wealth, loosely'defined powers, exemption fromfederal, taxation, freedom from public control, subserviency to donors,. and
benumbing effect on smaller philanthropic agencies and individual giving. None of
this criticism led to legislative action against the foundations. But since the attitudes
of beneficiaries are as important in philanthropy as the desires and purposes ofbenefactors, it significant that the early foundations began their work in a
somewhat hostile atmosphere.

The fear, however, was mainly of possible abuse of power in the future. Even as
this Suspicion was expressed, other voices were calling attention to the present need
for the foundations and to their possibilities for good. The Russell Sage Foundation
had already` proved its usefulness to social work and social reform by financing the
Pittsburg Survey and by assisting the National Tuberculosis Association to begin its
educational exhibits. The Rockefeller Sanitary Commission, organized in 1909 andlater absorbed by the Rockefeller Foundation, demonstrated that hookworm disease
could be eradicated. In the course of this campaign the commission advanced the
entire movement for public health. The General Education Board cooperated with
the Department of Agriculture in efforts to increase the productivity of southern
agricuicure. The board made valuable contributions to secondary education in the
South and to higher education in all parts of the country. The Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching inaugurated pensions for college teachers which
furthered interest in pensions for other workers, and it sponsored and published
Abraham Flexner's 'epochal Medical _Education in the* United States and Canada
(1910). As early as 1912 Edward T. Devine denied that foundations would inhibit
the normal springs of benevolence. On the contrary, said Devine, the effect of the
foundations had been to stimulate both public appropriations and private giving fof
education,,health, and welfare.

"You have had the best run for your money I have ever known," Elibu Root
once told Andrew Carnegie. Carnegie, a cheerful and impulsive giver in spite of his
theories, managed to dispose of $350 million. John D. Rockefeller, less impulsive,
than Carnegie, also had a good run for the $530 million he conferred on benevolent
causes"We must always remember that there is not enough money for the work of
human uplift and that there never can be," he said in 1909. "How vitally important
it is, therefore, that the expenditure shotild go as far as possible and lie used with
the greatest intelligence."

PHILANTHROPY AND/OR GOVERNMENT

It is sometimes assumed that there' is a basic incompatibility between govern-
mental and philanthropic efforts in welfare. In fact, throughout the greater part
of American hiftory, governmental and voluntary forces have cooperated and
collaborated in meeting public ne ds. A host of services that could not otherwise
have been provided have been es lished through the willingness of public bodies
and private citizens to assist and upplement the philanthropic activities of the
other. This cooperative approach wa especially characteristic of the colonial period
when resources of both the public and private sector were limited and the line
between public and private responsibility was Jess sharply drawn than in later eras.
In seasons of distress, overseers Of the poor frequently called on the churches for
-special collections of alms, and throughout the colonial,period giving or bequeathing
property to public fhorities for charitable purposes remained a favorite form of
philarithropy. riend societies organized along national, oc upational, or religious
lines relieved ublic officials of the neCessity for caring fo some of the poor by
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supplying mutual aid to members and dispensing charity to certain categories of
berteficiaries. Institutions, such as the PennsylVania Hospital and the Philadelphia
Bettering House, jointly financed by taxation and private contributions, offered
improved facilities for treating and sheltering the poor. Gifts from overseas, added
to funds raked by colonial churches and assemblies, made possible the founding of
new colleges, better support for those already in existence, and an expansion of
missionary and educational work among the Indians'''.

In the nineteenth century it was not uncommon (although the practice was often
attacked) for states and cities to subsidize voluntary associations serving public
needs by operating schools, orphan homes, juvenile reformatories, hospitals, and
institutions for the handicapped. Conversely, some of the most important priyate
gifts went to ,states or cities for public purposes: Stephen Girard, in addition to
endowing Girard College, left money for internal improvements in Philadelphia and
Pennsylvania; Theodore Lyman supplemented legislative appropriations for the

Massachusetts state reform school; and Thomas H. Perkins and Cyrus Butler
respectively made generous contributions toward the establishment of a school for
the blind and an asylum for the insane. The federal government was the recipient of
an unsolicited and unprecedented gift in the form of James Smithson's bequest "to
the United States of America- to found at Washington, under the name of the
Smithsonian Institution, an establishment for the increase and diffusion of
knowledge among men."

The following case studies are intended to.iltustratesp f the ways in which
American private philanthropy has responded to public eeds. The examples are
drawn from the middle and latter part of the nine enth century, but they
exemplify philanthropic approaches and uses as characteristic of the present as of a
century ago. The first, dealing with the activities of an individual ptiilarithropist,
illustrates the advocacy role of philanthropy. The second, involving two highly
organized voluntary associations, represents the supplementary and innovative
functions of philanthropy. The third, tracing. the work of an early philanthropic
fpundation, concerns the use of philanthropy in initiating a new public service. Each
case involves relationship between private philanthropy and the federal government,
and in each case the philanthropists favored an expansion of governmental
responsibility and financing. r,

Activist for the Insane

Dorothea Dix (1802-1887) was a philanthropist in the original sense of the word
a lover of mankind who seeks to promote the well-being of fellow men by hid o
her, own efforts. The object of her self-assigned crusade, which extended)over four
decades, was to secure better facilities and treatment for the insane. She was not a
pioneer in this field: several reputable private hospitals for the mentally ill had been
founded before she began her work. John McLean and other donors had given
money for improving and expanding facilities for the insane, and a number of states
had opened publicly supported asylums. Nearly all of these institution's made at
least nominal provisidn for caring for the dependent insane at low costir o much
progress seemed to have been made in the years just before Miss Dix's investigations
that there was danger' not that her proposals would seem outlandish but that further
action and expenditure for the insane might seem superfluous. Dofothea Dix's task
was the difficult one of puncturing complacency, indicating omissions, -specifying
mistakes and abuses, and stirring the public conscience to greater exertions,

Miss Dix was the granddaughter of a respected, enterprising, and well-to-do
Boston hysician. In the 1820s and 1830s she conducted successful schools for
daughte of Boston's leading families and tutored the children of her friend and
pastor, illiam Ellery Chaning. After 183'i7 an inheritance from her grandmother
assured er of an income adequate yo her needs. In the winter of 1841, somewhat
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at loose ends following a long illness, she agreed to teach a Sunday school class forwomen prisoners in the East mbridge jail. Here she found insane women lockedin unheated cells. Anyone mi t have done what she then did. She petitioned thecourt for warmer quarters for hese women. But Dorothea Dix was not content tostop there: She made it her business to find out how the insane were cared for inthe rest of Massachusetts. After two years she reported her findings in a Memorialto the Legislature of Massachusetts (1843), a document that proved that Victorian
decorum was not inconsistent with the presentation of sordid social truths.

"I proceed, gentlemen,"-Miss Dix began, "briefly to call your attention fo thepresent state of insane persons confined within the Commonwealth, in cages,closets, cellars, stalls, pens; chained, naked, beaten with rods, and lashed intoobedience." Armed with facts, figures, names, places, and dates, she cited instance
after instance of the mistreatment or neglect of the mentally ill. Poor-law officials,
as she pointed out, found it cheaper to "lodge" the pauper insane in jails and
almshouses than to send them to asylums. In any case, the number of dependentinsane and idiotic persons was at least twice as large as the total capacity of,thethree alums in the state. Fortunately she had friends as well as facts at, her
disposal. /Horace Mann lent his assistance, and Samuel Gridley Howe ..was chairmanof the legislative committee to which the Memorial was referred. Howes committeeendorsed both the findings and conclusions of her investigation and secured passageof a bill enlarging the Worcester Asylum to provide more space for poor patients.

Massachusetts was the first phase of a 40-year compaign that took Miss Dix
throughout the United States, into Canada, Scotland, England, Idly, and Turkey,
and spread her influence as far as japan. It would be incorrect to imply that shesingle-handedly worked a revolution in the care of the insane. Yet it is,true that her
"sad, patient, deliberate" investigations resulted in the founding of-1.3-2: new statespitals and at least a temporary improvement in the treatment of the mentally ill.

herever she went, her methods were essentially the same: inquiry and research todetermine the facts about the number and condition of the insane; efforts to arousepublic opinion through articles in the press and memorials to the legislature; andcultivation of 01)Werful figures in and out of public office. She professed a ladylike
repugnance F)I politics, but she had a real talent for, politicarmaneuver. She knew
When -to--s2ririkle her humanitarian pleas with the salt 'of economy and oftenconclude Mr appeals by observing that "it is cheaper to take charge of the insane'in acuratiO institutn than "to support them elsewhere for life." She was adept, atdiscovering the mosf influential men. in legislatures and in bringing them into Cler
Camp. mosole- .In 1848 Miss Dix sent a Memorial to Congress in which she estimated that notmore than one twelfth Of the insane population of the country, coul be
accommodated in existing hospitals and asylums. As a means of dealing. with the
problem, she proposed federal assistance in financing care of the insane th oughland grants to the states. Grants of this sort had frequently been mad foseducation and internal improvements, and, on two occasions, for schools f r the
deaf. In 1854, after six years of lobbying by Miss Dix, both houses of Congress
passed her bill. It apportioned 1,2,225,000 acres of public lanclamong the states for
the suppOrit of insane asylumsand,institutions for the deaf. ,

President Franklin Pierce, professing regret for having to do so, vetoed the bill.
He acknowledged that the duty' of providing for those who Suffered from want anddisease of body or mind was"among the highest and holiest" ofilumatiobligations,
but he said he feted the-effect of Miss Dix's bill buld be "prejudicial rather thanbeneficial to the noble offices of charity," since it would dry up-the normal springsof benevolence. "If Congress have the power to make provision for the indigent
insane ... ," he warned, "it has the same poiver to provide for the indigent who are
not insane; and thus to transfer to the Federal Government the charge. of all poor inall the states.'' or his tart, continued Pierce; "I cannot find any authority in the
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Constitution for making the Federal Government the great almoner- of public

charity throughout the United-States."
Of course Miss Dix and her supporters were not asking the federal government

play such a role, or to assume exclusive responsibility for all the poor in all the

states. They wanted only to have a portion of the public lands granted to the state
to enable them better to fulfill their oblikations. But to Pierce, principle was mor
important than policy, and his principle, as a critic has remarked, was that n.
power that might be abused should be used. Yet Pierce sensed the implications o
the Dix bill accurately. Had it become law, not only the cafe of the insane but all
public welfare programs might have developed quite differently. As it was, the
United States had to wait another 80 years before the federal government began t
assist and strengthen state programs for certain tategories of needy persons.

Philanthropy in the Civil War

_For many civilians,' both in the Union and Confederacy, the Civil War was a
rewarding and fulfilling experienCe affording unprecedented opportunities for
unselfish service in patriotic and humanitarian causes. The war roused the charitable
energies of the American people, and of American women in particular, to a point
never before reached. Toward the close of the struggle, linus P. Brockett, the first
historian of Civil War charities, asserted, "Philanthropy, ikits broadest sense, has

always found its widest sphere of activity in war time.s
During the Crimean War and the FrancoAustrian War of 1859, civilians had

contributed to the relief of troops in camps, hospitals, and on battlefields. But the
outpoufing of goods, services, and money `for the succor of Union and Confederate
soldiers surpassed all previous endeavors in military relief. "No war in history,"
declared a contemporary observer, "was embellished by such matchless exhibitions
of benevolence .-.. as this. Never before were the people so immediately related to

an army in the field, so intimately identified with its fortunes, or so profoundly
solicitous for its comfort."' 6

Since neither the Union nor Confederate government was prepared for war,
opportunities for voluntary efforts to supply fighting men with necessities and
comforts were virtually unlimited. In both sections the .early months of the war
witnessed a "chaos of philanthropy" as local soliders' aid societies multiplied and
their members worked zealously but without plan or direction. Throughout the war

most of the local societies, whether . in the North or South, wanted their
contributions to go men from t eir own co munities or states. In the South,
military condition and state ri is sentim ts , pr luded the formatio of
Confederacy-wide, itary relief or nizations; ven sta ewide cooperation a ong'

voluntary associatio s was exceptio al, and w re it d eloped, as in Georg'', and
iSouth Carolina, the central agencies depended in large part on subsidies from the

state treasury. State-oriented and state-supported militar relief operationswhateyer
their justification a d occasional advantageLjnevitably r suited in unequal treatment
of men suprtosedly enlisted in a common quse.

Local, state, and regional particulariSM was probably as prevalent among civilian

in the Union as in the Confederacy; but the North could afford the luxury o
maintaining competing relief agencies. Moreover, the N rth developed organization
like the Sanitary and Christian Commissions which att mpted, and in some measur
succeeded, in directing the flow of patriotic philanthropy into national channel
These two great commissions, both voluntary associations organi3ed on

Union-wide/ basis. with regional branches and hundreds of local auxiliarie fr

,approached the task of military relief, from different angles. The Sanita
Commission was interested in saving lives, the Christian Commission in saving soul.
The' leaders of .both Organizations regarded the collection and distribution Of
supplemental relief supplies for the army as incidental to their principal objective's:
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The charitable public, however, remained more interested in getting material
Assistance to volunteers than in preventing disease or in promoting religion amongtroatk Relief, therefore, became an essential activity for each commission, not only
as a form of service but as a means of attracting and holding homefront supporters.

From ^44tie standpoint of philanthropy, the war, especially in its later phases,
involved a contest between the rival commissions for supplies, funds, and public
recognition. The' contest would ,have little- interest were it not that the two
commissions represented different strains in the character of the northern people.
Support for the rival commissions cut across class, denominational, and geographic
lines. The Sanitary Commission, founded in the first months of the war, grew out
of the determination of society women and the medical profession in New York
City to put "system. and, order" into soldiers' aid work in the metropolis. Under the
leadership of the Unitarian clergyman, Henry W. Bellows, and generally reflecting
the views of the social and professional elite of the Eastern seaboardparticularly of
New York Citythe Sanitary Commission built up a strong and enthusiastic
following in -the Midwest and derived its greatest financial contributions from
California and other staes and territories in the Far West. The Christian
Commission, originating at a meeting of Y.M.C.A.4workers in November 1861, chose
as its head George Hay Stuart, a Philadelphia dry-goods merchant who was chairmanof the central committee of the Y.M.C.A. The management of the Christian
Commission resembled an interlocking directorate of Y.M.C.A.'s, Bible, Tract,
7Sunday School, and temperance societies. The "Christians," as they called
themselves, attracted powerful support among religious, business, and political
leaders. The rank and file came from the pulpits and membership of orthodox
Protestant churches.

.Rivalry between the Christian and Sanitary Commissions might have been less
intense had the agencies not differed so widely in, ideology.' The Christian
Commission embraced the traditional view of charity as a religious obligation,
alleviative in nature, and particularly sanctified when directed toward spiritual ends.
The Sanitary; Commission, adopting a more secular attitude, made prevention its,
watchword. Suspicious of "spontaneous benevolence," Sanitary Commission leaders ,sought to discipline the nation's charitable impulses and turn them toward practical
goals. While the "Christians," tended to see even such deeds as providing the thirsty
with water as matters of prayerful self-congratulations, "Sanitarians" .cautioned

- against "gratuitous superfluity" in gifts to soldiersnot out of parsimony but as a
matter of principlelest "imprudent benefactions" create "A system of alms-giving
and dry up the springs of public assistance."

Space does-not permit cataloguing here the deeds of field agents of the two
co missions. Their activiti are well known land_ have been d ly celebrated.

,, .Wit out intendineto 'slight e useful work performed by the Christi n Commission,
by ,other agencies like the Western Sanitary Commission, and by mavericks like
Cla:i Barton who operated independent of any commissio , the pinion of the
pre ent writer is that the U ited States Sanitary Commissio rendered the greatest
ser ice to the general cau e of philanthropy. Much of the energy of Sanitary
C mission leaders went into watchful, critical, perhaps officious surveillance of the
col duct of the Medical Bureau and the Department of Wart Resolutely refu ing to ''
assume functions properly belonging to the army, the commission acted as a oad
to make the Medical Bureau accept and discharge the obligations the govern ntowed to its fighting men. In preparing plans for pavilion hospitals, in tem sly
operating sanitary hospitals and transports, and in developing an improved railway

°hospital car, the commission inaugurated and demonstrated useful services
subsequently adopted by military' authorities. Quartermaster General Montgomery C.
Meigs, a friend of t* Sanitary Commission and a champion of the army, accurarerr
defined the commission's function as that of providihg leaven for the government's

1
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The Civil W was so vast and terrible that there was room for a variety of
charitable ente rises. All the war philanthropists expressed gratitude for having had
an opportunity to serve and work for a noble cause; and all believed the outcome
of the war vindicated their particular method or way of benevolence. Southerners
transformed the parochial and, palliative 'character of Confederate military relief
from, a necessity imposed by circumstances to a sacred virtue. We had no Sanitary
Commission in the South ... ," wrote a Confederate veteran, we were too poor;
we had no line of rich and populous cities closely connected by rail, all combined
in the good work of collecting and forwarding supplies'and maintaining costly ...
charities. With, us, each house was a hospital."' 8

The Christian Commission wound up its work with a service of prayer and
self-praise. In the post-war years former leaders and members of the Christian
Commission enlisted their militant piety in the cause of religious revivals, home and
foreign missions, campaigns against alcohol, and crusades for suppression of vice.

The Sanitary Commission received no thanks from the government it had
informed, advised, and nagged. The frustrations, as well as the successes,
experienced during the war stimulated members of the organizatidn to post-war
activity in many- reforms. The end of the military struggle left them with the
unsatisfied ideal of rational, systematic, orderly conduct of both philanthropy and
public affairs. It was in pursuit of this ideal that ex-Sanitarians such as Josephine
Shaw Lowell, Louise Lee Schuyler, and Samuel Gridley Howe led post-war
movements for charity organization and scientific philanthropy, public health and
housing legislation, and reform of administration and procedures in public welfare.

The Peabody Education Fund

George Peabody (1795-1869) was regarded during his lifetime and at the time of
his death as the most liberal philanthropist of ancient or modern times." "In The
greatness of benevolence," exclaimed an admirer,"he stands alone in all the history
of the past."' 9 /

Peabody, born in Danvers, Massachusetts, spent his early years in poverty and
grew up with little formal education. He went to work at the age of and, while
still a young man, achieved success as a wholesale dry-goods merchant in Baltimore.
In 1837 he moved to London where he made a fortune as an international banker.

According to Peabody's own testimony he was by nature parsimonious and
inclined towards hoarding, tendencies that may have been strengthened by his
poverty and trials in youth. J. L. M. Curry, an early biographer, acknowledged that
Peabody "I ved to accumulate, and was pot free from pride his gains and

1
financial s nding." During his years in London, Peabody mployed lavish
hospitality' t advance his social and financial career. In the last t o decades of his
life, inLCur 's words, Peabody "acquired habits of premeditated benevolence."2°
After maki g benevolence his business Peabody applied the same systematic and
prudent m hods to disposing of his wealth that he had earlier employed in
acquiring it "His generosity was not a sudden impulse, the gush of a momentary
sensibility, but the outcome of thoughtful inquiry and premeditation as to the best
method of accomplishing a superior good."24

Quantitatively, Peabody's benefacti ns (totaling about $7 million) have been
overshadowed by giant donations of la er donors; qualitatively, they set an example
for a d established the pattern foil wed by other practitioners of wholesale
philan hropy. Peabody gave, as he sai , qot to relieve pauperism but to prevent it;
to encourage scientific research and di covery to promote social. welfare, to diffuse
culture, and to stimulate education. By his two largest hilanthropic enterprises, the
Peabody Donation Fund (1862) and the Peabody ducation Fund (1867), he
sought tp,..serve even broader public needs than thd announced purposes of the
funds. The first, for cdnstruction of improved dwelli gs for the pbor of London,
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ewas intended to foster Anglo-American friendship at a time when diplomatic
relations were strained by the Civil War;_the seconds for education in the South, wasPeabody's contribution to sectional reconciliation after the war: Trustees of the twofunds, in discharging their responsibilities, adopted a consciously business-likeattitude. Perhaps even more than Peabody himself the trustees shared E. L.Gcidkin's conviction, "Philanthropy needs in our day, in order not to bemischievous, to have a good deal of the hard and cold and incredulous
countinghouse spirit infused into it, and needs, like commerce, to get the worth ofits money. "22

The Peabody Education Fund was instituted by a letter dated February 7, 1867,
addressed to Robert C. Winthrop of Massachusetts, Bishop Charles P. Mcllvaine of
Ohio, General U. S. Grant, and a dozen other distinguished men representing bothNorth n outh. In his letter Peabody called attention to "the educational needsof thos pdrtions of our beloved and common country which have suffered from
the destructive ravages, and the not less disastrous consequences of civil war." In
these areas "the urgent and pressing physical needs of an almost impoverished
people must for some years preclude them from making, by unaided effort, such
advances in education ... among all classes, as every lover of his country mustearnestly desire." Peabody's gift of $1,000,000 (subsequently increased to
$2,000,000) was expressed in these words:

I feel most deeply, ... that it is the duty and privilege of, the more favored
and wealthy por,tions of our nation to assist those who, are less fortunate; and,
with the wish to discharge so far as I may be able my own responsibility in
this,matterfis well as to gratify my desire to aid those to whom I am bound
by so maniMes of attachment and regard, I give to you, gentlemen, most of
whom have been my personal and especial friends, the sum of one million of
dollars, to be by you and your successors held in trust, and the income
thereof used and applied in .your discretion for the promotion and
encouragement of intellectual, moral, or industrial education among the youngof the Fiore destitute portionsfof the Southern and Southwestern States of
our Uhion; my purpose being that'the benefits intended shall (e distributed
among the entire population, without other distinction than their needs arid
the opportunities of usefulness to them.23

Robert 'C. Winthrop (1809-1894), a descendant of the Puritan leader, John
Winthrop, advised Peabody' on many of his donations, including the Education
Fund, helped select the original trustees, and served as ehairman of the board for 27
years. Winthrop and his fellow trustees appointed Barnas Sears, president of Brown
University and former superintendent of public eduction in Matsachusetts, general
agent of the fund.

In his first report Sears outlined the 'operating principles he proposed to follow:
9"1. That in promoting Primary or -Common School Education.,; we confine

ourselves, as far as possible, to Public School

O2. Instead of supporting small schoo the country, or helping to support
them by paying the tuition for poor chi n, we limit ourselves.to renderihg aid to
schools where large numbers can be gathered, and where a model system of schools
can be organized.

1
3: That, other things being equal, we give the preference to places which will:, by

their exampleiexert the widest influence,upon the surrounding country.,
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4. That we aim at the power and efficacy of a limited number of such schools in

a given locality rather than.at the multiplication of schools languishing for want of
sufficient support.

5. That we make efforts in all suitable ways to improve State systems of
education, to act through their organs, ,and to make use of their machinery
wherever they are proffered us.

6. That we use our influence in favor of State Normal Schools, on account of
their superior excellence over Normal Departments in Colleges and Academies,
which will be overshadowed by the literary and scientific departments, and fail to
win the regards and excite the enthusiasm of students or the interest of the general

public.

7. That we give special attention to the training of female teachers for Primary
,Schools, rather than to the general culture of young men in Colleges, who will be
likely to teach in the higher schools for the benefit of the few.

8. That, in the preparation of colored teachers, we encourage their attendance at
regular Normal Schools, and, only in exceptional cases, at other ,schools which

attempt to give normal instruction.

9. That we favor the appointment and support of State Superintendents, the
formation of State Associations of teachers; and the publication of periodicals for
the improvement of teachers, and, where it shall be necessary, contribute moderate
amouhts in aid of these objects."24

In 1871, when the work (*encouraging development of public school systems in
the South had been underway for siveral years, Sears reported that the amount of
aid.given any city or town was determined partly by the number of children to;be
provided for and partly by the amount of money raised by taxes or contributions
from local sources. As a general rule, "The people are to pay for current -expenses
at least twice, and usually three times as much as they receive from the Fund: to
grade their schools, and to furnish a teacher for every fifty pupils." The 'Peabody
Fund accepted segregation in education as a matter of course and furnished less
support to schools for Black children than to those for whites. Thus in 1871 when
the fund paid 00 to a white school having a regular attendance of 100 students, it
paid only $2 to a Black school with the same attendance.25 ,

In the opi ion of J. L. M. Curry, who succeeded Sears as general agent in 1881,
the school5,established with the assistance of grants-in- id from the Pea dy
Education Fund, by,-"showing the people what a good gra d school was, did ore
to enlighten the people, disarm opposition, and create a Lind public educat nal
sentiment than all the verbal argument that could have bee used. The chief be efit
did not arise from what the fund gave, but from what it induced others to give and
to, do." Curry described the policy adopted by the jPeabody Fund of making grants'
only on condition that the community raise a larger sum by taxes or from other
contributions as "thei homely rule of helping those who help themselves." ,He
estimated that application of this self-help princiOle had resulted, in a fourfold
increase in the modest sums donated by the PeabodY Func1.26

Both Sears and Curry were acutely aware of the narrow limitations on what the
impoverished South could "give and do" for pUblic education, and both were
vigorous achiocates of federal aid to education, especially for Negroes. "The want of
good schools in any quarter of the Union is an injury to the whole Union," Sears
observed in his 1877 report. By the latter 1870s, 10 years after the Peabody Fund
had been established, Sears estimated that at leat 2 million children in southern
statesmore than half of whorege Blackwerewithbut the means cf education.
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In 1880, int an action reminiscent of Dorothea Dix, the trustees sent a memorial to
Congress emphasizing the vital necessity of natiohal,aid(in the form of land grants)

for the education 'of the colored population of thieSouthern States, and especially
of the great masses,,of colored children who are growing up 'to be voters under the
Constitution of the United States." The Memorial concluded;

For twelve years the members of this Board have endear red faithfully to
discharge the duties of the trust reposed in them. The'Board have the satis-
faction of knowing that with the limited means at their disposal they have
been able to accomplish much good. But these means are entirely dispropor-
tionate to the eid. Where millions of citizens are growing up in the grosest
ignorance, it is obvious that neither individual charity nor the resources of
impoverished States will be sufficient to meet the emergency. Nothing short
of the wealth and power of the Federal Government will suffice to overcome ,

the eviI.27

Congress took no action on the Memorial. During the 1880s the Blalc,Bill, providing
for. federal aid, passed the Senate three times but could never obtain a majority in
the House. Curly, an ex-Confederate, commented in 1902: "Con ess has
appropriated money and sent teachers to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto o and the
Phillippines, but- in the Southern states the white man's burden has to be borne
unaided."2'8

In its later years, the Peabody Fund gave increasing attention and support to
normal schools and summer or weeklong training institutes for teachers. The fund's
last major gift, an endowment of $1,500,000 for the George Peabody College for
Teachers in Nashville, was intended to provide a continuing center for improvement
of teacher education in the South. The fund was dissolved in 1'914, transferring its
final balance to the John F: Slater 'und, and leaving a set of operational patterns,
for the guidance of subsequent foundations.29_

CONCLUSION

/"No sooner do you set foot on Aferican soil than you find yourself in a sort of
-' tumult," declared Alexis de Tocqueville in 1835. "A.confused clamor rises on ev,ery

side, and a thousand voices are heard at once, each expressing some social rectaiee-
ment." In Tocqueville's opinion, democracy was not a regular or methodical form
of government, but it lad its advantages:

I I'
Democ atic freedom does not carry its undertakings through as perfectly as an
intelligent despotism would; it oftens abandons them before it has reaped the
profit, or embaiks on perilous ones; but in the long run it produces more;

each thing-is less well done, but more things are done. Under its sway it is not
especially the thingebcomplished by the public administration that are great,
but rather thc& thinks done -without its help and beyond its sphere.
Democracy does not provide- a people with the most skillful of governments, .
but it does that which, the most skillful government often cannot do: it
spreads throughout the body social a restless activity, superabundant force,
and energy never found elsewhere, which, however little favored by circum-
stance, can 'do wonders. Those are its true advantages."

As in the past, philanthropy co ributes to the tumult and clamor of present day
American life and provides an outl t for the restless energy that_ livens decnOcracy.
Its function has been described a miringly as "to lead the way" and derisively as
"to pick up the pieces." Theurgent-artcfimpurtarrate-appeals' each of us receives in
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his daily mail gives an inkling of the variety of innovative, ameliorative, and pre-
ventive serlices philanthropy attempts to perform. We are asked to give to save the
children,_the wilderness, and endangered species; to promote justice, preserve
hkrtoric, landmarks, and advance civil liberties; for the support of .religion, medical
research,.and relief of stricken countries, islands, and continents; to assist our own or
tmebocly else's alma mater, help released convicts, and participate in a hundred
other g6od causes. Except in religion, where voluntary gifts are all-important,
philanthropic contributions to areas such as education, health, welfare, and scientific
research supplement the much larger sums provided by the state and federal govern-
ments through 6x-supported agencies. As in the three historical.illustiations cited
above, a marked tendency of American philanthropy has been to encourage, assist,
and even goad democratic governmentand democratic citizenstowards better
perfofmance of civic duties and closer attention to social requirements. Thus a 1974
fund appeal from Ralph Nader solicited contributions to enable the Public Citizen
staff to "watch Washington, prod Washington, stop Washington or support
Washington in a continuous effort to make government work for the peoplefor
consumers, taxpayers, people in special need of help or justice such as the elderly,
the poor; the injured, juveniles and others beleaguered by faceless institutions and
unbridled power."

If one of the functions of philanthropy is to lead the way, in what direction will
. it lead? Forward? Backward? Right, left, or center? If philanthropy seeks not only
to pick up the pieces stranded in the wake of disaster, social upheaval, and human
weakneA" but also to monitor and stimulate government, does not government have
a corresponding right to watch, prod, stop, and support philanthropic activities?
During the 1,950s and 1960s these questions had particular significance for fourida-
tions, one of the smallest but (because of favorable tax status) most privileged,
prestigious, and presumably most expert and influential segments of American
philanthropy.

Irr the 1-950& +wo- congressional commi ttees -subjected toundations toacrimon ious
but unproductive investigations of links to radical organizations and subversive
activities. In .the 1960s foundations come under withering at4ck in and out of
Congress and from radicals as well as conservatives for misconduct, financial abuse,
sloth, excessive power, and irresponsibility to the public. These attacks culminated
in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 which corrected some of the worst financial abuses
of foundations, for,ced negligent ones to become more active in giving, and required

all of them to pay the cost of government surveillance as well as to report more
fully to the public on their activities. Conversely, in the judgment of Waldemar
Nielsen, a sympathetic but by no means uncritical student of foundation-philan-
thropy, the 1969 Tax Reform Act discriminated against the few foundations that
had been courageot.K en ugh to deal with issues such as race relations, urb
problems, and governmen I inadequacies and had the effect of diverting foundatidi
funds from controversial but creative recipients to those of the most traditional
and often backward-looking kind."3'

In part (says Nielsen] foundations,have brought their troubles upon themselves
by their own misconduct. But repeatedly throughout history, when nations
have been under heavy stress or in the throes of social crisis, foundations have-
become a favorite target of official frustration and popular anxiety. By some
perverse pathology linked to processes of political polarization, nations, wrIen
they most need the ameliorative efforts of foundations, tend to become most
hostile to them."

Present, governmental policy toward philanthropy favors not the endowment of
foundations but cliitect gifts to churches, hospitals, universities, and non-controversial
charities. This is the kind of giving Andrew Carnegie preached in "Wealth" (1889)
and practiced in the 1890s. A good current example of this kind of philanthropy is

4,4
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the gift by the proprietor of an industrial laundry, a life-16g fan of Syracuse
University football, of $600,000 to the university for installation of artificial turf in
the fci9tb41..practice field. The field is to be named after the donor. "This contribu-
tion," he rejoiced, "will help the University and the City of Syracuse and has great
publicity value-for: my business, and, unselfishly, myself."33
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PRIVATE GIVING IN THE AMERICAN ECONOMY, 1960 -1972

Ralph L. Nelsont

Introduction

c
As in almost every other aspect of the American experience since 1960, private

giving haS undergone profound and great change. The change is reflected in all of
the fields of service toward which Americans have directed their private
philanthropic dollars. Not only have some fields gained and others lost priority/in
private giving choice but there has been significant change within the traditional
categories. These changes, moreover, have takenplace within an economic system
that has recoided great growth and structural change itself. These broad economic
and social changes have shaped the philanthropic sector, here defined as the 1.5 to
2 percent of our national economic output generated by spending on private giving.

Research Approach

The purpose of this paper is to describe, in quantitative terms, the growth of
private giving from 1960 through 1972 and in this fashion describe some of the
changes referred to above. My specific assignment was to prepare estimates of the
total amount of private giving and provide detailed breakdowns of the total by type
of recipient and- type of donor. The approach is empirical, and draws upon and
elaborates the procedures I have followed in earlier work.' This involved first the
identification of as many separate components of giving as I could find, and thus
develop at could be taken as a substantially exhaustive list. This was done for
both donor and recipient groups. Having develop'g the fist, I proceeded to estimate
a separate series for each donor, and recipient category, In this stage of the research
I sought whatever data that were reailily available. that would help me to mane
inf9-med estimates. The data were drawn from secondary source materials, of which
there was a great variety. I was impressed by the abundance and high quality of the
data developed under both private and governmental statistical programs though
these characteristics were by no means uniformly present across the range of donor
and recipient categories.

Having assembled available data on individual categories the next step in the
research involved adjustments to make.the estimates correct in terms of coverage,
economic concept, and 'time period. The detailed estimates, on a current dollar
basis, are pres(nttd in the Appendix, Tables A-1 and A-2.

Finally, measures of the price of each type of philanthropic service were
developed. The price series so developed were used to adjust individual series for
changes in price levels over the period. A variety of governmental priCe series were
used at this 'point, each one appropriate to a particular service or group of services.
For some series it was necessary to estimate unit costs-,of output for use as prjce
deflators. The price deflators are presented in the Appendix, Table A-4 and the
deflated series in Table A-3.

ft Professor, Department of Economics, Queens College of the City of New York,
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I

THE GROWTH IN THE DOLLAR AMOUNT OF GIVING

Since independent estimates were made for categories of donors and of recipients
it was not surprising that the estimaiod total built up from the components of each
group would not be in exact agreement. As seen in Table 1, the estimated total for
donors was greater than that for recipients in each year, the differences ranging
between 2 to 9 percent.

We cannot know which of the two series more accurately estimates total giving
or, indeed, whether they both either overstate or understate the level. One might
hazard the guess that the true value is more likely to Tall between the two estimates
than outside them. Plausible reasons can be developed for believing that estimation
of the donor's series may have been overgenerous in extrapolating contributions for
whiCh direct data were not available. Similarly, the inevitable lack pf 100-percent
coverage in the surveys on which many recipients estimates are based may make for
a persistent, though probably modest, understatement in that total. -

More important than the precise level of giving is its trend over time, and in this
respect the p,vo series are in reasonably close agreement (Table 1). Whether-based
on doncirs or recipients data, the total estimated for 1972 was slightly more than
twice that estimated for 1960. The dollar amount of giving had nearly doubled in
the decade of the 1960s and had, clearly doubled by the first two years of the
1970s.

The doubling in dollar amount of giving reflects two developments. The st is
that, in actual physical quantity, the quantity of philanthropic services purch d
private giving was greater in 1972 than it had been in 1960. The second, is that,
because of the rise in the price of these services, a greater number of dollars was
needed in 1972 to purchase these services than would have been needed had dollars
retained their 1960 purchasing power.

To measure the growth in the quantity of services we must adjust the dollar
estimates to remove the effects of price change. From .1960 to 1972 prices in,
general rose by.42 percent, that is, the price index implicit in the adjustment of the

Table 1

Estimated Total Giving, 1960-1972
Separate Estimates Based on Data For Donors and For Recipients

(in millionfof dollars: index=1960= 100)

Year
Donors

Estimated Total Based on Data For
... 4

IndexIndex
Recipients

Amount . Amount

1960 $10,467 100 S. 9,996 100 ,
1961 10,999 105 10,663 107
1962 - 11,733. 112 11,295 113
1963 12,260 117 12,008 120
1964 13,218. 126 12,552 126
1965 14,024 134 13,468 135
1966 15,018 143 '14,011 140

' 1967' 16,032' 153 15,254' - 153
1968 17,559 168 _ 15,986 160
1969 18,426 176 16,947 170
1970 19,690 . 188 .. 18,052 , 181
1971 21,257 203 20,230 202
1972 22,067, 211 . 20,411 204

.1*9
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Table 2
Estimated Income From Private Philanthropy by Recipient

Institutions, 1960 and 1972
(in million§ of_dollars)

1960
19 72

Price
Index For

1972
(1960=100)

1972 1960
fkillars Dollars

Religious Institutions

Protestant 53,633 56,313 54,336 146Roman Catholic parishes and ..
dioceses 709 1,015 685 148Roman Catholic parochial schools 993 1,494 489 305Other religious bodies 208 380 262 145

' 5,543 9,202 5,772 15'9
Higher EducatiOn 1,232 2,847 1,509 189
Hospitals and Health 947 2,800 i 1,607. 174
Youth, Welfare, Poverty, and Urban
Problems 1,108 2,350 1,596 147

Foindations as Recipients
. 442 430 275 156

Civic and Cultural Programs 180 1,540 1°,046 147
Voluntary Foreign Aid 292 652 443 147
Other 252 590 367 161

Total, AboveListed Recipients:
Current operation§and

construction 9,312 19,181 11,915 ' 161 .

Nej,:andowment increase 684 1,230 700 176 3"

S9,9,96 $ 0,411 $12,615 162
Gross National Product (in billions) $503.7 S 1158.0 $818.4 142

...

gross national product accounts rose by that percentage. If the series on total giving
were adjusted.by this value, e real value of giving in 1 972 would be 44 percentgreater than it was in 1960. this reckoning almost as much of the money growthin giving reflects the, general e in price_ s'as'it,reflects the growth in the quantity ofservices, purchased through giving:

The!gerieral rise in pricesi.howeVer, does not take full account of the price rise in
the particular kinds of services purchased by private living. The production ofphilanthropic services is more predolninantly labor intensive than is the productionof goods and seryices in general. To appreciate this one need only recall that themajor part of philanthropic spending purchases religious pastoial and educational
service, college' education, ineklidal and hospital care, and music, dance, and drama.In the production of thete services there is limited opportunity for the substitutionof capital for labOr and limited opportunityjor reduction. in the unit cost, and.price, of these services. -- .

.
The effect of the iaborintensive nature of production is suggested by the price

indexes presented in Table 2. As mentioned) the' most general index of price changein the economy, the implicit, price deflator for the GNP, grew by about 1 percentper year more rapidly than did-prices iq general, which grew at a compound annual
rate of about 3 percent. For the philanthr is serv' sector the annual growth ratein prices was about 'ft percent. . '1. . i
; The doubling in dollar value of giving ft-on-1,1960 to 1972, when account is takenof the more rapid rise in the prices of services purchased by private giving, is seen

., .. . "" " ,1 _, 1., , ., ./
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to be even more misleading than first suggested. The $20.4 billion in estimated total
1972 giving, adjusted by price indexes specific to the.services purchased, shrinks to.
$12.6 billion in ,1960 dollars. Measured by dollars of unchanging value, private
giving in 1972 was only 26 percent greater than it was in 1960. Put another way, of
the dollar growth in giving from 1960 to 1972, one quarter represented an increase
in the actual quantbty of services purchased and three quarters represented price
inflation.

Detailed estimates by source of philanthrOpic funds, that is, by donor type, are
presented in Table 3. It was not possible to develop price indexes specific to each
donor group, and so constant dollar series for each donor category could not be
estimated. Such price indexes would require knowledge of the particular mix of
philanthropic services each donbrgroup had purchased, and this information was

' not available. Ac.cordingly, only the total estimate, based on donor data, could be
deflated. The deflated series, using the general price index and that specific to
philanthropic services, are also given in Table 3.

Annual series of total estimated giving are presented in Table 4. Four alternative
measures of the real volume of giving are presented. They differ in the source of, the
estimate, price deflator used, and economic scope. The first might be taken as the
Most liberal. It is based on the series built up from donor data and is deflated by

--lean tie slowly growing implicit price deflator for.the GNP. -The fourth measure is
ost conservative, it is based on the series based on recipients data, excludes

endowment increases, and is deflated by the more rapidly growing price series
Jpecific to philanthropic services.

The four series describe essentially the same time attern of growth over the
period. There was relatively rapid growth from 1960 1967 or 1968, little or no
growth from that time forward.

Table 3

Philanthropic Fund Flows From Major Donor Classes,
1960, 1964, 1968, 1970, and 1972

On millions of current dollars)

1960 1964 1968 1970 1972

Living Donors $7,891 59,546 $12,495 $14,004 $15,796

Fiduciaries 153 306 411 4 39 470

Bequests , 669 876 1,466 1,476 1,600

Foundation? 800 1,200 1,400 1,770 1,930

Cofporationsb 496 675 925 978 1,104

Endowments Earnings of Operatig
Organizations:

Higher education 303 408 - 580 668 717

Hospitals 90 122 167 225 300

Religious bodies '65 85 115 130 150

Total, Current Dollars $10,4Ei7 513,241,8 $17,559 $19,690 $22,067

Total, 1960 Dollars $10,467 $12,029 $13,622 $13,505 $1 3,638

Price Indexc ' LBO 110 129 146 162

a. Grants plus administration and project expenses. Excludes company-sponsored
foundations.

b., Adjusted for effect of company-sponsored foundations on corporate philanthropic
fund flows

c, Based on Indexes for specific recipient groups as illustrated above in Table 2 for
'the.year )972.
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Four "Constant Dollar" Measures of Total Private Givig, 1960-1972
(in millions of 1960 dollars)

Year

Total Based on Donor
Data Deflated By

Based on Recipient Data
Deflated by Price Indexes Specific

to Recipient CategoriesImplicit
Price

Deflator
for GNP

Price indexes
Specific to

PhilarithiCifoic
Services Total

Current Operations and .
Construction (Excludes
Net Endowment Increase)

1960 510,467 510,467 S 9,996 S 9,312
1961 10,752 10,418 9;732
1962

/10,858
11,458 11,196 10,774 10,048

1963 11,811 11,415 11,176 10,345
1964 12,541 12,029 11,427 10,814
1965 13,070 12,4 22 11,923 11,266
1966 13,616 12,792 11,939 11,278
1967 14,088 13,119 12,480, 11,803
1968 14,830 13,622 12,400 11,596
1969 14,848 13,420 1'2,345 11,549
1970 15,031 13,505 12,384 11,356
1971 15,527 13,776 13,113 11,769
1972 15,5 95 13,638- 11,915

Philanthropic Product in the National Product

The funds transferred from donors to recipient institutions are used in Three
ways. 'First, and in dollar, terms the most important, they are used to conduct the
current programs of .the recipient institutions. They help to pay the salaries of
clergymen, professors, researchers, Social' workers, medical personnel,,,and performing
artists. They are also used to employ supporting personnel, pay rent, purchase
supplies, and pay for other things needed' k the production of the service these
organizations provide. *

The second use of philanthropic transfers is for the constructi9k4ct equipping
of the physical facilities operated by recipient institutions. NOVO01 paq of
giving is designated for the construction of churches, college, 4W university
buildings, hospitals, museums, and concert halls. The third use ,of the funds`
transferred from donors is to add to the endowments of the institutions. Here the
,funds, are invested and provide an ongoing flow of income.,for the support of the

. .;institutions' futu ;e activities.
. -

Of the three uses, only the first Iwo involve the inimediate and direct production
of services and structures. Such spending on direct economic production adds to the
national product in the current year. Funds added to endowment may or may not
find their way into the national product. To the extol at they are transfers of
the ownership of financial assets they may 4iie',/fio effeOn the current level
economic production. To, the degree that theeS is a net positive channelin new
endowment funds into economic production, it is mire likely to be o sectors
other than the nonprofit sector.

It follows that the measure of philanthropic activity mast ref = ant for describing
its contribution to thee, national product is one that measures pes of activities that
represent part of that product. Private giving dollars spec for current operations
and construction, excluding those used to increase en wment, are the part of
philanthropic fund flows most 'properly 'compared to/the gross national product.

This part of philanthropic fund flaWs might be la tied "philanthropic product" in
keeping with the, terminology of natienaLeconomi accounting.

,
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Since 1960, philanthropic product has failed to keep pace with the growth of
'GNP. Over the period from 196ato 1972 real philanthropic product (1960 dollars)
grew from $9.3 billion to $11.9 billion, an increase of 28 percent. In the same ,

-period the GNP grew by 62 percent from 3504 billion to $818 billion, again in
dollars of 1960 purchasing power.

The trend is-described in the lower panel of Chart 1 an'd in column 4 of Table 5,
In 1960 Philanthropic product accounted for 1.85 percent of GNP, by 1972 its share
had fallen to 1.46 percent. Had prices of philanthropic services increased only as
much as prices in general, 1972 private giving dollars would nonetheless have
supported a lower share of the national pr duct thin they had in 1960, a decline _
from 1.85- to 1.66 percent (see Chart 1 lower panel, upper line and column 3 of
Table 5).

A slightly more optimistic measure of the trend is given in the upper line in the
top panel of Chart 1. Here the higher estimate series based on donor's data is
deflated by the more slowly growing general price index (GNP deflator).2 In
addition, the series includes the endowment increases as well as current
philanthropic product generated from philanthropic fund flows. Though Jess
extreme, the,dedine is seen to be significant and persistent, from 2.08 Percent of
GNP in 1960 to 1.91 percent in 1972. Much the same pattern is revealed by dle
recipient series, described in column 1 of Table 5, where the decline was from 1.9S
percent to 1.76 percent. ,

Chart 1

Total Private Giving as Percent of Gross National Product, 1960-1972

. Real Funa Flowsa as t of Real GNP

Donor Data Total Deflated by General (GNP) Pr ice Index

2.00

'r.so-

I

Recipients Data Deflated by Pr ice Indexes

for Specific Services Purchased

1 I 1 i I i I I. I

Real' Product Createdb as % of Real GNP

2.00

r.so

.1.00

0.50

Real Product (Recipients) Measured Using General (GNP),Pr ice

Index

Real Product (Recipients Data) Measured Using Pr ice Indexes,
for Specific Services Purchased-

0 t $ i 1 I 0 " L
1960 1962

,

1964 g 1966 1968 1970 1972

a. Includesfunds into endowment as well as those supporting current
.operations and coilstr.uct lorf.

b. Support of current operations and construction; excludes net increase
in endowment.
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Total Private Giving As Percent of Gross National Product, 1960-1972

'`':""

Gross National
.

7 jroduct
Current Constant
DO llax .Dollar'

Year

- , - ,- .

Philanthropic Fund Flowsa
As Percent,of GNP

(Recipients Data),

Philanthropic Product"
As Percent of GNP

-Current
- Dollar

Constant
Dollars

Current
Dollar

constant
Dollars

(1) (2) (3) -'(4) .

1960 1.98% 1,98% 1.85% 1.85%
1961 ,2.05 2.03 1.91 1.90

1962 2.02 1.97 1.88 1.84
1963 2.03 1.96 1,88 1.82
1964 1.98 1.90 1.87 1.210, 1'
1965 1.99 e 1.87 1.85 1.77'
1966 1.87 1:76 1.76 1.66
1967 1.92 , 1.79,. T.81 1.69
1968 2.01 1.70 1.72 1.59
1969 1.82 1.65 1.70 1.54
1970 1.85 1.67 1.69

,,'

1.53'
1971 1,92 ' 1.70 1.71' 1.53
1972 1:76 1.54 . 1.66 ", 1.46 e,

./7"---
(6) t

5503.7 55133.7

520.1 513.4
560.3 547.2
590.5 568.9
632.4 600.0
684.9 638.3
745.9 619.9 ,
793.9 691.6
864.2 730.0
929.1 748.7
974.1 743.6

1054.9 770.6
1158.0 818.4

- -
a. Includes 'net funds 'tnto endowment as well as those supporting current operations and .construction. , . 'b. Support of current operations and construction; excludes-net increase m endowment.c. Philanthropy setts deflated by -price indexes for specific services purchased..

1 . *

The evidence seems to point quite consistently to the conclusion that in the
12-year period from 1960 to 1972, private philanthropy's share of the American
economy experienced considerable shrinkage.'

The Quantity of Philanthropic Services
. Supplied to the Average American

.
lc 1972 each of, the 209 million persons in the United States received, on -

average, about $92 in services purchased with the money provided by private giving .(iee Table 6, column 2).3 The benefit was, of course, not unifoimly distributed;however, this per' capita figure provides a concrete measure, in personal.dimensions,of the impact -Of private philanthropy. To repeat, then, in 1972 the average
American was, through private 'giving, directly or indirectly provided with almost
',$100 in .religious, educational, health, welfare, cultural, and other services.

HOw does the $92 in per capita philanthropic-service for 1972 compare with thatof- 1960, 12 years earlier? The substantial dollar growth in giving_ over this period
was described above. Over the same period, however, there was also a considerable

. growth in the U.S. population, from 181 .million to 209 million persons. Also, as-
repoyted above, tie price index for philanthropic services rose by three fifths.

.-- This, the question that this section focuses on is, Has the growth in 'private
giving been sufficierit to keep up with orsurpass the increase in population and the_rise in the price of services purchased with philanthroplckdolfars7 In. dOliar terms,the $92 received in 1972 was 78 percent greater than the average perSon had
received in 1960,in which yearhe had received about $52 worth of services. Thus
the growth in giving was great enough to match the growth un population and
provide 'a 'more than three-quarters increase in the dollar value of services supplied..
However, because of the 61- percent rise in the price of these services,, the growth intheir actual quantity was' much more4nosclest. In dollars of 1960 purchasing power,
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Table 6

The Dollar Value ofServices-Provided the Average Person - -
Through Private Philanthropy, 1960-1972

Per Capita Philanthropic Outlays
Current Dollars Constant (1960) Dollars

Total
Philanthfopic Philanthropic

Product (Current -Total Product (Current -

Money .Operations and Money Operations and Population
Year Flow Construction) Flow Coristsuction)-\ (in millions)

.,-. (1) (2). (3) (4): (5)

1960 cs /32 551.53 555.32 551.53 80.7
1961 58.05 54.19 56.71 52.98 183.7

1963 63447 58.66 59.07 54.68_ 189.2
186.?1962 60.56 56.43 , 5 7.77 , 53.88

1964 65.41 61.79 56.35 191.9
1965 69.32 65.36

, 59.55
61.36 57.98 194.3

1966 19t.671.27 67.16 60.73 37.37
1967 '7177 72.37 62.81 59.40 198.7

J 1968 -79.65 74.19' '6 1.78 57.78 - 200.7
1969 83.61 77.89 60.90 56.98 . 202.7
1970 §8.10 80.43' ---Yt, 6024' ' 55.42 204 9
1§71 97.73 87.17 . ...4.6r34 56.86 207,0
1972 -97.15 '9186 -, 66742 57.06 208.8

,;-
. t,

",

per capita support rose from $51.53 to;57..06 or by 10.7 percent (Table 6, column
4) .

-. 4 5

*: Effect of population growth may be seep more sharply -by a rearrangement of
these dati As 'reported above, from 1960 to 1972 the total real value of the
philanthropic product grew by 28 percent. In the same period the pcipulation grew
by 15.6 percerit. From this it follows, as in thsitpreceding paragraph, that the
growth in real per capita philanthropic services was It .7 percent. On this reckoning,
it is seen that of the growth in total real private philanthrOpy, three fifths was
required by the growing population served by philanthropy and two fifths reflected
an increase is the quantity of services provided'' by philanthropy to the average
person. .. .

-. Table 6 describes the year-to-year- pattern tiof growth in real per capita
philanthropic services (product) and so provides us with some notion of the pattern
within the 'Oehod, It is seen that all of the growth, had taken place by 1965. From
that year fOrward,.the 'trend was essentially flat; if any net direction of movement
were described by the series since 1965 it probably would be a slightly downward
one. Since -the mid-1960s, in other words, growth in real philanthropic output has
done no more than to keep pace with the growth in population.

4.

i el
,.

, II

THE TREND IN GIVING TO RELIGION AND IN GIVING
' TO'PURPOSES OTHER THAN RELIGION

In the first part of this report data were .presented that suggested that, in the
aggregate, 'private philanthropy's share of. the- economy had "experienced
considerable shrinkage." This section contains an examination of the location within
the total philanthropic sector of the decline, in share. Private philanthropy

.5. -
, A 200
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encompasses a variety) of activities) and it is.pcs`sible that thetreid in the aggregate-may conceal divergent and possibly offsetting trends in the share of particular kinds
of activities. As will be seen, this is particularly the case in the trend in giving toreligions purposes as against the trend in giving to other kinds of Philanthropic
purposes.,

One reason for making a separate examination of the possibly divergent trend in ,religious giving is _the sheer size .of the religious se;tor within the private piingsector. Over the period 1960-1972 the cumulative total of religious giving was 49percent of the total to all kinds of recipients. Any significant independent trend inreligious giving, and there was a pronounced decline in the share of religion, wouldtend to obscure the trend in non-religious philanthropic giving.
Another reason for treating religion separately is that to tome students of

philanthropy, giving to religion is qualitatively different from giving to other kindsof causes. For non-religious giVing, the benefit received by the giver from theservices purchased with the gift is typically uncertain, indirect, and often perceived,in general terms as being "a good thing to do." Giving to a religious organization,
on the other hand,, is more directly akin to membership dues in an organizatibn ofones personal choice, which produces spiritual, educational, and social benefits ofdirect value to ,the giver.

The diVergent trends in. religious and other giving are described in table 7. Hereit is seen (columns 1 and 3') that religion experienced a persistent and pronounceddecline in share of GNP. This was true whether the share was- measured in dollars

Table- s
. r

Giving toReligion and to Purposes Other Than Religion as Percent
of Gross Natio:pal Product, 1960.1972

ng as Percent of Gross National Product

,Year

-

'.3f.,1194

,c.urrelOollars- Constant (1960) D,ollars., 1
io* ,,

41.

Other Than''
Religion' .Religion

Other Than.
Religion

e
(1)

'
(2) (3) (4).

1960 ". 1.10% .0.88% 1.10% 0.88%1961 1.12 a 1.11. 0.92,1962 . 1.06
e 1.04 0.921963-' -1.05 0.98 h02 0.94 ,1964 1.02 0.96 0.99 0.91-1965 J 1.03 0.95 0.99 0.88

41966 , 0,96 .
0.91 . 0.91 i '0.93.1967 0.96 0.96 0.91 0.88

1.868- 0.88 0.97 0.81 ' 0.88": .
.1969 0.85 0.98 0.77 0.881970 0.85 1.00 0.76 0.90 ,1971" .. 0.83 .- 1.09 0.74 0.961972 0.79 ''' ....) 0.97 0.71 0.84

Source: Appendices and C and Table 5.
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uncorrected for price level increases'or in .dollars of constant purchasing power. As
the price of the services provided by religious organizations increased more rapidly
than did prices in general (59 percent as against 42 percent from 1960 to 1972),-
the decline in the deflated dollar share was greater than that in the undeflated
dollar share. On either measure, religion's 1972 share of the economy was about
two thirds the share it had held 12 years. before.

One development contributing to the decline in religion's share of the economy
(and of total giving) since 1960 has been the great growth and great decline in the
Roman Catholic school,system that has taken place since World War II. In 1950
about 10. percent of total philanthropic contributions were used for the support of
this school system. The share rose to 11 percent in the mid-1950s and by 1972
had declined .10 7 percent.

The greatest expansion in the system took place between the 1947-48 and
1959-1960 academic years when enrollment grevl from 2.8 million to 5,1 million.
Growth continued in the early 1960s, at a lower rate, with a, peak of 5.7 million
students in the 1964-65 academic year. Thereafter, the system's enrollment
declined sharply, with 197-73 enrollment at 3.8 million students; 33 percent below
its: 1964-65 level.

Giving for the construction of parochial schools 'reflected the growth patterns
described above. The peak years for construction, and presumably for building fund
dnves,.were the mid-1950s. Since the mid-1960s, with enrollment's on the decline,
construction primarily reflects Marginal shifts in the location of parishes and parish
schools and is a Minor fraction of its peak level.

The currerit dollar series or parochial school support conceals this sharp decline
in the volume of real (constant,dollar) support. This is so becausethe price index
fob- parochial school operation has risen much more rapidly than that of other

ajithroOic sectors (See Table A-4). This reflects a major shift in the composition
teaching staffs ,away from low compensation teaching sisters and brothers *and.

toward more highly, compensated teachers. `Accompanying this development has
been the increasing need to charge tuition, the funds

increased
nds proyided by general. parish

collections and other fund drives being insufficient to meet the increased per-pupil
costs. This has meant a. dedine in the share of contributions in the support of an
activity thaillitself dectined in\size over the 1960-1972 period.

Separate examiriations of the trend in giving for purely religious purp.oses and
that for the support of the parochial 56°91 system are presented Table 8: The
constant-dollar comparison is'perhaps the most striking,,fqr here it may be seen /hat
of the 0.39 point decline in total religion's percentage of real GNP, from 1.10 to
0.71 (Table 7), more than one third (0.14 points) reflected the decline in parochial
school support.

With the Parochial- school sector removed from the religious giving series,, the
share of "strictly religious" giving in the national product may be more clearly
traced. As shown in Table' 8, the decline in shdre, though less than previously
suggested, was nonetheless quite 'significant; from 0.90 to 0.65 percent of GNP, or
by roughly ohe quarter. 'As shown in column 5 of Table 8 thiS represented no
growth in the gitantiv of retigious product provide& to the average person, the
value for 1972 being virtually equal to that of 1960. In the same period, real.grross
national product per capita had risen by 41.percent.

While the overall per capita religious product showed no grqwth, the quantity of
that product provided the active churchgoer probably increased somewhat. Surveys
made for the' National Council of Churches reported that the percentage of adults
attending church declined from 47 pacentin 1960 to 40 percent in 1971.4 A more
recent survey done under Roman Catholic auspices reported a one-third drop in
Catholic Church attendance over the 11 year'sfroni,1963 to 1974.5

The Separate treatment of the decline in religious giving places the trend in giving
for the "other-than-religion" programs in a much different perspective than that

.. I 2\02
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Table 8

Trends in Philanthropic Support of "Strictly Religious" Programsa
and Parochial School Programs, as Percent of Gross National Product,

1960-1972 is

Giving as Percent of Gross National Product

Year

,

Current Dollars

@

'

Constant-( l 960) Dollars Per Copied Out-
lays on Strictly
Religious Prof

grams in 1960
Dollars

`.:

Strictly
Religious
Programs

Parochial
,. School
Programs

Strictly
Religious
Programs

Parochial ,
School .,!

Programs

1960- ..,
1961
1902
1963
1964
1965
1966
1 7

6
96

8

1970
1971'
1972

(1)

0.90%'
0.92
0.86.
0.85
0.8S
0.86
0.79 ,

0.80
0.73
0.70
0.70'.
0.69
0.67

(2)

0.20%.
0.20
0.20 '
0.20
0.19
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.15.

0.15
0.15
0.14
0.13 '

. (3)

0.90%
0.92
0.86
0.85
0.81
0.85

'0.78
0.80
0.72
0.68
0.69
0,67
0.65

-

,

(4)

0.20%
0.19
0.18
0.8
0.16
0.13
0.12

."0.10
0.09
0.09

'0.08
0.0-7 .

0.06

l

(5)

% $2548
' 25.65
iv' 25.30 fa'

25.52
26.01
28.02

.27.13
28.13
26.23
25.25

') 24.92
25.05
25.3.0,

:

a. Estimated philanthropic' income of religious organizationg minus estimated philanthropicsupport of Roman Catholic primary and secondary school system.

goutce: Alipendices A and C and Table 5.

suggested by the trend in aggregate giving, Instead of showing adeclining share of.the economy, the "other than religion,'.' which accounts for approximately, one half. of total philanthropy, is best characterized as having a flat trend over the period.
-When measured in dollars uncorrected for differential trends between the .generalprice level and that for philanthropic services, it shows a slight upward trend (see
Table '7, column 2). However, the price level for "conventional" (that' is,non-religious) philanthropic services rose by' 64 percent over the period, cohipared
with 42 percent for prices in generk When the series are deflated by the appropriateindexes, the trend in share of GNP is seen to be flat, with an overall slightly -negative tilt. (Table' 7, column 4).' , .

This finding may serve to clarify. the -concern expressed -by, representatives ofthose organizations to which secular 'giving has traditionally been directed,particularly higher education and social welfare. In part; the problem of non-growthor declinek9ey have experienced reflects the non- grov/th in the. share of total.non-religious giving in the economy. In ?addition, it reflects the rapid growth in theph4rIthropic support of other types of secular organizations, particularly those incultural and civic affair,s (see Table A-1).

III

TONI'S IN GIVING., BY LIVING DONOttS, 1960472

Much of the decline in Total giving's share of the Gross National Product reflectsthe decline in the sh e of personal giving in the GNP. Such giving by "flying'donors" - individuals iiitf families ntdry43 a lower proportion of total giving in
ti, -3t,

(10
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1972 than it did in 1960 , about 72 or 73 percent, down from 75 percent or more.
In current dollars, personal giving's,share of GNP declined from about 1.57 percent
to about 1.40 to 1.45 percent. In dollIrs of constant purchasing power, as suggested
above, the decline was much more pronounced. %.

The .principal economic base for; personal giving is personal income and so the
mort direct comparison is -one that relates givirtg to 'this base rather than to GNP.
TwO definitions of personal income have beet\ used in making the comparisons
presented in this paper. .One is "Personal InCome," a major component in the
national income and product 'accounts, as these are_ estimated by the U.S.
Department of Commerce. Its virtues ,are its comprehensiveness and its cor-
respondenLe to the usual definitions of income. The second is a national estimate of

*total adjusted gross income (AGI), as this has teen defined by the Internal Revenue
Service. Its virtue is,its correspondence, in /definition. and concept, to the IRS
measure of !home which accompanies the L6ntriboations data in the tabulations of
tax returns. ' '

.it The series on personal giving presented earlier°in this paper will be related to the
two personal income series described above. To broaden the comparison, a set of
three other personl giving series also will be related to those on Personal income.

"These areextrapolations based on Martin Feldsteinis benchmark estimates for the
years 1962 and 1970,6 In this manner, the trend in thee percentage of income given
may be established more conclusively.

-'s The findings for the four measures of personal giving and the two measures of
personal income are presented in Table 9. Whichever of the eight series is examined,

, , Table 9

Personal Giving3 as a Percentage of Personal Income, 1960-1972

,

, 1-
Personal Income in the Total Adjusted Gros Income

.- -Gloss 1'4:A rtonal Product (U.S. Department of Commerce
Nelson. I eldstein Giving Nelson Feldstein Giving
Giving o Estimates Giving Estimates d

Year 1. siniate High Medium Low Esratee High Medium Low

1960 I, 1.29^ 2.74% 2.80% 2.84% 2.63% 3.14% 3.22% 3.27

1962 2t.. 2.69 ; 2.69 2.69 2:60 3.10 3.10 3.10

1964 2.2 2.70 2.65 2.61 2.55 3.09 3.03 2.98
i

1-966 2.10 2.54 2.45 2.38 2.40 '2.91 2.79 2.71

1968 .201 2.53 2.40 2.31 2.41 2.90 . 2.75) 2.64

1970 2.01 2.38 2.24 2.14 2.38 2.82 2.66 2.54

. 1972 1.94 2.41 1.27, ;2.19 2.30 2.87 .2.68 2.60

(1972 (2.10) (2.48) 4

Revisedle

Percent
A

change
1960-1972 -IS -12 -.19 -23 -13 -9 -17 -20

(-8) \ . (-6)
a. Del ined as contributions itemized 'on' tax returns and those that would have been itemized had

non-filer's and non-Itemizers itemized their deduction.
b. John C. Hinrichs. "The Relationship Between Personal Income and Taxable Income," SuFi'ey of
- Current Business, Pebruly 1975. Table I, p. 34. . .
L. Differs from estimates presented in Appendix B, where an adjustmgrft was made for the

combination of overreporting and legally deductible out-of-pdcket donor expenses not recorded
as receipts by donors. I eldstein s estimates du not contain this adjustment, so in this table the
estimates are comparibkin definition.

. d The I eldstein estimateswwere higher than those of Nelson because 1 eldstein imputed higher
contribution to non-itemizers with between 26 percent and 33 percent of total contfibptions,
Nelson crixiits them with 21 percent For a mores detailed examination of the estimating
procedures sec, Nelson "A Note on the Estimation of Personal Giving," prepared for the'
Commission on Private PliMapthropy and Public Needs, August 27, 1975, revised October 2,

, 1975. ,
e. Revised to give greater effort to theabefalszation of the standard deduction.

...4%) 4
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Table 10
Itemized Contributions as Percent of the Adjusted GrOss Income

Income Class .

Unde; 55,000

$5,000-9,999

$10,000-14,999

515,000-19,999

$50,000-99,999

$100,000 and over

All classes

'of Itemizers, by Income CIA's, 108.1970

58

4.

3.51

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

3.92

127

1960 1962 1964 1961 1970

.58% 4.34% 4.54% 4.56%
5.11 5.63%

3:35 '3.18 3.13 2.97
3.12 , 3.28 *

3.22 3.03 2.90 2.66
2.72, 2.55,

3.26 3.14 2.96 2.70
2.75 2.43

3.42 3.30 3.18 2.83
. 2.88 2.61

4.24. 4.15 3.98 3.39
3.44 3.34

9.81' r 9.83 9.13 7.66
'737 7.27

3.73 : 3.53 3.41 3.13
3.24 3.01

Squrce: 1-958-1968. Mari Hamilton, "Philinthropy and the Economy,'.' in Commission on
Foundations and Private Philanthropy, Foundation, PrivateGiving and Public Policy
(Unnter§ity of Chicago Press, 1970), AppendiX V, Tab 1.9 A.50; Extension of 1966
and 1970: Taken from U.S. Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income. As
indicated by the 1966 overlays, the series is not continuous, though valid as used
to identify changes. Computation of 1968 percentages was not possible owing to
insufficient detail in IRS tabulations for that year.

- not available.
5`

.

the pattern is much the'sarrie. There was a persistent and significant decline insthe
percentage of pers income given over the period from 1960 to 1972. On
balance, the Feldstein: estimates appear to describe a somewhat more pronounced
decline -than those presented in this paper.

The observed doWntrend in giving as a Rercentage of. income receives indirect
confirmation from other types of evidence. As shown in Table 10, declimes in
itemized contribution as a percentage of ,the income of itemizing taXpayers were
almost universally found for taxpayers in the same money income_cdass. la eighof
the nine income classes the 19707 percentage of income givers was belRw, and
typical) harply below, that of 1960. The general movement of families into higher
income cl sses modified the dolvntrend in the overall percentage; hoWever, this too
Was -down significantly. The only exception to this pattern wa p of
Itemizing taxpayers having AGIs of than $5,000, however fh class
became progressively less important over the period. In 1958 it accounted for 23
percent of itemized contributions; by 1970 its share had fallen to 6 percent. j 1

Some insight into tile 'process by which the percentage of giving to income
declined over the period may be gained by examining the giving behavior of families
as they moved into higher income classes. The change over the 4-year period 1966
to 1970, presented in Table 11, suggests something of this behavior. Over this
relatively short period there were great changes in the number. of families in,
particular money income classes, with the Population's of the middle- and
uppersincome classes growing by millions of itemizing taxpayers.

Movements into higher income classes were accompanied by declines in the
average deduction for contributions. In part this reflecis the fact that greater
number; of families had moved' up into the lo%er parts of given,income classes than
had moVed up out of the upper parts. However it also reflects, in part, the failure
of families to increase their giving to keep pace with the growth in their, incomes. ,
This seems to have been the case despite the generally greater tax incentive to,
increase giving that comes with higher incomes.

2 Q 5
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Table 11

Nunber of /Tax Returns Itemizing Conlributions and Iverage
' itemized Contributions, by Income Class, 1966 and 1970

Income di ss r

Under 55,000

$5,000 -9,992
S#10,000 -14, 9

515,000-11X99
S20,000-497999

550,000 -
'
999

$1,00,009 and over
'-'

Number of Returns
tin thpusands I

Average Contributions
Deduction

1966 (970 % Change 1966 1970 % Change

5,601 3,911 -22% . $ 172 ,, 209_ +22%

12,047 10,938 -9 235 250 +6

.6,420 10,206 +59 327 314

1,819 4,816 +165 467 , 415 -11

1,459 3;348 +129 820 706 -14
209 340 +63 2,270 2,203 -3

A1.6 75.7 +46 15,658 13,482 -14

Source: internal Revenue Service te
.

.

Another inIerpre4 tation of these downward Changes in averagecontributions is
that they reflect the past giving habits -of persons and families who recently have
moved -i to higher income classes. As time goes on, givihg by such fafnilies may
increase, as they adjust spending patternv to higher indome levels. Taking place-

, concurrently with these adjustments, however, may be changes in- tax incentives:. Of
particular Mportance may have been the recent extension of the standard dedtiction
option tp large numbers of, families who would, under previous provisions of the tax
law, haye been increasingly exposed to the tax-deductibility inducement to giving.
Current adjustments to rising incomes, therefore, may not be as pitompt or complete

as thos ade under the stronger incentiveTef the past.4'3
The fe arches, of Martin Feldstein also suggest that the trend in personal giving

has been significantly affected by a decline in the disposition or propensity of
people /to give to philanthropy,. ThiS trend in giving propensity is a development

whose /effect is separate froelhat of changes in income and in tax incentives.,
eldstti 's econometric analysis permits him to identify and separately measure the

effec f income, price (1,minus the tax rate), and other time-related developments

.. of wh the changes in the propensity to give is the most important.i pin. presents in two of his studies measures of what might be called the

i ,pensity-to-give" effect. The studies use different sets of .data and different

ana lical procedures. Accordingly, they provide independent Measures of the trend.
in giving, propensity.8' They agree on, the existence of a decline and provide similar

measures of its Magnitude. ,

,.. - -

. . in the first, study, Feldstein estimates the relationship between giving, on the one

,, hand, and income, price (1 'Minus marginal tax rate), and time, on the other. He
' presents the Bowin regression equalion:9 ,

rm..= -L649 + 0.806 II) Income, -1.272 In Price -0.014 Time

The term that includes therirfecroiCha'nges in propensity to give is the one
containing the, word 'Tirite,'"arrd-ttfe -Weft is measured by the' toefficient of tht
"Time variabre. As giving is expressed in (natural) logarithms, the coefficient of
"Time" may be direly tranilate41nto'a growth rate expressed in decimal form. it
can be interpreted as the annual re-Rive change in giving tliat would have occurred
had no change in income or price taken-Plate:Thus ii:preted, the annual change
in giving',-in percentage form, was a negative 1.4 percent ff'Vearr.-4-_ " z ".>";'

. 2 6 6-
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In the second study, Feldstein and Taylor analyze two large samples of individual
income tax returns, one from the year 1962, the other from 1970. Adjusting the
1970 data to maintain comparability in real income, they measure (1.) the effect of
the price differences produced by a reduction in tax rates and (2) the effect of an
exogenous trend factor. As before, the trend factor primarily reflects the effect of
changes in the propensity to give.

The analysis was made using two alternate definitions of the price variable. On
one defin$tion It was found that "there was. an exogenous decrease of 8 percentfrom 1962 to 1970, or approximately 1 percent per year."10 On the other
definition the exogenous. decrease was found to be 14.3 percent, on about 1.8
percent per year." The results of the second study thus bracket the finding of a
1.4 percent annual decline made in the first study.

While the annual percentage decline in propensity to give of 1.4 percent may
appear to be A modest one, its cumulative effect over a period ,of years is
significant. It means, for example, that had giving propensity not declined, the 1972
contributions of individuals and families would have been almost one-fifth larger
than they actually were, relative to a 1960 base. In dollars of 1972 value, giving
would have been more than $3.5 billion greater than it actually was.

The statistical findings of a decline in propensity to give .are reflections of a
number of developments in the broader society. One.of these documented above isthe evident decline of activity in and financial commitment to religious
organizations_in general and to the parochial school system in particuldr. -Anoth'er,
type of -development may, be the growth of public, supbOrt of programs in higher
education, health, welfare, and cultural activities, perceived by potential
contribytors as substitutes for private 'support. These and other factors may be
shaping the attitudes of the cohorts of younger families who, while forming an
increasing part of the economic base of giving, have developed giving habits
different from and usually less "generous" than those of the cohorts of older
families who are a declining part of the economic base.

1
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, Table A-1

Estimated Income From Private Philanthropy by Recipient Organizations, 1960-1972
(in millions of current dollars)

d,

Rilligious Institutions
Protestant

.

-... National Council of Churches

Reporting 1011.0
Negro churchep \
Latter Day Saints
All altar protestant

Roan Catholic
Parish and diocese operation

h and rectory construction

Parcchial,schohl construction
Parochial school operation

..-1,.......,..-LL.....)-4,:........"1. ' ..L A-
Jewish Hiving for Congregations.

Central Councils and Seminaries

Eastern and Old Catholic Churches

1960 196T '' 1962

.

1953

$2.633 $ 2,709* e2,803 .8 2.859
428 443 451 468
160 176 184 198
512 492 430 614

506 526 . S41 560
203 201 207 200
690 764 835 900
303 294 285 280

, I". "

154

..., ..

159 164

.i.

168

54 58 58 62
375117 3.822 r.-0-5. 57261

Nigher Education '

Current operations and construction 935 1,027 1.135 1,257
Net endowment increase 297 316 341 375

Hospitals and Health
1,232 T.-Rs TM'S 1,632

Health and hospital services 479 527 548* 593
lasdical.facilities construction 268 328 432 455
Addition to endowment 75 100 125 ISO
Medical research , 125 132 141 151

5-'1517 r.Or. 17243- ' 1,349

South. Welfare. Poverty. Race Rela-
tions, Urban Problems

foupditloris as Racipionts4
Net endowments increase '

Project and administration expense

' Civic and CUltural Proprars

Voluntary foreign Aid

--independant Primary and Secondary

. Sckools

Charity Rackets

Total of Listed Recipients
Endowment increase
Current operations and construction

s. Excludes company-sponsored foundations.

1,108 1,163 1,218 1,256

4-
312 292 30,1 .' 384
130 136 142 - 147

-4TE -4"A" -411Z -63T

160 230 290 . 340

292 315 367 , 388

26 34 42 52
,

226 241 255 271
.

$9.996 910,663_ $11,285 $12,008
684 708 770 909

9,312 9,955 10,525 11,099

1964 1965 1956 - 1967 , 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

$ 2,973 $ 3,172 $ 3,267 $ 3,613 9 3,580 $ 3,704 $ 3,827 $ 4,31S $ 4.616
. 492 561 569 521 607 643 680 725 783

211 229 234 256 25T 269 288 310 342
577 800 740 733 647 614 773 532 572

622 548 684580 598 731 780 821 854 ,

200 241 % 189 178 ,. 154 , 161
929 1,014 i,076 1,178 1;245 1.339 1,387 , 1,444 1.451 A
274 140 163 ,57, , 48 -s--J -, 7 aLJAJJ ...,,,12j,..J....o..3,

....J........................ a'....i......a......i..1. a -

174

66

;7476

1.39

394

rTiff

614
599

175

158

T346'

1.296

--
126

158

-217

395

421

65
:I'

283

$12,552

695

11,857

192 196 '212

73 88

213 216

93 98

224

104

239

111

N77OT
.
2,143
486

264

1:6

*I.

4(

'..

7'T1 7,62f776E6

1,529 1,567 1,608
409 415 429

7.576 ralr

1.822 1.966
,443 457

8,276
'

2,015
472

9,202

2,347
500

I7817

1.100
960

530
210

rim

2,350

4

' 200
230

T74511 T7TC' 2,037

634 672 850
602 590 579
200 '250' 300
166 173 178

rdiTE 17.311S- Mt
I

T.315 1.484 1,621
e

, .4 ,
169±/' 1,143 146
166 175 184

--rTS' -IV -3117*
1

.,

k
450 424 621

.x Y

420 '427 ' 612

atill

74 82 '97
.

r 304 317 344

$13,468 914,011 $15,25
768 808 875

12,703: 13,203 14.379

ENT 2.423

900 1,000
650 725
350 400
180 180

2,487

1.000
800
450
150=5

2,050,

650
810

2,632

1,050
850
500,
210

TX1I 2,305

1.821. 1,950

- , ,
302 301

193 202
-41J5 -5215

710 8850

560 1. 557

113 121

361 4183

816,985 91.6,947

1,055 ' 1,156
14,890 15.789

2,610

2,200

, '1,200

rig

1,400

, 592.

':' '

' 115

111499

120,230
2,116

18,044

900

557

114

408.

818,052
1,572

16,480

1,540

:652

r

131

459

820,411
1.230

19,181

ai !
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,I

Estimated Philanthropic Fund Flows From Donors,-i960-1972-
(in million tiimrrent dollars) '

- , ,

-
1960 ' 196f 1962

a,
1963 1964` , 1965 1966 . 1967 1968 < 1969"

Living Donor* $ 7,891 ..N.8,134A-$'8',I°76 1 8,927-1-9;536 -$ 9,983 1N046,12 411,325-_ =12x495 3,265

Fidiqariall.)-,-=1-j--.J,-Its'3' 168

,4-ite4asts 669 810
..

Foundationsa 840 860

Corporationsb 496 539-

. Endowments IncOme of
Operating Organizations

Higher educa-
tion 303

Hospitals 90

,Religious bodies 65

Total (current 1

dollars) $10,467

182.' 244
951 . 913

920 480

579 629

306 , 369 383 397 . 411 425

876 1,020 )9164., 1,309 . 1,466 1 MO

1,200 1,230 1,295 1,340.' 1,400 1,52

675 7502- 036 :( 875 : 925 . 968

' Total'(1960 dollars)
Specific price

series
Implicit GNP
deflator

321

97

70

345
105

75

374 408-

113 , .122

80 85

445 495, 52
132 '143 1.64

95 100 .105

$10,999 $11,733 $12,266 $13,218 $14,024

'10,467 101,752 11,196 11,415 ": 12,029 12,422

10,467 10,858 1,458 11,811 12,544 13,070

580
167

115

633

190

120

$15,018 $16,032 $17,56 $18,426

0

12,792 13,1 9 ,r13,622 13,420

13,616 l 88 14',830'

a. Grants plus administration and project expenses.' Excludes company-sponsored found

b. Adjusted for effect of company-sponsored foundations on corporate philanthropic fu

c. Reflects transfer of $1 billion bequests, to Robett Wood Johnson Foundation.

.

209.

d flown

1970 1971 1972 'As..

_4144004 14,601 $15;796'

439 455 VL-"`i: 4.5 -.4i"

1,476 2,300c 1,600

'1,7i0 1,820 1,930

78 989 1,104

668

225

130,

692

60
40

717
300
150

19,690421,2 7 $22,067

13,505 13,776 13,638

15,031H5,527 15,595



Table A-3

Estimated Income From Private Philanthropy' by Recipient Organizations, 19604972
I (in, millions of 1960 dollars)

Specific
Deflator

Religions Institutions c . Code 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1955

$ 2,680 $ 2,732 $ 2,746 $ 2,815 $ 2,945
438 440 450 466 521
174 180 190 200 213
487 420 494 i 548 743

, ---,.1 i_,_: - .,--.)j
.

521 531 543 556 566
197 198 185 180 210

4709 723 742 731 725
288 272 259 246 122

157 140 161 165 178

57 57 60 63 68

1966 1967 .1958

$ 2.943 $ 3,164 $ 3,003
513 144 509'
211 '224 211 ',

667 642 , 54j

-

573 581 saa
191 172 154
705 681 643
134 r 45 35

166 186 179

69 77 78
6,172 671s., 574;

1,239 1,202 1,282
328 321 312

1969 1970

$ 2,937 $ 2,856
, 510 507

213 215
487 577

I 593 593
129 114
606 559
35 22

171 167

78 78
37759' Ma'
1,291 1,242

300 291

protestant
National Council of Churches
Reporting Group 1

Repro churches 1

tatter Day Saints , .. . 1

All other protestant i . I 1

' _1, I - 044-
RigrnCahoc

Parish and diocese operation 3
Church and rectory construction 5

Parochial school operation 4 .

Parochial school construction 5

Jewish Giving for Congregations,

Central Councils and Seeinariesy.

Eastern and Old Catholic 'Churches

Higher Education 1

$ 2,533
428
160
512

506
203
690
303

154

54
35

935
297

37764 3713_ 3-,ny 3.568 6,291

989 1.055 1,425 1,203 1,270
304 317 336 341 340

Current operations ind construction 2
Out endowment inerease. 2

Hospitals and Henith
1,232

479
' 268

75

125

4-147

1 108

1:4$9Y MIT 1761 1,544 1,610

514 521 561550 556
..' 321 "413 421 539 524

97 119- 139 158 177
128 133 138 141 143

1,567 -1023 1,594

559 674 671
487 455 .483
2)2 238 261
144 142 , 137

rxrf 1704 0735r

1 +317_ 1 91 1281'

T53T

697 661

:
279 298
131 103

170T TM
1 539 1,539

Health and hospital services 6
Medical fac 11 itilleconstruction 5
Addition to endowment 6
Medical 000000 Ch 7

Youth, Welfare, Poverty, Rue Isla-
17.35-6 TUT 1,248 1,394 17403

1 138 1 166 1019. 14,94. 1 209
6loa. and Urban Problem' 8

, .

. ,
Foundations a, Recipients

312
130

--14T
180

292

26

226 '

$ 9,996

684

9,312

-i--._. -.1.---

285 290 356 114 140
133 i 136 138 146 150

--41/F --1,21r

or
121 118 , 231
155 158 159

-lrx --176 -IRV
-4179 533" 587

, 379 577 463

a '
55 60 644

281 - 245 ,298/.
,

$11:939 412,4601412,400
661 677 804

11,278 11,803 1411,696'

-..--.

' 217 439
__,14 158

-ST
67) 676

440 418

4463
4

, 302 306

412,345 12,36e
796 1.028

11,549 11,366

, Net endowment increase 10 i

project And administration 8

Civic and Guttural Proarrans .8
494 v2661 290

225 278 319 364- 418

308 351 346 3e8 380

:
32 38 45 32-

.,6'

236 244 254 261 275

$10,416, $10,774 $11.176 $11,427 $11,923
686 726 831 613 657

9.732 10,048 10;345 10.814 ,,7,1.266

1

Voluntary Foreign Aid 8

a:independent ?Hoary and Secondary
Scholl 9

.,

Charity Rackets 13

. Total of Listed Recipiekts,
Endowment, 1

Current operations. aWd*.tonotructions

1971,

$ 3,141

517

,221

;380

,-,

'1972

$ 31170

538
235

' -333 --,

-

.1

tA)

Nca)

.

''

o

598 600

89 85
517 466

22 23

171 182, '

7S

3775
80

1-7n

1,222 1,244
277, 255

1.49 T31

308:----1 6

647 657

489

147 130

1 567
v

759 119
. 157 ,I

743Tr
097 ,046 .

422 443

51. 55

05 312

613013 412.66
1.344 700 i

11,769 11,915
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Table A-4

Price Deflators Used For SpecificCategorresof Recipients
(1960-100)

Gtcsse

NationalYear Deflator Code
Product'.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ((fiP)

1972 145.6 18g.6 142.4" -311.1 190.3 167.5 161.9
A

147,2 237.8- a68.5,14L.5,
19/1 14J.1 175.3 137.4 279:5 173.9 16.3 153.1 140.4 227.5 158.2 136.9
19/3 134.0 162.3 131.5 247.9 156.5 151.2 145.0 133.2 212.7 147.9 131.0
1969 1260 152.3 123.2 220.3 146.0 143.4 137.5 126.7 193.5 135.0 124.1
1568 119.2 142.1 116.3 193.6 114.7 134.1 131.0 121.0 177.2 130.5 118.4
ii6/ 114.2 133.8 111.6 173:1 127:2 126.1 125.0 116.5 162.7 123.9 113.8
1966 111.0 126.5 103.5 152.7 121.2 118.1 119.9 112,7 147.2 113.6 110.3
1365 107.7 120.4 105.7 139.8 114.8 113.1 115.9 110.4. 134.4 113.8 167.3

,1934 105.6 115.7 104.3 127.0 111.2 110.5 112.3 108.4 124.4 110.5 105.4
1563 104.1 111.7 103.1 121.3 108.1 107.9 109.4 105.5 116.6 107.9 103.8
1902 102.5 107.6 101.8 115.5 104.6 105.2 106.4 104.5 111.4 105.0 102.4
1961 101.1 103.8 100.9 107.8 102.2. 102.6 103.1 102.2 105.7 102.3 101 3
1930 100.0 100.0 10010_ 100.0 ,100.0 _103.0 .100.0 100.o 100.0

!Deflator code and series to which specific deflator was applied:

I - All Protestant categorie Jewish Giving: Eastern and Old Catholic.
2 - Higher education current operations and construction and net endowmentincrease.

3 - Roman Catholic parish and diocese operation.
4 - Roman Catholic parochial school operation.
5 - Roman Catholic church and rectory and parochial school construction.
6 - Health and hospitals service and additions to endowment.
7 - Medical mesearch.

8 - Youth, welfare, etc.z foundation project
and administration; civic and

cultural orograms:,voluntary foreign aid; charity rackets.
- Independent primacy and secondary schools.

10 - Foundation net endowment increase.

Footnotes

133

'1. This is the fifth occasion on which I have prepared estimates of total private giving. Each hasinvolved making estimates for lists of donor and recipient groupf and using these to estimatetotal giving. Th5 first set ,of estimatest was prepared at the National Bureau of Economic
Research, as part of aAstudy of the changing position of philanthropy in the American economy,where art annual series for the period 1929.1959 was developed. The next two sets involved anupdating of the series through 1962 and then through 1967, both at the request of the CarnegieCorporation. In the fourth 'set of estimates the lengthened series was updated through 1970, at,the request of the U.S. Bureau of Census, to by published in Histaricai Statistics In the UnitedMotes.

,)

,

Th4elpresenepaper tip,atei the series through 1972 and reestimates a number of the individualwiles from 1960 forward. I believe that the present estimates contain significant improvements,in crincept and precion of estimation, over these previous efforts. However, I am not wholly oruniformly satisfied with them and invite other's to continue to develop improved estimates for0- ports of private giving.
4

"2. This yields the same result as that obtained using suutat..dpIlar- (undeflated) doter Is 'briththe giving and GNP seriefirileflate;z16 the same index.

21 1[M, 1ST
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3. The ;92 .in serytei include that part of giving devoted to the support of _current operations
and construction,. an' so IA concepLare equivalent to ','current philanthropic 'product" as this
noport.y/aS develop d above. Were the funds, devoted to the increase in endowments also
inclUded, the per:1c ita amount would be ;98 (Tible 5, colurpn 1).

4. National Coun it of Churches, Church Financial Statistics and Related Data, 1972, p. 19.

5. Federation ,o Diocesanpturgical Commissions, as tenoned in the New York Times, October
15'; 1975: -I

.

esented one estimate for 1962 and three for 1970, all based on econometric
ions estimated_ using tax-file data. The 1962 estimate is preserited in "Taxes and
nbutipns. Differences in the Impact of Alternative Tax Pplicies on Religious,
d Other Organizations" (October 1974). The 1970 estimates, based on alternate_

and data sets,, are presented in "Simulated Changes in Total Giving and Taxes
1970 dollars)" (February 3, 1975). The three projections based on the Feldstein
ovide us with what may be taken as his "110,h, 'medium," and "low" estimates of

6. Feldstein,
behavioral eq
Charitable C
Educational
assumptions
(billions of
estimates p
the growth in personal giving over the period.

7. Presen tion of 1972 data would be misleading because they reflect the broad, liberalization
of the sta and deduction between 1970 and 1972.

8. The fir t study uses data on total giving,- income, and marginal tax, rate for 17 income classes
for the 21i even numbered years from 1948 through 1968: Martin Feldstein, "On the Effects of
the Income Tax Treatment !of Charitable Deductions: Some Preliminary Results" (January 1974,
revised August 1974). The second study involves an analysis of cross-sectional data for 1962 and
1970 based on Treasury tax file data on individual income tax returns: Martin Feldstein and
Amy Taytor, "The income Tax and Charitable Contributions: Estimates and Simulations With
the Treasury Tax Files" (1975).

9. Feldstein, "On the Effects of the Income Tax Treatment of Charitable Deductions," op. cit.,
equation (3).

10. Feldstein and Taylor, p. 1428. b,

11. Ibid,
490

_2'12 ...1141.
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THE SCOPE OF THE PRIVATE VOLUNTARY
- CHARITABLE SECTOR

Gabriel Rudneyt

Little has been done to measure the scope of the private voluntary charitable.
sector. Data are needed on outlays of the sector and its sources of private and gov-
ernment financial support. Some very rough measurements are attempted here; their
refinement is essential and certainly should be one bf the major research projects to'
be performed in the future.

I.

--
CONCEPT OF SCOPE

Definition of the scope of the sector is somewhat uncertain. Weisbrod and Long
have defined it as including all tax-exempt institutions that file Form 990 al, the
Internal Revenue Service. They estimate the total outlays of these institutions to be
roughly $500 billion. This definition is much broader than that used by.the Filer
Commission, which 'defined the private voluntary sector as including all voluntary
institutions to which contributions are deductible under, thefederal income tax.

For the purpose of the estimates here,..the scopg is More narrowly.defined to
include privately controlled tax-exempt operating Institutions to which donors' con-
tributions are deductible. These fag in ;he category commonly identified as public
charities. Foundations are included only as a source of private support to avoid ele-
ments of double counting. Foundations' fund earnings in )974 in excess of grants in
1974 are therefore not included to avoid distortion of the operating and nonoper-
ating revenue estimates. Moreover, to avoid distortion of the relative' share of gov-
ernment funding in the private voluntary sector, the estimates do not include pub-
ricly controlled institutions /such as state universities) to which contributions are
deductible by donors. Estimates are limited to privately controlled operating insti-
tutions to permit analysis of sources of support to such institutions.

Estimates of outlays of privately controlled institutions are made by four func-
tional categories: health, education, religion, and 311 other, which includes welfare
and culture. There is need for a further breakdow6 of the "all other" category, and
such breakdown should be rn important element of future measurement studies
Theestimated outlays, both in the aggregate and fQr lath of the above-functional -
categories, are broken down by private and governthent source of funds. The out-
lays include operating expenses and capital butlays. Capital outlays are included
largely because of the difficulty of separating capital and operating outlays and also
to permit comparison with government expenditures which traditionally include ,cur-
rent 'expensing of capital outlays. The sour revenue--includenonsmerating--_
revenues (mainly service charges and endowme come), operating revenues, private
contributions, andgovernment funds.

The outlays are analyzed troth with religion dedand with religion excluddl.
Because inclusion of religion, which is funded privately, it any overall measure-
ment of relative private support, it is useful to look at outlays and funding of the
privately controlled sector without religiou's institutions included.

tAssistant Director, Office 'of Tax Analysis, U.S. Department of the Treasury.

fk 4 2 1 3 tilt 13S
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11

FINDINGS

Outlays

Total 1974 outlays of the privately-controlled tax-exempt operating institutions

were $80 billion. Exclusive of religious institution outlays, the outlays were $68

billion. (See Table 1.)

_ , 4 k. _, '1 P91. E , V .3' .,1 't .."' .-

Estimates of Revenue of Privately Controlled Institutions
by Source and Functional Area, 1974

(in billions of dollars)

IT-
. Total

Source of Sirnport

Revenues Government) Private

Operating and

Function Total .

Health $37'.5 $15.7 $21.8

Education 13.3 1.6 ' '11.7

Otherd (welfare,
culture, etc.) ,

17.3 5:9 11.4

Total (except
religion)

:',"68.1.; , 23.2 .. (1449.,..

Religi'Cn 12.5 - 12.5
.

Grand total 80.6 i 23.2 57.4

Nonoperating
Philanthropya Revenuesb

$ 4.0 $17.8

A, 4.2c , 7.5

5.4 6.0

13.6 31.3 -N.-

7_:4"r..,
11.7 0.8 ;

"-
25.3 32.1

aSome who view charitable contributions as partially sub ized by foregone tax revenues would

have a portion (perhaps $5 billion) subtracted from $25.3 billion of private philanthtopy

and added to government funding. Others who do no view the deduction of charitable Cddtri-

butioni as a governmentsubiidy but as a logical reduc 'on of income before computing taxable

,income would not support this adjustment.

bThis includes service charges and endowment income used for current and capital ciunays.

clncludes some allocations to publicly controlled institutions, in higher education (perhaps $50

million): - _ . ,

dTke "othqr" category is residual and may include organizitions from which amounts are ulti-

mately allocated to health, education, or religion.

Fopusing on the $68 billion, ab out $2 out of every $10 was funded by private

giving (from individuals, corporations, foundations). About $5 out of eery $10'of
thesi outlays were funded by'service charges and earnings on endowments, and $3

out of every $10,were funded by government. (See Tables 1, 3, and 4.)

The $68 billion of outlays included $37..billion in heattlf,113. billion ih educa-

tion, and $17 billion in 'all other areas.-
An analysis _of these funCtiObal categories shows that only $1 .out of every $10

of health outlays came from private philanthropy, compared with $3 out of every
$10 of educational outlays. (See Table 4.) Service chargeS and endowment income
accounted for roughly the same ratio in health and education: about $5 out of
every, $10 of outlays. Government was much' more involved in funding health than

24:
.1.4 .
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in fundisioiducation: $4 out of every $10 of healared

with $1. out of every $10 of educational outlays.,
outlay's was derived fro thissource,

. )ources. ..
g

.. ,

Where does the philanthroOic dollar go among these functions? A total of $25,
billion was contributed in 1974. Almost half (46 percent) of ilk went to religion.Health and education received an almost equal share (16 percent and 17 percent,respectively), and all otter functions got 21 percent.'(See Table )

TABLE ;.
4

Percentage Distribution of Estimated Private and Government Support of
Privately Controlled Institutioni by Functional Area, 1974

(Total Revenues = $80.6 billion)

. )Source QrSupport-
Total I

Revenues Government
.;

.
vate ,

..a Operating and
NonopejatingFunction ` Total Philanthropy Revenues

Health: 46% 68% 38% 16% 55%a
Education 17 7 26 17

s.
23 '' '

Other (welfare, 21 25 . 20 21 19 'culture, etc.) . .
Total (except 84 100 78 54religio'n) .

Religion ' 16
.

22 46
Grand total 100 100

aFigures do not add because of rounding.

2.
100 100 100

TABLE 3' 4,14.I ,

Percentage Distribution of Estimated Private and Government,SuNiort of '. .
_ . _Privately-Coat:4k Institutioni (Excluding Religious .d.; .

, - , InstitutionsbY Functional Area,-1974 -- -A4-..1- = - -
(Total Revenues = $68.1 billion) -..

Total
Revenues Government

. ....

Function

Health 55% - 68%
Education 20 7

Other (Welfare, 25 25
culture, etc.)

- Total (except 100 100
'religion) .

Source of Support

Private

215

Operating and
Nonoperating

Total' Philanthropy Revenues
49% 29% ' 57%
26 31 24

25 40 19

100

;

100 100
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It is noteworthy that, overall, governmefft puts almOst as much in Ovate ly
controlled institutions as does private philanthropy, Giovetament-funcling, teas. more
than $23 billion in 1974. A major portion,of these funds went to health, 68 or-

, cent. Only 7 percent went to educatibn, and 25 percent went to all other functions.
It is also,noteworthy that substantially more iundS come trom selt-support of

privately controlled institutions than from either private philanthropy or govern-
ment. More than $32 billion were obtained. from service charges and endowment

,income, compared with the $25 billion from private philanthropy and the $23
billion froni governme The health sector accounted for 55 percent of the $32'
billion, education accoun ed for 23 'all other functions for 19 percent, and
religion for 2 percent.,(See Table 2)

TABLE 4

Percentage Distribution of Estimated Private and Government Support of
Privately Controlled Institutions Within Functional Area, 1974

V

flinction
.,Other Total

(Welfare (except = r
Source of Support Health Education culture, etc.) religion) geligion GrandIo tal

Government

Private

Philanthio pli-

Operating and
nonoperatmg
revenues '

Total *venues

42% -' 12% 34% 34% :% , 29%

58 88 66 66 100 ' 71

n 32 31 20 94 32

47 56 35 46 6 39

100 100 ' 100 ' 100 100 Kg

111 e

MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS

The estimates presented here .are primarily directed at indicating the monetary I
importance of the private charitable sector. To that extent the measures are similar
in concept to those of the flow-of-funds accounts of the Federal Reserve System. It

is useful to note briefly how this measurement differs from others utilized by
economists. (Stephen Long provided assistance but the author is fully responsible
for'' the conceptual discussion here.)

Three types of measures are feasible and useful: (1) value-added measures, (24

measures of total market goods and services purchased, and (3) flow-of-funds meas-
ures. . , ,

The measure of value added by the voluntary sector would be comparable to the
accounting of private-for-profit firms in the national income accounts. It would ex-
citcle all purchases of goods and ,cervices from other firms-and all transfer payments.
The value-added component primarily includes labor services applied to the product
by the accounting entity plus current strvices of capital (plus taxes in, the for-profit
firm). It, is well known that such a measure, when aggregating entities in an eco-
nomic sector, will exclude any double-counting of economic activity. The major use

of the value-adde&measure is that it most closely approximates the contribution of
a sector to final national product.

1

2.i6
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w Exhibit A ,

A Pr ji,._!atly.._ce ontrolled Institution.
.

ofUses o funds
,

. 1. 'Purchased materials and services consumed' ..,

2.'F for payments:

a Wages and salaries- .

b) Social Security contributions

3. Nonfactor charges:

a) Depreciation
b) Donations to others
c) Transfer .to other institutions

Consider E xhibit A. The value-added measure would include items (2) and (3a).
lir items (3b) and (,3c 'the institution performs a functiOn not unlike that of a
financial intermediary (except that in this case the depositors pjiilanthropic givers.or government do not expect their funds to be returned). The output of the
institution -to be measured is the production services for its beneficiaries (valued net
of the cost of materials avid services purchased from other,firms) and the adminis-
trative service of transferring fundi from cloAors-to recipientss.To-tount the funds in
(3c)..fcir this institution and again as they move through to, say, a national hierarchy
would result in, significant double-countink Transfers are common to a number of
voluntary organizations including, for example,. foundations, united funds, vari s-
health research funds, the Red Cross, and:university alumni organizatioris.

A second measure of the size of the ioluntary sector would include aft market
goods and services purchased, that is the sum of primary factors and outputs of
other firms. In Exhibit A, this would inlcude items (1), (2), and (3a). The useful-
ness of this measure, which is more inclusive than the value-added concept, would
be its indication of-the impacts of changes in demands for voluntary sector outputs
on markets. For exam*, a. decline in federal' support for the space program will
reduce the blidgets of to arch operaticins in private nonprofit universities.,These'-cuts will then have impacts pot only on primary factors of production in'universi-
ties but also on the private-market suppliers of materials and services Id the universi-
ties. This second measure would give us an indication of the first round of the
"multiplier effect" of increased or decrease mand for voluntary sector output.

The third' type of measure, the total flar of funds, is useful to indicate the im-
porran-ceOf'any single entity. Such a measure would appea to be similar to the
flow -of- funds accounts of the Federal ReserveSyst for fin tial
Is this type of measurethat is used in this repor In Exhibit A, this measure is The
sum of items (1)'', (2), and (3). It indicates Ott vo ume of funds flowing through the
organization in an accounting period, whether f actual Otitput or simply "passed
through" To individuals or other organizations.

Finally, this measure, which includes not onl purchases on current account but
increments to capital siock,, is appropriate who comparing activities of voluntary
sector institutions to those of the public secto in functions common to both sec-
tors (education and health care, for example) ferring again to Exhibit A, such a
measure would subtract item (3a) since th vernment makes ncf distinction be-
tween,current output and changes on capital, account.

It is clear, then, that different measures of the size and scope,of the voluntary
sector are appropriate for different kinds of comparisons. The estimates made for
the Filer Commission should provoke thought about these different comparisons
-and stimulate the Development of better data sources to facilitate more precise esti-
mates.
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ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY

-1,1. The health . category outlay; were obtained from Nancy Worthington at the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. She estimates that $23.5 billion of
the $40.9 billion of hospital outlays were by privately controlled nonprofit institu-
tions: She also estimates that $1.6 billion of the $7.5.nursing-home outlays were
private nonprofit. In addition, she estimates that $12.4 billion of &days were made
by all other private nonprofit health- institutions. The total outlays'in the health
category were $37.5 billion.

The sources of support Of hospitals were also obtained f/rom Nancy Worthing-
ton. Of the total $23.5 billion spent by private nonprofit hospitals, $13.7 billion
came from private funds and $9.8 billion from government funds. In the absence of
similar data, the nursing-home and other health outlays were distributed among pri-
vate and government funding sources in the same proportion as*for hospitals. These
estimates were added to those of hospitals, giving a total of $21.8 billion in private
support and $45.7 billion in government support in-the health category.

The total;$21.8 billion in private support was broken down into the $4 tillion
estimate of private philanthropy obtained from Profess& Ralph Nelson's study for
the' Commission ("Priva,te Giving in the American Economy: 1960-1972") and the
residual $17.8 billion estimated as service charges and nonoperating revenues such as

-endowment income.

2. The total $13.3 billion outlays of privately controlled institutions in education
represents the sum of estimated outlays of $9.9 billion for, higher educatipn and
$3.4 billion for primary and secondary education. Higher education outlays were
repdr,ted in the HEW Office of Education tabulation, "Financial Statistics of Institu-
tions of Higher Education." Primary and secondary education outlays were reported
in HEWs Social Security Bulletin, January,.1975, Table 8.

The estimates of private support ($8.3 billion) and government support ($1.6
billion) for higher education were also obtained from the Office of Education tabu-
lation cited above. Professor Ralph Nelson made an estimate of $4t billion of private
philanthropy going to higher education. The residual of private funding after sub-
tracting the Nelson estimate provided an estimate of service Charges and endowment
income in higher education.

Little, Or no.government funding goes to primary and secondary education
outside of publicly operated institutions. Private funding (3.4 billion) was reduced
by the Nelson estimate of private philanthropy ($0.2 billion) to primary anesecon-

. dary ethication, and the residual is assupled to be the estimate of service charges
and pndowment income

. . .

3, the estimate of total religious outlays of $12.5 billion was obtained from the
Commission's Interfaith Study, which also details sources of support.

4. Thertotll Outlays of $17.3 billion in the alt otlier category was the residual
after subtracting health, education, and religion outlays. "

The $5.4 billion of private giving (philanthropy) to this category was the16-
sidual estimate after subtracting the respective estimates for health, educatiorVand
religibn from the grand total of private philanthropic giving ($253 billion) esti-
mated by Professor Nelson. ilased on the assumption that the propottlon 0/govern-
inent funding,i9, the "all other" category the same as in the heal till and 'Education
categairer44.4nedl$17.3, billion or 34 percent of total outlays), the total govern-
ment lundinun the "all other" category) amounts to $5.9 billion. This niay
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overstate goverill'rnJit support, but it, it the best e tioiate 'that made with the ,
available data, ('Furthivresearch 4 very riluchn ddd ere. 4 ting-the-govern-
ment funding of $5.9''billion Nip $17.3 billion,: f al out): ilf,4all other"ipro-vided an $11.4 bill* estimate ofprivate funding{' this cate T ea$11.4 billion
estimate of private funding was reduced by ,tli elson ire ate of, $5.4,billion for philanthropic giving, providing ,aici; 4.ltriatvl" for service
charges anllindowment income in the "all other' satego ,k N

obtained by adding government funding estimat s for
5. The sum of total government funding for ill; entite

)1.p health, and.,all
r (p3. EA lion)vas

other. The sum-of total private philanthropy, for they sect4- $25.3 billion)N
and of service charges and endowment income 432.1 talned jn the
same way, but with the addition of religion. Thete t+,/' te unding estimatesi
were added to provide total private support for the sec b. $57. \billion.

. 1 o, .) ). ''
.,

6. The grand total of all outlays was derived fromilan'ttnpub/lilt&i,}Internai Reve-Nnue tabulation of total income reported on all 990. ietbkris by charitable institu-
tions (exclusive of private foundations). The tabulation is preliminary, lind there is
an element of double-counting of outlays as well as Undercounts for organizations
not reporting or not required to report on 990 returns. This total\ amount, 470.5
billion, was adjusted upward by $12.5 billion of rehkgious oatlays,4ess j$2.4 billion
of religious outlays reported on 990's, to account fix, the nokeporting' of rellgloys
institutions. This resulted in a total outlays estimate foy the 'nonkrofit sector,* /,'$80.6 billion. . '...k,-'?. \ , ,

;
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_EINANCIAL DATA FRONLFORM 990 RETURNS
FOR EXEMPT CHARITABLE, RELIGIOUS,
-ANDED9CATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

AND PRIVAT.E.ZFOUNDATIONS

.
John Copeland t

Introduction

Forrh 990 returns, which must be filed by many of the organizations exempt
nder section 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, contain financial data on the
haritable sector of our economy that have been tabulated only a few times in the

more than 30 years that these returns have beeh required. Forthe past several years
the Internal Revenue Service has entered on computer tapes certain items from the
forms. This paper attempts to summarize this information for organizations exempt,
under section 501(c)(3). The data orr number of returns, assets;atand gross receipts
are for returns filed up through the latter part of 1974, which mans that the
returns are generally for calendar year 1973 or for fiscal years ending the early part
of 1974.1 The additional details of income and expenditures provided here 'are
estimates based on a tabulation of returns filed for calendar year 1972 and fiscal
years ending in early 1973. (As explained later, the tabulations for 1972 contain
many inaccuracies, but they were the only material available at the time this repot
was prepared.)

Coverage of Tabulations

Form 990 returns provide an incomplete picture of the number and scope of
charitable, religious, and educational organizations, for several reasons. First, returns
are not required to be filed by churches and their integrated auxiliaries; conventions
or associations of churches, and the exclusively religious activities of any religious
order. This exemption results in a significant data gap. We know that the number of
parishes (over 300,000)2 far exceeds the number of other 501(c)(3) organizations 7-
at least those that file returns. imso, churches and religious organizations account
for some 43 percent of thrtotal charitable giving in the U.S from all source1:3
(Aside from the omission of Chkches per se, the Te:erhptiOn from filing for
integrated auxiliaries of churches ciii.extendtp some organizations that one would
ordinarily not recogniie as a 'religious activity,lOr example, a hospital operated by a
religious society.)

Second, 501(c)(3) organizations, other than. private foundations, whose gross
receipts in each taxable year.are normally not more than $5,000 are not required to
fife returns... The IRS did ask these organizations to file a return for 1972 with a nota-
lXon that their'gross receipts did not exceed $5.,000, so that it would have on record
the reason'for futtire nonfilings". Many organizations did comply, but the exact num-
ber of those who should have complied is not available.

Final, the Form 999-PF returns for private foundations do not include
nonexempt trusts with chafitable intetests. Some nonexempt trusts whose interests
are entirely devoted to religious, charitable, and educational purposes4 are taxed as
private foundations. Trusts with both private and charitable beneficiaries (split.-
interest trusts) have some of the attributes of a private foundation, but are not

Chief of Excise Tax Staff, U.S. Departfnent of the Treasury.
t.
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Table I

Summary Financial Data From Form 990 Returns for Private Foundations

and Other Charitable, Religious, and Educational Olganiaations, 1973

(in thousands of dollars)

,.

Number
of
Returns

Assets
at
Year End

Grossoss Receipts e
Excess of-
Receipts

Total Over
Expendi- Expendi-
tures ' turea

Tax on '

Investment
Income

-

Totala
41vestmentb Contributions,
Income Gifts, etc.

Members
Dues

Pnvate fouddationi
Nonoperating
Operating
Unclassified

TAal

Other ?bantabk,
religious, educational
organyations , -

Totals

26:657t$ 24,837.820
1,161 1,716,624
1,437 690,786

29,255 27,245,230

90,125 $ 98,587,306

119,380 125,832,536

$ 3,114;801
358,048
194,617

3,667,466

$57,059,309

60,706775

$1,564,926
82,204
34,639'

1,681,769

r

N.A:

N.A.

$ 789,669
108,748
96,396

994,813

$12,886,165

1.3,880,978

$ 25,977
1,593
1,487

29,057

-

$1,364,039

1,393,096

N.A. N.A.

$50,652,502$6,406,806

N.A. N.A.

$63'.512,
4,685
1,455

69,652

0

69,652

Office of the Secretary'of the Treasury
Office of Analysis

Source. Special tabulation'of Form 990 returns.

August 12,199

a,. GrOss receipts for foundations are understated because, they include only "gross profits" from business,activities.
b. Net investment income aecomputed under section44940 of the Internal Revenue Code. Excludes municipalbond interest and includes capital gains on the basis set forth in section 4940.
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-.4xed as private foundations. Nonexempt trusts with charitable interests are required

file Form 1041-PF. These forms have not been analyzed, but about 8,000 are
lied each .year, and it is believed that there is considerable underfiling.

Despite the incompleteness of coverage, the tables presented here reflectAe,JAst.
Vailabfe-current Treasury data on section 501(c)(3) organizations. Law °tamp-
ions show a high degree of compliance with filing requirements, and it is expected
hat they will account for most of the total amount of 'assets and receipts of
01(c)(3) organizations other than "reliii9us" organizations which need not file
eturns. Although smaller organizations have the lowest compliance in filing returns,
heir assets and receipts account for only a small proportion of the, total. The
ompliance rate for private foundations would be expected to be high because of
he extensive publicity given to the changes in the tax treatment of these organiza-
ions by the 1969 Tax Reform Act.

I

SUMMARY OF TABULATIONS
Table 1 summarizes for 1973 the data on number of returns, assets, and receipts

or private foundations and for other charitable, religious, and educational institu-
ions. Of the total 119,380 returns, 29,255 were for foundations and 90,125 for
ther organizations. (The latter figure is an understatement because l_roup returns"
re counted as a single return. Total year-end assets were $125.8 billion, with $27.4
illion (22 percent) reported by foundations and $98.6 billion (88 percent) by the
ther organizations. (The, value of the assets represents ledger val0e. With the
ossible exception of some security holdings, the figures are unlikely to reflect
urrenrmarket value.)
' Total receipts from all sources, including gifts and bequests, were $60.7 billion.
his involves some double counting because-many of the grants by private founda-

tions would be- reported as receipts by Other charitable, religious, or educational
organizations: Foundations accounted for $3.7 billicin percent) of the $60.7
billion received and other organizations for $57.1 billion (94 percent). Foundations
account for a much smaller prop8rtio'n of the aggregate receipts than of assets
because most foundations are financed by gifts, bequests, and investment income

,..,,,,i-'while many of the other organizations (such as schools and hospitals) often have
activities financed by fees and charges. t.',-," -±-,,,

In the case of foundations, 73 percent of total receipts was derived iron; gifts :-''

7*:-and investment income. A comparative figure cannot be derived for the other
501(c)(3) organizations because of lack of data on their investment income. It
should be noted that the, relative importance of gifts and -investment income for
fotindationS is somewhat overstated because of the way Form 990..,PF, is s t ,up. The
form does not ask for receipts from business activities but for grois: ibfit from
business activities. This is gross receipts less "cost of goods sold" (the atter,peing
an ill-defined term). In contrast, the gross receipts of the nonfoundation gro6p of '

Drganizations is the total of receipts from all sources.' . .

Organizations other than foundations had an excess of receipts over expenditures
)f $6.4 billion, which was equal to 11 percent of total receipts and 49.7 percent, or ..
;lightly less than half, of gifts and contributions. Expenditure data for foundation's .,
;ould not be computed because of tabulation errors. '

Net investment income was tabulated only for foundations. (Net investment _
ncome is that reported for purposes of the 4 percent tax on investment income.5)
Die estimated net investment income fe* 1973 of $1.7 billion represented 6.2
aercent of year-end assets. The tax on net investment income was estimated to be
;69.7 million, or 4.1 percent of the net investment income,6 which is quite close to
he collection figure of $69.8 million reported by the Treasury for fiscal 1974.
klthough fiscal 1974 collections should have a fairly close correspondence to net
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Number of
Year Foutidations

1962 14,165

Assets

Tabl* 2
1

atiipacison of Data for Private Fotindations from
Treas ury Study, for 1962 add from 1973 Form 990.'F Retuins

(in thousands of dollars)

Excess of.
R i

ilnncveosmteent

Contributions,Ir

Gross Total Expen
Receipts ditures -

Itivestmeece pts (melu ing Income
Over Ex- capital , Gifts, aC, Percent
penditures kains) of Assetsa

$11,648,000
b

16,262,000
c,

$1,89)3,000
i

. 7
...--0--

$4,012,000 $§86,000

1973 29,255 ; 27',2h1:', 313 3,G61 466.

' ; i ,iv,Office of the Sec
Office of Tax

reeari tor the Treasury -
Analysis

$1;065,000 $833,000

d
1,681,769 994,813.

9.17.

6.5,

6.2

August 12, 1975

Sources: 1962:. Tif4/0air .De ,artment Report on Private Foundations (February 2, 1965), pp. 79 - 80.1973:,. e , 41,1 ta .
4"5-t

0,.

a. Ledger ,value;'beginnint'of year.
. ,

b. larket value, beginning o f year;
c. End of. year

d. Net investment
includes capital

income as compute Vec. 4940 Of the lntesnal Revenue COde. Excludes municipal bond interest andgains on the basis se oith in sec. 4940. 1

b'
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investments kicome .tax based on income reported on the Form 990-PF returns
tabulated,1'. it may in fact be no more than happenstance in view of the several data
problems associated with thq Construction of the table.

Relationship of Foundation Data to-Treasury Department Study for 1962

In 1965 the Treasury Department issued a study on foundations which contained
financial rata derived from a survey covering the year 1962.g The study was
intended to represent the universe of some 15,000 foundations accountedfor by a
Foundation Library eenter tabulation from Form 990 returns. As shown in Table 2,
the more recent 1973 tabulation shows a much larger universe than that of 1962.
the number of foundations is nearly twice as large, 29,255 as opposed to 14,865;
and assets, using the ledger value for 1962, more than doubled, from $11.6 billion
to $27.2 billion. If we use the market value of assets at the beginning of 1962, the
overall increase in. the 11-year period was less, from $16.3 billion to $27.2 billion.
Total receipts increased by 93 percent, from $1.9 billion to $3.7 billjon. Investment
income (including capital gains) increased by 58 percent, which was. less than the
increase in.assets if the market value of assets at the beginning of 1962 is taken as
the base.

The one area that showed very little growth was gifts and contributions. They
were estimated to be $833 million in 1962 anc14995 million in 1973, an increase of
less thin 20.percent. ;'

The first obvious question'that arises when comparing the 1962 and 1973 data is
whether the great increase in number of foundations is a true increase or represents
undercounting for 1962. t he Most probable answee is that it represents some of
both, plus the added factor of a difference in the definition of what constitutes a
foundation.

First, it seems reasonable to assert that prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969
there was some laxity by foundations in filing returns. The publicity accompanying
the passage of this law, in addition to the enactment of a monetitly penalty for
nonfiling, should have 'rectified this situation. But we also know from the
study that there was a veritable explosion in the establishment of private founda-
tions between 1940 and 1960.9 If the rate at which foundations were being
established in the 1940s and 1950s had continued into the 1960s, practically all of
the increase in numbers between 1962 and 1973 could have been accounted for by
newly establisletd foundations (assuming that the 1969 law.did not result in the
termination of-many private foundations). Second, there is the matter of definition..
The list,of foundations maintained by, the Foundation Library Center excludes
organizations" "which are restricted by charter solely to aiding one or several named
institutions; or which.function as endowments set up for special purpOses within
colleges, churches, or other organizations and are governed by the trustses of the
parent institution:"10 Some of the organizations described in the first clause are
private foundations under the 1969.,,1aw; their relative importance in ttie 1973

'tabulation is unknown. '

II

DISTRIBUTION OF ORGANIZATIONS BY ASSET SIZE
Table 3, which is based on Tables 4 and 5, symniarizes the relative'distribution

of number of returns, assets, and receipts of foundations and other organizations by
size of assets. Since some organizations neglected to fill out their balance sheets, it
was necessary to include a "0" asset category. This accounted for 5.3 percent of the
foundation returns and 14.7 of the other returns. Among foundations, those filing;
returns without balance sheets accounted for only 1.1 percent, of total gross
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Asset'Size
(in thousands)

J

Table 3

Contributto-n of charimble;jteligious, and Educational Organizations
-__---zuvace-.E.asdaiions, by Size of Assets, 1973

,

',Number of Returng Assets. Gross Receipts'

Other ,(c)(3) Foundations Other (c)(3) FoUndations Other (c)(3) Foundation,
Organizations Organizations Organizations

a .,,,,.;

$ 0 *

1 to 5
14.7%,
27.0 4

P5.37
17.4

. -7.

*
..-7..

*
0.67,

O.5
,:,4- ..,, 1.1%

0.8
5 to 10 6.9 6.1 * * 0.4 0.4
10 to 25 410. 9.6 1,1.8 0.1 0.2 4 0.9 0.9
-25 to 100 14.5 22.6 ,11.7 .1.3 2.4 3.0
100 to 500 13.4 21.8 :2.9 5.4 ' 5.4 8.4

..500 to 1,000 4.1 , 15.8 a2.7 . 4.4 3:5 6.0
1,000 to 10,000 7.7 8.0 22.6 24.4 25.3 30.9
10,000 to 50,000 1.6 1.0 / 30.3 22.6 31.1 26.8
50,000 am:Cover , 0.4p Q.2 , 40.7 41.5 29.8 21.8

Office of the Speretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

Source: Tables 4 and 5, infra.

a. "0" means that balance sheet was not filled out.

Less than .05 percent.

Mote: Columns will nol add to 100 percent because of 'rounding.

August 12, 1975
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receipts; the comparable figure for the nonfoundation category was 0.6 percent (this
figure is understated because some organizations also failed to fill in the income
statement).

Assuming that those organizations that did not complete balance sheets generally
have low assets (say, under $10,000), we find that the distribution of all organiza-
tions by asset size is, as would be expected, weight a4 toward the low side in terms
of number of units and toward the high side in tg*. Of asset or gross receipts.

The finder- $10,000 asset category includes abeit,49 'percent of the nonfounda-
ti but only 29 percent of the foundation . In spite of the wide publicity

en as to the large asset holdings of major found 'iii, a greater percentage of non -
fdGndation than foundation unitchad assets of $10 m [lion and over, 1.9 percent com-
pared with 1.2 percent. (0.3 percent of the nonfoundations had assets of $50 million
and over, against 0.2 percent of the foundations.),

Reported assets of units in the. under-$10,000 size category are inconsequential
in both groups. Looking at receipts, units of this size account for only 1.5 percent
of total nonfoundation gross receipts and 2.3 percent of total foundation gross

;'receipts. The ,concentration of assets and receipts at the upper end of the scale is
.,.gteatest, in the case of the nonfoundation, group: 71 percen of the total reported
assets of nonfoundations and 61 percent of the receipts are accounted for by units
With assets of $10 million and over. For foundations, the espective figures are 64
percent and 49 percent. (One weakness of the tabulation is that the open-end asset
class begins at $50 million, and in today's economy this prevents any real evaluation
of the importance of the very large units.)

Tables 4 and 5 provide available data on receipts and expenditures by categories
of asset size. (See Appendix for explanation of construction of Tables 4 and 5.) In
Table 5, f&ndations are broken out as operating and nonoperating, with a further
tabulation for foundations whose status had not yet been determined (most of the
latter will undoubtedly be classified as nonoperating foundations).

Because of certain weaknesses in the original data, which will be explained later,
the computations on various types of receipts and expenditures cannot be said to.
represent the-actual situation in 1973. Keeping,this in mind, it is possible, to draw a
few broad conclusions from the tabulations.

' In the nonfoundation category, the relative importance of gifts, grants, and other
contributions to gross receipts varies inversely with the size of the organization. At
the highest asset levels ($10-million-and-over) gifts constituted less than 17 percent
of gross receipts, but at the lowest level (under-$10,000) the ratio was about 46
percent." (See Table 4.) The larger organizations undoubtedly derived much, of
their income from charges and fee's for goods and services. However, these figures
were not tabulated. . 2.

A'similar inverse relationship of gifts-to gross receipts is found in the case of
foundations. (See Table 5.) Among all foundations (operating, nonoperating,
unclassified), the small oqes (under $10,000 in assets) counted on gifts for some 6.1
percent of their grass receiptsi while at the $10-million-and-over level, gifts were
about 18 percen.of gross receipts. ,

1,,... Investment income of foundations, as would be expected, is an important
component of gross receipts. For total foundations, the ratio was 46 percent.
Because the importance of gifts 'anecontributions to gross receipts varies inversely
with foundation size, the importance of investment income also tends to be
,correlated with size, For the under-$10,000 asset category, investment' income was
1pnly 18 percent of gross receipts. At the $10- million -and-over asset level,it was 55
'percent.

.-
As shown in Table 4, organizations other than, foundations, in the aggregate,

reported an excess of receipts over expenditures equal to 11 percent of receipts. No
size class reported.an excess of expenditures over receipts, but the excess of receipts
over expenditures did increase with size. For the under-$10,000 asset group, the
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Financial Data for Charitable, Religious, and Educational Organizations

(Other Than Private-Foundations) by Asset Size, 197,3

(in thousand .of dollars)

Asset Size
(In thousands)

Number of Assets at
Returns' Year End

Cross Receipts

Members
Grossb Dues and
Income Assessments

Contributions,
Gifts, etc. Total

...

$ Oa
1 to 5
5 to 10
10 to 25'
25 to 100
100 to 500
500 to 1,000
1,000 to 10,000
10,000 to 50,000
50,000 and,over

Total

13,284
24,378
6,243
8,665

13,026
12,096
3,712
6,984
1,486

231
90,125 .

$ 4,

29,075
45,414
141,610
693,071

2,825,207
2,655,141

22,265,016
29,835,405
40,097,365
98,587,306

$ 193,395
e. 119,592

99,849'
217,216
505,872

1,343,810
1',147,967

10,701,977
14,519,685
13,958,211
42,807,574

$ 28,081
33,985
21,181
38,423
83,386

178,245
104,285

'\391,475
, 269,097

215.881
1,364.039

$ 143,387
, 155,756

124,015
261,296
754,459

' 1,568,124
732,846

3,360,163
2,971,066
2,815,053
12,886,165

Sli$ k1.3:44i
, I

245,384
517,019

1,343,790
3,090,191
1,985,086

14,453,556
17,7596864
16,989,162 .

57,059,309

I

Asiet Size
(in thousands)

Expenditures

Excess of Cross,...
Receipts Over
Expenditures

'Cost of
Goods
Sold

EXOCMCS At
tlibutable to
Gross Income

, Disbursements
'for Exempt
Purposes Total

$ 0
1 to 5

$ 414,921442,48

29
$ 109,599

88,045
$ 214.998

206.884
$ 346,44i,

308,0001
$ 18',529

2,280
5 to 10, 10,609 78,198 144.970 233,839'; 114545 . = .
10 to 25 ' 39,549 123,633 337,315 500,619'1 16,400 a25 to 100 80,048' 347,547 866,792 1,294,492 49,298.
100 to 500 174.240 822,291, 1,782,725 2,779,312 ' 310,879
500 to 1,000 141,979 587,208 1,002.308 1,731,473 253613
1,000 to 10,000 1,383,119 . 5.229.022 2 5.928,719 12.540,859 ' 1,912,697
10,000 to 50,000 3,604,258 5.778,297 7,339,531 16,722,050 1,037,816'
50,000 and over 525.628 2,772.886 10,932,441, 14,195,413 2,793,749

Total 5,993.907 15.936,726 28,736.683 50,652,502 6,406,806

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

Source: Special tabulation of Form 990 Returns

August 12, 1975

a. "0" means balance sheet was not filled out, b. Includes receipts from all sour other than'tpwrd gifts.
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Tab'. 5

Receipts of Private FOadatiOns-

by Asset $ize, 1973
(in thousands .oE dollars)

Asset sizes
(in thousands)

, ^
'74oss Receipts

_ 0
Number, Assets Members 40 c ax on
of 1 at Grossb

Contributions, Dues and Investment nveseMent
.etc.Returns Year End Income

Gifts, Assessments Total Intome J Income

Nonopertting

$ 0 1.373 0 $ 16,148 $ 16.822 $ 123
1 to 5 4,639 7,090 8,192 17,692 236
5 to 101 1,664 12,'258 3,554 7,850 124
10 to 25 3.207 53.629 3 ;086 4,128 19:954
25 to 100 6,146 335,798 39,560 A 52.853 408,

4
100 to 500 5,832 1,344.186 143,828, --49f1.151D 7 487
500 to 1,000 1,496 1,049,845 127,665-- 61.484 . 26

1,000 to 10.000 , 1,987 ,' 5,684.232 666,019 ,293.438
54,000 6'50,000 259 5,331,404 677,384 185,259
,000 and over 54 11,019,377 713,770 51,490

Total 26,657 .24,837,820 2,299,706 789,669
r

. .

Operating

4 i
0
1 to 5
5 to 10

37
137
39

0
237
274

10 to 25 68 . 1,125
25 to 100 ". 195 10,593
100 to 500 271 70,248
500 toi1,000 449 100,724
1,000 to 10,000 241 691.992
A0,000 to 50,0110 30 659,336
50,000 and over

.Total
3

1.161

182,095
1,716.624

557 2366
283 1,,691 25

- 781 2,099 4

112 ' 1,444 2

1,627 6,945 97
8,347 13,804 154
9,673 _11,851 86

1
39,757

-11,212 23,438
.....1,. 225

..

,534 5.353 -

241.695 148,748 .- 1,593

;

-

7

2,908
25,977

2;28

$
26,1491

110 5
27.161
92,746
242,432
189,396
'960.744
761,324.
768.1i9

3,114,801

4
8.587 $ ,306

2,510 '° 86

2.612 95

11,816
20;480 347
81,672 3,079,

2,5$0

4:1,701 19,852

361,251' 14,404
574,011 23,002

1,564,926' 63,512

2.919 583 23

2.004 296 34

7,191-.' 4 0

1,559 16 0

,8,669 927 31

12,3110 1,974 70
21,611 4,283' 162
10,257; 27,034 1,105
177,649 *... 34,212 '2,746

41..1347 'k 12,805 ...) 514
358,0/4R '. 82,204 -, c,. 4,685



'11nmAs 5 (cont'd)

.1

1
° 1

Receipts ef'Private Foundations

by Asset Size, 1973 '

(in thouspodsof dollars)

Number
Asset Sizes of
Sin thousands) Returns

Assets
at
Year End

Gross receipts

Investmentc
.Income

Tax on
Investment
Income

Grossh
Income

Contributions.
Gifts, etc.

Members
Dues and
ASsIaments 'Total

Unclassified
to

$ o . 126 0 1.735 $ '1,126 $ 107 $ 2,910 606 $ 23I- to 5 . 318 432. .,' 1,238 524 13 1,776 198 65 to 10 75 555 146 593 7 448 2310,to 25 177 2,891 1.125 1.538 48 2,703 15525 to 100 278 15,193 2.733 5.077 , 516 8.327 815 19100 to 500 . 286 64,801 24,629 16.935 272 41,835 2,936 10250Q to 1,000 64'1; 45,673 6,921 3',71 9 067 10,672 1.764 681,000 to 10,000 103 282,348 50.244 15;648 187 0.083 23.547 1, 04310,000 to 50,000 8' 168,350 8,239 33.135 30 41,403 '4%595 19450.000 and over / 2' 110.544 18,101 18,101Total 690,786 97.010 96,396 1,487 194.617 34.639 1.455
. .

Total

$.0 4. 1,536 0. 18,440 20,314 230 38.982 9,776 3521 to 5 5.094 7,759 9,713 19,907', 274 29,921 3,004 126$ to 10 1,778 13,087 3,787 10.542 135 14.534 2.639 95RI to 25 3,452 57,645 4.323 7,11% 20,004 31,423 6,987 19125 to 100 6,619 361,584 43,920 64.875 1,021 109,7424 397100 to 500 6089 1,479,235 176,804 128,892 913 306,567 88,582; 3,251500 to 1,000 1,700 1,196,242 144,259 77,054 656 221,679 67.931 2,7801,000 to 10,000 2,331 6,658.572 782.526 349.343 2,202 1,134,084 493.684 22,00010,000 to'50,000 297 6.159,090 739,835 241,832 1 714 982;376 400.078 16;94450,000 and over 59 11,312,016- 720,304 74,944 ,908 798,157 586,866 23,516Total - 29,255 27,245,230 2,643.911 994.813 29,057 3,667,466 1.681.769 69,652
Off of the Secietary of the

Office of Tax Analysis

Source: Special tabulation of,
a. "0" means balance sheet
b. Includes receipts from All

are included.
c. Net investment income as

includes capital pins on
Less than $500

Treasury

Form 990PF returns

was not filled out.

August 12, 1975

sdurcesotber than dues and gifts. Understated because only "gross pro s" from business activities

computed under sec. 4940 of the Internal Revsnue Code. Excludes municipal bond interest and
the basis set forth in sec. 4940. 1



excess was only 3.5'percent of receipts. The
assets, retained 11 percent of receipts, the
middle-sized categories thus retained more

153'

largest categories, over ;10 million in
average for all units. Some' of the
than the average; forexample, the

$1-million-to-$16-million category retained 13 percent.

Appendix

Construction of Tables -4 And 5

lrfformation from 1973 returns was available for number of returns, assets, and gross receipts
classified by size of assets. Foundations' were ,divided into operating, nonoperating, and
unclassified. In the case of nonfoundation returns, the tabulations covered only those returns
showing assets of $5,000 or more.

To fill in the other receipt and expenditure items shown in the tables, recourse was had to a
tabulation of 1972 returns by asset-size classes. The reconstruction of the sources of receipts'
(except invesrent income) and types of expenditures for 1973 was made by applying to the
1973 total reteipts figules inieachNze class the ratio of these items to total receipts in 1972.

Investment income for foundations was derived by applying to 1973 asset figures the rate of
return' on assets byrgze classes in 1972 returns; investment income tax was computed by
applying to the investment income computed for 191'3 the effective rate of tax shown in 1972.

Reconstructing die under - $5,000 and "0"-asset chiegories for nonfoundations for 1973 was
done by taking the 1972 data for number of reeurn, assets, and gross receipts for these size
categories as a percent of the total of these items for the 1972 data, exclusive of these two size
categories. The ratios were then applied to the 1973 data to estimate the "0" and under - $5,000
asset categories not tabulated for 1973.

The question then is, How good are the estimates derived? Since there was only a one-year
lag between the two sets of returns, it is unlikely that the relative size distribution of retails,
assets, and gross receipts would have varied foo greatly. The overall relative importance of
sdurces of income and the distribution of expenses is not likely to have varied greatly either.

The real problems in using the 1972 tabulations \to reconstruct details of receipts and
expenses and investment income for 1973 are twofold. In the first place, the 1972 data 1'ere
not checked after being punched. Looking at the computer printouts, one can spot a few figures
that are so clearly internally inconsistent that they have to be wrong. Where it was apparent
that the keypuncher added or subtracted a digit at the beginning of a number, the figures were
corrected. In other cases, tie figures were used as shown in the printout lirpuse even though
undoubtedly Wrong, there was no' way of deciding what the correct answler was. One highly
questionable figure that was not qbanged is that for dues and assessments for nonoperating
foundations In the $10,000-to-$25,800 asset class. The figure for gifts in.,the $100,000-to
$ 500,000 asset classlof nonfoundatIons, le even more suspect. - -

Slated earlier, the estimates of investment income and the taxxon investment
income are consistent with the reported figures on collection from this tax, this statement
applies only to the totals. Looking at the figures for the three subcategories of fotindatIons by
asset classes, one immediately notes obviously questionable figtires. Some effilctive rates of ;tax
differ considerably from the flat 4 percent rate, and some rates of return on assets appear
unrealistic. Fortunately, those aberrations are concentrated in size,categories that have little
'weight in the aggregate.

Another question Mkt deserves consideration is the use of the computed rati4orretum on
1972 assets to estlmite41973 investment income. If the asset figures represent current market
value at the end of the year, the use of the rate of return computed from 1972 Investment
Income and yearend 1972 assets should result in too low an investment income estimate for
1973. Interest rates and dividend ,yields were somewhat lower in 1972 than in 1973 and
security prices were higher. Stock prices, particularly, declined sharply from the end of 1972 to
the end of 1973. On the other hand, the asset figures could be ledger values thatwere not
adlusted to market changes.-In this case, the estimate for 1973 could not be very far off.

*See data in Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1974, p. 465
e,
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One further comment as to the validity of,the 1972 data: Because of a mixdp in instruc-
tions, the 1972 data dO not represent a single count of each return. Each organization filing
Forin 00 or 990-PF, was asked to list on its return its principal activities, up to a maximum of
three. All returns were identified as to activities listed, and each return was tabulated once for
each activity listed. Thus, a return could receive a weight of 1, 2, or 3. If all, or practically all,
of the returns received a weight of 1, 2,or 3, then the percentages computed are correct, or
_nearly so. If among the larger units there was a distribution of returns with 1, 2, or 3 activity_
notations, then the weights are incorrect and the percentages computed therefrom are out of
line.

What can be said as to the possihifity tat the multiple counting procedure did not unduly
distort the ratios computed from the 1972 data? The only clues are in the estimates for
1973 for gifts and contributions to all 501(c)(3) organizations and the investment income of
foundatioits; The girt- and contribution figure (taking into consideration the fact that double
counting is invOlved.m,sin tabulations) is not imonstistent with the estimates by the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., and the investment income figure is consistent with

-- the tnvestment tax coltection figures.

Spheres of Interest

The multiple counting. of returns just described arose from the attempt to determine in what
areas 501(c)(3)_orRnIzations were operating and the magnitude of their operatidns in these
3ields...j.h order to tio so, separate tabulations were run for activity codes noted on a return. Not
all activities were run, only certain selected ones, but if a return indicated that the organization
operated a school and also ran allospitil, its data not only were entered in the separate runs for
schools and hospitals but, because of a misinterpretation of the instructions, were tabulated
twice in the "total." The effect of this multiple counting can be seen by comparing the 1972
and 1973 figtires for foundations where we have full coverage for both years:

1972 1973

Number of returns 44,957 ' 29,255
Assets, ' $39,478,896,000 $27,245,230,000
Gross receipts $ 9,145,665,000 $ 3,667,466,000

The value of the tabulations by activity codes is so questionable that tFe results are not
presehted here. For one thing, it is understood that the majority of foundations-listed their sole
function as Oat of making "gifts, grants, or loans to other organizations." This notation is
obviously of/no help in trying to determine whether grants went for education, health, or some
other field. Even where more definite activities were indicated, we have no way of knowing the
percentage of ao organization's expenditures go*: to a given class of activity. To take the
school and hospital example again: all of an orgarrizatibns' assets, receiptsr and expenditures,
would be entered unfits+. both activities, even though 90 perccr,t might be attributable to the
hospital and 10 percent ;to the schciol.

-
;

Foofnotes

0

1. There could also be some delinquent returns for prior periods.

2. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1974, p. 46.

3. American Association of FundRaisin.ounsel, Inc.; Giving USA, 197$, p. 7.

4. Characterized as "chant ble trusts" in section 4947 (a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code\k,"4"--
F
5. Taxable investment into e does not include interest onAaZ-exempt bonds. It would be
expected that foundations w d hold few such securities. The capital gains element reported on
the form is less than actual gal

6. As will be shown later, ual effective rates for subdivisions of the total vary inexplicably
from the 4 perUnt rate.
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77-This is saidwith some, reservation. The tax ,on investment income of sec. 4547 (a)(1)(taxable), trusts is included in the collection figure: Because of the way the tax is tobe computed for such trusts, the investment income tax could bevery small. However, on Form104143F th'e tax computation ys incorrect and, if follow , Y to a larger tax that that--required-by law.

reasury Department Report`on Private Founfigtions, February 2, 1965.

9. Ibid., p. 76.

10. Ibid., p. 77. :
11. The extraordinarily large figure for "gifts" in the $100-to-$500 asset class undoubtedly is atranscribing error.

t6
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RESULTS FROM TWO NATIONAL' SURVEYS OF
PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITY

James N. Morgan-I., Richard 'F. Dye *, Judith H. Hybels,*

Introduction

Background

This report analyzes data from two national sampje surveys of philanthropy
undertaken by the Survey Research Center of the Institute for Social Research at
The University of Michigan with the sponsorship of the Commission on Private
Philanthropy and Public Needs. The concern of the commission was -to study the
effect of tax and foundation laws on charitable giving and to gain a better under-..standing of giving in general.

Giving to others, particularly the givinz of money, tends to be concentrated
among persons with higher incomes, and.. many of the critical questions about
changes in the law appear to be relevant mostly to those with the highest incomes.
Hence, both surveys oversample those with higher incomes. The Survey Research
Center sample oversampled higher=gicome 'areas and then eliminated a fraction of
the younger or less educated people. This,'sample resulted in 1,892 responses.

The second sample was drawn, with careful attentjon to complete confidentiality,
with the cooperation of the Internal Revenue Service. Those 1,025 respondents
were interviewed by the United States Census Bureau using a questionnaire. almost
identical to that used by the center in its survey. The questionnaire was deigned by
the Survey Research Center with participation and cmInsel of the Census Bureau
and the Office of Management and Budget. After careiu'l deletion by I.R.S. and the
Census Bureau of any information that might have identified individualsincluding
changing any amounts over $10,000 to interval esignationsthe protocols were
sent to Ann Arbor, Michigan, for processing (A description of both samples and
response rates is contained in Appel dix I.)

The strategy of the mierview was to approac hilanthropy from a number of
different 'directions, with an emphasis on past, ..present, and future giving, on
expressed reasons for giving, and on reports on situations and related behavior that
might help explain giving of time and money. (See Appendix IV for a detailed

,,,description of the questionnaire, and a tabulition of the responsel.) We began by
asking ?bout amounts of time given in volunteer work, and followed with questions
'about gifts of money and property. To avoid embarrassment for the..respondent,
details of giving and related attitudes were asked only of thOse who reported giving
at least $100. Questions an income and assets requested only, the minimal necessary
detail.

We asked directly about actual effects of changes in deductil/ility on gifts for the
fiw who had started or stopped itemizing and aboutfekpected effects for everyone.
In spite of the dangers of questions of theruiffy" 4sort, we asked about potential
responses to(several changes in the tax laws relating contributions; for those with
substantial assets, to changes in the tax laws relating to.bequests. Ebr the few (even
in the Census sample) with foundations, we asked about the effects of the recent
changes.; in the law with regard to foundptions..

Professor of economics and program director, Survey Research Center, Institute for Social
Research,/ University of Michigan.'

' * Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan. '-
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= We did not attempt to measure general attitudes toward altruism, charity, or
, poverty. It did not seem a crucial part of the task to show that those who share
their time and money have more sympathy toward the donees or more benevolent
personalities than ,those who do not give. What we do have is their own expressed
reasons for giving, their reasons for past or planned changes, their involvement with

;-1,directing or making policy for the organizations to which they donate. We can, by
correlation analysis, attempt to indicate the importance of ability to give (income,
assets, number of dependents, and tax deductibility of charitable gifts). (See
Chapter IV for a summary of the findings.)

Previous Studies

E. There had been no full-scale national surveys of philanthropy prior to this study.
The Consumer Expenditure Surveys of the Bureau of Labor Statistics generally
include "contributions" as a category.' Two rather specialized studies of large givers
focused on reactions to tax laws.2 In,,,the course of studying well-being and its
intergenerational aspects, the Survey Research Center in 1960 asked about gifts to
friends and relatives, to churches or religious organizations, and to othecorganiza-
tions "like Community Chest, schools, cancer or heart associations, and so forth."
A 1965 Survey Research Center study, Productive Americans, asked about time
spent doing "volunteer work without pay such as work for church or charity, or
helping relatives."'i

In the spring of 1973 the Office of Tax Analysis of the United States Treasury
asked us to do a small study of the giving of itemizers and those who did not
itemize their deductions.5 With the relatively small sample and no overrepresenta-
tion of the upper-income groups, the Treasury study could not distinguish among
those with widely differing marginal tax rates; but it could look at those who were
itemizing their deductions compared to those who were not. Income, home
ownership, and family size laigely determined whether it paid to itemize, and

_income and itemization status largely determined whether the household gave and
how much it gave. Indeed, itemization seemed primarily to affect whether the
household gave at all. Only at incomes above $10;000 did it affect the amounts
givers gave to religious organizations, and only at incomes above $25,000 did it
affect the amounts givers gave to non-religious charities. But as Martin Feldstein
pointed out_ to us, the combination of differences in "whether" and "how much"
lead to estimates of substantial dprice elasticities" of giving. The Treasury study also
showed substantial differences in the age pattern of giving between religious and
other donees.,

Finally, to,provide an extensive pretest and some early indications of responses
to changcd standard deductions, the Filer 'Commission funded a small national
survey in Odtober, 1973, repeating the questions of the Treasury study and adding
some questions to cover gifts of time and money, itemization and changes in
itemization, and the perceived effects of the latter.'

When asked general reasons for recent past changes in giving, almost no one
mentioned tax considerations. Among the families who had stopped itemizing, only

_7.5 percent of them said that the change had affected the amount they contributed
to charity. On the other hand, just as in the larger study repotted here, many (43
percent) felt that people in general would give less without the tax incentive of
deductibility, and a substantial minority (26 percent) felt that people like them (in
the same financial situation) would give less. At incomes of $25,000 and more,
nearly half of the respondents felt that families in financial situations like theirs
would give less without deductibility.

The October data on actual giving also showed substantial effects of tax
deductibility (itemization).Once again the effect was greatest on whether 'the family
gave at all, but among the givers, itemizers also gave more. Adjustments for spurious
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co n through age and income differences between itemizers and non- itemizers
(and non-filers) reduced the apparent effects but did not erase them. Additional
adjustments, for differences in education, family size, occupation, race, home
oviperspiprhand magi, a1 status reduced the differences to the borderline of
signifiance, but such adjustments involve over-correction. In any case, the
remaining differences still. indicated that itemization was associated with greater
giving. - ... , veclia'.

These data also indicAed what we find in the present studythat iternizers also
giVe, more time. This would indicate that time and money go together since gifts of
time are "tax-exempt" regardless of itemization status. That is, if one had spent the
time to earn money and given the money, the result would have been the same as
giving time, provided the money gift could have been itemized. Actually itemizing
was mostly associated with whether time was given, at all rather than with the
amount given. /

We have not attempted to pool the data from these two 1973 studies with the
,current study because t questions were less complete and because the interviews
were taken with a ra d selection of adults rather than with household heads,
who can be expecte rt financial matters somewhat more freely and
accurately.

None of these studies asked niuch detail about giving, about information about
tax laws, nor about the giving of both money and time (in the same interview).
Also, none of them provided an adequate sample of upper-income families. Indeed,
the 1960 Survey Research Center study oversampled the lower end of the income
distribution because of its interest in poverty. )

,

There has, of course, been a lot of research on altruism using experiments or
studies of organized groups and a good deal of historical discussion of the
development of philanthropy in the United States.' There has even been a recent
attempt by one of the founders of the Society for the Study of the, Grants
Economy, Kenneth Boulding, to develop a theoretical structure within economics to

)handle philanthropy and other transfers as well as coercive redistributions by war,
taxes, robbery, and tortion.8 There is, however, no neat equilibrium or set of
maximization rules tat

p

?5(

t can handle factors such as gifts, taxes, 'theft, and war. Nor
will this study atte t one. Our purpose is to find out who gives what to whom
and to add several kinds of evidence as to why.

There have been studies of voluntarism, but the only national sample surveys of
vonteer time in addlidon to Productive Americans were two that were done by the
Uffited States Census Bureau, the first in 1965 for the Department of Labor and the
second in 1974 for ACTION.9 "--N

AN OVERVIEW OF GIVING

' We look first at the amounts of money and time given by individuals in the
United States in 1973, leaving totlater chapters a more systematic study of the
effects of tax policy on giving and an assessment of other motives and competing
goa Is.'

Estimates of Aggregate Philanthropy

While sample surveys are best used to look at distributions andtintercorrelations,
we have made some estimates of the aggregate amounts of time and money given to '
religious and charitable organizations and its, distribution among income groups and
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by type of donee. Estimates of the numbers of millions of households at each
income level were derived from Census Bureau data, mdth the proportional
distribution above $20,000 from Internal Revenue Service publications. These
estimates of the total number of households represented were then used to inflate
reports of average giving at each income level from the two surveys. There are a
number of ways to do this, but we regard the best aggregate estimate to be $26
billion. (See Appendix II for details of the estimation procedures.)

We can, using a similar procedure, also estimate the aggregate hours of time
donated to religious or charitable organizations by husbands (or single heads) and
by wives! it comes to some 3.2 billion hoLs by husbands or single heads and
another 2.7 billion hours by wives.

By using average hourly earnings of husbands (or single heads) and wives from a
different survey for each age-and-education group, we can translate the hours.into
aggregate values. Valued at what the same individuals could be earning at work, it
appears that husbands and single heads are adding $19 billion and wives $10 billion
to the value of philanthropic activity in the United States, an aggregate contribution
.of time roughly equal to the value of household contributions of money and
property.

In looking at averages or aggregates, one must keep in mind that. while the vast
majority of households (88 percent) make some money contributions, only a third
(32 percent) of family heads report giving time. And while 45 percent of the wives
give time, only 69 percent of the households have a wife present. Household heads'
who do give time report an average of 147 hours ,a year, while the 30 percent of
households with a wife who gives time report that she gives an average of 129 hours
a year. Even among of money or time, the averages conceal large disparities,
including a few very large givers. (In addition, another five billion hours were
reported as spent helping individuals outside the hbusehold [see Chapter II, p. 185
for details). And the out -of- pocket, costs reported for wives who did volunteer work
for organizations amounted to another $760 million. We did not ask the husbands.
for their expenses.)

Gifts of Money and Property

Our best estimates of the averages in each income class, are given in: Table 1,
together with the number of interviews on which they are based and the outside
estimate of the percent of all households in each income group.(These averages use
amounts reported as deducted by itemizers who could remember, otherwise they are
amounts reported as given.) All three averages go up systematically with income
except wives' volunteer time at very high income levels.

If we estimate the average income within each income class and the respondents'
tax deduction from giving, we derive Figure 1, showing the percent of income before
and after the tax benefits. The net after-tax giving as a percentage of income rises
only slightly with income.
"' Upper-incbme households give more absolutely and more even in relation to
incorte, but they are a small portion of all households. The result is that the bulk
of aggregate giving comes from households with moderate incomes. Table 2 shows
the percentage of all households in each income group and the percentage of the
aggregate dollars of giving that comes from that group. More than half-of the total
giving comes from households with incomes between $10,000 and $30,000, and
they are nearly half of all the households in the country. Below $10,000 we have
48 percent of the households but only 16 percent of the giving. Above $30,000 we
have less than 4 percent of the households but 29 percent of the giving.

Giving is not equally divided within income groups either., When we ignore
income levels and look at small and large givers, we rind that a substantial fraction_
of the aggregate giving comes from households that are serious but not very large
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Tabli 1

Average Giving in 15113 Pet Household to Charitableqnd Religious Organizations,
By Household Income Level

(irichxles zero givers) ,
Number of Inter- Percent

Average views in Combined of All
Income Level Giving Hours of Time Given . Sample Households

Wife
Head (If a wife)

Less than $4,000 $' 75 23 23 211 161
$4,000-7,999 122 21 19 277 19

$8,000-9,999 208 56 41 216 13
$10,000-14,999 327 44 67 485 '23

$15,000-19,999 523
i

55 54 3324i 16

$20,000-29,999 720 93 70 319 9

$30,000- 49,999 1,455 81 125 216 3

..$50,000- 99,999 5,552 108 150 284 1

'$100,000,199,999 16,988 , 131 128 217 0
b

$200,00Q- 499,999 38,950 158 110 114 0

$500,000 or more 70,501 229 167 44 0

All $ 459' 47 55 2,735

a. Excluding those who refused income or amount of giving.
b. Here and,in other teblis we have rounded percentages less than .5 to zero.

}RR 198
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Figure 1

Giving as a Percent of Income: Before and After Tax Deduction

' \, \, \
.e. \, N/ .

1III ' 'After

Bel ore-

161

8 10 15 20 30 50 100 200 500 1,000

Ancome Log Scale
(in thousands of dolls(s)

Before-tax giving as percent of Wore-tax4nzomet

After-tax giving* as percent of saer-tax income,

*Cross giving x (1 - marginil tax rate)

NOTE. The apparent Downturns at incomes over $500,000 should be viewed with'
kaucion as the small number of observations, possible measurement
errors, and extreme sensitivity to the mean !name figure used as

1.117.1 108, 199; base all combine to deka the estimates unreliable.

23.7%
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Table 2

Shares of Giving and Percentages of AU Households,
, By 1973 Total Household Income

Percent of
1973 \ Households Percent of

Total Household With Th2t Aggregate. \
Income Income Giving

...

Less than $4,000

$4,000 - 7,999

$8,000 -.9,999

16%

19 /

13

2%

4

10

$10,000 - 15,999 23 20

$15,000 - 19,999 16 18

$20,000 - 29,291 .10 17

$30,000 - 49,999 3 8
,
$50,000 - 94,999 0.67 11

/ $100,000 - 199,999

$200,000 - 499,999

0.13 .

0.03

6

3

$500,000 or more 0.005

100.835% 100%

Aggregates 69 million
households

$25.7 billion
in giving

a. Based on Current Population Survey estimates of households under
$50,000, 1972 Statistics of Income estimates of tax returns

$50,000 and over. See Appendix II.

H Table 3

Shares of Giving.and Percentages of All Households,
, By Amount of Giving,

Percent of
Amount Given Percent of ,Aggregate
In 1973 Households° ,r Giving

Nothing 12.2% 0.0%

Less than

$100 36.5 , 4.6

$100 - 499 30.8 18.5

$500,- 999 11.7 19.0

$1,000 - 4,999 8.2 35.0

$5,000 - 49,999 0.6 14.5 '

$50,000 - 99,999 0.6 3.0

$100,000 or more 0.0 5.6

100.0% 100.2%

a. Using revised estimate of number of housholds with incomes

over $50,00. (See Appendix II)

!RR 204
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ivers. (See Table 3) More than a third 'of the aggregate comes from the 43 percent
f the households giving between $100 and $1,000 a year. But another quarter

comes from the less than 1 percent of the households who each give $5,000 or
more in a year (the 'remaining 35 percent of giving came from the $1,000 to $4,999group).

Thus, the inequality in amounts ..given because of differences in income is
compounded by inequality in amounts given by people with similar incomes. This
may account for the popular perception of extreme concentration of giving. At the
same time there are substantial amounts given in the aggregate by people of modest
incomes.

Table 4

. Giving by Educatjon: Averages and Adjusted Averagesa

Average
Education Giving
of Husband Adjusted Number Percent
(or Single Average For Income Of of
Head) and Age Cases Families

Less than
7 years $ 162 $ 303 87 8%

7-8 years 245 360 144 13

9-11 years 255 419 241 19

12 or more
(no college

degree) 435 482 1,088 41

AA or 2-year
degree 525 572 98 3

BA, BS degree 924 598 601 10,

Agvanced
digrde 1,248 443 463 6

All $459 2,722 100%

a. Adjusted by multiple regression for disproportionate distributions
of income and age in different education groups.

'HTR 198

Giving can also be expected to depend on education, fora variety of reasons,
ranging from the greater income security and stability of the well-educated to their
greater feeling of social responsibility (or debt to 'society). We must adjust for the
different current incomes of those with different education, however, and Table 4 .
gives both the average giving and an adjusted average, taking account Of the
different average income and age levels of people in the education class e sA.'The
better educated are younger, because of historic trends toward more eduattfon.)
Even after the adjustment (by regression equation using categorical variables), there A

appears to be some tendency for the better educated to give more.
Giving also increases with age, for many reasons impossible to sort out. The

pessimistic interpretation would be that each new "younger" generation is less
altruistic than the previous one, of that the proximity of eternal judgment motivates

e aged. But people may have fewer economic responsibilities and uncertainties as

239
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they get older and more assets and accumulated rights. In any case,'giving goes up
with age, particularly after adjustments for income acid education, as one can see in
Table 5: We shall see later that people give less time as they get older and that the
only way in which time and money seem to be genuinie alternatives in giving is in
this changing pattern over time.

Age

ti

Table 5

Giving by Age Groups: Averaggs and Adjusted Averagesa

Average
Giving

Adjusted for Number
Average Income and of Percent of
Giving Education Cases Households

18-21 $ 60 $309 85 9%

25-34 199 261 533 21

35-44 ' 430 351 492 17

45-54 558 422 612 19
44

55-64 692 558 569 17
1

65-74 590 702 318. 12

75 or older 742 979 126 5

All $459 2,735 100%

a. Adjusted by multiple regression for different distributions of

income and education within age groups.

MT11 198

Tablet;

Percent ofdkil ifousehc4ds And of Aggregate Giving

By Income Tax Status -0

Percent Number
Percent of of of
Households Dividg Interviews °

Itemized 50% 862' 1,894

Filed a return,
but did not itemize '026 12 680

Did not file' 13 2 158

All 100% 100% 2,732

MTR 191

a ,

.;4

Most of the aggregatp dollar giving is by people who file tax returns and itemize
deductions, because those people have higher incomes and therefore are giving more
on the average than others,(even in the same income class). (See Table 6)
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Gifts by Donee

We have two ways of assessing the distribution of giving by type of donee. For
each of the respondents' four major gifts, we asked about the donee. At the end of
the sequence, we asked:

Of the total, about how much, or what percent, went s hurch or religious
organization?

It is clear from both these measures that the proportion of giving that is ligious_drops as income rises. (See Figure 2) This decline from three quarters at i comesunder $4,000 to one quarter at incomes over $500,000. is partly caused b indi-viduals giving to more and more organizations as income rises.

Percent

100

SO

Figure 2

Percent of Giving to Religious Organizations
By Income

State .ercent
religious

---_,Mean percent*

8 10 15 20 30 50 100 200, 500 1000
Income Log Scale

(in thousands of dollars)

a. a'verage over all individuals in income class of

TOR 213

major religious gifts
total giving

We return later to the form of the gift, since giving appreciated property is a
tax-related behavior. In general, gifts of property account for only a small fraction
of total giving even at upper-income levels. Giving through foundations or trusts or
as bequests at eath may pf course be more likely to, involve property. We only
asked the-for r the 4 largest gifts; but assuming that the small gifts were cash,only 13 per t of aggregate giving involved property, and ,pante jot that was
depreciated (used clothing, furniture,, appliances) rather -than apOeciated. Indeed,

ro
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ti
,

S 2 Percent

30

20

10

Figure 3

Percent of Total Giving in the Form of Property
By Income

p

V

Less than $10,000-
$10,000 39,999

$20,000- $30,000- $50,000- $100,000- $200,000- $500,000

29,999 49,999 99,999 199,999 499,999 or more

Household /moue in 1973

a. Assumes all property gifts are in the first four gifts for which we
have detail "is to the form of the gift.

MTR 191

Table 7

Volunteer Hours Giving by Had and Wife, by Income.
(includes zero givers)

Family Inc ome
in 1973

Average Hours
Per Family \

Share of
Aggregate Hours

Share of
Aggregate Value
of Time Given

Perce?'4 of

Hotsehoitip
Head Wifea

Head: 44111\d/1'
'

Head.
Head-and

' Wife.
.

Less than $4,000 23 23 8% 6% 7% 6%

$4,000-7,999 21 19 . 8 7 7 6 19

.$8,00029,999 56 41 15P1 12 11 41

$10,000-14,990 44 67 21 24 21 23 q? ! 23

$15.000-19,999 55 54 19 22 18 20 16

$20.000-29,999' , 93 70 19 17 22 20 1 9

$30,000-44;999' 81 125 6 8 7 9 3

$50,000-99,999 108 150 3 3 4 4 1

$100,000-199.§99 131 128 1 1 1 1 0

$200,000-499,999 159 110 0 0 0 ' ,- 0 0

$500,000 or more 229 167 0
.--

0
---

'0
---

0
---

0 '

: All incomes 47 55 100%' 100% 100% 100% 100%

a. Average of families with a wife.

MR 198 for means, intorpolaiion' L9l for'agiregates.

2 4 2
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below incomes of $30,000 a year most of the property given was not appreciated in
value. Only at incomes over $50,000 a year was mots, than a fifth of the giving inthe fornfof property, and even over $500,000 it is trot as much as a third of the
aggregate giving. (See.Figure 3)

Time Given to Charitable and Religious Organaations

The nearly 6 billion hoilts given in free time to charitable and religious
organizations comes from an average of 47 hours a year by husbands and single
heads, plus an average 38 hours from wives for a total of 85 hours per year. per
household. (Omitting households without a wife, the average number of hours given
by wives is 55 per year.) Since the average volunteer time per household does not,
increase with income so dramatically as dollar giving does, a larger fraction of the
aggregate volunteer work comes from lower-income families: nearly half of it comes
from families with incomes under $15,000 a year. (See Table 7)

We return later to details of the kinds of work and the kinds of organizations
helped and by what kinds of people. One important fact affecting the total valtie of
the time given is the fact that people with more education give more time, and their
time is presumably more-productive. At least the "opportunity cost" of their timein terms of their wage rate on the job is higher. When we use the average hourly
earnings of people with the same age anil education to assign values to each
volunteer's time, we find that highly educated people give .a diSproportionate
fraction of the aggregate time and a still more disproportionate fraction of its
aggregate value. (See Tables 8 and 9) (See Appendix II for ,details on' estimating
hourly earnings, aggregate hours, and aggregate value of time.)'

Table 8

Volunteer Hours and Their Value Given by Husbands

or Single Household Heads, by Education

Education of Share of Share of Aggregate -

Husband or Average Aggregate Value of Time Percent ofSingle Head Hours Hours Given Households

Lees than high
school 25 22% 15%

High school 46 44 40

College degree 90 20 26

Advanced degree 118 14 19

All 47 100% 100% a

Aggregates 69 million 3.2 billion $19 billion

talt 191

households hours dollars

40%

44

,10 C-

6

1002

We also asked people what they felt their volunteer time was worth in terms of
what the organization might have to pay to get floe work done, but it appears that
husbands may overrate their own time's value and underrate their wives' time. We
did not try to value each individual's time by what he was currently earning, since
some, individuals are retired and others have extremely large current salaries.

When wel return to ,Table ,7 after applying values to heath' and wives' time
according to their age and education, we see that the concentration it lower-income
levels is only slightly reduced. If we think of two aggregates -; time and money

.being contribOted to religious and charitable organizations, the bulk of the money

.2 4 3
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do.
Table 9

Volunteer Hours and Their )(able Given by Wives,

By Education of Wife

Share of Share of Percent

Average Aggregate Aggregate of Families

Education Hours Hours of Time Value of Time (Households with

of Wife Rer Wife Given by Wives Given by Wives Married Couple)

. .

Less than high
I A*

school 41' 28% 0. 281 372

High school 54 '44 40 45

College degree 81 17 19 11

Advanced degree 92 11 13 7

All 55 1002 1007 1002

Aggregates 48 million 2.7 billion $10 billion

,wives hours dollars

MTH 191

'fable 10

Volunteer Hours Given by Heads and Wives,

By Age of Head

Husband or Single lead Both Husband and Wife

Average Share of Aggregate Average Share of Aggregate

Hours PerAgg of Value of Hours Per

Head Household Hours Hours Household' Acura VIllinfr:

Under 35 38 242 212 58 202 192

35-44 74 28 ' 31 132 27 29

45-54 46 19 23. 92 21 23

55-64 46 17 17 94 19 19

65-74 33 9 6 63 9 7

75 or

older- 27 3 2 60 4 3

--- ___ --- ---

All '47 1002 1002 85 1002 1005

A. Including households with no wife.

MTR 191 S

1

comes from moderate-income groups, and the bulk of time, even in value terms,
from slightly lower ihcomeigroups.

I

Again, given an interest in longer trm trends of giving, as w II as lifetime
patterns, it is useful to look at the age distribution of volhnteer work. Table 10;
shows that instead of increasing with ag.F as money_giving does (paiticularli if dhe
takes, account of income lievels), -the .gi-vm-g--Of time tends to peak in the middle of
the family- life cycle and then falls off. The shares of aggregate value .pf time, peak
even,more in the middle years because the opportunity cost in terms of earnings is
greater for those people.

If volunteer time is less ,concentrated in the upper income and age groups than
the giving of money, it is considerably more concentrated within each income group
because far more families give none at all, and there are some who give very file
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Table 11 ;,
Distribution of Time Given by Husbands,or Single Household Heads

NA,
1973
Total

By Income Level

Number of Houre
Family

500Income . None 1-49 50-99 100-199 200-499 or More

Less than

$10,000 782 92 32 52 32 12

$10,000 -

19,999 64 14 5 6 7 2

$20,000-
29,999 50 15 8 7 10 5

$30,000-
49,999 50 ' 14 11 8 10 3

$50,000 -

99,91p . 45 11 12 11 12 1 5

$100,000-
199,999 37 14 11 14 13 8

S200,000-

499,999 32 14 4 2 17 13 7

$500,000
Or more 26 14 9 20 15 ' 14

All

Incomes' 682 "- 122 5% 62 52 22

Percent of
..,

Households 70 12 5 6 5 2

Share of

Aggregate e 0 5 7 17 37 34
Time

..

MTH 193-30

Amount Not
Ascertained

12

2

5

.4

4

3

8

4
2

22

amounts of time. Table 11 shows _the skewed nature of the distributions, and thefact that the 7 percent of the households with active volunteers5in them (givingmore than 200 hours per year) account for 71 percent of the aggregate h6urs given.SiMilarly, we find in Table 12 that 8 percent of the households with a wife who'gives more than 200 hours a year of free time account Tor 68,percent of, theaggregate wives' time given.

Volunteer Time by Activity and Organization

Returning now to the types .1I-volunteer activities done by heads and wives fordifferent kinds' of organizations, there .are a number'of things apparent in Tabs 13.For-eath-b-fg-aruliatf,--i-lrorthe volunteer' hours are presented as shares of total
__time_given-by-heads-andiwives each activity. For instance, in religious orgatiiza-tions, heads give a total of 51 kfrcenfof all the volunteer tiours, of-which 4 percent.are :for fund raising---13 percent for leadership, 13 percent for clerical or manualactivities, 3 percent_fgr_professional activities, and 18 percent for other activities,including teaching, comnseling, ushering, and singing in the choir. The table can alsobe read froth -tife poiht of view of the activity. Again in religious organizations, 11pereent of all,yolunteer hours are for fund raising, with 4 percent given by the headand 7 percentAby the,ivife. Note thgt e are large differences between types of

.
.
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Table 12

Distribution of Time Given by Wives, % -

By Income Level °
(for households with a wife) , .

1973
Percent of

Total Number of HourA
''

Households

Family
, 500 Amount Not With A

Income None 1:41( 50-99 100-199 200-499_ or More Ascertained Wife

Less than

$10,000

$10,000-
19,999

$20,000-
29,999

30,000 -

49,999

,$50,000-
99,99'

$100,000-
199,999

$200,000-
499,999

$500,000
or Mort

All
Incomes

Percen1140-
Households

Share of
Aggregate
Wives'
Time

MR 193

/"-
73% 14% 4% 4% 3% 1% I%

53 18 9 8. 7 . 2 3

4

41 24 12 9 9 2 3

35 . 17 14 12 11 6 5

30 20 7 10 16 9 8

26 18 10 17 16 6 7

t

3 17 15 15 12 4 7

I

36 14 7 11 14 10 8

57% 17% 8% 7% 6% 2% .11.0.3%

59 18 8 7 6 2

0 5 10 17 35 33

/

,

50%

85

92 ,,e
1'

91

94

91.,

85

100 '

69%

organizations in the proportion of volunteer work done by husbands or single heads

and wives (last column): household heads gave 80 'percent of the total-olunteer
hours to "combined" organizations but only 36 percent of till total time to "other
education" grobps.

Reading across and summing -the shares of -volunteer !fours of both heads and
wives, we can see_ that the organizationiediffer greatly in them trial
volunteer time. For eombined _appeals, 02 (48 14) percent of the hours are spent

on fund-raising and solicitation activities,, and another 35 (29 + 6) percent on
leadership. This makes sense,..sinco 'Combined appeals such as the United Way are
merely fund-raising umbrellas la a multitude of program charities such as scouts,
medical charities, and sociaj,services. For other organizations, volunteer houri spent

fund raising are relatively',gmall. The fraction of volunteer hours spent in leadership
and management of the organization and boards and committees ranges from 50

(37 + 13) -percent for cultural organizations to 14 (11 + 3) percent for social welfare

organizations.
A third category of volunteer work, whtch.like fund raising and leadership may

be only indirectly related to the actull purpose` of the charity,, is_ "clerical and
manual labor" and includes secretarial functions, cleaning and pahiting, driving,
baby-sitting, and other unskilled- or .semi-skilled jobs. Twentylsix percent of the
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Table 13..

Shares of Volunteer Hours Given by Heads and Wives,
By Organization and Activity

Fund Ralsing Professional,

Type of (including Leadership, Clerical, special

rargOation 1o.n )manatement manual skill'
. Other* Total

.

Religious -.Head 4 13 7713 . 3 18 51

- Wife 7 * 6 .13 1 22 49

Combined appeals r Head. 48 29 0 ... >0 3 ' SO

Wife 14 6_ 0 0 . 0 20

.k
Calamity and other

organisations - Head 7 18, 9 5 26 65

41' - Wife 3
c

7 10 1 14 35

,'"'

Health and medical - Head 3) 12 . 6 3 18 42'

, - Wife 10 4 8 1 35 57

.

Higher education - Head 4 17 1 13 42 77

- Wife 5 2 2 2 12 23

Other education - Head 1 13 5 4 13 36

- Wife
i'

is . 14 3 27 64

Social welfare -,yead 14 11 3 5 8 41

- Wife 2 . ,9 14 2 38 59

Cultural - Head 1
." 37 10 20 3 71

- Wife 6 13 9 0 1 29

.,
All - Head 5 t 15 10 4 21 55b

- Wife 6 6 _11 1 21 45

4. /
A. Includes teaching, scout leading, speaking, helping daycare center, nursery school, or other

school, hospital volunteer Work, choir, counseling.
b. Fifty-nine percent of people are heads (married men, single men, and single women) and

41 percent are wives, so wives are actually doing relatively more than beads.

r
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volunteer work for churches was of this variety, while other types of organization!
utilized from, 19 percent to no volunteer clerical or manual labor.

The rest of volunteer time involves activities that are more directly related to the
organization's function, including professional or, specialized skills plus all "other'
activities,. such as teaching, serving as scout leader, helping at nursery school, day
care center, counseling, ushering, doing hospital work. The proportion of volunteer
work that was of a professional type was highest for cultural organizations (2C
percent) and higher education (15 percent). "Other" volunteer work related to the
purpose of the charity ranged from 54 percent for higher education (for example
soliciting or interviewing prospective students) and 53 percent for health and
medical charities (hospital volunteers) down to 4 percent for cultural and 3 percent
for combined appeals organizations.

There is clearly a wide diversity in what we might call the administrative.
functional mix of volunteer activities between different types of organizations.

In the same table, one can also compare the shares of time devoted to each
activity by heads and wives. Leadership and management positions are over
whelmingly dominated by heads (mostly male). The only place where wives are
granted an equal share of leadership is in elementary and secondary education,
where they hold many of the poits in parent-teacher organizations and even school
boards. On the other hand, the pattern of clerical and manual tasks, which Might be
considered supportive to the leadership functions, is one-sided the other way: wives
predominate in these jobs. Fund-raising shares show no consistent pattern.

Considerjng the more directly charitable activities, heads again clustel'In the
categoey. ofi professional and specialized skills. (Wives gave very small shares of
professional activity hours.) Under the category of. all "other" activities related to
the purpose...of the charity, the share of heads' time was greater than that of wives'
(but it was only proportionate to their overall shale of time given) for "community
'and_ other" organizations, higher education, and cultural. For all other types of
organizations, heads did less than their proportionate share (compared to the total
shares) and wives did more.

On the question of shares of volunteer hours by heads (mostly male) and aes,
there is no doubt that men's volunteer hours are predominately in the more visible
and glamorous, higher status categories of leadership and professional skills, while
their wives contribute the major share of hours in the less visible supportive
activities of clerical and manual jobs, plus all the "other" activities which are
directly related to the purpose of the charity. Since leadership and management
activities are presumably dominant in setting policy for charitable, organization
heads of households (mostly men) have a clear monopoly of leadership posts.

1 Time Helping Friends, Neighbors, and Relatives
Outside the Household

Previous studies hive shOiin' that most financial help to relatives occUrs when
they are living doubled-up, with the lmount of money actually transferred to
relatives living outside the household being relatively small. We assume that money
given directly to other non-related individuals is even smaller, although we did not
ask about gifts of money not going through organizations. However, people do
devote time to helping others outside the household in informal ways that do not
involve religious or charitable organizations. It is of course difficult to separate
altrustic help from barter arrangements like baby-sitting pools or other cooperative
arrangements. Furthermore, the questions differed in the two samples. The Survey

'Research Center interviewers asked:

Did youg(or your wife) spend any time during 1973 giving unpaid help to
friends, neighbors, or relatives who do not live with you?
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What kinds of things did you do? About how many hotirs. of your time did
that take altogether in 1973?

The Census' interviewers asked:

Did you (or your wife) spend as much
giving unpaid help to individuals who do
a sick person?

What kinds of things did you do?About
that take altogether in 1973?

173

as 50 hours altogether during 1973
not live with you, such as caring for

how many hours of your time did

There were some people at almost every. income level who reported substantial
amounts of time spent helping others. ,(See Tabie 14) The most frequent type of
help was some kind of manual labor such as cleaning, cooking, painting, or yard
work; the next most common was caring forIk, aged, disabled, or children. Some
did errands for others, helped them move, rovided counseling, or used some
special skills. There was some tendency for th9se at lower incomes to provide more
manual labor and those at upper incomes to provide special skills, but the
differences were small.

Table 14

Time Spent Helping Individuals Not Living in thb Household
(percent of income gioup)

1973
Total Humber of Hours

Num r of
In iews

Family Less than,50 or
Income Not Ascertained 50-99 100-199 200-499'

500 or
More

Lees than
$104000 72% ' ' '9% 9% 4% 6% 707

$10,000-
19,999 66 12 11 8 3 833

$20,000-
29,999 66

o
9 4 13 346

$30,000-
49,999 71 8 8 , 8 5 224

$50,000-

99 ;999 75 8 8 6 3 299

$10.0,006-

199,999 10 5 5 2 226'
$200,000
499,999 80 10 3 3 122

$500,000
or more 4 0 '10 0 Y 45.86

2,802

All Income
(percent of

households)\ '69 10 104. 7 4

Share of Aggregate
Time 5 8 15 25 47 '

NTR 193

Altruism as a Syndrome: The Complementarily of Time and Money Giving

We can surtiMarize a lot of complex investigation, some of it reported injmore
detail in Chapter, ll, by s'Oihg that the giving of time and of money go together.
We can fi,nd'no stibgroups in the population for, which there is not a strong positive
correlation between the two %manifestations of al5uism. ,
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.

C
Relationship of Time Given Relative to Education and Monti,'

Given Relative to Incbme

4

Tab I. 15

atio of time
g an to average

foi 14ucat*on level Mean ratio of
money given
to average Percent of

for income group Households

.63 68Z

.91 4

1.25 11

(Average for husband
and win if a wife

present)

Less than .25

.25 - .49

= 1.49.

1.50 - 2.99 1.76 7

3.00 or more 2.15 10

Rat,lo,of Money

Mean Ra of Time
Giveli Average for Education Group

Given to Average Hus ds or Average Ratio for Percent of
For Income Groun Si le Head - Husbands and Wives Households

Less than .25 .33 .35 27t
,:. .

45 - .49 .51 .46 32

.50 - 1.49 .fifi .94 24

1.50 - 2.99

,

1.58 .1.49 10

3.00 or more 2.80 2.57 7
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Since upper-income people give more time and especially more money, an
highly educated .peoile give more tin* and more money, particularly the former
some of tile association between giving time and giving money might be suspectet
of resulting.not from any causal relation between the two, but from the correlatiot
of each with income or with education a spurious correlation between the twc
kinds of giving. If, however, we look at the relationship .between relative Mone)
given (compared with average for one's income group) and relative time giver
.(compared with the average for one's education group), we still have the powerfu
relationships shown in Table 15. (See Appendix II Itfor details of the relative giving
variables.) The first part of that table shows that those who give little time give 4(
percent less money ,than others in their income group, while those who give a lot cr
time give more than twice the average money gift for their income level.

If we think the causation goesfrotrr money to timer, the seconcipail?of:the tablt
shows that those who give relatively little money give only a ,third as much timi
those in' similar education groups, and those who give a lot of money give Mon
than two and a half times as much time as average. These are extremely powerful
relationships in a society as heterogeneotis as ours. The actual correlation betweer
these "adjusted" measures' of. time and money given is .35, and,it is alinost identica
for those under 55 or older who give only 77 percent of Vaverage" in dollars anc
those 55 pr older who .give 126 percent of "average." Only among the very old anc
lowegkome households, where giving fime is rare, is the correlation low.

It is dangerous, of course, to extrapolate such cross-section relationships at a

given poirit in time into predictions of. dynamic effects of new ,tax policies and te
infer that a policy that discourages giving money will be, accompanied by a
reduction in the giving of,'tirrie. Furthermore, there are some other, statittical
probletns of measurement errors in both variables. If we,leap over all these problems
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o make some kind of estimate from the dim, the correlations would indicate that
nything that reduced dollar givfrig by. 10 per'cent might reduce time given by asuch as 4 perfect. Sfrice the two aggregates are roughly equal in size, that would

be a substantial secondary effect.
If we focus on the groups most likely to be affected by changed tax laws

defined by whether they, were On the borderline of benefiting from itemizing
deductions we notice thk4their relationship between time and money giving isabout like that of the overall population, so there is no reason to believe that the
effect on them would be different. At higher income levels, the trade-off relation
would seem to indicate even greater sepsitivity and a greater loss of volunteer timeifirdollar giving were discouraged. Fori example, it is easy to think of doing less
solicitation, for a charity to which one had stopped giving money,.

All- of this is counter to the economist's standard prediction of the "rational"
response to a change in the relative price of two substitute goods both of which
are a small portion of the individual's total expenditures. If the giving of time is stilt
not taxed while money earned and given is taxed, then the logical person shbuld
give more time and less money. Those with normative notions of how much help
their orOnizations need might indeed respond this way given the opportunity for
such substitutions. Whether the long-term trend toward increasing professionaliza-
tion uld be reversed, and for what kinds of philanthropies, clearly depends onwheth r we thin of churches, community activities, education, or cultural organiza-
tions.

I terestingly enough, the relationships between time and money giving are about
ame at all education levels, though the more education, the more of both time
money that are given, even relative to average. Across age groups, however, the

king of voluntarism among young families (with children) and the continual
ease in money giving, leads to a kind of substitution of money for time as

ogle get older. It seems likely that this would be a response to something other
than a change in tax rates. We return to the relationship between time and,money
giving in Chapter III.

II

EVIItI4CE-ON THE EFFECTS OF TAX POLICY

In order for people's philanthropy to be influenced by.tax policy, they must
have at least a rudimentary insight into.the effect of their giving on their taxes. If-they do not know their net "price orgiving" after taxes, they should at least
understand that itemizing deductions reduces taxes and hence the net cost of giving.
Second,-they must have attitudes receptive to making ,use of that information in
deciding about giving. Third, there should be some behavioral evidence that in
practice giving is affected by its "price." (This paradigm parallels the one used in
the studies of family planning where the acronym KAP is used to stand for
knowledge, attitudes, and practice.)

We proceed now to assemble these three kinds of evidence on the effects of tax
policy 2n philanthropy, warning the reader to keep in mind that forecasts of future
behavior must weigh all this evidence rather:than select one piece of it.

Knowledge and Sophistication

Many people get help in filling out their tax returns; if they pay an accountant
or lawyer to help, one might think that the tax preparer might point out,to them

2 5 I
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Table 16

Income Tax Help Received, by Income
(percent of income class)

4F

Type of Help

Got Help
Friend

No .
Relative,

Income Help Paid Free Accountant Imps Tax Services IRS Other

$0-9,999

$i0,000-
19,999

$20,000-
29,999

$30,000-
49,999

$50,000-

99,999,

r-14.00,000-

599,999

,6200,000-

499,999,

$500,000
or more

53% 352 122 15%
$

42 192

36 57 25 5 28

38 58 4 35 3 20

34 63 3 45 6 , 13

27 69 4 60 7 5

7 93 0 . 69 18 0

0 100 0 100 0 ''' "0

0 100 0 100 0 0

All 441 461 101 211 51 221

,HTR 203-47

22 92

1 5

0 3

0 1

0 1

0

0 0

0 . 0

11 71

the net cost of giving,as well as things like the advantages from donating appreciated

assets.
The use of paid help, especially accountants, rises dramatically with income. The

use of free help, such as friends or relatives, is concentrated in the low-to middle-
income groups, as is the use of tax services. Table 16 shows the details.

A second source of advice, namely professional fund raisers, might beeven more
likely to focus on the tax advantages of giving. Those who gave at least $100 in
1973 were asked:

Do you get any expert advice on where or how to make contributions?

Who gave you this advice was it a lawyer, an accountant, someone from a .

charitable organization, or someone else?

Le
Table 17 shows that such advice is quite rare, even at high income levels.

.
Fin ally, since the4nost important way in which tax policy might affect giving is

through the marginal tax rate which determines the "price of chaiitYc" it -woUIcit
seem that if it is to have its full effect, people should know what their marginal taX
rate is. (For purposes of prediction it is only necessary that people behave as If they
knew their marginal tax rate. We return to this in the next section.) (Only 3 percent
said they didn't know'whether they itemized deductions.)

'Immediately after the citiestions on income, respondents were asked:

If your taxable income had been Increased by $100, hoW much more federal

income tax would you have had to pay?

After asking whether they used a standard ,deduction or itemized deductible

expenses "such as property taxes, int,erest payments and charitable _contributions,"
alhose respondents who itemized were also asked:

25'2):
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Table 17

Expert Advice On Giving, By Income
(percent of income group)

Someone
Accountant from

Income
1-13=r or CPA Charity Other None

$0-9,N94 0.0% 0.2% 2.2% 0.4% 97.2%.---___
$10,000-
19,999 0.2 0. 1.9 0.8 97.1

$20,000-
29,999 0.7 0.3 0.9 2.2 95.9

530,000-
49,999 0.5 s 1.0_______*Th1.0 2.0 95.5

$50,000-
99,999 0.3 2.9 1\41 1.7 93.4

$100,000-
199,999 ' 3.1 1.2 0.4 3.5 . 91.8

$200,000-

499,999 6.6 4.1 1.7 6.6 81.0

$500,000
or more 6.6 3.3 1.2 7.8 81.1*.

...

All 0.3% 0.2% 1.75 1.0% 96.8%

10R 193

If you contributed another $100 to charity, how much would it save you in

A surprisingly large proportion (72 percent) of people said they did not know
the answers to these questions,,,and' some gave impossible answers (there are no /
federal income tax rates of 1 to13 percent or greater than 70 percent). Even if we
all2w the "possibili ,,,, of zero rates for any respondents who have more deductions

responses. (See able 18) Of course, the higher the income
effects

, higher the

than they can , only, 21 percent of the wnple gave conceivably correct

oportion of conceivably correct respOnses. There may be tweeffects working
e: the higher the income the higher the range of conceivably correct responses,

.

andillehigher the income' the higher te 'incentive for tax awareness. There were,of coast,- a' ew who did not answer t e question and some who said they did not
know may have been politely avoiding-it. ',041,,

Iteinizing deductions and filling out the'hIlig tax form should make people more
aware of tax rates and the net costs of giving to charily. Atincomisbelow $8,000 a
year, which -includes some 38 percent of the firbiliittinithe ,country;12' rcent

1either do not file or do not itemize if they file. This &Rs rapidly- tti---.a tenth less
at the above $30,000 a year levels. Table 18 shows the propor s who file d
itemize, wild/give some estimate of their marginal tax rate or marginal tax
saving if they give to charity.

is unexpected that so many who itemize deduct:L:3ns and
me

s. ..,
It is not surprising that people are not sophisticated 'at ut it

tK, s to
pay claim so little knowledge of the tax effectsvof earni

,1:14041 e.. ,
Perhaps the use of expert help in.filing tax returni m e kss ai'54a ek-of
own marginal tax rates. When we combine various other in a / oW.t sens tlyi
into indices, they give the same overall, impression --L. itivity, A. Ihticuiarly-at
modest incomes. (See Table 18),, e , '

'' )1 ) -..-t
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Table 18 . .
Percentage Who Reveal Some Sophistication About Taxes and.Giving -

,,. .1--

, ...., r .

Give A
Conceivably Itemize and

Correct Give An Estimate File and Percent of

Responseto Of Their Tax Score 3 Or All
- Federal Tax On Reduction On More On Tax Tax Filing

Income Itemize Added Income* Added Giving Sc..,11.b Households

. f
$0-9,199 262' 17% 52 8Z 48

$10,000-
19,999 66 22 ' 15 11 , 38'

$20,000-
29,999 82 32 28 22 f -

$30,000-
49,999 90 43 44 36 3 .

$50,000-
99,999 94 45 - 45 58 1

$100,000-
199,999 98 59 62 70 0.2

. \ $200,000-
499,999 96 45 50 '72 0,05

$500,000 -...

,

or more 94 52 49
.

- 72 0.01

4

All 49Z .:'il% 13Z 12Z

a. Response. of 1-13 perceilt or greater than the highest possible margin0 tax

rate for respondent's income bracket are considered incorrect. (See Appendix IV,

Variable 547). ,

b. For details of this six-point index of tax sensitivity, see Appendix IV,

Variable 527.
a'

Mfg 193- 3- T28,205

t/.
Table 19

Reported Effects of Deductibilq on People in General:
Others Like Respondent, and Respondent Himself

(tax filers only)

Deduction
Stimulates

Income Giving

Others Like Respondent
Would Give:

. Respondent' Himself
Would Give:

Less* A Lot Less Lass* A Lot Less

-'

Less than $10,000 34Z 15% 10% 8Z 4Z

$10,000 - "n9, > 49

.
$20,000 - 099 - 56

31

39

18.

24

513

23

7

9

$30,000 -,49,999 64 68 44 36 18

$50,000 - 99,999 72 8Q 68 56 40

$100,000 - 199,999 81 82 75 71 49

$200,000 - 499,999 79 86, 79 75 62

$500,000 or more 78 ' 73 73 72 65

All 437. 107. 6% 7%

a. Includes thOse who said "less" or "a lot less.:,

11TR 193
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Effects of Deductibility .
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RespondentsRespondents were asked how they thought the deductibility of charitable
contributions affected "people who itemize," "people whose financial, situation is
about the same as yours," and "you." As might be expected, people were more
likely to Attribute self-serving (economically rational) responses to other people than
to themselves. A majority thought that deductibility "encourages people to give
more," but' only at income levels over $30,000 did a majority think that others
like themselves would give less if charitable contributions were not deductible. (See
Table 19); only at incomes over $50,000 did a majority think people like them-
selves would give lot less."

When we asked, "How about yourself? How would you probably react?" only at
incomes above $50,000 did a majority say they would give less. At incomes over
$200,000 a niajority said they would give a lot less.

Although there is a rather wide range of answers, depending on how close to
home the question was,. the main pattern is clear: relatively few ,people except at
the highest incomes believe, they 'would give.a lot less without the tax advantages of
giving. However, ,,at every income level many more itemizers than non-itemizers say
they and other givers would give less without deductibility.

People who are givini-farge absolute amounts are, like the upper-income people,
more likely tosay that they and others are affected by deductibility. When we look
at those ;.,ho are giving more relative to the average for their income level, there is
only a mild tendency for them to-express more sensitivity to such considerations.

Stated Reasons for Changes in Giving

Families who had given $100 or more in 1973 were asked a sequence of
questions about 'past and planned changes in giving amounts arid donees *and
the reasons for such changes. Any mention of tax reasons or considerations was
recorded. Over the thousands of interviews and the seven places where sdch reasons
could be elicited, there were, only 12 instances of taxes being spontaneously
mentioned. Clearly tax conSiderations were not salient in the minds of most
espondents in changing the level or. mix of their contributions.

Those who gave $100'or more were also asked whether they planned to change
the form in which ,they gave, that is, to give property rather than money, or money
rather thin propertY.'Even at the ,higher income levels,few planned to change: Most
of those expected 6 give more property, and for tax reasons, but some planned to
give JesS' property because the stock market was down, (See Table 20)

Reports by Those Respondents Who Have Started-or Stopped Itemizing

In the Survey Research Center sample, people were asked whether they had
itemized' five,years ago, in 1968 (the 1969 tax law raised the standard deduction
causing a subAantial number of people to stop itemizing). Those who had started
itemizing (itemized in 1973 but not in 1968) or stopped (did not itemize in 1973
but did in 1968) were asked what effect this change made "on the amount you
noWgive to religious or charitable organizations."

Of the '12 percent (253 people) who had started itemizing, fewer than 1 in 10
(21) said that it had had any effect on giving. Thirteen said,they gave more. Of the

-r
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Table 20
Plans to Change Form of Giving, by Income'

(givers of $100 or more to charity)

1973

Total
' Family

Income

Plan to
Change

Form

More
Property

For Tax
Reasons

Less
Property

Stock
Market
Down

Number
of

Cases

Less than

$10,000 1% 1% ' 0% 0% 0% 235

$10,000-
19,999 2 1 0 1 0 547

620,000..

29,999 3 1- 2 2 0 0 292

$30,000-

49,999 3 2 1 , 1 "0 207

$50,000-

99'999
9 7 5 1 0 290

$100,000-

199,999 9 4 3 3' 2 224

$200,000-
499,999 15 8 5 -___,4 2 121

$500,000
or more 18 16 7 0 3 45

All 2% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1,961

a. Percent in each income group giving indicated plan or reasons. +

MTR 196. Givers Only.

8 percent (137) who had stopped itemizing, fewer than 1 in 10 (10) said this had
had anyiaffect on -giving. Those who had stopped itemizing were also asked: "Do
you thirMt might affect your future giving,?"

Only 18, or 14 percent, said it might affect their future giving. These answers are
almost certainly. an understate ent of the likely outcome, particularly in light of
the differences between itemi on-itemizers in their actual giving, which we
shall see later.

A General Query. .
.

1

I nstead oflikke5'harige-in-itemization question
,respondents were asked:

There have been a number of than: in the laws relating to charitable
giving in_the last few years. Have any o the nges made any difference to

You? ' ' -,- , '
(IF YES) What was the change? .

, Has this affected the amot you give to charity or the form in
which you give it, or whaM , .

, ,v
. il

-,,

, For only 74 reSpandents' (2 percent) did thel.fianges make any difference: 14
mentioned limits or ceilings on giving; 25, changes in the foundation law; and 6
restrictions on giving appreciated assets. When asked how this had affected the
amount they gave to charity or the form in which they gave it, only 24 people saic
they..gave log; another 16 said it had had no effect on their giving, but they didn't

like it. '..
..., -. ,,-

256'i/ '.

noted above, the Census



Some "Iffy" QuestiOns on Prospective Response to Changes in Tax Laws
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It is always dangerous to rely on the answers to questions that begin with "if,"
particularly if the tontingent event is either complicated or not perceived as likely
by the respondent or is well beyond the range of his experience. In spite of this, we
asked two such questions of both samples and a third of the Census sample only.
We asked about the effects of switching from deductibility of charitable contribu-
tions to a tax credit or a matching grant or the effect of putting a floor under
deductible gifts amounting to 3 percent of income (as with medical expenses). To
make the questions explicit, we specified a 50 percent tax credit and a 100 percent
matching grant, which would leave a person with a 50 percent marginal tax rate
unaffected (except, of course, tiflf he could give half as much, with the matching
grant and his charity would end up with the sane support as before the change in
law). Not only are answers to such questions unreliablet but, they are also very
likely to be affected by the exact wording of the question, so we give the full
questions:

There have been severalalternatives proposed to replace the current tax
deduction for contributions to religious and other charitable organizations. We
are interested in whether these alternatks would affect the amount you give
the charity.

One proposal is that instead of allowing charitable deductions the tax law be
changed. so that each person's' taxes are reduced by half of the amount he
gives to charity. Would this affect' amount you give fo:charity?

(IF YES) In what way? Why is that?

A substantial majority said it would have no effect, except at incomes of
$500,000 or more. (See Table 21) The point at which the -proposal would yield a

Income

Table 21

Prospective Effects on Respondents' Giving of Changes

in Tax Treatment of Contributions

(tax filets only)

50% Tax Credit 100% Matching Grant
Would Would Would Would Gould Would
Affect Give Give Affect Give Give
9±.._,,i1A1 Less More Giving Less More

Less than
$10,000 13% 2%

$10,000-
19,999 22 3

520,000-
29,999 26 5

$30,000-
49,999 35 8

$50,000-
99,999 36 15

$100,000-
199,999 % 35 20

$200,000-
499,999 39 26

$500,000 ,

or more 53 42

Alt 197. 3%

14TR 193

2 5 7

%T.
20% 3% 12%

)2

15 22 _ _ _ 3 _ 13 ,

19 31 11 :_14

21 39 16 13

14 51 30 9

a A

10 48 30 9

56 39 5

5 50 46 0

12% 23% 6% 127.
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tax-price equal to the current law (deductibility) is a marginal tax rate of 50
percent, roughly at $50,000 of taxable income. Among those who did y that theirdid

would be affected, there was a "rational" pattern: a majorit at all incomes
below $50,000, both itemizers and non-itemizers, said such a cred' would increase
their giving, and a majority of those with incomes above $100,000 said they would
give less. Looking at groups who give more or less than the average for their income
level, there were few differences in their reactions to a tax credit. Those giving three
or more timts the average for their income level were some 10 percent more likely
to say that they would Rot change their giving; but if they expected a change, they
were as likely to expect to decrease giving as to, increase it. Some respondents
talked about whether they approved of the idea rather than about how it would
affect their giving.

We then asked:

Another proposal is that instead of any tax benefits for charity the govern-
ment simply give $1 to any charity for each $1 you give. Would that affect
the amount you give to charity?

(IF YES) In what way?; Why is that?
i. \ #

Such a dollar-for-dollar matching grant would allow everyone t. participate in the
subsidy of charity, even those who were not paying income t. . The responses,
however, are difficult to interpret since it is conceivable some who. said they
would give more meant)hat their donees would be getting more, but it is just as
possible that some who said they would give less meant thy would give somewhat
rzire than half as much as before, in which case the donees would get more than
before. (Indeed, some 9 percent mentioned that the government would be giving the
other half, but nearly half of them as a. reason for saying they would give more of
their own money.) Therefore, it is understandable that at almost' every income level
there are more who say they would 'give less under a matching grant than say they
would give less with a tax credit. (See Table 21) At incomes over $50,000, the
change from deductibility to a matching grant would raise the net price to the
individual of a dollar received by the organization and might be expected to lead to
a reduction in gross giving (and of net giving to less than half the previous level).
There were also more who had other concerns; for example, that the government
would not really give to the some charity or that tfle.government should not be
getting into previously private philanthropy at all. <-

There are no apparent differences according to the relative level of giving (see

Appendix III) except for the lowest givers (less than .25 of average) who tended to
be much more likely to say they would give less and to focus on the fact that the
organization would get more than they gave or that the government should not be
involved.

The Census sample was asked about an additional possible change:

A third proposal is that charitable deductions be allowed only for amounts
over and above three percent of your income, the way medical deductions are
handled. Would this affect the amount you give to charity?

(IF YES) In what way? Why is that?

The same pattern appears, with somewhat fewer saying they would be affected,
but the proportion increasing substantially at incomes over $50,000. (See Table 22)
Practically no one said he would give more with a 3 percent floor, but only a
handful gave the logical response that they would giv,e every other year.

2
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Tab,* 22
Prospective Effects of IC Three Percent Floor on the Amount

of Contributions Deductible
, .

(Census suit* only)
Percent of Each Income Group wyo
Siy It Would Say Tilly
-Affect Theft Would Give

Giving 'Less'Income

Less tliad-810,000:7 155

$10,000 - 19,999 20

$zo,poo - 29,999 20

530,000 49,999 38

$50,000 - 99,999 44

$10e:O0 .-199,999 ° 48
-4

$200,000 - 499,999 48

$500,000 or more
0

42

All 25%

7%

18

176

31

37

41

42

205

0

a. Only 5 people said they would give every other year, which
would make the effective floor 1.5 percent.

NTR 193

The low relative givers (less than .25 of were also a little more likely to
say, that they would give less with a 3 percent floor, a sensible reply if the floor

'would leave them with no deductible contributions at the margin.
In general, those who reflect sensitivity to deductibility are those who are

,themselves giyin above average, and those who feel that switching to tax credits or
-) matching grants would reduce giving are also those who are themselves giving More

than average. This would lead us' to conclude that the generally positive effects of
deductibility and the generally negative reactions to changes, even to other methods
of encouraging giving, are even more important because ,they are strongeramong
those who are currently the relatively big.givergf

Two more policy-related questions were asked only of people who had $100,000
or more in net assets. The first concerned the charitable deduction under the estate
tax. Only 19 percent of the high-asset people planned to leave a direct becRest to a
religious or charitable organization; only 9 people among them planned to give more
than 50 percent of their estate' to charity. Those nine people were asked: '

There has been a proposal to limit the estate tax exemption on charitable
bequests to a maximum of half the estate. Would you change your arrange -
rents if they did that?

#Five 'of the nine said it would affect them (only one of whom would give less to .

'Charity),`,but four did not know what they would do. Clearly, this proposal would
apply to very few people and probably affect even fewer.

.

The other policy question, concerned the marital deduction. After delot:rminitir
what percent of their estates husbands intended to leave to their wives, looked
at those who would 'leave between 50 and 9 percent, the policy-relevant group.
Since the ,current marital exemption is 50 percent, the ones leaving less than 50
percent, are not constrained by the present law. Obviously, those currently leaving
100 percent could not increase their bequest to their wife in response to the

259 -Agi
_,
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.0
Intended

(percent of respondents
net

1973
To 1

Fa y

Table 23

Bequests to Wife
with wife in household and

assets greater than $100,000)

Portion of Estate to Wife'

Under 507. 50-99% All ftotalPInca a

Lees an 0.

$10, 0 IS% 14: 71% 100%

$10,00
19,999 4 24 70

$20,

29,999 S 35 60

830,0
49,999 6 33, 56

, $50,000-
99,999 12 43 ' 41

$100,000-
199,999 13 55 28

'8200,000-
499,999 22 53 22 it

8500,000
or more 23 68 9

611 7 33% 59 %%

a. Details may not add to 100 percent because some respondents
did not answer the question.

increase in the marital exemption. Table 23 shows the fraction in each income
group in the policy-relevant group. They were asked these questions:

If the law were changed so that you could leave more of your estate to your
wife tax free, what would you do differently? (SRC)

If the law were changed so that you could leave more of your 'estate to your
. wife tax -free, would you do so? (CENSUS)

Five percent of SRC and 22 percent of Census high-asset respondents would give
more to their wives if tax free, benearly all would reduce giving to other family
members rather than reduce charitable bequests.

Summary of Knowledge and ttitudes 1

What can we conclude about knowledge and attitudes? Knowledge about tax
implications of charitable contributions and expressed sensitivity to them rise 4iith
income and size of eatributions; but even at high income levels, the degree of tax
sophistication is quit.Tow. It is of course possible that to discuss contributions in
the context of such crass economic terms as deduttibility and tax considerations
may be thought of as somehow not very charitable; that is, if you admit knowingly
to receiving an econoAc benefit from your charitable behavior, it thereby doses
some of its altruistic tinge. In any event, respondents were somewhat more Willing
to attribute eponornically motivated behavior to people 'other than themselves.
Freely-reported tax reasons for past and future behavior are vet* rare.

4 2'6 0
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Direct questions Qn the effects of changes in itemization' (which changes the
price of charity to the respondent) elicited very few more ti&-related responses. We
shall see later .the effects of itemization and changes in itemization on giving
behavior, as opposed to, attitudes and reported behavior. Direct questions about
responses to prospective changes in tax laws revealed only a modest amount of tax
sensitivity. .

We did not ask respondents how ,they would react to a change In the standard
deduction, which has been enacted, since the survey was conducted. The number of
tax sensitive people in the income groups where deductibility will be lost is small.
However, they may--become sensitive when they realize what has happened and
adjust their charitable behavior accordingly.

We now move on to, a consideration of behavioral t,esporises to tax polic
variables.

Behavioral Evidende of the Effects of Taxes on Giving
F

have several ways of issessing`the, effects of tax policy on giving. We asked
respondents whether they had ever decided not to give to an organization because it
Was not deductible and whether they gave to organizations in 1973 that were not
deductible. Second, we asked whether- they had ever given more than could be
deducted. Third, we asked for each of the.four major gifts whether property was
given,, and for the first gist whether that property. %gas appreciated and whether, the
appreciation was mote than 100' percent. Fourth, for the wealthy we asked some
questions about giving through trusts, foundations, and charitable bequests. Finally,
and mosymportant, we asked how much people gave intotal; we can relate that
giving to whether deductions were itemized, to recent change in itemization status,
and to tax'shelters and applicability of the minimum tax provision of the Revenue
Act of 1969.

Nondeductible' iits,

Near the end of the questions on giving, those who gave $100 or more in 1973
_ were asked:

kHave you ever considered giving to an organization but decided not to because
contributions to that organization were not tax deductible?

In 1973 did you contribute to any of these groups, even though the contribd- .

tion was not tax deductible?

Only at incomes over $50,000 did any appreciable fraction say, that they had
been inhibited in this way, and a, third to a half of the people at higher incomes
were contributing to nondeductible organizations anyway. (Figure 4) However, largc
charitable givers (relative to average for their income group), were slightly /e.s.
to report being inhibited in giving to nondeductible causes. It also turns out that
only those who are giving substantial amounts V) charitable organizations are also
Making nondeductible contributions of more than a few dollars.

Giving Beyond the Limit

In the Census sample, respondents who itemized were asked:

Have you ever giVen up td or beyond the maximum amount you could deduct
for charitable contributions on your tax Ktyrn.?
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Figure 4

Giving to Iiondeductible Organizations, by Income
(givers of $100 or more only)
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Family Income in 1973

Did the limit affect your contributions in any way? lh what way? Whit is
that? ,2

o

Again, o sr at incomes over $50,000 did any fraction, report such giving; but
nearly half of those with incomes over $500,000 said that they had hit the limit.
Most of t se:who had ever gigiven more than they could deduct (59 out of 118
cases) sai it had no eff on their giving they gave anyway and lost the
deduction.' A few (8 respondents) said that they carried the excess over to another
year" and 15 respondents said that they had contributed only up to the limit.

One can hit the limit on charitable deductions becauSe one gives a large fraction
of income.nr because one has categorips of income with special tax advantages,
Those who leportea hitting the limit on charitable deductions were more likely to
have an interest in real estate, oil or gas properties and to have had gains rather
than I9sses from such investments. However; they were not any more likely to have
had realized capital gains and losses from the sale of assets.

Givilig Appreciated Assets,

riving appreciated assets would seem to be a clear indication of sensitivity to
the tax treatment of contributions. We asked the form of the gift only for the four
largest gifts by each household and, details of kind of property and amount of
appreciation only for the largest gift, (It seems unlikely that anyone would make
large cash gifts and small gifts of appreciated property.) In fact only a tenth of the
households reported giving gifts of property among their fair largest ,.gifts (see
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Figure 3), and, judging from the largest gift, most of those at moderate income leVelsgave depreciated rather than appreciated assets like furniture, old clothing, or equip-ment and appliances. The percentages reporting a largest gift that included corporatestock were as follows:

Percent

100,

Income
Percentage Giving Stock

(of givers of $100 or more)

Below $50,000 0%

$50,000 - 99,999 6

$100,000 - 199,999 16

$2oo,000 9,999 20

$50 , 00 or more 31

Figure 5

.Percent Giving Property As Part of Main Gifts
(givers of $100 or more only)

Less

man
$10,000

MR 193

Four
largest
gifts

First
gift

First gift
included
stock

$10,000-
19,999

$20,000-
29,999

$30,000-
49/999

$50,000-
99,999

---1

$iomplo,209,000- $500,000
199,999 499,999 or more

Famisly Income in 1973

, .

4

\,

`tlearly the tax advantages of giving appreciated assets are confined to a very
small proportion of households, dll at the upper-income levels.

Those with $100,000 or more in net assets were also asked whether in the lastfive years they had made any "major one-time gifts of $10,000 or more directly to
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any religious or charitable organization" and, if so, whether the gift was in cash or'
stock or what. If it,included stocks or other property, we also asked:
)

Was any of this wprth a great deal more than you originally paid for it?

In all cases, we asked:

Did you give it early in the year, or late in the year, or what?

(If late)' Why was that?

Even among this wealthy group, only 3 percent reported such one-time gifts, and

1 percent said that they involved property. Only at incomes over $100,000 and
assets over $100,000 did as many as 10 percent report giving such one-time
property gifts, though a majority who' did said that the properties were worth a
great deal more tharlithey had originally paid for them: A still smaller group,less
than 1 in 20 of those with high incomes and assets, reported giving such gifts late in
the year for tax reasons.

Trusts, Foundations, and Charitable Bequests

While we are considering this "wealthy" group, with net assets of $100,000 or
more, we can summarize some other responses frorn them -relevarit to the issues of
philanthropy. Since family obligations and prospective bequests to family can

Figure 6

Percent Who Have Trusts That Make Charitable Gifts
or Who Plan Charitable Bequests, By Income

(of those with net assets of $100,000 or more)
Percent -
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compete with gifts or bequests to charity, we asked in an introductory sequence
about the origin and expected, disposition of assets, plus some questions on private
trusts and foundations and past and expected transfers of wealth to children or
widows.

Those who h
more were ask

4

"inherited anything or reived any large gifts" worth $10,000 or

Do you treat your inherited funds differently from the funds you have saved
aver the years? In what way?

Nearly half had inherited, but fewer than 1 in 10 reported treating inherited
assets "differently," which meant not spending them but rather saving them to pass_
on to the next generation. No one mentioned giving them to charity.

More than a fifth of those with more than $100,000 in net assets reported setting
up a trust. The proportion was over half for those with incomes over $100,000. The
trusts were mostly foc family purposes. Only at incomes over $200,000 do as many
as a tenth of the .1_29useholds 'report setting up a trust that would make any
charitiable contributions. (See Figure 6) Similar patterns appear when we ask those
without a trust whether they had considered setting up one. Many considered it,
but few thought the trust would,make charitable contributions. A common practice
was transferring to children property worth more than $10,000 in any one year,
and a substantial number at higher incomes reported doing that every year.

Most of those With net assets over $100,000 had mijde a will .Qf those with net
assets over half a million, more than a tenth reported changing thee will since 1970
because of the tax .laws. A substantial minority reported plans to bequeath
Something to charity (Figure 6), which is more than have made provisions to
bequeath to grandchildren in order to save estate taxes (Figure 7).

As we noted earlier, so few intended to leave as much as half their estate to
charity that we could not inquire about the potentialeffect of reducing the fraction
of an estate that could be left tax-free to charity. We also reported above that
substantial minorities intended to leave half or more of their estates to their wives,
and they indicated that they would leave more to their wives and less to other family
members if the law were changed. (Onl, 13 respondents mentioned leaving less to
charity versus 124 leaving less to other family members.)

Private Foundations

At the highest income levels, where tIle tax treatment of foundations and
bequests is more important, even our extensive oversampling does not allow
estimates of aggregates, but it does provide some more qualitative information. For
example, there were some 84 respondents (again, of those with $100,000 or more
in net assets) with private charitable foundations and 15 more who had had one and
terminated it (8,of them because of the laws). Of the 84 with foundations,_74 were
aware of recent changes in the law, 67 had had some advice about them. Of the 33
who had made changes in response to the new law, about half had stopped adding
to the 'foundation or were terminating it. Of the 29 who planned to do some-thing,
17 were planning to put no more funds in or to terminate it. So, of 99 past and
present foundation's, 28 terminations had resulted or will result from the changed
law and another 13 -will receive no more funds. That leaves 58 respondents with no
plans to reduce or abolish their foundations. Another 68 respondents had
considered setting up a new foundation, and 18 still think they will do so. It is, of
course, a mixed picture, but the concern of experts that the 1969 revisions of the
law on philanthropic foundations would have some negative effects is clearly well
founded.

,lh reading the answers given by perprie-C-----vith foundations, one finds the usual
variety of situations. ajtd responses. There was one person who had abolithed a. -
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Figure 7
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The'questions were:
"Have you heard of the possibility of bequeathing your estate to
grandbhildren in order to save on estate taxes?r

IS Yes: "Have you made any such provisions?' -

KR 193 If No: "Are you thinking of setting up such an arrangement'"

foundation years before the law changed, saying it was "too laborious a way of
giving." There were some who let their lawyer handle all the foundation details and
reported tfiat they had instructed him to comply with the law. Some refer to the
new law as complex, some as restrictive, and some as confusing. One company
headache" (referring to the reporting and taxes). Some reasons are difficult to in-
terpret, like the builder with the law degree who terminated his foundation in 1971
because "it did not serve any useful purpose," or the board chairman who said, "for,
foundations you have to give double the gift to get half the value, but it hasn't affected
me because I continue to give to the foundation.. On the other hand, one stockbroker
whose foundation is giving away some $40,000 a year said he was unaware of changes
in. the tojaws affecOng foundations.

SorO lifswersYetlected a change in form rather than amount of giving, like the
corporate vice-president who terminated his foundation in 1973 saying, "We did not
think it was necessary, did not 'serve a purpose. We felt we'd rather give directly to
charity, bore flexibility."

One real estate brdker who. is keeping his foUndation said he had been advised
not to let the law bother him and declared, ;'1 do feel that big foundations grossly.
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abuse those taittlaws." Some responcien* who hid- considered setting up a founda-
tion but decided against it mentioned the new law:

A stockbroker: "Tax advantages are no longer valid not under current laws
for foundations."

;
A retired person: "Just could not be tailOred to our advanpge."
A investment banker: "The new tax law make the boatckeeping and legal
implication unburdenable (sic)."
A company president: "I question the tax ruling that the foundation must
pay out 100 percent of its income each year."

Past and Expected Change in diving
r

Respondents' reports on how their giving and their incomead changed in the
past five years and how they expected them to change in the future area relatively
crude way to get at the dynamic effects of changed tax laws. Fort he few who have
changed from itemizing to non-itemizing, or the reverse, in the last five years, we
can examine their replies in comparison with those who have been itemizing, or not
itemizing, all along.

The simplest comparison of the three groups reveals very small (nonsignificant
differences) in the expected direction:

Those Who: ..,
Reported Giving 'Started
Increased Itemizing

Stopped
Itemizing Didn't Change

t....

Slower than income 18% 16% 16%:,-,

Faster than income f 22 15 17 1.

-Same, or not Ir.....t:tried 60 i 69 66 ,

---_

100%"- 1002 °of
'6,.. Y

MR 206 . * - \'s,'''

''..-. ',,,,

X

If we use the reported percentage changeJp, giving over the last fiv,' years as the
dependent variable in a correlation analysis, we can look at the effectof itemization
and changes in itemization status "both simply and adjusted for differences in
income change over the same'peri6ii and in age.

Recalle,d Increase In Giving Since 1968,
By Change in Itemization Status (Deductibility)

(Survey Research Center sample only)

Average Percent Increase Number
In Giving 1968-1973: of Casesb

Unadjusted Adjusted&

Started itemizing 497, 38% 140

Stopped itemizing 14 20 73

Alwayi itemized 27 28 688

Never itemized 32 35 187

e

a.Adjusted for differences in age and in patterns of income change
because. younge;,peopli.mnd those with income increases reported
}anger relative increases in giving.

b-Includes givers of $100 or more only.

MR 206 t

These differences, while based on relatively few cases and subject to substantial sta-
tistical uncertainties, are clearly in the expected direction if the onset of itemization
and the advantage of deductibility of charitable contributions encourages increases in
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giving and the withdrawal of the tax advantage discourages giving. (The larg&
percentage increases among those who never itemized may well result from the fact
that they are mostly quite young and increasing from a low base4 or quite old 'end
witbout income increases to account for their increased giving.)

It is possible that it takes a while for the effects of changed itemization status to
show up. We asked respondents about expected future changes in income and
giving:

Looking ahead to five years from now, what do you think will happen W."

your family's income during that period? Will it go up, go down, or stay the
same?

What about your giving to religious organizations and other charities will
that go up, go down, or remain the' same?

Do you think it will go up at the same rate as yoir income, or faster, or
slower?

Some 30 percent expected an income increase and said that their giving would go

up at least as fast. We can look tofsee whether that proportion is different among
those whose tax status as to itemization had changed. Again we adjust for
differences in age and in income level.

Expected Future Change in Giving Relative to Income,
By Recent Past Change in Itemization Status

(Survey Research Center sample only)
Percent Who Expect Their Number

Giving To/Go Up At Least of

As Fast Ais. Their Income '
Casesb

Unadjusted Adjusted"

I' Started itemizing 44% 's 36% 140

Stopped itemizing 27 29 73

AalYs ite ized 30 30 688

Never emized 22 25 187

a.Adjusted for differences in income and age since yonnger people

those with upper-middle Incomes were more likely to expect,

to increase their giving at least as fast as their income rose.

b.Includes givers of 8100 or more only.

ftR 206
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These data on the reported past and future changes in giving are consistent with
the hypothesis that those who had stopped itemizing had already adjusted their
giving close to the non-itemizer level, while those Who had started itemizing still had
some upward adjustments to make to get up to the level of those who had been
itemizing all along.

Tax Effects on Current Giving .

Finally we turn to actual giving in relation to the tax situation faced by the
household. The most important tax influence is of course the possibility of
itemizing and deducting charitable contributions in arriving at income subject to
federal income tax. For those who itemize, the tax saving from deducting a dollar
depends on their "marginal,tax rate," the fraction of theplast dollar taken in taxes.
Our respondents professed not to know their own marginal tax rates, and without
more information than could be collected in an interview, our own estimates are
rough. What we con know is whether they were itemizing their deductions.

It is usually assumed that other deductible expenses, like mortgage interest,
property taxes, ether state and local taxes, account for most of the deductions and

6 8
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determine whether it pays to itemize. But for some people, it can be the giving tocharity that makes the total deductions large enough to make it worthwhile toitemize them, so we could not infer that itemizing caused the giving. Furthermore,
there are 'three reasons why itemizers may appear to give more when they really donot: First, the act of itemizing may induce -better record keeping and more
complete recall of amounts given so that the apparent larger giving of4temizers maypartly be a function of the forgetting of the non-itemizers. Second; within each
reported income-bracket the itemizers may be closer, to the upper limit of the ranand the non-itemizers closer to the lower limit with differences in their gireflecting real income differences within the range. Finally, if some people and
report their incomes, those within any one income group who admit to itemizing
may contain more of those who are understating their income and who may not beunderstating their giving.

$7:1:4

Table 24

N.:?iterage Giving By Income and Whether Itemized

WA Not
Income Itemized Itemize

Less than -$4,000 $ 1198 $ 69

$4,000 - 7,999 215 89

$8,000 - 9,999 314 117

o $10,000 - 14,999 407 201

$15,000 - 19,999 600 329

$20,000 - 29,999 800 354

$39,000 - 49,999 1,564 171a

$50,000 - 99,999 5,679 3,190a

$100,000 - 199,999 17,106 ilta

$200,000 - 499,999 39,763 8,8928

$500,000 or more 71:316 5,000a

All $ 775 $ 140

a.Basedon fewer than 25 observations.

MR '204

In spite of all these qualifications, The differences in average giving, withinrelatively narrow income bandsi between those who do and do not itemize, are,so large as to imply there must -be a substantial tax incentive to charity. (See
Table 24)

-To investigate the poSsibility that the differences between itemizers andnon-itemizers reflects the effects of other variables that happen to be correlatedwith both itemizing and giving, we can simultaneously estimate the effects ofitemizing and many other things on giving, using multiple correlation. Since income
is so highly correlated with giving, the safest way to to this is to examine not dollargiving but' giving relative to the average level of giving in that incloine group. (Weactually examined both.) This procedure allows us to ;measure, the effects of otherthings such as tax sensitivity, the use of tax shelters even to the extent that the
household finds the-minimum tax provisions applying , and personal involvement,
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..----,
indicated by, giyingf, as well as money. To explore the effects of recenti
changes in itemization, we use only the Survey Research Center sample where such
changes we reported. (The base "expected giving" numbers are reported in
Appendix 111. We reduce the effects of income and of possible errors in reporting
income, or in the meaning of income, by distinguishing two age groups in the
income group over $50,000.) .

Those who had started itemizing were giving more (relative to their income
group) than non-itemizers; but they had not increased to tt4 levels of those who
had always been itemizing. Those who had recently stopped itemizing were giving

--/
_

1

.- Table 25

Ratio of Actual to Average Giving by Whether Itemized Deductions
and Changes in Itemizationa

' (Survey Research Sample only)
Whether Itemized Deductions
on Federal Income Tax and
Change in Itemization
(during last five years) Unadjusted

Adjusted by Multiple

Regression
Number
of

Casesb c

Never itemized .71' .72 .71 637

Started itemizing recently .80 .98 .99 250

Alwayp itemized 1.42 1.37 1.37 853

Stopped itemizing recently .88 .79 .79 138

a. Average based on mean giving of the income group (and age group for

incomes over 550,000.
b. Adjusted for correlations of itemization Witt age, sex-marital status,

assets, education, and number of dependents.

c. Adjusted for all the above plus religious preference, percent poor in

the county, index of tax sensitivity, percent affluent in the county,
how long lived in the same neighborhood and whether knows own tax rate.

Noce: The implications of the ratios is that there is a substantial' lag

in the effect of itemization changes, those who recently started hav-

ing moved only two fifths of the way toward, the behavior of long-time

itemizers, and those who recently stopped ha4ing moved about seven

eights of the way toward the behavior of nori-itemizers.

MTR 133

almost as little as those who had never itemized. (See Table 25) This fits with oui
previous analysis of reported past and expected changes in giving. It would seen
that it takes longer to build up to a higher level of giving with a new tax incentive
than to cut down when the incentive is removed.

It is worth noting that itemizers are a)so more likely to be giving volunteer time
than are non-itemizers. Similarly, their s4ives are more likely to be doing voluntee
Work and, if they do, tend to devote more hours to it than wives of non-itemizers

These differences persist even after adjustments (by regression) for other factor
like income, age, and education.

We reported earlier that only a fifth of the sample gave potentially correc
estimates of 'their own marginal tax rates. There was a slight difference in givin,
between them and those who did not indicate reasonable knowledge of their owl
tax rates, the, informed giving 5 percent more relative to those in their incom
group than the uninformed.,

Our index of tax sensitivity (see Appendix IV, Variable 527) had even les
association' with the ratio of actual to expected giving, accounting for only
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percent of its variance. On the other hand, the fact of itemization did seem to
matter and, although there are some reasons to expect a partly spurious relation-
ship, there are other reasons why our procedure understates it. (Taking ratios to
average giving for that income level is similar to removing the income effect, a
procedure known to produce a downward bias in the estimates of the effects of
anything' lse correlated with income:)

t
Combined Samples

Using a similar ratio of actual to expected giving (for one's income group) but
for the combined samples, we can look at the effects of tax shelters and capital

Table 26

Ratio of Actual to Expected Giving by Whether Minimum Tax,
or Tax Shelters, or Capital Gains 1'

Number
Adjusted by of

Unadjusted Multi le Regregsiona Cases

Minimum tax provision
appliedb 0.82 0.48 113

Did not hit minimum tax
provision but had an
interest in oil or gis

1,50 1.04 661properties, real estate,
or similar (tax shelter)
investments

Neither of the above but
had aninterest in a
partnership, unincorporated

1.45 1.18 377business or farm, or had
realized capital ilins or
losses

None of the above 0.82 0.92 1,583

a.Adjusted for age, whether filed and/or itemized, assets, knowledge of marginal
tax rate, number of dependents, sex-marital status, tax sensitivity, length of
time in neighborhood, education, and amount of volunteer time head and wife
gave.

b.Asked in Census sample only.

gains on giving. Table 26 shows that giving is substantially lower for those to whom
the minimum tax provision applied. Presumably, they had so many othec ways of
reducing income subject to tax, that they did not need to make charitable contribu-
tions for this purpose. On the, other hand, those with business interests, or tax
shelter investments, or realized capital gains or losses appear to have given more
than one would expect relative to their incomes.

A Path Analysis

We have a set of influence paths which need to be put into an explicit model.
Figure 8 shows a model where income level, number of dependents, and the owner-
ship of a home with or without a mortgage all affect whether the household itemizes

'its deductions, and where itemization and many other things, including income level,
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I.

Figure 8

Path Prediction of Log of Giving, +
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(.041

Log
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( ) Not significant
a. Numbera-shown are normalized regression coefficients.

b. Not systematic In expected direction. The. direct effect of

mortgagesize is not regular. Those with no mortgage give

more than renters. Those with a small mortgage give more
than those witb no mortgage, but those with,* big mortgage
give less than-those with small mortgage, gee Table 11-12)

Similarly, giving does not increase with each Increase in
percent poor in the country.
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Table 27 4--/

Effect of Home Ownership and Mortgage Size on Giving
(Based on the alized regression coefficients

o figure 8)

Probability Indirect

of Effect Through
Itemization Itemization

Rent

No mortgageb

Low mortgage'''.

High mortgage',

Itemized

Not itemized

.33

.54

.56

.63

Direct Cffect Total

on Effect on
Civinga Giving&

-.10 -.14 -.23

-.05 -.01 -.05

.04 .29 .24

.00 .08 .17

.37

-.30 ,

a. Effect measured as percentage departure from mean of log giving.

b. No mortgage: grosi and net house valtles same bracket.

Low mortgage: gross house value one bracket above net.

High mortgage: gross house value mdre than one bracket above net,

MTR ,200
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numbeb of dependents, and home ownership, affect giving. We use log giving
because of the skewed distribution and extreme cases, but the numbers ion the
figure are scale-free (normalized) regression coefficients indicating the strength of
the various influences. Where it takes two arrows to get there, the product of the
two numbers reflects the indirect influeae operating through itemization with its
attendant price effect,

Thus, the number of dependents increases the likelihood of itemizing and hence
encourages giving that way, but it also appears to have a direct positive effect on
giving (perhaps because people with children are involved in church and community
affairs and end up giving money too.)

Similarly, income has a direct effect and an indirect one through its effect on
itemizing. Specifically, the indirect effect of income is the product of the .41 effect
on itemizing and the .15 of itemizing or .06 which adds to the direct effect of .33
for a total effect of .39. Of course it also has an effect on the marginal tax rate for
itemizers, but that Cannot easily be disentangled in these data.

Finally, we can spell out the direct and indirect effects of home,ownership and
the existence and size of a mortgage (with deductible.interest) on giving (Table 27).
Interestingly enough, it appears that a high mortgage, as opposed to a low one,
leads directly to less giving but leads indirectly to more giving by inducing itemiza-
tion which in turn increases giving. I.

Summary

Overall, the picture even among those with wealth and high incomes is of a great
deal less tax sensitivity and a great deal less interest in charitable bequests than one
might have expected. Some are giving assets to their children; the bulk of the estate
is apparently intended to be inherited by a wife and allowing her more of it tax
free would simply lead to routing more of the estate through the widow to the
children.

We see much less sophistication and calculated consideration of tax effects than
is often alleged to exist. This finding is similar to what we found a decade ago in
interviewing upper-income, people about their portfolio decisions and decisions
about work.1 0 There we concluded that they Were much less concerned with
avoiding income tax than with making money and getting things &lin and that the
only place their concern with avoiding taxes seemed to appear was in turning theV
.estate over to others.

There seem to be two points at which serious tax effects might be expected. One
is the lower middle income groups where the opportunity to itemize at all is
changing as the standard deduction is increased, raising the "price of charity" to
100 percent. The other is among the few very wealthy people who have foundations
or are thinking of setting up foundations.

III
r#

OTHER MOTIVES AND COMPETING GOALS

.
The future of philanthropy depends not only on tax policy but also on the

maintenance of other motives for altruism. Indeed, the substantial amount of giving
by people for wfipm there is no tax benefit indicates that other less selfish motives
must be at Work. We approach the assessment of motives partlikbY direct questions

--on attitudes and purposes and partly by implication from the types of donees, and
from the correlation of giving with characteristics that might represent purposes or
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motives. The variety of Approaches safeguaildlus from undue dependence on
respondents' own explanations which rhay be unreliable, or superficial. We start

with some expression of motives.

Expressed Motives

We asked an introductory series of questions which were mainly intended to,
focus the respondent on te topic of charitable giVing and get him thinking and

talking about it. As might be expected, a lot of people had difficulty in articulating

their reasons for giving to specific organizations and for refusing others. tleverthe,

less, th it answers provide some indication of the aspects of charitable giving that
are nnot-salient to them. As noted earlier, the spontaneous responses of tax reasons

were very rare, indicating that they _are not very salient to respondents. ()tint

considerations, such as 'change in family income, or in the needs of organizations,

are mentioned much more often.

The proportion of respondents saying they get a lot of requests for contribu-

tions, and get more requests than a few years ago, rises dramatically with. income.

(See Table 28) All people were able to respond to the question: "Do some organiza-
tions do things you feel are particularly important and worth supporting?" The

distribution of types of organizations mentioned was:

, ,`"

Religious 16% Social welfare 24% <i

Combined - United Way 9 Cultural._ 1 4?'":4!.

Community organization 18 /. Public affairs 1 - k
Health and medical 58 Environmental 1

Higher education ,

Education .

2

2

International 13

Tatito 28

Attitudes Toward Giving, by Income

1973 Respondent Says He:

Total
Family
Income

Less th
$10,0

Gets Many Gets More Feels
Requests For *Requests Refuses Some Pressure to
Contributions Than Earlier ' Organizations Contribute

502

$10,00
19,99 63

$20,000-
29,999

$30,000-
49,999

$50,000=
99,999 93

$100,000-

80

85

19.9,999 93

$200,000-
499,999 96

$500,000 or
AliOre

All 597.

99

MTR 193

2 7 4

50% 54% 16%

57 65 21

55 76 22

63 82 27

71 86 39

74 85 36

73 83 32

81 89 28

53% 62% fez



Table 29

Reasons for Refusing Organizations, by Income
(percent who-refuse)

Respondent Refuses Because:

1913. Solicitation Fund

Total Fund Raising, Objectionable; Does Does Not Other Does Not .ft.

.

' Family Administration
'$

Including Dislikes Poor Need The Things More Know About Insufficient

InCome Costs Too High High Pressure Goals Job Money Important Fund Income

Less than

$IT.000

$lotpoo-
19;999

$20,000-
29,999

$30,000-
49,999

NPO,D00-
99,999

....---."'
5100,000-
199,999

$200,000-
499,999

$500,000
or more

IP
All

MIR 193

a

52 16% 122 16%

7 19
.12

21

13 26 17 19

9 12 14 15

11 19
,..-}

19 14

15 20 13 14

13
411,

17 24 14

I>

6 16 14 28

7% 18% 13% ' 19%

8% 22% 4% 23%

,

10 24 15 6

1!
18 17

U. 29 21 3

6 23 27 1

II. 26 26 3

7 32 16 1

15 20 19 0

9% '''' 23% 13% 12%
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However, when we asked if there are some types of Organizations they refuse, 62
percent -of all people named some the higher the income the higher the incidence
of refu'sals. (See Table 28.) When asked about the types of organizitions they
refuse, lower-income people tend to refuse religibus organizations, middle-income
people refuse community organization requests, and higher-income people refuse

,social welfare, environmental, and international organizations.

The reason most often given for refusing charitable re-quests was that the
respondent thought that other charities were more important, some 23 percent gave
that reason. (See Table 29) Another 13 percent said they did not know much about
the charity, and 12 percent did not have the money. All these reasons indicate that
respondents had some competing charitable commitments; they were not necessarily
against the charities they refused, but they were more strongly in favor of others.

On the other hand, there were a large number of people who mentioned negative
aspects of the particular charities whose solicitation5 they resisted; 19 percent
thought they did not do good job, 18 percent that solicitations were too
high-pressured or otherwise objectable, and 7 percent that they spent too much on
administration and fund raising. There is no particular income pattern to reasons for
refusals except that low-income people say more often that they do not have the
money.

Around 30 percent of higher-income people feel that they are pressured into
giving more time or money than they really want to (Table 28). The types of
pressure described follow some interesting income patterns (Table 30). People with
income below $30,000 More often mention that there is a quota at work or the
money is taken out of their pay check; this presumably refers to United Way drives.
They also complain about receiving unsolicited merchandise and mail and telephone
requests. People with income from $30,000 to $200,000 mention the pressure of
direct solicitation, especially by friends or associates. People with mincomes over
$50,000 complain that "they keep bothering me." Internal pressure, such as
"everyone is expected to," or "they couldn't get anyone else," and guilt were
mentioned with similar frequency among all incoine groups. (See Table 30)

Attitudes of ThoseWho Gave $100 or More

Givers of $100 or more were asked some additional questions. With regard to the
timing of contributions,. lower-and middle-income people tend to give when the
charity ma es the requests, while more people with i mes over $10,000 say they
give at t e' end of the year. (See Tabl 31), Th atter possibly balance the
immediate needs of the charity vcith their wn conve i me and tax considerations.
High -into e givers are slightly more likely t have an nual giving goal.

Thes Iwo pieces of evidence indicate that higher-income people' (and large
givers) pave 'a conscious plan for thei char table contributions, while other people
seem to take each request as it comes and act on it according to their opinion of its
merits.

In response to a dirict question, 30 percent of givers in all income groups said
there were some things they did not like about, the way their contributions were
used. As or the specifics, 13 percent freely mentioned excessive fund-raising or
administr4tive costs, 7 percent said that money did not get to the people whd need
it, and 4 percent alluded to a misuse of funds.

Men asked more specifically whether organizations gave them enough informa-
tion about how the money was used, a third said they would like ore information
about fund-raising and administrative costs or the amount of mon that gets to the
people who need it. .(See Table 32) When we posed the direc question, "What

2 76,
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Table 30

Types of Pressure Felt by Respondent, by InCome
(percent of those mentioning pressure)

1973

Total
Family
Income

Internal: External:

Am Expected
To; heed Die;

Guilt

Direct Indirect -
Solicits- ,Mail, Telephone,
tion Merchandise

Quota
At Work

They
Bother
Me"als than

.,$10,000 .121 14% 121 171 222

r $10,000-
'x19,999 13 .18 16 31 13

$20,000-
29,994 18 13 13 0 26 20

$304000-
49,999 16 25 20 9 .13

$50,000-
99,999 5 21 19 4 32

$100,000- .

199,999 10 25 9 4 27

$200,000-
499,959 14 13 5 8 42

1500,00n
or more 4 4 4 0 ,60All 14% 167. 147. 23% 187

The questions were: "Do you sometimes feel that,you
are pressured into giving

mitre time or money than you really want to,"MTR 193 OF YES) "Can you give me an example,"

1973
Total
Family When

End AnnualIncome Requested - Of Year Total Only
Less than
$10,000

Table 31

Contribution Decisions, by Income
(givers of sioq 01 more only)'

Dec
Timing of Contributions

Amount

$10,000-
19,999

$20,000-
29,999

-$30,000-
49,999

$50,000-
99,999

$100,000-
I f 199,999

$200,000-
499;999

$500,000
or more

507, 1Z 25% 612

51
1 22 67

..,

51 . 4 20 70

57 2 21 74

50 11 22 69

45 ' 15 24 66

31 21 32 54

938
26 '56

W11 51% / 2% 23% 667.

The questions were: "Do you make our gifts whenever the various requests
come in, or t tertain tubes pf the year, onwhat,""Do you have ome total amount which you feel you
sho 1d give nnually, or do you just make decisionson 1ach gif eon its own merit?"

2 77

a

MTR 193
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Table 32

Attitudes Toward Disclosure, by Income

Charities,
Information Wanted: Charities Should Respondent Would

1973 6W- Do Not Disclose Still Contribute
Total Would.Like Amount Spent On: Amount Of Fund Tell Amount

.4*
Fund- If o

Family NOre Fund Adminis- AllMcation Money Going Uses Spent Fund Raising Went For Fund-
Income Information Raising tration Ofli3cLie Tolaople. tam alsirgiR Costs Raising Costs

Less than
$10,000 26% 1% 6%. 47, 141.

$10,000-
19,999 37 3 11 9 8 14

$20,000-
29:999 34 4 12 11 6 11

$30,000-
49,999 33 5 11 10 11 6

. $S0,000-
99,999 25 4 11 6 5 8

$100,000
A99,999' 4 ri 8

$200,000
499,999 21 7 8 2

5

7

$500,000
or more 25 8 12 1 10 2

All 33% 3% 9% 97. 7% , 13%

MTR 193

-

63% 87% 12%

71 90 11

067 91 8

-66 93 4' 11

59 94 5

55 89' 6

51 85 9 t.

55 96 5
.

67% 90% 10%

2 0

I

11
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a t the amount they spend for fund-raising do they tell you how, much that
is? two thirds admitted they did not; people with income above $50,000 were a
litt e more likely to know. ,

!steady all respondents thought that organizations should be required to reveal
their fund-raising costs. However, it would appear that respondents have unre-
alistically low estimates of acceptable fund-raising costs; almost 40 percent of them

Table 33

AoXptable Percent for Fund-Raising Costs, By Income
(givers of $100 or more only)

1973
Total
Family
Income 0-4X

4%

5-9% 10-142

20%

15-24X

127

25-49%

277.
Less than
$10,000 67

$10,000-
19,999 4 8 18 , 23

'$20,000-
29,999 4 ,\ 8 29 26 / 17

$30,000-
49,999 4

,

11 34 21 17

$50,000- '4i.

99,999 4 13 ,.. 26 14

'$100,000-
199,994 5 14 36 21 7

$200,000-
499,999. 5 17 30 20 7

$500,000 -:
or mane 2 14 33 32 8

Al I t 0, /1 47 87 277. ISI 27/ _

50X+ DK NA

57, 26%.-

3 15 ,:

3 13

4 9

3 8

14

6 '` "0

0

37 I77

MTR '193-96
-sr 7

4 \

IS I

,\..2\

said that such costs should use up less' than 15 percent of a chaiity's receipts '
_ .

(Table 33), and higher-income people are even more unrealistic. Clear N, if charities
are required ,tor evi eal their fund-raising and administrative costs, someone Will first

to. either educate the contributors as to reasonable levels of those costs or else,
reduce the costs., t I

I

4 :' 1,

NormsA: °.

'
..

.
.

'.'About a third of all people (more among high income) think that people pay
attention to what other people give. (ee Figire 9) This may give credence to the
theory that large pacesetter donors are important for fund raising. More than half of
all people thought that people would give more if it were made public; curiously,
this view prevailed slightly more among the lower-income groups. Perhaps -high-
income donors are irritated by publicity of their giving.

I /

11

'./

1.
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Percent

Figure 9

Attitudes Toward Effects of Norms and Publicity, by Income
(givers of $100 or more)

100

80

60

40

20

Less
$10,000

than $10,000
19,999

$20,000
29,999

$30,000
49,999

KTR 193

Personal' Involvement

People'pay
attention
to norms

,People would
give more if
it were made
public.

$50,000 $100,000 $200,000 $500,000
99,999 199,999 499,999 or more

Family Income in 1973

As noted before, the contribution of money tehds to go with the contribution of
volunteer time. For each dollar gift asked about in detail, we probed for the reasons
the respondent' gave to that charity In addition, we asked whether he-had served on
any of its committees in the last ve years and he personall"fiew anyone
involved in running the drganizati n. (The an lysis in this,section uses the money
gift insteal of the household as t unit of analysis. That is', for each gift of money
(or props ty) to an organization up to a maximum of four per household, we
eXplore the reason for donating d the respondent's ties to the recipient organiza-
tion.)

When most people were asked direcU why hey gave money to a cectain charity,
they not only were unable to give an answer, but many also implied that they had
never thought about their own charitable mo ives: "Why do I give,,lo tte church? I
really don't know. Why do I? ..."

Most peop14 id that they gave money because they approved of the organiza-
tion's goals. (Se .Table 34) Another motive I, was receivingdome benefit from the
charity, such as giving to a school because someone in the household went there, or
even giving to a health organization when a family er, or friend had the
disease. Some benefit was men toned by nearly half of tillnettrs of gifts to higher
education and over a. fifth tif health, community, other education and cultural
organization donors, 'Pressure'or a quota, was freely expressed as a motive only for
gifts to combined appeals such as the United Way. The motivatiVfOr-searly half of
religious gifts was merely that "We belong there."

,c,'
... . .. i

I k



Table 34
Reasons For Giving, by Donee Organizationa

(Givers of $100 or more only.
Percent, sums of first and second mentions to

"Why did you give to this organization?")
Approve,

Number
They Need Money, Get Some Pressure, Other of

Organization Feel Obligated Benefit ,"Belongs" Quota DK, HA. Gifts

Religious 69% 8X 44% 22
6Z 1649

Combined 66 , 4 2 25 15 750

Community,

other 77 21 8 3 14 480

Health 53 27 2 6 24 686

Higher education 66 44 3 2 19 441

- ,
Other education 74 29 2 0 17 133

Social welfare Mg 77 13 2 1 16 293

Cultural .s 75 21 8 0 12 107

All 67% 13% 23% 5% 13% 4,539
a. F,ach dollar gift treated as one unit. Two reasons for giving to the organizer

. tion were allowea. For example, of all the gifts to religious cganizations,
69 percent were donated because the respondent said he approved of the organ-
ization or felt obligated.

KTR 216
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Table 35 .

Reasons For Giving, by Size of Individual Gifta
(Givers of S100 or more only.

Percent, sum of first and second mentionsfto
"Why. did you give to this organization?") _

Size of ' Approve Number
Individual They Need Money Get Some Pressure Other of
Gift Feel Obligated Benefit "Belongs" Quota DK NA Gifts

,/

Under $20 49%

$20 49 61

$50 99 70

A00 199 71

$2Q0 499! 71

$500 999 71

$1,000 - 4,999 66

$5,000 or more , 81

Allb
64%

a. Each dollar gift treated as one unit. ,Up to two reasons fo
I the organization were allowed. Among all donations less tha

were given (at least partly) 'because the respondent got some
b. Includes 250 gifts, the sizes of which were not ascertained.

132

16

22

12

10

9

11

18

137,

1% 7%

5

11 1

21 5

37 2

42 1

47 2

23 .1

23% 5%

MR 216*

34% 252

19 343

11 414

12 772;

7 896

3 544

6 721

2 347

137. 4,539

giving to
$20, 13 percent
enef it.

The distrib tion of expressed motives did not vary much with, income, but it was
ted to size of gift. (See Table 35) People who gave amount! under $1Q0 o over
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$5,000 were most likely to say they got some benefit,,and gifts under $100 wen
more often felt to be coerced by a quota or externarpressure.

Clearly, we do not get very profound answers to the cluestion of motives witl
these direct queries. Therefore, we must supplement the scant information received
from these directly expressed reasons by making some inferences about probable
motives from other evidence.

As noted before, total dollar giving tends to be correlated with total time giving
When we look at each dollar gift individually in relation to volunteer time (bi
income, organization, and size of gift groups), some different patterns emerge: 2
percent of all dollar gifts were accompanied by some committee or board voluntee
activity in the last 5 years, and in another third of the money donations, the don
at least knew personally someone who was involved in running the organization

These proportions are positively related to income; they are even more strongl'
related to size of the gift over 90 percent of the gifts Of $1,000 or more wer

Table 36 .

Proportion of Dollar Gifts Where Donor Also Involved With Charity,

1/4,0
By Size of Individual Gifta

(givers of $100 or more only)
Size of

Individual Served on Knows

G14 Committee Administration

Under 520 37 107

520 - 49 or&

550 - 99

5100 - 199

5200 - 499

5500 - 999

$1,000 4,999

$5,000 or more

Al 1 b

24

14 25

16 44

2R 4S

55 14

69 24

54 40

24% 13%

0

a. Each dollar gilt treated as one unit. Among all. gifts of 55,000 or_more.

54 percent of the donors had served on a committee of the organization In

the last jive years, and another 40 percent at least knew someone who was
running-the o ganIzatIon.

b. Inclades 250 ifts, the sizes of w w Ich were not as pertained.

NCR 216

I

given io charities where the donor either helped run'it or knew someone who dic
(See Table 36) There is a large variation in the relationship between giving move
and time among different types orpnizations; over a third of the people wh,
give money to a church participa e in running it, or they are likely to knot
someone- who runs it. (See Table 7) Money donations to higher education an
other education are likewise usually accompanied by volunteer time. nut, dolla
donatio-ns to combined appeals, health organizations, and_. social welfare charitie
were less often accompanied by time donations. t

_-

The fact that some types of organizations are more likely to be receiving bot
time and money has implications for the possible effects of tax policy. We state
earlier, that if new policies discourage (or encourage less) the giving money,

2 &2



Table'3i

Proportion ofIlollar(IdlsVVhere Donor Also Involved

With Charity, by Donee ()rganintiona

(givers of $100 or more only)

Donee
Organization

Served on
Committee

Knows

Administration

Religious 37% 45%

Combined 11 20

Community,
other 23 27

Health 6 15

Higher education 24 42
.c..

Education 38 38

Social welfare, 3 14 .

Cultural 15 35

All 24% 337.

a. Each gift treated ps a unit'''. Among all gifts to higher education,
24 percent of donowpad served on a committee in the last 5 years,
and another 42 perc..e* knew someone running the organization/

14TR 215 - Dollar Gift Tape
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econdary discouragement of volunteer work might also follow. But if the organiza-
ions that are getting both time and money contributions-represent the donors' ,
ost vital' and important commitments, they may be the last to Suffer. Money

tributions may mostly be reduced elsewhere. In that cpse, the secondary effects
volunteer time may be relatively small because the money giving would be .

educed much less in the very places where time giving goes along with it.
The main reasons given for increasing of decreasing dollar giving to specific

rganizations were change in family income or needs, changes in the perceived needs
f the organization, or change in interest in the organization. Very few people (9
ercent of increasers) mentioned receiving benefits or pressure from the organization
s a reason for changing their donation's` to it.

Clearly, in important correlate of money donations is having some sort of
ersonal involvement with' the charity or the purposes of the harity, whether it is
hrough volunte ork, th-rough recei ing past benefits such as attendance at achool, or throw he more remote tie of having a friend or elative who suffered
om the disease e organization is figh ing.

implied Motives

Since we are frequently not conscious of:our motives or even unbiased in our
elf-appraisals of why we do, things like give to charity, it is useful to see whether,

purposes and motives can be inferred from Behavior or from related attitudes. We
shall look first at ere people's time and money are giveq, since the ptirpose of
iving to a church is clearly different from giving to one's college. Second, we look

at some things whit affect, the cost of\giving, such as paid time off, or out-of.
pocket costs of givi. g time, or the opportunity cost, for example, the possibility of
earning more by wo king for money instead of volunteering. Third, we examine the
?elationship between time and mon ,giving, after a brief look at attitudes Edward
the tax exemption of property used [or religious or charitable purposes. ,

/283
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Type of Donee

The nature of the,,organization to which an individual gives says somethin
inferentially about that individual's motives for giving.

The percent of total giving that goes to religious organizations declines fair)
dramatically with income (See Figure 2). Adjustment for the effects of age
education, and family size changes the numbers only slightly and the shape and rat
of decline not at all. There is a slight increase in the percent of giving that goes t
religious organizations with increasing age and a slight decrease with increasin
education, but both of these effects vanish when adjustment is made for income
The percent of giving that goes to religious organizations increases with increasin
family size (a sunday school syndrome?) and adjustment for income increases th
effect, as bigger families have higher incomes.

The percent of giving that goes to higher education increases with income; but, c
course, the incidence of college attendance increases with income. The percent give
to different types of donee are displayed in Table 38. The lack of income trend in th
percent of giving that goes to health and medical organizations is deceptive since vo
assigned the same code to gifts to.hospitals and to mass-appeal health organization.
It is Often asserted that the lower-income groups provide a disproportionate share c
gifts to mass-appeal ,tiealth organizations, while hospitals receive their support fror
the rich.

Table 38

Shares of Giving
a
to Different Types of Major Doneeb, by Income Level

Income Religion
_tEducation Combined

Medical s

and
Health Culture '74113e orr

Not

TotalOther Appeals.Higher

$0 - 9,999 59% 1% 0% 21 3% 02 2% 33 100%

510,000-
19,999 67 1 0 3 3 0 4 22 ( 100

$20,000- 0
-

29,999 59 2 1, 5- 4 0

0..

10 19 100

530,000-
49,999 42 5 7 6 3 3 6 28 100

550,000-
.99 999 1 9 1 10 11 4 19 30 100

S10 ,000-
19, ,999 10 14/ 5 9 10 f 6 41 100.,

5200,000-
499,999 8 27 6 10 11 6 8 24 100

5500,000 -

or more 9 24 3. 6 6 t''' 9 16 27 100

All 46% 5% 2% 6% ' 5% 2. 8% 76% 100%

a. The shares here are computed differently from Figure 1-2. Here the number shown is

Total Gifts to Donee Type by Income Class
where in Figure 1-2 the number plotted

Total Gifts by Income Class

is Average for Income Group of
Individual Gifts to Religion

Individual Total

b. See Appendix IV, attachment I, for chi coding instruction used to aalocate.
specific organIzationsito major donee categories.

c. Information as to donee was obtained only for the four major gifts of each donor;
therefore additional giving could not be allocated to donee categories
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centives for GivingTime and the Cboice between Time and Money
a

If a person donates trme to an, organization, the cost of the gift to him depends
n what else that time could have been used for. We have assumed in valiiing time
iven that an alternative was tb earn money. Since that earned vey would be
ubject to tax, the value of the time given is already tax exempt. For those who
emize, the result is the same whether they give time or use the time to earn
oney which they give (tax free) to charity. For those who do not itemize deduc-

ions, however, there is a tax on money they earn and give to charity, but not on
he value of time given. People who call for acWed.deductibility of the value of time
iven to charity clearly do not understand that it is already tax free.

For some, however, their cost of time.given may be more or less than the value
f the alternative work for money. There may be ancillary out-of-pocket costs for
asoline or babysitters or materials, on the one hand, or paid time off from,the job
n tke other. So we asked about paid time off-wherever a husband or-Wife was
ving time and we asked about ancillary costs where the wife was doing yoldnteer
or k:

Paid time off was rare.,only 6 percent of e household heads who gave time
ndicated that any part of it was paid time from a jab; for two thirds of them
he amount of time involved was less that 50 hours. Only 1 percent of the wives
oing volunteer work said anw of it was paid time off from a job, and, again, the
mounts were trivial. Clearly, volunteer time is predominantly a gift by the worker,
of by an employer or corporation.

For wives doing volunteer work, out-of-pocket costs were common AIM not
ubstantial in amount. Over half reported some such costs. They amount to some
760 million for the. survey year. (This is a very rough estimate dominated by a=few
sq extrapolated to population totals.)
Whether giving time really hasa costin_faregone_earnings depends on.whether

he individual actually has an opportunity to work more hours (for money) than.he
urrently does. So we asked working heads of households:

Do you have'opportunities to earn additional income by working more or
taking on extra work? ,

. , , :,. ., .

I

Tibia 39 %,

Head's. Volunteer Time by
Alternative Opportunity to Ear? gitre Money

Hours of
Volunteer -Not
Time Per Year F rkinp

None

1 - 49

50 - 199

200 or more

Not ascertained

76%

8

6

1

.100%

Number of cases 564

217T1

Workl4 Ytut
Could Not
Work More

I

Working
And Could
Work More

63% I 62%

-12 14

11 11

7 10

2 3

100Z 1002

1,261 ', 956 .

Somewhat less than half the working heads and 46 percent of all hciusehbld
heads, including those not in the labor force, said they had such opportunities.
Table 39 shows the relationship between volunteer hours and the existence of such
earning alternatives (and bf an Opportunity cost in money of giving the /time),

9 00 Li

se ,
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Clearly it is not the chance to spend the same time earning money that kee
people from volunteering: those with such opportunities do more volunteer wo
rather than less..Those who do volunteer work are at least as likely to be workii
full time (2,000 hours a year or more) on their job as those who do not give fr
time.

Respondents were asked about .opportunities their wives had for earnil
additional income, whether or not their wives were currently working:

Woking wives.

Non-working wives
SRC sample:

Was there more work available so that your wife cou
have worked.more in 1973 if she had wanted to?

Was there work available so that your wife could ha
worked for money in 1973 if she had wanted to?

Census sample: Did your wife consider working for money in 1973?

Table 40 .
Volunteer Time by Opportunity to Work Mose

Hours of Working Wife Working Wife Non-Working Non-Working
Volunteer Could Have Could Not Have Wife Could Wife Could Not
Time Per Year Worked More Worked More Have worked Have Workedl

None 49Z 607. 54%, 63%

1-49 hours 23 17 17 14

50-199 hours 17 14 16 . 10

200 hours or more 9
t

4 10 11

Not ascertained
_

2 5 3 2

All 100% 1007. 100% 1007.
..

Number of cases 461 400 437 . 716

a. or, to Census version, "Did not consider working." HTR 217
mi,

.

Table 40 again showy that it is the women with competing opportunities to ear
more money who are the more likely to be giving their time to cha able organiz.
tions as well. The differences are small, but they certainly indicate fiat working fc
money does not compete substantially with volunteer work.

As with the husbands, there is little difference in the volunteer work of wiv(
who are working full time compared with those who are not.

We pointed out in Chapter I that giving time and giving money tend to g
together. Since they are alternative ways of giving and since the relative price differ
for non- itemizers who can give tax-free ti e but not tax-free money, one migh
expect some tendency for non-itemizers o give relatively more time and let
money. However, there are.such vast differ nc s between people intheir levels c
giving of both time and money that it o Id _require careful analysis to fin
substitutability even if it existed.

Table 41 gives the general patterns as though giving of money and propert
(relative to average for one's income level) depended on the amount of time th
husband and wife (if any) were giving. It is clear that those who are giving time ar

-7. also mostly giving more money, eve en e take account of incoine in rankin
money giving.

The Relationship between Ti e and Money Giving

irtiA more detailed examina on of the, relationship between the giving of monet
land of time can be done by taking the time as a ratio to 'Upected," that is, th

average for one's education group 'and, then correlating the two ratios to see whethe
- 2 G
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Ratio

Ratio of

Table 41

of Actual to Expected Money Giving (for Ime Level),
By Amount of,gline Given by Head and Fife

Hours of Volunteer Time Per Year
Giving to Less than 50- 100- 200- 500- 1000 orExpects None 50 99 199 499 999 more Alla

---

Less .

than .25 35% 22% 15% 17% 10; 12% 10% 27

.25-.49 39 28 22 20 16 14 4 31 ...

.50-1.49 17 36 42 32 39 28 15 25

1.50-2.99 7 11 14 17 18 1,3 30 10
5'3.00

or more 2 3' .. 7 14 17 33 41 7

100% 100% 100% 1002 1007. 1002 100% 14%
Number
of cases 1,131 435 203 285 366 163 . 56 2,802
a. Including some where amount of time given

was not ascertained. MTR 192 18

he correlation is negative (and the fitted line slopes down rather than up). (Seeppendix Ill for the construction of both the relative money and relative timeariables.) Where there is a wife, we average the two ratios of "time to expectedtine" for the husband and wife. The result of an extensive search is that there areo subgroups where the relationship is negative. There are groups where both types ofving are higher than for other groups, but the relationship between the two withinach group remain's positive, and even across groups, the relati4 levels for the mostart remain stable. Table 42 gives the average ratios and the regression slope (effect.
Table 42

Relative Money Giving and Relative Time Giving
By Tax Status, by Education of Head and by Age of Head

Tax Status

C/C:Ratio Of T/T*Ratio of
Giving to Time Given to
Average For Averaee for
income Classa Education Clatsb

Change in .flic

If T/T Changes

(Reeresaion
Sloel

Non-filers
.57' .48

.06
Filers and

did not itemize deductions
.62 .45

.26
Itemizers

1.28 1 14 .10
.I.

Education of Head

Not a high school graduate .85 .67 .28
High school graduate .93 .81 .24,College graduate 1.19 1.03 .44,
Advanced degree 1.22 1.10 .44

Age df Head

18-34 .57 158 ... .21
35-44 .91 1.09 .31
45-54

,

55-64

.96

1.27

.84

.84

.20
,

.43
65-74

.

1.08 a .80 .371

75 or older
...

, 1.58 .72 .14
a. 'Ratios greater than 1?0 truncated to 10.
6. Averaged for head and wife (if wife presen 4TR 197.1.
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of giving tinit on giving money) for three tax-status groups. Non-itemizers and non

filers have an incentive to give time which is "tax exempt" rather thri money which i

not; yet they show about the same mix of time and money at the itemizers.
Indeed, the itemizers, for whom giving money as well as tire is tax exempt, ar

nearly as &above average in their time givinras in money giving, while the others
who. might be expected to s bstitute the tax-exempt time for the taxable money

seem to be farther below average in time given than in Jnoney given. ,..

The same table shows that people with more education give more time and mor

money; and, within each group, the more time an individual gives, the more mone

he or she gives. The regression slo is steeper for the more highly educated bu

perhaps only because of different va3i noes in amounts.
With different age groups, howev , we have different patterns or mixes of tim

and money (Table 42). There is a tendency for older people to give more money
relative to their income, but not to give more time, relative to their education. Th
fact that families cut back their time giving as they get older but do not reduc
their dollar giving, relative to their income, is hardly. a substitution' of money fo
time in response to price differences.

Friure 10 sh.es pairs of groupsone of which. itemized, the other of which file

and did not itetizeand gives the averse, of money giving to` expected (tff

average for the individual income group) and the ratio of time given to expette
(the average for the education group), the latter averaged for head and wife,where

wife was present. Very large money giving ratios were truncated at -ten time

expected to avoid distortion. Looking iirst at the full sample, the average iterriizer
gave 14 percent, more time than. expected and 28 percent more motley, while_the

average non-itemizing filer gave 55 percent less than the expected amount of time

and 38 percent less than the expected amount of money. One could hardly have

come closer to perfect tomplementarity, which is represented by a 45 degree angle

on the figure. vs,
Other major subgroups which differ greatly in their overall level,of giving both

time and money are also plotted. For the older (55+) higher income (S-1-0,000 or
more) the money given appe4fo l;te affectid more than the time by itemization

status, but they still both movein the same direction.
Within each of the groups there is also a positive correlationtetvieen the relative,

money given and the relative time given% except for the older, upper-incorhe,
non-itemizers, of whom there are only 95, where'there is a nonsignificant negative

correlation.
All this longrun complementarity between giving time and money does not

prove that in the short run discouraging the giving of rnpney_ will also discourage

giving time. Certainly for few who understand the economics and have real

opportunities to substitute ti e for money, t d "substitution effect" might at least

partially offset the comple ntarity, but it is at least credible that because of both

imperfect substitutability i he short run and psychological complem taritY rn the

long run, discouraging giv n mohey may also have a social cost it ss volunteer

time.
S atistical estimates using "least squ'ares." procedures are subje distortior

From extreme cases, yet the aggregate effects and estimates need to d account 61

the few large givers of time or money, and transformations such as garithms tau

difficulties with zeroes. So in addition -to examining, the unadjusted ratios we Wet

(1) truncating ratios greater than ten to make them equal to ten, then, (2

eliminating the zeroes to see whether the correlation between giVing niore Tone)

than expected and giving more time than expected wo4ld be higher. r lower for

those who were daft both. If there were substitution of one for the other, it milih

be expected to be among those who were doing some of both.
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Figure 10

Patterns of Giving: Money and Time, by Itemizing Status for Various Subg
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Truncating the larger givers reduces the, high ratios of theditemizers and the better
'educated and the particular age groups where giving of money or time are greatest,
but it does not alter the pattern that the groups that give relatively moremoneygive relatively- more time as well, tior the iMpressionAthat as people, get older they
continue to give even more money; relative to their income, but give less time. (Ste
Table 43) ., ..

. . ,.Looking only at those who OM both some 'money pd some time, however,
shows that the age pattern results from fewer giving any time, at all among the'oldur
respondents. Those who do give tinseerri tiPbe giving increasingl more. Among
the 42 people 75 years old or oldet"who are giving bOth time and motley, /here a
weak, nonsi§nificant,,negative association between the amount' of time and,t e
amount of trioney given relative to ewetaitons. But the overall pattern of positiv
telatiOShips holds for those whd de some_sf both kinds of giving (Table 43).

- , , ..
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Tab lo 43

-
°

4

Effects
t
on Complementarity Substitution Patterns of Truncatingthe Top

or Eliminating the Zeroei

1'

Slopes (Increase In
Giving/Expected

As Time Ratio of Average Ratios
NI Given/Expected Rises). Average Honey/Expected Average Time/Expected Money/Time

Ratios Not Truncated Ratio/ Not Truncated Ratios Not Truncated Ratibs Not Truncated
'Trim- Non- Trun- Non- Trutt- Non- Trun- - Non -

/cated
t Zeroes ,gated

, Zeroes cated Zeroes. cated Zeroes
/At 10 All Only '' .0:10+- All Only 'At 10 All Only At 10 All Only

18-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 -74

75 +

NTR 197

.21

.31

.20

.43

.37

.14

115

.21

-.la

.0
.26

.24

.11
, -

.12

.18

.08

.19'

.27
.

-.07

.57

.91

.96

1.27

1.08

1.57

.60

.93

.97

1.32

1.14

1.74

1.08

*

1.42

1.30

:2.12
,...,

2.02

2.92

.58

1.08

.84

.84

.80

t72

.66.

1.33

J93

1.00

.92

.87

1.64 "'

2.57
1.4

. 1.87.

....1.-...'

2.40

' 2.89

3.49

..

.98

.84

1.14
.

1.51.
..

1.35

2.18

.91

.70

1.04

.1.32

1.26

2.00

.66

.55

A70

:88

.70

.84

'.. .

A .5 4
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The cornplementaritVof time and money may be at least partly on theorganiza
tion or demand side. Some. things require manpower rather than moneyadvisory
boartht solicitors, teachers. Indeed, we asked-people who did give time .

1
Do you sometimes volunteer time to religious or other charitable izations
when you would rather give money?

fl.,

(IF YES) Why do you continue to give time?

If you gave the money instead, would the rganization pay someone
to do the work, or would they lilt rely on olunteers?

Seventeen percent (234 cases) said they did give time en they would preer to
give money; their reasons were largely that they were expected toclo it or som nehad to. Fight out of ten of them said 'that if they did not give the time( he
organization would-still rely on volunteers -rather than pay someone to do the wo k.

At the upper income levels, a similar differential price for giving time and monarises for whose who for one reason or another cannot use Charitable.deductipns t
reduce theirlaxes fUrther. There are others who hay; appreciated, property thky cangive to charity with greater advantages than giving money. if ume and money were
substitutes, the first group might be expected to give less money but fire time,
and the selond group to give more money plus assets and less time. In fact, asTable 44 shows, those who have found the minimum tax provision applying giveless money, but /hey also give less time in almost the same Patio; and those with
special categories of income which imply the ownership of appreciated asset§ givemore money, but they also give more time.

Table 44
...Relative Money Giving and Relative Time Giving

By Tax Situation and Sources of lucome

G fli
Ratio of Giv.ing Ratio of Time Change in 0/G
toAverage.for Given to Average if T/T Changes

Income qinis for Education Class (ReeressiopSlope)
. -

Minimum tax I

provision applieda'
.
81 86 07

No, but had an interest
:

.

.
.

.

in real estate or other
properties (tax
shelter) investments 1.57 1,75 -41 u.V ; I.

Not. but had -an Incorporated

business, farm or partner-'

,

/
-\.'

' 04, or realized capital '

gains or losses ; ' . 1.55 1.46 .05

-None of the above ' . '.d3 ' '

o
.74 ,18

a. Asked of Census saiaple only. t

. MTR 197 4)5 e

-Summary of the Relationship betWeen Time and MtTrierGivihe 4'

We can thihk of individuals substituting time for money, or money for time, in
their giving, or we can think of groups facing different situations giving more time

, rather than money, or vice versa. We have 'systematicallytranSackV the data looking
for both individual and group substitutions; Individual substitutions should be
evidenced by a ne'gative _correlation between time and money given, at least after we

2 9 1
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Table ,45

Attitudes Toward Property Tix Exemption of Buildings Used for Religious or Charitable Purposes -
(Excludes non-filers; Survey Research Center sample only) 4.

No . .

Attitude Preference Bdptist Methodist Episcopalian Preab teriad Lutheran, Jewish Other Catholic All.

-7.Good idea
.:.1

Bad 10ea

Pro-con

i .
No opinion

Number of---1,...,............/

cases

43 Z 68a 85%

4Ct 17 19

4 5

13 9 11

, 100 - 267 23$ 51

er MTN 217-T6 1,0

e

63%1-----48% 5 Z 57Z 52 Z 61 6
o

31 22 ' , 30 90 23
- .

16 21

292

/"-
4

, 9

142
a

3

15'

89

5

10

311

7 6

8 10

ir.

420 ,1887
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removed the effects of income on money giving and of education level on time
given and reduced the possyTity of Other spurious positive correlations between , -
giving time and giving money, by In- king at narrowly defined populatiOn sub-
groups, Group substitution should,be evidenced by finding some groups that are rela-
tively large givers of money, compared with their giving of time, and others !Mt are
large givers of time rather than money,:

The results are an impressive ease for the complementarity of giving time- And
money If there are "substitution effects" from different tax treatment of the two
for non-itemizers, they are overwhelmed by the powerful differences between
people and between groups in their general altruisr.h, expressed in tipie and money
and perhaps by the need of organizations for both time and money gifts.

Tax Exemption of Property Used for Religious, Educational, or Charitable Purposes

_While it is clearly not wise to make public Wig/ with.polls, particularly in
-complex _issues, it did seem useful to assess popular attitudes toward one tax

.ibsi8y, not to individual givers tut,to organizations directly and not from the
federil government but from 1,ocal "goverbments. In the Survey Research sample
only, we asked: ,

As you know, there is no property tax on buildings used for religious or
educational or 'charitable purposes. Do you think this is a good idea or a bad
idea?

. I .

The question was restricted to property- used for defined purposes, not property
owned by charitable organizations engaged in some profit-making pursuits unrelated
to their-ostensible purposes. Some of the latter is taxed anyway, and a majority
Might be expected to favor taxing it. ,

1 .Actually, a substantial majority favored a continuing exemption of property used
for charitable purposes, and this was true of those in every' religious denomination
except the Episcopalians. It was not that Episcopalians were so much more likely to
say it was bad; they were more likely to give qualified answers, saying it depended
or was both good and bad. Among those few (100 cases) who claimed to have no
religious preference, omitting those with no opinion, or qualifieti answers, there
were still slightly more favoring the exemption than oppdsing it. (See Table 45)

It should be kept in mind that people are more likely to favor something that
already exists than some proposed new thing, and generally more likely to favor
things than oppose, -them. But there is clearly no substantial opposition to the
present subsidy of good works through exemption from local property taxes.

Other Motives for Giving Inferred from Correlations with Actual,Giving

We have already covered in some detail in Chapter It the tax; related motives and
in the present chapter_the motives given by direct A nudes, purposes,
involvement and those implied by the mix of diin ncrt . plerrientaritly of
time and money giving. What is left is an examin nsof solve other characteristics
associated the level, of relative giving.

Givihg/ExrActed 'Related to Varidus Characteristics

Since income is the most important determinant of giving, we Again use as our
measure not absolute giving but the ratio of each household's annual contribution
to thravecage for 'their income groupreitimated from the same surrey data. We use

X .
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our best estimate of giving, though preliminary analysis with other estimates and
with .the Survey Research Center sample only indicate that The results do not
depend on minor adjustments of the data. (See Appendix III for the two sets of
aver-ages used, the second from the Survey Research Center sample only, to, be used
when we want to look at questions asked only in that sample.)

We have already noted that age and education are alsti related to giving, though
the latter mostly affects the giving of time. Figure 1,1 shows the age pattern, which
becomes stronger and more systematic after adjustment for, other characteristics
related to age. to particulir, the Unadjusted data hide some effect because older

Ratio of Ofyjng
'to Aiierage for

Income Class

2.0

1 80

1 60

1.40

1 20

1.00

.80

.60

.20,

Fimire 11

gelative.Gbfing by Ale of Head

Adjusteda

Unadjusted

Q

35 ' 45 55 65 75 '

Age
e

a. Adjusted for the effects: of assets:education, number of dependents,
sexMarital status bf. head.

"P
g

Explanatory powerteefore adjustment (eta2) 7. .043
Explanatory power after adjustment (beta2e) = .051

MTR 196, 209t

people are less educated, but education is associated with more giving. (Older people
also have lower income, but thapeffeCt was already taken care of by looking not at
absolute giving,init.givingrelative to others in the same income group.)

. If income, age, and education are' indicators of ability, capability, or visibility,
marital status and family size might considered indicators of competing demands
on income or competing responsibilities. lo fact, however, single men give less,
relative to their income,, but single women do not. While families of three and four

2 44'



Table 46
Ratios of Giving to 'Average for Income Class Unadjusted

and Adjusted bir Correlation, by Length of
Residence, Education and Family Size

Average Ratio
How Long Lived in
Present Neighborhood

Average, Adjusted
for Othei Related

Characteristics

r o, 411

"Plid'Yg6re or less .71 993-5 year's .86 .986-10 years .97 .9011-20 years 1.01 .90More than 2p 1.18 1.01

Explanatory Power

(eta squa-red and beta squared) .015 .001

Education of HuNband or
Single Head'

Not a high school graduate .88 .96High school graduate .94 .94
College graduate 1.20 1.06
Advanced degree 1.29 1.01

Explanatory Power
(eta squared and beta sqllared) ,,007 .001

Numbei in FamilY

.99 .94
1-2

3-4 .84 .93
1.13 1.097 or more°
1.18 1.03

Explanatory Power
-(eta squared and beta squared) .005 .001

a, Includes dependents living outside,,the household.

4e
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(including outside dependents), who have children. in most cases, give slightly less
than smaller families, it is the largest families who give the, most, relative to their

,income's. (See Table-46) ..Adjustments for other characteristics again reduce the
effect to intignificance.

Another kind of fatnily obligationhaving children in private or parochial schools(with tuition to pay)had no apparent effect on current ving nor did the
expectation of having to \patide more support for parents or other relatives. (The
qu8tion was: '"Do you have parents or other relatives /who may need more financial
help from you in the ftiture?").,.

What else seems to-matter? We saw earlier that giving time to organizations is
associated with giving money, but it is also true that' tlfose who give time helping
individuals'outside the household 'also give more money to charitable organizations.
Those who give money to nondeductible organizations like political parties also give
more (relative to their income, remember) to deductible organizations. Indeed, the
average ratio of giving to expected (for income group) is 1.41 for those who say
'they give to nondeductible causes and 0.92.for those who say they do not.

Backdound tactors and Dynamics

' While we cannot untangle the dynamics of becoming altruistic, if that isswhat the
increased giving with advancing age implies, we Can ask whether family background
or childhood experience-had any persistent effect on current giving.

295
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Age can be interpreted in various waysas an indicator that other demands on
income (for children's education, retirement, and so forth) are decteasing, as a
'separation of historical generations which may differ and indicate real permanent
chahges passing ,through the poptilatiOn, or as the putting down of roots and the
development of habits.of giving. If theihigher giving of older people simply reflects
the acCumulatiorrof commitmerits from living a long time in the same area, one
would expect that people 'would give more the. longer they had lived in the same
neighborhood. Table 46 shows 'that altholigh they do, the effect is -substantially
reduced by taking account of age differences and some other.characteristics. There
is no apparent association, even' generally, between giving and the number of
diffemt states or countries our respondents. reported they had lived in. -

The unadjusted data seem to indicate that college graduates give 20 percent more
and those with advanced 'degrees ,30 percent more, even allowing for their higher
incomes. Adjustments for ether things reduce this effeCt substantially (Table 46).

There are some characteristics that can beassumed to indicate that the reported
., intome for 1973 was not an ideal measure of abilityto give. (We have already dealt

with characteristics- associated with tax advantage5.) For example, the unemployed
gave less and the retired more than their income would call for, presumably because
of the added uncertainty,the unemployed face and the fact that the retired do not
have, to _save out of current income for their retirement. Those with substantial
assets gave more, piesomably because assets provide security in addition to the,
income they produce (or perhaps because in any reported income group those with
more assets might. have a higher income than thos ithomt,them). Age also is

,-,,
associated with accumulation of assets but, even mo, an with educ adjust-
ment for age and other characteristics reclutes , t estimated" set/ e ,,ect to
insignificance., r.,

v
i. <

.
t .

, .,...
Growing up on a farm seems to be associancr"Viith current giving, 25

percent above average, but it appears to be small-town background that is associated
with ,below- average giving, not growing up in a big .city. Where the, family' now
liveslarge city or small appears .to have no 'relationship to the current level, of
giving. ,

Perhaps the mos t obvious question is whether people km the habit of giving
from their parents. So we asked: '

...
.-- 1 . .

Survey Research Did your parents contribute regularly to religious or tiled-
'Center sample:. table organizations when you were living with them.? ,

*

Census-sample: When you were growing Up, did your parents contribute
regularly to charitable'or religious'dganizations?

.... .

Those who said "yes" also reported slightly more givin& (1.05 percent of eZpectec)
versus 0.88), butt 'e difference is not statistically significant!

, Parents may alio set standards of consumption which would compete with philah-""
thropy, so we asked:

. Were your parents poor when you were growing up, pretty well off, or what? .
I.

Again, the differences were in the direction one would expect if parental income
set standards for consumption, father than philanthropy, but they werestatistically
not significant:

4

Average Ratio of Living, :lumber of -

Parents vere.:- ./ to Expected . Cases

Poor 1.o5 1198

Average, it varied' 1.00 951,

Prete), well off 0.85' 529

29
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Similarly, those with very well educated father's could be expected to giye less if
the education led to affluent standards of consumption,'or more if it led to higher
standards of responsibility for others. In fact, those whose fathers were college
graduates gave 0.81 of expected, while those whose parents had an advanced degree
gave 1.31 of expected.

Finally, in the Survey Research Center sample only, we asked how often the
respondent went to_ church when he was growing up. Those who said they went
more than once a yveek' were currently giving 1.39 of the average for their incomegroups. "

Environmental lnflUences and Refer.ence Groups

We have already noted that current place of residence (city size) seems to have
no effect on giving. We introduced foul measures relating tb the county in which
our respondents lived, an the hypothesis that they might have something to do with
the needs for local philanthropy or with the standards and norms of local giving.
The measures were: (1) the pefcent of families in the county with incomes below
the official poverty level for families of their compositioni, (2) the percent of
families in the county with incomes over $25,000, (3) the expenditures of the local
governments per capita, (4) the percent of the local government expenditures that
were for welfare. (See Appendix -IV, variables 537-546 for a description.)

While the results are again at the borderline of statistical significance, they firm
a meaningful pattern: Peoele tend to -give more in counties with more poor families
and less in counties where there are many high - income households. They tend to
give less in counties where local government expenditures percapita are larger and
where the fraction of those expenditures that are for welfare is larger.

Apparently need matter, but having' high-income people ,around does not set
higher standards for others' giving. Perhaps governmental responsibility is a
substitute for private responsibility. Of course, a great deal of philanthropy is not
rediution td the poor, so one would not expect these relationships to be strong.

Finally, whether It be considered family background, environmental influence, or
a "reference group" effect, religious preference might be expected to affect giving,
ever', when we include non-religious giving. The question was asked only. in the
Survey Research Center sample begause of government prohibitions about sensitive
questions. Actually, the differences in i relative to income, were small. The
Episcopalians and members of smaller tit'Sects ke more than expected, by
about 30 percent, the Catholics less by about 17 Pe ent, and those with no
religious preference or "other" (Hindu, Moslem, etc. ve 39 percent less.s` 4

\, .
Another Look*At Variables Other Than Income, Age, an4ducatibn X....

Almost every variable that oite might think of for explaining charitable giving iscorrelited with incomes age, or education or all three = so .we must either
analyze all . faciors simultaneously or ask whether the a ditional explanatory
variables can explain any residual .differences that- could n t be.attributed to
income, age, or education. We have reported earlier some analysis,that takes account
of income by looking at giving relative to the average 'for eack-h usehold's income, class, and 'solve ,analysis that, takes account simultaneously of osier things by a
multiple regression on that same "relative giving." . 1

°M a final assessment of a whole range of possible hypotheses and a rathef tight
test, we have done multivariate analyses of money given, head's time given, and

wife's ime; where the dependent variable,in. each of the three analyses is the
unexpla ed residual after removing the effects of income, age, and education."

_ 1
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We first correla dJach of the three "giving" variables with income, age, and
education categories simultaneously, then for each houjehold calculated the
difference (residual)93etween the value predicted byJthe regression equation and the
household's actual giving.

The residuals were adjusted 'in two Sways to,avoid statistical difficulties. First;
since giving of money or time cannot be less than zero and since a regression that
assumes additive effects of income, age, and education ignores this restriction, sortie

..'-'predicted values" can. be negative. The probleM is less serious with categorical
predictrs (income clas3es rather than dollar income), but it still remains. We have
used the traditional "limited dependent variable" approach of all predictions
less than zero as zero. lf,a household has such low income, age, and education that
the equation would have predicted them a9giving $50 but they actually gaNte'$10,
we treat this as an unexplaVied deviation in giving of +$10, not +$60. A similar
adjustment was made in.the case of the two measures of volunteet time.

Second, in the case of money, but not tin-le, there are such vast differences in
scale and such extreme values that least squares statistical procedures tend to be
dominated- by a' few extreme cases. Those cases often involve conceptual or,
Measurement difficulties as' wellan unusual year, for instance. Hence any residual
deviations in dollar giving largef than +-$15,000 or smaller than 115,000 'were
changed to +$15,000 or $15,000, leaving those households represented( but not
dominating the results.

The results are impressively conclusive. (See Table 47) Using the same 24
predictors to explain each of the 3 residuals yields an adjusted R2 of only .001 for
dollar giving, .026 for head's time, and .051 for wife's time (Table 47), that is, we
explain zero, 3, and 5 percent of the remaining variance.

,

We have already discussed the pattern of effects of income, age, and education
and need not repeat thatThe interpretation of the other candidates for explaining
giving requires that for those Nvith some visible net explanatory power, (beta-
squared) in accounting for the residuals, we examine the pa,ttern and direction of
the effects,

We start with the giving of money: The effect of itemizing deductions is as
expected and might be considered a low (downward biased) estijnate of the
aggregate effect. *he difference in the residuals between itemizers and non-itemizers
($94 unadjusted and vie after adjustments for 23 other characteristics including
home ownership) implies a $3 billion to $5 billion effect on giving, if we assume
that the half of the- households who itemized in 1973' were tq lose that right and
behave like the other half who did not.

Those who report they qualified for 'the minimum tax provision (had preference
income or so many deductions that they would'not have (tad any tax to pay except
for that new provision) were giving nearly $1,000 less than ordinary households,
both before and after adjustments, but they were considerably less than 1 percent
of all households.
- None of the other 22 characteristics of-respondents or their environments had
any statistically significant effect, and even the borderline "effects were not
systematic and regular'. Whatever it .is in people's experiences, environment, or
personalities that .accounts for the substantial differences among similarly placed
households in their giving, it is not being measured in those variables.

When' we look at time given we' account for substantially less of it with the basic
income, age, and education variables; ,and there are several other characteristics that
do seem 'to matter. (However, the differences reported here are mostly small and at
the borderline of statistical significance.)

The larger the, faMily (including outside dependents) the more time the head
gives to volunteer work, but in families with three to six members the wife gives
less time than in smaller (mostly childless) families, or in families of seven or more.
Presumably the wife has less free time whenthere are only small around.
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Table 47

Nct Explanatory Power of Various Variables in Predicting
Dollar and Hour Giving

4 Dependent Variable
Dollar Head's Wife's
Giving Tide Time

Predictor

Incoemf
.220 _ .009 .016Age
.004 .009 .018

Education.
.001 .023 .017

(Adjusted R2 .... ) (.220) (.044) (.047)

...,

Tax Variables

Residual
Dollat

L1

Regidual
Head's
Time

Residual
Wife's
Time

Itemize/not
'

. .00 .007
Tax shelter/minimum tax' .005 .003 .007
Tax credit woulp gffect ,002 .003 .002
Matching grant would affet

,..
0.000 .0014 .001

Background Varlables
Crtw up farm, city, etc. : .003 .006 .003
Father's education .003 .006 .013

.i Parents contribute? : , .002 .003 .007
,Parents poor or rich .001 .000 .001

County Variables .

Percent poor - ',003 .002 .006
Percent rich ' .001 .004 .009
Local government'expenditures .002 .005 .69
Percent above 'to welfare .004 %004 .002

Other Variables
Assets .003 .001 .004

, Mead's occupation .003 .005 ''' .015
Head's annual work hours .001 .005 .009
Wife's snnual work hours % ,'.002 ',WI_ .005

. Time spent helping ) ndividuals
Family size

,002
.001 .

.003'

.010
.015

.004
Where live now (46, city, etc.) . .003 .004 .003
'Head's sex /martial status .001 .001 -.000

. .Years in neighborhood

Home ownershAp/mortgageb
.001

.001'

.001

.002
.010

.003
Parents need future help? .001 .002 .002
Children in private,sdhool? 4 .000 , .000 .000

(Adjusted R
2

P )
(.002) (.020.' (.051)

a. A category for each of the rows in Table 26.
b. Each of first fouf, rows in Tablg 27.

HER 198,220

The amount of time spent helping individuals outside the household had little.
systematic effect on the time spent helping organizations, though those reporting no
such time gave somewhat less organizational-time as well.

,Both- head and wife give more time when the head grew up on a firm, if the
head reports Ont.-his father was poor, or if the head's father a. college graduate.
They both seem to _give slightly more time how if the head's parents were not
'remembere'd as contributing regularly to religious or charitable orgainizations when
the head was growing up.

.

Where the head is not working at all, both give more time, particularly the wife.A wife's labor market work tends to reduce her volunteer work but 'not, her
husband's. (He does not, apparently, cut back on volunteer work to help with thehousework.)

In'higher-income counties, bdth husband and wife give leg time, and they also
give less time where there are fewer poor in the county. The effects of differences
in local government expenditure per capita, or the proportion of those expenditures
that are for welfare; are not systematic.

? 9 gr
1. 1. 1
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In line with our general findings of complementarity of money and :ime,
households itemizing their deductions fort federal income taxes report more
volunteer time by both head and wife, particularly the latter, and those who
qualified for the minimum tax (preference 'mime and other deductions) report that
both head and wife gave less time..(Remember that these effects are after one 'has
taken account of.income, age, t ducation, and many other characteristics.)

Summary

People are not clear about their own motives in giving; it seems obvious to them
that they are giving time and money to worthy causes. We can tell more about
purposes and motives from observing the types of charities to which they give
money or ,time and the degree to which they are involved in giving time to help
direct the organization or to help it in other ways. Once we get.bpyond the tax
incentives and the other economic and demographic fbrces, we

marginal
some back-

ground influences and some current environmental factors with marginal effects on
giving. But 'there remains an altruistic syndrome, differences in the level of which
we cannot explain. What is dear is that various forms of philanthropy go together
giving money, giving time to organizations, `and spending time helping individuals.
The only change 'in the mix seems to be a tendency for 'older. people to give
relatively less time and more money. An open question remains whether this reflectS
differences between the generations, or merely he effects of individualaging,

Iv

MARY AND RECAPITULATION

\
The purpose_of thZ study was to provide insight into who gives what to whom

and _why, What `kinds of peopleyoung or old, affluent ,or notgive money,
property, or time to religious, charitable, or educational organizations? A major
focus of the research was onthe imp,act of recent and proposed changes in the tax
laws on giving. Since much of the giving comes from the affluent, two national
samples each *oversampled, in differentdegrees, those with higher incomes. The
2,917 responses are re weighted to preserve-unbiased estimates.

While our prime concern is with distributions, shares, and allocations of giving by
donees, and the reasons and information on which these gifts are basedwe have
niade same estimates of aggregates as well. We have occasionally attempted to infer
the purposes and motives orgivers, even though this is ndt an indepth psycho dgical
study:-

Almost everyone in this country gives something to religious or chari,tible
organizations, and in about half the households someone contr,ibutes time as well.
Wits 69 million households, the result is a large ggregate, some $26 billion of
money and property given and some 5.9 billion hours of time, 2.7 billion of those
hours volunteered by wives. ` s

People tend to give moneyTi relation to their income, se Table 48 shows average
giving in dollars.. Figure 12 gives the percent of income given, before and after the
tax deduction of charitable gifts. Of course, in every income class some give nothing
and a few give a great deal, butAthe averages still tell us something about national
norms.

a
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Table 48

Average Amount Given Per Household, by Income
19)3 Average
Total Amount
Family Given per
Income Household

$0 - 3,999
S 75

$4,000 - 7,999 122
1)

- !".. ,, -

$8,000 -.9.,9991 208

$10,000 - 14,999 327

$15,000 - 19,999
523

- $20,000 - 29,999 , 720

$30:000 - 49,999
,--

1,455

$50,000 - 99,999 5,552

8100,0001- 199,999 16,988

$200,00499,999 38,950

$50,000or\mnre c_;%17:14-4 70,501

Figure 12
Giving As, it Pgrcent of Income: Be(bre and After Tax Deduction

L
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4 8 10 15 20( 30 50 100 200
Income Log Stale

in thousands of dollars)

-

Before-tax giving as'percent of before-tax income.

) After-tax givy1g* as percent of after-tax income.

*Gross!giving x '(1 - marginal tax rate)

NOTE: The apparent downturns at Ancemes Over $500,900 should-be viewed with
caution as the small numSer of'observetions, possible Measurement
-

ezrors,,and extreme sensitivity to the mean income figure used as
MR 198, 199 base all combine to make the esOmates unreliable.

. c3'01' ,

500

/
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The substantial differences in ijx,i,ng between young and old are summarized
below by showing how much 'the average gift of Table 48 tends to be raised or
lowered depending on age: t t .

Under 35

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75 or older

AcijustMeni of
Giving Norm

Down 31%

Down 24

Down 3

Up 30

Uo 8$

Combining these age adjustments with Table 48 'allows 66 different norms, for
example:

IncOme $12,000 leads to expected giving,

But, jf.itge is also 60, then expected giving is $425 (1.30 'x 327).

Volunteer time depends much' more on education than on income, so national
norms can be described best using averages by educltion level, then adjusting them
depending on the family, income.Thd variation within groups is still greater, because
half give no lInee and only a.third of the households have a wife who gives time.
The average hours per-year are:

.0- Hours Per' Year
Education of Husband or
Husband or Wife Si lei Head Wife

t/16 Not a high school graduate 25 41

High school graduate 46 54

Col lege graduate ,81

, Advanced degree 92
t

These nornris can be adjusted for household income as follows:

Incbme

Less than $10,000(
$10,000 19,9994
$20,000 - 49,999
$;0,000 - 99,999
$100.000% 199.999
$200.000 - 499,999

. $500,000 or more

au2

Adjtistment for
Volunteer Tigre Norm

.
Down 23%

Up 64-

Up 43

Up 77

Up 94

Up 92

Up 190,

>
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The average gift maybe huge it upper income levels, but there are not very
mail), people giving-such gifts. Indeed, the vast bulk of the dollar giving comes from
the middle-intom people:

- . percent of
Per-c-entof Percent of Total Time GivenInca:4Y touseholds AggregateAlying 11./11.2:11 By Wives

Less ,han
510,000

$10,000-
19,999

$20,000-
49,999

$50,000
or more

162, 21%

39 38 40 46

13 25 25.

1 21 4 '

25%

25 -,,

4
0 L00% 100% 1007.....

Aggregate% 69,..Million $26 million 3.2 billion 2.7 billion
hours hours

18.

19

35

23
'1001

227

t.

ThecBettee educated give Imo're time:

t,of Percent of
Honey Given tloum Jett511! t'
Hone ' ;, 12 -2,

$1 -.99 36

$100,- 499 30

$500..-.999 12

$1,000 - 4,999 9

$5,000 or more 1
rot,

4

We can put ,cigllar values onvolunteer time, and if we value people's time by
what they are earning on the job (or could earn)", the concentration of dollars worth
of time is moved up the income scale a bit

The burden of givingis More unequal within income groups than between them.The average percent of income given dgek npt vary much between income groups,partiCylarly if it is calculated after the tax savings from° the charitable 'deduction,.
But the shares of giving by -size of the gift are quite concentrated: . .

t

Ataount,of Percent of
Honey Given tloum Jett511! t'
Hone ' ;, 12 -2,

$1 -.99 36

$100,- 499 30

$500..-.999 12

$1,000 - 4,999 9

$5,000 or more 1
rot,

227

Percent of
Aggregate Gi.ling

_0_2

18.

19

35

23
'1001

4

Percent of
Aggregate Gi.ling

_0_2
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nteer time is even more concentrated: Nearly half the households give none,
but a' ird of the time comes from the 2 percent of households who give 500,hours
or more a year:

. .

Heads of Households caves If Harried)
Percent of. Percent of

unt of .Percent of Aggregate Percent of Aggregate
e-Given

r
Households Volunteer Time Households Volunteer Time

Op, 70r.

1 kNi, hours` 12

50 - 49 hours 5
. .

100 - 1p hours 6

200 - hours 5

500 hour ,or more 2
100%

'

°' One might think ,that some people would ,give money and others would give
time, depending on Which was more plentiful for them, but in fact the two tend to
go together. This is a so. true between groupsif one group gives more time than
another, it also tends, give more money.. Between pairs ofRoups, one of which
contains people who it ize-deductioro_ and the other people who do not, the tax
advantages of giving m ney exist for orie group and. not the other. Those' who
itemize give more mono but,here again they also give more time, br an almost
equal proportion.

0% ." 59%. 0%

5 . 18
5

7 A 10

17 ' 7 17

37 6 35

34 2 33

100% 100X 100%

Within every subgroup we could think of looking at there was aPositive
association, the individuals who gave more time were likely to be giving more
money as well. The large givers tended to be busy middle-aged people with children
to are for.

Tax Considerations /t'
Most people get help with their income, taxes, but few get it fisim lawyers or

accountants. Perhaps as a result very few know their tax rate on the last dollar
earned, or their tax-Saving from giving another dollar to charity. Mostly they only
know whether they can get some advantage fr,om itemizing. Of course, very high
income people are somewhat more likely to et expert help and. a little more likely
to know their tax rates. But when we asked the Census sample whither changlis in
the tax laws relating to charitable giving made any difference to them, theyi
usually said "no." Even at incomes over $50

t
;000 only a fouith said "yes."

- When we asked people whether deductibility encourages their own giving, or that
of people in financial silmations similar to their own; or giving in general, we go
range of replies that varied depending on how close to home the reference was and
'how high the income was. Figure 13,shows the spread, and the truth is probably
somewhere in the middle. . ,

.A sequence of questions on proposed alternatives to the present deductibility of
charitable contributions was met with a resounding lack of ehthusiasm and even an
unwillingness to think through the implications. People who would be affected said
the change would not affect their behavior. Others who would be better off with
greater tax advantages sometimes said they would give less. Once again, at incomes'
over ,$50,000 a year, there was somewhat more sophistication, but not much more
enthusiasm.

If people were focusing on the tax advantages of giving, one mighpexpect a
reluctance to give to organizationi where contributions cannot be deducted.

1 '



f Figure 13

Popular Opinions of the Effect of Tax-Deductibility on Givinga

t

"*.

s,Percent
100

ac

60.

*

Think deduction
stimuleves giving

,Without it, others like
Pr. trespondept Would give a

/ '.. lot less.

Without it,.
respondent/
would give
a lot less.

40-

2

'Less'
Than

$10,000

$10,000- $20,000- $30,000- $50.000-
19,999 29'.999 49,999 99,999

Family Incoe:fn 1973

, a. Excludes those who filed no income tax return.

MTR 193
.

, Y.,.-,J
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$100,000- $700,000- $500,000
199.999 499,999 or more

°" `'. t
e- r.,6

:- i '''
Actually, not very many people said tha had decided against a. conitibutiqn. on - ti

\

that basis: One might also expect people to be affected by the limits on the amoinittl '
that could be deducted, but most of the few who had reached the limit said that it
had not affected their living.

The most advantageous Way, of saving taxes and giving to charitythe gift of
appreciated assets was relatively uncommon even iwithin 1.the upper income groups.

When asked to eicplaih past or expected changes in giving, almost, no one
mentioned jax reasons. However, thpse who had ceased itemizing in recent years,
while claiming for the most part that the change had not:affected them, were giving
substantially less than qtemizers with similar incomes and almost as little as those
who hid never itemized.-

...
In general, other° thiligs being equal, itemizers gave substantially more than

non-itemizers. While these differences are subject to some upward biases, and some
reverse - causation, it seems clear that the -opportunity to deduct is an incentive to

'giving. , i
The tax incentive to e to +e +'ty can disappear if available depluctiohs or

preference income r-,+ able idcome to zero without any dedbitions for
charity.. The aver ,glyi g of the More than 100 respondents who reported they
had run up Lagai the minimum tax provision of the income tax law was
co 'd- blyless, ative to their incomes, than average.
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4
Other Factors

Most people are not ceady with facile answers about why they do or do not give.
They feel their donees need the money, and that the causes are worthy. Who
asked, some admit to a feeling of being pressured into giving, particularly by the
combined appeal drives. r:

When resp.ondents mentioned having gotten some benefit from the recipients of
their giving, like past assistance or help to a family member, we noted it. These gifts
were freqttently to hither education, health, community, and cultural organizations.

Personal involvement in a charity, either through past or current service on a
\,\ ._board or knowing 9Smeone running the charity, was most evident in religious

donations. Large numbers of people who gave_ to,tommunity,organizations and
educational institutions also seemed to ha been personally involved in running
them. targe money donors seem to be particularly involved in their organizations,
though the direction of causagon is unclear. It 'is probable that donors of large
amounts are asked to serve onlooar0 but' it is possible that as volunteers becorn

\ more involved in their organization they also begin to supports them with large
oney gifts. y

About a third of all people (more among iligh income) think that people pay
a tention to what other people give. More th p half, the respondents believe that
p ple would give more if the7alnounts were made public; curiously, this view
pr %/ailed slightly more among_the lower income groups. Perhaps high-income donors
are irritated by publicity of-their chirity.

ost of the charifible giving of lower- income familiesboth money, and
tim goes to they chur-c.. As income rises, people give more to the church, but
they also expar4' the number of other chirities they give to and presumably their
moti es for tivrrig. t-Th-ir,--tlie pro rtion of giving that is.religious falls. Tables 49:
and 5 rovide a breakdown of giving by p-e'df donee orgafization. .

'Table 09

Shares of Agg -te Dollars Going to Different
y_Income

Income Level

Donee Types,

4', :Iype of Le'ss than $10,000- $20,000- $50,000 All
Donee va------- /110,000 ' 19.999 ....__-49 999 or more Incomes

.

-Ilelig

gAuc.3Liqii

oniigneti
appeals

ealth-

Cultural

Others

,.

59%.% 67% - 52% 13%

1 6; 17

2 3 . 6 10

H 3 4 10

0 0 . 1 4
1

35 26 31 46

100ZWO% 1002 1002

a. includes all gifts heyond'Ith four larogesc.

KR 191, y) - -. _,

.''
Twenty-seven percent of -givers found some things they did not like about the

way their contribbtiOns were asedi excessive fund-raising and administrative costs .

were most frequently mentpried. When asked more specificsally_y,thelheif organiza-
tions gave diem enough information about how the money was used, at third said
, ----

46%

.
"7

6

. 5

2

34

100Z

3u6
. /

i

rI



Table 50

Shards of Aggregate Time Given by Head and Wife,
By Different' Donee Types, by Income

Income Level

Type of Less that.;
Donee $10,000

$10,000-
19 999a--

$20,000-
49,999

$50,000
or more

All
Incomes

Religion 551 43% 36% 23% 43%

Higher edpcat1bq, 1 0, ,,s - 1' 4 ll"

Other education 2 8 5 9 6

Combined appeals 0 0 1 2

Health 6 9 12 21 9

Cultural 0 . "ns1 2 5 1

; Other 3& 38 40 32 38

100% 100% 100% 1008- 100%

MTR 212
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they would, like more information about fund-raising and administrative costs or theamount that gets- to the people who need it.,,,,Wixgn we asked directly whether theircharities told Jitein :about fund-raising costs, two thirds said, "No, they did not."
Nearly all respondents thought oFganizations should reveal flint(- raising costs. Almost40 percent of people '8aid that fUnd-raising costs should be kept under 15 percent ofa charity's receipts., 4%N,

. . .....
. .

Clearly, more disclpiure of the fund-raising and administrative costs opcitarities is N.desired., by contribut&s. It is also
iprobable

that such disclosure might causeproblems for the charities with highNoverhead costs whch some contributors would
consider excessive. :.

1.1hipliCations for 'Policy

There are impli aiions in these findings for lioth public policy as to the taxtreatment of Oh thropy and the policies of the .philanthropic organizationsthemselves. As is usual in studying human behavior, the facts do not coincide witheithe( of the hypotheses,commonly stated.i..
There are two polar views of the effect of tax incentives on philanthropy. Onepictures people as reasonably Well informed, sensitive, and responsive to taxincentives to the extent that they might ,even give more in added contributions thanthe treasury lost in revenue. The other/view pictures p'eople as unaware of the tax'effects, concerned' with the needs of the donees or their own societal obligations, orgiving for .a whole set ofnon-economic reasons. The truth is somewhere in between,as it is revealed in people's attitudes, their information and aw/hness, and theirbehavior.
In order for the response to deductibility to be substantial, one,would ,thinkpeople would have to, be aware of the "price impact." The4mpact of deductibilityof charitable contributtons depends on the marginal tag rte because the price,of

giving a dollar-- is reduced to (1.0 -- marginal tax rate). Our mding that only a fifth
of our respondents were able to offer even a plausible,guess as to their own
marginal tax rates costs doubt on the efficacy of deduttibility as a major spur to.
charitable giving, anE particularly on the likely effect of marginal changeS iitthe taxtidnefits. This impression is reinforced by the further, fact that most respondents

3p7
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deny that tax considerations influence their own charitable contributions and almost
never mention'tax 'reasons for changes in giving. None of the indicators of tax
,sensitivity..add anything to our statistical explanation of actual giving, either, People

find it difficult to think about the implications of alternative tax provisions such as

tax credits or matchinggrftts.
Our behavioral evidence is mixed but more indicative of some'tax effects,,Thoe

vita -itemize deduCtions do giie more, relative to their income, than those who do
not. Those who have recently started itemizing or stopped itemizing appear-to be

toward the long-term behavior of their new status group, more rapidly for
those who have stopped itemizing and are giving less. There are reasons to believe
that the quantitative estimates of. these differences are exaggerated by selection-bias

and measurement problems, but they persist when we take accoupt cif income, age,

"education, and many other characteristics. A final statistical estimate, whose
downward bias may offset the other upward biases, would lead to an estimate of $3
to $5 billion extra giving froth the opportunity tc itemize and deduct. (This
estimate is ,based on the assumptiqyi that the right to itemize charitable
contributions were eliminate,d, current itemizers would, other things being equal,
give the same as current non - itemizers.)

In addition, tax incentives for money,. giving may have some secondary impact on
the giving of time. Our evidence suggests strongly that giving money is not am
alternative to giving volunteer time, but that the two go together. The charities to
which people give both time and money may be the ones to which they are the
most firmly committed and could be the last td suffer if tax incentives to giving'
money were reduced or, eliminated. In that case, the secondary effect on time given
would be smaller than the simple correlations suggest, but the complementarity for
both the donors and donees makes it unlikely that increased. volunteer time would
replace losses in money gifts to any significant extent.

Since the type of donee varies with income, changes in the tax inducements

which affect those with modest income for example, raising the standard
deduction, seem likely- to affect religious giving and perhaps United Way drives, but
limiting the tax benefits at gpper incomes would affect a much wider vahety of
cultural, educational, and other activities. . ,

It is also clear that current laws relating to charitable privIte 4oupdations are
discouraging their continuation or formation. For a small affluent group with other

ways of reducing., their taxable income and, hence, little tax inducement to
charitable giving, actual giving appears to be less than average., ' =

Aside from some reported sensitivity to pressures and publicity, the major
implications for charitable organizations have to do with disclosure and education
on tax effects'. There is considerable enthusiasm for better information about the
way- charitable organizations ,use their funds and, in particular, about the amount
they spend for fund raising and administration. At the same trmf,'horinative notio
about appropriate levels of such "overhead costs" are such that public educa
about reasonable levels of such costs, or dramatic reductions in,them, would b in

order before such disclosure is made on a widespread and systematic basis.

Finally, it seems deal' that better public awareness of the tax advantages of
charitable contributions arid of-Contributions of appreciated assets would stimulate

more giting. Even at upper income levels, there is a substantial need for better
knowledge of present tax advantages'of giving,

38
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APPENDIX I

SAMPLING, RESPONSE ,RATES, SAMPLING VARIABILITY,
AND POSSIBLE RESPONSE BIASES

The Sur ey Research Ce 's sample is an area probability sample designed to representconterm ous United States. or a detailed description of the sample, see 11. Kish and I. Hess,Tile Su ey Restorth Center 'l National Sample of Dwellings, Anh Aebor:, Institute- forSOCIal ,--Fresearch, The University of Michigan, 1965.) For this study, areas of higher income weresampled at higher rates lad' other areas. In addition, half the sample was screened by a fewquestions at the beginning, eliminating all of some group who, according to their age andeducation, would be unlikely to have much income and eliminating half of some intermediate
groups. The combined probabilities of selection then varied by a factor of 8 to..1, the highest , .rates for college graduates over 25 in upper-income areas, the - lowest for those under 25 or withless than 12 grades of school. Weights are used inall the analysis .to take accountof these
differences in order to produce unbiased estimates.As a result of the screening process,ouseholas with mcomes over ;20,000 are about 24 ?)ercent of the sample, where,as that incomeclass includes only 14 percent of all United States households. Of the 1887 responses whosled or could be assigned income, 64 households have incomes over $50,000, about 3.5times the number, that would be obtained from a proportionate sample of United Statesfamilies. (See Table A-I.1)

t
.,

.

. Table A-I.1

SURVEY RESEARCH CENTER SkipLE, UNWEIGHTED AND WEIGHTED, ..7

COIOARED WITH CENSU9 CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY DISTRIBUTION OF INCoME

...,

...

-\

Income
Number

of Cases
Proportion
of Cases

Weighted

troport4On
.'of Samples

CPS Pro-
portions of
Nouseholdsb i

4

f
,,4

Less than $4,000

$4,000 - 7,999

$8,000 - 9,999

4,1410,000-14.999
v3y,...:',1 ,,

$15,04-19,999
77'

$20,000w29,999

$30000.441499 ',. L r

$50,000 or more

211

278

191

ii?

463

296 :

271,

113

64

b 11.31

14.9

10.2

24.2

15.6

14.4

6.0

,rk

3.3.

.ii.61

20.5

11.5

23.5

12.3

9.7

2.9

44*
1.9

..-

''

-1

"1

... .

17.5%,

20.3

9.7

22.6

v

29.9

1,887 100.1% 99.9% 100.0%
e.a. -IIiii4i--644eIght variable4V484) that adjusts for differential

sam0168 rates in the SRC sarfple:
b. From United States Bureau of the Census, Cutrenr Population Reports,

Series p60, No. 96, "Household Honey Income in 1973 and'Seletted,SoelaT
and Economic Characteristics? of. Households,. (Washington, D.C.,: 'U.S.
Government Printing Jr:Vice, 1974), Table B, p.

'

The response rate 'on the Survey Research Celter sample was approximately 75 percent,
about average thesedays for such studies but lower than was being achieved 15 years ago incalmer times. _

'Sampling 'errors are estimates of the potential departure of sample estimates from the .population parameters and might ,better be called sampling variability, since they are expectedto involve fluctuations around the truth, not a systematic bias such as might, be caused byJesponse errors. For ',.the Survey Research Center sample, we have calculated some sampling
-errors for the most impOrtant variables and the Most important subgroups or pairs of subgroups,
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since most analysis is comparing two groups, not testing the reports of just one. The differential
sampling increases jitecision as does strapfication, but the clustering of the sample addresses to
save travel costs decreases precision.

A, major advantage of probability samples is that"frOm the sample- itself it is possible to
calculate -a measure of variability, of sainplemeans or proportions, arising because only Awe
rather than all members of the study population have been interviewed. The so-called stair
error of a mean, is one standard deviation in the (hypothetical) distribution of mess estimated
from many ,such sarnplet. The chance that any sample estimate would be more thari two
standard errors (on either, side) away from the true mean,-ir less than S percent. The table
below gi,c3 ilik,strative but .,al sampling errors for average giving for four income groupc and

for the differenctibqween means for two.pairs of income groups. The average giving estimates
from the sample for those with incomes $10,000-141999 is $321, and that is unlikely( to be
more than $54 from the true average for that income group:

The difference in giving between that and the next higher income group iv-4'87, but that
could be as far as $102 from the truth, so we cannot in be sure that the higher income grodp
gives more.

Sampling .variability is higher for giving than for age or even income ,.becauF giving is highly

variable from one family to another and becausethere are some zero givers and some very large
givers. Actually by oversampling upper income groups welnly end up with larger variability per
interview, but more interviews in the crucial higher income groups. Differential sampling
fractions almost afways increase the "design effect," the ratio of the sample variance to
variance from a simple random sample with the/same number of interviews, but, it is hoped,
lead to a net reduction in sampling errors of the crucial statistics. '

SOME MEANS AND STANDARD ERROR1 FOR AM(A1RTS (.IVE.N TO CHARITY°

Income Level
Average
Giving

Standard
Error

Difference
In Giving

Standard Error
Of Difference

$10,000-
14,999 $321 'S 27

$15,6001
$ 87 $ 52

19,999 408 43

$20,000-
29,999 818 134'

$30,000-
.120 211.

49,999 138 133

Similarly, we can look at the significance of the difference in giving for young and olda:,

Income $15,000-
19,999

$287

586

0 $45

107

Age:

Age:

25-34

55-64

$299 $1I4

a. SRC sample only. The means show'n here were calculated before some minor

errors
sample

phony interviews, 2) additioAal income assignments] in the data

set were corrected. Thus, they differ from the means shown in Append14( III

and should be treated as illustrative. AIso, dollar gifts over $10;000

were not truncated here, but were el6ewhere. SeesAppendix III.
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.Similar sampling ors can be estimated for 1/0 probabilities:

All.a

a
Whether Head Standard Difference in Standard
Gate Time Error Probabilities. Error

Itemizers .427 .019

.210 .022
t

iron- itemizers .207 .015.

Il Head Gave:a '

.

.
I' Amount of S4andard ;Differente in Standard '

Time Head Error Amount Error
Gave '

Itemizers

Non-itemizers

146 hours

124 hours.

12

21 22
16

235 r

a.. SRC sample only.

I

Reading down through the data that is not presented here, we see that the differenceS ingiving between adjacent income groups.4are not significant put that the differences betweenitemizers and' non-itemizers within income groups are, -as PS the ,difference .between-t*o agegrciups in the same, income 'group. There is a significant difference between' itemizers andnon-itemizers in the probability that the head gives free time but no significant difference in theamount given by those who give time. ,
It is impractiCal to calculate sampling errors for every,,,proportion and average produc d inthe analysis, much less for every possible difference, particularly since the sampling err rs of'differenFes require dealing with,the covariance of the estimates being compared as we I withtheir variances. The main purpose of calculating some sampling errors is to establish reasobounds- on the possible design effects4o that one can use simple random sampling estimateenlarged, to allow for the design effect. With the Survey Reseatch Center's sample, an upperbound for standard errors of sample estimates may be obtained by 'multiplying by '1.4comparable estimates of standard errors, assuming simple random sampling. However, for manySRC sample estimates the standard errorsare less than the upper bound.
Response error, meaning either variability or systematic bias, iS always a possibility and thereis no way, to assess it from the sample data. Do people exaggerate their giving or includenon-deductible gifts? Wotse still., do those who itemize their donations as deductions remember-them better and/or exaggerate them less than those who do not itemize? Our evidence on thesematters comes mostly from the ivillingness of the vast -majority of respondents to give usestimates and the fact that we get reasonablepatterns relative to income and age. Finally, onecan estimate ifigregatbs from the survey and see whether they appear reasonable in light ofr,aggregate estimates from other sources such as the philanthropic institutions therhselves or fromtax returns. There is almost certainly, based on past experience, some understating of incomeand probably some overstating of charitable contributions. There will be some people, howeiter,

with many small cpntFibutions who will understate their total.
The-Census sample was drawn from the IRS sample used fdr the Statistics of Income tables.It is'already a sample with varying probabilities of selection and was further subselected with aSecond `set of probabilities resulting in rates that vary from 1/12 at the top incomes down, to1/2,500,000 for incomes under $t0,000. If the resulting sample were to be weighted ty UteInverse of the probability of selection of that tax return, some at the top would be arsiknedminiscule weights. In the meantime, since almost everything is reported separately by incomegroups, the diffetential rates serve merely to provide enough cases in each group for stableestimates.

:The response rate in the Census sample was /5 percent overall, extremely good considering
the humberof very high income respondentS. (See Table A-I.2) It varied from dyer 90 percentfor incomes between $15;000 and $30,000 to 40 percent in the very highest group. (Theseestimates were made by the Census Bureau utilizing a procedure, that did not Involve revealingMe1RS income of any individual but merely compared the income distributions of the responseand non-response cases.),

-
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14,: Table' A1.2 'I

(FNSUS SAMPLE A'fB ITS BASF POPULATITIOUF TAX BrTURNS

;.. 1

21pprovfmaL. &umbel 1 i

of nu,ine.... and Numb r.ot . l'

NonbusIness Recurnsa Samples \.Number of.

1970 Income (in thousands of dollars/. Cases', loterviewsb
'-

Less than 510.00e) 50,607 20'
. i6 "'

' .

1.14 /
ii S10,000-

14,999 14,115 31 29

$15,000- II
14 r

19,999 5,540 '56

$20,00D-
29,999 2,677 79 62

$30,000-,

49,999" ,. 919 88 , 76

.
a'- ,

a

$99,9950,0-009

0351 '257 211

' $100,000-

.199,999 62 389 274
.1, .

;200,000-
499,999 t13 312 . 221

.. $.500,000-

p99,499 2 86 60
......

$1,000,000 k
f OD more 0.6 45 21

All 74,287 .1,363 , 1,014

1 ', , .

,

a. SourC4t: Office of Tax Analysis, United States Treasavy.

b. Source! U.S. Census Bureau and Internal Revenue Service '6y masked

matching to get distributions only.

APPENDIX

ThE ESTIMATING, OF AGGREGATES

Introduction-

Estimating aggregates from our, two samples requires some heroic assumptions which geed to

be 'spelled out. The basic procedure will consist of using, outside estimates of the number
million households in each 1973 total household' income group and multiplying that by the
average amount or proportion to estimate millions of dollars or thousands of households.

The outside estimates are based on the Curren,t Population Survey estimates of the Census

Bureau as to total numbers of households, with the distribution of the number with incomes
above $20000 based on the prop'ortional distributiob of.the 1972 tax returns by Adjusted
Gross. Income, (Above $50,00d there is not that much difference between the two income

concepts.) 141

The income variable used in most of our analysis is an "improved" estimate which adjusts
the 1973 reported income up or down if the 1970 income was different by more than a whoje

bracket and adjusti that result, if it is less than 5 percent of the family assets, up, to the bracket
that includes that #mount. This makes it a kind of average or "perrilanent" income concept,
more appropriate for relating to philanthropic activity.'

A Modified Total 1973 Income Variable
.

111.a number of cases in the Census data set ther. were substantial differences between 1970
and 1973 income.Also there were cases where respondents with substantial assets reported little
or no. jncome. Because of this'and in an effort to create an income variable which better
reflected "ability to contribute," we constructed a new variable (V566) from:

V263" 1973 Adjusted Gross Income V265 1973 Total Income
V264i 1970 Adjusted Gross Ihc000r V331 Total Assets (net)

y.

14. .

-

)1 1
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In most cases V566 -7-, v265.

Where V264 ,was mo-athan one bracket higher than V26.5, V566 was assigned as one
racket belqvi V264. This is equ'valent to- taking the average of V264 and V265 in dollars.
orty-four cases werejaised from ne to tembrickets by Ittis rule.

Where V263 was, more Ulan ne brackei higher than V264: V566 was assigned as one
racket below V265. This rule esu ked h 35 cases where the new total income variabte wasone
racket lower than the old totataame variable:"

"b.
Where V265 (in dollars) was less than 5 percent of V331 (in dollars), V566 (in dollars) was

assigned at 5 peicent of V331. Specifically, if assets were aver $1,000,000, income was adjusted
to be at least $50,000$106,000; if assets were over $500,000, thU incomefloor was the $30,0416
bracket; and those with assets over $200,000 were elevated to the $15,000$20,000 bracket.
Twelye assignments were made here.

For the Survey Research Center data set, as there was no information on 1970cmcome and
there were n6 substantial asset/income diVences, V566 was simply assignect the value of V 65.

Weights for Estimating Aggregates

The weights are then calculated as follows. For each 1973 hbusehotd income class (adjusted)
we have interviews (from two samples) and an outside estimate of the number of households in
the United States in that class in 1973. Dividing the latter by the former provides a "blow-up
factor." Within each income classfroth the Census sample, the sampling fraction was a constant
except for slippages in concept and changes in income. (It was really constant within 1970
Adjusted Gross Income classes.) Within the Survey Research Center sample, howiwer, there were_.
varying sampling fractions even within income classes, based on age and education and income
in the area, since .the sample was designed to secure more, higher incomes by oversampling
higher-income areas and, after doorstep screening, 'older and better-educated respondentwWe,
have a set of weights which correct, for these differences in sampling.rates, and within each of
our Income groups, we adjust ,the weight calculated above by multiplying it, case by case, by,
the ratio of that case's weight to the average weight,in that income, class. This leaves the average
final weight in that income cliss unaffected but 'the yetalls corrected for the over - representation
of older, better-educated people in higher-income areas.

Table AII.1 ' 0

A'

COMPUTATION OF BLOW-UP WFIGHTS FOR COMBINED CENSUS

N

SURVEY RESEARCH CENTER'SAMPLE

N
Income SRC N

CEN
Bracket 1'5465) w i

lw
i
/N
SRC 0,566)

N
SRC

4-N
CE

ii
Number of

Households' 8114= 1

X

$0-9,999 680

$10,00044,999 463

$15.000.19,999 296

$20,000- 29,999 271

$30,000 - 49,,999 113

050,000-99,999 44.

45100,000-199,999 17

0100,000-499,999 2

8500,000-1,000,000 0

$1,000,000 or. more 1

32,252,

15,585

8,135

6,365

'1,919,

930

265

47

0

16.

47.43
1

33.66

27.48

23.49

i6.98

21.14

15.59

23.50

--

16.00

-

-,
27

32 ,

42

73

111

255

209

120

22

22
-_-

915

,757
495

338

346

224

299

226,

122

22

23

33,193,000

15,820,000

11,031,565

6,535 290

2,26'447

819,539

155,324

32,575

4,515

1,745

46,949

31:960

32,638

18,888

10i114

3,741

687_

267

205

76
.

1,887
"--- ,
65,514 2,802 69,859,000

a. Number of "Households" from U.S. Bureau of the Census,...Current Population Reports,
Series ;P -60, No. 96, "Household Money Income in 1973 and Selected Social and
Economic Characteristics of Households," (Washi9gton D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1474), p. 1. The top two brackets in the CPR were broken down
on the assumption that the new bracketsodere the ,same relative sizes as the
brackets MI- the same income groups in' Internal Revenue Service Statisttcs of
Income '- 1972, Individual Income Tax Returns (Washington. D.C., 1972) advance
copy'of Table 1.1.

-1 .Tale A-II-1 gives the details. The last column indicates the number of households each
interview represents. At the lowest ipcomes we undersarnpled so much that each respondent
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represents 46,949 other low-income respondents, while each of the 23 respondents with incom
of $1,000,000 or more represents only 76 other affluent households.

An example might make the case for adjusting the income definition prior to weighting u
for "number of households represented." We had one respondent who -reported
'$100,000, $200,000,mcome in 1970 and an under-$10,000 income in 1973. Clearly there ar
not 4.7-4000 households in this category, especially if we note that this individual gave $25,00
to charity. If we had left this individual in the $0-$9,999 bracket, it would have had the effec
of increasing our estimate Of aggregate giving by $1.2 billion.

.Some Problems

Clearly with sych disparate weights, small errors in estimates for lower-income groups will
explode into large errors in the aggregates. Similarly,, misclassification into the wrong incom
group can change dramatically the ''blow -up" factor applied to that individual's giving. On
might, think that the worst prfblem is the skewed distribution of giving, making the mean givin
in anv income group unstable because of a few very large givers. But, in fact, ,a worse proble
is misclassification 4 income group since the latter is systematic. It is systematic particularl
for the Cen4is sample which was heavily concentrated in hTF?hFr incomes, so that most of th
misclassification is downward. If an individual underreports his- income but not his giving, hi
large giving, is multiplied by the large blow-up factor for the lower income group.

1:111! Table
CENSUS SAMPLE INCOME DISTRIDUflONS

Income

1970 Adjusted Gross Income
Other Income Reported

In Interviews
I.R.S. Data Income Reported

In Interviews ..

1973 Adjusted

Gross Income
1973 Total

IncomeSample Interviews

'Under $10,000 1.5 1.6 5.4 ... 3.9 3.6P

$10,000-14,999 2.3 2.8 3.8 4:8 5.2

$15,000-19,999 4.1 5.3 5.6 4.7 3.9
,tV

$20,000-29,999 5.7 6.1 ,s. 9.3
....,

,..` i' 8..3 8.2

$30,000-49,999 6.5 7.4 14.8 a .,11.3', 1 '12.9

50,000-99,999 18.9 20.6 1 26.8 926.5 ' 26.2
..., -I.

$100,000-
19999 28:5 26.8 ' 19.0 ' 22.6 22.5

$200,000- ,

499,999 22.9 21.6 11.1 11.8. 12.6

$500,000-
999,999 6:3 , 5.9 .2.2 1.9 2.5

$1,000.000 '
,

Or more 3.3 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.5
.

100.0 100.2 100.1 100..0 100.1 1-

N 1363 1024 897 903 -892

NA 128 122 133

Under $100,000

'$100,000 or more

Reported with:
"Truth" N.A.'s On Income

Distributed

Like
Omitted Nonresponse

43c.-8 65.7 60.4

56.4 34'.4 39.6

100.2 100.1 100.0

Source: Columns 1 and 2, I.R,S.: *Columns 3-5'1SRC, NTR 154, 157. /
We have for the Census sample some evidence on.underreporting of income (albeit imperfect

since only the distribution of incomes of the cases interviewed vas.knownj. Table A-I 1-2 shows,
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in comparing the second" and third columns, that a substantial number must have reported a
1970 income class at least a bracket lower than correct,-and we can reasonably infer that the
1973 income figures also involved'substantill -underreporting:,

The extreme aisbinpfi'on, that the same amount of underreporting of income
(unaccompanied by any underreporting of giving), applied tothe combined sample, r.ould be
used to estimate a "corrected income bracket" and, hence a'corrected estimate Of the number of

e' = IP fable A-11-3

EXTREHASSVPTION ES ntAras OF'AGGREGATE PHILV71TROPY ,
(auming vast, pervasive iffiderrepOrting of
income like that in the special C nsus sample)

Reported
titcone

Less than

$10.000

$10.000-

14.999

$15,000-
19,999 .

$20,060
29,999

...-

Actual
Bracket Mean Giving!

A location of
Numbers of
Households

Aggregate
Giving

Less than -
$15,000

Less than
$20,000

$20,000-
27,999

$28,000-
49,999

$134

341

538

A49

49,013,000

11,031,565

5,228,232

3,572,505 ,

$6,567.742

3,761,764

2,812,789

3,033,057

$30,000-, .:',4 ,. $50,000-,
49,999 - 74,999 1483 , 409,770 - 607,689

$50,000- $75,000-
99,999 179,Q99 6714 5344)29 3,585,471

$100;000- $180,00d-
199,999 379,999 18,669 ;. 50:g40 , ',, } 940,-334

$200,000- $380,06- ' 48,599 1
1"7-
c:s%' 15,288

r ,

742,982499,999 749,999

\* i r$500,000- $750,000- 77,446 '4,002 '`
999,999 1,1

309,939
_999,999

69,859 522,361,767

The assigned b;ackets are the levias of income one would gb to to secure the
correct proportions of the Census ample, cumulating from the bottom (i4e figure).
Since the Census sample was so concentrated, the relative underreporting was
clearly more serious there, hence this correction overdoes it. ,

millions of households represented by each of the reported income brackets. Table A-I1,3 shows
-tharsuch a calculatitm reduces the istim'ate Of 'aggregate giving by a third, to ;22,361,767.

A more sensible way to estimate Ate overall aggregate is to use only the cross-section sample
estimates of mean giving within income groups below ;50,000, on the assumption that rrrost of
the Census sample appearing at those income, levels does not belong there and would produce
upward bias in the estimated average giving levels. For incomes of t50,000 and above, Oie,can
use the combined samples. The result of such a calculation (Table A-II.4) gives an aggregate of
$10.4 billion for incomes of ;50,000 and over and an aggregate of $22.0'billion for those with.
incomes under $50,000, for a total of $32.4 billion.

Even that estimate, however, is biased by overreporting of giving Sinte it uses the total of
individual gifts reported, rather than the sometitnersmaller ,amount reported as dechitted by
those who itemized (Table A11-5).'

Given these problems, one should use the aggregate tabjes more for studying the allocation
of giving by donee or type of gift within each income class, than for estimating shares of giving.
The potential exaggeration of giving in the lower income classes probably leads to an
over-estimate of the fraction of aggregate philanthropy, that comes from them, for example.
Indeed, Table AII-5 which uses only the Surleey Research Center sample below ;50,000
probably gives the best estimate of the fraction of .aggregate philanthropy that comes from each
income group. Nearly half of it still comes from people with incomes between $10,000 and
$30,000, where the ability to itemize is borderline, changing and probably influential.
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Income

$0-9,999

$10,000-

14,999

$15,000 -
' 19,999

$20,000-

29,999

$30,000-
49,999

$50,000-
99,999

$1poom-
199,999-

$200,000-
499,999

$500,000
or more

All

4

Table A11-4

ESTIMATES OF AGGREGATE PHILANTHROPY, RELYING ON TEE SRC SAMPLE
BELOW $50.000 AND THE COMBINED SAMPLES AWE TRATa

Number of
Households

(in thousands)

'Average

Gift

Idollars
Total Giving

(in millions of dollars)

r Shares of

Total Giving
(percent)

33.190 $128 $4;248 . 13.1%

15,820 341 5,395 16.7

.. 11,032 431 4,755 14.7

,535 830 5,424 16.7

2,265 941 2,131 ... 6.6

.0

8,195 6,714 ' 5,503 .ly

o

17.0

155 18,569 2,883
It.

8.8

33 48,599 -1,583 4.9

'

6 77,446 485. 1.5

69,853' $464 $32,407 100.0

a. Assuming that since only a small fraction of the Census sample should have been below, .

$50,000, most of those who reported less than $50,000 were underreporting, or only
temporarily there, hence their large giving would be attributed to too many thousands,

of other louseholds% ,

Table A-11.5

ESTIMATES OF AGGREGATE PHILANTHROPY, RELYING ON 'AMOUNT DEDUCTED"
WHFRE DIFFERENT FROM "TOTAL GIVING" FOR ITEMIZERS'°

Income

Total Giving
,(in millions.of dollars

Shares of
Total Giving
(percent)

$0.9,999

$10,Q00-

$4,116 14.0%

14,999 5,189 17.7

$15,000-
19,999 4,624. 15.8

$20,000:
29,99,9 4,398 15.0

s3o,o(lo-

\, 49,999 2,111 7.2

$50,000-
99,999 4,524 15.4.,

$100,000-
199,999 2,638 9.0

$200,000-
499,999 1,269 4.3

$500,000
or more 445, 1.5

All $29,312 100.0%
1,04

Like Fable A.II-4 using SRC simple below $50,000 and-he combined

samples above that.
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Table AII.6

ESTIMATES OF AGGREGATE PHILANTHROPY WITH ADJUSTMENTS'
'FOR OVERREPORTING OF GIVING

(in millions of dollars)

241

Income

.f Total
Reported

Givin.-

4,4,,

Total Giving
With "Deductions"
Used for Itemizers

Total Giving
Excluding Those
Who Give Through ,

?rust, or'Foundation

Total Giving
Truncating Gifts
In Census To

Bottom of Bracket

° $0-9,999 $4,435 $4,241 $4,435 $4,435

$10,000-
19,999 11,31;9 10,947 11,319 11,236

620,000-
29,999 " 5,547 4,708 5,539 5,547

630,0,10-

49,999 3,360 3,297 3,182 3,307

650,000- . ,

99,999 5,503 4,550 3,887 4,409 if
$100,000,
199,999 2,883 2,637 2,435 2,150

6200,000-
499,999 1,581 N 1,269 899 1,049.

$500,000
Or more 485 II4i 356 328

All ' $35,114 $32,108 $32,054 $32,461

Table AII.6 returns to'total.teported giving for the full sample (column 1).for comparison
with other possible sources of overreporting of giving. In column 2 the full sample blow up of
the "amount deducted" where different from "total giving" for itemizers is used.

Some respondents mixed their giving through trusts or foundations in their total giving
figure. Column 3 adjusts for this by ignoring all of the giving of such respondents. This no
doubt overstates the magnitude of the adjustment.

Finally, in the Cerisus interviews, gifts over $10,000 were coded in wide brackets and the
midpoint of these brackets was assigned as the dollar amount of the'gift. Column 4 changes
this and assigns'the braitket bottom as the amount of the gift.

3.1

Recall Bias and Response Bias

The validity of interview responses on charitable giving, of time or money, like that of any
total built up of pieces of various size, is subject to understatement from forgetting amounts
that are small, or do not seem to fit the definition, and:to ovierstatement from including items
outside the calendar period covered or just exaggerating gle.amount of a socially desirable
activity.

We can examine the memory issue somewhat by co 'arcing the estimated giving from the
earlier surveys which only asked two or three questions ye the major study we are analyzing,
which built up the amount through an extensive series bf q stions. Figure /111.1 shows how
the studies differ, and more questioning appears to elicit repo of more giving, just as it has
traditionally elicited more aggregate expenditure irf expenditure s dies.

Indeed, expenditure studies have a kind of validity check in that the total expenditures
_reported should not exceed the total income, and there ate studies indicating enough cases
where that happens to imply that the detailed questioning can lead to net overreporting. It is
for that reason that in 'the current study we have used the amount the respondent says he
deducted on his income tax, if it is available, rather than thi,:sum of his reported gifts which
was often somewhat larger. However, in looking at the ailoatIon of gifts by donee type, we

?Rust use the detail. *
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- Giving

Figure A-II.1

MEAN GIVING BY INCOME LEVEL FOR VARIOUS STUDIES
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a. 1959 data, James N. Morgan, Martin H. David, Wilbur J. Cohen, and Harvey E. Brazer4:
Income add Welfare in the United States (New York: McCraw -Hill, 1962), p. 267.
Includes gifts tp'indiViduals outside the household.

b. 1972 data, Eqtabeth A. Roistacher and James N. Morgan Charitable Giving, Proper'Ait
Fe'diral Mi. Returns, A Fimir-ReNxt"frolii a National Survey,

Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan, On Arbor, Michigan, 1974,
p. 52.

c. 1973 data, E. A. Roistacher, J. N. Morgan, and F. Thomas Juster, "Preliminary Report
to the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs," Survey Research Center,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1964, tables 3-5.

d-. 1973 data this study, MTR 202.

*Additionally, there is a 25 percent non-response rate in both samples and, since respondents
knew thip study was about time and money people give, those with less giving to report may
well have been more reluctant to be interviewed. In the extreme, the bias could be 25 percent if
all nonrespondents are zero givets. However, a look at Figure AII.1 shows that the mean gifts
by income from this study follow the ,smaller 1972 and 1973 studies pretty well. As these two
earlier results were part of larger studies not primarily concerned with giving, the case for a
special non-response bias for low givers is weakened. There may still be a non-response bias at
the upper income levels where we don't have earlier data and there may still be a bias from
people *13o won't respond to any survey being Iower'than average givers.

Except for using "amount deducted" where diffkient from "total giving" we have not made
any adlustMents for response bias to our aggregate estimates. Any cautious user of our results
should be aware of this problem.
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ne Final Adjustmen t: Otir "Bests' Aggregate Estimate 4
"1

The purpose of oversampling high income people was to describe adequately gnu. behavior,
asons, purposes, etc., which were expected to be quite distinct, and alsotee'find out about
usts, private foundations, and charitable bequests, which would be freqt only with quite
fluent people. It was never intended that we could produce accurate aggregaitestimates even..
ith such oversampling. The tor) tail of such skewed distributions must always be estimated
om other sources. ,

4

4,,,4
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Table

REVISED FSTIMATE4OF TOTAL GIVING

Income
Mean

Gift
Number of
Households

Share of
Households

Aggregate

Dollars
(in thousands)

Share of
Total Giving

Less than.

$10,000 $128 33,189,696 47.87. $4.116 16.0%
$10:000-!

14,999 327 15,818,819 22 8 5,189" 20.2
$15",000-

19,999 523 11,030,785 15.9 4,622 18.0
820,000-41,
29,999 , 720 6,5-34,473: 9.4. 4,398 17.1

$30,000L
49,999 1455, 2,265,620 , 3.3 2.111 8.2

$50,000-
99,999 , 55,52, 483,875 .70 2,686 10.5

$100,000-

194,199. 16,088 '91,707 .13 1,558 6.1
$200,000 s

^ 499,999 38,950 19,233 .028 749 2.9
$500,000-
999,999 67,160 2,666 .0038 r 179 o 1).7 ).*

$1,000,000
or more 81,631 1,030 .0015 84 0.3

69,437,966,, 100.06337. 825,612 100.0%

In setting up the combined weights for making pooled estimates and aggregate estimates, we
sed what seemed a renable combination of Census estimates of .numbers of households,

,Ilocating the distributioo'bver $20,000 according to the number of tax returns above that level.
his in retrospect overestimated the numbers in the income groups over $50,000. If we use thectual number of tax returns over $50,000 in 1972 (instead of jus the proportions) to

represent the number of households over $50,000 in 1973, we get an estimate of aggregate
philanthropy of $25.7 billioo, details of which are presented in Table AII .

Aggregate Volunieer Tithe

We attempted to make some estimates :df7the total amountst,of time and the value of that
time given by heads of households and by wives. The weight 'used were the ones in Table
A-II.1 and have already been described. ..:,.

)
In order tto value the hours of volunteer work donated ,byoheads and wives, we had several

alternatives. The choice of a value is most important for wives' volunteer work, since the ones
who do not waif& have no meaningful hourly earnings figure. (1) The easiest and most obvious
approach is to gue all yolun,teer worjc at the same rate, say thepirtimum wage. However, all
volunteer work is not alike. Since more educated people,.with higher wage rates give more time,
the aggregate value of their ltimelis even greater than thal of their more numerous but.

31 9
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less.,eduated: neighbors. Therefore, we considered some alternatives: (2) We cin vahie th
;volunteer time of each wife by her own hourly earnings. This would effectively value th

volunteer time of nonworking wives at zero. This is a strict "opportunity co;" definition. (3
We rap take the mean wage rates for age and education groupMor working wives only, an
value the volunteer time of all wives, working and nonworking, it*those rates. One could, argu
that the nonworking wives, had they had the opportunity and had chosen to work, would ear
tht same as the currently working wives of their same age and education group. This is th
definition we have chosen here,a "value of time to the org)nization" concept.

".=4

Table AII-8

T/6EGIVEN (AGGREGATE HOURS AND VALUE), BY INCOME

Husband or . Wife
, Income Single Head (if any) Both

.44 v $0-9,999: .

(Ilours in thousands)

(Households in thousands)
($ value in millions) ..

$10,000-19,999:
(Hour4 in thousands)

1,031,337
33190
5,245

1,306,075

-

463,161
16,64t
1,577

1,397,485

; p

1,494,498
, 33,190

6,822

2,703,360
(Households in thousands) 26,850 22,777 ' 26,850 ,
($ value in millions) 7,213 5,136 12;429

$20,000-,29,999:

(Hours in thousands) 608,144 416,487 1,024,631'
(Households in thousands) 6,534 5,979 6,534
($ value in millions)

1

4,198 . . 1,582 5,780

$30,000-49,999:
(Hours in thousands) 184,0$7 259,323 443,380
(Households in thousands) 2,266 2,072 2,20
($ value in millions) 1,331 1,164 2,495-

$50,000-99,999:
(Hours in thousands) 88,252 115,841 04,093
(Households in thousands) 820 772 t t
($ value in millions) 645 533

; :lt

$100,000-199,999:
(Hours in thousands) 20,403 18,083 38,486
(Households in thousands) 155 141 155
($ value in millions) 149' 77 ' . 226

$200,000-499,999:

(Hours in thousands) 51168 3,074 8,247
) . (Households In ihousands) 33 28 33

($ value in millions) 37 *13 50

1. .

$500,0Qp or.mare:

. Hours in thousands) 1,431 938 2,369

(Households (n thousands) 6 6,-, g 6

($ value in millions) 11 A %. 16

Al ncomes: 1

.

ours in thousands) 3,244,867 2,674,393 5,919,260
( useholds in thousands) 69,853 : ,421

11,087

69,853
($ value in millions) 18,909 28,996

/

By assigning to each head the mean hourly earnings of his age-education group and
multiplying that by, his volunteer hours, we get a total value of volunteer time given for each
respondent. Summing titese values across income groups gives us a total value of time for all
respondents in that group. (Fourteen age - Education groups were identified for heads and
fourteen fort wives. 'Hourly earnings for, them were derived from'a Survey Research Center panel
study: Five Thousand Amiikan Families Patterns of Economic Progress, 1974.) A similar
manipulation was performed to get the value of wives' volunteer time. Tables AII.8 and A-II.9
Ow aggregate hours and aggregate value of hours, by income and education groups, for head,
wives, and,both7ttigether-

,-

t
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Table A11;9

MO GIVEN (AGGRLOATE HOURS AND YAM). BY EDUCATION

2

Education of He
Husband or Wife
Single Head DI any) Both

Less than high school:

(Hours in'thodeands) 708,014 748,425 1,456,439 1
(Households ip thousands) 27,801 18,035 27',80f
(Sivalue in millions) 2,853 2,809 5,550

High steel:
(Hours in thousands) 1,410,232 1,172,948 2,583,180
(HousehOlds in thousands) 30,729 21,694 30,729
(S value in million's) 7,605 -4,035 11,640

B.A: Degree:

(Hours in thousands) 660,200 449,662 1,109,862
(Households in thousands) 7,361 5,539 7,361

'($ value in million.,) ,4,859 1,849 6,708

Advensed Degree:

.(Hours in thousands) 465,864 290,987 , 756,851
(Households in thousands) 3,958 8,151 3,958
(S value in millions) 3,599 1,339 4,938

All:

(Hours in thousands) 3;244,867 2,674,393 5,919,260
(Households in thousands) 68,853 '48,421 69,853
(S'value in millions) 18,909 ' 10,087 28,996

Table A11.10

MEAN WAGE RATES BY AGE AND EDUCATION

Age and Education
Head's'

Mean Wage Rates
Wife's

Mean Wage Rates

18-24

25-34, Less than.high'school

High schdol graduate

College graduate

35.44, Less than high school

High school graduate

*College_graduate -

$3.24

3.90

4.59

6.09

4.11

5.856

" 8.81'

$2.92

2.87

3.10

5.54

2.74

3.41

5.45

45 -54,, Lest than high school 4:54 2.43

High school graduate " 5.74 3.36
,y. ..*

College graduate 9.12 6.06
7.

55-64, Less than high Behan 3.80 \ .
.4.04

High school graduate' 5.65 3.55
:

College graduate 8.31 , 4.24

65 and older
4.114 4.16

Hess . $4.96 $3.39

a. For workers from the Survey Research Center 5,000 family panel study.
b. Heads include married wen, single men, and single women. Mean wage

rates include all thse types of people.

' o

245

. ..,,

Table A11-10 gives mean hourly wage rates for heads and wives by age-eclation groups. ,Note that the "head" categpry, though predominantly male, includes 22 percent single females.
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APPENDIX III

THE RELATIVE GIVING VARIABLES

For much of our analysis it is useful to look at dollar giving relative to the respondent's
income peers and time giving relative to the respondent's education peers. To do this we
construct ratios of respondent's dollar giving/mean giving for respondent's income class and
respondent's volunteer time/mean volunteer time for respondent's education class. The means
used to construct these ratios are presented in Tables A-III.1 and AIII-2.

, ...

,e.',..".1 > Tab!' A1(11 ---?.1. ,
.,.. ;;;;.-

::. '44'.,
MEAN GIVING BY INCOME USED TO CREATE RATIO OF GIVING TO AVERAGE

''" l',' f.e." :, . c..
Mean Gift

'7.,..t.:: ,
. ..,.,,..,,, Income Full Sample SRC Sample

% , .

$0 - 3,999 ' a$75.
$75

$4,000 1.- 7,999 , 122 122 i

$8,000 9,999 208 202

510;000.- 14,999 4, 327 328

5' $15.000 - 19,999 523 419

$20;000 - 29,999 721147; 673

$30,000 - 49,999 1,81V 932

$50,000 - 99.999. 5,552

$100,000 - 199,999 16,988

$200,000 - 499,999' 39,950 1,5814

$500,000 - 999,999 67,101

$1,000,000 or more 81.631

a. For some of the analysis this was into two age group

means: $760 if under 45 years; $2,500 if 451or older.
a

-Table A-III.2

HEAN VOLUNTEER TIME BY EDUCATION USED TO CREATE

A RATIO OF TIME GIVEN TO AVERAGE

Mean Volunteer Taws!

Husgand or

Education Single Head Wife

Less than high school 25 41_

High school 46, '54

College degree 90 81

Advanced degree 118 92

3z2
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APPENDIX IV %

CODEBIX)K WITH FREQUENCY TABLES

This appendix gives the full wording, of each of the` questions and the re)porise codes. The
of households giving each response is 'to the left of the appropriate Code. The natnberi

yen are weighted percents with the weight variable being V567 (see Appendix II fpr a detailed
escription). Note that a zero weight is green to, those respondents who declined to give their'

ncome. F,or most of the questions the percents are of all respondents (households)'and the
nweighted.N (excluding income refusals) is 2802. Some questions were asked only of a subsetf respondents and the percentages given are of that subset. These questions are indicated by abset heading over the percentage column:

(1) WIFE questions asked only of the 2,173 respondents with a wife in the household.

J2) GIVERS questions asked only of the 1,961 respondents wholave '$100 or more.

(3) E questions asked only of the 881 respondents with net worth of ;100,000 or
more (the bulk of Section E of the questionnaire).

(4) CEN questions asked only of the 915 respondents given the Census version of the
questionnaire.

SRC questions asked qnly of the 1,887 respondents given the Survey Research
Center version of the questidnniare.

Almat everything about philanthropy depends on people's income, but it is important toknow just how much. Some things are very heavily concentrated at the highest income
levelsuse of trusts and foundations, sensitivity to taxes. Others like giving of volunteer time arenot. Rather than provide a massive set of tables, we give a single measure of association between
each set of answer categories and income. (Foy numerical variables such as time and money
given, the analysis provides much More detail and Leh a measure is unnecessary.)

The measure we use is Cramer's V (CV) which is a variant of Chi-square but only varies from
to 1.00, 0 meaning no association. It is also a measure of the simple squared correlation

between two variables that could be generated (by canonical correlation) by scaling income and
the classification in question optimally. (For analysis of the relationship between, canonical
correlations of nominal measurements and Crajneric V, see KS. Srikantan, "CanonicalAssociation between Nominal Measurements," '/Ournal of the American Statistical Association
65, (March 1970), 284492; see also H. Cramer, Mathematical Methods of ktatisti,cs, (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1946), NS 182-3, 441--t.) That is, if one *Mined a weight toeach income class and a weight to each category of the classification in question in such a way
as to maximize the correlation between the two weighted sums, Cramer's V indicates the size ofthat correlation.

It can be thought of as a measure of how well one could predgt the distribution of ahswers
of a group of people if one .knew what ,Incoriii class they were,in. Since it assumes no rankordering, there are no negative signs. Like any chi-square measure, Cramer's V is unreliable when
there are cells iii the table with very few cases in them, or none at all. This is the case whenever
a large proportion of the households are not asked the question or fall into a single category.
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C0011100Kvirm FREQUENCY TABLES;!

Varlabla
Number

2

(SKr

(s:cf

6

' (SRCf

r

7

(SICf

s
(no'

9

(SRC'

e

6

Content

STUDY WEER (466012)

IVTERVIEW /WIRER

0001 - National Sample fool screeptd/'

2001 - National Semple (screened)

8001 - CensusoSanple

FSU

.11 ,

PSU - scum

Third 750 - DRUNIZATIO,E-

SAMPLING ERROR

QUARTER MIIMISERS

INCOME - HIGH. 72DICH LOW

v(SIC) Survey Research Center easel. only. 3

Variable
Welber

,,,
14'

11 I,rDate of interview -.)Vns ,

12

1)
(SRO. A

14 (FOR DIS11110.110.9

SEE V515)

15 (SEE 0516)

16 (SEt V215)

06. June
07. July
08. August
09. September
10. October
11. November

99. NA

Date of interview - DAY,

Actual date (01-31) .

99. NA

%umber of calls

Actual niiebeir (1-))

E. Eischt or more

ACE OF HEAD

"'Actual age of Head (01-98)

99. RA

SEX OF READ

34 Nell

OF tnit', \\1

Actual aft of wife (0,98)

99. "°

leifetints1. 11Hd

-4"

I

(SIC) Suave), Research Center sample on

eel '.11
4,

'4



Variable
Ntabber Content

17 TOTAL HUGER OF 1NDIVIECALS 111 HOUSEHOLD.

. Actual number (01 -97) ,

.

98. DK

.

1

99. NA A.

_. _.
s,

17 1 k iTOTAL WINER OF INDIVIocALs) IN HOOSEHOLD,U4DER 18

' Actual number (00-97)1..3.-
DO. Vona

98. De.

99. NA

19 ,A rEOTAL NtMEER OF InNIDCALS IN HOCSEHOLD 18 OR OVER

Actual number (00-97)
;

96. DV

29. NA,

20 MOSER OF ?AUNTS (OR STEP-PARENTS) OF HEAD OR
14.005E LIMG 14 HOUSENDLD

Aitual nor (0-A)

c 8 DK
9. NA .

21 NO4iER OF INDIVIDGALS IN NOSEHOLD 18 OR OVER WHO
ARE OVULATED TO HEAD

Actual number (00 -97)

98., DR

22 ACME TOUNAST:CHILD RELATED TO HEAD

Actual age (01 -17)

01. One year or less

98. DK

99 NA
1 00. !nap., no children under 18

t 3'45
4

Variable
Number

I

25 Act OF otIoST CHILD %ELATED TO HEAD

Actual ate (01-17)

01. On. year or less

68. DE
90. NA
,00. IMO, no children undar,18

S

If 25
(SRC)

Raspondant

1. HEAD A ik
2. WIFE

3. 'OTHER (SPECIFY)

,$)

' 1

if

laAtrection ON FA. MR). under "YES" box reads:

'EN*
1. INTERVIEW

.6. co TO T1 L

8. INAPT 11111U COVER sun
O. Cannel

26 (SEi V449) '.)6641 has college decree:
(SRC)

27

(C

1. COLLEGE DECREE
2.* HIM SCHOOL DECUS
3. Ntrrin
4. InUTE COVEN SN122

O. Census version

'CENSUS ONLY: &HOME FUSON IS:

1. Head
2. WIT.
7. Other A

O. Insp., SIC Ample

(SRC) Sur, arch Center salkelooly.

, (MK) CIRDSUS saepleonly.'



VarAable
Number Pere n[

1

'28

1

29

39.0

40 8

99.9 CVJ.14

53.3

27.0

11.0 -1

7.9 1

0.8

100.0 cr.os

Content

Al. Do you get requests from very many ors

A

for contributions!
itetions

1. YES

5. NO

8. Di
9. NA

4
.

.0

A2. Do iou think the ounber of organisations asking
you (or help IS greater then it wan (CO yeern
ago, or smaller?

1. 411ATER'NUNIER

3. un
3. SMALLER NU/MEI

a. ILION
90

1 .

A C
, .

30 Al. Do seies'OrgInig:ions do things you feel are
Particularly A rtent and worth supporting,

93.0 1. YES

5.0
5. NO

s ' s

117 8. DR
0.3

9. NA I '

100.0 CV...06

Variable Numhar

31 32
, 3 ; 'AU. Whit kinds of things do they do!'at . (second 1 third

mention) minion) motion) 1

9'2
4.7 2.5 01. Religious

4.6 , 2.7 1.2 02. Combined appeal/
.._

8.6 6.4 4 2.5 03. Commit,
41.4 13.8 2.5 04. Health and medgeml,

0.9 0.7 0.5 05. Nigher education

0.8 0.7 , 0.3 06. Elementary and secondary , education

12.8 2.0 07. Social welfare

0.3 0.4 0.1 '08. Cultural '

0.7 0.3 0 0.4 09. Public anairs'

0.8 0.2 40.2 4 , 10. Envirooment
....

7.6 3.3 1.7 11. International (HIGH PILONITY)

0.0 0.0 . 0.0 12. Private foundation op trust

0.6 0.3 0.0 27. Other chititable

0.0 0.1 28. Noncharitable -: political

0.4 0.3 0.2 29. Noncharitabls - other

0.9 0.0 0.0 J 98. DK

3.4 0.1 0.0 99. NA

7.0 56.7 85.7 00. Nothing, Inap., no further mention*
100.0 100.1 Fri
CV -,09 07..09 CV..08

V ga

3.?G

1

61.5

37.9

0.2

0.4

YOU76 cv..10

4,

A4. Are there 40111.0 types of organisation* you

give nothing,ft even though they keep
'aslant far contrihutionst

1. TES

5. NO

8. DK

P. NA

1 \



Variable Numbers

Ate. 'What kinds of orsaelsatIono are they)35 37

th117r-
so2b(oo)

11711- emeond
mestioe) =atlas) (3 emotions)

11.4 1.4

''

0.4 01. Rolisiono

3.2 0.7 0.1 02. Combined spud.

7.5 1.8 0.5 03. Cosualty

6 3 2.4, ' 0.1 04.. 1411th and medical

1.3 0.1' ., 0.0 05. Nigher oducation

0 8 '0.2 . 0.0 06. Elementary end aecondary .duration

2.6 1.0 0.1 07. Social rollers

2.0 0.0 - 0.0
)

08. Cultural

2.1 1.1 0.1 Oi. Public affsirS

0.3 0.0 0.0 10. Enviroonent

7.9 0.8 0.1 11. international (KIM PRIORITY)

0.0 0.0 0.0 12. Priv4te foundation or trust

0.5 0.1 0.0 27. Other charitable

1.1 0.3 0.1 28. licmcharitable

0.4 0.4

I

0.0 29. Mon ratable -otlirr

3.4 0.0 0:0 98. DK

12.7 0:2 0.1 99. NA

i :- t S
89.5

100.0'
98 3 00, NOthing, Imp., no further emotion.
99.9

C9m.11 C9,08 C9,09

Varlale %umbers
38 40 Alb Why do You retuOe ro? (3 mentiO9O)
gar Mt:747rho.?. (third

, .
eartion) mutton) mention)

3.9 I 0.6 0.1
01. Spend too ouch on fund-raising and/or

1.9 0.3 0.0 .a
adminietration .

NIgh pressure sollatatIon
7.5

1.1
0.0 03. NotNods of solicitation objectionable other

than 02
11.8 1.0 0.1 04 Th1nko other things are more important. can-

e, not *14 to everyone
6.9 '' 1.1 0.1 05. Doss not agree with thoIr goals
8.4 1.6 0.2

I
..

06. Thinks [hey false, Ineffective, don't

5.4 2 2 0.2 07. Doesn't buy ouch about thou, whether they're
i legitimate or doing a good job

4.0 1.1 0 f` 08. Don't need tho monoy; get stoney from else-
where; suer...tot should,support them

6 9 0 8 '10.0 09. Don't have the money

1.4 0.1 0.0 97. Other
0.3 0.0 0.0 98. DK

)2.7 0.1 99. KA
38.5 67 99.199.1 00. loop., no further eentiong

100.0 100.0
C9,12 ...Ir. CV...05

t
.4'

Sealable

<1
t10

AS. Do you sometime. feel.that you ere prossured

into giving tare time or mosey than you
really sent to?

19.4 1. TM
79.4 5. NO

1.1 41. DC
0.2 9. MA

100.1 CV...06

Variable Webers /

42 43

A5a. Can you ylV alp as example? (2 mentions)War
mention)

1.1

0.5

0.5

0.2
0.8

0.6
2.4

,

eecr7red

motion)

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.0
0.4

Sub:+Vr.jealoat*:!::ondentt::::::it:It::::;;

01. Extornal sense of obligation - e.g.,
suryons Is muted to contribute

02. If I didn't do It no one else would; [hey
couldn't get anyone el.

03. Feel guilty If I don't
04. They publish names; everyone .Ise will know

Oi. Can't refuse' when friend or associate solicits
06. Can't refuse face-to-fau solicitation
07. They tug bothering self 1 don't

10too - ft ioplication that pressure ...MI., or
of respondent'. ructtoe to It

0.8 0.2 11. Telephone solicitation If
0.7 0.2 12. Door-to-door eolicitation, specifically
0.8 0 1 13. Face-to-face solicitation (on street or In

publlc places), or KA If 12
1.1 0 2 14. Requests by .i1 (code moiled merchandiu in 15)
0.4 N 0.0 1911 Atteepts to moll merchandise; unsolicitated .

gifts
4.1 0.4 16. .11. have . quote, thOrtake the money out of

, (ey) paycheck; piessure at wort
0 S 11.1

S.,--
17. They hoop bothering me; I hoop gettins asked

'

1.5

080

0.0
yr

s

-"*.:,

to

because of my posittoe

v
.. 97. Other . 4

0.3 0.0 98. DK
3.1 0.0 99. NA

JIM 97.8 00. IMP.. ao ascond mention
100.0 99.8 e
CV-,09 CV -.06

044

3 z 7

SI. Did you do any °Auld work for orunixation.
during 1973?

31.6 1. 700

68.3 5. NO

0.1 S. DK

0.0 9. KA
100.0 ,CV...13



Variable Hers

45 43 51 54 57

7r(t1:i

..:11" :

12. What-did YOU dot
(firat .

mention)*
(aecoud
mention)

(third
emotion)

fo.1-7tth

motion) ', (Activity code)

5.3 3.1 1.3 0.9 0.1 .01. Nod raising
6.1. 3.5 1.1 0.8 0.5 A LesdershiP
8.2 4.2 1.7 0.7 0.2 di: Clerical or thanual labor

, 3 3 2.1 1.3 0.7 0.1
o '

04. Tesphint
1.8 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 05. Professional

0.2 0.0 ; 0.0 0.1 0.0 06. Hospital

2.3 1,2 0.7 0.2 0.2 07. Couuesling.

. .4014ot/ono
0.4 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.0 03. Orsanise
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 Cr). Several activities a

0:4 0.4 0.0 0.1 OD 10. Vsgerins. choir

0 3 0.6 0.4 0.0 00 97. Other
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 93. *----

2:1 1.5 0.4 0.4 0.1 99. HA

68.4 82.0 _51U 95.9 00. Insp.. no further
100.0 100.0 I. 91.8 100.T

-1'.4.1.

100.0 *oeortono

CV-.11 CV- 12 CV -.11 09..10 CP..07 o

SO

$

Variable Nonbers

46 49 52 SS. SS 83. Poi what kind of an
(first (second Tirit7 fotT-r-rth Trirtr- ormsnisatios did you

13,2 6.5 2.1 1.2 0.5 Ok. ::!/:;4618$

.

'i ''''

ration) mention) mention) mention) mention)

15:4- 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 02. Combinod appeals

7.5 ' 5.2 2.6 1.1 0.3 OS. Comnunity ,, L,

2.9 1.8 0.9 0.6 0.1 04. Health old oedipal'

0.6 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 05. 01mher education

0.9 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.1 06. Elseentary sad
i 42,

0.6 0.4 0.3 0.1 07. So:IcifF!:71fore0.0 e
'14

0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 08. Cultural

0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 OP. Public affairs

0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 10. EnvirOamont

0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 11. Isaac:m[10ml (MICA
1.1tI08/27)

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12. Private foundation 2

or trust
0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0,0 27, Other charitable

1.5 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.01 28. Sonchariroble -

lb
1.1 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.1

political

29. Noecharitablo
other

6
0.0 0,p 0.0 0,0 0.0 18. D8

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 99. VA

68.4
100.1 ,-fra loo,o

$2.0 91.6
414 itil

00. Matas, loop.. oo
further motions

CV..12 CV..12 CV -.12 CV-40 .417..10

Vor1obb
Humber

47, SO. (SIM 0487)
01. 06.
51,

3:,8
2,

K. About boy min, hour. of your
time did ACT1,111, takesltoleth8r
10 19730 (five motion.)

Actual number 6f boon (001-997)

997. 997 or mere hours
tit.

990. IA

000. team-. De forther osetams

41,

ts)
Vt
ts)



,

, Variable , Variable
1 Number Percru Content

' 40 . Nunber Percent Cbntent
6 P

40 42. SMUT . Total nonber of activities 10404 tQ
by respondent in 12

11.6 1. One

9.5 2. Two
4.1 / Three
2.4 t. fours

1.4 5. five

0.2 6. Six

0.1 7. Seen or gore
0.1 S. OK
0.0 9. NA

63 5 O. Insp.

100.1 Of..12
4.41

L.17.
Now much mould you say your yolulsteer tine vas

61 worth per hour if the organisation(s) had to
pay googol. to do the work'

Actual number of dollars (01-97)

97. 097 or more

98. DDIP'T KNOW

99. Ium
00. Insp., none. nothing

42 is. Was any of this volunteer time paid time off
fro.. Sob,

2.0 I. YES

AP
29.0 0 ' S. No

0.0 4284. S. CK".4
0.6 -

1 9. NA
68 4 /..,, ...t. 0 Imp.

ToT1- CV-.14 . 4.

61
88m. About how much time vas Nhat /

44 "49.

0.4 1.

20.4 0.

0 0 4 S.

0.9 9.

68 4 O.

100.1 CV..17

,,

Do you sometime volunteer time to reliel,us ..r
other charitable organisations when no, woui0
rather wive money,

YES

NO

CK

lb

Insp.

4
Variable Numbers ,

19s. Why do you,continue to give time, (5 mentioos)IL 66 67

0.1 0.0 0.0 1, Eyeryooe (every member) is expected to gly.
. time '

0 1.4 0.2 0.0 2. If lotidn't do It. ho one else would. someone
xbil tsirdo it

0.2 , 0.0 .,1. ,Tber'reell'i need it. deserve it

0:f
0.0

0.1

0.0 .'"4.. Don't have the gooey
0.0 , S. Intelnal pressure; e.g.. feel guilty if 1

'don't

0.2 0.0 0.0 4. [sternal pressure type answers
0.1 0.0 0.0 7, 1 can't refuse them. can't say no. uneleles

whistler internal or external pressure

0.5 0.1 ::: ,\ 8. Other

0.6 0.0 9. DK, NA

94.4, 99.2 100.0 O. Imp.. no further mention
100.2 -40 100:0
CV.07 CV..00

968
110. If you gave the money instead. would t

organisation pay seemne to do Ike work. ur
`m mind they stilt rely on volunteers'

0 4 1. PAY SOMME TO 00 THE Vat
ActUsl Rutter of hour* (001.997) 4.4 2. STILL RELY CS VOLUNTEERS

4. 997. 997 wt,pore hours
998. DK . another the opposite

1. loth) one atomisation do Otte thing.e (SEE 84119)
0.1

999. NA N. O.s S. DON'T KNOW
000. Insp. 0.0 9. NA

94.4 O. 'Insp.

100.0 CV.07

39
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86

WIPE

Content

112. =MART - Total numberof
activities listed in 812

.10.0 1. One
...y 12.2 2. Two

":5.- 7.2 1

3. Three
4. Pour

' 1

33.0

5. five
0 0.1 6. Sic

0.0 7. Seven
0.0 8. DE
0.0

1 9. NA
57.4 O. None. insp.
100.0 CM.13 -

87 (SEE 7492)

UHT

23.6

17.4,

0.0
1.6

57.4

100.0 CM.15

89

(SEE 7493)

116. Nov much would you say her
volunteer clue was worth per
boor if thg organisatioo(s)
had to pay someone to do the
work.

Actual number of dollars (01-97)

97. 097 or sore
98. DON'T KNOW
99. NA
00. loop.. nothing

$17e Did her volunteer work Also
cost something for transportation
or child care or equipment or
materiels?

1. YES.,

5. NO

8. DK
9. NA
O. lnap.

8l7e.' About_how much did iecost?

Actual number of dollars (001-997)

997. 8997 or more
998. DK

991. NA
000. 'tap.

49;:r)lebi

Number Percent Content

90

WIFE

018. Was any of her volunteer time paid time off
from a lob? s

0.5 1. YES

42.0 5. NO

0.0 8. DK
0.2 9. NA .$1/4*

57.4

1-67I
O. loop.

91 $18.. Row mug). of this sus paid Uwe off?

92

331

(Su ..?.)

oio

Code actual number of hours (001-997)

997. 997 or more hours
998. DK
999. NA

000. lnap.

819. (SIC version) Dld you (or your wife) spend
any time during 1973 giving ..paid help to
friends, neighbors, or relatives who do not
livemlth TOUT

$19. (CENSUS version) Did you (.51your wit.) spend
as such a. 50 boors altogether doting 197)
giving unpaid help to individuals who did

/Mot live with you, such as caring for lick

Person?

56.4 1. TES

42.1 5. NO

0.0 9. cc
1.5 9. NA

100.0
CVs .01

WI

.3



41M

Variable
Humber

93.94.93
Portent 1

019a. What kind* of things did you dot

91 ts (3 sentIons)j

19.4 8:4 1.3 01. Nenual labor - cleaning. painting cooking,.,
yard work

8.5 5.6 1.) 02. Doing errands. driving. shopping

11.5 6.7 1.4 00. laby sitting. sitting with sick. aged.
Invalid

2 2 4 0.2 06. Profesalunal elan relatedto repondent's
occupation (not listed elsewhere) a

I apsclallsed skill such as tutoring

2.2 0.1 05. helping people nova

2.9 . 0.8 0.3 06. Counseling. visitation or other personal
contacts

6.6

0.0

0.5

0.2 ,

23

43.9

100.0

CV.0$

v96

*4,

0.0

0.9

0 0
0.2

74.3

100.1

(SCE 0495)

0 4 09. Multiple activities; nand only if more
than 3 activities listed

0.1 97. Othtr

0.0 9$
00 99.

01
WA

94.7 00. insp.. no further mentions
100.0

CV.04

5196. About hoe nany hours of your time did
that take altogether in 1971,

Actual number of hours (001-997)

997.

998.

999.

997 or nor. hours
Dg
NA

000. leap.

9

Variable
Number

97

98

Percent

88.0

11.9

0.0

2:12J-
' 99.9 CV.17

51.10

36.7

0.1

0.1

12.0

100.0 CV. .22,

Content

Cl. (SIC version) Now we have gone nufetf000
about your contributions of money. property
or possesOlons. Lot's start with your
contributions to rellgloua or other charitable
organizations. Did you (or your wife) el.

eanything 1[1.1971'o arellgloue organization
or to other charities such as the United Way.
Heart AssocigtIon..educational Institutions.
On other things like theeat

Cl. (CENSUS version) Pow me have sore questions
about your contributions bf money. property On
pOssesslons. Let's start with your contrIbutIOos
to rallgious or charitable organizations, co.-
malty gra* and educational Institutions. but
not political or social groups. Did you (or
your wife) give anything In 1973 to such
organirations. including your church, a college.
the United Way. the Heart Association, or other
things like the.?

1. YES

3. 80

3. DK
9. MA

C2. Did those contributions amount to yore than 8400?

1., YES

5. NO

8. Dg
9. NA

O. loop.

*Thee* Ara the 1961 cases Included when Givers only are tabulated.

332
-

4



Variable
5 Number

99

*

All

CC.411r

C3. To what organisatico'did you give the,-
most to 19732

Clvers

41.3 804 01. leligious

4.4 02. Combined appeals'

0.6 1.3 03. Community

2.2 se4.2 04. Health and inedical

0.2 2.4 05. Hither education

0.2 0.4' 06. blensneary and secondary education

0.7 , 1.4 07. Social welfare

0.1 0.2 08. Cultural

0.0 08. Public affairs

0.2 10. Environment

0.4 0.8 11. International (High priority)

0.0 0.0 12, Privet* foundation or trust

0.0 0.1 27. Other charitable

0.1 0.1 28. Noncharitable - political

0.1 0.2 29. Monchavitable - other

0.0 0.0 90. oR

0.1 0.2 99, NA

48.9 0.0 00, Insp.

CV-.20 ,

1C0.0

CV -.13

Variable
Number %Percent

100

avers
r.

Obartne

Cl.. Tell me About the (first) organisation you
Just elentiooed. Did you give money. or did
you glee property or possessions?

6.1 1. RPM
1.1 2. rtonarf OR Orin PORSESS1Cos
4.4 3. ROTH

0.0 0. DK - j
0.3 l .3 9. NA

O. loop.

1.44 C9,07

101 , C56. Hod much stoney did you give to that
' organisation la 19732

Actual dollar amount (000001-999997)

102

103 Cheers

333,

102 103

0.0 .0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.1 0.0

0.5 0.0
,0.4 0.1

3.6 0.4

0.8
'0.2 ::g
94.5 99.5
iwr T575

CVe.13 CV -.08

999997. $999997 or more
999998. DH
999999. MO
000000. loop.

C6. West type 60 property or poseessions did you
cootribure?

2 Mentions

1. Art to used by recilent
2. Art kely to be *old by recipient, or

tell
3. Peal 'tats or buildings - to be used by

recipient
4. goal estate or buildings - likely to be

sold by recipient. or cannot tell

5. Stocks. bacols7
6. tqUipeent,, printiag press, kitchen

eequipment, etc.
7. 'furniture. clothing. boas. rehold gOods
0. Other . f *
9. RA
O. inlpl no woad motion.



Variable.
Number 19219.9i Content

104 C7. About how much was this worth \dun you gave it?

Actual dollar amount (000001,999997)

999997. 1999997 or more
999998. DR
,999999. NA 6

000000. "leap.

CO'

106

Givers C6. Was this worth more than whet.; you first
acquired it,

0.8 1. YES
0.0 2. Some of the property worth more than when

acqUired

1.5 5. NO&

0.0 8. DR
0.6 9. NA

O. Inap.. C7 loss than $20097.0

IT75 CV..12

Givers

0.2
0.0

e 0.6

0.0

99.1

0.0

99.9 CI.11

C9. gad it increased in value by more than 1002?

Giver.

sr

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.3
0.0

r.

CV-.13

1. YES
Z. Some peoperty appreciated more than 1002

5. NO

8. Di
9. NA

O. lap., C7 lees than $200

C10. If you had not given it away, would you
have held it or old it?

1. Meld
2 Sold
3. Bott,,,held part, .old part

'6. EN
-9. NA

O. Imp.. C7 loss than $200

0'

Variable
!Amber Percent

I
eonteot

108
Givers

Whi is that? (PRIORITY ORDER)

\ "
1. Tax reasoos (avoid capital gains tax)0.0

0.0 2. No pareignal need for money
0.1

0.0

3. Expect appreciation (1 in value)8119,

7. Other

0.0 8. Di
0.0 9. NA

99.8 O. Imp., C7 less than $200
, 99.9 CV-.12

109 C11, Cll.. What, is the main reSiOn you gave to
110 Givers ORGANIZATION PROM Cl?

111

109, -la
/

.

4:4.

31.5 6.2 1. Approve of their activities; it's a good cause
14.4 4.5 2. They,,need the money; "others need more than I"
11.5 3.1 3. Feel Wiped tt. help; would feel guilty if

I didn't
6.1 4.6 4. Reciprocity - get some benefit back including

put benefit or things lik. "family weber
late /had that disease"

26.6 11.7 5. (LOW PRIORITY) lecause me belong theT we
I attend; "the Sible says to"

3.1 0.6 6. External pressurs;,forpe; "en have a quota"
1.9 1.4 7. Other
0.0 0.0 8. DR
4.7, 0.0 9. 88

..,

0.0 67.9 , O. Insp.. no second mention

2 mentions

99.9 100.0
CVe.07 CV.06

C12.' HIM you served on say committees or advisory

121.a
troupe for the organization. In gm past 5 years)

34.7 1. YES

64.6 '5. NO

0.0 8. Dli

0.7 9. .144

0.0 O. limp:

100.0 C1107 0



Variable

Vueber Contant

112 Givers C13. Are you active In the organization now?

113
114

115

42.5 1. 285

54.3 5. NO

0 0 8. CC

2.7 9. NA

0.0 O. IMP.

100.0

CII.a. In t 013b An other we

PRIORITY Ed IS 1, 2, 5, 3, 6, 4

Givers (2.nenti
9113 0114

0.8 0.0 1. Paid rk

10.7.. 0,7 2. Lnpeid for cannot tell) - sanageoent or

policy asking, advisory groups
11.0 5.2 3. Unpaid (or cannot tell) committee work;

teaching; organizing; supervising; visiting,
personal contacts, ushering

14.9 t,.8 4. _Attend saner etings including church.
attendance

0.0 0.9 5. NW raising
2.9 1.4 6. Unpaid (or cannot tell) manual labor,

clerical, etc.

0.2 0.2 7. Other

0.0 0.0 8. DK

0.9 0.0 9. NA

' 57.8 89.8. O. Imp., no secold,sention .

100.0 100.0
CVs.07 CV-.04

Givers

74 0,

24.8

0.3 '

1.9

100.0 CV.407

C14. Po you know, personally anyone who is involved
In running the organisation?

1. YES

5. 90

8. CC
9. NA

O. leap.

.74

Mrtab la
Number PIattn ftt2Lit

116
C15.1 Ova the peat five year. Ms thin senerolly
-y Months man orimaLlation go which you

Givers Imo?

90.6 \ 1. YES,

6.6 5. NO

0.1 8. DK
2.7 0. NA

0.0 O. Insp.

100.0'
CV.08

117 Cl5a. Mat wns the min orgsoiration to which
Yon sublGivers

2.2 1 01,
.0 02.

0.4 03.

1.1 04.

eve 0.2 01.

0.1 06.

t' 0.1
0.2

07.

OS.

.", 0.0 09.

. Z0.0 10.

'0.1 11,,

0.0 12.

0.1 27.

0.0 28.

0.1 22.

0.1 08.

'0.7 . 99.

alit 00.

100.0 CV.11

llg C16.

.

CO--...2a .

42.0 1.

56.6 5.

0.0 8.

0.2 0.

0.3 O.

100.0

CNA 57 ANSWER TO CIS WAS NO' )

Religious
)

1 Ombirmi appeals
Community
health and ememiles1 ....

..'

Nigher *ducat!**
Llesentory and secondary Mutation
Social sulfate
Cultural
Public offairs .

taviroment
International (KICK P1108111)
Private foundatioo or trust

Other tharitablo
None-heritable - political
Noischaritoble - other

DS
,NA

Insp.

Axe there other oripmisstions to which you
olso gave a lorgo portion of your toted
gift. in 1073 (MONEY AND PROPZITT 01
POSSESSIONS)?

TEl
NO
DK
NA
limp.





Variable
Number Percent Content

C21. In the past five years did you
Civets sem* on any committees or advisory e

116 114 142
groups foe (ORGANIZATION)?

6.0 2.4 1.5 1. 1ES

34.1 21.5 13.5 5. NO

0.0 0.0 0.0 6. DI

2.9 1.5 0.7 9. NA r
57.0 744 64.3 0. leap.

100.0 100.0 100.0

CV-.14 CV -.14 .13 a

C22. Do you know nersonally anyone who
Civets is actively involved in running

127 133 143
the organization,

env 15.5 7.5 4.6 1 YES

24.1 16.2 10.3 3. NO

0.0 0.0 0.0 6. DX
3.2 1.7 0.6 9. XA

57.2 74.6 14,j 0. Inap.

100.0 100.0 100.0

cv..is 0,-.1i CV-.IS

\

144

(See V517)

f_

PI

C23. Aside Eros the organizations we
here talked about. her many other
organizations did you contribute
to in 1973?

Actual number (00-97)

97. 97 or more
96. DC

99. NA
00. I6p., or non

el'

I

Content
Givers

3143 9146 V 7 3146 V149

(Medical) Tirrerill (Cu oral 7-rArcercon- laa11.0 C24. 1(.4httupjA of organizations

eental) tights')

NOTE: Ihia inclUdesyrganizatjpee
mentioned in C) (099) and
C16a (V20o126,v134).

67.5 , 25.6 2.6 0.6 1.2 I. Mentioned

10.3 71.6 94.9 96.7. , 96.2 5., Not mentioned

0.0 0.0 0.0 , 0.1 . ,6. DK

::05, 0.5 0.5 0.S 0.4, 9. NA

1.7 2.1 2.0 2.0 '-att
0. Insp.

-9-971 100.0 1U-71

CV -.05 CV..07 CV -.11 CV..07 CV:.04

3150 '

337
6

(See 3501)

(Se. 4510)

C24. Now, i ve_Add op all your -

contributions of eons) and
property or posseasions, what
would the total <001140 for
1973?

Actual dollar amount (000001-994997)

999997. $999997 or sore
99999$. DI
999999. NA
000000. Insp.

C26. About how such of the total,
or what percent went to
support activities in your
own local comumitY/

Actual percentage (001-100)

996. DK a

199. NA
000. loop., ncnie

7



152 C26. About how auch,of the total, or uhat petceer,
went to support activilles in your own- local
communitY'

/

V4)21)
4,,,g45iM Actual percentage (001-100)

998. DX
999. NA

, 000. Ina nee

rAL

151 o C27. About much of the total. or uhat percent,
went directly to Institutions like colleges
or niversitiee?

Acute percentage (001-100)

154

-11111,

(See V512)

Givers

P98. DX
999.^ NA -

000. 'leap.. none

C28. Do you make your gifts when-ever the various
requests come, or at certain times of thg '

year, or what/

50 7 1: Vhen requests Cone
1.6 2 (NICN PRIORITY) End of year or multiple

mentions Mich include "end of year"
1.9. 3. 'When receive income
4.5 a. No pattern
13.9 5. Regularly, at Certain tine, of the year
24.1 6. loth sultiple mentions except those Coded 2
0.3 7. Other
0.1 8. DK
3.0 9 NA

0.0 . O. !nap.
100.1 , CV.. Q9

,

3

gat e

Somber

156

ti 8

Perceet

.

"' 9 '

e son total amount which you feel
give annual*, or do you Just

I co each tam its own merit?

12.7

66.4

9.9
1.2

3.8
0.1

5.8

00,
99.9 i

.

Givers

27.3

62.4

9.5

0.0
0.6

9;41

Give.

CV -.07

1. Annualstetal; '1 tithe"
2. Cacti /An Merl:\

, 1. .11otW 4 s,
4. Dementia on income; what we -can afford

7. Other
8. DX

9. NA

O. Inap.

C30. Are there some things you don't like about
the way your contributions are used? ,

4. TES ""

S. NO

7. DON'T KNOW NOW CONTRISMIONS USED

8. DK
9. NA
O. slaap.t

C301. What are they?

1. Too such spent on fund raising or
adninletratRon

5.2"-----__ 2. Some money goes to 'non - deserving' °

`------ individuals Or causes '
2.6 3. Don't beau mtag, they do with the money,

0 who gets it don't truer them
14 4. Mishaelling of funds
2.2 5. Money doesn't get to people who need it
0.4 . 6. Don't lam how they allocate the money,

e.g., send money abroad when needed locally
7. Other1.5

0.0
1:3

s.

e

72.6

"

8. DX

9. NA .

O. leap.

.



Variable
Number Farce. Content

133

139

Givers

3.1.

96.1

0.0

0.6

0.1

99.9 CV.03

Civ.rs

0.3 .

02

P.71

0.6 '

0.0
0.1

96'7

99.9 CV-.07

C31. Do you get any *ape vice on where or haw
to sake contrib., s t, cY'l 't"6.1.

1. YES

3. NO

O. DK
9. NA

40. Insp.

1
C31. Ilho gave you thie advice.6 was it lawyei.

an accountant, steseone from a ch.ritable 4

at:sanitation or sotteollt els04
1

1. lawyer
2. Accountant or CPA
3. Someone from charily
4. Kooks or nagssine

7.

b.

9.

Other

PC
NA

0. lnap.

160 pacxpoNT ;el 4
elvers ,

60.6

19.4

100.0 Cv -.36

T161
Givers Wife

1. WIFE IN HOUSEHOLD
2. NO W1FE IN NGUSINOLD

I
O. Imp.

'"
.

C32. Are your decisions about amounts to give
nada Jointly uith your wife?

i

60.0 46T1 1. YES . I

) 6.1 4.3
1

1. .50MC YES, 913 NO

13.4 9.6 5. NO

0.0 0.0 S. DK
1.0 0.7' 9. NA .

19.5 40 1 O. leap.

100.0 100.0
094.17 C16.19

cllarlable

Number tefcMt t'-Content

r
162 C32a. Nays pots iiicitZWany contribution. your

wife sal, have wade ln what wey6 titc
Livers Wife talk! fl about?

14.4 10.6 '3, YES

1.7 3.3 3. WIFE DOLSN'T CONTRIBUTE

3.2 2.3 3. NO; some; not all

In
0.1

0.1

0.1
0.0

6.

9.

DK l'I
N6

60.5 65.6 O. !nip.

100.0 99.9
CV.10 CV.12

163 C326. _ About how such did they ...oat to in 11;71,

Actual dolls. amount (000001-999997)

164

(See 9506)

999991. 0999997 or more '
999993. DK'
999999. NA

000000. !nap.

Civets
Assigns., Code

3.4 1. Tool Contributions assigned (C24)

1.9 2. 1973 Inc... aaigned (021)

0.3 3. both income and contributiOns assigned

0.2 4. 1970 flume aanigned (CENSUS ONLY)

0.0 3. 1970 foonan and contributions assigned

0.1 6. 1973 fano.. and 1970 trivi.* aaainned
7. 1913 income, 1970 incase, and contributions

assigned

92.0 O. No assignment.

99.9 CV :07



Variable ' SRC GOMIS
Number terceat Percent Content

165

Givers

63.

71.1 1.

17.7 3.

:8.6 S.

2.0 8
0.5 9.

0.1 O.

100.0

Would yOti say tbat your total contribution:
to charitable and roligious orRihisations in
1973 were higher than they were In 1960. or /

lo4er, Or what,

HIGHER

SAME

LOWER

OK

SA

!nap.. DID SOT COITR1BUTE OVER 510040
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS (CI or C2)

Ak
,

166 C34. By bow ouch did they go up: fro. 1968 to 1973?

Actual percent (002,491)
(See 0519)

997. 9972 or sweet did not glue in 1968
998. DK
999. 94
000. loop.

167 C35. Did you Increase your gifts to soot c
siert than others. or did you increase giving

Givers to a11 organizations about equally,

33.6 1. SOHE UP:100E7RM OTHERS

36 5 f 2. UP EQ0ALLY

0.2 8. DK
0.7 9 IA

100.0
O. InaP.

0 CV..08

ton

340

a 4.

Percent Content

I112

35a. To which charities did you Increase your
contributions the scat? (2 orations)

23.1 0.5 01. Wigton
2.9 1.0 02. Combined appeals

1.2 0.7 .40, Community,

2.8 , 0.8 06. Health nal oedical

0.9 0.4 '05. Hither education

0.3 0.2 06. Elementary and secoottary education

0.6 0.D 07. Social welfare

0.1 0.1 08. Cultural

0.0 0.0 09. Public affair*

0.1 0.0 10, Environment

0.4 0.0 11. International (RICH PRIORITY)

0.8). "'0.0 12. Prielte foundation pr tryit

0.0 0.0 27. Other charitable

0.0 0.0 28. Mencheritable - political

0.0 0.0 29. Mother/table - other

0.2 0.0 98. DK

0.7 0.0 99. RA

ILL. 9:9 00. leap.

99.9 99:9
CV -.11 CV-.10



0

Percent

Givers

V170 V171

6,2 0.6

0.4 0.1

0.7

1.1

0.0

7.5

0.7

I.0

0.7

0.2

6.1

0.1

0.4

0.8

0.6

1 2.4

66.4

89.8

V172

A

0.3

0.0

0.7

0.1

0.7

0.7

0.0

1.1

0.1

0.0'

0.0

0.0

00
95.4

100.0
070.08'

Givers

6.1

Z6.1

0.7

0.4

66.5

TO576 CV. 04

056. lay is [het? (2 mentions}

01. Changed family income

02. Changed family needs

01. family la...pathetic to or benefited Iron

organization

04. Changed interest, involvement

OS. "Given enough already"

06. Changed need. of organization

07. New or better information

OE. Pressure ac work or Iron organization

09. Infietion

10. Ts: reason.

16. Our favorite, believe to it 0

I7. Other friilly -bead reasons

18. Other ezternil reasons or forces

19. Other

98. DK

99. NA

00. leap.

C16. Are there any organizations to which you
gevifisma i.0 1971 then ,yhn did 19600

Tel f* )

O. leak./

assAir
Givers

0171

0.7

1.6

0.7

1.1

0.2

0.1

0.5

0.0

0 1

0 0

0174

0.2

0.2

Content

C14a. What are they, (2 aerations)

01. Religious

02. Coobined appeals

0.0 01. Covranity

0.2 04 Health and medical

0.0 05. Nigher oducatcon

0.0 06. Elenenta7 and secondary education

0.0 1.14,07. Soot a4 welfare

0.0

0.0 09. F

10. ro1Ilent

0.1 61. International (HICK PRIORITY)

0.0 0.0 12. Private foundation or trust

27. Other charitable

28. Noncharitehle - political

29. Koncheritable - other

0

0 0 0.0

0.0;:C? 0.0

vier '

_ 0.4 Io.o *

.T4W, 312

98. Dg -

99. vA

00. leap. "

ts.)
CT

1



Percent Content

Givers
C344. Why I: that? (2 nations)

9175 * yin
0.6 0.4 e'01. assegai family loco..

0.2 0.0' 02. Chang.d [sally met.

0.2 0.0 03. Putty aspatbetic to or beafitod
fro. orgaisatgo.

2.1 0.1 06. Chgagod interest. laolvaent

0.1 0.0 .05. '"Civen enough already"

0.7 0.0 06. Changed mods of organisation

0.9 0.0 07. New or better inforatiol

4.3 to 00. Pressure at work or from orgenitatio.

0.2 0.0 CO. Inflatio.

0.0 0.0 10. rag reasoas

0.0 0.0 16. Our favorite. belle. in It

0.0 0.2 17, Other fully-based reasoas

0,5 0.0 It. -Other externa'reagons or-forces

0.0 0.0 19. Other

0.1 0.0
5$

98. DC

0.6 0.0 99. NA

99.6 00. InaP
100.0 4409.9
C9 a.08 CV..07

0177 C37. ty how much did that' go down., trot
1168 to 19731

Actual.porcentag (01-97)

97. 972 or more
98. at
99. MA ,

CO. Imp.

t

'Contact

divas '
C18. Why did they to down? (2 mentions)

YlTt \411-

3.7 0.2

217 0.1

0.0 '0.0

0:9- 0.t

0.0 )' 0.0

'OA 0.0'

0.1 0.0

0.0 0.1

0.5.' 0.1 I.
5 '

0.1 , 0.0

0.0 ,p.o

0.6 0.0

0.3

0.0 0.0
1.

OS
(- 011 0.0

91 4 99.2
100.0

. C4.10 '

0

.e**

Y
01. Changod family Income

02. Changed foully floods

02. !wily oranthettc to or benefited
from organisation

Changod intergot. InVolvesent

05. "Civen enough alteody"

06. Charged ands oi*orgallation

07. New or better information

CO. ..... ure at work or fro. organisation

09C leflotion

10. Tan re000so

16. Our favoilto, believe in it

17. Othor rosily -booed 14.000

1g. Other entorpl roasono or fore..

19. Othor

911. OK

99. NA

lap.

you reduce youn gifts to some
1- charities not. than others, or did

yo..reauce giving JO .11 OLSO011OtIOOO
.bout rguellY.T.

(2.4 t. 50KL RLDUCLa HOU 7MA11 OTNE15

6.1 2. REDUCED LOCALLY

Q.0 S. OS
, 0.0 9. NA

0.

tom co

a

0.



LESPPL

,

Givers

Content
.o

)
C39a. To which charitiee'did you.rodura

your contributions the watt
(2 mentions), .V161 viol

01. Ralialous1.0 0.0

0.3 0.0 ,02. Combined appeals

0.1 0.0 0). Coemunity

0.4 0.2 04. Heilth and medical

tl
0.1 85. Hfiher eluation

0.0 0.0 . 06. Enmentary and secondary education

0.0 0.1 07. Social welfare

0.0 0.0 03. Cultural

0.0 0.0 09. Public affair.

0.0 0.0 10. Environment
.iia,

0.0 0.0 11. Intaraationd (HIGH 1.110611T)

0.0 0.0 12. Privind foundation or trust

0.1 0.0 27. Oth.r charitable

0.0 0.0 26. Honcharitable - political

0.0 0.0 .
a

29, goncharitable - other

0.0 0.0 98, DK

0.) 0.1 99:-148

71.41 '"*" 99,4
-7),).f

00. bap.
103.0 ,

09..06 CV..06

Nrtnt
Givens

I112 8164

=ant

Glib. Oh, 14 0,40 (2 amnions)

0.5 0.1 01.

so.. 0;5 0.0 02.

0.0 0.0 03.

0.6 0.1 04.

0.0 0.0 OS.

0.1 0.0 OC

0.2 0.1 . 07.
o

0.1 0.2 db
0.0 6.0 09.

0.0 0.0 10.

0.2 0.0 16.

0.0 0 0 17.

0.2 16.

0.0 0.0 ' 19.

0.0 0.0 96.

0.2 0.0 99.

97.6 99.5 00.
Th 100.0

. CV..10 CV..04

C40.
VIII

CI,ei.

0.7 1.

1.7 5.

0.0 6.

0.0 9.

97.6 O.

ra73 C/..06

3.3e

Changed daily becomr

Changed 4amily needs

Family sympathatic to or benefited
from organisation

Chenvid Satanist, involmomot

"Civen enough already" v
Changed Pods of orgaaisatioa

Maw or°battet information

v. At work or from orgaalastion

Inflation' ,

Tit maims I

Our favorite, believe in it bite

Other family-based reasons ,),..

Other external rmasons or fort*.

Other

Cal,'

MA

loop.

tti
Are there any organisations you gave
more to in 1973 than in 1966, or
started riving to sin. thin?

nrs
MO

DR

X6

Insp.
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W.cwt

1191

0 1 0.0

0.7

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.0

0.0 I

0.0

0.0

o.o

0.41

0.0

0.0 /

010

oto

0.2

qa
92.7

100.0

.°8

0.1

0.0
0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

.0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

66.4

99.9
CV..06

Content

C42. To which orsanizatAins All you

ern lees IA /113.9 (2 mentions)

01.

02.

03.

Religious

Cathie./ appule

7

01. Swath

05. Usher el tfom

06. 111osata not eeconelary education

07. Sociel weltsra

C4. (.pure!

Of. Public atfal[a

10. invironmeut 1.

11. Interutional (MICR 11110111T)
.

12. Print. fouarlation or trust

27. Other charliabl,

29. Sontheritabld- political

26. lIoncharita lo other.

14. DK

96.

ta.p.i ha Wooed mestizo

1111r:,t.:..,s00
1 4

/

.1

o

a.

Percont

Civ re

0193 0196

0.4 .0.0

0.3 0.0

0.0 0.0

.

343

0.3 0.0

0.2 0.0

0.1 0.0

0.4 0.0

0.2

0.0 0.0

0.0 0 0

0.0 0.0
d'o 0.0

0,0 0,0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.5 A.0

97.7 100.0
100.1 100.0

a.06

Comoof

CAl. 14/ is that. (2 mention.)

01. Cheated family income

02. nod family need.

03. syspathetle.to Jr benofited
organization

04. Channel interest, involveven

OS. "Clue, enough 'hoed."

Cheesed needs of organgsation

07. Mau or better informl*,

OS. sssss ore at work or from organization

Of. Infinity.;

10. Tex rea.ons

16. Our favorite, believe In it

17. Other fsel1y.bess4 reslOns

Other external reasons or forces

19. ;6ther

41.

99. %A

00. Insp., no *opal nention

lam

n



0195

Content

COO. To,uhat organisations did you lava
nor. le 19737 (2 ...clan.)

0.4 0.0 01. Raligious

0.0 0.0 02. i appsals

0.3 0.0 03.

.Cdbinad

Commit,.
0.5 0.1 04. Health and mulled

0.0 , 0.0 05. Higher education

0.0 ILO 06. Eleseatarsed secondary education
. 0.3 07. Scicialpollir4'

0.0 xdO.,Y1.0 OS. Cultural

0.0 0.0 09. Public affairs

0.0 0.0 10. Saviornmat

0.0 0.0 11. letarnational (NIGH PRIORITY)

0.0 0.0 12. Private tasodation or trust

0.0 0.0 27. Other charitable

0.0 ,0.0 lirr luta. - political

0.1 29. haritable - other

0.2 0.0 98 -CR

0.3 0.0 99 NA

-la 0 00. Inap., no second *tattoo'
100.0 400.05
ay.06' , C0 -.06

I

Potent'

9197 9198 ) -

00.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

.0.4 0.0

0.1 0.2

0.0 0.0 '

0.4 0.0

0.0: 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0

0.6 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.2

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.6 0.0

-144 100.0

99.6

CV-.011

0199

78.7

3.6

13.7

0.4

o.

"CV-.09

Conteni

C65. My is that? (2 motions)

01. Cbanged faiily Locos;

02. Changed faulty neadel

03. Family sympathetic to or benefited e,
from organisation

04. Changed involvolent

05. *Given enough already*

06. Changed weds of organ

07. O or better information

OS. Prosaura at wort or fro* organisation

09. Inflation

10. Tax reasons

16. Our faverita. Milers in it

17. Other Masily-bluad reasons

1$. Other external ragmen. or forces

10. Other

88. DE

00. MA

00. Imp., no second *nation

lL
C46. 11u your total poi!, isecre4n

1973 higher of lows! then it ma
in 1,68T

;. litCHZ1

3. SAMS

5. 1011111

00110 IMMI

9. MA

O. /nap.



! !

Variable

20)

201

hreea

/se. 0520)

;

Content

'C460. Sy about what percont?

Actual percentages(001 -997)

997. 9972 or sore
498. DI
999. NA
000. Inap.

47. Looking-ahead to free years fres nos,
utast do you think will happeo to your
family's lemons &trios air period?
Will it so uR, So dam. or stay the
same?Civets

53.9 1.

15., 3.

17 5.

12.8 8.

0.6 9.

O.

100.0 CV -.10

202

(S30)
Clears

911k1

15.5
29.6

1.8
0.0

44 0

100.0 CV..13

203

,, (SIC)

Givers

57.5

17,.7

.14.2
6.9

3.6
0.1

100.0 C4.06

ut

KNOW

loop.

,C47a. Will it go up faster than the cost of
living. or *lover, or loot about as s.

fast, or what'

1. FASTER
3. ABOUT AS FAST
S. MOWER
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA
O. hap. Is

'C68. What about your family needs and
obligations - v1;1 they b. going up
in tha next five /yearn. Ot down,
or what?

49

1. Up

3, 'Rasa, no chanss
S. Dorn
8. CC: depends
9. 10
O. leap.

(SRC) Serves Rosearth Center ample only.

el*

Virlable ' :

Masher

*** 4419 Ica

471

(CC M).*

tit

co. What h'eut yoor siring to rligionsorganisatious
and oflar'charities - v111 that go up. go love,

Cirere
or ratio the same -

33.9 1. CO Up

32.1 3. RAMC

, S. CO DOWN

12.4 S. DC61.2 KNOW
0.0 9. NA

1.3 O. Isis.

99.9 CV.12
Cu:

C48a. Do you thilklev214 so up at the sees rate

Clean as YOU, into... or foster, or *lover?

2.2 1. Mlle
17.9 3. 11,112 RATE %,

9.6 S. 51.0411

1.0 8. DON'T KNOW
0.0 9. NA

69.3 O. leap.

100.0 09.10 ,

r'.

204 049: 'What mboul'Isur giving to religious
(SRC) organisations and other,charitlea - will that

to 09. to 4r99 or remain about the cm.?

472 C49. Coosidarins changsa lo your featly mots and

(CEN) lo the cost of hiring, will th Amount of
awry you seed for your fatly so up over the

V472 v204 sort five years. or to davV. or stay the ear?
-..

36.1 36.6 1. Ur

3.2 43.3 3. SA?*

2.8 8.3 S. 20611

1.2 11.0 8. DON'T MU
0.7 9. 1U,

54.7
TM701 CV..16 Idt& Cr..10- C. loop.

(SRC) Survey Research Center sample only.
(CiN) Census...amyl. only.

S.1



Variable

205

s (SIC).

475

(CEO.

0

Ferceit Content

Otters

C49a.. (SIC) Do you thick it will go up
.

at the. same rare as your luau,
or f . or slower? .

(CENSVS) VIII needs go up at the
same rate as your intone. or faster.

V471 9205 or slower?

24.4 1., (CENSUS) - PASTU
I 6.6

1. (SIC) - rAvrtz OR II 066 Vill HOT XIS!

5.9 22.9 3. SAM RATE
.

U.6 5.2 5. SUNCER

2.2 1.4 .6. DON'T INCA,
0.0 0.3 -9. NA

ALI 63.5 O. Insp.
100.0 100.1
CV..15 CV..09

.

206 C50.

4
Civets

16.9 , 1.

61.3 5.

I.5 6.

0.3 9.

0.1 o
100.1 CV..06

"(SIC) Survey Research Center sample only.

(
a*
(0t70 Cemdus.ample only

/ I

Do you expect to change the
recipients of your giving - that
is, give a realer proportion CO
some otiose and leas to others in
the future?

TLS

70

DI

NA

1

3 8 '

t

:Givers,

Percent Content

ClOa. What organisations will you give
more to? (2s.ftions)v207 0204 ,......

5.5 0.3 -, 0 01. Religious

0.6 "0.1 02. Combined appeals

0.6 0.1 03. Community

3.2 1.5 04. Health en(eedical

1.0 ' 0.1 05. Higher education ?

0.3 0.1 06. Ilseentery and secondary education

0.6 0.1 07. Social welfare

0.1 0.0 OS. Cultural

0.1 0.2r _ 09. Public affaire

0,0 0.0 10. Environment I
0.5 ' 0.2 11. InternatIouel (ITCH PRIOIITT)

0.0 0.0 ' 12. Private foundation or trust

0.0
+, e'2,......m 27,' Other charitable

0,2 ' 0.0 26. Noncharitahle - political

0.1 0.1 29. toacharitable - other

1.1 0.0 9t. DI

0.9 0.0 99., IA

84.5 96,9
-0.1.

i 00. Insp.. noes 4

100.0 /
CV..10 CP..0

,,,,'

q.



a

I

Percent

Imre

8209 8210

1.9 0.1

2.5 0.1 -

:0.7 0.5

1.4 0.4

0.2 0.0

_ 0.3 0.0

0.5 0.1

0.1 ' 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 40.0

0.3 0.1 i

0,0 0.0

0.1 0.)

0.20 0.0

0.1 0.0

2.7 0.0

2.4 0.1

66.6 ,

100.0
Cee.08

99.9

n°5

8211

Alb

(

2.3

97.3
0.0
0.3
0 1

100.0 09e.07

Content

C506. What organisations will you give
less to? (2 mentions)

01. Religions

02. Combined appeal

03. Community

04 Health ma medicel

05. Nigher education

06. Elemontery and secondary eduction

02, Social welfare

OS. Cultural

09. Public affairs

10. Environment

11. International (RICH PRIORITY)

12. Private foundation or trust

27. Other charitable.

28. Noncharitable - political

29. Nonchariteble - other

98. DK

99. NA

SS

00. lisp.. tone

C51. Are you thinking of changing the
foci in which you give - that is.
to live property rather than mom,
or looney rather than Property

1.

5.

6.

9.

O.

YES

DR
NA
Inep.

Veriabie
NuNeY

Civets

Contest

212 C51a. What chooses are you considerine

0.2 1. Nor. money and less property
0.3 2. Nam property and less money
0.0 o 3. Lem mom
0.1 4. Leas property
0.0 5, Nor. money
0.9 6. Nor. property
0.1 7. Other
0.0 --S. INE

0.3 9. NA
97.9 O. Map.
100.0 CVe.07 .

213 C51b Why is that?
214

f Civets
(2 Mentions )

0.6 1. Tax reasons (PRIORITY)
0.0 2. gave more (or less) property to give
0.0, 3. Stock market down

1.3 7. Other
0.0 S. DE:
07 9. NA

O. IMP., no mcond lentioo
100.0 C99.09

215

Civets

C52. Nave you ever considered giving to an organisation,
but decided not to became contributions to that
orgamisetim were not tax deductible?

3.3 - 1. TES
930 5. NO
0.2 S. at
0.6 9. NA

0.1 O. Inst..
100.0 C9 v.11--



Variable

211

217

218

'

219

Foredeet 3

R

CO; WA

e

the.
one

Clvero

C3). In 197) did you cootrIbute to any of
groum.evon though the cooributton
sot terleductible,

20.54 1. YES

74.6 5. NO .110.

3.1 8. Dr
1.5 9. NA.

0.2 0. loop.
99.9 CV..07

.
. ,

Ma. About how much did you giro?

(Sea V51))

,,,Givers

34.7

Code actual dollar amount (000001 - 999997)

.999997.
999498.
999999.

1999,997 or sore
DK
NA

000000. Intl, \

C54. be you think poople generally pay much
attention to what other people giro when
they decide how ouch to contribute?

1. YES

0.7 3. So.4 do, sow don't .

51.4

12.4
0.8

0.1
100.1 CIL.07

5. NO

8. DK
9. NA,

0. Insp. ,

CJ

.

C55. Do you think a person is likaly to Sly. tore
Civets . . If the amount he gives is made public?

-.A.t
..` 44.9 .1. Tee

6.9 Some less, some once
29.2 S. No .

12.3 7. Other} depends; not codabls 3. e.g., "erne
sore, some son." or "depends on organisation"

4.2 8. CR
2.5
0.1

1004 CV..06

9. NA
0. !nap. 350

Variable
NtabOr j , Portent,

220

22)

ci"LE47.

64.0

32.8

0.5
0.4

100.0 CV..07

Givers

V2/1 9222 r

1.9 1.0
4.4 2.9
7.7 1.1

2.7

11.3 1.7

0.1
0.3 0.6
0.2 0.0
1.1 0.0

67.0 "...911
100.1 100.2
CV.06 CV.04

Clwrs

Content

C56. Do you feel that the corgadsations you give to

provide enough InformatiOo about hod they nee
the*ney, or Imola you like tohAve most
inforfatift4

1. ENO= mox44T(cy PROVIDED

2. WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION

8.

9.

DK
NA

O. Insp.

C56a. Whet kiods of thieve would youllke to know?

(2 aentlooi)

1. Amunt spent for fund -rileIng
2. Mount 'pant for adminietretio
). Amount spent for specific gory

funds allocated
Mount going directly to people; 'mount used
for the purpose, of the charity '

5. Vow they use the money - senora! (taunt be
coded la 1-4) (LOW mogul)

6. Results, e.g., progress in resaarch,
7. Other
8. DK
f
o. xn.p., on ..coed mentIon

O

a, 1.b., boa

C57. What about the emouneth4Y spend for 661
raising - do they tell you how much that is?

27.9 i 1.

1.4 3.

67.4 5.

1.6 S.

1.6 9.

0.1 0.

YES

Some do: soma don't

NO

ox
NA

Insp.

s4.



224 i C58. Do you think charitahl: organisations should
.,. t p be required to state what part of their souoy

Cionis
is pent krfood raisint

19:5 1. 22S

7.7 5. NO

1.4

1.2

0.1

"31 CW.05

S. Dg

9. NA

o. 14,

225 0E59. Woold you he willing to sire money to an
organisation that spent half Its income on

Greve ' fund raising?

10.4 1. YES

84.6 5. NO

3.2 3. DE

1.6 9. NA

0.1 O. limp.

99.9 C,/.04

226 C60. What is on acceptable frection of Iacono to
spend on fund raisins?

Code actual percentage (01-95)

96. impends oft organisation

97. 973 or more
93. DE0 99. NA

00. insp.

Lr

227

3.7

42.3

1.5

0.$

10.-154 CV..22

C61. Dityou contribute to say organisations whata
contributions are not tax deductible?

1 YES

,5. NO

S. Si

9. NA

O. !leap.

Per_4_sts Cootant

Cella. About bow .00h did 'no

Actual amount (000001- 999997) '

669997. $699997 or wore

',MS. OK
WM,. NA
000000. Insp.

229 C62. hot. are sa'ny.seasons people don't giro
(SIC) sore - nom think it is the government's

responsibility, othersantend to but don't

let *round to it. Now is it with yOut

230

,, IS Cat $100 OR 11041% ONDN 0
:14''`

2.6 1. Governmental responsibility ' i _
4.0 2. Don't get *mad to it; haven't been'nskod
0.0 3. Responsibility of rich

'29.5 4. Inoufficient into.
0.4 5. Don't lawn what they do with the naLy, who '

gets it
1.4 6. Don't like Oat they do with the noney, who

gets it; too such spent on administration;
out enough gets to peopos who need it

3.3 7. .Other

0.4 3. CC
5.3 9. -NA

as O. Imp., CONTRISUIED $100 OR MORE; CENSUS

99.9 CV.115 INTERVIEW

l

DI. N. would like to know about your (MEAD'S)
present job - are ots (MAD) working now,
looking for Bork, retired, (a housewifo),
or Mutt

I. WINING NOV, OR ONLY TEMPORARILY LAID OA
2. [OCRING POR.WORX, UNEMPLOYED
3. RETIRED
4. HOUSEWIPZ, widow - cannot be coded olseybero'

5. STUDENT
6. '

7. P13240111ITLY DISABLED

3. DR

9. NA

(SRC) Surny Rasaarch Cent?. sand. only.

351



41V

Variablo
*other

231

232

Percent , Content

SIC

6.3 1. Professional, technical and kindred worker,
7.6 2. Managers, officials and proprietors
2.3 3. Self -mmployed amines...1

11.3 4. Clerical and sales workers
13.3 S. Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers
12.7 6. OVoratives and kindred workers
10.2 7. laborers sad service workers, farm laborers
2.3 3. Isrmerb awl farm *onager.

P. ettecellanoous (*rind serrices, protoctivo

workirs)i NA: DC
27.0 O. loop., not in labor force
ToEn

D2, D3. What kind of work do you do? (What
is your main occupation?) What ere
your most important activities or
duties?

TOLL-DIM 1970 CENSUS CCOIPATION CODE (me
attachment IV)

MP. NA
000. loop.

02,'03. What kind of work, do.yom do? Mot
14 your nal. occupation?) Whoa'.,
your most important activities or
duties?

s

NATIONAL SAME 1-digit OCCUPATION CODE with
first digit filled in vitt% a
aro.

CENSUS SAMPLE 2-digit MMUS OCCUPATION COOL
(see ...adapted IV)

0.

I

Variable
Number . Percent Content

353

233 D4. What Mod of business or industry-Us
ighot i.?

Mt a 3-dikit 1970 MMUS INDUSTRY COD[ (see
sttachmeot IV) e '

000. ljtaf.

CSISUS ; -digit CMOS SMOSTIT CODS in 3 -digit
field, 0..., cubed CU (Imo attachment
IV)

000. Imp.

234 ^ M. Are yea sapIsisd.by samosa miss, are,
You oelf-emPlovel. or .0.0?

61.3 I. SCIMMI MSS

1.11 2. DOTS SCOCIONE UM MD 002
3.3 3. SELF OMT

0.0 t. idi

' 0.4 V. NA

26.3 0. loop.
1,.,
C0 .22

.1



raviolis
ec Porcine Coorent

235 -

4.3

3.0

3.0

50.3

0.1

0.3

15.5

.1

D5s. Do you work for the fedora merman. or
tate or local rovornmentl.

1. TEDESAL
2. STATE
3. LOCAL-
4. NONE OF TRESS

I. EN
P. SA

O. leap.

100.0 CV.11

236 Dab -D5c. I. your am business incorporated?

3.3 1. TES

7.9 3. NO

0.0 I. DX

9. NA

849 0., lase.

la76 0910

237 Do you barn opportunities to oarn additional
imam by Corking ?art or taking on
work?

31.4 1., YES

40.2 3. NO 47

0.1 S. LS

0.7 9. NA

26.6 0! Insp.

100.0 -CV-.18

238 P DI. About how aany\hours per week do you usually
work?

(Soo 9497)

Actual author of hour. (01 -96)

96. 96 boors or more
97. Otherg irregular
98. IN(

99. NA

00, loop.
X"

353

Variable
. Number Coolant,

ksi
234 DS. Nov awry weeks did you wort Out Purr

iac/aLias paid vacatioaamd paid sick
(Sal 9497) leave?

Actual somber of weeks (0042)

240

241

SRC

9$. DX

NA
00. Lup.

09. What kind of work did you do on your most

recent lob?

(111REE-DICIT 1970 CMOS OCCUPATION &DI -
sae Attachment IV)

999. NA
000. lase.

D9. What 'dad of work did you do on your Met
recent lob?

SRC 11#21.1 1 -digit OCCUPATON MDR with
first digit tilled in with
son.

0.3 1. Proftssional, tochnical and kiadred %whore
0.2 2. *masers, officials and proprietors
0.0 3. Self -employod businosamen
0.4 4. Clerical sod sales workars
0.3 3. Craftwen, foremen, aid kindred workers
0.3 6. Operatives and kindred works?,
0.6 7. Laborers and service vorkors. faro Tabora.*
0.0 I. ,Panora and fare mmassirs
0.4 9. Ittarallaasous (armed servicas. proactive

1o:shore)I NAI Ile
97.) O. leap., out in labor force
100%0
C9..05

4
CENSUS SAME CINST/8 OCCUPATION EOM .

(see ettachmsat
/

99. NA
00. Soap.



V aaaaa 10

raker Percent Content

242 D10. What kind 4t business or industry Is
that le

SRC SAME - 1 -digit 1970 CENSUS INDUSTRY CODE

CEN511 SAMPLE - 2-digit 1970 CENSUS INDUSTRY
CODE In 3 -digit field, I.e. 052
(a** attachneet 19)

000. loap.

243 D11. How many woks did you work last wart

. Actual arbor of wets (01 -52)

94. DR
99. NA
00. Insp.

244 INTENVIEwER CHECKPOINT ICI

245

1. VIVI 1/1 11COSA101.13`

2. 110 inn IN HOUSEHOLD

ALE D12. Old your wit. do any work for lionoy 19 19

4/1.6 1. YES

51.3 5. HO

6.0 S. DR
0.0 9. NA
0.1 O. Snap,

76:5 CV..14

244 D120. What kind of work did do?

3 -digit 1970 costa occumlom coot (o.._
atterhettt IV)

999. NA
000. Insp.

Vssiable .

Nu.rr Percent Contest

247 012e. What kiwi of work Ad do?

AIL. IOC SAKPLE,- 1-4isit00 C00ATI6II CODE

.
0.0 1. irOfessimal, teen:deal sad kirrotworkers
0.4 2. ruasere, officials end proprietor.
0.3 3. Self-orloyed rulers...

14.0 4. Clerical and *alas workers
0.0 5, Crofter., forearm, sod kladrod wort...
4.4 4. Opetetives sod kiadted worker*
7.Y.

,7.

Lthorpre and service vettert, fors lass. .
0.1 9, Ismer. sod fru sumps
1.1 9. Miranda...* (anted settler, protsctive

torkars); DA; EC
65.9 O. !rt. .

100.1 t11,15 P

CENSUS SAME - COCOS 00001A110N
CODE (to. sitschmest 09)

N. Lk
00. Imp,

24$ 512k. 999.9 kind of-kusinew is that Int

249

(Sr 9499)

/

SIC SAHPIA - 3 -digit 1970 CENSUS COMIC
CODE fete attachment IV)

C;EXSUS SAMPLI 2 -digit 1970 CMOS INDUSTRY
coos to 3-digle fi.ld, i.e..
OU fro Attachment IV)

000. Insp.

512c. Now rely vemks did er work lost Tees, is-
Oodles wilt ...Mir or paid tick kayo?

Situ.' number of wets (01 -32)

0. EC
99. NA
CO. Insp.



3

Variable
Number .

250

231

232

a

tarcant

(333 9499)

22.6
23.0

1.7

0.3

:9.; 0..11

Content

D12d. 'And about hoe nary hours a reek did
-Om work?

ActualtAimbrm of hours (01-96)

96. 464cmrs or wars
97. °that; irreduLai
98. DC
99/, NA
00. lamp.

012e. Vas there more work available so that
your vita could have warted more to
1973 if she had wanted tot

1. TES
5. NO
8. DAY %NOV
9. NA
O. lnap.

013. SOO SA)1316 - Vas than work available so
that your wife could have worked for
.004Y to 1973 if she had wanted tot

,

. ,

0

D13. alr$113 rAXPLE - Did your wife constder'

srtn , variant for wormy to 1973?

25.3 1. its

17.8 4. NO

6.9 8. DON'T 10103
0.9 9. NA

411.1

'

O. Inapt
100.0 0..14

Variable
carer

253 1)14. did you (or your vile) have any Income tram
--dividends in 1973t

, 1.

S. 133

OR4

r:,,"0

; ;Did yoU Sur your, rite) have any 1ncce's fro.
tnteresw,or rest?.

3

233

30,5

6p.2

O.o;
10.4
300.1

a1

Cf.:23

i

D16. Ind
a

1. TLS

5. NO

S. IC
9. NA

Yoo (or YOU? vile) hay. any income too.
trust fund?

2.3 1. TLS

97.0 5. NO

0.0 9. DC
0.3 9. NA

100.0 09..11

253/ 017. DSO you (or your vita) have any imam)
Oros taxable veeslos or asnuityt

17.2 1. TM
92.2 5. _mg

4).0 s. DC
0.6 9. NA

e

BEIS 'of.,05 fil' .... ':..



Variable

Ceetent

137

2311

12.1

$7.6

D111. Did you (or r wife) have an interest In
partnership an unincorporated bust...

or far.

0.0 13.

1. NA
100.0 CV -.13

010.. Did it provide a net moor or a loss for
tax purposes/

8.4 1. xmcom
2.1 2. LOSS

0.4 3. Both; nalther

0.0 6N. OR
0.4 1.'. NA

87.1 O. Imp.
99.1 " 01..09

IP"

231 019. Did you have an Inter.t in real estate, oil
or o or other similar IRVOIlt

12.7

07.0

0.0
0.4

100.1

1. TES

S. NO

S. DR
1. NA

I-

3

Unable
Ihrilber Percent Content

e6 °
019a. Did it provide an income or a loss for tax

purpose.

6.2

4.4

1. 1NCOKE

2. LOSS

3. Both; *either

0 +} 8. DR
0.3 1. NA

87.4 0. Imp.
100.0 01..14'

A

261

n
D20. Did you have any capital gains or losses In

1973 [roe the sale of assets?
p

7.9 1. YES

91.3 3. !t0

0 1 8. VK
9. KA

rax, CV..21

262 1120a. .0n balanddid you have a Rain or. a loss,

4.4

3.3

0.1

0.1
0.0

90.1
TO-76 CV..17

1. CAI%

j, WOO

3. Both: neither

S. or
/1 MA

0, 1.p.

ft
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Variable
VariableNumber Percent Content
Number Percent Content

267 D24. Was the new minis= tax provision applicable 270 *(C/N)
CID to you for 1973?

(SIC)

4.3 1. 100

22.0 5. NO

21.1 S. DCW.7 KNOW ......
0.7 9. NA

..

JAI 0. loop.. SRC INTERVIEW; laspondent answered'
100.0 CV..24 "NW to 01S, D19.40 020 I

ti

(See 9524)

D25. If your taxable into. had be. increased by
1100. bow such sore federal intake tax would
YOU Inw had to pey/

Code actual d llllll or percent (0047)

SRC

46.0 1. PAID KELP

9.6 2. ran ADVICX

0.0 3. loth

0.0 S. DR
0.0 8. NA

44.3 O. leap.
"117f CV..16

00
1,4

D27. Did you pay for lit'pervica, or was it free
advice fiCO a fr , or what?

1

476 027. Now about for 19701 DU ohs (he) file
(00).* wan CIE separately then/

0.3 1.9 1. YES
97. 870 or sore

10.5 74.0 NO5.

.

811. DON'T KEW
99. PA 0.5 3.2 7. ,TOT NADIED IN 1976

,,,. 0.0 0.0 S. DI
.0

19.1 11,2 8. NA
100.0 99.9

O. Inap.CV..20 CV.15
474

(c00**

269

(1C).
SIC-

CHECKPOINT (DO)

D26.

1. win IS 8045000u)

2. NO KITE IN HOOSTWOLD

Did you get any °yield help in filling out
your into. tax return this urine;

\
1. TES 0

4
)

56.2

, 13.6 3. DID par 111.6 TAX MORN

*19.4 5. NO

0.7 S. DPI'? KNOW
49
.0. ...2..1 8. NA

100.0 CV..1S

a
475

'
D26. Did your wife (Webs.) file

federal income tax return for 1873/
%(CID)"

--V--

3.1 1. TES

77.9 5. MO
5' 0.0 S. DK..., -4

0.0 i . 9. ItA

ILL O. In..

271 0270 -0276. gee chi. help fro. an accountant, a,
(sac)* Dwyer, tax service, or what?

Wm tbia help free the lb;ereal My..
Service. wfriend or relative who is
on accountant or lawyer, or what?

SRC PRI01117 ORDIR: 1, 2, 3, 4

1. acxxxxnlan; C.P.A..
21,1

4.5 2. LAWYER

22.4 3. TAX SERVICE

1.3 ° 4. IRS

2.8 5. ?fiend
3.3 6. Relative
0.7 7. Other
0.0 S. DR -
0.1 9. NA

...AM. O. leap.. CATPOS armlet's(
'100.1, CVo.10

(S1C) Surv. Research Center triple only. ('
..

(CRS) Gallus ample only.91.9 CV.15

' 117'SICSurvejaesearch Center anple only. a',--,-3

.

. ....) c....4 4., 0.. ,. . ......,..



o
Verieble
*ober Percelm ContMr

272

273

(SRC)

SRC

0272 0271

2.3 0.3

0.3 0.2
0.3 0.1
0.7 0.0

D27c. Why did you go to MN rather than acme
Irofeesionel expert in taxes?

(2 motions)

1. Charges less or free
2. Relative
3. Maud
4. Comeniett locattoo, time, etc.

2.1 0.0 7. Other
0.0 0.0 S. DR
0.7 0.0 9. NA

_212 4.4
100.0

CV..06

274
4

49.4

O. limp, CENSUS INTERVIEW, no 'mood
sentioo

,
c 444.

D28. Some people use standard deductIon,,whon
filing their tax return, while other. - itemise,4.
dedoctible espeoseb such as property t .....
interest Foments sod charitable contribution..
When you filed your return for 1973. did you
itemise your deductions/

14.7

0.1

2.9
0.2

' 12.7

100.0 CV..23

1. US, 121211220

3. NO

7. DID OPT 317.3

6. 1R2N.2 0011
9. IN
O. Inap.

273 D29. Doryon resomberilum oath you deducted for
charitable contributions on your return/

26.4 1. TES

21.6 3. II0

0.2 / 6. DR

9. PA

30.8 O. Imp.
100.0 CV..24

278 D29a. About haw much w.. it/

Actual dolls, swoon (000001-M197)

699997. 2919.997 or sore
1911198. DR
9,9999. NA

000000. Imp.
(SIC) Survey Research Coot., samlo-"'

only.

Number

27T

278

(Ss 0323)

CR

1

1.4

83.8
2,7

0.0

24.0

,

.

99.9 C.20

279)

CRS

0.4

3.0

0.0
0.0

94

100.0 CV.18

v

Content

D30. lf,you contributed another $100 to charity,
hod ouch would tt one you in tunes,

Actual dollar meopotd(00.47)

97. $97 or sore
98. DON'T KNOW
99. DA
00. lnap.

D31. Kam you ever given up to or beyond the
maim. moon you could deduct for tharitable
contributions on your tax return'

1. TES
3. NO
8. 01(

9. 44 Wk.

0 Insp., SRC INTERVIEW ,

032. Did the lisli affect your tontributioos in
..?

1. TES
3. NO
8. DK
9. 4A

0. loop.. SRC INITIVIIDi

280 4. 032a. to what way/ (2 mentions)
(CVO..

V250

LL
1t2li.

4

281 0.1 0.0° 1. Cootributed up roo the limit
*0

(CEO).* 0.1 0.0 2. Could eat contribute as much as would have liked
0.1 0 0 .3. Clunied tieing but not amount of tootributions

(over several years rather than 1 year)
0.1 0:0 ,,,IssA,,). Odher
0.0 0.0 8. DR
0.1 0.0 9: NA
t,1 100.0 O.' Insp., SRC INTERVIEW, no second motion

100.1 100.0 .

CV.03 C.07
. 3

(CD) CommIsasple only.

A



Variable .

Member Percent- Coetent

*

232 032b. lay is ihat?
(CUD"'
253 3282 9213 (2 orations)
(WO" .. ,

0.7 0.0 1. Carried over excess cootributioo
0.0 0.0 2. Cavil seen Mount OvoT several roars

O instead of ON your
3.4 0.0 1. Cootributod anyway - dids't set

doductios for pare.

_ 0.1 0.0 7. Oiler
'0.5 0.0 8. OR
0.3 0.0 o 9. 54

95.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
C9 ..11 CV-.13

O. loop.. SRC 1112141111. oo second station

Variable
Labor

236

(sac)
417
(59c)

284 003.' lb10kini about five years ago. thole io1968
'(sac) 'were you itooisint deductioes thee? Q

268

(6100
o / 33.1 '

Or
1. 013

11.1 5. NO

0.4 S. DC
0.5 9. NA
53.3 , O. loop.. again 1111211118
100.0 - C9..24)-

250
(SRC).

1.1

10.3

0.0
0.4

31.3

100.1 CR..10

,6

044. Do you think ,hie chins, in itemization had
any ,[leer cut tie mope you now give to
valet.0 or chart bbbbb ornseisAtionst

1.003

5. NO

S. DC

9. LA

O. Insp.. mous lirramw

(11C) Surety tacwerek Castor sample only

"(CM Comma sample only.

t,

239
(SIC)

,Percent

3236

0.0
0. 0.0

1. Give mire
2. Give te sore organisations

9.0 0.0 3. Chaos. tieing of 5101.1 toottifot sod
ietLte .very other year

0.0 4. Give to [swot drgenisations
,0.0 0.0 5. Give /**11

0.0 7. Othav
0.0 0.0 8. DC
0.3 0.0r 9. NA t,

, t98.9 100.0 O. 'Loop.: CORMS 111121111M, no stcoad

coc_amt

D344. la what way? (2 rations)

39.9. 100.0 alattOot
C3,03 CV-.03

015. saw about (iv. rears 050 - meta you
iteolsloR dodielloo, then,

7.7 1. 11$
21.5 5. NO
0.1 9. 99

6, 0.$ ,.. ' 1. NA
.40.3 O. 1044... =SOS 117/11218

, C11.0 CV-.12

o

ti

06. Do you think this chases Jo itsoisatioe
bad only %Mc' on tito motet yen ooy
Owe to Toni/low or charitable orpotisa-
flops/ '

0.3 1. 513
6.4 5. NO '
0.1 S. DC ,

. 0.4 1. NA
92.3 O. Insp., COMM IIN2/311110

100.1 CV -.0A .

'CM) SlArey Itssutch Captor ssople ooly.
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Variable
Number Percent Coateet

no the total value of all such Allis or
- which troop Co the care

---
333

[-SECTION

C9a. that

Inherltencee

54.7 00. O. 2N.P., NONE: NOTHING: odor
$100,000

0.0 01. A. Less than $1,000
0 02. 8. $1.000-1.99900 03. C. 02,000-1,999
0.5 04. D. $4.000-7.999
0.4 05. C. $8.000-9.999
3.2 06. F. $10,000-14.999
2.0 07. G. $15.000-19.999
4.8 08. N. $20.000-29.999
11.7

6.0
09.

10.

1,

J.

010,000-41,191
$50,000-99,999 /

1?
5.2 I. $100,000-199.999
1.7

5200.000..499,999
1.2 n. 1500.000-999.999
0.3
2.2 r$

14: N. $1.000.000 or sore

J41 98. DK
99.9 CY.:18 99. NA

334

[-SECTION.

[10. Do
(roe

you treat your lnherlted.fund; differently
the funds you have saved over the aaaaa

7.3

34.6

0.8
0.3

34.7
-241 CV -.10

1.

3.'

8.

9.

0.

TESJ

NO

DK

NA

loop.

3)5
2-4ECTION.

[)a. In In what way? (2 se,e(...)
.336

V335 V336

3.3 0.1 1. Wet spend then (principal)
0.0 0.0 . 2. Don't Nee. interest: add to thee
0.2 0.0 3. Spend only (or major purchases - house,

real 1. Wetness. etc.
1.0 0.0 4. $pend then (*ore eeelly than eared funds)
0.3 1.1 5. (Maintein thee to) pass on to next Reneratien
0.0 0.0 6. For charity
1.3 0.0 7. Other
0.0 0.0 8. DK
1.3 0.3 V, NA

92,5 98 2
-KT

O. Insp.. Ants under $100,000. no second
100.1

cv..08 cv..ti
Nation

Includes the 831 cases with *seats OVOT $100,000 eked the -r NNNoNN,N.

Portable
sueber ItEssmE

337

E-SECTION

15.8

82.9

0.0
1.4

10734 C9 ..18

Content

Ell. Within the last live aaaaaa Amy* you trenerorrod
a* such as $10,000 worth of (Rock or other
ProPort, to your child,en or other relay Ives.

I. TES

5. NO

8. DK
V. KA

O. In..: assets under $100.000

318

MCP,
[-SECTION

Ella. To which relatives have you Riven these [At.
(or tr. rrrrr ),

339
(S RCP El Lk V339 (2 hoodoos)

6.6 ° 0.0 1. Child (children)
1.5 0.0 2. (0). brother(*) 1

00 1.1 3. Niece(*). gurphev(e)
0.4 0.0 4. Grandchild (grandchildren)
0.6 0.0. 3. eerier.
0.0 0.0 7. Other
0.0 0,0 8. DK
0.0 0.0 9. NA

477

(COP

340

91.3 - 98,9 0 Inap., no second e.t.a
L00.0 100.0

CV.18 CY..17

[-SECTION

.21.5 1.

1.2 S.

0.0 8.
0.0 9.

77.3 0.

for0

/114. Wa4 It to your 011dron or Irandrhadreo,

[-SECTION

5.9

8.1

0.0
0.0

f 100.0 CV -.19

.(SRC) Survey Research Center survey only.

4:4

P

Yrs

NO

DK

KA

[nap.

11th. It CHILDREN - Have you bean do.* this
ever, year?

1. YES: regularly

5: NO

8, DK

9. NA ,

O. leap,. DID NOT NENTICM CHILDIEN IN Ella.

4

8



Tonsil*
Murar Mita Content

112.

V SICTION

2.9 I.

196.3 3.

0:0 . 1.

001
8.

0,

100.1,, CV .28

342 Z.SICTION

343

0.5

-
0.1

0.0
0.1 ' 0.0

1 0.3 0.1

0.4 0.1
0.2 0.0
0.1 ' 0.0
0.2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

4 0.0 o.o
o.o o.o
0.0 0.0

o.o o.o
0.1 0.0

o.o o.o
0.1 0.0

_Ila 88.6

88.8 100.0

Cr.17 O.13

0-Sz=TIDN

During Ora years 1948 through 1872 did 70o
mega say major woe -tine Sifts of 310.000
or apt* directly to say religious or

charitable orsontostions?

ASS

NO

DR
NA
Ingo.

112a. To what kind of organisatioo did you asks

the eft? (2 mentions)

01. Iteligious

02. Comblood appeals

03. Community
04. Health sod medical

05. Higher education
04. Eleomstory and Secondary edoutioo

07. Social welfare

08. Cultural

09. Public affairs

10. Eavironmeot
11. Internatiooal (RICH PRIORITY)

12. Privets fouodation or trust

27. Other charitable
28. Nooparitoble - Political

28. Noucturritablo - other

88. DC
98, NA
00. loan., no wood mention

-012b. Did you livo cash or stock. or Nut?

1.3 1.

0.8 2.

0.3 3.

0.2 4.

0.0 8.

0.1 9.

O.

CASH ORLY
STOCK ONL0
10TH CASH ATRi yrocK

021111

DR
NA
Inap.

r

3 b- 7 .

Variable
Number Potent

345

346

347
348

[-SECTION

1.2

.0.3

0.0
, 0.1

98.5
100.1

0-SECTION

CV..18

Content

2.12c. Has any of this worth [real 40.1 *pro
that you originally paid for,

I. TES
5. NO
8. DR

NA
O. Insp.

12d. Did you give it early In the year. or late
is the year, or what?

0.0 I. Early in year
0.7 2. Lots in year

0.0 3. goth; some early. so. 1st.

0.0 4. All during year

0.2
0.1

18.8
99.8 CV..l5

E-SECTION

7. Other
8. le
O. leap.

712.. IP IATE IN THE TEAR - Why w-s that?

(2 mentioos)

1343.so. TAX REASONS

0.3 0.0 I. (PRIORITY) Tam reasons: to got deductioo that

year. had lot of intone to offset that year.

OTHER REASONS

0.0' 0.0 4. Narkst good. Price high then ,

00 C;

0.0 5. Wooded funds duiing Yoor

. 0.1 4. Floss. requests came then. Christmas
seaman, how than whet torso* wowld ho

0.0 0.0 7. Othsr

0.2 0.0 8. DR. no particular reason

0.1 0.1 ' 9. NA

89.3 .. 98.9 O. lop., no Second mention

100.1 100.1
,

CV.12 CV..07

349 113. Now re have s few questions oo 5000 special hinds

of financial arrant...nes. Do you (or your wife)

Z-SECTION

16.3
81.7
0.0
1.0
0.9

have bonoficial interest is trust fund?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DR
9. NA
O. loss. tD

...1
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Variable
Nutsr arm% Content

367 014f. Zr ANT STOCK - Was any of that stock

E-SZCTION in falsity

,.0.2 1. YES

0.6 3. NO
d

0.0
0.0

99.2

100.0 cv.:i3

S. DR
9. NA
0. Insp., STOCX not mentioned

r.

36$ [14s. (SRC) Doe. tharlrust WI). income or
(SSC) eke principal. or both?

368 014s. (CL4SUS) VIII the trust sive its income
(COO.e to charity, or its principal,

Z-SECTION or both?

0.2 1. INCOME 011LT
0.1 2. PRINCIPAL ONLY
0.1 3. 90ni7RINCI0a AND INCOME

Q.0 S.

0.3 9.

98.7 0.

100.0 CV-.I0

369 013.

SECTION

30.5 1.

46.6 3.

0.0 S.

2.0 9.

21.b 0.

70-3

DK

NA
Inas.

Nave you (and your wife) :ver considered
steins up a (runt fund or Nevins one
not up by your will?

TES

00

DL
NA
trap.

*(SIC) Survey lease:oh Center eample ono.

(CM Cons. 'saga* only.

3

4.5

Verisbls
Number °

370

-SECTION

8.5

20.9
0.1
0.2

-1::1 Cv-.11

` Content t°

£15a. Would it o;ke any contributions to
religious or charitable organisations?

I. 'ZS
3. 00
S. DC
1. NA
0. trap

(17P).11

371
(CEO)

0- SECTION

0136. (SIC) Would the mate, ho friend,
-7'relitive. lawyer., bank. or what?

[156. (CENSUS). Would the trust. be frieod,
valy...or what?st

0.2 1. Mend
2.1 2. Relative
2.1 3. Lawyer
2.3 4. leak(er)
0.0 3. Wife or in-law
0.4 6. Any conhinetioo of 1-5
0 9 7. Other
0.3 0. DR
0 1 9. NA

O. Ines,

100 1 CV -.12

372 015c. Do you thick you will actually not up
trust?

6.7 1. PS
0.3
1.6 S. [Clef KEW
0.0 9. 46
91.3 O. bop.

100.1 CVo.09

373
374

[-SECTION
0(54. Why not? (2 ttoo.)

2021. V314-
0.0 0.0 1.

0
Tea Laws reasons (12104101)

0.0 0.0 2. 94St control of money
0.0 0.0 3. Not acrY (found ack alternatibo)

0.3 0.0' 7. Other
0.0 0.0 S...De
0.0 0.0 9. NA
99.1 100,0 O. Inas., no second Mottos
100.0 100.0 .

Cf..01

(SRC) Sor47 Research Conte simple poly.
(010) Ce6sus *mete pair.



Variabin
5 Number refeeet

g-secnoi
9375 0316 v377

1.6 0.4
0:0 0.4

1.3 0.1
2.4 0.7
0.0 0.1

0.2 4.0
0.5 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.6 0.0

Content

El5e. What type of did you pot into

the trust? (3 mentions)

0.0 1. Stocks (PRIORITY)

0.0 2. Londe
0.0 3. Cash

0.4 4. Real estate. business
0.0 S. Life !neuron. prosMods

0.0 6 More than one of the above

0.0 1. Ocher

0.0 , .8. DK
0.0 9. NA

93.3 99.6

99.9 1:0.; 100.0
CV .13 C0.09 00..11'

976

379

(S/Cr

379

... (cur.

0. Insp.. no further mentions

El5f. I ANY STOCK -
Weuld any of that be stock in a family

'corporation*

1.1 . 1. YES

2.9 5. NO

0.0 8. 014-0 10100

0.1 9. NA

95.9 0 leap.. STOCKS NOT KENTIONED IN 115e.

100.0 CV.11\
115g. (SIC) Would the trust pet the LOOPme or the

principal. or both?

1158. (CEDSOS) Will the trust Pine its income to
charity. or its principal. or both?

1.2 1. ?NCO& ONLY
0.5 2. PRINCIPAL ONLY

4.0 3. :on mate AND PRINCIPAL

0.4
0.5

93.3
99.9

I.

9.

0.

DK
NA

1.p.

(S/C) Survey Research Center sample only.

"(CID) Cans. sample Only.

f

*Or
0

-0

.

.371

Variable
*Jabot. Percent

380

381

E-SECTION

2.4

95.9

0.0
1.5
0.2

1.7576 C9.I6

E-SECTION

1.4

1.3

0.0
0.0

97 5

100.0 C0..21

E.SECTIO%

0332 0383 0384

0.5
0.0
0.0
0.2

0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0

.0.0
0.0
0.0

0.1
0.1

0.0
0.1
0.3

. 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.4r.

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.4
0.4 0.1-

98.6
99.9 100.0
C0.17 C0.15

.0,

Content

'116. Mare you or four wife ear cieatid
estivate foundation that makes charitable
contributions,

* -

1. YES

5. *NO

S. DK

9. %A
O. Insp.

Elia Does it still exist?

1. YES

5. DO

8. DK

I. NA
O.

Glib. What kinds of organisations does it
contribute to?

0.0 01.

0.0 02.

0 0 03.

0.1 04.
0.1 05.

0.1 06.

0 0 07.

0 0. OE.

0.0 09.

0.0 10.

0 0 11.

0.0 121

Religious
Combined APP.',
Connunitt
H ealth and mfdical °
N igher education

Elementary and secondary education
Social welfare
Cultural '

Public affairs
Environment
International (NICK PRIORITY)
Privet.. foundation or trust

0.0 27. Other charitable
0.0 28. Noncharitable - solittial
0.0 29. Noncharitable - other

0.0 914-131
0.1 99. NA
99.6 00. leap., no further emotions

100.0
CV..1A
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Variable
weber Percent Content

0-SECTION

21121. 9390 9190

0.0 0.0 1.

p 00' 0.0 2.

0.0 0.0 3.

0,0' 0.0 4.
0.0 0.0 0.

0161. What vas this advice,

(3 entices)

0.0'
0.2

0.0
0.0

0.0

.0.3

0.3
0.2

jfti
CV. 12

Can't put any more none, into it
Terminate it. give away all assets
Change recipient
Give away WV.
Do nothing different

0.0 7. Others
0.0 8. DK
0.0 9, sA

0 0
0.0
0.0

100.0 100 0
100.0 100.0

CV.13

.2E-SECTION

0.6

0.0
0.0
0.0

98 8

99 9

0-SECTION

CV- 19

N, 0 loop . no further mentions

E16j. Have you done anything about the foundtioe
as a result of the changes in the law,

1. YES

5.. NO

8. DK
9. NA

0. lnap.

E16k. What have you done,

9397 9398 9394 (3 eent10000

5.10 9.0 0.0 1. Put no more money or property into it
0.2 0." 0.0 2. Terminating it. Riving away &II assets
0.0 0.0 0.0 3. Changed recipleote
0.0 0.0 0 0 4. Clue &fray more

0.0 0.0 5 Instituted procedural and/or
accounting requirteenta

0.0 0.0 0.0 7. Other
0.2 0.0 0.0 a. DK

0.0 0.0 0,0 9. KA

99.4 1 1W.....0 100.0 D. leap., no fe:ther mentions
100.0 100.0 100.0
CV -.12 'CV-.09 CV* ..-

400

0-SECTION.

X161. Will you do anything in the future oboist your
foundation as rtsult of the changee7

0.5

0.6 5. NO
0.1 8. DK

. 0.0 1. MA

'19.8 O. Insp.
100.0 C9..14

'373

Variable
Nuaber 'Percent

OContent

t-SECTION
516e. What will you dot

V401 9402 9.403 (3 mentions)

0.1 0.0 0:0 Put po sore noney or property into it
12.0.1 0.0 0.0 '1. Terminate it; give 4017 ell &guts

0.0 0.0 0.0 3. Change recipients
0.0 0.0 0.0 4. Ciro 0047 sore

0.0 0.0 0.0 7. Other
0.0 0.0 0.0 8. DK
0.2 Oro 0.0 9. NA

99.5 100.0 100,0 O. 10.1), 00 further rations
99.9 100.0 100.0
C9.11 CV. -- CV. --

404 017. When did_ the foundation tereinate?

(Coded with last two digits of year ended)

98. DC
99. MA

M. Insp.

. -

E-SECTIDW C
017a. Why was it terminated?

V405 V406 9407 (3 Oentions)
.0

0.2 0.0 0.0 1. Change in tax Le. (PRIORITY)
0.0 0.0 0.0 2. Didn't 010d the tax saving any more
0.0 0.0 0.0 3. No pore soney; not sufficient assets to work
0.1 0.0 0.0 A. Wamet needed soy wore, fulfilled its

purpose

0.7 .0.0 0.0 7. Other
0.0 0.0 0.0 K. DK

0.0 0.0 0.0 9. IU

99.0 100.0 100.0 0. Insp., no further atfett,
100.0 IN:a 100.0
CV.09 CV-

-400.1
t-S0CTIOSI

018. gave you ever considered setting op a
private (condition to handle your charitable
contribution.?

3.1 1. TES
92.9. S. 160

0.0 9. DK

1.6 9. NA
2.4 0. loop.

itra 6-.16
ts.1
kl)

0.



.

Variable
Meorr Percent

409 .

410 E- SECT ION

V409

1.1
0.9

0.0

0.9
0.1

0.1

99.9
100.0

C.09

411

412

E-SECTION

0.3

0.4

1.4

0.5

0.4

100.0

CV -.12

413

Conte tent

11t. Glut would be the advantakes of dotal that?

(2 mentions)V410

0.0 1. Tax benefits. save taxes (C9101117)
24 Easier dr sore .fficidnt to administer

my giving (COSTS)
0 0 3. Continuity after death

0.0
0 6
0.0

99.9

100.0
CV..06

1. Other
8. DK
9. NA

O. Inap , no saCcad mention

What would be the dleadvantamast

(2 mentions)

0.0 1. Tax laws4too strict. tax 8.691186"4"
0.0 2. Ti.. up money, Inflexible (CENSUS)

Varieblo
Number rWeat Content

417

418
(SIC),

419
(SIC).

Y.

E-S2CTICM

0.0

0.3

0.0

0.2

99.3

100.0 C7.08

I-SZCTION

0.4 0.0

I
us.. 1r suck -

Would soy of that be stock ix family
corporation}

0. TES

S. NO

8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA

O. 1.99. woos POT MENTION=

Clef. Why is that}

(2 meotioos)

1. To reasons (P61011110

0.) 0.0 7: Other
0.0 0.0 8. DE
0.0 0.0 9. 1tA

0.0 7. Other 993 100 0
0.0 6. DI(' 100.0 100.0
0.0 9. NA , CV-.11

100.0
100.0

E-SECTION

q 7 1. TES
1.3 5. NO
1.1 8. DON'T KNOW
0.0 0. NA
96.9 0 Insp.

100.0 CV.10

0. non.: oo second section
420

E-SECTIOlej

/7.2

Elk. Do you still think you may sat up private 22 0
fouodstionl

.1-50053on

9414 0415 0416

0.7 0.0
0.0 t 0.0
0.0 0.3
0.0 0.2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
99.3 22.1
100.0 400,0
CV 30 .08

118d. Whet kind of assets would you use to set
it up, (3 motions)

(P8)04201 CODE)

0.0 1. Stock; securities
0 0 2. loads
0.0 1. Cash
0.0 4. Real estate
0.0 6. Note than one of the stove
0.0 7. Other
0.0 8. DK
0.0 9. NA

.122.1 O. Snap., no further motion.
100.0
CV. --,

421

0.0
0.7

0: Insp.. no secind mention

A

'41

E19, Nees you ..18 out will?

C

1. TES

5. NO

8. CC
9. KA

0.0 O. stosp., assets lasa. than 3100.000
19.9 CV.16

1-SECTION

21,2

55.8'

0.0

0.2

22.8

r0-073 CV..13

CO
CO

1819a. Nava you chanted your since 19707

1. TES

5. NO

8. EC
9. 1tA

a. Insp.

*(S/IC) Survey temaakch Cancer sample only.

0 -
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yJ
414

(MP
43.7

MX)**

431

(Claps

ttrwt

Inn
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 .
0.0 S.

0.7

0.1

0.3
0.1

911
100.0 CV..13

tMt

221b. Km 'this use Obit othor beasts
1,004 0. cut? (3 mention)

1. Charitable - ralWous
Charitable - eduasqmsal

3. Charitsla - health
4. Charitable - wain.

Charitable - other
G. Children, grandchildren. other relatives
7. Other
0. Da
4. PA
O. 'nap.

'.443 02. Wes that on form, or In small tow, .

or a lame city. or what)

01011171 000000 3, 5, 2, 1 usless mpare Is

sa Isdlcatice where resposdssr
llvad the. loosest bmtwees the

sass of 1 and 16.

I( Imre then oat box shacked,
cis hisheat 4.41ty.

24.$ ra
40.1 2. loll tow
27.2 3. 34,11. alty

4. *salon shred city or town

1.4 3. Small city or large town
0.2 G. Suburb
0.5 7. Other
0.0 -4. DC
0.5 4. PA

100.0 C7..09'

(CD) Cant,* sample only.

Variala
umbar t.re.ot tautest

444 , 73. Dow sauriotbtr or countries have
7.45 lived fill for year or ore?

Actual umber (00-97)

41.1 - 6 00: Mom
27.0 01. Oss
13.1 02. Tmo
6.7 03. Three
3.4 1 04. Foot
2.3 OS. Fire
0.0

0.0
, 041 his

07s Same* /
0.2 01. Etaht
0.1 07. also
0.2

10. T
. --

0.1 11. E1L:
0.1 12. Tally* \
0.1 15. rifts=

0.1 10. Thirty - s
0.0 97. 97 ot MOTO
0.0 44. D4.

!hi 39. MA
39.4 CT6.10

uS 14. low leas have ,you lived lte this
seithloorbood?

(Actual samba! of yawn)

OO: Less duo 6 south.

(Sae 7530) 01. 4 swathe to on. year
02. Two yawn /
03. Three years

47. 97 years or sore
7$. lc
114. IA

377



Variable
Number EttEt5 Coot*.

your P:Z71Ws poor when you were growing.
pretty well off. or what?

446 FS. Were
up.

53.1. 1. Poor

30.9 3 ; "it varied.

14.1 5. Pretty well off

0.3 t. 00
1.5 9. NA

9/.9 CV.0?

447 Ft. Pda. Wet was the highest grade oeysar of solm,o1
your father conpleted?
Did ha have a college derma

4.4 O. NONE

21.9 1. 1-6 years
;0.4 2. 7 -8 years
10,8 , , ,.er,3. 9.11,yaare

20.4 j 4. 12 OR 7178E - NO COUACZ OECREE. Dg 00120 KNOU
5.1 5. 12 OR - COLLEGE DECREE

14.5 S. PC
1.0 .9. NA

100.0

lac

6.4
6.3
3.9
5.7
17.4
13.8
10.7
27.9
7.1

0.0
CV-.09

ri. What was your fatbdi's usual eccopetion when
You were growing up?

1. Professlooal, technical sad kindred worker
2. lienagers, officials sod proprietors
3. Se1f -employed busibeasmen,

4. Clerical end melee workare
S. Craftsesin, forenoon, and kindred workers

6. Operatives and kindred worker.
7. Laborers and service workers, fern Isiorers-
S. farmers and fern managers
117111seellantioue (armed services. protective

arbors); NA; OR

O. Imp., no father or father surrogate;
father did nothing

Survey Research Center temple on1y.
C

Variable
timber

481

(Car.

4E2

(Cdr.

403

(COY

Percent Cootent

F7. What vat your father's usual occupation when

(3-d t OCCUPATI CODE. attachment IV)

41 ware growing .p,

CK

999. NA

(0-digit OCCUPATION CODE. attechment IV)

99. 9.A

' (0-digit INE05117 CODE. attachment IV)

99. NA

449

!-

it. What is the blithest grads or peer of regular
.0I 00,, (MEAD) countered?

0.5 O. NOME

7.8 ,I. 1-6 years .

10.4 '- 2. 7-8 .

19.1 3. 9-11 years - - --

40.5 4. 12 OR YORE - NO COLLEGE DECREE
3.4 5. 12 OR MORE - AA degree. 2
10.5 6. 12 OR !ORE - NA. SS degree
4.7 7. 12 OR CORE - NA. JD. ND. 'bd. LI.. etc.

.0.0 8. Dg
9. NA .

100.0 CV..1$

450

..-

..OEN) Census sample only.

CRECEPoINT IF)

1. wren mow
2. NO WIFE IN woman



Variable
Number Percent Cortent

il .451 What is the.hieheat grade or year of regular

WIFE
school your wife completed'

.,* 0 1 O. NONE; Insp., 'no WIFE

1 1-6 years
7-8 years
9-11 Years

4.1

7.9

18.1

54 4

4.0

m 9 1

I.8

0,0

0 2

100.1 CV.17

452

14.7

85 2

0.0

b
100.0 CV.. 15

453

6.3,

0.1

02

1:(1 1 CV.11

454

3.7

1.6

08
0.2

0.1

0.1

93.6

100.1 CV.09

4. 12 OR MOIL - NO COLLECT DECREE
5. 12 OR MORE - AA DECIEL, 2 years

' 6. 12 OR MORE - SA. SS degree
7 12 OR MORE - MA. JD. MD. PhD, 1.1.8. etc.

8. DA wt.,

9 N4

F10. Do Now help support anyone who doesn't live
with you - such as children away at school,
parents. or others'

1 YES

51 7.0

8. 58.

1. IA

F11. Art any of these people dependent on you for
sore than half of their total support'

1 YE,

5 00

8. DK

9. VA

O. loop

Ella. 40w sany'

1. One
2 Iwo

Three

45

Pour

Fine

9. NA

0 Zero. Inas,

Variable
lhaeher '

453 F12.

10.0

89.2

0.0
0.7

99.9 CV.06

456 F13.

28.6

68.6

2.3
0.4

99.9 CV.10

457 F14.

(SRC)"

457 .1214.

(COO"

73.4

1937

6.4
0 4

99.9 CV.05

379

Do you have any children currently intending
privet. or parochial schools below the college
level?

1. 'YES

5 NO

8. DK
9. NA

-7
Do you let it who nay
needne more financial help from you in hi future!

1. YES

5. NO

8. DE
9. NA

,5

Did your parents contribute regularly to
religious or clagitable organisations when
you were livinegith them?

4
When you war. growing up, did your parents
contribute regularly to'clusitable or
relleouilhanirationst

1. YES

5. NO

8. DK
9.

458 F15. About hose often do you usually attendre-'-us
(SKr

SRC
services?

7.5 1. More than once a week
11.4 / 2. Once week. regul4 Y
9.4 3. 2-3 time. a sonth
6.4 4. Once mesh
1.4 5. 6-11 tin. 0 y c ----
11.2 6. 1-5 Ms. year

1,10p.6 7. Lou. than once a*ma; very,10/101.61dos;
not often

18.7 8, Never
1.4 9. NA; DK

--.ILD O. leap.. CLYSUS INTERVIEW
100.0 C201

.(SRC) Survey Reeeerch Center .maple only.

° °(CES)
ten sample only.

6.)

1.4



Variable
Number Percent Content

you Imo growing up. about now often did
attend religious services,

459
(SRC)

716. When
you

11.0 1. More than once a week
63.6 2. Once a weak. reguler17
7.3 3. 2-3 times a tooth
2.9 4. Once loath
0.4 5. 6-11 tines year
2.8 6. 1- !..times a year
4.0 7. Less than once year;

not often
very seldom; okoldoe;

4.0 8. Never
4.1 9. NA; DX

000 O. Insp.. CENSUS num=

460 ,

(SIC).

100.1 CV..03

SRC

22.6 \

717-F17e. to your church preference
Catholic Jewi h. or what'

1 teptlet. tooludinp "Southern Rootlet"

15,4 4. Methodist
1,8 5. tplatopellan
4.2 6. Presbyterian
7,9 7. Luthoran
9.4 8. Sakai;

Coogreget ells

ce

Dutch Ref° or
Christian le rue 4...

Letter Day S lots r

More.: ..f...

Unitarian or Universalist:
Christian Church
Disciple* of Christ; .

Evangelical and Refereed;
Quaker or Society of rtlends (Friends);

. United Church of Christ

9.6 9. Other Protestant donoeinetIons not included
c above; protestant but NA. DE denomination

22.2 2. CATHOLIC
2.4 JEWISW

see 4.5 O. NA; OR religious preference; otter (Creek
100.0 CV.08 Cwthodor. Maslen); NONE; CENSUS INTERVIEW

*(SRC) Survey Research Center simple only.

ee

Variable
Number

461

(SIC).

V

462ouf

463

Percent

MS.
39.2

4.4

34.9

0.9
20.6

Content

Ili. Have you upually felt pretty sure your life
would work out the vay you want it to, or hoe
there been tore tines who* you boven't been
very cure about ft/

1. Pretty sum life would work out

3. pro- eon; *curates. sure, sometimes not
aura about it

5. Not very sure about it

8. DE
5. NA

0.0 0. lisp.. CENSUS INTERVIEWtwo; co.Df

SRC f

55.1

9.6

27.6

0.4
7.3

0.0
MT) CV.11

Fle. When you mike pftla'aluia, do you usually get
to carry out things the way you *spotted, or
do things usually coon up to mike you change
your plane

I)

I. Usually got to carry out things the way

imPected .

3. Pro-coo; sometinesAllt to carry out things;
sometime have toThange plans

5. Things usually cool op to clullgo plans

8. DI,
V. ' NA

'P. loop., CENSUS INTERVIEW

Cl. Sue

,35,8 1. UNITE

NONWHITE

1.3 '7. OTWER
0.0 , E. DK
2.4 9. NA

100.0 CV...13

*SRC) Survey Rseareb Center such

66



Numbor !Mal

444

463

0,

19.4

11.4

13.2

33.7

1 417

0.0
2.4

4.0

70.3

2.0

2.7

3.0

2.0

7.4

3.4

CO.

(of ieterview),c 02. Mato

LARCt CITY 0? 250.000 OR MOIL

2. swims Of A CITY OF 250.000 OR !OR

.97*
3. CITY CO 30.0009240.999

4; SMALL CFR. LESSINAN 50.000

3. TAM OR OPER COUNTRY

4. OR

9. NA

1.1

' 100.1 .CY9.011

03. Type of structure it which family hoof

O. TRAILER

1. btra.C11ED S1NCLZ FAMILY tont

2. 2FAMILY ROUSE, 2 OMITS SIDE SY Slit

3. 2-7MYILY NOUSI. 2 UNITS COI AbOtt
7101 011/31

4. 8414011tD 3-4 FAMILY NOUSE

84 ROW NOOSI (3 OR NOME OMITS 11 Ai
,{ ATFACRED ROW)

6. AFAIMIttry WOOS/ (3 OR moat larts.
3 ES Cat LESS)

7. AF NOM! (3 OR MORE UNITS.
1111 OR 1312)

8. Amman a A Fumy' conoto.0
STRUCTURZ .

0, MLR; NA: it

Variable
Nutber Portent coot t'

04. Who was present ductal thrInterview7

(3 stations) -
V466 V467 V448

43.0 84.8 94.4
O. No one (but respondent): am further

motions

41.2 0.2 0.2 1. Wit*

4.3 4.6 0.3 2. Children) aged 12 and over of
respondent

3.8 6.7 1.2. 3. Child(rea) all ..ated 14 sad under or
respondent

2,1 1.4 0,4 4. thAper adult relatives - parest(a),
in-law(s). aunt, uncle, lett.

1.1 0.7 0.3 3. Other yotaver"rolatives -
anal:tett

2,6 1.3 0.4 6. Other unrelated adults

0.1 9.3 0.3,' 7. {Other uarelated children

1.7 0.1

T974 100.1

CV..08 09..03

460

(018)...

444'

(SRC)

.(Sic)
ee

(C131) Cornous poole imay.

9. NA; Et
49,6
cV.'03

cants StRIAL 1160121
_,

(4 digits),

Ass > 23

Ago 023 Education Educatios 9:

Stooling Sato or Educatiot .12 Isoundt t,satip
High rat. 72 16 9 '
Medium rate 72 29 18..t

Lou rate 72 f 41 3*
ts

(Ste Approdix 1 for disC.Fiptioa of seipling rites aad signming

..soastions) . ,.:

Survey liSoarch Coot easel* 0017.
.3
4,

4



Variable

495

4S6.

16.7

19.6

11.0
23.2
15.2

9.5

3.2

1.3
0.2

11.9

(See 1487)

Content

Total_ income 1973 (V265)

1. 4 0 - 3999
2. 44000 - 7999
3. 48000 - 9999
4. 010,000 - 14,999
5. 415,000 - 19,999
6. 920.000 - 29.999
7. 430,000', 49,999
9. 450,000 or sore
9 DK, NA

-":"
Total donated tlse ofshead (V47 910 113
r 0$6 V59)

Actual %meta of hours (0001-9997)

9997. 9997 hours or sore
1998. DK
9999. NA
0000. ,None

4817 Bracket total clue of head (0466)

... 68.4. 0 None

`' :.;6.

1.

2

1- 19 hours
2. 20 - 49 hours

4.6 3. 50 - 99 hours
5.6 4. 100 - 199 hours
5.4' 5. 200 - 499 hour.
1.4 6. 500 - 999 hour.
0.4 7. 1000 or sore hour.

2-12-
19.9

CV. 09

9. DK. NA, one or sore co.ponenta

s 499 tracker value Mead''. time per hour (161) 4

11.1 O.° Non.; loop.
0.7 1. SI

:.01 0
2. 02

3. $3 - 64
5.7 4. $5 - $9
2.4 5. SIO - $24
1.3 6. 025 - 097

4..

4.4 9. DK, MA . 38CW.14

Variable
M Ober Percent Content

489 &racket Heed's paid time off (063)

490

491

98.0 O. Mom.; loop.
0.7 1. 1 - 19 hour.
0.7 2. 20 - 49 hours
0.3 3. 50 - 91 hours
0.1 4. Ipo - 199 hours
0.2 5. TOO 499 hours
0.0 6. 500 - 997 hours

0.1

100.1

CV.08

(See 1491)

017Z ALL

9. DK, NA

Total donated time of rife (173 4.'116 079
V82 V85)

Actual number of hour. (0001-9917)

9997. 9997 boor. or sore
9998. DK
9999. NA
0000. Nose

Sracket totallelfe'. time (0490)

57.1 '' 70.3 O. root: 1.41,
10.6 7.4 1. 20 - 49 hour.
6.7 . 4.6 2. 20 - 49 hours
7.6 5.3 3. 50 - 99 houre
6.8 4.7 4. 100 - IN hours
6.2 4.3 5. 200,- 499 hourr.
1.6 1.1 6. 500 - 999 hours
0.5 0,3 7. 1,000 or sore hour.

2.8 2.0
99.9 iiro75
Cr.11 C114

8. UK, KA

492 11172 -----Trariet-vaues1P-rtiseVerliour(987)

57.8 , '0. NOD.; IMP.
0.6 I. SI
11.6 2. $2
9.7 3. $3 44
4.6 4. $5 - S,
0.9 5. SIO - $26
0.1 6. $25 $97

14.5 8. MK, NA

4
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. 1,

Variable
Bomber Percent Content

501
1. SIVES; fu llyBracket total (lly contributions (V150)

0.0 0. Now: lnoP.

° 4 ', 'I- 2C;:03C F 2. $100 - $249
1. $1 - $99

23.2
3 3250.- $499

23.3 4. $500 - $999
14.2 5. $1000 - $2499
3.2 6. $2500 - $4919
0.9 7. $5000 - $9999-woo
0.7 S. $10,000 $999.997

2.1 9 DK. NA

,

4)(

44 0 CP.24 ,

. SO2 Total $ contrilnitiOno to eajor organizations
eiloi . V122 0150 0114)

503

504

(See VS03)

GIVENS

0.5
0.3
0.9
5.4 .

32.0 t

,s 23.7
1$..0.00
12.1
0.7

100.1 CV.19

(Sus 1505)

f

Actual dollar amount (000001 - 911997)

999117. 999997 or sore
999994. DK
999999. BA,
000000. Need

ccccc t total $ contributions zApspjor
organizations (V502)

O. Now
V. $1 - $19
2. $20 - $49
3. $50 - sp9
4. $100 - $249

- 5. 0250 - $499
6. $500 - $999
7. $1000 - $4994
S. $5000 - $9,9,997

9. 'DK. BA

at

Total pale. property contributions to Major
organizations (10104 012) 7111 1133)

Actual dollar amount ( 000001 - 99,997)

999997. $099157 or nOt0
998906. Dl
119999. MA
000000. Now ei

4

ov,

8,i
r

Variable
Nuer

505

504

507

retCnt.

GIVERS

90.2
0.7 $20 $19

.0.7 2. $20 - $49
- 1.7

'4 2.5

0.6 °

1.

iiii:0i9::99
0.9 -6. '$500 - $999
0.7 7. $1000,- 14999
0.3 o I. $5000 - $919.997

1.7 9. DK. NA
100.1 C9:.13

Juan total('usluo PrOpirty contributions to
as or orzanizationt (0504)

. . .

Total $ plus propirt$ contributions to Infos
oraanizatioos (0502 a 0504)

(See V507) Actsal dollar amaInt (000001 - 999997)

. 9

0101M

119117. $919997 or more
919996. DK
899919.. BA
000000. NM*

Issas total $ plus property contributions to.'
solos o !nations (0506)

0.2' 0. Pees; Lisp.
0.1, 1. $1 - $19
0.7 2. 920 - $49
5.0 5-. $50 - it,
31.4 4. 4100 - $249
23.7 4 9. $250 - $411
10.0 6. $500 - $999
12.5 7. $1000 - SUM
1.0 S. $5000 - $999,997

9. DK. MA7.

CVO 20

3
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/

Variably
bysber

4

reity.t

514 a. -.writs' status. Mae (917. al)

517

51$

69.2

21.4

I. Melt. sarri.d
2. 8.1.. sie1e
liilesalo bead

0.1 9. OR. 114. etkar
100.0

Vee 1310)

e

'
'fetal usbir of °rim:Matto,. cc:yeti-Weed ee
(914. 0119 4)
Acrel no/or (001-197)

917.
996.
)11.
WO.

997 or lore

IA
Paw: Ina.

hatter trial symb.r of coetributed

.
VITUS to (9317) 1

0.0
17.0.
14.6

29.1
. 1°4

1.7

0.9

99.9

0. Roos; contributar. loss than 0100
1. 1-2 rsaniaatioed
1. 3-5 Oreaniat iced
3. 6-10 oressiatious

01F7. 4. 11449 eramilatiens
5. 20-29 oreaohatioas
6. 30 or osre otRasibat\o
9. NA

CV.19

er.

519 Bratkat percent 0 in contriutioet
(9165. 0164) , .

4I9PLf Or filar - coetribotioa I 100 (99$ 1)

.7 0. Ccorilbotions distr....4 Ira., no
.... ', , coat Pilot foes

20.2 1 I.' Coetributioes alas. or DR, NA change
9.1 2. ,C.ostribtitions across/II 1-142.
9.6 15-242
9.2 25-302
3.6 . , , " )1-402

14.4 6. 'i, " / 41-752
11.5 77, c : 76-1002
6.3 II., ' 101-497Z

7
r9.1,; - Da, RA 2

w 100.0 cv..oe .,: '
.: 'F

Variable
b.b0

520

521

522

7

Percent Content

. emus
2.3.$

7.1
13.7
13.0

.--13.3
4.9

6.6
4.3

.

Rrackat torcant three fen Loom (9199, 9200)

0. arose 4.creasedi leap, cbstribstloss
less aria $19

1. lacer car) DR: la cbeaRo
2. Loos larraes.d 1 -142
3. = r 13 -2424. . 25-Xi
5. " 31-402
4. 41-732
7. 76-1002
II. 101-9972

.111 9: NA 2
99.9 C9.11

cvaRs
1.0

4.2
3.7
7.2

11.0
19r2.
1E7

11.0 .

rscat ratio et ...ler 11fts to total jilt. (0522)

0. 0
1. 20 - 392
2. 40 - 492
43.. 050 6n592

7. 80 90 9921162

1002

7 n0 - 7
6.

.

9. 0R, 'tA (*Mar 0150 r 9906)
99.9 09..0$

Ratio of osier to total tilts -
en.,00,.

(#11. v14)r/7
- -1321-aad 1322 provao soya ratan. et bow wall we

tan describe to detail tbe reapondeett. total
aasitaldo irlar...the Atelier the ratio. tha
pester prep rely bf 4* total co.tribetiorto
are acconat.d f the sear sifts e.t.a*y Warr
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Variable
Number retreat Cootaat

535

1

WIrc *racket ale of-Rfe (916)

0.0

11.3
23.4
20.1
20.7

13.6

7.9

2.0

0.6
100.1 09-.14

0. Po wife
1. 33 - 24

-2. 25 - 14
3. 35 - 4.
4. 45 - 54
5. 55.- 64
6. 65 - 74. %
7. 75 - 911

9. .11C, lb,

e

536 'k CIVaS AU.. Bracket years lived is oeishbortwod (9445)

16.5 22.9 1. Two or leas
15.11 2. ratee to five,

11.: 13.4 3. Six to tea
22.3 10.3 4. Cleve* to %vasty
30.4 24.7 Y.* More thee tweet,

0.3
100.0

0.4

-1pri
9. DC, 14

CV..07 c,..07.

Variables 537 -544 are obtained froe:

Table 2 - Counties

O.S. gateau of the Census. Couety v*,* City Data look. 1972
(A Stitistital Akstratt Copulae:at)
.O.S. Coveraseat frlatiis)7ffice. Welhiagtoo. D.C., 1973

537% suyI Mu, CLAUS IDI140
,(44C).

*(3/a) Stove, Paaserch anter *ample oaly.

1

389

531

(SIC).

(44c) (See 9543)

S40 (Ste 9544)

(SIC)

' 541

(SIC). (S.. 9$41)

542

(Sae 3440)

Co:meet

030Wrf COOL. C1313D1 501XAD

Percent of families la anal with 11169 thetas
$25.003 or own (Item 57)

,

Percent of families la county with 11169 lacer
below low too 1...1 Men 42)

Per capita local soveraneot direct afteral
expenditure.* (excleaias capital outlays in

el967 (ites 109)

!scant ot.V541 for public welfare (item 112)

543 Irackat perceat is county "tich" (9135)

7.1 1. 0.0 - 1.1

11.5 2. 12 - 1.9

15.5 13. 2.0 2.9

21.7 4. 3.0 - 3.1

44.2 5. 4.0 or sore

0.0 -9. IA

100.0 C'9..12

(SIC) Survey Research Costar eampla way.



Variable'

P. rtMr . aeteet

irarkee percent im county 'Toot" ST1401

505

e-

Vattial

42.1 t- 1. 0.0 - 9.9

2. 10.0 - 14.9

. 4.1 i 3. '15.0 - 10.9

1145 4. 20.0 -11.1

4.1 5. 10.0 or sere

0.0
100.0 CR.i4 S.' 56

Sreckee local expesdieures par'etlfrita (1541)
,

10.5 ' 1. $ 0 - She',

23.9 1. 1130 - 11*i .
_...

4021 3. 9100- 4224

.26.4 4. 1225 - Ole,

10.11 S. $300 or more

_111 :i. VA
. 400.0 CT...11

Sarckat porceoA,of focal exproditiares for
welfare 0142)

'10.1 / 1, 0.04(0.e4

N 19.3
!%<41,- 11

e
10.0 ,"--3. 2.0 - 1:9

'
.,../ 14.9. - 4. 4.0 - P.,

10.7 5. 1010 or rare .

0.0 9: MA-
100.0 CVw.10, ,

fid

m

Nmbar

1$47-14365;/, The Tex Variables

Thrsolorrishlas were cosserocred from isformatiou costained ia,

,,,oraf I). 117 - Taira ?most* Roueebold

2) T21 - Total trarelated People is Soorehold

3) 1654 - 5O447 of Oetaide,Depaufarts

4) 014 - AA* of Need

;) 114 - AA* of Vita

03 1203 - Adjorted Cross Imccerr.Srecket

7) T274 - tesaLaseloo Statue

3) tax SchedOles for 197) ,

St Intersel bevamme Service. Statistic. of Income - 1971.
/ truliwidhal taco. tax Returns. Vashinatoo. D.C.. 1972

/

(idlence copy of Tablas 1.1. 2.1. 2.13)
P .

a) Moro taco.* withla ACT brackets

b) Mesa Tatra Dedoctions ACt brackets

et Neon Charitable Deductloos within ACt brackets

tomptions were coasued as 117-02140014 plus special 6:mations lot

head and/or wits 65 or oldor.

Tamest for 1147 vier. eh* resoderd dedoctioo ass wad for all re-

apadesta too mean teducelose wields the ACt bracket. woe weal for lewd:ors,.

the stamdard dedoctioo for moo-iteollers. Thome who eorwered 'don't 4....
or "refire to Ow Legal:atlas queetico were tesseld as 001,1t4ilietS ie the

SIC apple sad itemisers is the Cessus semplo.

The solectico of tax schedule. was "single" for ale-pesos howelolde.

"Imarried. 1.10" for housoholds with both huebandand wife. mad 'Mad of

household" for ell other*. Mouse if the impossibility of sepaxaelaa Lagos

the "martial. separate" table wee sot weed eves for the 11 Co.... reepoedomer

who ladicatea thii did file separately.

The tables were soesreetem differsot time with to differsot

Taxable !.co. tisanes yleldtaa to meraisal too rats. mad sine tax arouses.

547 Morainal tax rats - maximum; rats applicable' es.
top of lacer brecket (0243) also* Aeso46,4
deductios oieN 4714011054

. rI



Variable
,..bar 0041.1.

546 Marginal 1o0 0010 - LAM( dollar, top; rata
applliable to top of Sacco* bracket alms
ravage decksctisets (froa501. *72) alma
esenotiaaa 1544 ova tivin.

349 T.. . fc4Of dollar. top facer

.A.14

0
556 )61ralul tax rate - i444{ dollar. aux /ACM*

vials racket Mon 501)

551 'a Tax 4.460.6.1.1f4, olds smoOf

552 Morgiaal tda rate - lout dollar. torten of
brackat

553 Tax lout dollar. bottom of bracket

554 Morataal tax rote - 4codec dollar. braetat
rate applicable to top of loco. bracket' .law
averagetedoctioa sinus axeeptiosa aoaraaa
:Islas for leans claa."(froo. 501)

555 Tax £014040 dollar. lasatttfdp

556 f W111.03 too ht. ...made dollar. rackat otam

39

0
Variable,
Ibis Caotrat

557 Tax - ave.tMe cellar, brnekat

,

5545 Marginal Mx rate - 4004dge dollar. racket
bottom

to

Tax - 105444t doll&r. bra41,4t bottom

560 Mogul tax tate - fait 46114r. bracket top:
rote applicable to top of loran bracket minas
aerate dadoctioa exanotctoma

4
561

562

Tax foot dollar. brerk05,s!oP

latrai..1 tn. rata - but dollar. bracket woo

-

563 Tal toot dollar. bracket .Max

544

565

Morainal tax rate toot dollar. bracket
bottom

loot 1o11ar, bracket WO.
so.
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Variable
Number

9

.Preellt Content

566 , Slodifled TotA11973 /nen..

567

1.9

3. S.'

18.4
12.0

12.6

15:8

. 9.4

52

1.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

q o
0.0

fiT.7

(See Appendix 11. pada
for a detailed description)

01. 1 -999 (SIC)

02. 1000-1499 (SRC)

93. 2000.3949 (SRC)

04. 4000-1499 (SIC)

05. 8000.9949 (SRC)
1-9999 (CENSUS)

06: 10.003-14,999.

07. 10,000-19,949

OS. 20,000-29,999

09. 30.000-49,999

10. 00,000-99,998

11. 109000-119,949

12. 200,000.499.999

13. 100,000-999,999

14. 1.000,000 and up

.99.4 NA, OX

O 40

WaSeirs for 'EseSaattni AlireAstee

(S.* Appends: II 4
for a detailed demiptIon)
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'APPENDIX IV..

' ATTACHMENT I

AZ

-..

,

Types Of Organiiations Receiving Contributioni/
01. Religious churches and church groups

317

02. Combined appeals Or multiple functlons United We/Appeal, Givers
Fund/Foundation, American Friends Sertice,' UVed leviish Appeal,
Catholic Charities,'Community Chest

.
.03. Community Activities and- services youth groups, child and family

service organizations, YM/YWCA, Kiwanis, Vets Administration': VFW,
fire, amtralance, police, zoo, Boys'Town, band parents, Grange, Masons,Big Brother 4, ,, -, .

04. Health and medical (including mental', research and prevention,
March of Dimes, Planned Ptkrehthood, Alcoholics Anonymous, crisiscenters* .

, . ,.05. Higher education colleges or universities, or "education" alone, .
%4 . 1

06. Elementary and secondary education including refflous schools,
school board, "schools"

0 . .
.07. Social welfare helping the poor or disadvantaged: Salvation Army,

_ Aid to Blind, Goodwill, fobd, home for mentally retarded '

08. Cultural arts,humanities, symphony, theater, ballet, museums, publicTV

-. 09. Public. Wails' ( other than code 10) human rightscon-Sumer
information, teague of Women Voters, Legal Aid, ACLU, minorities

10! Environment, conservation, etc. Sierra Club, Audubon, Animals,
Humane SoOiety .r "

, 'HIGH 11. International relief, peace, project Hope, Red Cross; UNICEFPRIORITY
0

(not order of
mention but

within mention)

12. Private foundation or trust .
27. Other charitable ,
28. Noncha'iitable political and political parties (including contributions. to candidates) 1

29. Noncharitable other: Common Cause, Public Citizen (Nader's Raiders),Natiohat. Rifle Association, Chamber of comtherce, trade associations,Israel bonds, fraternities and sororities ,

98. DK -; -.
.99.. NA ...

00. Nothing, inap no further' mentions
*When ,c0ing 04 versus 07 (aid to disadvantaged): where the aid is vocational or an incometransfer, code 07; where the aid is essentialfy medical (as aid .to crippled children), code 04;
borderline or mixed cases are Coded 04. .. '

393
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7
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APPENDIX' IV

ATTACHMENTI

Reasoni for Increasing or Decreasing Giving

01. Changed family income; had more to give -`

02. Changed family needs child enters college, divorce, retirement, etc.

03: Pan ily touched by or benefits from organization, e.g., "Son goes to
college there," "5on suffered from that disease."

r 04. Changed interest, invohtement, or participation in organization other
than 03

05: "Given enough already."

96. Changed needs of organsaation

V 4
07. New or be;ter inforinatioIn about organization, e.g., "Found out Boy's

\ Town w.as rich," or "Found out they were very successful in helping
, the poor."

08. Pressure at work or from organlization

09. Inflation

HIGH 10. Tax reasons
PRIORITY .

LOW. 16. It's our favorite charity; we feel obliged to; we believe in it

.-.RIOitITY ( ,
. .

. t

.17. Other familybased reasonsj
18. Othp:external reasons Of forces

19. Other can't tell whether 17 or 18

9,3. DON'T KNOW

99. NA

0. I nap.

a



UNITED STATES.'

kh

'APPENDIt IV

ATTACHMENT III

The State and Country Code

New Englandr t,

01, Connecticut
02. Maine
03. Massachusetts
04. New 'Hampshire
05. Rhode Island
06. Wermont
09. General mention of area; two or

more states in area

Middle Atlantic:
)

11. Delaware '
12. New Jersey
13. New York
14. PennsAania
18. General mention of area; two or

more states in area
,19. East; mention of states in both New

England and Middle Atlantic areas
I,-

East North Central :'

, 21. Illinois
22. Indiana
23. Michigan
24. Ohio
25. Wisconsin
29. General -mention of area; two or

more stales in aria

West North Central:

31.' Iowa
.-- 32. Karkas'

331 Minnesota
34. Missouri
35. Nebraska
36, North Dakota
37. South Dakota
38, General mention of area; two, or

more states' in area
39.,Oldwest; mention of states in both

East North Central and West North
Central area

Solid South':

41. Alabama
42. Arkansas
43. Florida
44, Georgia
45, Louisiarta

.t

90

7

46. Mississippi
47. North Carolina
48. South Carolina
49. Texas
40. Virginia
57. General mention, of area; the

two or mdie states in area

Border States:

51. Kentucky
52. Maryland
53. Oklahoma
54. Tennessee
55. Washington, D.C.
56. West Virginia
58. General mention of area; two or

more states in area
- 59. South; mention of states in :both

Solid South and-Border.States areas

Mountain States:

61. Arizona
62. Colorado
63. Idaho
64. Montana
65. Nevada
66. New Mexico
67. Utab
68. Wyoming
69., General mention of area; two or

more states in area

Pacific States:

7.1. California
72. Oregon .
73. Washington
71. General mention, of area; two or

more tates, in area
'79, West; mention of states in both

Mountain States and Pacific States
2 areaS

External States:

i '80. Alaska
81, Hawaii ' . '
82. External Territories of 'the United

States:
Puerto Rico

. ...,, American Samoa, Guam
. (PanamiCanal Zone

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
,Virgin Islands e
\Other United States Dependencies



EUROPE)

320-

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
(except United States)

North Americo:
.

83. Canada
84.-Mexico
8S. Central America
86, West Indies (except Puerto IMO and

Virgin Islands):
Barbados,
Cuba

Dominican Republic
Haiti
Jamaica

Netherlands Antilles
... Trinidad and Tobago

Islands of Lesser Antilles except
Virgin Islands and
Nethviands Antilles
West Indies except Puerto Rico
and Virgin Wands or . ,

"Caribbean" Reference to tWo orA
more West Indian countries-

87. Sbuth America

88 British Isles:
England
Irefand (NA North or South);
southero Ireland
Scotland
Wales
North Ireland (Ullter)
Scot-Irish
United kingdom, Great Britain

-"tritish Isles"; General mention of
area. Reference to two or More,
countries of the British Isles

89.'Europe:
Austria
Belgium
FranCe
Federal Republic' of Germany (W.
Germany)
German Democratic Republic (E.
Germany)
Germany, NA East or West
Greece
Italy
Luxembourg
Portugal N4:
Malta or Gozo
Netherlinils; Rolland
Spain
Switzerland
"Europe'!; General mealtion of area.
Reference to two or more countries
of Europe

* ,

90. Scandinavia:
Denmark
Finland
Norway
Sweden
Iceland .

General mention of area, of Western
Europe and/or Scandinavia and/or
British Isles and/or Mediterranean
countries and /or Greece; reference to
two or more countries in different
areas listed above

91. Eastern Europe:
Albania
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia (Slavik)
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland .

Rumania
. Russia (or U.S.S.R.)

Ukraine-
' Yugoslavia

"Eastern Europe"; General mention
of ,area. Reference to two or more
countries of Eastern Efirope

92. Asia (except Near East):
Afghanistan
India

'Pakistan
Southeast Asia Indochina,
Thailand, Malaya, Burma, Philippines,
Indonesia
China (Mainland)
Taiwan, Formosa
japan
Korea
"Asia"; General mention of area.
Reference to two or more Countries
of Asia

93Neor East:
U:A.R.
Iran
Iraq
Wad (or Palestine), Jewish
Jordan
Lebanon
Saudi Arabia
Syria.
Turkey
"Near East," "Middle East"; deneral
mention of area. Reference to two or

,more countries of Near East

94. Africa (except Egypt):`
95. Oceania: .

Australia, New Zealandjasmania

[Make a card I

396

' 97. Other (combinations)
elsewhere

98. DK
'99. NA

';1-
not codeable
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. ATTACHMENT IV

The Occupation and Industry Codes .

1

321..-

The 3-digit occupation codes (V231, V240, V246, and V481) and the 3-digit industry codes(V233SRC, V242-SRG and V248-SRC) are described in

U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1960 Cenius of Population, Alphabetical index of OcitpatIonand industiles (Revised Edition), U.S. Gbvernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,1960.

The 2-digit occupation codes (V232.CEN, V241CEN, V247CEN and V482:CEN) are also inthe above volume but are reproduced belbvigfor convenience. Numbers in parentheses are thecorresponding 1-digit occupation codes.enunteratsci in the body of this appendix (V232-SRC,V241-SRC, V247-SRC and V448-SRC).R

Census 2-digit Occupation Code?

01 (1) /, Errgineers; technical
02;(1) :14edicai and other health workers
03.(1) Teachers, elementary and secondary

schools,
04 (1) Other- professional, technical and

kindred workers
05 (8) Farmers andfarm managers
06'(2) Salaried managers, officials and

proprietors
07 (3) Self-employed in retail trade
08 (3) Self-employed other than retail

trade
09 (4) Secretaries, stenograR cis;

typists Y,-;?:
10 (4) Other clerical and- kinared,workeri
11 (4) Sales workers
12 (5) Construction craftsmen
13 (5) Mechanics and repairmen
14 (5) Metal craftsmen, except mechanics

01 Agriculture
02 Mining
03 Construction
04 Manufacturing

Railroads and railway express
26 Other transportation
27. Telecommunications
28 Other public utilities
29 Wholesale
30 Eating and drinking places
31 Other retail
32 Private hdusehold service
33 Banking and other finance
34 Insurance and real estate

. 15 (5) ther.craftsmen
16 (6) Drivers and deliverymen a

. 7 S6)-
. Other operatives, except not else-

. classified, ., /
8 (6) Other operatives, not else

classified
9 (7) Private household workers

.20 (7) Protective SerylctwOrkers
21. (7) ;.`Waiters, cooks 'andbartenders
22;47),;;Other service wbrker
23 (8) Farm laborers and farm foremen
24 (7) Laborers, except farm and mine
25 (7) Laborers, except farm and mine, not

else classified
26 (9) Members of the armed forces
99 (9) NA (Occupation not reported)
00 (0) Not in labor force; e.g: housewife,

student, retired, etc.

44.

2-digit Industry Codes'

(V233-CEN, V242CEN, V248CEN and V483CEN).
;o.'

35 Business services
36 Repair services
3X Personal services
38 Entertainment and recreation

except hospitals
Kraals

Wire and religions-
4., Educational services

Other professional services
`44 Forestry and fisheries

t)--:14- '45 Postal
46 Other federal

rtes 47 State
'48 Local

, 3 57,';,
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nd the Aristocracy, l307485 (London: Rutledge and Kegan Paul, 1972); Arnaud C.Marts,

e Generosity of Americans, (Englewopd Cliffs, NJ. : Prentice Hall, 1966).

. Kenneth Boulding, The Economy of Love and Fear, (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Press,
973). c , .

. David Horton Smith, VoluntarytActiore Research, 1973, (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Nealth, Inc.,
973); David Sills, The Volunteers, (Glencoe, III., The Free Press, 1957); Murray Hauskneet, The
olners, (Ne4 York: Bedminster Press, 1962); Herbert Hyman and Charles Wright, "Trends in
oluntary Membership of American Adults: Evidence from National Sample Surveys," American
oclological Review 36 (April 1971), pp. 191.206; Constance Smith and Anne Freedman, Volun-
y Associations, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1972); U.S. Department of Labor,
anpower Administration, Americans Volunteer (Manpower/Automation Research Monograph
o. 10), (Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, April 1969). A national
rvey which has been repeated in 1974 by the,Census Bureaf for ACTION.

.
rr addition to money and time, people also give blood; see Richard,Titmuss, The Gift
eladonships: From Human Blood to Social Policy, (New York: Random House, 1972).

0. Robin Barlow, Harvey E. Brazer, and James N. Morgan, The Economic Behavior of the
ffluent (Washington, D.C.: The Brookihgs Institution, 1966).

1. Statisticiant will recognize the fact that if one believed that all the explanatory
haracteristics were at the same level of causation, this method would produce downward biased
timates of everything used M the- second stage ,(analysis of the residuals), the bias in
roportion to the amount of sorrelatioir between the cliaracteristic in question and the variables
sed to derive the residuals (irrcome, age, of education). See J. Morgan, "Consumer Investment
xpenditures," American Economic" Review 48 (December, 1958) pp. 874,902, and A.
oldberger, "A Note on Stepwise Least Squares," Journal of the American Statistical
ssoclation 56 (March 1969) pp..105-1 10.

"
f one thinks of .a different question, namely whether other characteristics have any effects that
Quid not operate through their correlatign with income, age, or education, then the present
tep-wise procedure is appropriate and efficient.

.
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EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS IN THE'NONPROFIT
CHARITABLE SECTOR

T. Nicholaus- Tidemant

Introduction

The U.S. econo 'is organized predoniinantly as a private profit-making enter-
priie' system. Th is organizational form hag impOrtant implications for financing ofactivities, foriincentives for _managers to be efficient ,and innovative, and for theprocess of wage determination through collective bargaining. In each of these dimen-sions the profit orientation provides a foundation for our understanding of eco-nomic institutions: Thus the presence in our economy of a sizable sector oforganizations that provide charitable services (broadry defined) on a nonprofit basisraises a .oumber of questions about the structure of these charitable organizations.If the nonprofit charitable sector represented an inconsiderable fraction ofeconomic activity in this country, the possible anomalies of the charitable formmight be dismissed as unimportant in the total pattern. But such is not the case. Iestimate that -

wa)e and salary employment in the nonprofit charitable sector in 1974-was 4.6n)illion workers; '
these workers accounted for 5.2 percent of all workers employed;

- nonprofit Charitable institutions emppy 16 percent of all professional workers,10 percent of service workers, and 5 percent of clerical workers;
.charitable sector employment has been growing faster than total employment;
earnings in the charitable sector totaled $25 billion in 1972, or 4 perCent of thetotal U.S. wage bill;

charitable sector employees earn less-than-average incomes.

These da6 suggest that the structure of nonprofit institutions and the hrr-pliCations for the U.S.' economy of a growing nonprofit sector deserve serious.cdnsidkration.

°
. Structure of the Nonprofit Sector

The Charitable sector has not,beeo ,the subject of extensive economic tegea-ch, so"there is an unusual amount of freedom in defigjag the sector. I would suggesi,thatthe- definition - in section 170(c)(2) 'of the IntiAl Revenue Code, which describes
tile principal class of organizations that may receive tax-exempt contribtitions, is agood description of what we commonly mean by a "charitable organization":

A corporation, trust, cK community chest, fund, or foundation ... organizedand operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educa-tional purposes or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals ...
.

This definition, is also used in section 501(c)(3) to describe one class of organi-zations exempt from- the corporate income tax and is referred to in section 642(c)in connection with the charitable exemption of the estate tax.
, '

Professor Department of Economics:Virginia Polytechnic Inititote and State University.
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Accepting this definition, where does, on find charitabltorganizations in the
economy? Looking at the Standard Industrial lassifiCation (SIC) three-digit code of
activities, the following ones are reaciiii.i Wend 'able as components of the nonprofit
charitable sector: .

806 Ho;pitals
821 Elementary, and s; ondary,education 1.

822 Colleges and univ= cities ,
823 Libraries f -

866 R,eligius/cirianiza ins
867 Welfare I

I.
'C

892 Nonprofit res
1

earch ,

The collection of nongoveretrlental organizations in the above activity. areas
would closely approximate the nonprofit char table sector. Activities that .May be
charitable but are not listed above would 'he incipally cultural activities (such as
bpera, theater, museums) which cannot bellseg dated in the available statistics front

,f*--- the profit-oriented ventures in the same general Vireas.
..gt

The gifts that charitable organizations receive permit 'them to provide services
without payment (welfare organizations), with optional payment (churches), or with-; .

payments that do not cover total costs (colleges, universities, and cultural organiza-7

tions). This makes the services of these organizations more widely available, but the
continued availability is contingent upon r,enewed gifts. For a variety of reasons we

have not wanted to turn these activities over entirely tt. government, so we are left

, relying on fhe charitable impulses of individuals. When contributions slacken, or
when costs rise, bide is a financial crisis for a charitable organization.

Profit-oriented -firms experience similar crises, but, there are important differences
in- the applicability of remedies. If a private firm raises its prices in response to a
financial squeeze, its sales cans be expected to decline, but its financial heart may
improve. The lower output will involve a lower level of costs. And if it should
happen that there is no price at which it is possiple for a profit-oriented firm to

-cover its costs, we say that the activity is uneconomical, and the people engaged
therein are expected to find something else to do. ),

. The options of a charitable organization in a financial squeeze are not as simple,,

111.

It may be possible to maintain services without raising prices, despite a cost in-
crease, by raising additional gifts. But donors must be persuaded toiraise their con-
tributions. And if prices are increased, there is a possibility that giftS will fall off
because the availability of the service, which is part of, the attraction that motivates
giving, will be redticed. In any event,. if service maximization rather than revenue,
maximization is-the organizational goal, the pricing calculus will be diffetent.

If the organization is one that obtains all of its operating income from an endow-
.

merit, and thus has no need to charge prices, this independence will insulate it from
, any necessity that its activities be currently valued-bV'anyone. Fbr instance, a

. foundation set up 50 years ago to save pidgeo, ns from starvation may' continue to
feed ,pidgeons whether or not anyone today feels that 'the activity .has any value.
The financial independence that Rerrnits an organization to do valuable things with-
out charging anyone also permits it to do worthless things withqut interruPtion.'"

The incentive for efficiency in profit-oriented firms comes from the fact that the
P persons who are responsible for directing production are "residual claimants," They '

re eiL,ve w124 is,,I.e,ft&income after expenses are paid,, so that they receiyi_the gains
oflifi.crorbeinnovand bear the losses of poor ones. While entrikeneiirS' niier .
su fee rely 'eliminating waste from their organizations, they always have a

ve r further. efforts, as well as an opportunity to sell their buSinesses to
who may buy them precisely for the 'purpose of "turning them'around"

ing therm more efficient. ,

. ..
,

.,
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A nonprqfit organization, on the other hand, has b defisnition no residualclaimant. Thre -is an incentive for efficiency arising from he rri4tual desire of themembers of a voluntary organization to accomplish their urposes better, but theincentive is highly diffuse. The concentrated financial incentive ofentrepreneurshipis absent.
_

it has. recently-been suggested by Pauly and Redisch that this power vacuum innonprofit institutions is likely to be filled by having effective control that reflectsthe interests of the professionals in ,the nonprofit institution. (Mark P. Pauly andMichael R. Redisch, "The Not-For-Profit Hospital as a Physicians' Cooperative,"
American Economic Review (March 1973), Vol. ,63, gyp. 87-99.) Thus hospitals maybe viewed as cooperative enterprises of doctors, universities as cooperative enter-prises ,of professors, and museums and theaters as orgiinizations of curators andactors, respectively. Doctors have an incentive to see that hdspitals are run effi-ciently because that increases The demand for their services. If hospital costs can becut, there will be fewer complaints about high doctor bills. Professors, curators, andactors have similar incentives.

One indication of the emergence of this pattern appears in connection withcollective bargaininpagreements in the arts, as reported by H.R, Faine. (Hyman R.Faine, "Unions and the Arts," American Economic Review (May 1972), Vol. 62,pp. 70-77.) In private enterprise, lower wages mean higher profits, and struggles overwage levels are conducted under threat of the mutualiosses tbt will result from theshutdown associat d with a strike or lock-out. In a museum or opera company, Onthe other hand, a shutdown will, generally lower the deficit, so a strike is not aseffective a threat. And a wage increase cannot be eXtracted from profits becausethere aren't any.

from promises of higher contributions and greiter efforts to secure govern-

Bu tikes in the arts have occurred and have produced wage.increases obtained

ment subsidies. In this process the management of nonprofit institutions becomes
less the employer of and more the spokesman for theprofessional employees.

Size and Occupational Compbsition of the Nonprofit Sector

i-1dc4 large is this organizationally unusual sector of our economy? An estimate of
wage and salary employment in the nonprofit charitable sector may be made fromBureau_ of Labor Statistics estimates of the numbers of workers in those Standardndustrial Classification-codes that are substantially or wholly nonpVit. (See Table1.)

All' public employees are excluded by BLS from the estimates of employment by,SIC code. For purposes of our estimate of the charitable sector it is assumed that'all'workers in these sectors who airs not public employees, are employees of chari-table organizations, except for hospitals, where information from the AmericanHospital Association is used lo distribute: private workers between charitable andproprietary hospitals. The assumption that all othej private workers in these sectorsare employed by charitable organizations is certainty-imperfect:. few libraries andcolleges, -for example, are proprietary. But these errors tend to be offset by under-statements cif-C. employcrieht that result from the exclusion of employees oforganization's such ii- the ArnericfriCtvil Liberties Unign and nonprofit opera com-panies; theaters, and' museurns7One.can,.only hope that tkese_errors are reasonably
offsetting. The -exclusion of public adlYitrftbrinfifitimate could be ques-tioned, since some public institutioni, such as state univetsitiexaridthe,Srnithsqniari
Institute, feceive considerable income, in. contributions.

The employment estimates presented in Table 1 come from the Bureau.of LaborStatistics' publication, An °Udine of Estimating Methods and-Series-Available: Analternative source would have been County Business Patterns, published by-the U.S.
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-Census Bureau, but those data lack about 900,000 workers for religious, educi:
tional, and charitable organizations not covered by Social Security.

TABLE 1
Employment in the Charitable Sector

(in thousands of workers)

Component

Hospitals -
,Elementary and secondary

education
Colleges and universities
Libraries
Religious organizations
Welfare

Nonprofit research

Charitable Total

1,719.0 1,870.0 2,024.0

March March March
1970 1972 1974

U.S. Total 83,273.0 85,598.0 88,947.0

_ Charitable as 56 ofU.S, 4.98% 5.07% 5.19%

395.1 404.8 434.1

680.2 680.9 715.5

14.4 15.6 19.2

956.2 960.0 960.0
277.3 296.0 3414
106.5 110.1 122.8

4,14 &7 4,337.4 4,617.0

1

As the num s show, cha e employment has been growisig faster than ern-
, .

ployment as a t f about 2,7 percent per year, compared with 1.7
percent for total einpiriVThent- ,' . ,, -

. , ,i4.,.. .,
Employees in s'ihe,chllitable sectors have :generally earned less4han-average in-

comet. The data on earningrshown in TOlea'came from County BusInest Patterns.
If one asspfnes that the employees covered by the Ziati in2t,PotY-BusIneg Patterns
are reDresentative Of those, -who are not covered, then'tgfoliiiwing earliings figures
bA:sectori- can be deVeloped:, . .., , ' : .... ke '-"--..4-:'

1
- .., ' .' , *1.. : t ' - ' . >'

...
TABLE 1

Earnings ikthe-Charitable Sectors\
Eirninis,per Worker

(dollarsRei year) -

Aggie' gate Earnings_ , '

(in millions of ctiitypj ,

March March March
1970

MarCil..i.
CampOnent . 1972--: "-- ,1970 1'972

Ho itals $ 5
4.

,218 $ 6,202' $ 8,970
.

511,598

ementary avl t '',,:
44,503 4,905secondary education 4 905 1,779 1,986

Colleges and universities 7,180 8,342 4,884 '5,680,"

Libraries;` - , 4,560 5,394 ,. 66 l 84'
Religisinprganizations 3,309 3,560 ' 3,164 3,418

1-, Welfare w
I 4,798 5,261 1,330 1,557

\
1Nonprofit research 8,572 9,658 913 1,063

' All Charitable $ 5;087 $ 5,853 $24106 $25,386

Ulif.. Total- $ 6,586 ' $ 1,452
'1.

55483:44850% $637,880 'it

Charitable as % of .U.S. 77.24% \.. 78.54% 3.98%
. -

aThe earnings estimates for the sectors are Obtained by multiplying earnings per worker in the
sector from County Business Patterns by the numbers of workers reported in Table 1. The U.S.
totals are obtained in the same way. Total values of earnings per Worker are then obtained as

. total earnings divided by total workers. ,

4 0 3



If one were to ask Why
answer would ,bave to be prima
percentage increase between 1
the charitable sector is presen
accounted for by higher em
greater wage growth.

Earnings
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p wage bill Of charitable organizations is rising, the
'ily because wages arerrising generally. In,Table 3 the
70 and 1972 in the wage bill of each component of
ed along with the percentage increases that can be

)loyment, higher averagi wagei, and differentially
_

TABLE ,3 N .

wth Between'1970 and 1972:

Total %
Component Incr'ease

Hospitals 29. %
Elementary and

secondary education 11

Colleges and universities 16.
Libraries 27.
Religious organizations 8.
Welfare -17.1
Nonprofit research 16.4

Total 20.3%

Due to
Higher

Employment

8.8%
.
V

2.5

0.1

DuA to
iti er Due to Due to
Aver e Differential eonfpounding
Wagei Wage Growth of Effects

13.1% \. 5.0%. 2.4%
.

. ,
13.1 - 3.7 ' 0.3

' 2.7 0.4___13...-1------
13.1 4.5 , 1.4

-----5.4 13.1
,

- 4.9 - 0.6
6.7 13.1 - 6.1 " . 0.4

. 3.4 13.1 - 0.4 0.3

4.5% 13.1% 1.7% 1.0%

Data from the 1970 Census of Ptpulation were used to estimate the occupationalcomposition of the charitable s4 -tor. A sample of theh population was asked to re-port their occupation and indtAfry. The classification by industry is-not consistentwith that of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, partly because BLS classifies_an em- 'ployer's entire operations while the Census clasSifies each individual's work. In addi-tion, the Census total for dre charitable sector in 19701s about '50,000 lower thanthe 'BLS total, though 100,000 of this can be explained by the absence of anisolatable nonprofit research sectof in the Censtis data.
The Census employinent total is considerably lower than the BLS total becauseBLS counts moonlighting workers twice, while Census c tints them only once:
Table 37 in the Census volume PC (2) 7B, Industrial Characteristics, separatesprivate from pUblic employed by sector. These numbers were used to obtain Censusestimates of the various charitable areas. The Occupational, structure of each areaWas then estimated by- distributing the employment numbers over occupations inthe sane manner .as the sufl of public and private employment in Table 8 of the,Census" volume PC (2) 7C, Occupation by Industry. The result is shown here inTable 4:

,

..The assumption that private employment in a sector' has the same occupationaldistribution as pithlic employment in the sector would undoubtedly lee untenable insome instances, but available data offer no alternative that is,clearly superior.
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TABLE 4
Estimated Occupational Structuke of the Charitable Sector or the US. tconomy

lin thousands of woriten)

All workers
Professional, technical,

and kindred workers
Accountants
Computer specialists
Engineers

Lawyers
Librarians, archivists,

and curators
Personnel and labor .

relations workers
Physicians, dentists, Jr

}elated practitioners
Regist*d Muses, dieti-

tians:and therapist%
-Religiousworkers-4
Social and recreation

workers
Scientists and mathe-

matical specialists .
Teachers, college and

university
Teachers, except college

and university
Techniciansand tech-

nologists

Hospitals

1,703.1

628.9
5.5

1.7

2.2
.1

.4

4.5

65.5

400.8
1.7

-10.9

10.5

6.8

109.8

.

-Elementary
andSecondary

Education

797.3

523.0
.8

College,
University,
Libraries

669.7

309.4
3.2
4.8
3.8

.4

18.31

2.3

.

3.9
.9

1.8

8.8

4§4.3

" 2.0

20.8

,

/

Religious
Organizations

469.0

279.2
.1.0

.1

.7

.1
0

'1.1

.4

.4

.1.6
236.4

.4

4.2

1.5.

...

0

Welfare

137.0

60.9
1.0

.2

.2

.5

.1

1.1

.2

2.1

1.0

50.0

.6

1.2.

Charitable
Total

3,776.1

1,801.4
. 11.5 ."'

7.1
7,2 ,

1:2

28.7

"9.0
, 69.2

s
415.3
240.3

68.3
,

21.9

194.3,

499.8

133,1

.

United States
Total

4- 76,554

. 11,3511

704
, 255 -..r:::

, 1,207
, .260

129

291

539
,

945
.

254

266

346

486

2,742

1,218

)Chiritable as
%of U.S.

4.9%

15.9
.1.7
2.8

4.6
0.5

^ 24,3

.3.1%

12.8
0 4

43.9
94.7

25.7 0. ,
v
6.3 ;

40.1)

10.9 ,

.3-

.3

.1,

8.8

.7

.2

. 7.5

-,

3.1

1.6

485.6

.6

4-0 15



TABLE 4 (continued)

Vocation and educa- . .
-

".. tional counselors .5 '... 11.3 1.2 e .4 ° 24,0 s 107 , 22.4
Writers, artists, and

10.6 ' 1

i - c," .- -:,

entertainers -.. '..2.5 1.1 9.5 27.3 1.0 41.4 . 754 ,..° ..... 5.5
Research workers, , ;'tnot specified 2.1 .2, , 16.5 .2 19.3 116 18.6
Other professional , . .

workers 3.4 .5 4:6 :7 .6 .. 9.8 ,, 732 1.3
Managers and adminis- ' ..,

trators . 40.8 41.0 31.7 . 4'.2 9.8 128.5 6,3i1." 2.0
Sal. workers 1 2.6 .7 2.0 1.0 1.4 ' 7:7 5075 o.,r
Cleric-0 and kindred - .,.

workers 258.7 82:4 185.3 a 89:0 t 38.0 -653.4 : 13,748 4.8
Craftsmen and kindred -

Workers , . 37.6 11.1 . 21.0 4.1 2.1 7S.S . 1.0410 -I' rt, 0.7
Operatives, except . e

e .,, d .
transport 36.4 .9 83 ' 2.3 2.3 501 i - 10,499 , 0:5

5.1 2.8 2.4 .7 1.3 12.3' . 2,958 l . 0.4
11.6 3.1 9.1 3.6 14 29.0. ,' 3,431 0.8

681.4 130.0 100.4 84.9 19.8 1,016.5 9,774 ' 10.4. . . .... , 2,367 0.0.. ... , . .4

Qperatives, transport
Laborers, except farm
Service workers
Farmers and farm workers

I
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ENDS IN THE NOT-FOR-PROFIT SECTOR

-pale L. Hiestandt

Introduction

41

This report u at6 the material on the scale and' Scope of the not-for-profit
ctVpriginally ublished in 1965 in The Pluralistic Economy4 (by Eli Ginzberg,
le17 Hiestand, and Beatrice,Reubens, Nee York:-Mcpraw-Hill). Since that origi-
an4lysis, the .S. Department of CommOrce, which publishes the basic data, has

ered somewha the definition of several aggregates used in current reporting and
revised all i riot! data to conform to the new definitions. To maintain internal

nsistency, thi report uses both the older and the more recent data according to
e current defi itions. The data presented here are therefore not precisely cornpara-
e to those in he Pleralistic Economy. ,
The earlier ublication provided, wherever possible, data for 1929, 1940, 1950,
60, and 196 ; this report omits data prior to World War .41 and reports for 1950,
60, 1970, d 1975. The original data permitted the use of a-categoty labeled
onprofit bu nesses," which included mutual financial institutions, producers' and
nsumers' c eratives, trade associations, and the like. Tile U.S. Department, of
mmerce no longer reports on these units separately, but combines them with

aditional neises, that is, corporations. Nor do the current data permit separate
porting for,, 4141 government businesses, which generally include those agencley
hose operate g costs are coverecrin full or at least to a-substantial extent thele of goods ancr services; -such-as the post Office, public power syst te..
uor stores, and municipal waterworks. Also, the. Department of Commege ow
eludes fro the nonprofit sector the research and development activities. of
rsities and ther nonprofit institutiongtthat are financed by 'government contracts,
though the are still counted as ptirchases by government flop the private sect
It is not possible to indicate clearly t'he current effect of the conceptual revisions
ted 'above. The data, for- 1960 indicate' that "each of the three omissionl ,- for
nprofit businesses, govOrnment businesses, and nonprofit research. and develop.
nt- on government contract ran to approximately 1 percent of gross ntional

°duct," or a total of some 3 percent.-
As used in the present analysis, the not-for-pro It sector includes only tw types
organizations: (1) general government and (2) nonprofit institutions. Gene al gov-

nment iroiclude all those federal, state, and local civil and military organ zatiOns
at are wholly or primarily tax supporte,d, although they may chgrge fe which
ver the, lesser part of their,,sosts.,..as tin the.case,of.yete:rans' hospitals, a public

Nonprofirinstitutions include private, voluntary, or religious universe -,
es, colleges, schools,-hospitals, and social and athle4 Clubs, as well as c writable,

Ifare,-laborpiAnd religious organizations. f

Expenditures of the Net-For-Prbfit-Sector

If we consider only payments for, goods and services, as in Tables 1 and 2, we
that the not.fetprofit sector's total expenditures increased from $ 5 billion in

950 to $340 billititLin 1973, or from 16 percent to 26 percent of the rdss nation-
eproduct. Thjis? does not include governmental interest paymen which are

nted b the DepattMent--ef-C-ornmercea.s-wansfe,r payments. Nor d the govern-

>;
4:lessor, G aduate Schdol of business, Columbia University.
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mgatal expenditures include payments for peiistitht Social security, or welfare. Ho
ever, to the extent that governmental expen4ituiesjcie..benefit of individuals a
funneled through nonprofit institutions, sucfias Meclivre, Medicaid, sCholar5hip
traineeships, and the like, they are included in the figures for nonprofit institution

, -- -1 --4- Jr ../. // 1- , .

'TAUB 1.-----.- ----./ ,, ' . ,. fi ,.. , 4
Expendit es of General Government and No:npr9fitjntitutions

W Part of Gross National PrOducti 1lik$0,,197P

4

Gross national product

1

1950
.

$284,769

General government 37,900

Employee compensation 20,884
Purchases from private sector 17,016

Nonprofit institutions 7,162 t

fltployee conipensation 3,865
Purchases from ,private sector 3,297

Sum: General goVernment and
., nonprofit institutions

1960 'f1970
(in millions ogdollars)

$503,734

' 99,621
47,483
52,138

15,242

9,438
5,804

S 45,062 ,14',863

$977,080 $1,294,919

- c 219,5 .276,37$

. '11-4,71 148,468
104,814 127,9'10b

43,959 ,,p3136
25,950-- tx 'iii
18,009 27625

$263,490 $ .340,1.14

Source Based on data from LS. Department of Commerce and American Hospital Association.

TABLE 2

Purchases 9f Goods and Services by General Government and Nonprofit
Institutionsas a,Percent of Gross National Product, 1950-1973 r- .1...

,
''< '

1950 1960 1970 197,k) 1...",

(Percent of GNP)

Gross national product 100.0% 100.p%
i
100.0% , 16. 0 0%

General government . 13.3 . 19.8 22:5
\

21.3 *,

Employee'compensatton 7.3 , 9.4 11.7 11.5
Purchases from private sector 6.0 "10.4 10.7 9.9

Nonprofit institutions s ." 2.5 3.0 4.5 4.9
Employee compensation 1.4 1.9 2.7 . 2.8
Purchases from private sector 1.2 1.2 1.8 2.1 -.

Sum: General government and
nonprofit institutions 15.8% 22.8% 27.0% 26.3%

bo

Source: eased on Table 1 supra.

Figures may not add because of rounding.

',.6s Tables 1 and 2 show, the expenditures of private nonprofit institution
incrpaseefromt$7.2 billion to $63.7 billion between 1950 anc 1973, or from 2.5 t.<

.9 percent of the gross national product. The general go'vernment sectors' expendi
tures increased frOnit$3.7.9 billion to $276,4 billion, or from 13.3- to 21.3 percen
of gross national-product--

Both_governmerit-andTionprofit institutions divide their eNpenditui.es in a charac
,.teristic pattern: 'Roughly 55 percent has-gone- for employee compensation and 4:

percent for supplies, services, and construction ptrChaseg4r.91p...thfe-pcivate ;estor
Only in `1950 was the' pattern different in that yeaTfalkoptirtion spent .on pur
'chises from-the private sector was higher than its in government and lower that

4 iisual in nonprofit-institutions.
tt0. _,
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(The previous trenOs'arejepea tedlagain if one cocntsOnly employee compensa-
on, as in Table 3. Between 1950 ,and- 1973, the proportion of all payrolls and
ther employee costs incurred dike by the not -for- profit sector increased froni
6.0 percerit to 23.5 percent. NAnkWit ins itutions nearly doubled their relative
mportance, increasing prom T5 to :4;6',,percen't of all employee compensation, while
eneral government inereasedge Olfrom 13.5 to 18.9epercent, or by half again.

; /-----,
,

TABLE 3 .-

Compensation of Employees in General-Government andlsionprofit
Institutions Compared with Total National Emplbyee

-.Compensation, 1950'1933

1950 1960 . 1970 1973
(in millions of dollars)

' Total national emplOy'ee
compensation 4 - ° 5154,571 $294,226 $603,869 $785,983.
General government 20,884 41,483 114,717 148,468
Nonprofit institutions 3,865 9,438 25,950 36,111

. .
Sum 1 24,749 $ 56,921 S140467 $184,579,

4,_
(as percent of Iola!)

General government
Nonprofit irqtituttons

4 Sum .

r o
,,,.

Source: Basenjable 1, supra.
_Litti

13.5% 16.1* '19.0% 18.9P
.2.5 3.2 4.3 4.6
16.0% 19.S% 23.3% i3.5%\ fr
vi

,Employment in the Not-For-Profit Sector
c

When the comparison \
is cast in terms of number of employees, rattiff than in

money flows, as in Table 4, the not-for-profit sector as a whole is not as large a
Aportion of the total, but the increase has been at essentially the same rate. The
employees of the not-for-profit sector accounted for 14 percent of all employees in
1950 and for 22 percent in recent yeah. These somewhat I vier proportions than in
the preceding money-flow comparisons effect the fact t governments generally
tend to employ relatively high-paid work rs. -

Nonprofit institutions unlike the general government component of the not-
Ns.for-profit sector have consistently accounted for a higher proportion of all em-

ployees in the country than they have of employee compensatipik, and other
expenditures. In other words, income per worker in nonprofit institutions has.con-
sistently been less than the national average. Thus, while the relative importance of 'Xnonprofit institutions in total gross national product and employee compensation
grew from 2.5 to nearly 5 percent between 1950 to 1973, nonprofit institutions
accounted for 3 percent of all employees in 1950 and nearly 6 percent in 1973.

-
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TABLE 4

Employment in General'Government andNonprofit
., Inititutions, 1950-1973

I

\ 1950 1960 1970 f973
. \ (in thousands, fulltime equivalent)

Total national emploYtitent 59,115 - 65,831 79,899 , 84,691

General government ; 6,650 9,450 13,15t 13,388
4.

Nonprofit institutions .1,772 2,798 4,383 4,977

. Sum : 8,422 12,248 17,541 18,365
v

..
C ,(as percent of total)

Total national employment 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.04/g

General government 11.2 14.4 16.5 , 15.8
Nonprofit institutions , 3.0 4.3 5.5., " 5.9

e

Sum - 14.2% 18.6% -422.0% 21,7%
. ..

.-* '" i'C
Source Based on data from U.S. Department of Commerce and AineriaT Hospital Association.

Figures may not add because of rounding.
,C.,c1:-.17C-- :.
/..., .\..

There is inadequate "information to. account fully,Sr this rapid growth in
employment in nonprofit ii)ktitutions. As Table 5 shows, nonprofit hospitals have
tripled their employment between 1950 Sand 1973, from 0.5 million to over 14
million. Employment in nonprofit membership organizations has only'doubled, from
0.7 million' to 1.5 million. The major increase has Iren in We residual, ftOm under
0.6 million to 1.9 million, but 015, cannot be Illocaltd.among!gducational and other
types of nonprofit institutions. 7 4 '
/ I, , -.:-... ---=:=

TABLE ---,ski.7_: :..---..4.,,,

Direct Employmint in Nonprofit Institutions, 1950-1973

1950 1960 .. 1970 1973
(iq thousands, fulltime equivalent)

Total national eniployinent 59,115 65,831 79,899 84,691

Nonprofitinstitutions, total 1,772 2,798 4,343 4,977

Hospitals Fit 502 ' 84-1,rL".' 1,427 1,561
Nonprofit inernbership organiza- I- ,

tions ;1 713 1,028 ., 1,386 1,497
Other , 557 943 1,530 1,919

' (as percent of total)
,..

Nonprofit institutions;:;total . 3.0% 4.3% 5.5% 5.9%

Hospitalt . 0.8 1.3 1.8 1.8
Nonprofit membership organiza:

tions - 1.2 1.6 1.7 1.8 ,
Other , 0.9 1.4 1.9 2.3

,-. '
Source 'Based on data from the U.S. Department of Commerce and American HospitalAssalation.

Figures may not add because of rounding.
.,_-,
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Governmental. and nonprofit giwenditures,for gogds and services from the priVat
profit sector, reported earlier,drisTable 1, can de'coMierted into employment equiva-lents, as in Table 6. They indicate that the inclireert employment in the private sec-
tor for/thenot-for-profit sector increasOlrbm 6 :4' percent of all employment in the
nation in 1950 to 10.2 percent in 1975. The governmental share increased from 5.4
percent in 1950 t6:'9,1, percent in 1970, but slipped markedly to 8.4 percent in
1973. Indirect nonprofit employmdnt declined slightly from 1.1 percent of all em-ployment in the nation' in 1950 to 1.0 :0/.4,,,t in 1960, but has consistently-in,
creased since', reacihingx1.8vereent in<,1973.11 ' ..,

j -4A1,3L.E;f
.

:.,, ;-::- Indirect Employment in,the Private Sector for.the NotFor-Profit
...'Sector, as a Percent of Total EmployMenl, 1950-1973

, l.'s'
,1950 1960 \ 1970 1973

\,
!Total indire'V employment 6.4%

(as percent of total employment)

9.9% 10.7% 10.2%
',14/goverfigient '.,

For nortPicilkinstifutions
. 5.4

1.1
8.9 9.1
1.0 1.6

8.4
1.8

Somme:, BateckniNik from e U.S. Department of Commerce and 'American Hospital Association.
F*nres may riot 'add ause of rounding.

'.i

th direct and indirect employment in and for tfOnot-for-profit sector{.. ,

are-combined, as in Table 7, the preyious patterns _se repeated, and amplified. Gov- \ernments; not counting government enterFOszac,edamtedglitectly, or indirectly for .almost 17 percent of all employment in I9Wand 24 berctrit 41,1973. Noriprofit,..institutions showed an even more rapid ins44p; front 4 ,i3erc,entto dearly 8 percent,'
t :',' 70of the total i: 0,:

...

..o.,TABLE

Direct and Indirect Employment in and for the Not-Fok-fiofit
Sector, as a Percent of Total Employment, 195;1913

- 1950 1960 1976
.

.. 1973
Total directand indirect- - ,

employment
-

20.7%
,

28.5% 32.6% 31,9%
Government, except enterprises 16.7, 23.3 25.5 24.2Nonprofit institutions 4.1 5.2 ' 7.1 7.7

Figures may not add because of rounding.

Thus these two not-for-profit sectors haft, directly or indirectly, accounted forabout one-third percent of all employment in recent years, and a little more thanone, third if employees of governmental busineskes such as the post office, transitsysthms, and government liquor stores are included. This proportion has morerecently shown marginal declines, as the growth' due to the nonprofit institutions
has not been great enough to offset declines in ttie relative role of governments.

41
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V

THE SIZE OF THE VOLUNTARY NONPROFIT SECTOR:
CONCEPTS AM) MEASURES

Burton A. Weisbrodt and Stephen H. Long*

Introduction

This paper discusses the conceptual foundation for measuring the size of the vol-
ntary nonprofit sector of the U.S. economy, presents new aggregate measures of.
he size of The voluntary sector, compares the new estimates with existing measures
here appropriate, and offers suggestions for future data collection and measure-
nt of the voluntary sector.
ThQraditional focus of economic theory is the private for-profit sector and the

or governmental, sector. Economic activity in the marketplace is not limited
two sectors, however. Goods and services are also provided by a third type ,

f market entity the voluntary nonprofit organization whichosclepends at least
part on voluntafy grants of money and other real resources tepl'oduce its

utput.
Why do such voluntary sector organizations exist? What social roles do they per-

orm? What are the differences and similarities between the kinds, of goods and
rvices,produced in the voluntary sector and those produced in the other economic
ctors? If profit maximization is the basis for predicting private-sector behavior aim'

Utica' processes provide a basis for understanding governmental behavior, OM
hat motivational analogue can be applied to the voluntary sector?
4\11 of these interrelated questions call for answers. Research on voluntary, non-

profit organizations is growing, but it is doing so from a very small base.' There is
now no consensus akong economists as to how to model that is, describe and
predict the behavior of voluntary "firms." Ill-defined terminology abounds:
"voluntary," "nonprofit," "philanthropy," "charity," "donation," and so on. The
present paper is by no means an attempt to eliminate these ambiguities and con-
struct a complete conceptual framework for the nonprofit, nongovernmental market
sector. Ou'r more modest goal is to present some of the issues and to provide some
estimates of the "importance" of the sector.

I

ECONOMICAUTPUT,VERSU,S

In coming to understand the sector that we will refer to as "voluntary," it is
useful to distinguish between the kinds of outputs produced or provided,and the
methods of financing these qutputs. Conventionally, this distinction has been ob-
scured. The term "philanthropic," for example, has customarily beep used to refer
to'both the nature of the organization's activities and the source and nature of its
revenue. Iri\particular, the revenue has.been considered in terms of the motivation
of the giver, that is, whether the gift was given quid pro quo. The form or precise
definition of the quid pro quo has seldom been speci4ed$but the usual presumption
has been that it is not financial, or otherwise tangible,'and that it can be in the
forrri of public esteem, social praise, or other similar forms.2 The extent to which
narrow seif-intereg lies behind the Aonatidns of money and time to voluntary or-
ganizations is not clear, but there can be no doubtthat donors often do derive
significant benefits'.from giving, such as busidess contacts and favorable publicity.

Professor, Department of Economics, University of WisconsinMadison.
* Assistant professor, Dekartinent of Economics, Franklin and Matshall
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Having one's name appear on a plaque as the donor of a hospital,ward, librAr_
park, or college building can be viewed as reflecting philanthropy, but, it can also t
perceived Ss.the reward for a donation and in this sense, as a pur#ase. Fr
quently, donors receive a more tangible and erect return for their contribution
free gifts or other goods and services, and a ss to organized meetings with lik
minded people.

These examples are intended to point up the, complexities of
dorfor motivation. Yet, attention to motivation for giving may particalkr1
useful in answering some of the questions posed here. For exam i is not nece
sary to understand the motivations, of donors in order to evaluate_the Outpuits
voluntary organizations and to measure the size of the voluntary sector. On tt
other hand, tKey may prove important in studying methods used by voluntar
sector organizations to raise revenue. David B. Johnson has hypothesized the
"social pressure" is an important factor in determining the level of contributions 1
voluntary organizations.3 If his hypothesis were confirmed empirically and if organ
zations were able to exert control over the intensity or type of social pressure, the
an understanding of motive would be-helpful in evaluating both donor and organiz
tion behavior.

No matter how one defines the philanthropic revenue of voluntary organization
there is reason to expect that rnan'y of these organizations will also receive revery.
from non-philanthropic sources; such as the ordinary sale of goods and services, an
government. Each of these sources might provide support in forms other than cast
Goods might be givep to the organization for subsequent resale; labor, equipmen
or other resources might be donated to the organization; goods and services might I
sold to the organization at-below- market prices.4 Such support can be prov,ided
private individuals and firms, by other voluntary organizations such as foundations, ar
by government through direct giving, special tax privileges to donors and to organj4
tions, lower postage rates, and so forth.

An orianization, hether voluntary or non-voluntary, can be characterized b
the proportions of total support monetary and non-monetary .derived from th
following sources:

Money: private "donations," including those from foundations; sale of goods
and services;,government grants; membership fees, dues, and assessments.:
Non-money (goods and services): private donations, including services at
below - market prices; governmental aid in the form of tax privileges and/or.

,,,free or below-market-price services. '
The dependence' on eicii type and source of financial support can vary wick

among all organizations, and even among those specifically described as voluntar
While the revenue base of voluntary organizations is likely to be more varied tha
that of private for-profit organizations, both types of organizations can be expecte
to derive some portion of their..fevenue from the sale of goods and services an
from various forms of governrnentai assistance.' Clearly, the sources and kinds c

revenue are one basis for distinguishing among types of organizations; but since fe
organizations are exclusively de ehdent on any one source or form of revenue, suc
distinctions °are essentially arbit ry, divisions of what is likely t6"be a continuo'.
spectrum. .

Another possible basis for unde anding the role of voluntary organizations i
the economy is the nature of their o tputs and, specifically, the relative emphas
on the provision of private and collective goods. (Collective goods, or, as they ar
often termed, public, goods, are goods that can be enjoyed by many people simu
taneously; common 'examples are national defense and consumer information. Pr
vate goods are those like food or _clothing, that benefit only the individual us464
The private for-profit sector provides, primarily private goods, while the public se
for ,provides goods with a larger collective component. While there is substanth
agreement among economists about the outputs of these two sectors, there has bee

3
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Weisbrod 975) theorized that the voluntary nonprofit sectot, exists as a response

little attulk analysis of the types of outputs of the third sector. In a recent paper,

to certain constraints on governmental provision of collective goods in. short, thatit supplements governmental provision of qollective goods, helping.to meet the re-maining consumer demand.' (In a later paper, Lee and Weisbrod (1974) examinednd found evidence of the similarity of governmental and ,voluntary-sector outptitsin the hospital industry.8)
Much of the recent literature, on the behavior of voluntary sector organizationshas focused on hospitals and educational institutibns.8 Most of this work is theoreti-cal, with some efforts at empirical corrobdration. It has concentrated on determinn_ing the appropriate goal of voltintary organizations something analogous to the

assumed profit-maximization, budget maximization, and professional-income .maxi-mization have all been proposed, but We are far from a consensus on voluntary
organization goals or on trade-oiffs among multiple goals.'°

The role of the entrepreneur in the voluntary sector is another little-understoodconcept.' What is it that motivates entrekeneurs in this context, if not conven-tional monetary and related rewards? Even understood is, the range ofvariables customarily referred to as the "Indus,filal organization" of the voluntarysector: What factors determine when new vd-igiitary organizations will enteror leavean "industry" and when existing oneiWilrex'poil or. contract? Hpw do government
regulation, taxation, and subsidization4fect` the voluntary sector as a whole, itsdivision among various industries, and the variety of its sources of revenue and out-puts? What are the relationships between the voluntary sector, the public sector,and the private for-profit sector which result in some goods being provided by allthree sectors and other mods being provided by only one or two of the sectors?"
Why do theSe sector shares change over time? Quantitatively, what are the effects ofthe voluntary sector on the economy's allocation_ of resources among alternativeses and on the distribution of income?

These questions involve predictions of various elements of voluntary sector be-havior.. There are also important normative questions those relating to what thebehavior of the voluntary sector should be. How much 'voluntary sector outputshould there be in terms of economic efficiency and equity of distribution? Howshould the outputs of the voluntary sector bepriced? Under what circumstances canthe voluntary sector be expectecrto fail to allocate resources efficiently and equi-tably? Answers to these questions are not presently available; indeed, it seems clear.that little effort has gone into seeking the answers. The economics of the voldtary
sector -deserve far more attention than i,t has received, .

One 'obstacle to research in this area is the lack of comprehensive data about thevoluntary sector. In order to accumulate better data, however, it Is necessary-tohave more theoretical research which will help to poin; up the kinds of data neededand the uses to which they can be put. Work should proceed on both fronts: on.theoretical conceptualizations of the sector and its role in the economy and on ex-pansion of the data base.

4 1 s.1
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I

II

SOME ALTERNATIVE(MEASURES
?

In the -preceding chapter we haves indicated several ways one.might characte'

an organization by. the type addinrx of both outputs and financial inpUts. Ind

section we examine some iMplicaticfns of these aiternative ways.of desceibing, th

-voluntary nonprofit (or philanthropic) economic -sector. The exact bounariet o
this sector will differ depending on the precise definition of the terms "voluntary'
and "philanthiopic." ,

Of the measurements ggitelopedto date, the most thorough and well known er
those by Dickinson anB by the American Association of,Fund-Raising Counsel i
its annual publicatio'n, Giving USA. Both attempt to/measure philanthropy rathe
thin the broader concept of nonprofit collective-goods provision that we use here
Both present aggregate data on contributions, by source and by recipient. (DiekirI
son's work, covering the period 1929 to 1959, includes public sector philanthrop

'ijand gifts foreign countries..) In short, the size of the philanthropic sector i

measured by uts,not by outputs.

-"Volunteer Labor Services

rPiel<mson.a (OWN USA limit their measures of philanthropy to money flows
Suchpeasures fomil a vast amount of in-kind giving particularly the donation o
I4b3r sec-Vices a -beloW-rpirket prices. Some data have been collected on the quan
tity-of.volunteer labor services derived from households, and attempts have bee
made to impute the monetary value of these services. Hoviever, the difficulties o
data collection are large: Few organizations keep records of the number of hour
worked by volunteers, the kind of work done, and the cost to the donor of tim
contributed. Furthermore, the individual volunteer has no apparent reason to kee
careful records of time: iven since it; unlike money donations, is not tax deductible
In addition to the problems of precision of data, there are problems of coverage
Most of the available' survey data is limited to in-kind .donations of labor at a ze
price. Hence, when said employees work at wages below their market rate of pay
this differential is generally not counted. 'Recognizing these limitations, we sum
marize.in Table_l_slata from four studies of the quantity and value of volunteerec
labcr hours.

"

or

4

2.,

Source

Table 1
Aggregate In -Kind Labor Donations, U.S;, 1964-1965

Total Hours/Year Total Valli%
(in billions) 1965 dollars/

(in billions).

5.7 $13.1

14.1

4.6 )1.2

2:6 8.9
6.5

4? Wolozin (1968) (1964 data)
Morgan, Sirageldin, and Baerwaldtis

; (1966) (1964 data) "1. - 4.4.;
Sirageldin (196A) (1964 data)

Department o[Labor (1969)
4

(1965 data)

. ,

TotiktV
11,75
(in-b111ions)1
Div

4*, -0
2 . f
20 6.1.

ue

-t

See Appendix A for description of imputation's and original authors' methods, ' ,

aAdjusted by Bureau of 14bor Statistics index of average hourly earnings in the .private
nonfarm economy (October 1974).
bSee Appendix A for explanation of the two sets of estimates in Columns 2 and 3.



ter...
While he estimates in. Table 1--vary, it is clear-that donatiOnS of labor services to

he voluntary sector represento significant source of support, amounting to between
0 and 40 percent efithe estimated $590 billion total cash contributions to all
onprofitorganizations (seeiable Tablet stKzws for 1965 the allocation of vol-
nteer labor .hours among selected subsectors (the method of calculation is. de-cribed in Appendix:Al

7---7"'
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Subsector

Table 2
Volunteer Time by Subsector, 1965

Percentage of
Total Hours Contributed

Hours Worked
(in hundred millions)

Hospital

Other health or medical
Educatin

9.2%
8.0

21.6

239'

Social welfare 19.8ti 5z15
Recreatibnal 5.3 1.37

c Civic or community 12.7 3.31
Youth activities (Scout,

other)
12.6

7.3
3.27
1.90 0:

Other 3.5 .90

, 109.0% 26.04%

,

+;`1,

Source: Adapted from Table 10 of U.S Department of Labiir, Manpower Administra-
tion, Manpower Automation Research Monograph No. 10, American Volunteer (Wash-ington, Government Printing Office, April 1969).

From the , totals shown in Table 2, we observe that civic or community and
outh activities together received one fourth of total volunteer time, while educa,-
ion, social welfare, and the coffibined health and hospital subsectors each receiveot,bout one fifth of the total. One serious shortcoming of the Labor Department,
urvey., from which these figures are derived, is its lack 6f attention to religious
ctivities and the consequent underreporting of time volunteered ,toithis subsector.
learly, fsom the age and iinprecisiori of the data summarized in Tables 1. and 2,

new efforts are required to count and value volunteer time and otherin-kind dona-
tions at both the aggregate level and the subsector or "industry" level.

'4,

New Estimates of Voluntary-Sector Money Flows

The estimates of philanthropic giving both money and in-kind provide oneperspective on the extent of private voluntary activities'. However, when it is recog-
nized that most organizations VI the voluntary nonprofit sectpr have command over
resources in excess of those given charitably, broader meardres are suggested. Such
measures would include flows of funds from nbnprivate philanthropic sources such
as governments and f Om the sale of a wide variety of private gbods and services, in
addition to noricash' a

Consider the follow* simple set of revenue accounts for a typical voluntary sec-
tor organization:

1: Sales and receipts

2. Membership dues and assessments-

I 6
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3. Contributions, gifts, grants

a. Private sector o

'b. Public sector

4. Total revenue
., .

The Dickinson and Giving USA measures account primarijy for line 3a and the tar
deductible portion of line 2.. If one, were interested in accounting for voluntary se
for activity in, for example, the hospital industry, a sizable share of the dollar flow
would take the form of the sale of goods and services (line 1). Thus, another a
curate measure of the role of the voluntary nonprofit sector in the 'economy iS,V4t
revenue (line 4).. (The private philanthropic component is measunid primarily
line 3a. This, however, is somewhat understated, since part of the payments in line
1 and 2 may represent charitable impulses rather than payment for goods and sere
ices). -

Our development of measures of the voluntary se ctor began with two sample
'from Internal Revenue Service records. The first sample was from the group of nor
profit organizations (excluding privite foundations) given special taxexempt statu
by the IRS; the second was from the universe of private tax-exempt foundation
While both types of organizations are part of the ybluntait nonprofit sector of th
economy, they play distinctly different roles. The nonprofit, non-foundation organ
zations may be seen primarily as Omi producing goods and services, while th
foundations function largely as financial intermediaries whose grants are customaril
made to voluntary institutions."

Nonprofit Organizations 6

Taxexempt nonprofit organizatic file annually with the IRS a statement a
their receipts, expenses, and assets 'CI liabilities (Form 990) s Our sample of tiles
returns, which includes information for 432,1such organizations, is described ii
Appendix B.- ,Since we knew from independent' tou'rces that the universe of tax
exempt nonprofit Organizations in the United States was about 650,000,16 we wer
able to estimate the aggregate revenues of the entire voluntary sector and of som
of its principal component subsectors. The revenue measures appear in Table 3.

One of the most striking figures in Table 3 is our estimate of the total, reiienu
of all 'nonprofit organizations $530.9 billion (Column 6). This figure, however
shoUld'not be interpreted asan estimate of "philanthropy:" First, it includes' type
of organizations other than those customarily. considered "philanthropic" (that i
those for which individual donations are deductible from the 'personal income tax
(See Appendix B, Table B-2, for a list of the types of nonprofit, organizations in
cluded in our estimate.) Second, the sources Qf eevenue for-each organization hi
dude in addition to contributions, gifts, andigrants sales of goods and services
and dues and,assessments, which are generally not regarded as forms of charitable o
philanthropic' giving. /

Our operational definition of the nonprofit voluntary sector includes organizo
tions with diverse purposes and outputs: churches, hospitals, country clubs, boot

4k stores, retirement-plans, insurance companies, and trade associatiou, for example
`"*(See Appendix B, Table B-2.) Because this definition of the voluntary sector is fa

more comprehensive than the common notion of charitable or philanthropic en
tities;we also present in Table 3, column 5, estimates for the phllonthropk sector
which we define as religious, educational, health, and cultural organizations. (So
Appendix B, Table B-1 for a list of the activity,codes included in our definition
these four subsectors.)
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Voluntary Nonprofit Sector Revenue Sources, US., 1973

Source of Revenue
Religion

(1)

(in billions of dollars)

Type of Organization

Education Health
(2)1 (3)

Cultural

I e

All
Philanthropic
Organizations

(5)
(Sum of cols.

All Nonprofit
Organizations

(6)

1-4)

(1) Saks and receipts $2.8 (60%) $60.8 (65%) phi (94%) $0.5 (46%) 95.2 (73%) $121.1 (M)
(2) Membership dues and assessments 6:2 (4% 19.3. (21%) 0.2 (1%) 0.1 (5 %) 19.8 (15 %) 349.9 (66%)

(3) Contributions, gifts, and grants '1.7 (36%) 13.2 (14%) 1.8 (5%) t.5 (49%) 17.2 (13%) 59.9 (11 %)

(4) Total revenue $4.7 (100%) $93.3 (100%) $33.1 4(100%) $1.1 (100%) $132.2. (100%) $530.9 (100%)

(5) Percentage of total revenue for
all nonprofit organizations ,0.8% 18% 6% 0.2% 1 25% . 100%

(6)` Sample size 25 67 32 34 1,58 432

Source: Our calculations. Data are estimated national aggregates based on a sample of 432 Form 990 tax returns, blown up for the approximately 650,000 non-
profit organizations.

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages of total for each stibsector.
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,

.4,
.Our estimate of the' total 1973 money revenues of the philanthropic sector

$132 2 billion, or 25 percent all voluntary sector revenues. Philanthropic orgari
zations represent 158, or 37 ercent ,ef the 432 voluntary sectororganizatioi
sampled Our estimate of the total revenue of philanthropic organizations include
the amount of funds flowing to those organizations from philanthropic sources, (
"charitable" giving (see line 3 of Table 3), and fr4m other sources. In 1973, philai
thropic organizations received a total of $17 billion in contributions, gifts,, an
grants. This, of the estimated total revenues of philanthropic organizations (
$132.2 billion, only 13 percent come from philanthropic sources. rt is especiall
interesting to note that nearly three quarters (72 perceht) of the total revenue
philanthropic organizations represents sales and receipts, a much higher proportic
than this source represents for the entire, voluntary sector (23 percent).

Our estimate of the magnitude of the voluntary sector $530.9 billion\ shoul
not be confused with ithe contribution of the voluntary sector to the Gross Nation,
Product. The estimate we present here involves double counting since part of th
income of some of the voluntary sector organizations is often distributed,to oth(
organilations in that sector. While foundations are excluded from the estimates i
Table 3, other' organizations that similarly serve as conduits for funds are include(
for example, the United Fund and the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Groups, which di

tribute a significant share of their revenues to voluntary sector hospitals (which at
also included among the tax-exempt, nonprofit organizations). Form 990 makes
impossible to estimate the degree of double counting since all expenses are allocate
to two lines on the form "expenses attributable to gross income" (fund raising
and "disbursements for purposes for which exempt" (which includes both value
added activities and transfers to other voluntaryriector organizations). More researc
and better data are needed to learn about these intravo(untary-sector flows of fun(

1 and to develop better estimates of the value-added actflitip of the sector and of ii
philanthropic component. , . .

It is not possible to disaggregate the IRS data to determine how'much of th
contributions, gifts, and rants is from govermtnent (federal, state, local) and ho'
much is from the private sector. Such data would be valuable and could be co
lecte4 if the Form 990 tax returns were modified. Lacking such data but IN
lieving them to be useful for understanding the actual role of private philanthropl
we have attempted some rouglwstimates (see Table 4)...

Twb recent studies provide some basis for very preliminary estimates of the div
sion of contributions, gifts, and grants between government and. nongovernMer
sources in the education and health sectors: (1) The Joint, Economic Committe
study, Federal SubSidy Programs-0974Y, and(2) estimates made by Marc Bentlici
Jr. The first study is restricted to activities of the federal government. It provide
estimates of the value of four types cA federal subsidy programs: direct cash sut
sidies, tax subsidies, credit subsidies, and benefit-in-kind subsidies. Our interest her
is limited to direct cash subsidies, since this is the only form of subsidy that woul
appear as revenue in the exempt-organization tax return. (It would be useful t
know more about the total resources controlled by voluntary nonprofit organize
tions, which include not only cash but also honcash 'items such at the other sut
sidies mentioned above and volunteer labor services.)

One difficulty with the Joint Economic Committee data, in addition to their be
ing limited to federal aCtiviti6, is that they are not disaggregated i a way tha
allows ready identification of the shares of subsidies going to each of sectors -
private, public, and nonprofit. We applied independent estimates of the lu ar
sector share in the education and health industries in order to estimate the value o
federal cash subsidies to these two groups. The resulting estimates are, presemted ii
Table ,4, line 2a. (Our calculations and sources are described more fully in ApPendi:
C.)

.,

°
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Table 4

Sotiices of Contributions,-Gifts, and Grants to Voluntary
Sector Education and Health Institutions

(irr millions of dollars)
A,

,.r 6 ,Source Education Health

1. All sources, 1973 S 13,200, (100%) $1,80) (100%)
2. Government, all levels, 1970 77,6 (6%)

2,- Federal; 1972 177 (1%) 453 (25%)
3. Residual: private philanthropy $12,424 (94%) 51,347 (75%)

Sources: Line 1: Table 3.

Line 2: Marc Bendick, Jr, Education As a Three-Sector Industry,
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1975.

Line 2a: O,ur calculations using data from U.S. Congress, Jiiint
Economic C6mmittee, (1974), and from Marc Rendick, Jr. See
Appendix C for details. .

.Table 4 alSO prevents fimore comprehensive estimate of government aid, but only
or the education-Sector. Tleisimsttnate, which inditiderstate and local as well as
ederal government support, has en made by Eiendick (see.Appendix C).

We have barely scratched the surface:9f the problems of determining the relative
mportance of governmental and private philanthropic Contril?utions, gifts, andrants to the voluntary nonprofit sector. We hope that we havetointed up the ab-
nce of 'comprehensive and reliable data, the desirability of developing data that

d, permit assessment of the governmental and, nongovernmental input in each
diture subsector, and the desirability of accounting for state and local as well

federal activities.
`'Returning to, Table 3, it may be obseried that the relative importance of sources

revenue vary, significantly across the subsectors. For example, cultural ,and re-
igious activities are substantially more dependent on philanthropic sources ;- con-
ibutions, -gifts, and grants than are the education and- health industries. This
urce accounts for 49 pekent and 36 percent of the total revenue of cultural and

eliiious activities, compared with 14 percept for education and 5 percent for
ealth. The striking dependence of health organizations .qn-Vgkandtrereipts (pri-
arily patient charges) points up, the importance of this form of rIvenue to at least
art' of the voluntary nonprofit sector, something that has generally been ignored.
ach of the four subsectors for which data are presented receives a relatively small
ortion of income from membership dues and assessments, ranging from 1 percent

health to 21 percent in education. This revenue source is much more important
o' other voluntary sector orgaizations such as employee organizations, trade associa-
ons, recreational and social clubs, fraternal orders, and insurance and pension
nds (all of which are included in the column 6 totals for all nonprofit organiza-

ions).

How do our estimates compare with thoSe of Giving USA? Our measures are
roader, since we do not limit the revenue sources to charitable sources which pro-ide only a portion of the operating-revenues for voluntary sector organizations.
Thus, for any voluntary organization our measure would be greater than or, only
arety, equal to the Giving USA measure). We also include a wider spectrum of or-

,nization types than Giving USA.
Even when we examine measures for the usavl philanthropic sectors, However,4*
r estimates differ-noticeably from those of Giving USA. Table 5 presents Giving

SA estimates of philanthropic support for 1973 in the subsectors for which we
ave estimates from IRS data. Comparing Table 5 to Table 3, we observe that our

4 0
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timate of total philanthropic support (contributions, gifts, and grants) for all non
fit organizations = $59.9 billion is more than double the $24.5 billio

irnated by Giving USA. The subsector comparisons also show wide divergence:
nu estimates from the random sample of IRS tax returns show $1.7 billion in con
tri.utions, gifts, and grants to religious organizitions, while Giving USA show
$16 1 billion, a figure greater than our estimate of the total revenue of this sub
sector from all sources ($4.7 billion). While we estimate a much lower level a con
trib tions to reljgious,orgaizations, we find (on Table 4) a much higher level. o
cont ibutions to educational organizations= $13.2 billion. compared with the Givin
USA estimate of $3.9 billion)?

-Contrib tions
Percentil e of total
giving to all areas 41go

.
Source; American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., Giving USA, 1974.

Table 5

Philanthropy in Selected Areas: Giving (ISA ,Estimates, 1973
L., (in billions of dollars)

Religion Education Health Cultural All Other Total

$10.1 $3.9 $3.9 $1.2 $5.3 - $24.5

16% . 16% 5% 100%

Des ibing the size of an organization or a sector of the economy by flows of
ftmds, we have done here, is not the only means of assessing size and importance.
One mi ht instead consider the assets, or wealth, held by, voluntary organizations.

'We turn now to the balance sheet of the voluntary sector, again using our simple of
tax-exe pt nonprofit organizations. These data, which appear in Table 6, are
another ndication of the size of the voluntary nonprofit sector. Once again it is
clear that the size of the voluntary sector justifies a great deal more attention to the
sector a d itskhavior.

Our 973 estimate of $578 billion for the sector's total asset$ may be compared
with a 1969 estimate of $1.11 trillion for total household And institutional tangible
assets and $2.93 trillion for total private national wealth." The combinatiorr of
inflation and economic groth would surely have increased these 1969 estimates,
with the $1.11 trillion figure rising to perhaps $1.4 trillion in 1973 and the $2.93
trillion figure increasing to perhaps $3.6 trillion. The nonprofit sector thus appears
to control some 15 percent of United States private national .wealth. It should be
noted that a large portion of the assets of nonprofit organizations is hi the form of
securities, such as loans and bonds, rather than in tangible wealth. nevertheless, the
asset figures show, as did the revenue data, that the nonprofit sector is vastly more
important in the economy than the attention previously given to it would-suggest:I

Private Foundations

IRS records also provided us with data on the financial dimensions Of the private
foundation subsector of the voluntary nonprofit sector. Using a sample of 70 re-
turns out of the approximately 26,000 foundation returns filedfor the year 1972
(see Appendix D), we are able to present estimates of revenue and balance-sheet
items for all foundations 'in the United States.* Our estimates, some of which differ
noticeably from previously published data, are presented in Tables 7 and 8.

Our estimate of total foundation grants ($2.4 billion)' is veil/ similar to that of
Giving USA ($2.2 billion) in spite- of different estimation procedures." But our
estimate, of total assets ($16.billion) is one half that of Giving USA ($30 billion),

4



Table 6
National Aggrect: Balance Sheet, All.Nonprofit Organizations,

December 1972 or June 30,1973
(in billions of dollars)

sets
ash
ccounts receivable net
Estes receivable net

nventories
vernment obligatIons..

nvestments in nongovernmental
bends, etc. 50.
vestments in corporate stocks 99
ther investments 14
preciable (depletable) assets less

acbumulated deprecia tion.(deplet ion)
nd

then assets

- Liabilities
$ 82 Acc,ounts payable

128 Contributions; gifts, grants, etc., payible
5 (a) bonds and notes payable
3 (b) mortgages payable

49 Other liabilities

Total liabilities

Total assets

349

73 '
32
30
26

131

5292

Net Worth

Capital stock or principal fund balance $180
55 Paid in or capital surplus 35
.70 Retained earnings or income fund balance 73
13 Total net worth ' 5288

5578 Total Liabilities and Net Worth $580
Source; .Our estimates were derived from a ,tample of 269 Form 990 tax returns out of a total
of approximately 650,000 such returns. (While the revenue informatio4Table 3) was obtainedfrom 432 organizations, only 280 supplied balance-sheet information; 11 of these were illegible,
leaving a sample-of 269.)

Note: Total assets (5578 billion) do not equal the total of liabilities plus net worth ($292 bil-lion + $288 billion = $580 billion) because of rounding and errors in the reported amounts ontax returns.

Table 7

'Ttital Grants and Assets of IcivateFoundsitions, 1972
(in billions of dollars)

1. Total contribuXions, gifts,

Giving USAa Our Estimateb

and grants $2.2 $2.4
2. Total assets $30.0 $16.0
3. Percent of all-foundations

making annual grants of at 41,
least $50,000 20% 19%

4, Percent of all foundation;
having assets of at least
$500,000 20% 22%

aArnerican Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., Giving USA;
1973. Sample size= 38..

bSee Tables 9.# 10, litho., and Appendix D for details. Sample
size = 70.

en though yie find -a somewhat larger share of all foundations holding assets
lued at $500,000 or more. This'ilzable discrepancy suggests that a more thorough

tudyof foundation assets is required for a reliable report on the magnitudes of
oundation wealth and revenue. If the American Association of Fund-Raising Countsel

is correct, the estimated payout-to-asset ratio ,(Table 7, row 1 divided by row 2) is7.3 perCent; if our estimates are correct, the rap:, i§ twice as large, 14.4 percent.
his possible difference in behavior can only be confirmed. with -better data strati

ied by various, sizes of foundatioWSiiCh tisaggregated .data- might suggest empirical.,
regularitiesAthat coultconitibute to the

4
understanding of foundation behavior.
2 2
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Tabl4 8 ,

Distribution of Private Foundation Assets, 1968 and 1972

Assets Nelson Estimatea
(1968)

Our Estimateb
(1972)

Cash 4 1% 14%

Government obligatiOrl '1",, 6 4

Corporate stock 1- , 75 53
Nongovernment bonds 9 23
Residual 9' 6

100% 100%

aRalph L. Nelson, "Estimates of Balance Sheets and Income Statements of
Foundations and Colleges and Universities," in Raymond W. Goldsmith,
Institutional Investors and Corporate Stocks: A Background Stull, (New
York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1973).

bSee Appendix D for our dollar estimates of assets, liabilities, and net worth.

Table 8 compares our estiinated patterns of asset holdings with those from Ralph
Nelson's 1968 study." Our sample data indicate relatively greaten liquidity and
lower risk in foundation portfolios. Unfortunately, we are unable to say how much
of this may be due to the different characteristics of the foundations sampled and
how much, if any, is due to changed foundation behavior between 1968 and 1672,
in response to both the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and the economic downturn
which might have led to an altering of foundation asset por.tfolibs, particularly MI
favor of increased liquidity.

Finally, we present our estimates of the distribution of foundations by size, as
measured by total annual, grants (Table 9) and by total assets (Table 10). Both
tables indicate the extreme importance of a relatively few organizatiOns. For

Table 9

Distribution of Total Foundation Grants, 1972

Foundations Sampled

TOW Cants ":.
$0.9,999..
S10,000-19,999
$20,000-49,999

Nulnber

36
11
10

Percent of Sample *

51%
i,.,, 16 , .

14

Percent of Total Dollar . N-

Value of GrantsMade,

1%
2
6

$50,000-99,999 4 6 4

-5100,000-199,999 4 6 9

$200,000 and over 5 7 78

70 100% 100%

See Appendix D.

example, Table 9 shows that of the foundatidns sampled, the 13 percent that made
grants of $100,000 or more made 87 percent of the total value of all foundatiqn
grants, while the 51 percent that made grants of less than $10,0004n 1972 ac
counted for only 1 percent of the total dollar value of grants. From Table 10 we
find that 15 percent of the foundations had assets of over $1 million and controllec
80 percent of all foundation assets (the 4 percent of foundations with assets of $

4 3
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million and over controlled 56 percent of the total assets). About alf o f all private
foundations sampled had assets under $75,000; they controlle only 2 percent of
total foundation assets. V

Table 1() is
e Distribution of Total Foundation Assets, 1972

Foundations Sampled

Asset Class Number

50-999, 7
$1,0004,999 )7

Percent of Sample

10%
10

Percent of
Total Assets

*
55,000-9,999 .5 7 *
$10,000-24,999 10 14 *
525,000-49,999 5 . 7 *
$50,00074,999 ° ' 2 3 *
$75,000-99,999 4 6 1%
S100,000-249,999 9. 13 3
$250,000-499,999 S 7 4
5500,000-999,999

5
7 10

$1,000,000-1,999,999 8 e
11 24

$2,000,000 and over .3 ` 4 56

70 - 100% 100%

See Apndix D.

'Greater than zero but less than one half of one percent.

-

III

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We do-not pretend ,to:' have Plovided definitivemeasures of the size and activity
of the volunIary nonprofit secta-Qiir more modest goals were (1) to identify ,some
alternative concepts of the imp6rtanc't- of the voluntary sector and (2) using these
concepts and drawing upon a previouslroOntappeddita source (the, IRS returns), to
estimate the magilkilkde:9£ the voluntary sector.

In addition to otir call for increased research at the theoretical level, we make
the following ,recommenclaPons regarding, future data collection and empirical re-
search on the nonprofit se `or of the economy:.

1. Careful research Witfi.the 990 and 990-PF (private folindation) tax returns
will, as this exercise has shown, permit a more comprehensive measurement of the
total monetary resourtei`i controlled by voluntary organizations, disaggregation of
data by the actic,ities' Ofprgnizations, and a more thorough study of the types and
sizes of voluntary nonprofit org,anhations."

2. Access to 990 data is at present difficult and time-consuming to' obtain. In
the future, these data should be made more freely available to researchers and in
machine-readable form.

2 4
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3. Study of foundation behavior should proceed not only for all foundations
but ,fol: foundations by various size classifications, Areas of interest include rates o
grant. payout, portfolio mix, and factors affecting the quarnity of grants made ti
various voluntary sector industries.

4. From current Form 990 data, it is not possible to distinguish governmenta
from private support of an organization. Yet for many questions it isimportant i
distinguish government grants from other sources"of support..Form 990 should b
modified to obtain separate data. for governmental federal, state, local contri
butions to nonprofit organizations.

5. An accounting of the value of govnment support to the voluntary sector
needed, not only in terms of its - monetary dimensions (as suggested in the abov
recommendation) but of its non-money forms, including tax preferences to dono
and organizations and in-kind grapts. - 4

6. We need to find out more akout the nature and scope of the activities o
those voluntary sector organizations that are not granted tax-exempt status by the
IRS.

7. Measurement of vaunteer labor services should be updated and improved.22
These data should be disaggregated by type of recipient organization sdch as edu-
cation, health, religion and by donor characteristics.

8. More information on the
the

accruing to members Of voluntary organiza-
tions would help us separate the private-good aspgct of membership from the collec-
tive-good, charitable-contribution aspect. Such inThrmation would aid in the testing
of models dealing with the factors determining the magnitude and forms of giving.

9. In order to avoid a problem of,double counting we need to know more about
the flows of grants among voluntary nonprofit sector organizations.

10. More study is needed of the effects of 4/oluntary sector activity on the distri-,
bulion of income.

Appendix A '

Sources and Adjustments for Tables 1 and 2

Four estimates of aggregate donations of labor servicesAo the voluntary sector are
summarized in ,Table 1. The Wolozin (1968) estimates are based on a 1964 survey of seven
organizations that kept records of volunteers, Inca:ling the Veterans' Administration,
Department of Agriculture's Extension Service, RftCross, League of. Women Voters, and
Illinois State mental institutions. The concept of voluntarism used was donation of labor
services witho'ut pay where the activity hat a nYarket counterpart. The totals were then
extrapolated to the total United States population. Wolozin only reported a total value, but
since he also stated that the assumed wage was 75 percent of that used by Morgan, Sirageidin,
and Baerwaldt ($3.07), we Were able to compute his estimated hours,

Morgan, Sirageldin4 and Baerwaldt, in Productive Americans (1966), used a national sample
of 2,214 families. This soutie reports a household average instead of a national total. Wolozin,
using the

%f
data, did compute such totals and ..we have used them here. The Morgan

4efinitrOn 10 voluntarism is broad, including all contributions of time in service to people or
organizations, but excluding service to the immediate family or relatives. Sirageldin (1969),
apparently using the same data as Morgan, applied a ,different, lower average wage rate for
donors by adjusting for unemployment experiences and other factors.

The Labor Department survey, Americans Volunteer (1969),,was conducted during the week
.6f November 7, 19,65; a total of 4,000 housholds participated. For the purposes of the study,
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luntarism was defined as unpaid work performed by a person over 14 years of age for orough an organization. Excluded was work performed for a political organization or forother person, as a part of schooling or to further a hobby. Religious volunteer work was, ine Labor Department's opinion, not sufficiently highlighted; activity supporting this subsectoray have been underreported. The survey asked about volunteer activity_ during the surveyeek, rather than in the past year. Our procedure of multiplying the hour totals by 52 to createnuat' totals is subject to bias if the survey week was not an average one. The two Laborepartment values in Table 1 were computed by applying wage rates used by (a) Morgan, Sira-ldin, and Baerwaldt and (b) Wolozin.
The reported subsector allocations in Table 2 are adapted from Table 10 of Americans Volun-et.. The data in this source reflect the percent of the sample volunteering for a particular typeorganization. Since some volunteers gave to more than one subsector, the Labor Departmentrcentages add to 125 percent. In order to allocate the total hours to each subsector, the dis-ibution was recomputed to total 100 percent, and these shares were used to allocate amonge classes the 2.6 billion total hours worked. The assumption implicit in this calculation is thatch sibsector volunteer contributes, on the average, the same quantity of time.

Appendix B

Sample of Tax-Exempt Organization Returns (IRS Form 990)

The Internal Revenue Service, as a matter of public record, makes available certain informa-n from the tax returns of.nonprofit
organizations. We believe that the IRS list of exemptganizations was the best available approximation of our conception of the voluntary sector;wever, it does exclude some organizations that might reasonably be- included for example,ommon Cause. The quantitative importance of the omission of this type of organization is notear. ,

Since the returns are generally not available for public inspection except by organizatione, employees of the IRS were instructed to take a 'sample of returns for the 1973 filingriod. We were assured that this would result in no biases of selection by type, size, location,organization.
The Form 990 tax return gives each organization the opportunity to select up to threetivity codes" as representing the type of activity in which it is engagedThe activities ofh Philanthropic subsector shown in Table 3 religion, education, health, and culture areven in Table B-1 along'with the numbeeof returns in our sample. Table B2 gives the full listactivity codes for 1972, along with the number of organizations reporting each code.To "blow up" the sample totals to the national Estimates for each philanthropic subsector,e used the figures in Table. B.2 to estimate the total number, of organizations in each sub.tor. Adjustments of the activity code figures were necessary, however, since an average of 2tivities were listed by each of the 650,000 organizations. For our subsectors, use of un-justeil activity-code counts as bases for estimating the national totals would lead to Iwortes of double counting'. (1) an organization might list its activities in two subiectors (for$ample, a parochial school might appear as both a religious and an educational institution) and) an organization could cohceivably list tip. to, three codes, all under the same subsector (forample, a college, might list its activities 'as school, college; scholarships; and student-housingtivities).

To correct for these potential biases, we assigned each organiiation to only one "industry"d reduced the total activity codes listed for each subsector by a factor, (compu d from ourmple) to remove double counting of the same entities in the subsectors..These problems were not encountered in the estimates for the total of all nonprofitrganizattris since we had information vindependent of the activity codes for this total (seeotnote 16).

A 2
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Religion (25 Rei&hs).

001. Church, synagogue, eic.
002 Assocation of churches
003 Religious order
004 Church auxiliary
005 Mission
006 Missionary activities
007 Evangelism
008 Religious publishing
029 Other religious

Education (67 Returns)

030
031

032
' 574

040
041

'043
033
034
035
036
037
038
042
044

4045

059

School, college, etc.
Special school for blind
Nursery school
Day care center
Scholarships
Loans
Other student aid
Faculty group
Alumni association
P.T.A.
Fraternity or sorority
Other student group
School or college athletic association
Student housing activities
Student exchange with other countries

-Studentoperated business
Other chookelated activities

Table I31

Activities of Each Subsector

--)

4./7fit4

Health (32 Returns)

150 Hospital
' 151 Hospital auxiliary

152 Nursing home
153 Care and housing for aged
154 Health clinic
155 Rural medical facility
.1S7 Cooperative hospital organization
159 Nurses' register
160 Aid to handicapped
161 Scientific research (disease)
165 Community health planning
166 Mental health care
167 Group medical practice
179 Other health
163 Health insurance
164 Prepaid group health

Cultural (34 Returns)

060 Museum, zoo, planetarium
061 Library -a

062 Historical site,
063 Commemorative events
064 Fair
088 Community theater groUp
089 Singing group
090 Cultural performanas
091 Art exhibit
092 Literary activities
093 Cultural exchanges with other countries
094 Genealogical activities
119 Other cultural or historical activities

9
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Table B-2

Nonprofit Entities (Excluding Foundations) by
Activity Codes, National Summary,

Year Ending December 31, 1972

Count* Code DescriptionDescription

Aits (Performing Arts,.
Fine Arts, etc.)

Advertising
Alumni Activities
Association of Employees
Association of Employers
Athletics
Book Store
Business Promotion
Cafeteria, Restaurant, Sriack

Bar, Food Services
Camp
Cemetery or Burial Association

2 Civic Welfare
Civil Liberties or Rights

4 Clinic
5 Commemorative Organization

(Centennial. Monument, etc.)
6 Commodity Exchange
7 Community Deterioration,

Prevention of
8 Community Fund
9 Conservative (Natural

Resources, Wildlife)
0 Country Club
1 Credit Reporting
2 Educational Institution
3 Educationali (Other)
4 Emergency or Disaster Aid Fund
5 Employees; Welfare of
6 Employment Assistant,

Retraining, Apprentlimp or
Vocational-Training, etc.

7 Endowment Fund
8 Exhibitions, Fairs, Trade Shows
9 Farming
0 Federal, State or Local

Government Agency
1 Financial Services
2, Fraternity or Sorority
3 Fund Raising
4 Garden Club
5 Gifts to Charitable Organizations
6 Gifts to Itidividuals
7 Handicapped, Aid to
8 Health Agency
9 Historical Sites, Historical

RecOrds Preservation /of, etc.
0 Hobby Club.
1 Hospital Nursing Home, etc. ,

2 Housing for Aged
3 Housing (Other)

Humanitarian Activities
5 Indian (Tribe, Cultures, etc.)
6 Industrial Detelopment

9 48 International Operations
49 Juvenile Delinquency,

1 Combating of
6 50 Legislative Activities

63 51 Library
4 52 Loans
4 53 Marketing Methbers' Products

54 Medical Care
12 55 Museum
2 56 Nursery

57 Parent or Parent-Teachers
6 Association
5. 58 Patriotic Activities

68 59 Pensions, Profit-Sharing
3 Trust, etc.
2 60 Perpetual Care Fund
1 61 Professional Advancement

62 Public Safety
63 Publishing, Radio, TV, etc.

6 64 Real Estate Activities
65 Recreation

4 66 Religious Institution
6 (Church, Synagogue, etc.)

67 Religious (Other)
68 Rentat of Owned Property
69 Research and Development
70' Retirement Plan
71 Royalties, Receipt of
72 Scholarships
73 Senior Citizens or Retirees
74 Services to Members
75 Sick or Death Benefits Members
76 Social Activities
77 Sports Activities
78 Student Activities

7 79, Testing
1 80 Thrift Shop, Retail Outlet, etc. ,

81 Traffic or Tariff Bureau
6 82 Unemployment Benefits

71 , 83 Urban Renewal
14 84 Vacation Plan

1 85 Veterans Activities
56 86 'Volunteer Firemen's Organization
13 87 VoterEducation,
22 8 Workl Peace, Promotion of

7 YMCA, YMHA, etc.
10 90 out Activities

91 In rumentality of Government
2 Agency

11 93 Non-Exempt Charitable Trust
15

2
1

16
140

4
49

9

7 Insurance

*The nearest one thousand'
*Does not equal the sum of the components because of rounding.
ource: Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Tteasury.

9
5

170(13)(1)(A)(vi) Determinations
95 ,509(A.)(2) Determinations

;43 96 PilittieSCfiOols
2 98 13enials or F ailed to establish
3 99 gOMF Handbook 4522)

' 11
\ \

Ala
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Count*

1

9

7

6
8
4
7

4
2

24

31

19
3

2
2

17
10

32
3
9
1

32
4

112
:53

61
11

18
1

1

2
1

33
2
3
4
2

24

.

1, 14*.
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Appendix C

Direct Government Grants to Voluntary Sector.
Education and Health Institutions

!Data on government subsidy programs are available from a Joint Economic Committee stud
Congress, joint Economic Committee, 1974). The data are organized by.type of subsid

and area of, impact, including 'agriculture, medical care, manpower, education, and housin
Within each impact area the subsidies are listed individually and 4escribed according to the
administering agency, objectives, financial form, and direct recipient. While a number of th

-*Impact areas appIared inappropriate to our voluntary sector concepts, the areas of educatio
,and medical care seemed consistent with our sectoral classification. Within these two areas, w
isolated all direct cash subsidies for which nonprofit organizations were listed as among th
direct recip6ts. Lists of these subsidies and their value in 1972 are presented in Table C-1.

Totals of the grants in Table C-1 include distributions to public and for-profit Institutions
well as to nonprofit or voluntary organizations. In order tb estimate the voluntary sector shay
of these grants, we sought other information. °

For education, we used data from Marc Bendicit, Jr., Education as a Three-Sector Indust,
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison 1975). Bendick estimates that nonprof
institutions received 30.4 percent of money revenues to all colleges and universities in 1971
Since the subsidies reported in the Joint Economic Committee study were for higher education
this share of the industry seems appropriate. Of the $293 million of education subsidies

,Table C1, we estimate that 30.4 percent, $89.1 million, went to voluntary sector institution
Adding this total to the federal aid to Howard University, a private institution, total feder
grants to the higher education portion. of the voluntary education subsector are estimated to t
$177 milliOn.

This estimate, hdwever, is far from satisfactory. It does not include federal governmer
giving to lower levels oeducation, nor does it include the contributions by state and loc
governments to voluntary sector educational institutions at any level of education.

Bendick estimates total government (all levels) cash grants to the voluntary-sector for 197
as follows:

Pre-school $139 million
Kindergarten - 8
Grades 1.8 209
Grades 9-12 101
College and university 319

$776

. -
It may

1be noted that Bendick's estimate of $319 million of governmental cash aid
colleges and universities is considerably greater than our estimate of 1177 million (Table
based on Joint Economic Committee data. The difference, we believe, is partly attributable
the fact that the Joint Economic Committee estimate applies only to the federal government.
any case, it is clear that these are rough estimates; the availability of the desired data is e
tremely limited.

We also wish to point out that in the education sector (and perhaps in other sections), foct
ing on sources of receipts by organizations may be misleading. For example, government
grants and scholarships that are paid directly to s dents rather than to schools do not appe
on Form 990 tax returns under receipts of contribu ons, gifts, and grants. -

The estimate for health that appears in Table 4 was made by taking the portion of tot
medical cape grants of $622.4 million reported in Table C-1 that might be expected to ha
accrued to voluntary sector health organizations. To make the estimate, we used the share
total hospital expenditures made byponprofit hospitals, 72.8 percent, reported in Lee and We
brod (1974). Our estimate is $453.1' million ($622.4 million times 72.8 percent).

i t
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Table C-1

Federal Cash Stibsidy Programs That Include Nonprofit
Educational Organizations as Recipients, 1972

(in millions of dollars)

Miscellaneous education and training fellowships $235.8
College libraries 11.0
Special services for disadvantaged students in

institutions of higher education 15.0./
, Institutional grants for science 12.0

Sea grant 17.3
Higher educationcooperative education 1.7

0

Total $292.8

Grant to Howard University S 87.9

.' Table C-2

federal Emit Siibsidy Programs That Include Nonprofit
.Medical,Care Institutions as Recipients, 1972

1 cm million of dollars)

NIH aining

Ni,IM training

4iealt manpower
Health professions grunts

Hill Burton
7.4

Total

S 7.4

115.1

265.7

47.4

186.8

$622.4

Appendix D

Sample of Private Foundation Returns (IRS Form 990-PF)

,
357

IRS retursn filed by private foundations are a matter of public record. We sampled 70
urns from the roughly 26,000 'returns on file at the Philadelphia IRS office for the calendar
ar 1972, or.the fiscal year beginning in 1972 (these were filed together by IRS). Returns are
d on aperture cards in boxes, alphabetically by state and randomly within each state, A
tematic sampling procedure was used, taking the first card from each box and a card from
center of each box (IRS did not use a new, box for,each state.) Only legible returns were

d. (These data dare also available from the Foundation Center Library in New York City and
II be' computerized within the next few years.)
The totals repOrted in this paper were computed by deriving the sample means from the
rm 990-PF returns and multiplying each mean by 26,000 (the approximate number of
ndations in the United States in 1972). Our estimates of the aggregate balance-sheet totals

rsall:United States private ,foundations are summarized in Table D-1.
,

°
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Table D1

Consoli ted Balance Sheet, U.S. Foundations, 1972
(in billions-of dollars)

Assets

Cas $2.23
Gov mment obligations .65
No governmenrbonds 4 3.67
Co porate stock 8.45

' Total assets $16.02a

Liabilities and Net Worth '4
otal liabilities $ .06

Total net worth 15.95

Total liabilities plus net worth .$16.01

ource: Our estimates. See Appendix D.
e

"Some organizations provided data on total assets but
did- not provide detail on components. Thus, the
figure shown for total assets is not equal to the sum of
the component types of assets.
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Footnotes

1. The bibliography to this paper includes citations to a number of recept efforts dealing w
the voluntary sector. For general conceptual discussion of the relationship between the th
sectors, see Burton A. Weisbrod, "Toward a Theory of the Voluntary NonProfit Sector I
ThreeSector Economy," in Edmund Phelps, ed., Altruism, Morality and Economic Theory (N
York, Russell Sage Foundation, 1975).

2. Kenneth E. Boulding in "Nttels on a Theory of Philanthropy," Philanthropy and Pub
Policy, Frank G. Dickinson, ed. (New York: National Bureau of Ecppomic Research, 1962)
fined a philanthropic gift as a unilateral transfer, given out of a genuine sense of communl
with the object of donation. Frank G. Dickinson in The Changing Position of Philanthropy
the American, Economy (New York: National Bttreaw'of Econdniic Research, 1970) defin
philanthropy as "giving away money or its equivalent to persons outside the family and to ins
tutjons without a definite and immediate quid pro quo for purposes traditionally consider
ph ilinth ropic." ,

For further discussion of definitional issues, see the excellent introduction, by.Solom
Fabric.ant, to Dickinson, op. cit.

On the subject Of motivations for giving, see also Harold Hochman and James Rage
"Pareto, Optimal Redistributidn," American economic Review 59, 4o. 4, Part I (Septem
1969), lip. 542-557; and Thomas R. Ireland and David B. Johnson, The Economics of Char!
(Blacksburg, Va.: Center for the Study of Public Choice, 1970), who examine "utility inter
pendence" the (psychological) benefits that a donor receives from giving.

3. Ireland and Johnson, op. cit.
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Stephen H. Long presents a model of individual chOice between time and money contribu-
s and evaluates the effect of alternative tax regimes upon this choice in his "Income Tax

ects, on Donor Choice of Money and Tife Contributions," paper presented at Eastern Eco-
ic Association Meetings, Albany, N.Y., October 1974.

See William Vickrey, "Private Philanthropy and Public Finance, "'in Altruism, Morality and
nomic Theory, op. cit., for a number of, public-sector subsidies to philanthropic institutions
individuals.

For further discussion of collective vis-a-vis private goods see Jesse Burkhead and Jerry
er, Public Expenditure (Chicago: Aldine, 1971); and Paul Samuleson, "The Pure Theory of
lic Expenditure," The Review of Economics and Statistics 36 (1971), pp. 37-389.

Burton A. Weisbrod, op. cit., also examines what he terms "private-good substitutes" for col-
tive goods, thereby relating the for profit sector ,to the public and voluntary sectors.

A. James Lee and Burton A. Weisbrod, "Collective Goods and the Voluntary Sector: the .e of the Hospital Industry," Research and Analytic Report Series, No. 774 (Madison:, Uni-
sity of Wisconsin, Health Economics Research Center).

On hospital behavior, see Richard Freeman, "Demand for Labor in a Nonprofit Mareket: Uni-
sity Faculty," Harvard Institute of Economic Research Discussion Paper No. 330 (Cambridge,s.); M. L. Lee, "A COnspicuous Production Theory of Hospital Behavior," Southern Eco-rc Journal 38 (July 1971),. pp. 48.59; Joseph Newhouse, "Toward a Theory of Non-profit
titutions: An Economic Model of a Hospital," American Economic Review 60 (March 1970),
63-74; and Mark Pauly and Michael Redisch, "The Not-For-Profit Hospital as a Physicians'
perative," American Economic Review 63, No. 1 (March 1973), pp. 87-00. F. K. Levy has
mined educational institutions in "Economic Analysis of the Non-Profit InstitutionThe

of the Private University," Public Choice 4 (Spring 1968), pp. 3.17, and William A. Niska-
, Jr. has developed a general model of bureaucratic b avior that is claimed to be applicable
nonprofit firms in Bureaucracy and Representative G vernment (Chicago: Aldine-Atherton,

71).
JJJ

Kenneth Boulding, "Notes on a Theory of Philanthropy," op. cit., and "Towards a Pure
eory of Foundations "'(New York: Non-Profit Report, Inc., 1972) has called for research on
ndation behavior. , ,

The appendix to Mancur Olson, Jr., The Logic of Collective Action, rev. ed. (New York:
ocken Books, 1971) raised this question. Norman Frohlick, Joe Oppenheimer, and Oranng in Political"Leadership and Collective .Goods (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

71) AddrF,ss the issue of entrepreneurship in the institutional setting of politics. Pauly and
disch, op. cit., study the issue in the context of physician control of hospitals.

. This question is posed, but not answered, by Victor R. Fuchs, "Some Fiotes Toward aeory' of the Organization of Production," unpublished manuscript, 1969. He also includes arill sector household. Weisbrod, op. cit.,,d,e,als with this question, focusing attention on
effects of chaneng levels of income 1W- unction with consumer preferences for cdllec-

ettype goods vis-a-vis private-type goods'
a°

.-Didinson, op. cit.

In 'practice, this distinction is Warred, since many nonprofit organizations make grants to
er organizations within the voluntary sector (for example, the United Way). °

Estimates derived from these tax returns for 1,962, a decade earlier than: our work, were
orted,i0U,S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, "Treasury Department Report
PrivateFoundations" (Washington, D.C.:Government Printing Office, 1265). See especially

bles 10 and 11.

. In correspondence (April 1, 1974) with, a representative of the Office of Tax Analysis, U.S..
asury, we were informed that "the totarof 1,313,848 (activity code listings) is just aboutice the actual number oPreturns." In the absence of a more precise count, we used the

mber 650,000-asthe total number of organizations. Or
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17. The IRS is in the process of computerizing the Form 990 returns. It may be possible, be

long to obtain data for all filers, making it unnecessary to estimate totals from a sample, as

shave clone.

18. Laurits R. Christensen and Dale W. Jorgenson, "Measuring the Performance of the'Pri

Sector of the U.S. Economy, 1929-1969," Social Systems Research Institute Paper 7306 (M

son: University of Wiscohsin, Social Systems Researfh Institute, February 1973).

19. Out estimation method is described in Appendix D. In contrast to our systematic samp
procedure, the Giving USA total is based, on a survey of major foundations. Thel method
tmputation for small founcknions' grants is not specified in their publisheckreports; howeve

appears, from the langugage used, that the AAFRC uses some undescribed rules of thumb
intuition to make its estimates of total foundation activity from the surveys of a relatively s

number of large foundations:

A year ago, grants froni foundations were estimated for 1972 at $2.2 billion, an increase

of 7.3 percent over 1971. The estimate was based on an AAFRC survey of 31 leading
foundations, which reported an increase of 3.6 percent in grant payments for 1972 over
1971 and some knowledge of greatly increased grants to be reported later in thf year by

one foundation. An addthonal factor taken into account was the increased payout re-
quirement under the Tax Reform Act 6f 1969.

At yearend, AAFRC did a second survey to include 24 additional foundations with their
1971 and 1972 grant Payments; It was found that when the totals were added to the 31
foundations surveyed earlier, the 55 foundations all together had made grant payments of
$715.6 million, an increase of 14.1 percent over their 1971 grant payment total of
$627.9 million. This represented $87.7 million, more than half of the $150 million added

to the 1971 figure for total foundation givingtoo large a share, it's felt, to be realistic.
Our 1972 estimate ,,has thus been changed to $2.36 billion, up $310 Million from 1971.
These 55 foundations surveyed, then, would account for 30.3 percent of total foundation
giving in 1972. (American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., Giving LISA, 19734)

20. A 1968 study by Ralph Nelson estimated the asset holdings of 5,454 foundations to be
billion. See Ralph S. Nelson, "Estimates of Balance Sheets and Income Statements of Foun
tions and Colleges and Universities,",11968) in Raymond W. Goldsmith, Institutional loves
and Corporate Stocks: A Background Study (New York:, National Bureau of Economic

search, 1973). . .

21. The 990PF returns are presently more accessible through the availability of aperture c
from the IRS and the Foundation Center. Furtherinore, the FoundatioeCenter's computer 1

of private foundation will, when complete, make available a wide variety of studies ti
care now infeasible. ,

22. The University of Michigan Survey Researdh Center study conducted for the Filer Comn
sion is helpful. See lames A. Morgan, Richard F. Dye, and Judith H. Hybels, "Results fromT
Natignal Surveys of Philanthropic Activity."
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ATUDY Qf RECEIPT,Riticlout RECEI AND EXPENDITURES

'
LI IN THE UNITED VAT'ES1

.-_. , ,i) N ,
3'.,

.
!, '';`' 1

.. './.4. ... , ) ' INTERFAITH RESEARCH COMMITTEE OF THE
rip,,COkillSSIOION PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY AND PUBLIC NEEDS4.,

:.'

ForeWord
1 (--One of the initial goals' of Ihei Commission on Private Philanthropy and PubliA

Needs was to survey the'charitable sector in the United States to deter_nine-what -.are theiwivities and need's 'be the organizations in that sector. Art immediate
problem that early became apparent to the Commission was that only a very small .
amount of information was available with regard to the activities and finances of
religiotis organizations.

,

This absenc'of information prompted a isearch study specifically designed to
obtain general information' on the financial'operations of religious organization's.
The goals of this' study were very fundamental. A principal concern was to
determine the relative volume of financial support received by religious organiza-
tions and the nonsacramental expenditures of such organizations. In addition,information on the allocation of nonsacramental expenditures was sought in order
to determine the extent to which religious institutions overlapped i to more non-
religious fields such as health, education, and social welfdre. Final , there was aneed to gather a variety 'Of other information about the religious C mmunity that
was relevant to the concerns of the Commission. Such information included the
extent of contributed services and their importance to the religious community,..the
use of appreciated property for gifts to religious institutions, and the extent of
international activities by American religious organizations., . ,

.9,.s',:a 'result of these pressing information needs, the Interfaith Research
CoMmittee was formed in 1974 to attempt to' establish a comprehensive data base
on the religious community. The committee worked on a voluntary basis through
the major religiqus faith - Jewish, Catholic,.ProteStant and Mormon - in order to
maintain the maximum credibility for its .study. Each faith was asked to do a study,
within prescribed' guidelines,' of its financial activities. These individualized studies
were then combined into an overall report which was prepared by repiesentatives of
the three major participating faiths (Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant). All of the
information collected was gathered under the general guidelines of the questionnaire
and instructions (see 'Appendix). The questionnaire was designed to' derive the
necessary information while maintaining the maximum degree of uniformity poAle.--
within the study. J- " .
U The Summary Report (Chipter I) of the Interfaith study was written by S. Peter
Goldberg (Council of Jewish Fedeptions and Welfare Funds, Inc.), Douglas W.
Johnson (Office of Research and Evaleation and Planning, National Council of
Churches), and Russell Shaw (United States Catholic Conference), The report on
Protestant and Orthodox Churches (Chapter 11) was prepared by Douglas Johnson,
through the National Council, of Churches. The United States Catholic Conference
and the National Conference of Catholic Bishops submitted th report on Catholic
Agencies; Douglas Johnson prepared the report on Catholic fishes (Chapter III).
The reports on Jewish Agencies and Jewish Synagogues (Chap- r IV_) were prepared,
respectively, by S. Peter Goldberg, through the council. of "Jewish Federations and
Welfare Funds, -*lc., and Edward Fingerhood, through the Institute for Jewish
Policy Planning and, Research of the Synagogue Council of America.

. ,
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The Interfith Research Committee was composed of,10 representatives of the
major religious faiths who were choliron the basis of their ability to represen
their faith and to provide the necessarlinput to the study:

Brother Joseph Berg
Assis4ant Executive Director
Natidnal Conference of Catholic Charities.

Mr. Philip Bernstein
.Executive Vice President
Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, Inc,

Mr. S. Peter Goldberg
Assistant Director
Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, Inc..-

Mr. Thomas.klinton
Executive for Finance & Administration
United States Catholic Conference

Dr. Douglas W. Johnson
Associate for Planning & Research

..Office of Research, Evaluation and-Planning
National Council of Churches

Dr. Arleon Kelley
Associate Executive Director
Commission on Regional and Local Ecumenism
National Council'of Churches

Dr. J. Allan Ranck
Associated General Secretary for Program Planning
National Council of Churches

Mr. Ira Silverman
Executive Director
Institute for Jewish Policy Planning and. Research

Mr. John H. Vandenberg
Assistant to Council of the Twelve
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

Dr. Alan Waltz
Associated General Secretary
The United Methodist Church

The principal funding for the Interfaith Research Committee was provided by the
Pew Memorial Trustof Philadelphia. The Committee is grateful for the financial
backing of the Pew Memorial Trust and the general backing of the Commission on
Private Philanthropy and Public Needs which made this ground-breaking study,
possible. Only through grants such as these can new, and often expensive, projects
of valtie to the Americarlpublicfie undertaken.

In Conducting Ih research for this, sttiCW numerctiAproblems were encountered.
These probleos:A.W noted here because of, their impOrtancein both unclerstanding,
the difficulty of, producing the report and anticipating the obstacles that may be
encountered by anyone who attempts a,,similar project in the future..
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As mentioned earlier, the most crucial problem was a general lack of information.
eligious orlanizatiOns are exempted from almost all federal and state reporting

equirements and generally do not keep highly accurate records of their financial
ffairs. Moreover, the accounting systems used by religious organizations vary
reatly, and attempting to derive comparable' figures from the varying accounting ,/
oncepts and from the minimal 'records kept is extremely difficult. In addition, 57
any --religious organizations maintain separate funds for specific projects, and it is
fted difficult, if not impossible, to learn about all of the separate funds under the .4
mbrella of a given church or synagogue.
Two other problems that should be mentioned are those of definition Arid

onfidentiality, There exists no satisfactory definition of religion or jetigious
rganization. This, coupled with the great overlap in charitable activitiesgf religious
rganizations and those of other private organizations, makes it extripnely difficult

determine the proper parameters of a survyy'of - religious organizations. Second,
any religious organizations View their fillancral activities as being confidential. (See

he' note preceeding the "Report .6f the Church of jsesus Christ Of Latter Day
aints".) Under present law; this i'S-the right of any religioas organization, and such
onfidentiality is not questiOned hereiflowever, in an'' study that attempts to
ather religious financial information; it should be realized that considerable
mounts of information will simply.Aot be available.

Notwithstanding the foregoiseProblems, the Interfaith Research Committee,
hrough a sincere and concerted effort by its members, has produced a sbidy thatio
hould be regarded as life-most thorough work in this field to date. The committee,
wen the constraintspn time, organization, and finances, is to be commended for
roducig, such_ viable report:I A major value of this work is that it opens the
oovfor tUrther_ investigation of an area that has never before been fully examined.

I

SUMMARY REPORT.
4

Introduction

Stuart,M: Lewis
Project Co<'-.crdinacor

In authorizing and ponsoring this study, the Commission on Private ropy
and Public Needs sou t to provide current, accurate information,on a pat rn of
lying and nonsacramenlil expen'ditures of religious bodies in the United S es and

to verify, update, corre ate, and add to existing data on religious life. Its cus_wasthe sources of income, the extent of nonsacramental expenditures, ancrtffe
mportance of contributed services for the nation's three major faiths Jewish,atholic, Protestant." 3

An area of particular ilerest was the sources of income for religious bodies. It
has been a practice of government to allow Mix deductions for contributions to
religious bodies. ,While the records of nonprofit agenties and institutions other than
churches have been available to make gross estimates of giving, comparable records
for religious bodies have not One 'aim of this study was to provide as much
accurate information as possible from congregations to add to the data available
from the larger religious agencies for an estimate of total giving by individuals and
others tosuch institutions.

A second area of interest was the amount of money, or its equivalent in services,
provided by churchesgor nonsacramental activities. By-this is meant those activities
that do not concentrate on spiritual well-being, education in the faith, or worship.
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The underlying concern of the Costnistion was to demonstrate the manner
which religious institutions contribute "humanitarian services through their program
It is assumed that when services to people are provided through the private sectc
the burden on the public sector is thereby lessened; the public sector is'relieved
the need to initiate, new programs and public financial resources can be direct(
toward needs presently not being met.

The study's third focus was on con t;ibuted services, that is, services perform(
by individuals for religious institutions. In religious institutions these services a
crucial not only for the continuance of the organizations but also for servil
programming. Rough estimates of magnitude were used to show the importance
contributed services to the furtherance of humanitarian programs of religioi
institutions.

Serveral pieces of information regarding these three areas of 'concern we
available prior to the study. These *e utilized and are noted at appropriate poin
in the report. The data available, ho*ever, were incomplete, not readily comparab
for the three major faith gyou0i-and thus not fully adequate for the purposes 1

,this study. #:!et',-
Information for, _the pnyknt study was collected through special fieldwos

projects among seletterEbtgations in the three faiths. Sampling procedures we'
designed to reflect a cross.seetion of the various types orcongnegations. Lack (

time and money limited the comprehensiveness of the field projects, but basic da'
were collected.

The data derived from survey of local congregations were, used to develc
projections of gross estimates of income and nonsacramental expenses for 'congreg
tions of the three faiths: Opportunity for error is generally' high when little
known about the population being sampled, which was the 4se in this study. Tt
determinafion to concentrate the sampte of congregations in 10 metropolitan are
was largely based on an earlier 'study that shbwed regional concentrations (

ecclesiastical offices.' Comparisons of. data collected from local congregations an
existing data were made where possible to test the direction and magnitude, of tt
projections. Corrections in the projections were made ,as a result of the
comparisons and other knowledge of ,religious institutions.

The Commission's desife to providg'san adequate base for projection has, bee
met; even with the problems of "and limited access to information, a dal
base has been established. Thslh ion In this report, provides- the Commissip
and the nation with an indicati IN Importance and variety of the contribi
tions of religIfus institutions to tliginimanitarian activities -of national life.

Diversity in the Religious ComMti y

The Interfaith Research Committee, established by the Commission to.overs
and conduct the study, was aware of thAremencloiss diversity among, as well
within, `the three major faiths. The nature of religion as practiced. in afree socie
carries with it the potential for fragmentation of existifis religious institution
Various interpretations of religious events, traditions of.religious practices, and tl
emotional attachment of believers to certain ideas ind concepts can, individually
collectively, promote the establishment.of new groups of followers either Within
without the existing institutions.

The Jewish community, the most ancient of the religious ,expressions included
this sttidy, contains three significant-Strands which reflect different interpretatiol
of doctrine based on a common heritage. Individual synagogues generally -attac
'themselves to a'Nf the three strandsOrthodox, Conservative, or Reform. Th
does not mean thatl all of the persons in each synagogue are in total agre'emel
about the details of each .belief interpretation, Neither- does it assume ft
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cceptance of all the beliefs and practices of all the other s gogues in thatadition. It does mean that there is an allegiance to a comma se of beliefs and
raditions. But this Commonality does not inhibiv diversity.

The Protestant community allows, and even promotes, the free e ,.ression of
ew interpretations of Velief and practice. This usually results, over t e, in the
stablishmerit of new religious groups either within existing institut ns or as

arate institutions. For Protestants, personal interpretation of basic eliefs is
enerally more important than is a common heritage.

The Catholic Church, although existing as a single, international religious entity
nd thus not manifesting diversity in the same manner as Judaism and Prote ant-

ism, is particularly adept at providing for pluralism within its structures, Organ a-onally, this is reflected in ethnic parishes, religiOus orders, and varied diocesa
mphaseS within the Catholic Church.

The diversity in the religious community in the United States is generally
cceptect but not often openly recognized.' While such diversity is often a positive
cial force, it mikes understanding and es 'mating the influence of religious bodies
complex task.
In seeking to develop an adequate d base for projectingg the financial resources,

available to and used by the multiplic y of religious institdntions in the nation, the
Filer Commission took a large step in assisting the public to. comprehend the impact
f religious, life, belief,, and institutions in our society.

Charity and Benevolence

It is estimated that 62.4 percent of the population of the United States belongs
to a religious congregation.2 Of these 131 million persons,Approximately 75 million
are Protestant, 48 million Catholic, 5.7 million Jewish, and 2 million members of
The CrtUi-ch of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (usually classifiethas part of the
Protestant faith). Since each person relates to a local institution, the focus of the
religious institution is always local.

The.three smajor faiths teach and expect that a religious person kill help others
through voluntary gifts and services. Although, the msthods of _collecting money and

roviding servicesvary from group to group, the emphasis on charity is commpn to
the religiou-s communities. While the Jewish fajth's three major strands have
doctrinal differences, these differences do not prevent them from working together
at certain levels with retard to 'charitable activities, domestic and international. The
Catholic Church, organized in a series of dioceses presided-over by bishops who
have a great deal of autonomy, structurally overcomes the possibility of fragmenta-
tion through common agenciesin the areas of education, health, and social welfare
which tie together in a larger context the individual emphasis of each of the
dioceses. The Protestant community, composed of a series of denominations each
with its own autonomous structure and each with its own network of autonomous,
local church bodies, has associations and procedures whereby even the (most
independent .local church carr provide money for domestic and international
humanitarian activities throtIgh the larger church group.

Thus, in 'spite of the differences among 'the three faiths and the diversity within.
each of them, there is a common concern for benevolence that unites, albeit in'a
tentative way,, the diverse element; within the religious community.
t

Survey Methodology

The primary task of te Interfaith Research Committee, working closely with the
staff. of the Filer Commission°, was to develop a survey methodology that would

4
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take into account the diversity withirt and among the three faiths and, at the sam
time, provide comparable data. Data were collected for the year 1972, the`'perio
for which it was most feasible to secure complete inforignation.

The Interfaith Committee constructed a questionnaire which was used by each o
the faiths in its data collection processes (see Appendix). The questionnaire included
questions about activities at all levels of the institutions (local, regidnal, and
national), as well as those of related agencies. It was understood that the data collet
tion instrument would in most situations require a recomputation of figure
available from congregation r agency records. Experience proved this tg be true.
The recomputation was more complete in some cases, especially local congregations,
than in others.

The Catholic data collection process at the national level concentrated on four
organizations. The Catholic Hospital Association, the National Catholic Educational
Association, the National Conference of Catholic Charities, the United States
Catholic Conference and National Conference, of Catholic Bishops (the latter two
being twin organizations sponsored by the Catholic hierarchy). These agencies deal
with organized nonsecular activities of the church and do not reflect the income
and nonsacramental activities that Occur solely in local parishes. (This information

/ was derived from the survey of local Catholic parishes.)
The Protestant report is based on data secured in local situations and verified by

other sources of information. Church-related agencies, such as regional charitable
organizations and homes for the aged, are included onlY in terms of tike money that
flows through the local church and denominational treasuries. No separate survey
was made orsuch related agehcies. Other figunesincluded in the Protestant study
illustrate the extent of the activities of church-related agencies, but no overall
projections are made. The data from such institutions are not regularly compiled for

. the Protestants, as they are for comparable agencies of the Jewish and Catholic
faiths.

The Jewish data reflect information collected through the Council of Jewish
Federations and Welfare Funds, as well as a special study of congregations conducted
by the Synagogue Council. The Council on Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds
prepares annual financial and service reports which encompass most Jewish non-
sacramental activities,_ primarily those that occur outside. tha, synagogues. The
Synagogue Council, in its special study, secured information, regarding sources of
income and nonsacramental activities at the synagogue level.

Projections
. .s.* . ,

The projected dollar figures contained in,this report tend to be conservative, for
----'" lour reasons: , . .

. 1

First, the projections reflect. an effort to show the tremendous amounts of
money that flow through religickis institutions for uses that .are considered to be
outgrowths of personal religious commitment. While much of the money taken it
through the religions institution is used by the institution for its own sacrimental
purposes; such as worship and education in the faith, a considerable amount is used
for activities that in the secular world are considered to be humanitarian. Definirq
what is a nonsacramental activity and then determining the percentage of dollar!
spent on nonsacrame'ritalactivities is difficult;

.

Second, in addition to structured activities for which dollar amounts could bt
computed, church leaders firovide_counseling and other, services for the community.

' These are not included in this stu4---as-nopsacramental expenditures since churchej
and synagogues expect their le ers to perform such services and do not consider
them pnecclesiastical in nature .

.

44 3 ,

.
.
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Third, certain Protestant groups perforin services that may be considered by
others as nonsacramental but are viewed by them as sacramental or as an expressiono$ the outreach of their own commitment. Interviewees in several local churchesirjdicated that no money was spent for nonsacramental activities; but when theyWere questioned further, it was discovered that many of these churches' programs
included assistance to non-church members in forms such as drug rehabilitation,
personal grooming and job interview education, personal and vocational counselingfOr individuals and families of minority or ethnic groups. Since these denomina-
tional groupings did not consider the activities to be purely humanitarian in nature,
however, the money equivalents were not treated as nonsacramental in the reporteddata.

A final factor contributing to the conservative projections is the budgetingsystems of local congregations. In many local congregations money received forspecial projects is handled by semi-autonomous agencies or groups and is therefore
outside the normal flow of the church treasury. This is true at the regional level and
in the Council of Churches, where special project monies may amount to severalhundred thousand dollars.

Most of the religious bodies examined in 4this report conduct fund-raising
campaigns that usually promote as the motive for giving a religious command orexpression. Campaigns conducted at the ,local level tend to raise small amounts fromlarge numbers of persons. These funds flow through the local churche's orsynagogues for various charitable activities. Fund-raising appeals by church-related
agencies also reach many -people, but they rely on larger gifts. The motivationappealed to here, while based on religious commands and humanitarianism, includestax deductibility.

Religious -Retated Agencies

Financial Receipts

The first presentation of data is for religious-related agencies. These agenciesfunction under the auspices of religious institutions and receive substantial supportthrough religious channels. Jewish and Catholic national agencies regularly receiveand record information from regional and local-institutions of this sort} Protestantfigures are not collected at the national level.
As shoWn in Table 1, an estimated $7.5 billion was received by Jewish and

Catholic religious-related agencies. in _1972. Of 'this, -70 percent was derived from
service fees, government payments, and community funds and 12.5 percent fromgifts and bequests from. individuals. Jewish agencies( were more dependent onindividual gifts than were Catholic agencies. Individual contributions represent alarger proportion of,the income of Protestant agencies than of Catholic agencies butaccount for a considerably smaller proportioR of income than in Jewish agencies.

The individual data suggest significant- differences in the funding systems ofreligious-related institutions in each of the faiths. The sponsorship of manyProtestant service institutions has in recent ,years moved outside the church. While
suth institutions receive contributions from denominational sources, the bulk of the
support comes from service fees, government or community grants, and individuals.
The underlying philosophy of the service agency in the Protestant Church is that itmust/ make it on its own with minimal assistance from the original sponsoringchurch body. There are, however, important exceptions, including the agencies ofthe Seventh Day Adventists and benevolence activities of The Church of JesusChrist of the Latter Day Saints.
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Financial Receipts of,Religious-Relatect Agencies for the Three Faith Groups, 1972:
f tin iidlions of dollars) °

I
Jewisha ,

Projected $ %
Catholic b

Projected $ %
Totala

PrOlectea $ %-
Protestantd

Actual $ %

Individual gifts $ 554.8 i9.1% i 247.9 4.4% $ 802.7 10.6% $ 27.4 11.0%

Individual bequests 14.9 0.8 129.0 2.3 143.9 1,9 4. 7 1.9-
. .,,

Cotporate grants . - 14.4 0.3 14.4 0.2 ' -

Foundation grants 16.8 0'. 16.8 0.2 6.0 2.4
Religious institution .

7. V * sgrants'
S

679.3 12.0 679.3 t 9.0 5.3 2.1

Endowment earnings 9.6 ,O. 5 36.4 0.6 46.0 0.6 1.3- 0.5

Service fees 679.9 35.7 3,607.9 63.9 4,287.8 56.8 -181.5 72.7

Government payments 549.4 28.9 395.7 7.0 945.1 12.5 O. k 0.0

United Way/ -
dommunity Fund 24.6 1.a 40.7 0:7 65.3 0.9 17.8 7.2

Other 70.6 3.7 ' 477.0-- 8.5 547.6 7,3 5.4 2.2, .
TOTAL. $1,903.8 100.0% $5,645.1 100.0% 47 ,,548.9 - too. 0$ 4249.9 100.0%

4,4,004- I
a. Corporate and fotlndation grant figures are incorporated, under "Individual gifts.
b. This money/comes from dioceses, national and regional sources, and parishes.
c. The total doernot include, Protestant figures. It is likely that the Protestant figures alone would, exceed the totals

given here.
d. Data'from,6 regional and 3 national agencies. Presented for Illustrative purposes only; not included in total.

40-
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The Jewish Community emphasizes a continuing personal commitment to service
encies. Fund raising in the Jewish field, as noted later in the report, is centered
pon individual gifts. The reliance of Jewish agencies upon large contributions is
nderscored in the data reported by the Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare
unds. Slightly more than 80 percent of all contributions were for more than
1,000, and the top 10 percent of the givers contributed 86 percent of the money
corded as gifts. There is heavy reliance upon gifts of property, given either
irectly or indirectly through foundations. The kind of gift rearived varies with the
pe of service institution. Service fees and government payments were very
portant for health service agencies, while individual contributions tended to be

irected toward welfare and educational programs.
Catholic service agencies receive 12 percent of their income either directly or

directly from the parish, which is the center of Catholic life. Another 8 percent is
enerated through bazaars, bingo, raffles, and the like. Catholic agencies rely heavily
n service fees, which account for nearly two-thirds of their total income. As noted
ove, individual gifts are less important than in either Jewish or Protestant service

gencies. As with the Jewish agencies, the type of institution dictates the type of
pport relied upon for income. For instance, Catholic *elementary education

rograms' are heavily dependent upon parish subsidy, while universities are financed
rimarily tRough fees andtuition. Health services rely on service fees, government
ayments, and individual bequests. Diocesan 'charitable agencies depend on govern-
ent payments, service fees, United Fund, and special gifts and endowments, in

ddition to contributions from all members of the dioceses. In all cases, the parish
hurch provides money to the agencies.

The various dependencies for contributions illustrate the differences in fur Wing
atterns of Jewish and Catholic agencies. It is estimated by the Catholic agencies
hat 45 percent of the individual gifts for education and health organizations are
1,000 or more, while 30 peItent are less than f500. Catholic educational nstitu-
ions including elementary, secondtry, and higher education report that the top
0 percent of the givers supply only 15 percent of their total finkaetal support. In
ontrast Jewish agencies rely more on large gifts and, accordingly, a smaller number
f contribtars. These figures reflect two differences in the Catholic and Jewish
eligious communities: First, Catholics in the United States are eight times as
umerous as Jewish adherents. Second,'and more fundamentally, the individual,'
wing through' 'a federated strUcture, is the locus of charitable contributions in
udaism, while the parish, in conjunction with the diocese, is the agent for charity
n Catholicism: The parish encourages' individuals to contribute to or tate part in
und-raising events which allow them to give while receiving something in ie,tutr. In
orcthe institution in Catholicism provides a social context for giving, white in

udaism the individual is asked to give proportionate to the blessings bestowed upon
im or her.

This analysis of institutional processes reflects only one aspect of giving. As
noted elsewhere, giving in both Catholicism and Judaism findeitssoots in religious
teachings; the motive' for giving :remains religiously inspired, whatever the
mechanism.

Nonsacramental Expenditures',

The programs of religious-related agencies are almost entirely composed of
nonsacramental activities; education, social welfare, and health are the major focus
of these organizations. The data in Table 2 provide the composite nonsacramental
expense figures for Catholic and Jewish activities and illustrative information for
Protestants.
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Table 2

Nonsacramental Expenditures of Religous-Related Agencies, the Three Faith Groups, 1972
(in millionEof dollars)

' Jewish Catholic
Projected $ % Projected $ %. .

Health $1,150.5 71.8% $2,329.8 43.8%

Social welfare 363.6 22'.7 279.7 5.3

Education 65.9 4.1 2,646.0 . 49.7

Community-wide 15.3 ' 1.0 53.9 1.0

, Public affairs 5.0 0.3 9.3 0.2

Culture' 2.5 0.1

l Environment 0.1 0.0

Science ,

Total $1,602.8 100.0% $2%,321.4

2.6 0.0

100. o%

a, illustrative data oily; not included in total.

Total Protestant
Actual $ %Projected $ %

50.3%.$3,480.3

643.3 9.3

a 2,711.9 39.2

I" 6%20 1.0

1.1i -414 3 :0.2

2.5 0.0

0.1 0.0
to

2.6 0.0

$6,924.2 100,0%

$ 31.2 16.7%

80.0 42.6

f4.9 , 23.9 ,(
17.8 9.41

0.3 0.1

13.6 7.2

$187.8 100.0%
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The great majority (72 percent) of Jevish nonsacramental expenditures is in the
ealth field'. Social welfare accounts for 23 percent of expenditures, and most of
he remaining goes to education (4 percent).

The Catholic Church has long been noted for its sdhools and hospitals. The data
n Table 2 reveal that these are indeed the primaty recipients of institutional
onies; about 50 percent Of the Catholic expenditykes are for education and 44

ercent are for health. Included in these figures are the services of religious leaders
Brothers, Sisters, priests) Who serve as educators, administrators, nurses, and in
ther capacities in education and health programs. Social welfare activities are
onducted less frequently by Catholic agencies than by Jewish agencies.

Contributed services are quite important for both Catholic and Jewish agencies..
olUnteers perform a variety of services, from being members of boards and

gencies to assisting in hospitals and educational institutions.
The illustrative Protestant data suggest the importance of social welfare activities

mong these agencies (43 percent of total nonsacramental expenditures are used for
is purpose). Education. and health account for the next largest percentages of

xpenditures.
Jewish agencies transmitted $313 million overseas (including $270 million for

elfare and education and $40 million for health). Catholic agencies transmitted
125.5 million overseas. National Protestant denominations sent an estimated $24.5
illion overseas, much of which went for education and social welfare.

Congregations and Denominations

The local church or synagogue represents a'congregdtion which performs at least
me sacramental services. The distinction between a religious institution and a

eligious - related institution is that the latter is considered to be a service outreachgency of the forme.
In the Pro estant and Catholic Communities, the local congregation is relayed to

ational (deno ination) agencies and .regional (dioceses) agencies, which perform
ervices for the ngregation: These service providing religious education
aterials,.educat n for the ministry, pro ton materials, training events for laity

nd serving as a conduit for funds and personnel for international activities. The
enominations and dioceses also handle contributions from local churches and
arishes to the various religious-related agencies. (The magnitude of such contribu-
ions in the Catholic community can be estimated by examining the data on
eligious agencies presented IftikChapter! III. The extent of this support in the
rotestant community is not reported on here.)

inanciar Receipts

Procedures for funding tte local parisfqcongregation are somewhat different in
ach of the three faiths. The'friain source of income for all faiths is individual gifts,,
hether in the form of assessments, pledges, or free-wilt offerings. In 1972, $11.4

billion in individual. gifts grid $236 million iri bequests was .collected by the
churches and synagoguet'covered' in this report (see Table 3). 'Endowment earnings
accounted for slightly more 'than .$400 million, while "other" funds (from bazaars,
dinners, sales, use of reserves, bingo, and so forth) came to $421 million. Relatively
small amounts of the income of local congregations came from corporate or
foundation grants or from the United Way/Community Furid channel.

The financial data for all three faiths indicate a dependence at the local level
upon the commitment' and support of -the individual church member. The strong
reliance upon individual givers is evidenced in the size of the annual con tributionsin
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Table 3

Projected Income for Congregation(and Denominations)
for the Three Faith Groups, 1972a

(in millions of dollars)

Catholic Jewish Protestant Total Percent
1

Individual gifts j $2,455.5 $180.9 $8,754.4 $11,390.8 91.42%

Individual bequests 36.6 199.5 236.1 1.`9`

Corporate/ are*
Foundation gifts - 38.6 38.6 0.3

Endowment
earnings 25.3 378.4 403.7 3.2

United Way/
Community Fund 2.8 1.7 4.5 0.0

Other 281.3 15.9 12316 420.8 3.4

Total $2,801.5 $196.8 $9.496.2 $12,494.5 100.0%,

a. Based on detailed reports; does not include service fees or government
payments.

relation to other sources cif support. The data in Table 4 show that the bulk o
giving in each of the faiths comes from persons who contribute less than $500 pe
year. The Protestants are more heavily dependent on large individual contributiop
than either the Catholics or Jewish. This may be due to the emphasis by Protestant
in stewardship training and fund-raising techniques.

Table.4 .

Size of Gifts from Individuals, by the Three Faith Groups, 1972

Size of Gift Catholic Jewish , Protestant

'Less than $500 90.1% 80% 62%

$500 -1,000

Over $1,000

8.0 15 22

, 1.9 5 16

Percent of Total Financial Support Provided by the Top 20th
'and 10% of Giverti,i by the Three Faith Greupe, 1972) '

Catholic Jewish Protestant

Top 20% of givers 45$ 50%' 52%

Top 10%Of givers 24 25 32

The percentage of total income given by the top 20 percent and top 10 percent
of givers is also -shown in Table 4. In each of the three faiths approximately 5(
percent Of the income at the congregational level comes from the top 20 percent of
the givers, and about 25 percent of the income is provided by the top 10 percent

Nonsacramental Expenditures

Nonsacramental expenditures reported for the congregations and denomination!
totaled $2.2 billion in 1972 (see Table 5). Education represented the largest singit
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rcentage of those expenditures, 37.6 percent or $838 million. The Protestant
ontributions to 'church- related educational institutions and the expenditures for
ewish day schools are both included in these data and constitute the bulk of the
arish and denothinational educational expenses for these faiths. (In both cases, the
low of money to educational institutions is from members of local congregations.)
hese figures do not include the significant amount of educational expenditures of
rotestant church-related institutions at the regional and national level.

Table 5

Projected Nonsacramental Expenditures for Congregations
(and Denominations) for the Three Faith Gipups, 1972

(in millions of dollars)

Catholic Jewish Protestant Total Percent
Health $ 14.2 $ - $ 281.7 $ 295,9 13.3%
Social welfare 147.1 8.$ 308.6 ^' 464.1 20.8
Educationa 37.8 150.6 649.6 838.0 37.6No.-.
Communitywide 87.4 413.6 501.0 22.5
Public affairs 6.8 59.3 66.1 0

Culture 14.6 44.5 59.1 2.6
Environment/

conservation 1.9 1.7 3.6 '0.2
Science 0.1 0.1 0.0

Total $309.8. $159.0 $1,759.1 $2,227.9 99.9%

a. Excludes Catholic educational system; Includes 4,ew' ish Synagogue schools.

Health expenditures !pr Catholic and Protestant denominations and congregations
otaled $295.9 million. Representative health activities are mental health counseling,
ssisting individuals with medical expenses, baby health clini6,_clay care facilities,
arious types of medical testing,.and blood drives. (The kinds of health activities in
ach of the faiths are described in subsequent portions of the report.)

In the field of social welfare, which accounted for $464 million of expenditures,
outh programs are very important. Other typical kocial welfare programs are
ontributions to homes for the aging, counseling service assistance to help children
ay for school lunches, hot-meal programs for-shut-ins and the elderly, emergency
ousing and clothing assistance, assistance to alcoholics, and drug programs.

Expenditures for communitywide activities amounted to $501 million. These
ctivities usually involye the use of church, facilities as meeting places for
ommunity "groups and organizations. Scouting programs, job location programs for
inorities, and information and referral services concerning jobs and legal help are

ther examples of tommunitywide activities of local congregations.
Public affairs expenditures, totaling $66.1, aretusually for radio programming, and

ewsletters. Synagogues sponsor lecture series of interest to the general community.
In most local situations, contributions of money or leadership are provided to civil
ights groups, interracial councils, pr -other special interest groups that the church
etermines it should support.

Cultural activities expenditures of $59.1 million involve mostly the use of space
d facilities by cultural groups in the corhmunity. Congregations also sponsor tours

hd organizations in music, drama, and art. Environment and conservation activities,
ith expenditures of $3.6 million, include community clean-up campaigns, recycling

entures, and sponsorship of environn2f roups.ty
yy
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Contributed Services

In the three faiths contributed services' are essential foi',the opgojng work of th
congregations in each of the nonsacramental program areas. M f the congreg.
tions have limited paid staff, and volunteers constitutVthe major p e le
ship for all activities.

Composite Report.

Financial Receipts

. The total receipts for the three faith groups as projections and as actual dollar
(actual, non-projected dollars are given only for Protestant church-related agencies,
come to $19.7 billion, Excluding service fees, federal government payments, aru
United Way or Community Funds, which represent charitable and not necessarily
religious giving, the total is $14.1 billion. (See Table 6.)

C 0
Table 6

Total Receipts for the Three Faith Groups, 1972a

(in millions of dollars)

\st.'
-

CatholicL. Jewish Protestant Total Percent

Indi %rich& gilts $2,703.4 $735.7 b $8,754.4" $12,193.5 7%

Individual
bequests 165.6 14.9 199.5 380.0 2.7

Corporate and
foundation
grants 31.2 38.6 69.8 0.5

Endowment
earnings 61.7 9.0 378.4 449.7 3.2

.Other 758.3 86..5 123.6, 908.4 6.9
St

Total $3,720.2 $.846.7 $9,494.5 $14,061.4 100.0%

a. Excludes service fees, United Way/Community Funds, government
Payments.

b. Includes corporate and foundation.grants.

This total figure does not include a fair estimate of Protestant church-relatel
agencies but does represent money channeled to those agencies through th
denominations. Neither does the total represent religious-institution grants for parisl
subsidies because this money tends to be cycled within the system rather tha
originating from a source outside' the church structure.

From Table 6 it is seen that 87 percent of the total $14.1 billion jn income fo
the three faiths came from individual gifts. Other fources, inclaing indirec
contributions through, fund-raising activities of the local congregations or mone
drawn from reserves, represented 7 percent of total income. Individuarbequests an
endowment earnings together represented 6 percent of total receipts, While corpora
tion and foundation grants constituted abbtit .5 percent.

Giving U.S.A., published annually by the American Association of Fund-Raisin
Counsel, estimated a total of $9.44 billion in contributions to religious institution
4n 1972 compared with, this study's projection of $14.1 billion. A primary. reaso

X51
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r the differepte in the two figures is that Giving U.S.A. uses a more limited datase. If we focus only on individual gifts, recorded from parishes or congregationsy (see Table 3), .the difference between the Giving U.S.A. estimate and ourtimate is reduced to approximately $1.9 billion.
When one begins to examine the total religious community as defined by theligious community, the data in this report are substantially different from thoseesented elsewhere. A part of this is obviously' due to definition: of theligious-related institutions reported on in this study would be treatel in (11'herudies as health, welfare, and educational institutions.

onsacramental Expenclitui:es

The total nonsacramental expenditures for religious-related agencies, congrega-ns, and denominations in all three faiths is $9.3 billion. (See Table 7.) The bulkthese expenditures, as can be seen from Table 2, is made through religious-relatedstitutions.

Table 7

Total Nonsacramental Expenditures for the Three Faith Groups, 072
(in millions of dollars)

Catholic Jtwish Protestanta Total rcent
Health

Social welfare

Education

$2, 3.44. 0

426.8

2,683.8

$1.150.5 ..

372.0
4

216.5

$ 312.9

388.6

694.5

$3,807.4

1, 187. 4

3,594 :8

40.8%-

12.7

, 38.5
Communitywitie

activities 141.3 15.3 431.4 588. 0 6.3*
Public affairs 16.1 5.0 59.6 80. 7 0.. 9

Culture 14.6 2.5 44.5 61.6 0.6
Environment/

conservation 2.0 15.3 17.3 0.2
Science 2.6 0.1 2.7 '0:0

Total ..$5. 631. 2 $1,761.8 $1,946,9 $9, 339. 9 foo.ock
afi

a..., Generally, underestimates expenditures of churCh-related institutions.

The two main categories of non acramental exp ditur2s are health' andcation. In both of these areas, the atholic Church upend' far more than thether institutions, denominations, an. congregations repor ed on in this study. Theotestant community spends relatively large proportion of its money onmmunitywkle activities (an area second only tq education).
The data in the report sugg st that the religious institution, through contr uNips, low-cost leadership,'aPtcommunity use of facilities, provides a,consider-
e amount of money beyond that previottsly shown for, such. charitable expendi-

res in;the United States.
It must be tressed that the terms "sacramental"..and "nqnsacramental" are usedthis report to describe certain types of charitable giving and expenditures. Manythe activities identified here as nonsacramental are actually engaged in by thelig(qui'leaders. in addition, in_the Catholic communitynonsacramental'activities

4 5.2
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are often .conducted through religious apostolatevespecially by religio erlers

Catholic men and women.
Theo is little doubt that the amount of :Money contributed to religious'instit

tions and given back in service to the community is especially significant wh
weighed against what these or simiiaf services would cost if supplied by governme

or private non-religiotis institutions.

II

REPORT ON PROTESTANT AND ORTHODOX CHURCHES

S Findings

The projected income for Protesta Ti and Orthodox communions and major s

and city councils orchurskes_in 1972 was ;9.49 billion.
Projected (Nonduplicating) income.

. For Protestant and Orthodox Communions, 1972
. , ,,,.."Ail

Local churches ^, r ''''' $9,380,662,181
.

Regional denominational bodies -,
39,736,795

.
Major state"and city Councils of Churches 443,200

Natidnal denominational bodies 70,472,270

$9,496,314,446

The projected nonsacramental expenditures for the Protestant and Orthock
communions and, major state and city Councip of Churches in 1972 was $1,:
billion, or 19 percent of total income.

Projected Nonsacramental Expenditures '
For Protestant and Orthodox Communions, 1972

Lbcal churches - $1,513,632,910

Regional denonlinational bodies 49,990,804

,klajor state and city Councils of Churches 4,737,600

Nittional denominational bodies 196,823,588

$1,759,1811902

Most of the overseas- designated funds in Protestant and Orthodox communions
channeled through natkinal agencies. For 1972 these funds are projected at $4S

million, or approximately 7 percent of the national denominatiogal income (5

Table 14).
Education (36.6 percent) is the largest recipient of nonsacramental fundii

followed by community activities (23.7 percent), social welfare (17.4 percent), a

health (16.5 percent).
Church-related institution( at -the regional level, which are riot included in 1

projected data becabse most of their, inane is from service fees or governmi
grants, conduct.most of their activities in the areas of social welfare and conimun

activities.
There is a division of labor or interest among the various levels of the chur

Chur.chrelatea institutions and ecumenical bodies in general are conduits

programs that can best be done across communion lines. Denominational bod
continue to fund activities akin to their historical emphases of education

community involvement, 453
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General Description of the Protestant
and Orthodox Communions

It is estimated that there are between 200 and 250 denominations or clusterings
of congregations in the United States. The Handbook of Denominations in the
United States 41970, 5th edition) describes approximately 225 of These groups. Of
that number, 10 are Roman Catholic and other Catholic blau&tes; 3 represent
branches of Judaism; 1 is Buddhist, and 1 is Moslem: The remainder (approximately
210) are Protestant and'Orthoslox denominations. - -

The National Council of Churches' YearboSk of American and Canadian
Churches (1974) reports statistics for 211 Protestant and Orthodox bodies in the
United States. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints or the Mormons,
Arch is' inclUded in thce?Provwgit bodie is dvseparately h re in Chapter V.
Of the remaining 210 PrOtest4 1 W-," 119 dies, 18 are tern or Ortho-
dox churches. , ,

A predominant characteristic or this groUP 210 denominations is its diversity.
The denominations vary greatly in size and in s pe (from local to national orienta-
tion); pee. forms of worship range from liturgic _. tavery free.

Diver size is well illustrated within the dethodox communions, which range
the 'Eastern Orthodox Catholic Church, with' ,265 members li 2 congregations,

to the Greek Orthodox Archdivese of North PiOdlo9,th Americi, with a total of
1,950,000 members in 5Achurches. The Protesiaktdenbminatiohi`range in size from
the Church of Daniel's Band, with 200 members anit:4 cOngtegations, to the Southern
Baptist Convention"ith 12,065,333tembers and 34,512 congregations.

For purposes of. analysis,' the 2i0 'denominations can >be grouped in five
caiegories: .40,,,

1. Orthodox Communions. The Orihodox churches share a common heritage
dating back to 1054 when a split developed between the Pope of the Western
Chtirch.-ar Rome and the Patriarch of the Eastern Church at Constantinope. The
Eastern Church developed through various national heritages its own. forms Of
liturgies and observances which ,are largely shared by alt Orthodox churches. Major
differences appear inlanguage and locus of the heads of the churthes. .

The 10 Orthodox 'communions in the United States account for approximately
1,50 congregatio With a total membership of 3,740,000. This membership
represents approxi ately 5 percent of the total reported Protestant and Orthodox
membership ih th nited States in 1972. . .

The .chUrch polity in the Orthodox churches is episcopal and hierarchical, with
the ultimatesauthority placed' in the "head of the church. There .is little c;ongrega-
tional autonomY in terms ot, church polity, worship, and.many other activities.
Fin ces, however, are,_geneially focused at the local level with benevolence

!vides centerineop mebbeql,Of the congregation.

2. Larger Protestanignomination.s The Yearbook of Amerkan and Canadian
Churches compiled 1972 'financial and membership statistics for 39 of these
denominations. Their membership was approximately. 42.8, million in 116,000 t
congregations. This group of depominations contains wha,t might be described as the
"main-line" denominations. Although they vary in polity and theology, they
represent the larger, more familiar church groups in the nation ancltend to be
national in scope. - ..,

In 197t, the two -largest of these denominations were the Southern Baptist
Convention and The United Methodist Church, with,12,065,000 and 10,334,000
_members, respectively. These two denominaticins alone account for over one-half of
the total membership of the 39 denominations. The next largest communions are
the EpiscoRal Church, with 3.2 million members; the Lutheran Churchtin America,
with 3 million members; the United Presbmyterian Church in the USA,, viith 2.9
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million members, The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, with 2.8 million Members
and the American Lutheran Church, with 2.5 million members. Only four other
denominations the American Baptist churches, the Assembly of God, the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), and the United Church of Christ report
more than 1 million members each. The 39 denominations in this group accountec
for 63 percent of all of the Protestant and Orthodox menibers reported in 1972.

The polity of these groups ranges from an episcopal form of government tc
completely autonomous congregations. The national organizations vary in structure,
from being closely interconnected at the national, regional, and local level to beinr
an association of autonomous churches that share in joint activities at the descretior
of the individual congregations. In each case, there are Offices arid bureaus at thr
national level which channel money to various social, economic, and spirLtui
activities at the national and international levels.

3. Black Protestants The 10 major Black denominations for which membershir
statistics were reported had an estimated 13 million membersin 54,000 congrega
tions in 1972. This represents approximately 19 percent of the Protestant anc
Orthodox membership.

The Black denominations` have essentially two kinds of polity: Three of the
major communions are Methodist in background and polity and have an episcopa
form of government; the remainder are Baptist in theology and polity and
congregational form of government. In most of these denominations, the nationa
offices are small and much of the work is handled through the auspices of regiona
bishops. Education and foreign missions are most often the strongest nationa

/ agencies in the Black communions.
In the present study, judgments concerning this group of denominationk wen

made on the basis of knowledge derived from other sources. plack communions dc
not regularly report data, particularly on finances, and did not respond to thi
studys' inquiries.

4. Protestant Associations These churches have joined together in a loos(
association for very limited purposes. They do not have a strong national or regiona
organization and are, congregational in government. Several large associations an
illustrative of this category of denominations. The Yearbook of Amgrican anc
Canadian Churches reported that there are approximately 18,000 Churches 01
Christ, with a combined membership of 2,400,000. Other similar organizations an
the, Conservative Baptist Association; with a reported membership of 300,000 ir
1,127 congregations, and the Freewill Baptists, with a reported 200,000 members ir
2r200 churches.

These groups, by their very nature, do not desire or develop strong organizationa
entities beyond the local or congregational level: Some do not keep any type o
membership record. They tend not to Jove little, if any, national staff and ofter
channel their missionary activities through existing cooperative groups or missionary
organizations which are not directly related to a denomination. It is estimated tha
Lhurches in these kinds of loose associations account for approximately 8 to 5
percent of the total Protestant and Orthodox membership.

5. Small Protestant Denominations and Sects The fifth grouping consists of ihi
smaller sect churches and unaffiliated, Protestant-type congregations. There is ar
association of independent fundamental churches which reports 600 congregation
with about 78,000 members, but most of the other groups are very small and vary
widely in theology and governmental form. In some,there is a high degree of loca
central authority over the congregations, while in others the congregations an
almost co'mpleq)ly autonomous and independent. It is estimated that approximate')
3.5 to 4.5, million persons, or 5 to 6 percent of the Protestant and Orthodox
population, belong to churches of these small denominational groups.
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There are, in addition, many small 'autonomous congregations, particularly in
urban communities. Many' of these. are "store-front" or "splinter" congregations
establisfied by an individUal minister. There are no reliable figures on the number of .
persons related to these congregations, (membership tends to be li ited and
trarlsient), although a reasonable estimate would be about 750,00 , or theequivalent of 1 percent of the reported Protestant and Orthodox memb hip in the
United States. ,

It is readily apparent from the above that there is considerable diversity in size,
polity, doctrine, cohesiveness, and organizational development in the Protestant and
Orthodox denominations. It should be noted, however, that the bulk of the
Congregations and membership are related to the larger bodies which report with
some regularity through chavels provided by the National Council of Churches.
These data, as well as data collected for this project, °serve as the basis for our
judgments and projections on financial contributions and utilization of funds.

Fund-Raising frocedurq in the Denominations.

Among the 210 Protestant and Orthodox groups there is a wide variety of
prOcedures and techniques used in raising funds. Basically, however, all fund raising
within the various denominations begins with the individual member in the local
co ngre gat ion.

It is the individual who is prevailed upon to provide from his own resource s the
funds for the operations and benevolences of the congregation. In practically all of
the denominations, regardless of type of polity, A certain percentage of the funds
that are raised by the individual are transmitted and forwarded to other levels in the
organization through the treasury of the local congregation. Funds flow from the
local treasury to regional and national units or to specific mission and benevolence
concerns. In some instances, funds flow back to 'regional or local units to under-
write thetir work on special projects.

The process of determining the amount of funds that are to be channeled outside
of the local congregation varies with the connectional ties and the polity of the
denominations. Congregations with a congregational polity reserve to themselves the
right to determine the utilization of all funds that are received by the congregation.
(Exainples of these include Assemblies of God, Church of God, and various Baptist
groups.) The congregation decides ,how much and where funds will be sent. If it
chooses to participate in an association of interests with other congregations; it may,
do so. :If it wishes not to be so affiliated, it may also choose to do this. These types
of congregations generally forward funds to regional associations of their denomina-
tion andlor to semi-athonomous mission bodies. Because of the -congregational
polity, there is no Way in which an outside unit, either on the regional or national
level, can control, direct, or demand funds. ' -c?

In contrast, a few groups operate on the principle that all,monies not specifically
designated for operations in the local congregation are to be forwafded to a central
point to be utilized in whatever way the national orregional body of the denomina-
tion may determine. In some denominations, such as the. Seventh-Day Adventists,
this" inclUdes the funds designated for the support of the clergy in the local
churches, since they are supportecf2out of centql or denomination-wide funds. .

In most denominations the procedure follcoked is somewhere, between these tw6
extremes. Many of the national denomingtions establish an "asking" or'an appor-
tionment-which they communicate to the local-congregationt. (This is the case in
the ltlnited Methodist Church, the United Church of Christ, and in others, to
varying degrees.) Depending on the degree of crnectionalism and the nature of the
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polity, the congregation is free to accept this "asking" or to respond to it to the
extent that it is willing and able to do so. In some cases, sanctions can be exercised
by the regional or national unit for oonpayment of the "asking" or appOrtionment

r
but in g eral this is not done.

The rimary way, then, in which funds are channeled to activities, projects, and
organizational levels beyond the local congregation is through presenting the need
and requesting a response from the congregation. Most of the larger Protestant and
Orthodox bodies do make an "asking" or an apportionment to their congregations
for the work of the regional and national bodies, as well as for the various mission
and benevolence activities they seek to undertake. .

In some of the larger denominations, extensive educational and promotional
materials are produced annually to assist in fund-raising activities. In addition,
various denominational offices train persons who will make a personal appeal for
money. Special fund-raising techniques are sometimes employed, especially to
encourage bequests and monies for expansion of facilities or for religious-related
institutions.

Fund Raising for Church - Related Institutions

There are a considerable number of church-related institutions that receive
support from fhe members of the various denominations. In many cases, part of the
support for these institutions such as hospitals, colleges, homes for children and
the elderly, arid social welfare projects is handled through the normal denomina-
tional channels. Usually funds are raised through apportionments, special appeals, or
"separate" fundingsfof interested congregations.

As the needs of these organizations anal-institutions have grown, their dct
appeals to individuals have become more frequent. Funds given in response tot se

direct solicitations are usually sent directly to the institution and do not ow
through denominational channels. It is very difficult to ascertain how much of this
Doe of giving is a result of the appeal of the institution as an institution and how
much, is a result of the religious affiliation of the institution and of the donor.
Many of the recipient organizations do not maintain records on types of giving.

Irc several denominations offices have heen established specifically to secure
bequests and annuities, often, for church - related institutions. These offices tend to

.function outside the financial auspices of the denomination and have separate
boards of trustees. Many church-related institutions, especially colleges, have begun
to employ their own fund raisers who work within.the churches to stimulate giving.

Although church-related institutions do not record the means used to secure their
gifts, it is anticipated that a good part of their funding may derive from church-
sponsored fund-raising activities. ee 06'

Attitudes Toward Giving0
In the Christian faith the biblical standard for giving has been the tithe, which, as

described in the Bible, means that One tenth of an individual's income is to be
returned to the Lord. It follows from this that the individual is a trustee of the
possessions Which God has placed in each person's care for a period of time. It is
out of gratitude for this and all of God's beneficence that the individual is to give
back a portion to assist in God's work. The attitude toward and the practice of this
traditional standard of giving varies widely among the Protestant,and Orthodox
denominations.

A study .conducted in 1971 of 15 major denominations in North America found
that the majori0 of members interviewed no longer regarded the tithe as a
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minimum standard for giving; most thought of it,as only one of many suggested
ways of giving.3 While the tithe may still be considered the norm, it is clearly not
the practice of the majority of Christians in several Protestant denominations. The
study .found that most individuals give out of a feeling of gratitude to God and as
an expression of faith.4 The most important factors inflUencing the actual amount
of money contributed, however, tencipd to relate not to doctrine but to levels of
income and family needs. (The denominations surveyed included both large and
small Protestant denominations: American Baptist Churches, American Lutheran
Church, Christian Church (Disciples), Church of God (Anderson, Indiana), Church
Of the Bretheren, Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Lutheran Church of America,
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, Mennonite Church, Reformed Church in America,
Seventh -Day Adventists, United Church of Christ, United Methodist Church, United
Presbyterian Church in the USA. Orthodox bodies were not included.)

The tithe is nuch more likely to be the norm in thought and in practice
among_ the members of the smaller, more theologically conservative denominations.
These churches tend 'to place more emphasis on doctrine, which is reflected in the
figures on per capita giving. For example, the Seventh-Day Adventists and the Free
Methodist Church, both of -which strongly emphasize the tithe, had per-member
contribution's of $417 and $450, respectively, in 1972.5. The comparablb
per-member figure for the aggregate of the 39 Protestant denominations was $110.

Several generalizations can be made about the level of contributions among
denominations.6 In general, per-member giving is higher in the denominations with
smaller memberships, such as 'the Brethren in Christ Church and The Missionary
Church. This is a pattern one would expect, since it becomes increasingly difficult
to maintain a high average of giving as membership increases. Second, the more
theologically tonservative denominations, such as the Free Methodist and
Seventh-Dv Adventist churches, tend to place more emphasis on the concept of the
tithe and therefore hillicj higher per-member level of giving.

Survey Methodology

The diversity of the Protestant and Orthodox communions suggested that a data
collection process that included the national, regional, and local levels of denomina-
tions would provide the best mix of information. A list of more than- 200
denominations was developed. from the Yearbook of American and Canadian
Churches 1973. Each of :these -denominations was invited .to participate in the
study. Twelve national denominations completed the questionnaire. These reports
were then used as a guide for developing the expenditure and income Atterns of
the Protestant and Orthodox denominations.

The data received from many of these denominations were viewed in the light of
financial information published in their own yearbooks. Such data for the Southern
Baptist Convention, United Methodist Church, Lutheran Church in Akierica,and
several of the smaller denominations were examined as supporting information.
While it was-lat posible to disaggregate the financial figures given in these reports
according to e specific categories used in this study,.it was possible to discern
overall patterns of giving and disbursement. It is believed that the aggregate figures
reported by the 12 denominations generally represent the pattern followed by all of
the Protest'a'nt denoMinations. - .

A study recently completed by the Commission on Regional and Local
Ecumenism provided the 'basic. data for the survey of regional denominational
offices. This study, Foundations for Ecumenical Mission;,The Ecumenical Response
to 'Regionalization In the Church (1974), indicated that there are major foci of
enominational offices at the regional level. These are called the "natural sees" of

testa ecclesiastical clusters. Thirteen were identified and 12 were used in this
stu w York City was not used). ,
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Ecumenical officers in each of the 12 regional cities selec d were contacted for
listings of denominational officials of regional bodies. Th se officials were then
contacted by the study coordinator with an invitation to at nd a meeting at which
the study and its Ninstrument,would be explained. Followi each meeting, letters
were sent to those officials who were present, as well as thos who were not, asking

for assistance in completing the questionnarie. Thirty- wo denominational
judicatories, seven councils of churches, and six church relates agencies responded
to the study on the regional level. The pattern of income and xpenditures dr
from this sample was used as a guide in making the projections.

The third stet was to contact local churches directly. Ten citi
Interviewers contacted and secured the requisite information from ch
or two counties within the metropolitan area of each city. Interview
cities were conducted during June, July, and August 1974,

Projections

rc
in eacti

selected.
in on'e
of the

An important aspect of the study was to dev elop a series of projections regarding
amounts of money taken in, as well as amounts spent, particularly for rionsacra-
mental purposes. The basic data for the projections came from local churches,
which were selected through a stratified random sample procedure. The range of
denominational participation was quite large. Data were secured from churches with
as few as 17 members to churches with more than 5,400 members. The largest
number of churches reporting were in the 200-499 member category.

The number of churches used as the projection base washrelatively small, and the
rchurches included tended to have smaller memberships. To correct for the presumed
higher contributiort,rate in the sample contribution rates are generally higher. in
smaller churches projections were decreased by 10 percent.

Orthodox communions did got participate at the Focal church level (although
several were contacted). Black denominations are included and are a part of the
composite used in -the projections.

The data are differentiated according to church membership size, which roughly
corresponds to budget size. The projections, were made on the basis of average
budget.and, expenditures in each size category, according to the patterns shown in
the questionnaire responses. Projections were then made on the basis of 294,722,
local churches. This figure was derived fruit the total 329,302 churches listed in the
statistical section of the Yearbook of American and Canadian, Churches 1974
(which reported 1972 information) less Catholic, Jewish, Mormon, and several other
groups. The base figure of 294,722 churches was then broken down by church mem-
bership size (see Table 8). Averages for income and expenditures were computedior
each of the size categories, and projections were made based on ;he percentages de
rived from the data. -.

The amounts sent from the local church to regional and national levels of
denominations were, computed from national and regional data sheets. based on this
information, it was determined that average amounts sent from the local church
level to other judicatory levels could be divided in the following proportion:' 65
percent to the national level and 35 15ercent to the regional bodies. This proportion
was applied throughout the study.

Bequests, foundation grants, endowments, and other income items come directly
to the national, or regional agency and do not involve local church fund-raising
activities. Thus, the projection of income for the national and regional bodies, while
baked primarily on data from local churches, also includes income from other
activities noted in the national and regional responses to the questionnaire.
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Table 8

Method of Projection§. -

Total number of local churchesa 294,722

Pet:cent of churches by membership sizeb
Less than 208 80%

200 - 499 10

500'- 999 5

1, 000,or more * 5

Projected number of local churches by membership size:
Less than 20Q - 235j778

200 - 499 29,472,

500 - 999 14,736

1,000 or more 14,736
a. Source: Yearbook of American and,CaledThan Churches, 1974.

Subtracted from total are Catholic, Jewish, Mormon, and a
few very small groups (34, 579).

b. While these percentages are skewed lower than the church
sizes of major denominations, the multiplicity of smaller

-denominations and small city and ruralcongregations suggest
that overall the number of churches with more than 200 mem-
bers is relatively small.

AA alysis of Data

Income and Evenditurys of ProtNitint and
Orthodox Denominatidts

The data received from the various denominational levels served as the primary
source 'of information on contributions for the Protestant and Orthodox
dommunions. In addition, yearbooks of selected major denothinations were
examined for giving patterns. Special attention was given to data from, the Southern
Baptist'Convention and the United Methodist Church.

Data from 178 local churches show that these churches received a total' f $13.3million in contributions in 1972. Using the procedure outlined in Table 8, this
income was projected to provide'a composite income for Protestant and Orthodox
communions (Table 9). The detailed projections, on which Table 9 is based, are
found in Table 10.

,In Table 9 the projected total,incorne 4 $9.38 billion after subtracting religious-
institution grants. The reasonitOr excluding this item is that most of the grants
received in. the local church come from national and regional leveli of the
denomination. Since most of the national and regional income originated in, local
churches, the money is circulating in the' system and does not represent actual
income. Additional monies are, however, generated on the national and: regional
levels from sources other than individual gifts through local churches.

387

Estimates of total expenditures were developed from data supplied by the local
churches. (See Table 11.) Out of the total expenditures 15.6 percent was given for
nonsacramental purposes at the local level. The dollar projection for nonsacramental
xrfendittrres, based on this percentage for 294,000, Protestant: and Orthodox

churches, is $1.5 billion. (Additional funds sent to regional and national levels of
the denomination increase dig percentage:( The $1.5 billion figure (as reflected in
Tables 11 and 12) does not include all of the prorated services of ministers and
priests who perfrom nonsacramental services, especially in the fields of personal,
marriage, and vocational counseling.

460
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Table 9

Projections of Income by Source for Protestant and Orthodox Cothmunions, 1972a

Actual Income
for 178

Source Churches

Percent
of

Income
Projected Income

x#afor AU Communions

1. Individual gifts $11, 624, 834 87.3% $8,752,839,877

2. Individual bequests 380,573 2.9 193, 033, 613

3. Foundation grants 13,150 0.1 8,576,926

4. Religious-institutiOn
grants 655,698 4.9 439,075,393

5. Endowment (investment)
earnirgs 360,261' 2.7 328,015,289

6. Other 278,141 2.1 98,196,476

Total $13,312,657 100.0% $9,819,737,574

Less possible duplicating funds
(religious-institution grants) 439, 075, 393

Revised total $9,380,662,181

a. The projections in this table are computed on the basis of church size and
average income.' The-detailed projections shown in Table 8 are added
together for this table. Service fees of $301,638 In 1972 are not included
either in the actual Income or projections.

b. From Table 23.

National BodieS

Ai noted earlier, 12 national denominations responded to the request for data or
receipts and expenditures. These data, which serve as a' base for the projection o
income figures for the national level of denominations, are presented in Table 13P

The total receipts for the 12 denominations, excluding service lees, was $39:
million. (Service fees are the. monies received for operating those facilities ,tha
charge f* their services. These fees r all depending on the church's spohsor
ship and emphasis. For1972, servic fees to aled $48,257,659.) The projections it
Table 11 sh9w that local churches sent $1,044,973,437 to regional and nationa
levels of the denominations. It is pr cted that of this a t, $679 million,'or-6:
percent, went to the national level.

The proportion of receipts in each of the income categories for the 12 reportin;
denominations are applied to the projections for the national deOminations ii

Table 14. Of the money sent from the local church to other bodies, 65 percent.wa
sent to the national level.

Of particular importance in Table 13 are items 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7. These represen
money generated atthe national level and, in actual dollars reported by responc

-,..ents, equals $37,123,603. When this 'generated income is projected (see Table 14),
adds $70,477,270 to the total projected receipts.

The 12 national denominations reported that approximately one fourth of the
budget could be considered nonsacramental. Table 15 shows the propor.tion tha
was expended for each of the various categories of nonsacramental activities. Th
bulk of the nonsacramental funds (93.yercent or $99,778,699 of the reported total
was channeled, on the national level, into educational activities. This include
support fo`r denomination-related and denominationsupported colleges, universitie
and schools. Social welfare projects received the next largest amount of fund
although this amounted to only $3,852,192 or slightly less than 4 percent of th
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Average income

Tabli 10

Detailed Projections Based an Church Size and Av'era hicOme, by urce, 197k

-
Jess than

200 Members
(48)

Church Size'

44499 500-- 999
rs *Memberq

(29)

\ 1$:764-2-1=4-J 59195 $

Average income adjusted downward by 10 percent $ 17,787s $ 53,995 r
Number of churches used for projection 235,778 4 29,472

Source of Income

Individual gifts $3,883,443,323

Individual bequests

Foundation grants

Religious-institution grants 104,844,582

\Endowment (investment) earnings 205,495,381

Total $4,193,783,286

a. Figures in parentheses are number of churches in sample.

88,644

79,780

14,736

$1,371,735,632 $1,153,300,956

27,052,791 5,878,190

25,461,450

8,373 7,053,828

85,932,394 9,405,106

$1,591,340,640 31,175,638,080

462'

1000 or more
Members

(24)

2155570

194,013

14,736

$2,344,359,966

160,102,632

8,576,926

308,769,361

34,307,707

2,858,976

$2,858,975,568
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Table 11

Projections of Nonsacramental Expenditures Based on Data
from 178 Local Churches, 1972

Type of Expenditure
Actual

Dollars

Percent of
Total Non-

sacramentil
Expenditures

7'4"

Projections

Health $ 4040.133 20.8% $ 274,407,298

Social welfare 388,581 20.0 281,388,572

Education 752,243 38. 7 456, 383, 678

Cominunity activities 297, 098 15,3 403,534,206

Public affairs 73,111. 3.8 52, 963, 739

Culture 25,107 1.3 43,614,422

Environment and
conservation 2,265 0.1 1,310:0?

Total nonsacramental
expenditures $1,942,538b 100.0 $1,513,632,910

-
Sent to regional and

national bodies 960,860c 1, 044,973, 437

Total expenditures $12,422,358 $9,591,581,014
4/

a.

b.
c.

Added from the weighted data in Table 12 which were computed from the
sample data in Table 27.
Total nonsacramental expenditures are 15.6 percent of total expenditures.
Monies sent to regional and national bodies were 7.7 percent of total
expenditures.

total. Included in this figure are monies directed to the disadvantaged, the ages
childreit's homes, homes for the retarded, emergency relief and rehabilitation. Pubi
affairs expenditures, which amounted to just under 2 percent of the total not
sacramental expenditures, were primarily for TV, radio and other mass meth
activities.

Table 15 also shows projected expenditures. Most of the denominational suppot
for cdlleges and universities within the Protestant and- Orthodox communions
represented in the $177.5 million education projection.

The national bodies, which generally are the channels for overseas.exPenditures
spent $24.5 million or,6.7 perceht of their receipts for work overseas. (As projecte
this figure would be $49.9 million.) M2st of the denominations did not provide ,

breakdown of overseas expenditures according- to the categories of nonsacramenta
activities. Historically, much of the money has gone for education, although significan
amounts have also been used for community development and agricultural training

The information in Table 15 relites only to monies handled througfr-the nationa
offices of the denomination. It does not include funds dispersed at the local ant
regional levels.

,-)
Regional Bodies

Denominational bodies. Many of the smaller denominations of Protestantism d(
not have regional organizational units, while most of the.middle-sized and all of thi
large denominations have such units. These units haveo variety of names districts

4i3
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Table 12

,Detailed Projections of Nonsacramental Expenditures by Church Size, 1972

Church Size
4

Average expenditure

Average expenditure, ifcl)tisted downward
by 10 perceng

Percent nonsairamental expenditure
Number of churches used for.proJection

Total, expenses

Nonsacramental Expenditures

00.- Health

Social welfare

Education

Community antes
Public affairs
Culture

Environment and Conservation

Total

Sent to regional and national bodies

Less than
200 Members

(48)a

200 - 499
Members

(27)

500 - 999
Members .

(29)

1000 or More
Members

(24)

20,279

18,251

,14.5%
235,778

.$4,303,184,278

50,294

45,265

10.3%

29,472

$1,334, 050, 080

84,083

75,675

8.9%

14,736

$1,115,146,800

214,-079

192,671

23,. 0%

14,736

$2, 839,199, 856

$ 63,020,134 $ 5,633,693 $ 1,389,473 $ 204,393,998
121,048,574 48, 642, 134 42, 478,172 69,219,692

83,610,871 41,634,369 32,057,125 299, 081,313
299,501,626 31, 878,461 14,688,714 57,465,4'05

19,966, 775 7,419,987 3,374,434 22,202,543
36,189,780 1,511,479 5,260,147 663,016

623,960 687, 035

$ 623,961,720 $ 137,407,158 $ 99,248,085 $ 653, 0?.5, 967

675,599,032 85,379,205 119,320,708 164,673,502

a. Figures in parentheses are number of churches sampled.
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Table 13

l
%

0,

o

L
9.

.
Financial Receipts (National Level) of 12 Protestant Denomationst 1972a

Special

Source Percent Operations

Buildings
and capital

Improvemelita

" PurP066
Other

Restrictpd Total

c a aIndividual gifts 82.7% $314,233,680 $3,558,920 $ 6,259,813
s

$324, 052, 413
Individual bequests 0.7 628,158 o 2,307,318 2,935,476
Foundatien grants 0.2 467,577 261,100 728,677
Religious-institution grants 7.9 30,898,367 2,393 , 30,900, 760
Endowment (investment)

earnings 5.3 18,431,382 2,438,155 20,869,537
Federal government payments 0.0 ' 215,000 a 215,000
Other 3.2 11,99$108S 379,818 12,374,913

Total, 200.0% $376,869,259 $3,561,313 $11, 646,204 $392, 076, 776

Percent 96.1% 0.9% 3.0% 100.0%

a. Denominations;

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
Church of the Brethren
Evangelical Congregational Church
Friends General Conference
Lutheran Church-MissouriSynod
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

Presbyterian Church in the United States
Reformed Church in America
Seventh Day Baptist General Conference
Syrian Orthodox Archdiocese of the United States and Canada
Untied"Chuich of Christ
United Presbyterian Church in the USA

Table excludes reported service fees of $48,257,659, most of which is a reflection of the Ldtheran Church-Misaouri Synod
school system.

AOr.1vt.)
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Tabl* 14

Projections of National Denominational Income, by Source, 1972

393

Source
Total

Receipts

Percent of
receipts

according to
source

Projected
Income Sources

Individual gate

Individual bequests

$354,953,173

2,935,476

904%
-4

0.7,7,
--- 1:"...

$679,232,734 ,

-6,.247,935

Foundation grants .728,-677 elm 1,499,410 al

-Endowment\IInvestmen%
earnings 20;869,537 39,734,365

Federal government
payments 215,000 0.0

Other 12,374,913 3.2 23,990,560

Total 392,076,776 , 413)0.0% $749,705,004

a. Includes religigus-institution grants, which is money from.local churches.

Table 15

NonsacraMen,tal Expenditures (National Level)
of 12 Protestant Denominations, 1972

Total

Sacramental eatpgnditures

Dollar Amount Percent Projection
$419,145,207

311,880,780

100.0%

74.4

-

Nonsacramental expenditure/1i 107,264,427 25.6 190,823,588

Nonsacra expenditures
1

, yealth 771,917 0.7 1,335,765

Social welfare 3,852,192 ' 3.6 6,869,649
. ta,Education 99,778,699 93.0 177,465;937

Community achy it 873j0$6 0:8 1,526,589

Public affairs 1,747,967 1.6 3,053,177

Culture 2R794 0.2 381,647

Environmint and conservZoit 39,200 0.04) 76,329

gions, associations, prest t les, synods, conferences, dioceses, areas. The exact
amber of these in the Pr ant and Orthddog Communionsis not known, but
ere are- many. For exa ple, the United Methodist Chura.4as 70 annual
inferences, the Southern Baptist Convention tias 34 state associations, the
piscopal Church has 195 dioceses, the Seventh-day Adventists have- conferences

polity, have varying degrees
e one hand, and from the

a set of administrative and

d 10 larger units (called unions) in the United States and Canada.
These regional units, depending on the nature of the

F autonomy from4he national organization, on th
ngregations, on the other. Most hav,e`a program and

boundaries of their region..nevolence activities that they undottake within the

.466
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Sorry have separate .agencies that perform nonsacramental activities. It is often
this level that colleges, hospitals, homes, and social welfare activities are establish
and supported. Thus, a considerable amount of nonsacramental money and effort
expended by the regional agencies.

The survey sought to determine the extent to which the regions were involved
nonsactamental actiyities. A total of 32 tegional bodies returned the questionnai
indicating sources of funds and patterns of expenditures. (Another part of t
report provides data on agencies that are regional in nature but by the nature
their funding and activity are considered, church-related rather than churc
sponsored.) It is more difficult to generalize from these, data because of t
diversity in size, purpose and funding responsibilities of these groups. However,
data collected do allow some generalizations.

As was the case with the national-level data, regional yearbooks and denomin
tional statistics were reviewed to note similarities and differences with the da
reported on the questionnaires. It was felt that the data supplied by the responden
presented a typical pattern of receipts and expenditures. The collected dat
moreover/did not seem to vary widely from the published data.

Table 16 presents the summarized data on income for the 32 regional unil
There are two major income sources: individual gifts, which accounted fpr
percent of total income (excluding service fees, which amqunted to $692,669), ar

,religious - institution gifts, which accounted for another 38Spercent. (It is general
true that these two types of gifts4.,which together represent 90 percent of tl
regional unit receipts, come from members of local churches in the region. In son
of the regional units, gifts forwarded from'Iocal churches to the regional unit a
counted as individual gifts being transferred through the local church: In oth
cases, tilb funds received from local churches "are considered religious- institutk
grants. In our analysis these grants are combined as ,individual gifts for tl
denominational levels above the local church.) Corporation grants, of which the
were none at the national lev,e1, accounted for 6 percent gif the regional incorr
Endowment and other income (including reserves) were more important at tl
na$onal ievel than At the regional level.

The projection of regional income is shown in Table 17. On the assumption th
several denominations have limited regional operations, it was projected that
percent of the money going tq national and regional levels of the denominations

earmarked as national income. The data in Table W are, accordingly, based upon
percent (or $365,740,703) of the $1,044,437 sent to regional and national bodi
(as shown in Table 11). When these figures are added to the denominatior
projections (local, national, and regional), the total income for all church levels
1972 comes to $9,490,871,246. This does not include the income of i-elat
agencies or councils churches, which are also regional.

The nonsacrament I expenditures of denominational regional u its in the Unit
States are shown in able 18. Social welfare and education acco nt for two thir
of th total nonsa ramental expenses reported, while health and communi
activit es account for one fourth. The regional level generally provides money to
variety of institutions

because
agencies. Many of the facilities for eduCation and soc

welfare activities are, beirause of historical ties, regarded as the special concerns
regional bodies. The amount spent on education reflects t e proprietory concer
for colleges founded by religious leaders, supported by ch rches, and attended
students from churches within the regional group. Also in luded in education
programs for day care centers, preschool centers, leadership and continui
education activities.

Social welfare activi ihs 'include support for retiremen homes, youth cente
work with migrant lab fers, self-help employment projects family service organi,
tions, child elfare age cies, lcenters for disturbed youth, risoner elease prograr
and counseli g service . Some of these are in agencies, while others s have a 11
formal organ ational s ructu

rPN
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Table 16 -4

Financial Receipts of 32 Regional Bodies, 1972

1

Source Percent .4 Operations

Buildings and
Capital .

Improvements

Special
Purpose

and Other
Restricted 'Total

Individual gifts 52.2% - $202,481,196 $5,873,369 $ 6,846,462 $32,968, 027
.. .

..p.
Individual bequests 0.3 53,458 130 114,935 168, 523

., .Corporate grante 6.5 413,598 35,478 3,658,076 4,107, 150
,,.4Foundation grants 0.1 14,575 . 17,336 32,211 -

.-.-
Religious-institution grants 38.0 21,067,850 '124,456 2,816,403 24,008, 709

ROdowmentlinvestmesiyeasnings 2.5 -,,,, 42,914 79,426 320,779 1,593,119
United Way or other Community Flind payments 0.2 61,739 40,1'99 o. 121, 938, o

Other '' 0.2 105,102 61,832 166,934

tS
Total 100.0% $ 43, 177, 732. $6,153,056 $13,835,823 $63,166,611 Jo,

Percent - 68.4% 9.7% 21.9% 100.0%
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Table 17

Projection of RsgionalLevel Income by Source,
Based on Data from 32 Regional Bodies, 1972

Actual Data
Source 32 Bodies Percent Projections

-..

Individual and religious-
institution gifts $56,976,736 90.2% $3b5, 740, 703

Individual bequests. 168,623 0.3 1,216,432

Corporate grants 4,1%7,150 6.5 26,356,038

Foundation grants 32,211 0.1 405,478.

Endowment (investment)
earnings 1,593,119 2.5 , 10,136,937 4

United Way/Community Funds 121,938 0.2 810,955

,166934Other 0.2 810,955

Total $63,166,611 100.0% $405,477,498

a. Based on 35 percent of $1,044,973,437 as show; in Table 11.

Table 18

Projection of NonsacramentatRegionalLevel Expenditures by Activity,
Based on Data from 32 Regional Bodies1972

Type of
Expenditure Percent

Expenditures
- for 32

Regional Bodies

Projected on
Basis of Data
in Table

Total nonsacramental
expenditures . 12.5% $7,559,088 $49,990,804

Health 11.8 894,483 5,898,915

Social welfare 37.4 2,827,414 18,696,561

Education '30.2 2,285,673 15,'097,223

Community activities 13.0 985,945 6,498805

Public affairs 5.6e 423,37 2,799;485 ,

Culture 76,61 499,908

Environment and
conservation 0.6 45,Z2 299,945

Science 0.3' . '..f0,000 149,972

Hospitals, clinics, Medical research, aid to the needy and sicke
programs, and senior citizens health programs are the types of activities incluc
under the health category of nonsacramental funds. Community activities inch
inner-city work, special, projecti for ethnic and dislocated persons, commun
organizations, and community development. Public affairs encompasses newsletti
press, radio, television programs, and communication with,public officials. Cults
activities coniprise primarily historical preservation and ethnic cultur eve
supported by the churches, and, environmental and conservation aptiviti focus
establishing family camps for education and related activities.
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According to the projections, regional bodies spent a total of $49.99 million on
nonsacramental activities in 1972.-Approximately $15.0 million was expended for
education and $18.7 million for social welfare from regional level resources. An
additional $6.5 million was expended on community activities. Health care projectsaccounted far $5.9 million and public affairs for $2.8 million. Cultural activities
received iearly half a millionrenvironment and conservation and science together
received an almost.equal amount.

In most -cases the regional denominational body acts as a conduit of funds from
the local church to the national body. For 1972, these funds were projected at
$11,723,382, which accounted for 19.4 percent of the total regional expenditures.
Less than 1 percent ($481,567) of the expenditurey'of the regional units were
reported to have been sent directly overseas. Most regional agencies, in acting asconduits for money from congregations to. the national body, send all monies
destined for overseas use to the national level.

Regional ecumenical agencies. One important aspect of the regional level
operations is the ecumenical agencies. There are hundreds of councils of churches,
many of which are`local volunteer entities. Approximately 250 councils have some
paid staff. Nearly half (120) of these councils are statewide or include two or morecounties in their activities. Such councils can legitimately be considered regional
since their -operations are generally supported by denominational bodiesmhich areregional in nature. lb

Until very recently, most of these agencies have been only Protestant andOrthodoX in composition. Now, some councils include Catholic and Jewish groups.Since these composite councils are relatively limited In number, the financial datareported in Table'19 represent primarily Protestant and Orthodox agencies. The
data include information received from seven state and/or major city councils of
churches. .

.

Ecumenical agencies have a variety offunding procedures but the primary route
is through denomirfations and local churches: Religiousinstitution grants, shown in
Table 19 as item 5, accounted for almost two thirds of the total income of these
agencies. Of the remaining sources of income, individual gifts and foundation grants
are the most important, together representing 22 percent of total income. Individual
bequests, corporate grants, and governmental agencies combined accounted for less
than 2 percent of the 1972 income reported. Thus, after accounting for religious:
institution grants, councils of churches are shown to generate 37.8 percent of their\
total income, excluding service fees.

Projection of income for other councils of churches (th 1 similar to
those from which data were received) is difficult given th sm mbe'Pof returns.Taking a conservative estimat4 of $120,000 as the av rage annual (20
percent lOwer than that computed for the sample respon ents), the projected total
income for 120 councils would be $14,400,000, of which approximately 38 percent
would be generated by the councils themselves. This generated income increases the
cumulative"projection for Protestant and Orthodox bodies by $5,443,200 and
provides a new total income projection of $9,496,314,446. ; .

Nonsacramental expenditures of councils are shown in Table 20These expenses
represent. nearly one third of the total expenses of the seven councils reporting. The
nonsacramental activities of ecumenical agencies are generally activities that cannot
be handled by local churches or denominations. These programs focus on immediate
issues or concerns facing communities. (The more long-term concerns of ecumenical
agencies, such as Christian education training, chaplaincies of various types, and
worship experiences, ar sacramental in .nature.) The largest mounts df money go
to support community ide activities (43 percent) and socia welfare (34 percent).
Education (13 percent) and public affairs (10 percent), whil important, are rather...

minor emphases of t e councils. Environment and consery tion and health each
account for less than 1 percent.

--,
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Source

Table 19

Financial Receipts of.,Seven CoUnc:ils of Churches, '1972a

Individual gifts

Individual bequests

corporate granta

Foundation grants

Religious-institution grants

Endowment (investment) earnings

Federal government, payments

4Nray/Community Fund

Other

Percent

10.9%

0.3

0.6

11.3'

62.2 ;

3.5

0.8

6.0

4.4

Total 100;0%

Percent
a. Excludes service fees which amounted to $290,666. ,

) 4 7, I

,4111,aP

NO

Operations

Building§ and
Capital

Improvements

Special
Purpose

and Other
Resiricted .

,

Totalw,
$107,710

3,000

6,100

$4,078 $ 4,800

500

taa

. 3,000

6,800

60,463 60,350 , 120,813

632,767 30,149 662,916

37,593 37,593

.r8,250 8,250

063,473 63,473

37,577 3,023 6,000 48,800.
$956,933 $7,101 $101,799, $1,065,833

89.8% . 0.7% 9.5% 100.0%
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Table 20 .

Nonsa'cramental Expe.ndijures (and Projections)
of Seven Councils of Churches, 1972

Percent
Nonsacramental
Expenditures Projectionsa

Total 32.9% $1.076,565 $4, 737, 600

Health 0.3 . ' d, 000 . 14,113

Social welfare 34.0 365,728 1, 610, 784

Educationa. 13.1 141,531 620,626

Communitywide activities 42.8 460,391 2.027,693
Public-affairs 9.6 103,915

_

454,810

Environment and conservation 0.2 -. 2, 000 9,475

a. Based on an aggregate projected income of $14, 400, 000 for 120 state and
major city councils of churches. Severabhundred smaller and some larger
regional councils are not included in the projected data.

Social welfare includes work with migrInt workers, camps for the disadvantaged,
food and clothing banks, and related activities which vary from council to council.ommunitywide, activities are of major interest to the councils. Activities such asdrug counseling, seminars on race and criminal justice, draft counseling, communitydevelopment, and support for programs of local clusters. of churches are in thiscategory of expenditure.

Education includes primarily literacy and tutoring, although some councils have
adult education-programs. Public affairs usually involves a newsletter, which keeps
hurches and church members abreast of legislative matters and activities of

interest to them,' and seminars to explain legislative procedures to church groups.
Environment and conservation, a relatively small part of the nonsacramental

collar for councils, is an area of more recent concern for the churches. Informationd collection centers are two ways in .which the councils function in this area.
The health category generally refers to clinics, health fairs, or other such,events.

In some situations the ecumenical agency sponsors and promotes these events inooperation with community organizations.
Since about one third of the councils of churches' activities are nonsacramentalin nature, the projection for 120 councils is that approximately $4,737,600 is-usedor such programs. Communitywide activities and social Welfare projects would

ccbunt '41- the bulk' of the expenditures, since councils of -churches provide aehicle for a" ccimmon religious-oriented approach to local issues that are tooxtensiVe or controversial for a denomination or local church to attempt singly. -

Regional chtOcti-related institutions. ,A major portion of nonsacLmental
xpenditures at the regional level goes for the support of church-related institutions.
hese include hospitals, colleges, hoines for the aged and unwed mothers, and social
!fare activities such 8 neighborhobd or community houses.
These churchrelated institutions are 4wally organized separately from the

enomination. Much of their support from individuals of religious institutions comes )rom church members but is not recorded by the denominational 'treasuries. Since
é regional denominational data used ih this study come only from the denomina-t,'`

tonal treasuries, the churth-related institutions are recorded as additional income"
cl ',ex penditures.

1

Data were received from six church- related agencies. Included were denomina-
ional charities, homes for the aged, community grodps, and Salvation 4rmy

,
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Table it

Financial Receipts of Six Church-Related Institutions at the Regional Level, 1972 :

Source - Percent Operations

Buildings and
Capital

Improvements

Special _

Purpose
and Othei

Restricted

I*
..3i4-

Individual gifts 27;8% $15,686,365 $ 2,103-- $571,175 $16460,243

Individual bequests 8.d 120,889 4,409,895 123,151 4,653,335

Foundation grants 1.1 336,466 \-..._: V.8,332 5,000 669,798

Religils-institution grants 0.9 526;681 - 7;444 0534,125. '.. -Endowment (investrannt) earnings 2.2 1,022,829 273,245 5,175 1,301,249

service-leer; --,.,.......4. 36:8 17,500,207 4,020,544 21,520,751
. . .

Federal Vic!r en4,payments 0.2 88,950 88,950
, - ',, :.tf-f,'>F.:' : .

United Way/Community Fund j 22.5 13,171,079 1,195 13,172,274

Other 0.5 302,444 302,444

4111Total 100.0% $48,755,550 $9,034,719 $7/3,140 08,503,409

Percent 83.4% 15.4h 1.2% 100.0%

Nt'

4 7 3
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cen_ters. These agencies donot cover the full range of such organizations, and
coaequently no projections of total income or expenditures are offered. Rather,
the data are Used to indicate the types of church-related institutions funded by
Protestant and Orthodox communions at the regional levels.

The figures on income for the six church-related institutions (Table 21) show
these institutions' reliance on service fees and community funding (about 60 percent
of total income). Individual gifts, throt.gh direct solicitation, amount to nearly 28
percent of the total income, while bequests account for 8 percent. After subtracting
the $534,125 in religious-institution grants, the money generated in 1972 by the
church-related institutions is shown to be $57,969,284, or only $5 million less than
the total income reported by 32 denominational regional bodies in the-same year.

Church-related institutions at the regional level rely heavily on church-influenced
sources AO sustain their funding. These institutions are the more secular social
service armsof the denominations.

The type of work done by church-related institutions is shown in Table 22"
Nearly 85 percent of their total expenditures are nonsacramental. The largest shares
are for social welfare (34.7 percent), communitywide activities (31.3 percent), andenvironment and conservation (27.8 percent). Health and education, heavilysubsidized through regular denominational channels, account for only a small
portion of their expenditures.

Table 22

Nonsacramental Expenditures of six Church-Related
Institutions, 1972

Type of Expenditure Percent Amount

Total nonsacramental 84.6% $48,793,355

Health 3.9 1,.920,600

Social welfah 34.7. . 16,936,680

Education 1.7 834,357

Communitywide activities 31.2 15,264,179

Public affairs 0.5 263,551

Culture 0.0 12,750

Environment and conservation '27. 13,561,238

Local Churches 4%,

Local churches in each of 10 metropolitan areas were contacted for i formationon their re eipts and expenditures, especially those related to nons cramental
activities. D to from 178 local churches were received and tabulated. Table 23
presents th, combined income data for these churches, and Tables 2

1
A to 24D

proOde income ;details according to church membership size.
The major soiti-ce of local church funding is gifts from individuals, which account

for 8-7:3-percent of total income (Table 23). The second largest source of funding is
religious-institutioh' grants (5 percent). (Most of these are support' funds ,from
regional and national levels of the denominations which are channel4d to the local
congregation to underwrite programs of the ctfurch and small mission chOrches or to
assist in financing special projects sponsored by the congregation.) Bequests provided
only 2.9 percent of the, aggregate receipts of the 178 churches; endowment andoin-
vestment earnings provided 2.7j percent. Most (78.6 percent) of the funds received
were used for operations or current expenses of he parish. ,
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Table 23

Financial Receipts of 178 Local Churches, 1972a

.,,,p.

...
*..,

Source Percent Operations)

Builyngs and
C ital

Imp vements

Special
Purpose

an&Other
Restricted- Total'

Individual gifts

Individual bequeath

Foundation grants

Religious-institution grants

Endowment (investment) earnings
...

United Way/Community Fund
payments

Other

Total

Percent

a. Excludes service fees of $301,638.

87.3%

2.9

0.1

4.9

2.7

0.0

2.1

100.0%

$ 9,301,540

185, 015

448,387

298,719
.....

1, 000.,,,

222,385

$10,457,046

78.6%

$1,122,857

130,642

,13,150

30,485

46,332

,-

17,373

4/60,839
10.2%

$1,200,437,

64,916

176,826

15;210

37,383

51,494,772

11.2%
.

$11,624,834

380, 573

13,150

655,698

a60, 261

1, 000
. .

277,141
5..
013,312,657

100*

A
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As shown in Tables 24 A-D, all congregations, regardless of size, receive the bulkf their income .from individual gifts, ranging fr'om 82 percent in the congregationsith 1,000 or more members to 98.1 percent in those with 500 to 999 members.or churches of 1,000 or more members, the next largest sums-of money comerom religiousinstitution- grants (10.8 percent) and bequests (5.6 percent), whilehurches with fewer than 500 members rely more on endowment earnings-and otherund-raising activities for the balance of their income.
Projections of income shown in Table 9 are based on the detailed data in Tables3 and 24 AD, which also provide the basic' data for the projections used through./ut the study.-
Table 25 shows the percentage of local church receipts by size of gifts and by .ze ofcongregation. More than 6 out of every 10 individual gifts were under $500.pproximately one fifth of all gifts were in the range of $500 to $999, and 16ercent were $1,000 or more. The percentage of gifts under $500 generallyncreased with meritership size. (Churches with less than 200 members, facing fixedsts, cannot be maintained without larger than average individual gifts.)The data in Table 26 show giving patterns according to the proportion of totalncome accounted for by the top 10 percent and 20 percent of givers..This informa-on reveals that on the _average about half of the budget was contributed by ,20ercent of the givers and approximately one third by 10,percent of the givers.-The amount and type of nonsacramental expenditures reported by Id91-churches

Xst.
n the sample are shown in Table 27. For the 178 churches reporting, 15.6 pe entf total expenditures were for nonsacramental activities. Monies sent to national ndegional bodies accounted for an additional 7.5 percent of local church expendi-ures.

Of the nonsacramental funds, 38.7 percent were used for educational acti;ities,0.8 percent for .health care projects, 2D,ercent for social. welfare, and 15.3ercent for community activities. Only a very small amount,'5.2 percent, was spentor public affairs, culture, and environment and conservation.
,.Health activities include providing mOtal health counseling for the community,elping individuals to pay medical expenses, use of facilities for blood programs,aby health clinics, and contributing to hospital?. Social welfare includesntributing to homes for the aged, children's homes, day care centers, counselingrvices, lunch assistance for needy children, homes for unwed ers, assisting theunwed

rescue
oval needy with food, clothing, and housing expenses, rese missions forlcoholics, prisoner programs, and recreation programs. l some instances, thehurch fully underwrites the programs, in others it allows free use of facilities, andn still other cases, it is only one ofrseveral program ponsors. Educational activitiesnclu e nursery schools,:lsin

ergartens,' contributions to schools and colleges, careerida ce programs, and inan oiShaOtairlee programs. Communitywide activities in-lude aid to visiting nurses, li on wheels, spons ing various scouting'programs,nio centers, community ogatiizatip children'sbefft.care programs, job locationrograms for minorities, informaiio and refeirapoWces concerning jobs and legalelp, see
fotindationk.anMmmunity music ''centers. Theegree of church-involvement in these attivities varys, as)it does in social welfare .--ctivities. ,

.
.,....Public 'affairs involves radio rirogjiMming and newsletters. Cultural activities 'nclude providing meeting space for fine arts organizations and sponsoring music andrama groups. Environment and conservation agtivitieS consist chiefly of assisting in

4ommunity cleairtip4ampaigns and reCyclfrigpreOets.
f.4..11:he paite43.,4-64enditures according to church size reveals a, strong interest inmiftunity adivities among the ,smallest churches and a noticeable increase, inntributions to education as the size of the church increases. Social welfare is mostportant in churches with

memberships,between 200 and 999. Health care is mostmportant among churches of 1,000 or mgre members.

7
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Table 24A
...

Financial Receipts of 178 Local Churches by Size, 1972a
(membership under 200; 48 chdrches).

.
... ,'

... ,
&Arne Percent

. .-.A-v----
Individual gifts 92.6%

Religious- institution grants 2.5

Endowment (investment) earnings 4.9 `
.

100.0%

-
. . T,otal- '-.

' ' Percent

AO
;Operations

$784,670

1,000

16,206

$801,876 -I
5!

Special 4 .
Buildings and

Capital
Purpose

and Other
Improvements Restricted Total

$57,701 $35,709 $878,960

20,485 '2,400 23,885

9,34i 46,68321,129 _

$99,$15 $47,457 $948,648

10.5% 5.0% ---------- 100.0%

'1 .a. ExCludes`iiervice feei of $9,265. -I
N'it .. ! '..),

. Table 248, .

,r1 Financial Receipts of 178 Local Churches by 'Size, 1972a

,I
,a1

(Membership 200499; 7.7churches) , .

% : *Speolitt J,

Buildings and . Purpose'.
., . Capital ' and Other

1
Source Percent Operations 4 Improvements Restricted Total

86.2%Individual gifts $2, 86.i;23t1, $316, 576 $802,229 $3,1132,039 .
Individual bequests 1.7 32, 535 16,680 29,129 78.344 ;.

/.-- ....

,
Religious-institution grants 1.6 63,100 ; , 10,000 <

I 73,100
...,

!

Endowment (investment}tMent) earnings 5.1 '222',959:/. 11, 616'' 23,379
--

37,954

Other 5.4 q7188..-758 ''''" 15,350 248,214 ..4

$3,381,581

,.
33,111

-- ...':'''t

0 ': ": /$370.2iV ., $867,848Total 100.0% $t".7619,951
I

Percent . - 43.2%.4-7": ...4,1 -4 18.8% " --- --10O.o%
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Table 24C

Financial Receipts Of 178 Local Churches, by Size, 1972a

,/ --
Source

(membership 500-999;29 churches)

,Rui !dings and .

' Capital ,
Percent Operations improvements \

special
Purpose

and Other
Restricted

'

CY

1

Total

Individual gifts

Individual bequests '
Endowment (investment) earnings

United Way /Community Fund
' payments

Other

Total

Percent

'98.1%

0.5

0.6

0.0

0.8

100.0%

$2,073,661
v

11,028

13,092

-1,000

14,883

/ $2,113,664

82.2%

/ -0,
$228,784

1 ,953

2,023

$232, 760

9.1%

/

.

$219,265

720

4,272 -

$224, 25r

8.7%

$2,521,710

11,748

15,045

1,000

21,178

$2,570,681

100.0%

a. Excludes service fees of $23,889.

4



l\Tabl4 24D

Financial Receipts of 178 Local Churches by Size, 1972a
(membership 1,000 and over.; 24 churches)

Source 'Percent Operations

""

Buildings and
Capital

Improvements

Special
Purpose

and Other
Restricted

.

Total /
IndPiidual gifts

Individual bequests

Foundation grants 4

'Religious-institution grants

Endowment earnings- .
other

Total

-P Percent
**v

a. Excludes service fees of $126,155. `

82.0%

5.6

0.3

10.8

1.2

6.1

100:4

$3,579'7S

,A41,452

384,287

46, 462,

7, 749

$4,148,925

80.2% .

$519,796

113,962

13,150

..

11,6.4
:

$658,542'

12.7%

$143,234

35,067

.174;426

2,483 .

$355,210

6.9%

. $4,243,005

290,481

13,150

558,713

60, 579

7, 749

$5,173,677

100,0%

'8
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Table 25

_Percentage of Total Individual Gifts to Local Churches
by Dollar Amounts and by Church Size, 1972

..,,,,
Menstbrehip- r Under. $500

L

$500-900 $1,000 and nvPr
Under 200 J
(48 churches) 48% 19% 32%

200-499
(77 churches) 69 4 ' 7
500-999
(29 churches) 68 12

1,000 and over
(24 churches) 62 23 15

) Averse!, 62% 22% 16%

Table 26 sh.

-Percentage of Total Financial Support of Local Churches
Provided by Top 20%,and 10% of Givers, by Church Size,s1972

Membership 20% Of Givers 10% of Givers

Under 200
(48 churches) 41%. 29%

200-499
(77 churches) 4 56 33

500-999 wt
(29 churches) 56 33

1,000 and over
(24 chur,ches) 54 . 35

Average 52% d 32%

Only 2 percent of the total expenditures of local churches were sent directlyutside of the United States. As noted earlier; most of the resources for overseasork is.channeled through regional or national units.

ontributed Services for Nonsacramental Activit

The question was raised as to how necessa and important contributed service'
e for various nonsacramental activities. A fcale of 0 to 10 was developed, withank of 10 indicating thuit contributed services were vital and essential to tontinuance of the program activity. A rank of 5 meant that while the activi
uld be carried forward without contributed services, these services. were usefu

nd rank of 0 indicated that contributed, services were not used or necessary..
At the local church level, responses show that contributed services are verymportant. For health, social welfare, education, and communitywide activities, the

erage ranking for contributed services exceeded 6; one fifth or more of theesPondents considered contributed services in these four activitlk cat oriesssential: For public affairs; cultuf, and environment and conservation, the verage
anking was betweiri 5 and 6. Only science had a relatively low value, 4.

It is apparerit from these data that without contributed services rritAch of thengoing. nonsacramental work at the local, ahu h level would be cur iled,

480 i
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Table 27

Nonsacramental Expenditures for 178 Local Churches by Size, 1972

Non- Corn./
Member- Total sacramental Social Edd- munity

ship' Exlienclitures Expendituresb -Health Welfare cation Activities

UndRr 200 $ 973,383 $ 141,150 $ 14,300 $ 27,441 $ 18,888 $ 67,795
(48) 14.5% 11.5% 10).1% 19.4% 13.4% 48.0%

200-499 3,872,674 400,204 16,326 141,776 121,414 92,911
(77), . 10.3% 4.1% 35.4% 30.3% 23.2%

500-999 2,438,406 217,988 3,049 93,395 70,399 32,215
(29) 8.9% 1.4% 42.8% 32.3% 14.8%

.. .
1.000abd 5,137,895 1,183,196 370,458 125,969 541,542 '104,227
over (29) 23.0% 31.3% 10,6% 45,8% 8.8%

.

Total $12,922,358 $1, 942, 538 $404,133 $388,581 $752,243 $297,098

Public
Affairs Culture,

Environ-
meat

Conser-
vatlon

Money
, Sent to
Regional

Bodies---
$ 4,461 $ 8,125 $ 190 $152,890

3.2% 5.8% 0.1% 15.7%

212412 9,290 2,075 g48,440
5.4% 1.1% 0.5% * 6.4%

1

1 7,488 11;442 259,691
3.4% 5.3% 10,7%

39,750 1,250' 299,839
3.4% 0.1% 5.8%-

$73,111 $25,107 $2,265 $980,860

Percent of .

nonsacramental .(1-00.0i 20.8% 20.0% 38.7% 15.3% 3.8% 1.3% 0.1% 7.7%
expenditures. '.

a. Figures in parentheses are numbernumber of churches In sample.
b. Nonsacramental expenditures are 15.:6, percent of total expenditures.
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Table 28

Financial gectipts of Three Church-Related National Agencidi, 1972

4
Source Percent Operatiorns

Buildings and

Capital .

Improvements

Special

Purpose
and Other

Restricted Total

Individual gifts 5.8% $ 11,107,505 $'11,107,505
,..

Foundation grants 2.8 5,306,599 ,:5,306,599

Religious institution grants 2.5 4,725,204
t

e'4,725.204

Service fees 83.7 159,932,778 159,932.778,

United Way/Community Fund
payments 2.5 4,761,727 4,761,727

Othek 2.7 5,001,000 $95,170 $45,408

Total 100.0% $190,834,813 $95,170 $45,408 $190,975,891

Perce t 99.9% 0.1% o. o% 100. 0%
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necessitating the creation of new community organizations to care for the sick
`needy, and negtected.

Similar data -developed for the regional units showed that social welfare an
communitywide activities need .contributed services to function sucessfully. Each o
these activities had an aggregate value of 7 or mote pn the scale. Health and publi
affairs activities had aggregate scores of 5 and 6, respectively. Education had a valu
of 7 Only five respondents indicated thatcontributed services were used in enviro
merit and conservation activities.

On the national level, Tew of the 12 denominations indicated any use' o
contributed services, most of 'the programs at this level are supervised and directed b
professional staff.

No estimate has been made of the dollar value of contributed services fo
nonsacramental activities. There is no question, however, that it issignifican,tlylany o

' the programs on the local and regional levels rely heavily on contributed services, a
funds are limited and provide only the necessary equipment, supplies, and cor
program underwriting.

NationalChurch-Related Institutions

The money flowing into national church-related agencies, a good share 4f which ha
been recorded- in the previous analyses, is significant. Three of these agencies ar
discussed here as illustraticins.

The income by source for the three,agencies is shown in Table 28. Churches a
,institutions provide only 2.5 percent of We income of these agencies.(see item 3)
while service fees account for 83.'7 percent.

Nonsacramenial expenditures for the three church-related agencies are shown
Table 29. Most of the money received from Church World Service (NCC), Gpodwil
lndustrres, and ,Interreligious Foundation for, Community Organization are, used fo
nonsacramental purposes, with social, welfare (especially through Goodwill Industries
being the primary target. Comparatively little money is spent for communitywid

, ' activities.
.

Table 29

Nopsact entat Expenditures of Three Church-Related
4 National Agencies, 1972 -

Type of Expenditure .

4'

Percent Amouht

Total nonsacramental

.
Health

Social welfare,

Education

CommunityWide actiVities

100.0%a

.21.1

45.4

31.7

1.8

3138,880,390

29,244,850

63,076,024

44,059,139 .

2,500,377

a. Total nonsacramental expenditures are 78.5% of total
expenditures.

4d3
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III

REPORT ON CATHOLIC AGENCIES AND PARISHES

Catholic Agencies

This report on Catholic agencies covers the following organiiations: the Catholicspital Association (CHA); the National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA);e National 'Conference of Catholic Charities (NCCC); and the United States Cathalicnference and the National Conference of Catholic Bishops and related agenciesSCC/NCCB).
.Every attempt' was made to standardize the data, although the informationbmitted varied in terms of coverage and classification. Statistics provided by thetional Catholic Educational Association, which has a sophisticated informationthering system, are highly reliable and standardized. For the other organizationsvered, special questionnaires and analyses were required, and a number of arbitraryumptions had to be made in developing the summary material. .

A highly conservative estimattitof the annual dollar value of health, eduCation, and(fare activities of Cathol? 'c institutions and organizations in the United States comesro $5.6 bi ion ( ejable 30). This is known to be an underestimate, since it ised only upon info ation submitted by the Pie organizations listed above arid doest include a greagdeal of local activity. More than half of total revenue i derivedm service fees tuition, patient fees, sales income, and other user. charg Directurch support (mostly in the area of education) and federal governme aymentsncentrated in health and international activities) are 'the second most significantenue sources. Individual gifts and bequests, as well as volunteer and contributedices; are another important sourceif direct and indirect support. The categories ofrporate giving, foundation grants, and endowment income appear to be lessificant.
The percentage of total individual,gifts derived from the top 10 and 20 percent ofers is not clearly known, although prudent estimates supplied by the NCEA and theA reveal' that large gifts account for a sizeable share of the total. (See Table 31.) Incase of both' the NCC and the USCC/NCCB, it is very difficult to gather suchormation, since individual contributions are made indirectly. (For example, in theof the Laeta%; Sunday CollectiOn, which supports overseas assistance andgration and refugee work, there is no practical way to gather information abouther the size of the gifts pr. the distribution of donors by income level.
Data on gifts of koroperty are alsci based on incomplete statistics. These gifts totalany $100 million, more than half of which is accounted for by federal governmentntributions distributed overseas by the Catholc Relief Services (CRS). (See Table.) This is only a conservative estimate of the value of governmental support receivedCRS, which involves the warehousing and inland transport of CRS suppliel by hostuntry governments and/or nongovernmental counterpart agencies. Though estimatesin-kin s were made for the affiliated organizations of the NCCC, these also areb on the conservative side. NCCC-affiliated organizations include the SocietyS Vincent de Paul, the National Christ Child Society, and the Association of thedies of Charity; in-many localities the names of these organizations are synonymousth inkind giving and volunteer service.
The domestic activities of Catholic organizationsoncentrated in the fields ofucation, health, and social welfare. The largest area of expenditures for which thereaccurate and relatively complete figures is edUcation, which accounts for cashtlays of roughly $2.6 billion. (See Table 33.) The NCEA publishes statistics on bothmary-secondary education and higher education; these statistics were used for somethe financial estimates provided in this paper. ,In 1972-73, there were 10,534
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,Catholic

i

Source

Agency
(in

°

t

Tat*

income
millions of

Operations

ao

by
dollars)

Source, 1972

Buildings and
Capital

Improvements

i

uz.Special
Purpose

and Other
Restricted Total

.

I .

Individual gifts

Individual bequests

Corporate grants

Foundation grants

Religious-institution grants

Endowment (investment) earnings
, .

Service fees (tuition, sales income, and othqr
user charge9K1

Federal government paymqnts

United Way or other Community Fund payments

Other

Total

$ '167.0

1,08.3

0.2

2.5

633.9

'23.8

3,601.5

222 9.

' 38.9

4 33.2

$5,231.2

$ 36.6

16.1

13.2

11.5

45.5

10.9

3.8

28.0

1.2

41.8

$208.6

$ 99.3

9.6

1.0

2.8

0.9

1.7 :*.a6

2.6

195.3

0.6

2. 0

$205.3

$ 247.9

129.0

19.4

113.8

1679.3

36.4

3,607.9

395. 7

90. r

977.0

$5,645.1
.
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Table 31

Size of Gifts Win Individuals to Selected
Catholic Agencies, 1992 .

Size of Gift

\

Percentage of Total
*Individual Receipts

Less than $500

$500- $t,000 25

Over $1,000

Based on data from the National Catholic Education Asso-ciation and the Catholic Hospital Associatipn.

Percept' of Total Financial Support Provided
by Top 20% and 10% of Givers, for Selected

Catholic Agencies, 1972

Top 20% of givers

Top 10% Cigivers

a

Based ondata from the National Cat lin Education
Association.

Table 32

Catholic Agency Property Gifts, 1972
(in thousands of dollars)'

A ,

Source'

'Value in
Appreciated

in -Kind
Vroperty-

Individual gifts 413.1
4".

individual be quests 2.1

Corporate gifts 0.1
4

Foundation grants 0.4

Federal government payments

Total $15.7

4,

Value in
Non-Appreciated
In -Kind Property Total

$22.1 $35. 2

0.2 2.3

, 0.3 0.4

. 0.7 1.1

56.6 ; 56.6
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Table 33

CatholicAgency Expenditures, 1972
(in'millions of doilarsi

Type of Expenditure Amount

Health e 5 $2, 329. 8

Social welfare 279.7

Education 2, 646. 0

Communitywide activities 53.9

-Public affairs

4, (Allure

9.3

0

Environment and Conservation 0.1

Science 2.6

Total nonsacrarnental expenditures $5,321.4

Tbtal expenditures $5,475.2

Expenditures,transmitted outside U.S.a 125.5

a. These expenditures were classified as health, social welfare,
"education,' and communityvhde

Catholic schools.in operation 8,761 elementary and 1,773 secondary. The vast
majority (more than 90, percent) of all elementary schools were administered and
financed by a single parash6but among Catholic secondary' schools, private (39.
percent) and diocesan (28 percent) schools were predominant. For the 1972-73
academid year, total enrollment in Catholic schools was roughly 3.8 million (of which

,2.9 million were elementary schbol students), which represented approximately 7
pekent of total U.S. enrollment, public and 'pnvate. Of the 1561006 teachers °011ie
full-time elementary and secondary teaching staff, 57 percent were lay persons, 38
percent were Sisters, and the remairiderwere male religious leaders.

The value of "contributed services" of Sisters, Brothers, and priests is an important
revenue factorr.but one that i's not included in the summary. The' NGEA defines the
value of contributed services as the difference between lay salaries currently prevalent
in a given schixil and the compensation actually paid to the religious and clergicat staff
.members. A macroeconomic estimate by the,NCEA of the cost of operating primary
and secondary Catholic schools in the U.S. places total operating expenditures at
roughly $1.6 billion. A conservative estimate of the total annual value of the Catholic

--primary and secondary-school enterprise is $2,billion, since the value of contributed
services, as defined above,..is estimated at $400 million. This $2 billion figure, net of
capital expenditures, does nbt take into-Laccount the various services.provided by
parents and volunteers bake sales, raffles, bazaars, lunch-room duty, Library services,
transportation which are important sources of real or in-kind revenue for many
Catholic schools. It would be almost impossible to provide a valicestirliate of the
:cloltar.worth of such volunteer work, but it is likely to be substantial.

Table 34, shows the sources of revenue for the various levels of Catholic elementary
and secondary education. .

inAbout 1,500 of the 2,500 colleges and universities n the, United States are private.
These represent about one fourth of total higher eddcation enrollinent. Catholic
colleges represent 18 percent of these private institutions and about 20 ,percent of
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TaEiYe 34
4

Catholic Elementary- and`Secondary Schools,.
Revenue Per Pupil by S8urce, 1972-73 Academic Year/ 1

Parish/Diocesan,

415

Private'Type of Revenue Elementary Secondary-' Secondary
Tuition $ 90 $325 $663

Fees

', 'Religious subsidy

15

144

48 ,

i48

37

30%.

Income from gifts
,

Government aid

6
t

4

7
7

20

G

Other Income 21 '46 96'

Total $280 $575 t $852

total private enrollment; thus, there are roughly 500,000 students enrolled in morethan 250 traditiOnally Catholic institutions. The National Catholic Educational
Association reports that average 'revenue per student in these institutions is roughly the
same as that reported'for all educational institutions by the U.S. Office of Education.
able 35 shows the amounts_ and sources of revenue for the average Catholic

institution.of higher education. - .

Table 36

Catholic institutions of4iiigher Edbcation 232),
Average Revenue by Source, 1970-71 Academic Year

(in thousands of dollars)

Amount Pent fr.
Tuition rid fees $2,02 71.2%

Private gi s 230 5.5
Contributed rvices '19Q 4.8
Endowmdst income 48 4.1.1
chtireh'support-

Federal government
.Q7 2.3

State and local governments 18 0.4
Sponsored research 256 6. 1

Sponsored programs 157 3.8
All other revenues .e 188 ' 4.6

Total $4,174 too. 0%

Table 35 shows that the .average Catholic institution of highdr education has an
nnual revenue of about $4.2 million, derived mostly from tuition_and fees. The
tegary of church' support is quantitatively very stkall, accounting for 0.2 percent of/

otal income'. If we multiply the average revenue given above by .the numbet of

488
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Financial Receipts of Catholic Hospitals, 1972

'Source "tiera.tions

Buildings and
Capital.

Improvements

Special.
Purpose

and Other
Restricted

Indihdual gifts

Individual bequests

Corporate grants

Foundation grants

Religious-institution grants

Endowment earnings

$ 12,786,858

,108,310,950

194,262

1,447,239

393,869.

3,406,616

$ 36-;51,530

" 16;095,100

'13,184,009

11,483,620

225,, 430

1.0,906;309

$18, 772, 948

4,597,665

1,016, 379

2,767, 5364.

382, 474

1,698,366
,,

Service fees 2,048,161,509 3,751,440. 2,630, 507.

Federal government payments 197,701,959 28,053,913 4, 712; 361.,

'United-Way/ CommunityFund 1,596, 79 5. 1.,212,914) 169, 759
1

Donated services
:

14,723,663 290;555 692,345,

Other 105,243,285 12,1 381,410 1,391, 705

Total $2, 493, 96'7, 005 $134,136,230 $38,832,045

-469 1

Total

$ 68,111, 336

129,003,71

14,394,650 .

15,698,395

1, 001, 773

16,011,291'

tr.

054,543,456

230, .08, 233

2,979,468

4 15,706,563,-

119,016,400

$2,666,935,280

rn

4
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institutions (extrapolating to 1972), the revenue estimate is clocse...tc4.1billuanfor......
,

revenue '

Calholic higher education. .
Next we consider the involvement of the Catholic Church and its...affiliated

institutions iv health and hospital care. Nearly 700 ,member hospitals are'reptesented
by the Catholic Hospital Association; roughly $2.6 billion is.spent annually, wall'
about $2,3

k. billion spent directly in the area of health and most of the remainder
devoted to education., .

. .
Table 36 shows the breakdown of financial receipts based upon ,a survey done by

he Catholic Hospital Association, Of the rota( 683 member hospitals of the CHA,
319 responded. (10 out of 20 Catholic hospitals that do not belong' to CHA, also
responded)._ The data in Table 36 were derived by 'a simple projection of survey
responses, since there was found a high correlation between survey respondents and
the universe. These statistics ate probably conservative. They do not include nursing
homes, for which data were'unavailable, and they may underestimate service fees (a few
respondents did not include all patient charges in this category). Table 37 gives the

ryfunc 'onal breakdown of expendittircs shown by the CHA'suey. The estimated yaftiett,
of yolunteer services of.various kinds is shown in Table 38.

?

' "r-, '
'

417,

Table 37
..

Functional Distribution of CHA Expenditures, 1972

Health 4,256,122,187W
°

Social welfare 88,080,c74

Education 202,067,659

community activities 5,181,222

Public affairs 7,771,833

411r9cience 2,590,611

Pastoral care 28,996,722

1

Total
11

82,590,611,008

.Table 38

Estimated Value of Contributed Services, CHA Survey, 1972

r .

Board of trustees $11,728,843

Piofessional consultants, attorneys,
accountants,etc. 3,138,302

Volfinteer phyvcians and nurses 4,003,299

Patient services
A 4, 288,518

Coffee shop, gift Shop, etc. 6,400,02/

Fund raising 4,946,477. -
Other 1,614,685

Total $50,120,151

490
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The third major erganization covered here is the National Conference of Catholic
Charities (r&CC). The NCCC which has been in existence since 1910, iscomposed of
member agencies, institutions, and- individuals and has+ three_ major national
affiliates The Society of St. Vince/it de Paul, the Ladies'of Charity,, and the Christ
Child Society. The total financial value of charitable activities covered by a survey
recently conducted by the NCCC is conservatively estimated to exceed ,$200 million,
This figure does notl incluek any estimate of the value of contributed services or
volunteer work. The NCCC recently estimated that there are about 125,000 volunteers
active in all the various activities, 4,876000 hours of service were tallied by -the
Society of St. Vincent de Paul. The 'total riumlier of persoQs served exceeded 3.5
million, not counting those serv'ed indirectly by community programs.

The NCCC has recently release()_theresults of a survey Of diocesan agencies in the
charity area, based upon V& diocesan reports out of 140 affiliated'dioceses. This
survey, shows 19,049 paid staff and 41,032 volunteers engaged in a wide variety of
4ery ices counseling, adoptions, emergency .service, foster care, programs fop the
elderly, family lift education and marriage preparation, and various .community
development activities were listed most often in the sup; eliorts. It is interesting to

werenote that 18 percent of the paid staff were minority grou members, the percentage
of minority professional staff holds well in relation to the overall Krcentage 16 per-
cent of the professional stafitirc of.nninority background.

The survey shows the following sources of financing government (25 percent),
service fees (22 percent), United Fund (18 percent), Catholic Charities Appeal (9
percent), diocesan grants (9 percent), foundation and other grants (2 percent), and

ovier income, such as special gifts and endowment income (15 percent). The NCCC
notes that church funds are actually .greater than the perCentages shown'above, since
gash value has gener.ally not been assigned to in-14d contributions such as personnel
and bUildings. The NCCC report tressesthat their $200-million-pl0s /estimate for
Catholic activities is on the low side. The extent of this underestimate may be

suggested by the following compar . The 1973 Official Catholic Directory, lists
45,110 'children under care and 47.122 residents in Plows for the aged; the NCCC
survey covers 30,571 children and 1T,251 residents.

The fourth national Catholic organization covered is the United States Catholic
Conference and the National CoVerence of Catholic Bishops. The budgets covered
include the following; NCCB activities; USCC, activities; "department
communicatietns (National Catholic News Service), department of education
(Confraternity of Christian 4octrine, National CYO, and coordinating activities in the
fields of elementary, secondary, higher, and adult' education); department of health
affairs, departme6t of international affairs (Latin America bureau,. migration and
refugee services.), department of social development, administrative offices (the general
secretary, the general counsel, and administrativc-and financial services).

In additifin; Catholic Relief Services, ihd Nationttl Catholic Community Service, an
certain revolv ing fund activities of the department of international affairs have been
included for the purpose of this- analysis even th6ugh they are n6f Tart of the

,,,;- Consolidated budget document customarily utilized.
As can be seen in Table 39, total revenue allocations of $135.5 million were made

-7.11lly the principal national organization of the United States Catholic Church during
calendar year 1972. More than 90 percent of such expenditures were made outside of

the United States, as shown by thelamount, $125.2 million, listed in the
"international" category of Table 39. The biilk of such expenditures is accounted for

by the separate budget of the Catholic Relief Services organization, which _had

expenditures.,of $112.5 million. The combined budgets of the USCC/NCCB
;organization account for another $11:0 million in expenditures devoted.to
;international philanthropy. .

k
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R1 e v e h u e AIN c iti qiis by Function, USCC/NCCB Activities, 1972..
- , -v . -, . (in millions of dollks)

-, ,- i; , - .,. I I... .i ' Areas of Expenditures .

" J t 1 ' ' Coifimunity- Environtribnt
Social. wide and Inter-

Sou,rce of Rehnue Health Wellire

.... . Laetitre Sunday collection .
Campaign l'or Hum Development $0.9 $1.5

Latin Americancollection ,

Diocesan quota's

Religious communities

Other contributions " 0.1 "0.3
Investment income

t
0. 1-

Sales of publications and
. religious material --

Educatio . Activities Aft

$0.6

$0.1$0.8 '. 2.3

........-,
,% 1.3

0.1

' 0.2 0.2

0.1 1.. -.
..
0.3 '1.2

M iscellaneous 0.1 , ;
e :it - . Subtotal 0.5 2.p 1.4fA 4.3- 1.5

t. . .

Migration and refugee services ,
4

'National Catholic Community
Service 0.5

N., Catholic Relief Services
.

'',/ .3,. 1 Total $0.5 $2.5 $1.4 ° $4.3

..1 .
.

'1
$1.5

6,-
The categories of "culture" and "science" have been omitted as not applicable.

. -

Conservation national Total'

0.1
$ 6.8

0.1
1.5

1.3

. 0.5

,.,
- 0.6

z

0.1

'0.1
4

6.1 11.0

1.6

- A
0.}

112.5

$0.1 $125.2

: L.',ss

5.2 \1.5

24,,6'

0.1

1.#

0.8

1.6'
0.2

20.8 '

1.6 .

0.6

.112.5

$135.5
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The activities of Catholic Relief Services rely substantially on goyernmentaLfee
and grants ($84.3 million) as well as private gifts-in-kind ($22.1 million). The-majo
governmental support comes from the United' States government and takes thi
following. forms: commodities ($55.7 million), ocean freight
million), contracts ($9.6 million), and excess property utilization ($0.8 million).

, The CRS Program has been expanding since 1972. During the first nine months o
the 1974 repoit year, it, is estimated that CRS shipments of foodstuffs, Clothing, 'an4
medicines totaled some .187,000 tons, valued in excess of $82 million; it is estimates
that more than 10 million needy people participated in the CRS fold distributicli
programs alone. Geographically, the CRS program is divided into five regions. For th
period mentioned, $44.4 million was shipped to Region I (Near East, North Africa
and South, Asia), Regionil I (East Asia and the Pacific) received $10.0million; Regioi

(Sub-Sahara Africa) $8.9 million; Region IV (Caribbean, Central America, an
Mexico) $6.7 million; and Region V (South America) $12.1 million..

Compared with the activities carried out by Catholic Reiief Services and.othe
international relief programs, the funding levels for other national-level allocations ar

. small. To put it somewhat.differently, the liational-level Orgaqizations of the Catholi
Church in the United States are the primary operating agencies for internationa
philanthropic activities; the United/States Catholic Conference, and the NCCB aswel
have basically a coordinating function in other areas of such expenditures. As can b
seen in T4ble 39, over 90 percent of the USCC/NCCB budget in 1972 was devoted ti

oAtie interhational category. An additional $1.6 million in re_yeriue allocations no
covered by the consolidated ,budget are dandled by the division of migration an
refugee services.

The largest single source of revenue for the activities of the USCC/NCCB is th
Laetare 'Sunday collection, estimated at $7.4 million for 1972, of which $q..8 million
devoted to international programs mostly through Catholic Relief Services, and th
division of migration and refugee services. The Latin American collection of $1.
million and portions of all other contributions (except for the religious communitie
category) are alsO used for international programs.

404! The main program of domestic philanthropy administered centrally by the Catholi
Church in the-United States is the Campaign for Human Development (CHD). The
have been three annual campaigns, totaling over $20 million, which have funded mor
than 500 self-help projects "administered by and for the poor in all parts of the Unite
States." During CHD's 1972 fiscal year 232 grants were made, representing a tots
commitment of roughly $6, million. (Table 39 shows the total expenditures for th
program to be $5.2 million.) Most CHD grants fall into the categories c

communitywide activities and social welfare. The average CHD grant is about $26,601
thus most-grants probably serve a catalytic function, bringing together other sources c
funding, volunteer and contributed services. The following examples are illustrative c
the types of CHD grants:

. 'Grant

Pasqtia Yangui
Association

Catholic
Family
Services

Location Amount Description

Tucson; $ 35,000 Train Yaqui Indian men to constryc-
Arizona tion skills and provide lowcost hous--

inifor Indian families.

Hartford, $ 40,000 Provide proiessional psychiatric
Connecticut services for the Puerto Rico

population.

Arriba toiza Santtirce,
Puerto Rico

$108,000 Multicomponent selfhelp project.
to activate indigenous, self-generating
programs in five poor barrios.

(continued)



Grant Location

Village COm- Kodiak,
munity Halls Alaska

Radio Station Brawley,
Communica California
tionsiiroject

Fllipig Organ-, San Francisco?
izing Committee California ' .

Berkeley
Primary
School

Waterbury, .
dinnecticu t

Mississippi Marks,
Comprehensive Mississippi
Heald) Project

Bootheel Hayti,
Credit Union Missouri ?

The HOief
, ,

Cleveland,
Chest Ohio

,421

Amount Description

$ 30,500 Construct village community halls to
be used for village-council meetings

- and related activities, as well as for
receiving mobile health teams.

$ 70,000 A community-owned and operated
profit-seeking enterprise to enable
the farmworker to penetrate the
broadcasting industry.

r
t 10,000 An umbrella organization to unite

the many chuichryouth, senior
citizen, tenants' rights, social action
groups in the south market
neighborhood.

$ 15,b00 Continue the developMent of a com-
munity school, located in a housing
project, that involves parents in the
education of their children.

$ 25,000. Provide a tripartite program -in
medicine, dentistry, and Com-

" munity development., ,

$ 10;006 Establish a credit anion controlled
by the poor to provide loans and
financial couriseling.

32,400 Establish a,.c'eltrdinated delivery
system for recycling salvageable
materials by repaying donors with
needed household materials. '

As can be seen from the above examples, the activities of thb Campaign for Human
velopment are geographically diversified anal encompass elements of social welfare

communitywide activities, as well as health, education, and public affairs. The
paign for Human Divelopment, however, is nothing more than the "tirof the -

berg" as far as the activities of Catholic charities in the United States as a whole are-
cerned.

-
.

, to

' .. Catholic Parish Data
I , ,

The Catholic Church in 1972 had approximately 44.8`million,members located in
,028 parishes.1 This study, focuses on these parishes as religious institutions and is
igned to provide data on Tocal congregations comparable to that collected for the'
testant and Jewish communities and to supplement the report prepared on Catholic

encies. . J,, ,,,.. r, , ,-- - 4. -
It Was decided that a sample of 46 to 50 'Ishes v)ouldcprovide `the type of
ormation needed. It wou d'nqt be exhaustive UM,vould indi4te the varioussources
incqme and the amounts spent by parishes far npnsacramental purposes. The 'i
ple is representative of demogiaphically diverse areas. The 49 parishes surveyed

re .drawn from a,total of 10 cities, 7 of which were cities in which Protestant
ishes had been interviewed. , t Ly i
Data, were collected through interviews with' parish,priests in each of the 10 .cities,
pled; using the iaine

s:.
questionnaire developed for the other areas of the Interfaith

. v
..

."0,1., '0
ow/
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Research study. An effort was made to. secure information froin churches in
suburbs, inner-city areas, blue-collar and white-collar areas; from large, small,
medium-sized .parishes; from parishes in stable population areas and transient ar
from Mack congregations and Spanish-speaking congregations, as well as
congregations that had some ethnic group remsentation.

Time 'constraints made it irripossiblE to 'establish'a truly screettific random sam
In addition, the normal. parameters used to draw such samples, like Congregation Si
ethrticitY, age-sex compositions, and other demographic factors, were not available
parishes in the -United States. In the abSence.of such indicators, a different method
sampling was employed; it was presumed that the method chosen would be adequ

for the purposes .:of the Filet Commission and provide an adequate data base

projections of income and expenditures.
The data for the sample churches are usechs'the basis for the projections presen

in the tables. Interviewers reported that the figures given.gendally-underestimated
income 'and nohsaeramental.expenditures of parishes. It appears that congregati
whether Catholic or Protestant, operate with several different budgets. Special proj
and certain kinds of giving, for example, are normally carried in separate budgets,
in addition,each organization in the parish has its own budget and source Of stipp

Data are projected for 'parishes only. Religious orders are, not included.
,projections have been downgraded, by 10 percent to ensure a conservative estimate

parisr ificome and nonsacramental expenditures.

Income ti

The primary source of `funds for Catholic parishes is individuals, who tontribi
nearly 9 out of every 10 dollars received. (See Table 40.) The second largest atno,unt
funds also comes from individuals, but.in a slightly different form than collections
gifts. This is money collected from social fund-raising events like bazaars; bingo,
sales of various types. Included in this category is Money withdrawn by parishesfr
reserve funds or savings. Only a tiny fraction of the total income comes from
diocese or archdiocese by way of grants for the operation o# the parish.

Table 40

Income froth49 Catholic Parishestand p,rojectioCis
foi 22,028-Catholic Parishes, by Source, 1972

Actuala Percent Projection

individual gifts $6,066,817 87,3% $2,45$,516;164

individual bequests .93,275° 1.8 36,565,533

Religious - Institution grants 30,500 0.4 11.250,933

Endowment earnings 66,267 0.9 25, 314, 600

b 7,500United Way/Community Fund 0.1 2,812,733

Other (bazaars, Mcgo,,
°reserves, etc.) 687,626 io. 0 281,273,329

Total .$6,951,985 100.0% $2,812,733,292

Less possible duplicating funds 11,250,933

Projectedponduplicating Income $2,801,482,359

a. Excludes service fees of $1,395,116 and federal government payments Of
$27.038. These monies are generally from tuitions or grants for schools and
are oot Included in the calculations for this study. .

- 4 9 5
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The income data in Table 40 do not include service fees and government payments.
uch fuinds amounted to $1,4 million for the 49 parishes in 1972. This money was
onated for and earned by the school systems which have been reported in the
atholic related institutions study. (The method for projecting this income is shown in
able 41.)

Table 41 0 -
Method of Projection , 4

Averageuncome for sample parishes $ ?41, 877

Reduction of 10% for error 14,188

Average income used for projection $127,689a

a. Does not include income for schools.

The projected income for 22,028 Catholic parishes is slightly more than $2.801
illion for 1972. An average income, excluding school monies, was computed based on
ata reported 'by the parishes in the sample; a reduction of 10 percent was then
pplied to allow for error. The result of these computations was the base figure against
hich the 22,028 Catholic parishes were mtttipped. The resulting gross income figure
as divided according to the percentages of'The sources of income showri in Table 40.
To, arrive at an adjusted figure for gross income for Catholic parishes in 1972

liminating possible duplication of reporting), the religious-institution grant
rojection was subtracted from the total projected income figure. (This is money
ontributed from parishes to dioceses or archdioceses and returned to parishes in the

rm of grants or subsidies.) The adjusted gross income figure was $2.801. billion.
Most of the income for parishes conies from persons who give less than $500 per

ear (see Table 42). Ninety percent of the contributors in the sample Catholic parishes
ntributed less than $500 a year, while 2 percent gave more than $1,000 per year.

kis suggests a strong dependence upon a large number of individuals for direct
itXributions, as well as funds raised through bazaars, bingo, and sales. Forty-five

ercent of the financial support for parishes comes from the top 20 perc,eht of the
ivers;.the tap 10 percent of the givers contribute 24 per:cent of support.' (See Table
2.) These figures are in contrast to those for Catholic-related institutions, which tend

depend more upon large donors (see Table 31).

Table 42

Percent of Givinsty Size of Gift, 1972
Gift Size " Percent of,D

Under $500 90.1%'

$500-1,000 ' 8.0

Over $1,000 c/o...". 1.9
'

Top 20% of give /provided 45 p'erbeint of
all financial' pport.

Top 10% of givers provided 24 percent of ,
all financial support.

For those parishes that rely upon bazaars and sales to produce income, a
nsiderable amount of money woulct:bi cohtributed in the form of non-appreciated,
-kind property. No effort is made in 'this report to estimate the value of this type of
ntribution since most Of the parishes did not provide such data. It is assumed to be

ignificant, however.

4 9.6
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Nonsacramental Expenditures
,

Table 43 shows nonsacramental expenditures for the Catholic parishes in
sample and projections fo&&e 22,028 Catholic parishes for 1972. Of the $2.8 billi
contributed to the parishes, income, about IQ percent or $689 million was spent f
nonsacramental uses. This,excludes both the education expenditures for those parish
that operate schools and &he monies sent to the diocese that are distributed to vario
schoolS and charitable institutions within the diocese.

Table 43

Nonsacramental Expenditures for 49 Catholic Parishes.
and Projections for 22,028 Catholic Parishes, 1972

Actual Percent Projectuin
)

Health $ 31,867 4.6% $ 14,250,242

Soc 11 welfare 327,025 47.5 147,149,233

Edudationa 84,045 12.2 37,794,119

194,365 87,380,176Commuhitywide activities 28.2

Public affairs 15,016 2.2 6,815,333

Culture 32,691 4.1 14,560,029

Envirodinent/conservation 4,230 0.6 * 1,858,727
, ,..

.

.4.

ee-
Total $689,239 100,0% 'y : $303,797.959

To diocese .,;505,
k505,834 9.0 , 253,145,996C -

..,,t1 ''...., - .,
a. Excludes expenditures for parishjelated and diocesan schools. . 2

.4-
b. Average contributipn to diocese '09 percent of total noh-schootexpenditures

per parish. 1,

c. Based on 9 percent of total income reported in Table 40.

A number of the parishes support schools at the elementary and/or secondary ley'
According to the repor(from the Catholic agencies, in 1972-73 there were 1,7
Catholic secondary schools and 8,761 elementary schools, a total of 10,534 Schoo
operated and supported within the Catholic educational -system. Parishes are tt
largest single source of revenue per pupil for the Catholic elementary schools, whi
support for most secondary schools comes from private ,and diocesan sources. Tt
budgets and expenditures of those parishes in this survey with l.which elemental.
schools are affiliated show a significantamount of fund-raising actiVity and parish-lev,
support for the ,school system. In addition, most parishes provide moneyte tt
dioceses for support of secondary schools. A few parishes directly support bat
elementary and secondary schools. -

The largest percentages of nonsacramental expenditures in the parish were for sod
welfare (47.5 percent) and ,communitywide activities. (28.2 percent). Th
concentration of expenditures reflects the geographic focus of the Catholic -pails'
which ministers to people,in various ways within its territory. The data also refleCt ti
parishes' use of its buildings as vehicles for providing missional services in tt
community.

11 is projected that $1,47 million was spent On social welfare and $87 million c
communitywide activities in 1972 by the 22,028 Catholic parishes. This is conservatil
but nevertheless represents considerable service to peilons in the parishes.

Activities included in the category, of social welfare are housing assistance, yQul
programs, family and youth counseling, food banks for the needy, money for trai
sients, club meetings in the church, emergency needs for housing, food, shelter, mec
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I and clothing, referral centers for persons needing socialwelfare services, alcoholic
eatment centers, senior citizens groups, day care services, neighborhood training
nters, and meals-on-wheels for the elderly.
The activities included in the categor,y of communitywide activities are athletic

ograms, facilities and leadership for scouting groups, drug programs, civic association,
eetings, work with minorities (especially migrants and new residents in inner-city
easy, and sponsorship of various community group meetings in the church or thehool.

These two major areas of nonsacramentil programming social welfare and
mmunitywide activities involve the use of the parishes' buildings and facilities but

so entail a _considerable amount of volunteer activity. Without the, volunteers
orking in these areas, the programs, and consequently the nonsacramental
penditures of the parishes, would be considerably curtailed.
Educational activities, other than schools, accounted for 12.2 percent of the
nsacramental expenses. (The estimate for all parishes is nearly $38 million for
72.) The educational activities usually involve remedial programs, adult education
ograms, and preschool care and education. Some of the parishes provide educational
sistance for handicapped children.
Thet category of health is important, even though it represented less than 5 percept
the total nonsacramental expenditures. (The estimate for all parishes, amounts to
4 million.) Some of the money was used for provision of nursing care at school;
her activities included' alcOholic prevention and drug prevention, health education
asses or seminars for senior citizens, medical assistance in clinici, and the use of
rish buildings for referral services for persons in need of health services.
The category of public affairs constitutes about 2 percent of the nonsacramental

penditures. The estimate for all parishes is nearly $7 million.) Activities included
dio programs, newsletters, and dissemination of information on social issues.
E1xpenditures for culttiral activities, slightly less than 5, percent of total nonsacra-

ental expenctitures, were estimated for all liarishes at $14.5 million. In some parishes
uch emphasis was given to cultural involvement _through dances, concerts, ethnic
Ittire programs, photography, art displays, music lessons, and bilingual programs of
rious sorts.
Environment and conservation, while accounting for ,less than 1 percent of the
nsacramental monies, amounted to nearly $2 million in all parighes. These activities
cluded lecture programs, management services for housing renovation programs, and
rchase of trees and shrubbery for the community.
In, addition to all of the above expenditures were monies sent to the diocese or

bej institutions of the,church, an estimated $253 million for all parishes in 19.72. -
4$All of thes,e activities reflect only one pin of nonsacramental expenditures at the

rsh ,level. The use of Sisters' Brothers, and priests to provide services in each of the
onsacramental areas is a well-known factor in Catholic religious life. To estimate the
Clue of these services would be very difficult. ' e-

;e

ontributed Services

The findings of this study aim that the Catholic Church depends almost entirely
on 'volunteer assistance for social welfare and communitywide activities. Volunteers
r recreational and group activities contribute many thousands of hours peryear.ln,
le parish alone, the time given just for leadership in sports and related activities at
e gym amounted to 20,000 hours. In the areas of health, education, culture, and,

Jblic affairs both paid and volunteer workers are used. The nature of the program
!to/eines the amounvof Volunteer time needed and given:

498
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International Activities

The monies going beyond the parish are usually channeled through regional an
national offices. A portion of the $253 million sent to these offices in 1972 w
destined for international activities. The report on selected Catholic agencies estimate
that approximately $125 million is spent by the agencies for international activities.'

Tne 49 parishes surveyed reported $53,211 in direct expenditures overseas. Th
projection is that approximately $23.9 million in direct contributions from Catholi

$.

parishes is sent overseas.

REPORT ON JEWISH AGENCIES AND SYNAGOGUE&

Summary of Findings

Total combined receipts of Jewish federations'and synagogues were about $2.2
billion_in 1972, with individual gifts accounting for some $736 million and service fe
about $786 million. (See Table 44.)

Expenditures for both sacramental and nonsacramental purposes totaled $2.2
billion, of which $2.07 billion was for nonsacramental purposes and the remainder f
Sacramental purposes. (See Table 45.) The major nonsacramental expenditures wer
$1.19 billion for health services, $559 million for social welfare, and $299 million fo
education. -

The pattern of giving by size of contribution indicates the importance. of larg
givers. (See Table 46.) An estimated 60 percent of total gifts were over $1,000, 8.
percent were frdm $500 to $1,000, and 31.6 percent were under $50Q, The top 2
percent of individual givers provided 78 percent of all gifts arfd the top 10 perce
provided 69 percent.

A comparison of data from synagogue and federation sources shows a shar
variation in giving patterns. About 80 picent of the total gifts in the federation da
were over $1,000, compared with only 5 Diercerxt in the synagogue data. Eighty perce
of the total gifts in the synagogue data were under $500, while only some 13 perce

,of the gifts reported in the federation data were of this size. (See Table 46.) Synagogu
data show 'that the top 20 percent of individual givers provide 50 percent of th
support and the top 10 percent provide 25 percent. Federation datashow,in contras
that the top 20-and=-10 percent of givers provide 89 and 86 percent, respectively,
the, support. (See Table 46.)

Federations and Related Agencies Activities
-.,.

The estimates of the size of Jewish philanthropy in 1972 are based on informatiorl
. , on the finances and programs of over 00 Jewish federations and on the repo.irtinl

service of the Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds (CJFWF). Ttil
federations raise their principal funds in communities in which 95 percent of the tot
Jewish population reside. The federations disburse these funds for domestic an

overseastephilanthropies under Jewish auspices. The data presented here ar
supplemented by information on domestic and overseas organizations, which raise par
of their funds through independent fund-raising efforts.

CJFWF' maintains a financial reporting system -which collects data on jewisl
federations and local, national, and overseas_agencies, Much of the data is available of
a report-by-report basis. The systems of classification developed by CJFWF are relate'

A
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Table 44
. . .,
Combined Jewish Federation and Synagogue e Lncome by Source, 1972

. . (in millions of dollars) .

. Source Operations

Buildings and
Capital

Improvements

Special Purpose
, and Other
Restr(cted Total

Individual gifts ' $ 662.19 ;,,' $42. 4 490.4 $ 735.7
7 . , ' ^AA.,

Individual 4.9 ' 1.5 2.5 14.9

Endowment earnings 5.6 0.9 3.1 9.6

Service fees . 4 720.9 64.8 785.7

Federal government payments 523.6 12.9 12.9 549.4

United Way ComMunity Fund . 24.6 24.6

Other 135.0 0.5 1.0 86.5
..,

Total $2,033.5 $58.2 $114.7 $2,206.4 A

500
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Table 45

Area Activities Expenditures of Jewish Federation and Synagogues, 1972
(in millions of dollars)

.

U.S.

Expenditures

TotalOverseas

Health $1,150.5 $ 40.5 $1, 191.0

Social welfare 372.0 187.4 559.4

Education 217.0 82.1 299.1

Communitywide activities 15.3 ' .7 16.0

PublicPaffairs 5.0 5.0

Culture 2.5 2.5 5.0

Total nonsacramental expenditures $1,762.3 $313.2 $2,075.5

'

Total expenditures 1$2,238.5

Table 46
1

IndiVidual Gifts to Jewish Federations and Synagogues, ,
by Size of Gip, 1972

,
Percentage of Total Individual Receipts

Federation Synagogue-
Size of Gift Reports Reports Combined

.
Less than $500 13,5% 80% 31.6%

5500-1,000 6.0 15 8.4
Over $1.000 80.5 5 60.0

Top 20% of Givers

Top 10% of Givers

,4"1

Percent of Total Financial Support
Provided by Top 20% and 10% of Givers; 1972

Federation Spiagogue . R.
Reports Reports Cdmbined

89% t 50% 78.4% .

.
8.6 25 69.4

to the needs of the Jewish communal field and are more detailed than the categorl
utilized in 'this. report: In a number of aiencieswhere more than one category.
service was involved, distribution cif ainowts between categories was made on
basis of agency-by-Agency analysis.

The cash-receipts basiswas utilized to the maximum extent possible. 111 same ca
it was necessary to use accrual data, but these data are not believed to affect the to
significantly. While many agencies operate on a calendar year, there are a signif
number that use fiscal years other than the calendar year. For purdoseg
simplification, agencies with fiscal years ending during 1972,were considered togeth
with those for calendar year 1972.

Fund raising in the Jewish field is centered on individual gifts. The avairible repo
do not. indicate the proportion of individual gifts accounted for by closely he
corporations and 'family foundations. For this reason, the category for Individu0 g
includes family foundations And Corporate gifts.

5 i
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bstantial relikn e n s'ervice-paYinerits. generally fir part of the cost of servtces,4nci;

Although individual contribthions are a major source of support, there is also

A governmental grants. Jewish philanthropy is the expression of a religious obligation,
ut sacramental activities represent only a portion of the totality of programs.

Total financial receipts from federation sources were $1.9 billion for 1972, with
bout $0.6 billion derived from various forms of contributions. (See Table 47.) 11

Table 47

Jewi5h Federation Income by Source, 1972
(in millions of dollars)

! Source Operations

Building and
Capital

Improvement
Special

Purposes

Individual gifts i $ 482.0 .. $42.4 $26.4

Individual bequests 10.9 1.5 2.5.
Endowment earnings 5.6 .9 3.1

Service fees 677.1 2.9

Federal government
payments 523.6 12.9 12.9.

United Way or other .."
Community Fund
payments 24.6

Other 69.1 0.5 1.0

Total 4$1,792.9 958.2 $52.8,,,,, ;

Total

$ 554.P

14.9

9.6

680.0

54q.4

24.6

70.6

4,903.9

As noted above in Table 46, Jewish federationi,rely heavily on large gifts: Major
sifts are often made in the form of appreciated property, since important tax
ncentives are involved. (Twenty percent of direct individual Contributions ate in this
orm.) The-total- value of gifts of appreciated property were reported by federation
urces to 1* $65 million. An individual may make a gift of appreciated property

ither directly to the federation or indirectly through a foundation. It is estimated that
f thtse indirect gifts are included, about 50 percent of all-collections (approXimately
315 million) involve gifts of appreciated property.

Expenditures of federationsAn 1972 were just over $1.9 billion, of which[ about $,1.6
'Ilion were'for domestic nonsacramental programs and about $0.3 billion for overseas
rograms. (See Table 48.)

The major category of domestic programs is /health services, which account for
Ime $1.2 billicin, with major portions of this total provided by service fees and

governmental payments. Welfare and educational programs together total over $0.4
billion:most Of which comes from contributions.

Overseas programs are mainly for welfare and educational programs: Out of a total
$313 million spent overseas, $230 million was for education programs and $40 million
for health programs

Volunteer services are very important to many Jewish programs (such al hospitals
and welfare projects), although it is difficult to estimate the number of people
involved and amount, of time volunteered. Many givers also worI as volunteer
solicitors. Volunteers serving on boards and committees bring highly, skilled servites to
agency programs artd professional expertise that could not be purchased by the
agencies.

502 1°
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- Table 48

Jewish Federation Expenditdres, 1972
(m millions of dollars)

Expenditures

Health $1, 111). 5

'Social welfare 363.6

Education lt 65.9"

Cormunitywide ac ties 4 15.3

Public affairs 5.0

Culture 2.5

.

Total nonsacramental expenditures

Total expenditures 4
:

Transmitted overseas

$1.

$1.

602. 8

941. 0

313.2

`' Synagogue Activities
=

a variety ()historical, economic, and sociological reasons philanthropic-activity
in th9, Ameriean. Jewish Community is primarily administered by independent jbwis
social service agencies rather than by synagogues. The great bulk of t activity I
carried on by local Jewish federations and welfare funds throughout t e cou try, mos
of which are associated with a New York-based national organization, the until o
Jewish .Fecierations and Welfare Funds, Inc. , However, a significant, a hough

Ir , considerably smaller, amount of philanthropic activity remains within the syn gogu
framework. Funds raised by the synagogasare ilevotecptitinari y to maint nance o
the,synagogue infrastructure and educational endeavors. This section deals with th
financing of these educational activities and o ocher nonsacramentaifunctions sponsore
by synagogues in the United States.

Synagogue-affiliated American Jews are associated with one of 'Three majo
._ congregational movements: Reform, Consery tive, or Orthodox. These three religiou

sectors comprise those American Jews who. are affiliated with organized Jewish
religious institutifIns in the United States. The synagogue agencies and their associated
rabbinical organiTations are affiliated witti the Synagogue Coundil of America, who
research facility, the Institute for JewishPolicy Planning and Research, is responsibl
for this study on synagogue philanthropy. ' -

In 1972, the base year of the study, the three major synagogue groups accounted
for 2,173 American Jewish congegatibils, apportioned as follows: 679 affijiated with
the Reform_oranization, the Union of American HebreW Congregations (UAHC); 83
affiliated with the Conservative organization, the aited Synagogue of Ameri
(United Synagggue); and 958 affiliatqd. with two Orthodox bodies, ,the Unicin o
Orthodox Jewish Congegatientof Athdrica ( UOJCA) and the National Council o
Young Israel (NCYt). Although ftre are a small number of independent synagogue
(especially among the Qithodox8) and a number of congregations associated with
othir movements (Hasidic, Recnnstructionists,- Sephardic, for example), these kive
been eixcluded from this study either because they are statistically insignificant or
because data were unavailable. This report, therefore, is limited to findings from the
UAHC, the United Synagogue, and the UOJCA-NCY1 and theirrelated eleMentary and
secondary educational institutions. j Ii"

t
5 Oa
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Synagogues raise funds in a variety of ways. By far the most significant is
nibership fees, which are usually based on family size but occasionally based on a

air share" arrangement related to ability to pay. Another. important source of
nding is tuition fees charged by the synagogue-spohsored schools and their related
y schools. Other fund-raising techniques include bazaars, raffles, dinners, rental of
ilities for religious and secular functions, shows, outings, awarding of religious
nors, and, infrequentjy, direct assessments for special projec or to offset financial
sis.

All giving to the synagogue and otAerltopeals is tied to a fundamental aspect of
daism known as "tzedakah," a Hebrew word usually translated as "charity." A more
rrect Voanslation would be "righteousness:" Jews interpret this mitzvah (religious
ligatibn) as both a ?fight act and the right to act righteously that is, charitably. The
ng tradition of tzedakah and its living expression in the generous support from Jews
Jewish and general welfare activity in the United St4tes,'and elsewhere is testimony
the profound influence of this concept among the Jewish people. The synagogue, as
prime inculcator of Jewish religious values and mores, makes a significant

ntributionto encouraging this approach.

mmary of Findings

The data 'presented in this report reveal several salient as pects of Jewish
ilartthropy as it relates to synagogue activities. The most striking finding in this re-
rd is that at least 80 percent of the total receipts of synagogues in 1972 were gifts
$500 and under. (Only 5 perient of the gifts exceeded $1,000.) (See Table 50.)
us it can:be reliably reported that the support of American synagogues is

Gad-based, involving vast numbers of American Jews. .

The American Jewish synagogue, encompassing the three major movements, had
come o $302 million in 1972. (See Table 49, also Tables 53, 56 and 58.)
penditures.for the same year amounted to some $304 million. (See Table 51, also

tablishment was unable to keep pace with inflation and faced a defi t in 1972.
bles 55, 57 and 59.) Thus, despite the generosity of American synagogue

The following data show that American Jewry, througb 19, system' of
nagoguesponsored afternoon and day schools, expended $151 million t educate its
uth in both Jewish and secular subjects. Education represaited the great bult of
nds expended by synagogues-for nonsacramerital purposes.

Table 49

Synagogue and Day School Receipts, 1972

Source Total

individual gifts $180,922,000

Individual bequests

Endowment earnings

Seri/lee tees ,tuition (Synagogues) 43,713,000

Service fees, tuition (Day School) 61,016,000 .,)

Other 1W,000 iwY

Total , S302144 0007), .

Insignificant amounts.

5o,

Percent o
Tot

59.4

20.5

5.3

100.0 _;

ti
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Synagogues, especially t6le among the 1,515 congregations associated with t
UAHC and the United Synagogueractively participate in communitywide activities

public affairs. This participation would be impossible, however, without the c
tributed services of numerous public-spirited congregants. . A

ip

Survey Methodology '
.

.
-

There is no single organizational body inAmerican Jewry whose responsibility it

to collect regularly synagogue finaricial statistics. However, two of the three maj
movements, the UAHC and United Synagogue, have established departments w i
occasionally make financial surveys of their affiliated temples an synagogu s. T

most recent nationwide study (19684 was conducted by the UAHC der the directi
of Myron Schoen,. direclor of the Commission on Synagogue Adm nistration.9 T

/ United Synagogue made an earlier (1963) nationwide study of Conservat
synagogues under the direction of Jack Mittleman,, director of the Department
Synagogue Administration.10 In 1968 the United Synagogue made a New Yo
regional survey, their most recent collection of synagogue financial data." All
these sources, together with"the advice and guidance of Schoen and*MitIleman, we
used in preparing This report. .

,Because there were no collected data for the base year of the study (1972), it w
necessary to find some reliable measure to account for inflationary pressure betwe
the base year and the data year. The best indicator seemed to be the Consumer Pri
Index.1 2 This scale of inflation was checked against the estimates of Schoen 1
Mittleman, both of whom agreed" that it accurately reflects the inflationary spiral
recent years as it applies to synagogue finances. Projections to account changes

the intervening years were therefore made wieconsiderable confide .rial figur
were checked with Schoen aid glittleman, who found no significant discrepancies.
second check was applied to the results of the UAHC. and United Synagogue surve

A nuinber of 1972 budgets were acquired from selected temples and synagogues a
the sums of their incomes and expenditures were computed and compared with t
national findings. The results showed remarkable agreement.

..

the collectrd of data on the third major synagogue movement Orthodox
proved more difficult. Neither the UOJCA nor NCYI had ever conducted a financ

survey of their affiliated-congregations. With the cooperation of Rabbi David Cohe
national director of the UOJCA, and Rabbi Ephraim Sturm, executive vice-preside
of the NCYI, a financial questionnaire was sent to the affiliated synagogues, but
response rate was too low to establish a sfatistically reliable base. An alternative a
proach was used to enlarge the base. A list of 24 carefully chosen rep

senting the range of American Orthodox congregations in size, age; a d location, r
ceived a special appeal for statistical data. The' r-... ilts of this appeal. were satisfa
tory, and by adding the returns to those of the first appeal, the base was enlarged to

statistically sound size.

Jewish education. The Jewish education of Jewish youth in America is primarily
function of two institutions: the synagogue-related afternoon school, which mee
from one to three times a week; and the day school, which includes the basic publ
school curriculum in addition to Jewish studies. .

These two institutions account for the overwhelming majority of youth receiving
Jewish education at the primary through high school level.

Funds to support these educational endeavors come ft-dm a variety of source
tuitions, synagogue membership fees, fund-raising events,'and Jewish federation grani

Inasmuch as the finances of the afternoon Hebrew School are an integral part of il
financial set-up of the synagogues which sponsor the schools, their budgets we
incorporated into the education category ofemlenditures.

5u5=
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The Conservative and Orthodox movements encourage an extensive system of day
hools whose support tomes from sources other than the synagogue. They are the
lomon 'Schechter Day Schools, numbering 43 in 1972, and the Torah Umesorah

sociated schools, numbering -392 in 1972.. Expenditures for these two institutions
re added to the education.totals for the respective movements. They were also

corporated into the final totats. Except for federation.grants, which were deducted
cause they were accounted for in another section'of thejewish philanthropy study,
nds raised for the day schools come primarily from individuals-associated with the
rticular movement.
A number of schools under community Sprisorshiq and other auspices receive

deration support as well as help from communitywide fund raising. (Federation
ants to these schools were accounted for elsewhere, as noted above.) Since it is
possible to allocate undifferentiated Jewish community giving to either movement,
ese kinds of contribUtions to independent Jewish education have been excluded
m the study. It should-be kept in mind that the final education figures reported are
nservative since there are uncounted amounts being used for education.
No, attempt has been made to diAintuish secular fro sacramental in the

Iculations of income and expenditure on education. There t,
cepted estimates off.)he proportion of educational expendi
bjects, conve sations with knowledgeable people in th
tying stimates. Therefore, all educational expenditures have

brodd nonsacramental category.
A cautious estimate is that some 40 to 50 percent of the total educational
penditures of day schools represents sacramental, as distinguished from secular,
urse work." One difficulty in arriving at this estimate is that of definition. For the
pose of this study, all Jewish curriculum (including study of Hebrew language and
wish history, as well as more purely religious: studies) have been 'considered
cramental, and only those courses generally taught in public or private secular
hools (such as mathematics, natural -sciences, English, social studies) have been
assified as secular. I n 'cases where there was conflicting data, the conservative figures
re used. financial breakdown for Jewish day sariol education is found in Table

reliable or widely
ti s to secular

e Yielded
sented. under

:

come: Synagogues and Day Stho Ols

In 1972 synagogues and their affiliated educational facilities rec d $302,490,000
financial support for both sacramental and nonsacramential purposs. (See Table 49,

so Tables 53, 56, and 58.) As faras we Can determirr, no support came from
rporate, foundation, or religious institution grants. Also, either federal governmentAlso,
yments nor the United Way or -other community p.lym nts werereported among
nagogue receipts. Some funds were received in the forth o bequests and endowment
rnings, but these sums were so small as to make them insignificant for the purposes
this study. \
The great bulk of giving to synagogues comes in the forfn of small gifts, mostly

embership fees, of less than $500. (See Table 50.) Jewish congregatiqns count their
embership in.terms of families, individuals. (A synagogue with a membershipof

families might number some 500-600 persons.) Each family pays either a
bership fee calculated on the basis of family size, or a fairshare fee based on

ility to pay. Average memberihips of the latter type range from $100 to $350 per
ar. This is increased when the parents have children enrolled in the afternoon
brew schools. But even in the case of large fanailieS, total fees rarely exceed $500.
Synagogues rarely receive/support in the form of in-kinti property. What is received

-This category is too small to be significant, and.few synagogues, if any, report such
fts to their national bodies.

. *5 u 6
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- -- - Table 55

Individual (Per Family) Giving to Synagogues
ror All Purposes, 1972

,r-

f. Category

Under $500

$500 -1,000

Over $1,000

Perceht of Total Receipts

80% ,

15

5

Percent of Total Synagogue Financial Support
Provided by Top 20% and Top 10% of Givers,,1872a

Top 20% of givers 50%

Top 10100f givers 25-

a. Based oritiat-a:from United Synagogue of-America.. .

-

Expenditures: Synagogues and 1,-ay Schools

Total financial expenditures for synagogues for nonsacramental as well
sacramental purposes amounted to $304,349,000 in 1972..

Non sacramental expenditures, which accounted for 52.3 percent of
expenditures; were primarily devoted to the field of education, as illustrated in Tat
51. The amount fisted in tills category includes expenditures for afternoon Hebri

,,schools, Jewish day schools, and adult education. (Ediicition accounted for 45
percent of all synagogue expendltUres,. sacramental and nonsacramental. It represent
94.7 Percent of all nonsacramental costs, of which some 57 percent went to,afterno
Hebrew schools, 41 percent to day schools,*and 2 percent to adult educatioh.)

As far as we could determine there were no expenditures by:synagogues i
environment and conservation and science. Some activities sponsored by synagog

' involve relatively low expenditures but a large amount of contributed and voluntc
services. This is especiially true in synagogue-supported programs related,
coMmOnitywide activities and public affairs.

Table 51

Nonsacramental Expenditures of Synagogues, 1972 "

Activity ' Total
Percent of a

Total

Health

Sodial welfare ; 8,449,000 2.8%

Education 150,645,000 - 49.5

Communitywide activities

iPublic affairs

Culture

Total nonsacramental expenditures $159;;094,000 52.3

Total exptmditures $304,349,000 100.0

Insignificant Amounts

507
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In the area of'health, synagogues occasional4y sponsor Tay-,Sachs (congenital disease
hich primarily affects Jews) testing and Red Cross ood drives are sometimes
ntered at synagogues. Through Golden e cldbs of synagogue groups, the
pgregation aids local hospitals. These gro etimes help throe blind byproducing

Braille books and 'other aids to the lamp and infirm. gy,...,

Day Schools
46.

Table 52

Je.wish Educational Expenditures, 1972

Costs outside of New York $ 20, 084, 000a
Costs in Greater New York 45,168,000b
Sub-Total $ 65,252,000
Leos Federation grants 3,336, 00,9ed
United States Day School $ 61, 91b, (1940,,

Afternoon Congregational Schools

Reform $ 18,120.000e
Conservative 51,487, 000e
Orthodox: 19, 550, 0001

Total .$ 89,17,000

Jewish Educational Expenditures
' Day Schools (1.5)

After:noon Congregational Schools (11.4)

Total
,

Day Schools by Movement

Solomon Schechter (Conservative) 43 Day Schoolsg

Torah Umesorah (Orthodox) - 392 Day Schoolsh -
Ratio 1:9

United States Day School Total $ 61,916, 000
, . .

: Solomon ,Schechter Proportion 6,880,000
. Torah Umesorah Proportion , 55, 036, 000

,
a. Hillel Hochberg, Table 5, /Trends and Developments in Jewish Education,"

AJTB, 1972-,
6:: Source: Rabbi tiernaid Goldenberg,- director of School Organization,

To-ah NmesOrait. .b k.c. Hochberg,:,Vable 6.
d. JTA ContrnuniV,frleport, August 2, 1974.
e. Unalcd sib ogue and 1.7AHC basic reports. ..
f. Baserflon Ox data. .

g. SourceisDr..7., 42-toh Siegel, director, Commission On Jewish Eclubation,
United Sxnakme otAmertei.

h. CJFWF report, Table 1, 1973.\ j
Synagogues spotssor a great variety of youth progiatIs. In exceptional cir-.

cumstances, such as. -natural disasters, synagogues might promote a relief program.
They also sponsor ho't -meal programs for shut -ins and other elderly people who have
difficulty providing for themselves.- ,-.°; :'", ...- '.:

In the area of education, synagopes sponsor,:an- extensive system of afternoon
Hebrew schools which giv,e coursekelwiging from history to language and bible to

dern literature, in addition to more Piirely sacramental studies. Associated religious
movements among the Conservative and Orthodox sponsor a nationv/idi system of day
schools which incltide Jewishrelated subjects in addition to the usual primary and
secondary school curriculutt. Synagogues also sponsor various adult educational
'ctivities and courses in Jewish culture, history,-and homemaking.

- 48
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Synagogues often sere as a central meeting place, in the community for both J
and non-Jews. They also participate in a, great variety of community organizations,
with the rabbi or delegated members of the congregation often serving in a leadershir

As part of their publicaffairs activities, synagogues frequently sponsor lettuce serie!
and other educational events of interest to the generaltommunity. Through the won
of synagogue public affairs committees, Congregations are usually involved in the
various social issues of the communi0-and the nation. These committees usually have
representatives who sit on community civil rights groups, interracial councils, anc
other ad hocgroups,

Jewish history is a storehouse of three thousand years of culture. Synagogues stun
this rich history through a.variety of educational work and other social activity. It i!
not uncommon for a synagogue to bring in specialists in Jewish literature, art, dance
and music to give lectures to the congregants and other interested individuals
synagogue groups often sponsor tours of local mueeums and historical sites. Moderr
Israeli culture is not overlooked. from the culinary arts to dance and music; Israel i,
well represented' in synagogue cultural activity.

`Contributed Services

Contributed services play a significant role in several aspects of synagogue life. A
wide variety of events and programs are spons6red by synagogues because they cat
rely upon a knowledgeable and dedicated group of volunteers among thei
congregants. Without these contributed services a Major and significant portion of the
life of the synagogue would have to be curtailed. Contributed services were fount
to be most important in the areas of communitywide activities, public affairs, an

s social welfare. ,.

International Activities

Few synagogues budgeted expenditures in 1972 for transmittal outside of the
k United States. Although synagogues play an important role in sensitizing thei

congregants to the needs of Jews throughout the world, they themselves arely have ai
active financial role in aiding distressed Jews irrother countries. Thus a sums used

by synagogues for international activities must be considered insignificant.
Because synagogues do not sponsor overseas activities there is no need for voluntee

services abroad. However, most synagogues do have Isriel and Soviet Jewr
Committees which are composed of volunteers. Their role is to promote and sponso
educational prog ms within the synagogue community. These committees, whip

watching and repo i

ties, including, for xample, educational w&k, collection of clothing for immigrant
ng on the internitional

to Israel, and suppOrt of various proje is iii support of Jews who are being abused it....
an y,area of distress. ,

Synagogue Move ent Report

Reform: Union of American Hebrew Congregations (UAHC)

The findings related to Reform Jewry were deriped from two primary sources: (1
"Temple Finance and Reserve Funds," Henry Fruhauf, UAHC, New York, 1968; (2
Myron Schoen, ditector, Commission on Synagogue Administration, UAHC.
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The nationwide; results were compared with a small sampling of six carefully chosen
eformvTemple budgets throughout the country for the base yeas 1972. The
mparison showed a close correspondence between the nationwide Hares and the .

mple, indicating that the national figures were relkable and an accurate description of
he financial situation of the 679' Temples associated with the UAHC in 1972. (See
ables_5454, and 55.)

r

Table 53

Union of American Hebrew Congregations,
Income by Source, 1972

(in thousands of dollars)

.r .
Total

Individual gifts $56,239

Service fees (tuition, sales, income, and
other user charges) 5,237

Other 1,031

Total $62,502

Table 54

Size of Gifts from Individuals,
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1972

Size of Gift

'Los than $500
,

$500 - 1,000,

Over $1,000

Percentage of Total
Individual Receipts

80%

5

Percentage of Total Financial Support Provided
by Top 20% and 10% of Givers, 1972

Top 20% of givers . 50%

Top 10% of givers

510

25
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Table 55

Union American Hebrew Ccingregations Expenditures, 1972
(in lhousandrcif dollars) 1

Activity

Soctat utelfarea

Educatlonb

Communitywide activities

Public affairs /U.

Amount

113

18,120

Totil nonsacramental expenditures , $19,023

Total expenditures $62, 502

a. More than 99 percent of the expenditure was for youth activities.
b. Nearly 97 percent of the expenditure was applied to Hebrew Afternoon and

Day Schools. The remainder was for adult education.
. -Insignificant amounts.

Expenditures outside the U. S. were report to be insignificant.

Conservative: United Synagogue of America

The findings relating' to the*836 synagogues affiliated with the United ,Synagogii
were derived from two primary sources! (1) "Survey of Synagogue:finances,
Department of Synagogue Administratioris United Synagogue of America, New York
1963; (2) Jack Mittleman, director, Department of SynagogueAdministration, Unite
Synagogue of America.

An attempt was made to collect a sufficient number of 1972 budgets-of selecte
Conservative synagoguess-to make a comparative study, as in the case of the Refdrr
Terriples described above_but the response rate was inadequate. Nevertheless, one ca
rely upon, the basiofiridings. (See Tables 56 and 57.)

Table 58

.United Synagogue of America, Income by Source, 1972
(in thousands of dollars)

4 e.
,.. Source Day Schools Total

a Individual gifts -

Service feesry $6,1380

.. (78,821

35,285
,..

Other 5,556

Total $6,880 $119,662

4
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Table 57

United Synagogue of America Expenditures, 1972
(in thousands of dollars)

Activity

Social welfarea

Educationb

Comm unitywide activities

Public affairs

Total nonsacramental expenditures

Total expenditures

ti
Amoda

$ 5,735

58,367

$ 64,102

$116,473
.;

a. Ne,arbe88 percent of these ejcpericheures were for youth activities and pro-
grams. The remainder as for ONEGAI MAI:S.11AT (sotial hours) and
collations.

b. Ninety -eight percent of these expenditures were for Hebrew afternoon and
day schools, The remainder was for adult education.

Insipid scant amounts.

Expenditures outside the U.S. were reported to be ussignificant.

_

Orthodox: Union of Orthod/ix Jewish Congregations of America
(UOKA) and National Council of Youhg Israel (NCYI)

The findings related to American Jewish Orthodoxy, covering the 958
congregations of JOJCA and NCYI, are the results of a tabulation of responses to a
survey sent to the affiliated synagogues of the two agencies. Results were checked and
approved by Rabbi David Cohen, national director of UOJCA, and Ra134tEphriam
Sturm, executive vice-president of NCYI,

Since the Orthodox bodies had never conducted a financial survey of their
synagogues, there was some-difficulty, in collecting and analyzing data. (A description
of how the data were collected appears earlier in this report,) Despite difficulties, we

-are.confident that the present report represents the most accurate data available. (See
Tables 58 and 59.)

,

a.

Table 58

Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of,America
and National Council of Young Isiatl,

Source

Income by
(in thousands

Source, 1972
of dollars) ,

bay Schools

/

Total

Individual gifts / $ .- -$ 45,867

Service fees 55,036 65,107

Other ' 9,352

Total $55.036 $120,326

512
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Table 59

Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregatiohs of America
and National Council of Young Israel ,

Expenditures, 1972 ,
(in thousands of dolliri)

Activity Amount

Social welfare _j $ 1,811

Education 74,586

Total nonsacramental expenditures $ 76,397

Total expenditures $118,494

V.

REPORT ON MORMAN ACTIVITIES

Note From Project Coordinator

The report of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints to the Interfaith

I Research Committee of the Commission on Private philanthropy and Public Needs is
included as part of this study for descriptive purpoks only. It does not include any
financial information, but only describes in general terms the philosophy, activities,
and operations of the church.

Sincere, and repeated efforts were made to obtain either financial inforinition
similar to . that reported by other faiths or, failing that, some indication of the
magnitude and allocation of funds. Eath proposal was considered by the principal
officials of the church and each, in turn, was rejected. The reason for rejection was a

long-standing church position that information concerning internal affairs is private
and not available to those outside the church.

Since it was clear that the church objected to having any of its financial
-informition'made, public,- no attempt was made to gather this information throcigh

other sources. In order to provide at least some desdriptive information aboul-thi!
important source of religious receipts and expenditures in the United States, however,

the following report was requested.

; OrganizaZion

1

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is so organized that its work i!
largely carried on by nits lay members. Generally speaking all male emberso.
responsible age may herld the priesthood which is the governing uthority tc
administer the affairs of the church among the general membersh* . Women an

eligible to ail phases of the church's activities except those which are strictly o
priesthood character..

...
_.

The church at large is governed by bodies of men-know- n as a whole as theCenera

Authorities. The First Preside* consists of the President of the Church and his twi
,,
counselors. They preside over all the affairs ofithe church. 4 , ,

The Twelve Apostles, also known as the Quorum of the Twelve, are special wItnesse

of the Lord and have authority to regulate the affairs of the church worldwide un'd,, e

i

513
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the. direction of the First Presidency. The Patriarch to the church, Assistants to the
Twelve, presently 19 in number, the First Council of Seventy, comprised of sevenmembers, and the Presiding Bishopric comprising the Presiding Bishop with twoCounselors, also serve under the direction of the First Presidency. This body
constitutes the General Authorities who devote their entire time to administering the
affairs of the church. Persons appointed by these authorities who serve in theStakes or
Wards of the church, and the church members who are called by the local authorities
to 'assist them, all serve on a voluntary, part-time basis without monetary
remuneration.

A substantial portion of the church-devoted time of some of these volunteer
workers and substantially all such time of the others is related to nonsacramental
activities as described later in this report. <

The smallest territorial division d the Mormon Church is the ecclesiastical Ward,
which contains an'average of 509 church members, children and adults. The presiding
officers of a Ward are the Bishop and his two counselors. It is designed that the
population of a Ward should be small enough toenable the Bishop to know personally ,
each member of the Ward. The next larger territorial division of the church is a Stake.
Stakes vary in membership, ordinarily comprising 5 to 19 wards having a total
membership of approximately 3,000 to 6,000 persons. The Stake is presided over by a0,
Stake Presidency composed of the Stake President and two counselors. A Body of 12!
High 'Priests, known as the Stake High Council, assist the1 Stake Presidency in
conducting the affairs of the Stake.

Financial Support

The basic source of financial support of the church is the tithe, the principle of
which is accepted by the church as a commandment of God. The offering is wholly
voluntary and does not constitute a condition of membership. person who fully
observes the principle paysto the church one tenth of his wage or salary, or one tenth
of the net income of his business or profession or gain from profits. These funds areused to build and maintain meetinghouses, temples and other church edifices, and for
the support of educational systems,'care of the sick, and ahy other church activities.

'Another source of financial support is fast offerings. Members are asked to fast
once a -movegfrom one evening to the next. Customarily, the first Sunday of each
month is set apart as Fast Sunday. An amount of money equivalent in vattle to money
saved by meals not eaten should then be paid into the hands of the Bishop for use,in
helping the poor. , 1

Members are als4 called uPOri to make special contributions to assist in building and
maintaining meetinghouses, temples, and procuring land and facilities and funds
necessary to carry out welfare prograrbs.

Church members also contribute substantial funds to support an extensive
missionary system swa8 throughout the world. Missionary service is voluntary and
unpaid. 'The missionlry serves from two to three years and during that time devotes
himself to dissemination of information concerning the history, doctrine, and practices
of the church. The expense of maintaining these missionaries in the field is largely
borne by the missionaries or their families from personal funds.

t
°

Nonsacratental Activities

General

Recent statistical data reflects a church membership of 3,321,566 making up 630 "Stakes, 5,707 Wards and independent branches, and 1,847 mission,branches, The work
of these units is administered entirely by voluntary, ,unpaid members appointed to

- 514
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various offices of leadership and service. The Aerage -Ward or branch }has
approximately 700 appointed persons, excluding those engaged solely in religious in-
struction, each Stake has appro)simately O. In varying degrees, all these persons
render services relating to the health, welfare, and cultural activities of the church, in
addition to the sacramental services rendered by many of them.

Of the total membership, $13,000 male members hold he priesthood, all of whom
are expected to render some services of the nature stated above. AMong the women of
the chtirch, an organization .known as the Relief Society has a membership of 785,000,
of which al{ of the leaders and a substantial number of the members ire. engaged in
some form of compassionate service. Young meetind women enrolled in various youth
programs, including cultural and athletic,events, number 383,000.

Health

The church has, until recently, provided and supported the operation 'Of 15
hospitals with over 2,00Q beds. Ownership of these facilities has recently been
transferred without compensation to a nonprofit organization charged with the
responsibility of operating the facilities for the benefit of the communities in which
they are located. The church is now 'enlarging its program to provide health and
medical services throughout the United States and other countries to those' who are

unable to provide such services for themselves.

-e
Ic

Church Welfare Plan
e: a

It is a basic doctrine of the church that men are equal befgre the Lord and that all

sh6uld share in the gifts of earth and heaven. Men must be willing to work
industriously; the wealth of the world is produced' by human labor. The chutch
stresses cooperation as a means of banishing poverty and providing the.nertds of All

men.
The church welfare program is an essential and integral part of the religious.

practices of the church. It is a Jan to care for the needy and to assist them to 'care for
themselves. The underlying principles of the plan have been stated by the church
leaders as follows: "Our primary purpose was to set up, insofar.as it might be possible,
a system ,under which the curse of idleness would be done away with, the-evils 'of
dole abolished, and independence, industry, thrift, and self-respect be once melee

established apengst our people."
In furthe6ncg,of these concepts, welfare projects, and activities ha en set

where recipientmay perforin useful functions for The church a members may
donate their-rrvices for the htnefit of the needy. These activit s are administered
through theilluch officials as part of their sacred priesthood fun ions. ,

Food and ciSthing are educed and distributed through ishops' storehouses tc

the needy. Welfare funds, e made available to provide e needs of persons nol
,residing in are4";whqre: iihops' storehouses are operated. In the last reporter
one-year ,,period, 103,100 person were assisted with food, clothing, sheltec, and other
necessities- of life. Some of these persons received their entire suplort from thi
source. In the same period, 16,159 persons were placed ,in remunerated employment
and 154,306 man days and 4,756 unit days of eqUipmerit were donated by thi
members' in operating the welfarb'projects,
>. Other phases of this program include' job assistance, vocational training, relief o
distress in the home, counseling services, and family services.

,
Education

The church furnishes on a low-cost basis to Students the principal financial suppor
of the Brigham Young University (main campus in Provo, Utah, with a branch campu

. 51 t.)
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the Hawaiian Islands) and the Ricks College (Idaho). The approximate enrollment atese center%kf learning are 25,000 at the Provo' campus, 1,000 at the Hawaii campus,d 5,100 at Ricks College.
. The church has, established and maintains a large number of primary and secondaryhoots in Latin America and the South Sea Islands. The aggregate enrollment in theseols exceeds 17,0150. Most of these schools are in areas where school facilities areotherwise available.

.;...: ., .sl? :.* ...
41.''. ' ' "' ^

'.:. o ,
0.4 --e

blic Affairs , ,,,
' -:,,,;t.I ,,the church is the owner of one daily 'newspaper and operates seyeral T.V. hit-ra'clioLions, all of which conduct some programs of public interest. These activities areducted through commercial, taxable organizations. ee'S ..,

. Vi'.< .
4 4'

ultural and Youth Activities.

A major progrim of the church involves extensive'youth and young adult activities..
ysical facilities, including combination gymnasiuth and cultural halls, are providedr most congregations, and there are numerous,outdoor recreational centers,chiefly,ate .Ward level. Some dance and music fe'sRils, as well as athletic events, are'nducted on a regionarbasis. Promoting cult 0' is an integral part of the churchogram. One of the most widely known cultural offerings is the weekly performancethe Mormon Tabernacle Choir.

ternational Activities

The church operates in numerous foreign -countries, and in each country allcramental fbncti ns are included. Nonsacramental functions are carried out to thetent permitted b the size of the individual congregations. It is the program of theurch to. extend a of its activities into each country or area wher?the church istablished.

Appendix
Interfaith Research Commitiee Questionnaire EorKr.'N'

Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs
Interfaith Research Committee

Introduction

The Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs was created last fall- under thespices of Secretary ofobe Treasury George Shultz, Congressman Wilbur Mills, -and Johnkefeller; 3rd. Th,e Commission is a.private,
nongovernmental organization whose membership ismliosed of prominent individuals from a variety of fields and ischaired by John Filer, chairrpanAetna Life & Casualty Company. Since it is hope3i that the work of the Commission will be ofat.value to Congress ip its deliberations, especially'on tax reform, the of the Commission.II be relatively short, probably not lastiii beyond. 1974.

The mandate of the Commission is to jvide the first comprehensive review of the importanceprivate livipg, private initiative and volunteer services in this country. In order to carry out thisndate the Commission has undertaken numerous studies of' private giving andContributed
races. These studies will pr'bvide a data base which will be invaluable to those concerned with, the

Ir.
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importance of private philanthropic efforts in this country. The information gathered will be use

r by the Commission Itself in formulating specific recommendations concerning charitable activ.itie

In addition, this information will be published in a compendium to the Commission's report an

will be available to interested parties for examination and for use in conducting further studies.

One very important area of study is in the field of religion. Religious organizations appaiend

receive about half of all charitable, contributipns. While the Commission is not interested

obtaining information on the sacramental activities of religiousgroups, it is interested in obtaini

positive information on
organizations

activities such as education, health care and social welfar

For example religious organizations
annUally,direct a great deal of money and contributed servic

into activitkig that are primarily concerned with education, health, social welfare, etc., yet n

reliable comprehensive data is- available on the extent ,of these activities. Also, very little

generallegnown about the sources and nature of the financial support for religious organization

This information is vital to understanding charitable activities both in the religious sphere itself an

in other areas, This information also being gathered in other areas, such as education and healt

and the data collected fromthis particular study will complement these other studies.

The Commission therefore formed the Interfaith Research Committee, composed

representatives from all major faiths, tb design a study to gather the necessary information. T

result of their consultations is thl,attached questionnaire: As indicated previously this informati

is of vital concern to all those interested in charitable activities generally, as well as the Congress

the Untteo States. Consequently,please supply the information after careful consideration and wi

as much accuracy as possible.

Instructions

The attached questionnaire is designed to gather information concerning two basic functions

religious or anizations: their support and their activities. The first part of the questionnaire relat

to the sour es and amounts of support while the second part re=lates to financial and nonfinanci

ihformati about activities undertaken.

I Please assist us by completing the questionhaire giving caraul consideration to your answer

Use the most accurate information available and, if necessary, make reasonable estimates. If, due

the nature of your organizlition,,you have no access whatsoever to the information requeste

please so indicate and do not attempt to provide the answer. In categorizing expenditures it

realized that considerable overhead costs may be involved (e.g., administrative, operation

construction, capital outlays, and fund raising), which, in the case of multipurpose organization

cannot be clearly'allocated to any one activity. Where no such allocation's indicated please all

cate these costs in proportion to the expenditures otherwise allocated. For example, if an organ

zation maintains a health, clinic and a day care center and spends 70% of its direct expenditures o

the health clinic, any overhead cosjs not directly attributable to either fUnction (e.g., fund raisin

or general administrative expenses) should be allocated 70% to Health (i.e., the clinic) and 30% t

Social Welfare (i.e., the day 'care center). ,

All questions, except the last two,'relate, solely to calendar year 19/7. She tinancial questio

should be completed on the basis of money (on property) actually received'or spent in 1972 (i.

on the cash Basis of accounting). Property received or spent should be counted at its fair mark

value when transferred. _ .
.

Attached are guidelines which may be assistance in categorizing nonsacramental activities

particular organizations for purposes of t questionnaire. " :k

Name of Organization

Address

Name of person completing
, questionnaire

Position in Organization
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Guidelines for Nonsacramental Activities

1. Hea/ti. The term health shall include hoipitals, medical research, clinics providirfg medical
istance, medical supplies and medical assistance generally.

2. Social Welfare. `The term social welfare shall include job assistance, vocational training, relief
(forts, housing assistance, old age homes, nuising homes, youth homes, youth programs generally,
sychological assistance, counselling services, family services, day care, recreation, camps and
enters. -..,.

'3. Education. The term'education shall include 'academic training at all levels from primary
hool to graduate studied. Theological educatign shall not be treated as academic training.

4. Community -wide Activities The term community -wide activities shall include activities
using on a particular community, such as information ,services for the community, inter-group

tiv ities, community devvelopment and community organizations.

5. Pt)blic Affairs The term public affairs shall include public broadcasting, newspapers and
ournalism, television and radio, communication with public representatives, civil rights efforts
nd communications generally.

6. Culture.' The term culture shall cover museums, historgal preservation, drama, musk'
iteratu re and art works generally.

7. Environment dnd Conservation. The terms environment and conservation shall cover
nti-pollution activities, restoration and preservation of natural areas, aesthetic preservation,
lean-up campaigns, efforts directed at conserving energy resources and recycling materials.

& Science. The term science shall cover scientific research and scientific experimentation.

9. International. The term international is a geographic category for activities and money.spent
broad. It includes all of the foregoing categories as well as religion per se.

Section I .financial Receipts

. Please indicate the total fihancial support (including that for sacramental purposes) you received
ring calendar year 19.72 attributible to each of the following sources.

Special
Buildings Purpose

-1 and Capital and Other
Source Operations Improvements Restricted Total

Individual gifts* (other i
an bequests) $ $ $ $. e

Bequests from
ndividuals

Corporate
ants

*
Foundation

ants

Religious
ifstitu tion grants $ $ $ $

11
. Endowment
Investment Earnings) $ $ " $ $

(continued)

$ $ $ $

$ $ /---. $

4
$

$ $ $ $
Sg...

510
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Source

Special
Buildings Purpose

and Capital and Other
Operations Improvements Restricted

g. Service fees (tuition, sales,
income, and other user ,

charges . $ $

v. .

h. Federal Government %.,

payments $ . $ $

i. United Way or other ,
Community Fund

'payments
I

$ $ 1 $ $

I. Othe'r (Specify) $ $ $

k. TOTAL FROM ALL '
SOURCES $ $ $

,,

For pufposes ofthis questionnaire the term gifts includes gifts, grants, contributions and
membership fees. s. ., . ..

Total

r

2. Using your best estimate, what percentage of the Individual giving (for all purposes) in the
preceding question do you believe comes from annual individual giving that does not (per person)
exceed:

Percen ge of Total
Indivi ual Recei is

a. under MO

b. $500 - $1,000

c. over $1,000 es

A

3. What percentage of yOur total financial support would you estimate was supplied in 1972 by
the top. 20% of individual givers (ranked by size of total giving)? (For example, did the top 20%
supply 40%, 60%, 80%, etc. of all financial support?)' %

^ ,
a. Answer the foregoing questir.in with regard to the top 10% of individual givers.

, . .
--- 16

-
4. What amount of support received in 1972 from eachrof the foUowing sources was in the form of

.00

4 Value in Value in
Appreciated Non-appreciated

inkind -in kind
1. Source .Property* . Property Total'

Individual Gifts (other than bequests) $ . $ $
. .

Bequests from Individuals
..

$ - $

Corporate Gifts I s s s

Foundation grants b $ $

Federal Governmental payments $ r $ $

Other (specify) $ $ $

Appreciated property refers to property whose value at the date given exceeded its cost to the
donor.
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'Section Expenditures and Activities

Plea Se indicate the total financial expenditures (both forzisagamental and nonsacramental
rposes) by your organization during calendar year 1972. , tk

$
-Ot

What part of the total nonsacramental expenditures during 19724 the United States was for
ch of the categories below. (Consult the guidelines with the Instructions for assistance in
terpreting these categories.)

Category Expenditures*.
(1) Health

(2) Social Welfare

(3) EducatiOn

(4) Community-wide Activitles
(5) Public Affairs
(6) Culture a $

(7) Environment and Conservation

(8) Science

ncludes a proportionate sharelof overhead costs such as administration, operations, construction.
pital outlays, and fuifd raising. See instruction sheet for more detail on making allocations.

If you feel it would be, appropriate, please indicate major financial breakdowns within each of
e foregoing categories. (For example, it might be indicated that 90% of the allocation for public
airs went to maintaining a newsletter or that only 2% of the allocation for public affairs went to
litical activities.) (Attach additional sheets if needed.)

ealth

cial Welfare

ducation

ommunity-wide Activities

blic Affairs

attire

nvironment and Conservation

fence

Recognizing that money is only oni type of support, would you gease indicate the imptrtance
f contributed services to the appropriate domestic activities below as carried on by your
rgantzation in 1972? Do so by ranking these contributed services from 10 toll. (A rank of 10
cans That contributed services are vital and essential to the continuance of theictiviti; a rank of
means the activity could still be carriedmit wiihout contributed services but Contributed services
e very useful; a iank,of 0 mess that contributed services are not used.)

5z0



. :"":- (1) Health ,
;..

4-42) Soo ial Welfare

(3) Education

(4) Community -
wide ActivitlFs

(5) Public Affairs

(6) Culture

(7) Environment
and Conservation

(8) Science.

10 9 8 6 5 4. 3 -. 2-° 1 0

MIL

a. Please give major examples to illustrate the use of contributed services which are indicated
the foregoing cryiestion to have a value of 6 or higher. (Attach additional sheets if needed.)

Health

-SocialdVelfare

. Education -

Community-wide Activities

Public Affairs

Culture

Environment and Conservation

41*.
Scie 'hce

he.

4. What part of the total finandal expenditures were transmitted during 1972 outside the Unitr
States? (Consult the guidelines in the Introduction regarding International Activities). A*

, a.' Please clas0sify the foregoing international expenditures,transmitted to the following categoric

Category' Exptencjitures,

(1) Health ,
(2) Soclal isielfare

(3) EducatiOn t4-

(4) CoMmunity-WIde Activities

(5) PublicAffairs
(6) 'Culture

'47) Environment and Conservation

(8) Sciehce

.52 I,
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Recognizing that money is only one type of support, would you please inchcate the importance
contributed services to the appropriate international activities below as carried on by your

kanization in 1972? Do so by ranking then contributed services from 10 to 0. (A rank of 10
cans that contributed services are vital and essential to the continuance of the activity; a rank of
means the activity could still be.carried out without contributed services but contributed services

very useful; a rank of 0 means that contributed services are not used.)

) Health

) Social Welfare

) Education

) Community-
'cle Activities

) Public Affairs

) Culture

) Environment
id Conservation

Science

10 9 S 7 6 5 ,41 3 2 1 0

4
?lease give major examples to illustrate the use of contributed services which are indicated in

e foregoing question to have a value of 6 or higher. (Attach additional sheets if needed.)

ealth

al Welfare

ucation

ommunitywide Activities

blic 'Affairs

ulture

nvironment and Conservation

fence
fort

Please furnish examples of activities carried on by your torganization In each of the listed
tegories which illustrate both the type of work carried out and the effects of that work. (Attach
ditional sheets if needed.)

ealth

1

octal Welfare

ducation

5 z 2



4 e.

ommunity-wide Acti Vales

Public Affairs

Cu Buie

Environment and Conservation

Science

7. If you would like to add an?, explanation or description to clarify or expand any of 1
foregoing, please do so below.

Footnotes

J. "Foundations _for Ecumenical Mission," Reg ')onalization Study Team of the National Council
Churches.

C.J. Jacquet (ed.), Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches (Nashville, Tenn: Abing1
Press, 974). As stated in the yearbook's "Guide for the User of Church Statistics," chuff
statistics are not always comparable and definitions of membership will vary from denomination
denomination. For example, Jewish congregational membership is assumed to be equivalent to
total number of jews.

3. Douglas W. Johnson and George W. Cornell, Punctured Preconceptions, (New York: Friends)
Press, 1972, p./53.

4. Ibid., pp. 1,11-147.

5. Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches, op. cit., pp. 244245.

'6. Ibid. lit

7. Douglas W. Johnson, Paul R. Picard, Bernard Quinn (eds.), Churches and Church Membershij
the United States, 1971, National Council of _Churches, (Glenmary Research Center, Washingt
D.C. 1974).

8. Rabbi David Cohen, National Director of UOJCA, estimates that there are between 300
400 of these shteiblach (small synagogues usually numbering less than 50 families) in the Uni
S tates.

9. Henry Fruhauf, Temple Finance and Reserve Funds, UAHC, New York, 1968.

10. Survey of Synogogue Finances, Department of Synagogue Administration, United Synagn,
of America, New York, November 1963.

o-, - °

11. Budget and Fund Raising Survey: 1968, New York Metropolitan Region, United Synagogue
America, New York, 1968.

t
)

12. Average Consumer Price indek increases, 1963.1973 (U.S. Department of Labor): 1!
(1'.2%), 1964 (1.3%),196'5 (1.796), 1966 (2.9%), 1967 (2.9%), 1968 (4.2%), 1969 (5,4%), 1!
(5.9%), 1971 (4.3%), 1972 (3.3%), 1973 (6.2%).

13. These estimates were based on information supplied by Dr. Hillel Hochberg, fdlrec
Department of. Statistical Research and 'Information, of the American Association for ley

g4Education, and Rabbi Bernard Goldenber irector of school organizatitn, Torah Umesorah,
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